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PABaVTT.

chapteh the second.—of

Williams, J. lias declared that any one cutting another person’s wood

rnTTT^ /^Mrrri tit A r^T/'Oi'T'rkXTT? deserves to be made to cut his own stick with remarkable rapidity.

THE COMIC BLACKS iONE. The 4th kind is that of Ways, or the right of going over another person’s

tt ground, which is, in fact, the right of getting into the way of other people.

* ^ Offices form the 5th kind, such as the office of beadle ; though the

-^v beadle of the British Museum is himself anything but incorporeal.

-OF '^.I'''*VMENTS. hri,
'

".constitute the 6th, and franchises the 7tli sort of incorporeal

M heredity.. The former speak for themselves ; but a franchise is a
lems uv3^ branch of ti' L’ ' prerogative existing in a subject ; such as the right

LiTTLsrox-for suieiy he who throws a of killmg bucks, does, and roes, in a royal forest. Whether the does and
light on another may do so by aiming a

alluded to ai'e the celebrated Johk and Richaed, of legal celebrity,

squib at him—has described an incorporeal aware, and none of the jurists have helped to solve tlie

hereditament as a right issuing out of a problem.
thing corporate, whether real or personal

; descriptions of incorporeal hereditaments are
such as a rent issuing lirom land, -which is y,g pjght sustenance, which may be had at any respectable
not the same as money got hy raising the workhouse ; which must be weU understood by those who enjoy
•wind, though rent is sometimes paid by tj,gm i,ut are not wortli the trouble of describing to those who don’t;
resorting to the latter process. and rents, inelndine rent-serviee, rent-charge, and a few others. Kent-

'riiAVAnisA fAn envfe rtr 1 nn/timnivanl Hava. . ' * .. .P . . 'a . .s vk.ili am ATVtntv

liiSSfe’Pr*
enjoyment

is a rent-payment charged upon land, with the power of distress-a

, . , power which the law loveth to exercise, for distress is the very essence of
The 1st is an advowson, or the right of

in general. Rack-rent is rent of the full value of the tenement ac-

prefieiitatiou to a church; which would cording to some, but in the opinion of others it is thought tliat radc-rent

indeed be an unsatisfactory kind of introduction if it applied only to xneans a rent so liio-li that tlie tenant is on the rack now to succeed in

the church, instead of the good things connected with it. Advowsona
getting ft ton-ether.

**

are of three kinds: 1st. Presei.. alive, where the patron presents his ® ® ® '
a.--'- ^

clerk to the bishop, who is expected to institute the said clerk, or rather

to " let him regularly in.*’ 2ndly. Collative, where the patron and bishop RUNNING REIN MORALITY-
arc one, in which case Coke insists, iu a lengthy chapter of eiglity-six

pages, that the bishop cannot present to himself unless he were one “Mihi quidem cogUante,** a* Loan Brougham says.

beside himself, in which case he would bo staik-staring mad ;
and, there-

j3 Aldkbson elimts out of the Running Rein
fore, son oompos, and, reangde hshoppe de too.'

_
Sdly. Ronatire, when / J , , , , ,

, ^ould

“Mihi quidem cogltante,‘» a* Loaa Brougham *ara.

The only moral that Baron Aldbrson elicits out of the Running Rein
fore, non eompoo, anU. reang do bishoppe de too.' Jdly. Ifonatire, when *

j ^ ^ould
the King, or any subject, by his licence, has founded a church, whicli the ’ ‘. f,. ,

patron is allowed to give without presentation. « And this,” says Srat- «>“® *0®
^ , ,

MAN, “a an illustration of tlie patron’s being superior to the bishop’s

ml̂ ; the latter going for nU in oppwutiou to the teiU of the former.”
"fth ata nk. and infinitely below Ibeiti in wdety, in « doing they b.w bem

Tithes form the second species of Incorporeal Hereditaments, though cheated and made the dupes of the jcreatest frauds. They may depend on it, it wiu

a recent jurist says that tithes ought rather to be the tenth, because they always be so, when gentlemen associate and bet with blackguards.”

are the tenth part of the profit yearly arisingfrora lands. This, as the poet affectingly remarks, is coming it a liitle too strong.

Tithes are not payable on animals, natura, or, in other words, wild tlie Baron mean that gentlemen never cheat 1 Is all that work done

beasts
;
so that the proprietors of the Zoological Gardens are notbound to vulgar! Did he ever hear of a lord cheating; of gentlemen

settle on the rector one in ten of all the tigers, bears, lions, or cassowaries, backing the lord because he was cheating I Did he ever hear of young

I

that may be added within the year to the live stock alluded to. men being rooked at play, and in good society too ? or are blacklegs

Tithes are due to the parson, wlio is entitled to the tenth of almost ^uiy found among the lower classes 1

' everything; and there is a case in the boohs, where a parson claimed the L’s too bad that all tlie regret is to be for the gentlefolks, and all the

I Xth of a hogshead of XX, which he held must be equivalent to half, abuse for the vulgar. Why not lament that the commoners falhinto^bad

because X is the half ofXX. company with lords, and are ruined by their wicked associates 1

There are three ways of being exempted from the payment of tithes : Besides, what m a gentleman % Does a gentleman who associates with

nameljr, composition, custom, or commiitotion, to which some unprincipled blackguards continue to be a gentleman, or degrade himself to be a black-

persons have occasionally added a fourth, hy bolting and leaving the guard ? or does a blackguard become a gentleman by consorting witli such,

tithes unpaid, to the o.\treme disgust and decided damnum of the parson, or how % ^and what may a man do and still be a gentleman—let Mb.
A composition is where a parson makes hay while the sun shines, by Justice Jenkins decide,

getting a good round sum in his own lifetime in discharge of the tithes if gentlemen consort with rogues and swindlers, knowing them pei^

which would have been payable not only to himself but his successors—a fecUy to be such, have money transactions vith them, win or lose by their

practice which savoured so much of covin towards future incumbents, that successful or unsuccessful roguery, it is too had of a judge to assume iliat

a law was passed in the 13th of Elizabeth to prevent parsons and vicars the gentlemen are the spotless in honour, and the dodpoles the only

from making away with the property of their churches for more than rascals. It is paying the gentlefolks a had compliment too. What fools

three lives or twenty-one years,—a statute which consequently fixes seven they must be to go into such society ;
where, according to JoDfiE Alueb^

years as the average duration of human existence. Secondly, is a dis- son, the poor artless creatures are sure of being plundered,

charge by custom, which is sometimes only a partial discharge, as where No ! A gentleman who has an affection Tor the society of thieves,

the parson is accustomed to take the twelfth cock of hay instead of the depend upon it, frequents them for some other niotive than tliat of hav-

teiith, in consideration of the hay being made for him,—unless, indeed, the ing his pockets picked. There *s no pleasure in that. Our respited
parson be such a jolly old cock that he can make his own hay, in which superiors are not so "jolly green” as the judge describes them.

case the modus decimandi would not operate. Sometimes also the parson not Loud George show in 8ie transaction that he can pretty well take

accepts two fowls instead of a tenth of all the eggs,—which is, in fact, care of himself!
^

counting his chickens after tliey are hatched,—and the reduction is made They go among those knaves and swindlers, those low-bred ruffians

ill consideration of the labour employed in sitting on the eggs ; from the reeking of giu and the stable, to make money of them. They associate with

iTsk and anxiety of which the parson thus saves liimself. boors and grooms, Jew gambling-house keepers, boxers and bullies, for

3dly, Commutation, which provides that the parson shall take his money’s sake to be sure. What other could bring suck dandies into corn-

tithes in money, instead of rushing into poultry yards, and carrying off munication with such brutes ! You can’t suppose that gentlemen wrould

one goose out of ten; or going personally into the hay-field and cocking a associate with such scoundrels, any more than he would willingly incur an

cock or two into a cart for nia own use ;
" a plan by which, it is true,” infection, unless he had some end in view.

says Fortescue,. " he made cock-sure of his tithes, though at a sacrifice And the noble patrons of the Turf have a great end in view-^that of 1

of his dignity.”
^

money. So the Turf becomes our pride, and we respect it as a great

The 3i'd incorporeal hereditament is the Right of Common, which is Englkh Institution, of which we have just as good reason to be proud as

of four sorts, namely, pasture, piscary, turbary, and estovers. Common i have of the hump on my back.

ofpasture is the privilege of turning out ducks and jacltasses, or other ani- But let young men coming out in life follow PunoVs counsel as well as

mals, to indulge in the luxury of a meal of buttercups among a lot of boys Baron Aldebson's. "Avoid the Turf blackguards,” says the Baron.

flying kites, pitching stones, or playing cricket in all directions. Common « My son,” I say to you, " avoid the Turf gentlemen too.”

of piscary is the right of fishing, which presents a curious contradiction to . . , , . ... .. —
the science ofmathematics ; for in fishing it requires only one line to make

^ * t t
an angle, while in mathematics two lines are required before an angle THE UNKINDEST CUT ^

^

can be formed. Common of turbary is a right of digging turf, but unless Mr. Roebuck has been abusing in Parliament the daily

it is for a lark, this right must be regarded as rather infra dip. Common in the name of pity, have we done that we were not induaed in the non.

of estovers is the privilege of catting wood from another’s estate, though member’s abuse

!
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I PUNCHES COMPLETE LETTER-WRITER.

LETTER III.

FROM A GENTLEMAN TO A FRIEND, SOLICITING HIS AGfl^^NCE
AND BOND. .

• AlW

Hy dear BiCEaRDS)
In this our fleeting life, how few are the

oppoTiunities afforded ns of really testing the hearts
of our friends I Sorry, indeed, should 1 be for my
own nature, were I of the barren creed of those

who, from the depths of their would-be wisdom, smile knowingly at
friendship, as though, like the word phoenix, it spoke of something
very fine, but very fabulous : a spicy monster, building in the clouds,
and never known to descend upon our earth. No : I should be
among the most insensible of my kind—a very savage of social life

—

did I fail to worship friendship in my innermost heart as a virtue
illustrated by one of the noblest of created men. Forgive me if I do
not name him

;
for true worth, like the rose, blush at its own

sweetness

!

Truly, it is pleasant to hear men abuse the world, as though, for-

sooth, they themselves were the only shining exceptions from the
general selfishness they condemn. When I hear a man cry out, ** It
is a bad world,” I must of course lump him with the aggregate ini-

quity ; for how can he have the enormous vanity to select himself as
the one pure Adam from naughty millions i No, Bicrards ; be it

my faith to think the best of the world
; be it my special felicity to

know that I hold the heart—ay, as though it were in my hand—of
the truest and the best of friends. But what, indeed, is friendship,
if it be not active i What, but a harp, or the divinest of Oremonas,
resting in silence—all the melodious, ravishing sounds that waft our
spirits to the clouds, sleeping in their strings, a dumb sleep I So is

it with the heart of a true friend until touched by the wants of his
companion.

My dear Bichards, I enclose you a bill for a hundred and fifty

pounds: That bill, like tbe harp or fiddle I have spoken of, is now as
a dead thing. But only write across it ** Accepted, Johe Bicharbs,”
and it will have a voice of gold—^yes it will ring with sovereigns.
Oh, friendship ! thou divinest alchemist, that man should ever pro-
fane tbee ! Send the bill back by post, as I must have the cash
to-morrow.

1 have many acquaintance, any of whom would have gone through
the little form (for it is only a form,) 1 ask of you. But no : I should
have thought such an act on my part a treason to our friendship.
You know, my dear boy, that I aim apt to be imaginative ; and thus,
it is a sweet and peculiar pleasure to me to fancy both our names
linked indissolubly together—^the union legalised by a five-shilling
stamp,—each adding value to the other by being paired. Thus, it

almost seems to me, that we merge two souls into one—that in very
truth, by the potent spell- of friendship, we are no longer single, but
bound together by a bond unknown to those pagans of the ancient
time, Orestes and Pylades, Damon and Pythias !

Yes ; with a slight flourish of the pen, we shall feel what I once
thought impossible, a greater interest in one another. We shall know
that our names, written upon accredited paper, pass in the world as
symbols of gold

;
you will have turned ink-drops into ready money,

and I shall have received it. The roses that wreathe around the
L ’ -VL'

r

' r.
’

i '’ f - n . 1. >.

st®mp are, to my mind’s eye, Btcitauds, the very typos of our

kindred minds. Do not, however, fail to post the bill to-night.

There is—I believe he calls it—a bond on my account for three

or four hundreds to which a troublesome attorney wants your name.

jPome and breakfastwidj^il^^ my dear boy, and it shall

be ready for u,

, to the Place of Tombs,

Montague St. George.

P.S, I have defoie gras^ which I don’t think you ever tasted,

from Paris, for Monday. It’s made of geese’s-liver. They put the live

goose before tbe fire and make it drink and drink. Bather cruel,

but there ’s no mistake in the liver.

LETTER IV,

THE FRIEND'S ANSWER, REFUSING BOTH ACCEPTANCE AND BOND.

My dear Montague,
Your letter has given me great pleasure. You know how

highly I have always thought of friendship : it is, as you say, a divine

thing. Indeed, to my mind so divine, that it should never, no never,

be mixed up with money.
Nevertheless, however we may differ on this little point, it is

impossible for me to speak as I feel on your letter. It is charmingly

written. There is a beauty, a fervour in your sentiments about

friendship that convince me you have felt its treasures, and are

therein, though poor in the world’s esteem, rich as an Emperor. Aly

dear friend, cultivate this style of writing : I am certain money is to

be made by it.

I agree with you as to your opinion of the world ; it is a gloiions

world—and glorious, indeed, are some of the people in it. The
friendship that has so long subsisted between tis, must make me
acknowledge this. Your simile of a friend and a fiddle is perfect

and touching. What, indeed, are they both made for, if not to be
played upon t

Your picture of tbe unison of souls, when both the souls’ hands are

to the same bill, is beautiful, affecting. I have read the passage over

twenty times. It has neither one word too many or too few. The
picture is perfect : a cabinet gem to be locked up in one's heart.

The unison of souls is a charming phrase ; but, unhappily, my friend,

it is too fine, of too subtle an essence to be acknowledged and res-

pected by the coarse men of the world. The sheriff, for instance,

cares not for souls, only inasmuch as they are iu bodies. Now, unhap-
pily, so far as we know, disembodied souls do not draw or accept ;

otherwise, what felicity would it be to me to meet and mingle with
your spirit on a five-shilling stamp

!

I confess, too, that it is tempting to think that, by tbe alchemy of

a few ink-drops, I could put a hundred and fifty gold pieces (bating

the discount) in the purse of my friend. Alas ! if the ceremony
began and ended with ink, I would spend a Black Sea upon you.

You should have my name ten thousand times multiplied, with a good
wish in every stroke, hair and thick.

That you have eschewed so many acquaintance, all happy with
clean-nibbed pens to accept for you, and in the fulness ofyour friend-

ship selected me, is a compliment, nay more, it is an evidence of
your affection which I—I hope to deserve.

You know that /, as well as yourself, am apt to be imaginative.

Imaginations, however, fly not always together. You say, that by
accepting the bill, our souls would be united. My dear friend, for

three months, I should feel ourselves growing together, every day
strengthening the process. I should feel as if I breathed for two ; nay,

I should hardly turn in my bed unincumbered. I should, in my
fancy, become a double man with only single strength to bear about
my added load. You know the story of Sinbad and the Old Man
of the Mountain t That' is a fine allegory, though not understood.

The truth is, the Old Man drew a bill, and Sinbad—guileless tar !

—

accepted it.

You speak of the roses that wreathe about the stamp. They are,

indeed, very pretty. But, somehow, my eye fell upon the thistles

;

which I doubt not, the benevolence of Her Majesty causes to be
embossed there: thistles, clearly significant that the man who
accepts a bill, save for his own debt, is an ass.

I am, on the contrary.

Your affectionate friend,

John Bichards.



OR NOTE

IRISH STATE TRIALS.
Paocisediz^gs in Erbok before the House of Lords.

Their Lordships met at 10 o’clock on Thursday morning, for the

purpose of hearing ilie arguments in this case ; and counsel having been
called in, a discussion arose os to the best means of saving time.

The Lord Chancellor observed that they had only got four days, and
it would be desirable to make the most of them. If tlie case could not be
disposed of, the traversers must remain in prison.

Lord Brougham saw the necessity of saving time. He remembered a

story told by a certain peer in their Lordships* House—a peer who might

not be in the recollection of all their Lordships, but some of their Lord^

ships might, ])erhaps, remember ilie circumstance.

Lord Campbell thought that if time was an object, his noble and
learned friend was taking a very strange mode of saving it.

Lord Brougham replied that he always saved time when ho talked, but

tho noble and.learned Lord (Campbell) never spoke without wasting time.

The Lord Chancellor was anxious that some arrangement should, if

possible, be entered into to save time. There were seven counsel who
might all claim to be heard for the seven traversers.

Sir Thomas Wilde said it would be impossible for him to shorten his

address. He had a duty to perform to his client, and that duty he would

discharge.

The Lord Chancellor. But suppose your client is kept in prison

because your speeches take so long a time that it becomes impossible to

give judgment until the term of the sentence has expired.

Sib Thomas Wilde repeated that his speech must be delivered. He
had a duty to perform.
Lord Brougham. What have you got to say, Mr. Hill ?

Mr. Hill. I shall want a clear day, at least, my Lords.

Lord Brougham. Surely, Mr, Peacock, what you have to urge ought

not to occupy many minutes.

Mr. Peacock observed that he should require an entire morning.^

A counsel, whose name we could not learn, here rose, and said he

should like a week. The rest of the learned gentleman’s speech was

drowned in a general shout of ** Oh ! ” and he was pulled down furiously

by Mr. Fiterot Kelly and Mr. Sergeant Murphy.
Lord Brougham. You will be entitled to a reply. Mf. Attorney,

what do you mean to do 1

Sir W. Follett. 1 shall certainly claim the reply.

Mr. Fitzroy Kelly said he should expect to be heard in reply.

Lord Brougham. Then we shall have seven replies, unless we save one

in the person of Mr. Peacock.
Mr. Peacock said he should wish to reply.

The Lord Chancellor. What do you mean to do, Mb. Hill 1

Mr. M. D- Hill. All I can, my Lord. (A laugh.) If the other

counsel reply, I shall certainly reply also.

The learned counsel, whose name we could not learn, intimated that he

should expect to be heard in rejoinder as well as in reply.

Lord Brougham, Good gracious, man, what are you thinking about

!

The learned counsel observed, he had a right to speak in mitigation.
|

Lord Brougham. You are now speaking in aggravation.

Sergeant Murphy here muffled the mouth of the learned counsel

with his brief-bag ; and
Sir Thomas Wilde commenced his address, for which we refer to the

papers of the day^ showing the numerous interruptions and episodes it

was interspersed with.

A POST OPPICBCPIE.

The Stamford Mercury states that a day or two since a gooseberry pie

was sent through the Post-office. For the sake of those who ate it,_ we
hope that Sir £m£S had no finger in it, the Home Secretary having, just

now, not the cleanest of hands.

We have heard that Hr. Charles Dickens is about to apply to the

Court of Chancery for an injunction to prevent Sir Robert Peel contL

nuing any longer to personate, iu his capacity of Premier, the character

of Mr.P£CKSNIFF, as delineated in Martin ChuzzUnoxt, that character bmng
copyright. We hope this rumour is unfounded, as the injunction would

certainly be refused. Sir Robert Peel is in a condition to prove that

the part in question has been enacted by him for a long series of years,

and was so, long before any of Mr. Dickens’s works appeared ; in short,

that he, Sib Robert Peel^ is the original Pecksniff.

« AN ENGLISHMAN’S HOUSE IS HIS CASTLE.”

The truth of this soul-delightii^ saw was beautifully illustrated, two

or three days ago, iu a court off Gulston Street, Whitechapel. A poor

man, named Lesson, owed Is. 6d. for rent
;
yes, he was one week in

arrear, having before been punctual with his eighteenpence. His land-

lord, named MARTiN—may seraphs haap the syllables !—forced the room-

door off the hinges—dragged a girl of fifteen by the hair of her head from

the bed, then her brother, a hoy of seven—and, lastly, removed an infant,

which he placed on the ground outside the door I The poor girl had

prepared some food for the babe, which the merciful Martin, in the

fullness of his powers of distraint, refused to let her have. One Lyons,

a Jew broker, dwelling at 4, George Court, Stoney Lane (an apt address),

Houndsditch, then left the following document, which was handed in to

Mb. Norton, of Lambeth Street Rent, 3s . ; levy, 3a.; and man in

possession, 2a. 6d., making altogether 8b. 6d,, though all that was due was

one week’s rent, 1b. fid.” What a luxurious thing is English law, even

when it visits the hovds of the poor I For eighteenpence debt, law asks

seven shillings costs I Mr. Norton, however, sent word to the land-

lord and the Jew that they must immediately restore the goods; free of

expense. He had better have sent his warrant for their apprehension

for the assault, and punished them accordingly. However, Leesoh may,

as a Briton, have this satisfaction : his house is his c^tle, so long as his

j

landlord and a Jew broker refjrain from breaking into it.
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Ew persons will deny tliat tlie suTyects of tliis Exlii-

Asfor “ SiBTHORF eatinpp Thistles” (305), and “ Lord Brougham
in the character of a Peri moiirninj^ his being kicked out of

Paradise” (No. 4967), these are Z>«s<»-roliefs indeed -if Colokel S.

PUNCHES FINE ART EXHIBITION. likes thistles (and we have not heard whether he does or no, and
if he does, there are sonio very useful animals who like them, too),

why should he not cat them ? and why be held up to public ridicule

ions will deny that the subjects of this Exhi- for a harmless, though singular, taste? And in regard of Lord
bition, ofwhich we give unrivalled copies to Brougham being turned out of the Treasury—we ask one thing
the British public tliis day, are disgraceful —Could his Lordship help it ? and is it not perfectly natural that
in every point of view : that they are mean he would like to got back again? Would not Bussell and Palmer-
in execution: that they are vulgar in idea: ston like to go back, too? and, a.s in the case of John Bull
that they are questionable in morality

:
(loOOOO), we say, wc heartily wish they may get it.

and, in a word, unworthy of consideration.

We therefore propose to examine them i:::—.:
'

..
'—

calmly, carefully, and in an scsthctical point

of view. As we have no party prejudices, THE EIGHT POUNB” GOVERNESS,
we are happy to say that we despise them a recent number, it may be remembered, we extracted an advertise-

of view. As we have no party prejudices, THE EIGHT POUNB” GOVERNESS,
we are happy to say that we despise them a recent number, it may be remembered, we extracted an advertise-

all eqiiallyl; and have spared no expense to ment for “ A Governess of Decided Piety,” at eight pounds per annum,
lay them before a generous and enlightened The letters were to be addressed to Mr. Bruce, Stationer, Trump.street,

public, for whose opinions we do not care King-street, Cheapside,”—the unsuspecting Mr. Bruce never having seen

one straw. the advertisement which was to shed its mild mys on the EvanffeHcal

"Why Mr. Spoker slionld liave repre- Magazine. Hence, many pei-sons have—in tlicii- contempt of "G, I.”

sented onr Gracious Qneen in the character adv^iser-confounded him in somew with the worthy Mr. Bruce,

of « Britannia patronizing tlie Fine
who, had he ^en the advertusement, would, he^ares us, h.->.vc never lent

A ta Ins name and house to so shabby a transaction. Wo have also been

•.t •„ f f
“ informed that » G. I.-'-C^y the way, is « G. I.” eitlier of tlrn dozen

neither correct in pomt of history, nor complimentary to our Gracious \ j

Monarch, who does not patronize the British Pine Arts at all, liking,

and with reason, French, German, and Italian artists, much better.
/

Nor is General TomJThumb a Briton. He was, like General J
Washington, born in the town of Kentucky, in the county of
Pennsylvania, U. S., and, therefore, is an American. Hence it is

absurd to typify kirn as an exemplification of the Pine Arts. M J I f]
That the Artists of Great Britain are among the most devoted of fe)

Her Majesty’s subjects, is proved from the fact that they furnish the
Queen with pictures at about a fifth part of the price which common

iff
publishers will give for them. So that it is lucky for them that the ^ iV wi
Sovereign does not patronize the Pine Arts more. This is no doubt

11 j
the royal reason, and is inconti'overtible : only vulgar persons will,

j |y|
i. i

j||j ,

henceforth, raise any objection to Her Majesty’s apparent coldness
towards the Arts.

The other large piece by Spiller is equally reprehensible— Wandering Jews ?)—^lias obtained a victim, a governess*; that, in hx» own
“ Field Marshal his Royal Highness Prince Albert attiring Mars words, “he is nicely suited.” Poor doomed thing I

for battle.” iMars was the God of war—he is so no longer. He is - .

,

represented with the flower-pot-Albert hat which he never wore

:

and which is about as fit for a God of war as a gauze turban with a PUNCH’S (exclusive) LAW REPORT,
bird of paradise or a tulip to ornament it. ^ 1

His Itoyal Highness the Prince Field Marshal newr put this hat on The important question, which of the Barons should try the case

rvif>
f 74

/of*

Wandering Jews ?)—^lias obtained a victim, a governess*; that, in hx» own
words, “he is nicely suited.” Poor doomed thing I

PUNCH’S (exclusive) LAW REPORT,

His Royal Highness the I'rince Field Marshal never put this hat on The important question, which of the Barons should try the case
Mars—on the contrary, he withdrew it. It is, therefore, disrespect- of Running Rein, was discussed in their lordships’ private room,
ful to the Prince, as it is disgraceful to the G-od of war. Instead of the sittings i» banco, their Lordships held their
Mars is represented with a Blucher lying beside him. Onght he

not in common justice and good feeling to have had a WdlingUm on SITTINGS IN ELBOW-CHAIRS BEFORE MAHOGANY,
the other foot?

^ ^
Mr. Baron Alderson opened the proceedings by remai'king that

No. 965. “Joseph Hume buttoning his caliga, or highlow.” Of there would be some fun for the judge who tried the case of Run-
this statue we make the complaint that has been made relative to the ning Rein. And he thought it would not be fair for the chief to
offices of his Grace the Duke OF Wellington, his late most sacred exercise his privilege, and preside as he would in strictness have
Majesty George IV., &c.—viz., a total, shameful, wicked, mean, the right to do.
perverse, base inaccuracy of costume. How is Joseph represented ? Mr. Baron Rolfe said the question was really one of merits, and
by a wicked perversion of fact—in pantaloons—and nothing but pan- the judge in whose peculiar line the matter seemed to be, onght, ho
taloons. Is he not a Scotchman—^and do Scotchmen wear panto- (Mr. Baron Rolfe) thought, to be the one to try it.

loons ?—quite the contrary. Tliere is not a snufF establishment iu the Tlie Chief Baron said he would be glad to leave the affair in the
metropoliti but can furnish a proud dental to the question. So much hands of the puisnes.
fop the author of Uuhe

;
— pass we now to Mr. Baron Gurney said the only point to decide was whether

1385. “B. D’Israeli, Esquire, (M.P.), strangling the Whig and the trial was likely to be comic or serious. If comic, he thought the
Tory serpents.” This is a fine idea—and the snakes we may say are broad humour of his brother Alderson would meet the merits, but
magnificently handled. Whether, however, the Tories are snakes, or if serious, he thought that the melodramatic and impressive Baron on
the Whigs resemble those exceedingly venomous creatures—we for his left (he meant Mr. Baron Parke), would be the judge to whoso
our parts decline to state. To call a gent, a snake, is to our thinking, hands the matter ought to be committed.
to say that he is no better than a reptile : and is it fair to treat the Mr. Baron Parke observed that if he were selected to try the
two great parties in England in this humiliating manner I case, he should adopt tbe solemn tone of the Admiral in Black-Eyed
The portrait of the celebrated author of “ Coningsmark,” &e., is Susan, whose luminous judgment on William seemed to be a model of

good, but not in the least like him. In this the artist has shown his British jurisprudence.

T.. « ^
After some further consultation, it was agreed that their Lordships

1,0465. Mercury teaching Sir James Graham the Use of should toss up, or, in other words, undergo the ancient ordeal of tiial
Letters.’ Absurd contrary to truth. It was Cadmus who invented by copper. This plan, however, presented difficulties, and it!was
letters by the aid of the God of Quicksilver. Sir James Graham then proposed to settle the question in the shape of a game at odd

open when written. man, but this left it still unsatisfactory, for two of the very oddest
lOOOQO. John Bull extracting the Income-Tax from his Foot.” meu are Barons of the Exchequer.

Ha! ha! lia! wifth liA mav YirnoiixA if. Liif Tinf nil fliA Tl- Xk A -T x xl..Ha! ha ! lia! We wish he may procure it, hut not all the Levis
or Eisenbergs in the world can remove that obstruction from bim.

It was ultimately settled that Baron Alderson should try the
case that had been the subject of so much judicial competition.
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GRAHAM'S “SECRET COMMITTEE.”

- _ I JS. 1

'

I - Jji magnanimous detennina-

tion of Sir James Graham

Bat liow if you could open it 'vvith a false key I—That materially

COMMITTEE alters the question.wwi¥ 1

1

I 1.
ggg any difference between a counterfeit seal and a false

key?—None whatever. Both instruments are excellent in their
IE magnanimous detennina- ^ay ; and particularly serviceable to a strong government,”
tion of Sir James Graham Have you any objection to state what letters you have opened, and
to explain all his letter-break- whom addressed ?—No objection whatever. Here are copies of a
ing doings— the inevitable few to and from General To3i Thumb, the Ojibbeway Injoiaxs,
felonies of ungrateful office Mlle. Dejazet, Mohs. Jux.liex,Mr. Eisenberg, the corn-cutter

;

^has ended in an amendment Herb Dobler, Signor Bertolini, the eating-house keeper ;
Moxs.

for the appointment of a Se- 'V’erey, the pastry-cook i besides others.
cret Committee! Sir James ah of them foreigners ?——All. 1 had them stopped in obedience
was desirous that the fullest to the commands of their sepai'ate governments,
light should be thrown upon j^jay the Committee ask you the favour to go over them ? Your long
the business ; but then the practice must have rendered you so excellent a reader ?—Truly, gen-
light must be in a dark Ian- tlemen, I never boast, never ; but if there is anything I can do, it is

tern. He was painfully anx- reading other people's letters.
ious that the whole universe Proceed, Sir James.
should know every circnm- the worthy and respected Baronet proceeded to read an
stance—neverthele8s,itwould apigtle from Tom Thumb to a brother in America
be best to confine suchknow- ,, ,

ledge to some half-dozen in-
" My dear Jonathan,—

W

e are gettin* on slick as greased lightnm'

:

doin' it tarnation strong to be sure. As for the smartest nation of crea-
"'“t ^1 ll ^ -

B !
‘rj’ dividuals"" Bn**one~ evening doin' it tarnation strong to be sure. ”As for the smartest nation ’of crea-

f x-i ffTii tion, I have now considerable doubts since I 've been among the Britishers.

J
K rt *7 % • President Tyler is no rowdy at all after Queen Vic. : he never gave me

i S. ^
tlio slightest thing on airth—but the Queen has done the right thing in

Jerry bneak,
^

millions of jewellery. Governor Barnum is as gay as an alli-

However, the Committee have been at work ; meeting and trans- gator in a pond of treacle. As for me, 1 'm beautiful, aud don't grow at

acting their business with a secrecy and stillness touchingly compli- all, the gin here being so splendiferous. I 've got watches from the royal

mentary to Sir James. The Committee-room (No. 14) was especially family for all of you.

prepared for the occasion. The windows were hung with curtains Your affectionate Brother,

which admitted a very dim, though not particularly religious light.
“ Tom Thumb, General.

We observed (how Punch obtained admittance, it would be very « P. S. I don't sing Yankee Doodle now ; but tip the Britishers God
ungrateful in him towards Sir James to declare)—we observed a Save the Queen, Nothing lilie soft sawder here, I can tell you."

teakettle and hammer hanging from the walls, the insignia of the ^ . .

under the direction of the present Home Secreta^^ Here Sin James Ghahah vas re-ejammei
xoBi-omcBuimer wic j

intercept General Tom Thumb’s letters *—In-
Ifc IS now, we Mieve, pretty generally known that the steami g from President Tyler. You will perceive that the

kettle IS employed to undo wafers whilst the hammer transmits p3gj.gij0j.jjT is spoken of in a contemptuous manner as being “no
the impression of the wax to a piece of lead which, the letter being ^ ^ totmb the hospitality
perused by Sir James, is used to re-seal the missive, that unsuspected

Egyptian Hall, we are not to permit him to sneer at the head
it may pass into the hands of its guileless owner.

^ ^ country with which we are at profound peace. Besides, the

The membeiB of the Committee are only admitted into the room informed me that Tom Thumb was concocting a con-

by a pass and countersign. Thus, an officer appointed for the pur- gpiracy with other Americans in London, the purpose of which was
pose cries and the member answers ^Jaok Shepard destroy Pennsylvanian bonds, by buying them up. This the

on this the member—who, by the way, we should observe, is care- President considered an unexpected blow at the credit of his

fully masked, in order that the witnesses examined may not know country.

their interrogators—enters, and takes his place. Xjie next Letter which we have room for was from Mb. Eisen-

It is, in truth, a great pang to us that our limited weekly sheet berg :

—

does not afford verge and room enough to give a wr&atm report of all
, nr xa. • ai- x. t

the proceedings. We trust, however, to be able to give sufficient to .
dear Karl,—To shew you how I am gening <m m tins country, I

O piuwc * 0
tliA nnTYiTTiittco witni»«ss mclose you the following certificate from Sir Robert Peel

display the fine spirit animating the Committee. Ihe first witness
^ Eisenberg hts entirely relieved me from my corn that has

ledge to some half-dozen in-

called and exammea was
. iijje all the session. I think him a far superior operator to

Bright or Cobden.'
SIR JAMES GRAHAM, BART. « When I return, my dear Karl, you shall see how I '11 cut ihe corns

You are the Secretary for the Home Department, Sin James !— of Old Germany.”

I have that good fortune, whatever the country may think to the
gjj^ James Graham re-examined.

contrary.
^ l r\az a i

Well, Sir James, Mr. Eisenberg’s letter is harmless enough?—
And, as Secretary, you have the run of the Post Office f—Such Q^rtainly not ; it is plain that, by his alliision to cutting the corns of

privilege is one of the peculiar sweets of my office.
^ Germany, he means to advance the progress, the movement as it

You have been in correspondence with several foreign powers ?— jg called, of that country. The King op Prussia is dreadfully

1 have.
^ , troubled with corns ; so much so, he can make no advance at all.

For the purpose of opening letters addressed to their vaiious
secret he confided to me as Home Secretary, and I considered

subjects?— Exactly. I consider myself a sort of foolscap Jack solemn duty to that potentate to open all lettei-s to and from
Sheppard to all crowned heads.

^
Eisenberg. If we welcome foreigners to our hearth-stones, it

Do you conceive such custom congenial to the habits of English-
jg gijould whet their revolutionary weapons upon them,

men ?—Perhaps not yet

;

but use—'tis a worn adage—is second jitter was from Mlle. Dejazet. Sir James vei7

nature. In time, I have no doubt that letters may be opened quietly
flaently translated it :

—

as oysters.

Is it not an axiom that every Englishman's house is his castle ?

—

My dear Angelique,—I have quite enchanted the barbarous Islanders.
AS IL noL an axiom hum evey j^ngn™ a ^ ^ ^ smothered me with bouqueie. Never,

my, there w i« agreeable fiction of the l^d. Thwe is, too, a poet. ^ ^ ^ Louis Phihpp* shall

loal lUnsion that to break wax or « to ooi^t a felony. These ^ commanded to Versailles,
things axe the imaginative parts of the laws of England—or, 1 should „ English axe only fit to make knives and scissors. I

rather say the jokes, invented to relieve the general dullness of the purchased—but I won't tell you what till we meet.”
statutes. , -a
You do not object to break open a man’s letter! You would. Sir James Graham re-examined.

• n x • i t
consequently, not refuse to break open his desk ?—Most certainly I And was Mlle. Dejazet considered dangerous ? Certainly. 1

should, and for this reason. The letter may be resealed, and so was desired by Louis Philippe to keep my eye upon her : all her

escape notice: now the broken desk would at once betray the letters were of course brought to me : but I hope I have exercised a

very proper delicacy. The police traced her “purchase” to the
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traclcsmaa. AVe feared, from the dark way iu wliicli she hints

at Louis riiiLiFi*i:, another infernal machine.

And what article did the lady buy ?—A steel corkscrew of the last

patent.

Here Sir Jahes read other letters, but we have no room for the

contents, lie, however, declared that there was danger to our

Canadian frontier in the epistles ofthe Ojibheways—thatM. JunniEK
was likely to set England by the ears—that Herr Bobler, hy his

adroit and successful shuffling, naturally excited envy in all the

breasts of Downing Street—and that Bertolxni and Yerey, in

their separate letters, gave great uneasiness to foreign nations, as

they proved that Young Germany, Young Switzerland, Young
Poland, Young Italy, and Young France, were continually meeting
at both the tradesmen’s houses, and of late consuming dinners and
drinking wines of a very superior quality. It was plain, argued Sir
James, that revolutionary gold was spreading; and, therefore, it

was his solemn duty to open every letter that came into his clutches.

Perhaps we may continue to report the proceedings of the

Secret Committee.

DEAR SHAKSPEARE

or Seven weeks
^ ago, Mrs. War-

mer and Mr.
Phelps took
Sadler’s Wells
Theatre, therein
to enact, with
some chance of

success,theplays
of Wm. Shak-
8PEARE.

Jl/r. Punch
presents his compliments to Mrs. Warner and Mr. Phelps, and there-
with his congratulations, fox* the zeal which has impelled them thus to
consecrate a temple to Uie Drama in the I'emote waste of Islington.
He begs at the same time to tell them, that he knows a ti*ick w'orth con-
siderably more than two of theirs.

They have made Shakspeare cheap to the people. Now, if they have
any regard for their interests, and, ho need not say, for propriety, they
sliould endeavour to make him dear to the people.
By rendering Shakspeare dear to the people, they will convert him

into a luxury ; and thus, placing him in the category of early peas, unsea-
sonable strawberries, extraordinary fiddlers, and horticultural shows,
procure for him the patronage of the exclusive circles.

Mr. Charles Kemble has been reading Shakspeare to crowded
audiences, composed of the iliie of Ton, at the charge of 10^. 6d. a head
for admission. The same Mr. Charles Kemble has played the same
Shakspeare at Covent Garden to nearly empty benches. It was long
thought that the fashionable world would not have Shakspeare at any
price ; but the fact is, that they will have him at a certain price ; only it

must not be under 10^. 6d,

It is not true that our aristocracy do not care about the Bard of Avon.
On the contrary, they are so fond of him that they must have him all to
themselves. They understand him quite as well as they do music which
is intrinsically nonsensical, and would at least give as much to hear
him as to see a dancing-girl caper. Besides, during the performance of
Macbeth or Othello, they could talk and chat with each other, just as com.
fortably as they do at the Opera.

This word Opera is Punches cue. He seriously advises Mrs. Warner
and Mr. Phelps to take her Majesty’s Theatre on the off-nights ; and to
charge opera prices for admission. The ladies will all 'rush to hear dear
Shakspeare

; and, of course, the gentlemen will follow them. If this hint
is not taken by those to whom it is addressed. Punch does not know that he
will not act upon it himself ; and if it does not answei>-if the house is not
nightly crowded by Rank, Fashion, and Beauty, to his realisation of a
fortune by the end of the season—he does not say that he will not shut ud
his Office.

^

HER MAJESTY AND THE MILLINERS.

.

It is with great pleasure that we copy the following from the daily
papers

Qaccn has been pleased to send a donation of SOI, to the Association for the Aid
and Benefit of DBessmakers and Milliners.”

*
,

® foolish, nay, a wicked rumour that her Majesty had all her
dresses^ direct from Paris—that they were duly taken to Buckingham

. Palace in charge of an officer of the customs
, hut the paragraph we have

.. quoted, pregnant as it is with sympathy for English workwomen, Hives a
triumphuxt denial to the calumny.

A CASE OF REAL DISTRESS.
THE father of a numerous family

is compelled to throw himself

on the generosity ofa British public.

He is a Frenchman and has tried \
his own nation in vain. He there-

fore comes like Tiiemistocles to

place himself at the threshold of u
his most generous and powerful

enemies. ^ J|a|\
Hisname is Louis Philip—he was

recognised by Benjamik D’Israeli
Esquire, asUlysses—he refers to that

gentleman and Lord Brougham,
who both knew him in better days.

He is not only a father but a
grandfather ;

and the poor little

ones round about him are crying for

bread. It is awful how great their

appetites are, and his paternal old
[(''(

bowels yearn with pity at the no-

tion of their want. ^

\

He has a sister who is very kind \ ^ « “"X
to the children, and has come down
with the dust as far as her humble means permitted.—His cousin

Charles Dix by name, left him a pair of shoes, which he has worn
ever since 1830 ; another cousin, one Antony Conde, died and left

one of his sons a decent maintenance. But there are a dozen left

—

quite unprovided for—the unhappy father could not pay the money
he promised to Leopold BELLEcuiauE, who married his eldest

daughter, and who has been dunning him ever since.

The world presents no instance perhaps of a parallel misery.

And as his own people refuse to help him
;
and as the English

are proverbial for their generosity towards Jews, Ashantecs, Quaahi-
maboos, &c.—L. Philip humbly suggests that his own case be con-
sidered, and beseeches them to come down with the stumpy.
The smallest subscriptions in money or goods thankfully received

;

among which we have the gratification of aunoimcing

—

Daniel O’Connell, Esq. . 0^
Lord Brougham • . a pair of Shepherd’s plaid inexpressibles.

Benjamin Sidonia, Esq 2 old hats.— Pecksniff, Esq., a warm and 'uncompromising
admirer of virtue—a friend to distress—a lover of

respectability—and a humble helper of all in need, A toothpick.

Need we say that our Offices are open for the generous purpose of
the subscription ^

MOORISH DESIGNS.
{From the National,)

The Emperor op Morocco is raising troops in Europe. Already the
Brussels journals announce that several scores of Braves Beiges have
been enlisted, and are on their way to Abdel-Kahuan.
We need not French soldiers to destroy^these paltry mercenaries. Let

the Government hire half the number of Dutchmen.
But there is a nation of much gx*eater importance, which is busy in the

field against us—sl nation always pei*fidious and ready to wreak against

France its diabolical ill-will. We need not say we allude to England. A
I

well-informed Correspondent from London writes

—

** War foill be declared next month,'*

I have this intelligence from the most positive authority. All the gun.
makers of London are busy preparing arms ;

immense provisions of lead

and powder are making daily. I myself went with Sir Bouledog (a

young IBaronet and Member of the Upper House), to inspect a store of
weapons, of which he selected two formidable instruments, aud when I

asked for what purpose, he replied with insolent calmness :— My good
Mend S. and a party are off to the Moors,
The day is fixed /or the \2th of August, half the young aristocrats of

England have given themselves rendezvous in Morocco ; and this is our
ally, this is the entente cordiale, this is England in a word.
We summon the Minister ; we adjure the insulted nation ; werecalthe

wrongs of eight centuries of hatred ; we demand, is this news true I

Tbe Strongest Corroboration.

In consequence of the alterations caused by Sib R. Feel’s new law, it

is reported that ninety additional clerks have been engaged at the Bank.
This report must be true, as we have been told ninety adiditional newspa-
pers have been ordered to be sent in every morning to the same'place.
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ITALIAN INTELLIGENCE!!
THE QUEEN>S VISIT

TO THE "PUNCH” FINE ART EXHIBITION.

EB Majesty and Peincb Albert, previous
to splendid collection being thrown
open to the public in the pages of Punch,
were invited to a private view, at the
extensive studio in Whitefriars.
At an early hour, Mr. Jones (not the

George,) was in attendance to receive the
royal guests

;
but, it was pithily observed,

that the more he kept on waiting, the more
did the royal couple seem disposed to keep
on not coming. At about twelve o’clock,

a rattling of candage-wheels in Bouverie-
street announced the arrival of the royal
eori^ge, consisting of a single carriage

;

which, by a good deal of ingenious backing
and manoeuvring, was successfully jammed
up into the corner of Lombard-street, pre.
cisely opposite the principal entrance to

the studio of the establishment. Lombard-street (Whitefriars)—o«r
Lombard-street—presented a scene of extraordinary commotion. The
white banner of Marseilles—belonging to the order of the washed quilt
'—floated from the second-floor window of the laundress"at No. 5 ; while
mignonette gushed from a broken tea-pot at the attic of No. 2 ; and a
sweet-pea, at No. 6, was twining itself fervently round a piece of string

with all that dinging ardour of attachment which none but lovers and
scarlet-beans are in the habit of exhibiting.

The fowls in the romantic little street of the adventurous Lombards,
bad clustered beneath a truck full of stereotype plates, wliichVas standing
near, and a cloud having given way with a most creditable feeling of
courtesy, the sun was enabled to lend the scene its animating countenanci.
Mr. Smith was immediately at the door of the royal carriage, and with
considerable presence of mind began to whistle tlie National Anthem, as
he led the way to the the road to greatness is always difficult to

mount, which accounts for the fact that Punches studio is only approach-
able by a perpendicular flight of steps, which the courteous would call a
staircase, hut to which stern unflinching truth could only affix the name
of ladder. Perhaps, good-nature might take a middle course, and use the
milder term of " flight of steps,” tliough nothing but delicacy prevents us
from denouncing the means of ascent as a ladder, assuming the arrogant
aspect of a genuine staircase.

Mr Smith walked with considerable dignity up the steps, followed by
the EoyaJ couple, who, on arriving at the top, were conducted into the
cutting-room. Here Prince Albert looked round liim with evident delight,

and observing a box on the chimney-piece, inquired its use. On being
told it was for contributions, he liberally dropped two jokes into it;

which, on his Royal Highness’s departure, were taken out, and distributed

among the boys engaged on the establishment

At a signal from Mr. Smith, the door of the studio itself was suddenly
thrown open, and Mr. Jones was discovered, attended by two devils-in-

ordinary, who formed in single line, and preceded the royal visitors in

the direction of the fire-place. Her Majesty and the Prince then
examined very minutely the collection of cartoons and statues which are
given in the present number of Punch. The figure of “ Hume tying his

Highlow," was objected to by the Queen, on the ground that the expres-

sion of the highlow was tame, and wanted sole, though Her Majesty
admired the idea of Hume being exhibited in the very act of putting his

foot in it.

A property ddjeuner, of which it was known the royal visitors would
not partake, had been borrowed from one of the theatres, and the royal

couple, having expressed their wish to retire, Mr. Jones conducted them
to the carriage, of which Mr. Smith opened the door, and the ceremony
of backing, plunging, rearing, capering, cracking of the whip, &c., having
been again gone through, Her Majesty and the Prince returned to the
Palace.

HUNGERFORD AND HER BRIDGES.
The works at the Hungerford Suspension Bridge axe proceeding at

their usual pace, and we are told that " on Friday wooden cradles were
placed at each of the pillars in the centre of the river, for the men to

work in.” Nothing could be more appropriate than these cradles, which
have been thought necessary in consequence of the men engaged in the
work having been for some time pabt going to sleep over it. The directors

of the Company, however, declare that the cradles have been resorted to

because the concern is at present only in its infancy. We can only
attribute the reluctant amorous delay, evinced by the Proprietors in
putting up their chains, to an indination to have their " linked sweet-
ness long drawn ont.”

PUNCH OFFICE, HALF-PAST NINE.
TAKING OF VENICE III

We have received a telegraphic despatch from our own correspondent,

announcing the taking of Venice—by a sheriff’s officer. The distress

under which this model of a city has fallen is a distress for rent, and the

individual who acted as its Doge has calmly surrendeied the republic into

the hands of the sheriff of Middlesex. The circumstance has suggested
the following poetical fragment :

—

0 Venice, Queen of cities—freedom’s home !

Fair subject of the poet’s noblest song 1

Wl)6 wert but second to immortal Rome,
Venice ! whose Doges in a goodly throng
Would fill a page of history six yards long.

Has all thy glory vanished in a day,

Has poverty for thee, then, beat its gong ?

l.rle of the free, the beautiful, the gay,

Hast tliou been seized for rent, thy masters conld not pay I

1 stood in Venice—at the Egyptian Hall,

A lamp shop and a stationer’s on each hand,
I saw alarm its owner’s heart appal,

As a rude bailiff—one of Levy’s Wd

—

The rent of the apartment did demand.
I marked the owner’s very vacant stare,

And still more vacant purse—that model grand,
I heard the bailiff say, he might not spare.

Taking his warrant out, he read his duty there.

(Two hours laterfrom Piccadilly.)

We are glad to find that the principal singers of Her Majesty’s Theatre
have volunteered their services for a concert to be devoted to redeeming
Venice if possible from the grasp of its captors. If music once moved
the rocks, it may touch the hearts of the bailiffs. We shall be delighted
to hear that Venice, the city of pasteboard palaces, is once more free.

EQUESTRIAN FEAT OP THE PRINCE OF WALES.

C
*”

iday and^ Saturday the ** Court Circular” must
liave given to British enthusiasm one of those
tremendous stirs whicli British enthusiasm,
bounding and bubbling about in British bosoms,
can alone experience. For several months the
public have been accustomed to hear that
“ the Royal Family had taken their usual
airings,” and the announcement has no doubt
raised up before every loyal eye a pleasing
picture of Royal cherubim shuffling along the
ground on their precious little tootens, sup-
ported by the hands of nurses. But who could
have been prepared for the startling, nay, the
stunning, but withal, the gratifying, intelligence

. that the Prince of Wales " rode out on a

; pony.” "The stability of the Throne,” says
Jones, depends on the certainty of the suc-

cession”—and wlien we find the heir-apparent

firmly seated on a pony, we must feel that the House of Brunswick
becomes more fiimly seated in the affections of the people. Our heart

canters, our blood gallops through our veins, and our patriotism rears

proudly up, when we think we have got a Prince of Wales who is

learning to hold the reins of power by an early experience in holding the

bridle.

We understand that his llo3’al Highness went round the small lawn at

the back of the kitchen-garden, at the rate of three miles an hour, held

on only by two attendants, and that this ** rapid act of ponymansbip” gave
the highest satisfaction to the select party who were invited to witness the

Prince’s " Scenes in the Circle.” It was said that nothing had been wit-

nessed at Astley’sm the same style that could come near to the equestrian

exhibition of the little Prince, whose " daring flight over a buttercup ”

would make a line in one of Astley’s bills, that even Mr. Sttckney would
find it difficult to carry out to the full satisfaction of an audience.

Foreign Xntelligrence*

We have received, by Extraordina]^' Express, despatches from Spain.

They contain nothing new—excepting that there has been no change of

Ministry during the present month.. This is the more astonishing, as two
weeks have already elapsed.

Should such an event occur before 12 o’clock, we will certainly publish

a Second Edition.



THE POST-OFFICE PEEP-SHOW.— ^ A Penny a Peep-Only a Penny I
”

St. Mariin*s-Ie-Grandf July 19/A.

Empcrors, Kmgs, Princes, Grand Dukes, Viceroys, Popes, Poten-

tates, Infants, Begents, ^Barons, and Foreign Noblemen in general,

are respectfully announced that, on and after the present month, the

following alterations will take place in the opening of letters

Letters
posted at

Opened at

9 A.M. 10 A.M.

10 A.M. 11am.
12 2 P.M.

2 F.M. 4 P.M.

4 P.v, f) P.M.

Copies of letters opened will be despatched the same evening, and

every information afPbrded as to the address of suspected parties.

A Polish and Italian translator is now permanently engaged, and
a choice assortment of foreign seals has lately been added to the

extensive collection.

Greater dexterity practised since the recent disclosures.

*j(t* No increase in the prices.

Extensive Imperial Failure*

CoNSiDBaABiB sensation has been created in Imperial and Boyal circles
by the alleged insolvency of Prince Jerome Bonaparte. The Prince
has, it appears, made a target of a certain luminary, or in other words,
" shot the moon,” by precipitately leaving Florence. The E-Xrking of
Westphalia was never confined to Ham or its fortress.

THE GENERAL ADVERTISER.
Lord Brougham has been appointed in the House of Lords one of the

Committee for inquiring into tlie opening of letters. Since the Committee
is a secret one, his loquacious Lordship has, of course, been appointed to
officiate on all divisions in the capacity of a Teller,

REVIEWERS REVIEWED.

The Quarterly Review.—Murray,

One of the most elaborate articles in the present number of this pleasant

little miscellany is on the subject of illustrated books, in which an im-

mense fund of information is exhibited. In speaking of Punchy the writer

learnedly remarks, that it owes at least half its popularity to the pencil of

George Cruikshauk—whose power of imparting popularity to any work
we do not for a moment doubt—though we hardly see how he has increased

the reputation of Punchy to which, as it so happens, he has never contri-

buted a single effort of his genius. We might as well say that our con-

temporary, the Quarterly^ owes more than half its popularity to Boghos
Bey, or Dr. Pnetorius.

Considering tlie variety of subjects the Quarterly touches upon, from
Toys to Timbuctoo, and &om Punch to the Punjaub, it must be difficult

to collect the necessary facts, so that much must be left to the imagination

of the writer. The Quarterly reviewer has written about Punch without
knowing anything of the matter, as the gross blunder he has made will

testify. To show that we are not ill-natured, we promise that when we
again criticise the Quarterly, we will actually read it first

; and this vrould

be indeed making a sacrifice at the shrine of impartiality.

THE POST-OFFICE BALL.
The Waverley Ball in aid of the funds for the completion of Scott’s

Monument having succeeded so well, it has been resolved to get up a
grand Post-office Dress Ball for the purpose of erecting a Statue to Sir
James Graham, in commemoration of his ** opening ” virtues, so recently
discovered. We are enabled to give a few of the character-quadrilles,
with the distinguished names of the parties who have kindly consented to

preside over them.

The Jack Sheppard Quadrille
The Paul Pry Quadrille

The Peeping'Tom Quadrille

The Devil to Pay Quadrille .

The Hypocrite Quadrille

. Lord Brougham.
. Lord Stanley.
. Sir Robert Peel.
. Thomas Duncombe, Esq.
. The Editor of the Standard,

Other Quadrilles are in agitation
; and there is no donbt that sufficient

money will be returned to pay the expense of the Gradiara Statue, the
more especially as it is intended to cast it of the very finest black sealing-

wax. It wiU be erected somewhere inside the Post-office.
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THE BOY JONES AND THE BOY JOINYILLE.

The eyes of Europe are once more upon the Boy Jokes. "Well,

the eyes of Europe have very often been turned upon more insig-

nificant, persons. We confess it—we have a regard for the Boy
Jokes. Whether he be really nephew or not of George Jokes,
of Ancient America, Esq.,— we have nevertheless a regard for

the youth, who at so early an age associated his name with the
annals of his country ; for what future History of England, we ask,

will be complete omitting all notice of Jokes ?

Poor boy ! If fortune were not as perverse as apriwia doma^ the
Boy Jokes would have been born in some western square; would
have learned his humanities at College, and so been regularly trained
for public place. Only think of the Boy Jokes, as Home Secretary,
at the Post Office ! As it is, we have only the heavy Grahah. At
least, we should have had sprightliness casting its charm over illega-

lities
; Jokes would have broken a seal with a whim apologetic of

the felony, whilst Graham—^but we will not pursue the contrast.

Jokes is a genius. That of the millions who gaze upon the awful
walls of Buckingham Palace, shut out from them as from Paradise,
Jokes should have been the only daring spirit that conceived a
design to pass them—to dip his plebeian fingers in the custards of
the royal larder—to creep up the royal chimneys—to crouch beneath
the royal sofa, thereby (as his uncle, George Jokes, has written to
Punch,) “ causing her Majesty so much alarm; ”—that he alone should
have done this makes Jokes—whatever his real time of life may be—^far in advance of his age. And her Majesty—^bless her !—saw
the daring in its proper light ; and therefore, as it now appears, sent
the Boy Jokes on board the Warspite (whence the world has just
heard of him,) with a recommendation to the Captain to watch his
dawning merits,’* that Jokes may, in good time, sport epaulets.

A recent letter tells us that Jokes fell overboard off Tunis in the
first-watch

;
when the life-buoy, “ which blazed away with a steady

and beautiful light,” was let go, and Jokes clinging to it, called out
to the boat’s-crew, " here I am—look lively !” However, the writer
insinuates that Jokes jumped overboard, ^^and that for no other
purpose than to see the life-buoy light burning.” This is a slander.
The truth is, the poor boy had been reading in the fore-chains his
uncle JoKEs’s Ancient America

;

whereupon, he naturally fell into a
sleep, which lasted many hours, and in his sleep fell overboard I His
life was saved for greater things.

However, we are happy to have heard thus incidentally of the
Boy Jokes ; as his whereabout is a sufficient evidence of the watch-
fulness of Ministers as regards the designs of France on Morocco.
Sure we are that neither Sir Charles Napier nor Lord Mikto
would have twitted the Admiralty with neglect had they only known
that the Boy Jokes was on the Gibraltar station. 'We at once
acknowledge the profound policy of Ministers : it is their intention to
meet Joikville with the Boy Jokes ! There is, if we mistake not,
a minor theatre drama called The Prince and the Chimney Sweep •

and we have no doubt that this piece will, sooner or later, be revived
on the high seas, with—as Mr. Osbalbistok has it— new and
startling effects

; the whole to conclude with the destruction of the
enemy’s fleet I

”

Yes ; let Joikville hover on the coast of Morocco, Britakkia
may be as mild as a Quakeress, for has she not at Gibraltar her
babe of glory—^the Jervis of the chimney—^the Nelsok of the
larder,—^her Boy Jokes 1 It may, possibly, wound the self-love of
the French to learn that we pit our Jokes against their royal
admiral

; nevertheless, up to the present moment, is not the achieve-
ment of greatest daring on the side of our hero ? "We taste the fulness
of content to know it is so. To quote the sweet song of a sweet
singer

—

" As the pause upon the ceasing of a thousand-voiced psalm,
Is our mighty satisfaction and full eternal calm,”—

to know that wheresoever Joikville is, there henceforth will be
Jokes

; that whensoever it may please the French Admiral to
attempt a descent on Brighton, Margate, or Herne Bay, Jokes,

“Like a sweet little cherub will sit up aloft,

And keep watch for the life of John Bull !
”

And when some twenty years have passed away, pleasing it will
be to see the Boy Jokes—then Post-Captain Jokes—^kneeling to
receive the honour of knighthood from our darling Queek, sur-
rounded by her seventeen sons and daughters ; most pleasant will
it be to mark the sly yet benignant smile with which Her Majesty

dubs the hero who “once caused her so much alarm,”—the intruding
boy, who, according to his own report, once heard the Prikcess
Royal “ squeak.”
We put it to Mr. George Jokes, as a man and an ancient

historian,—should so likely an event come to pass, would he then

deny his nephew, the Boy Jokes ? Punch thinks not.

ADVERTISEMENT.

Mr. Punch has the honour to’inform the Public that he has lately

Slaughtered a fine Russian Bear,

which has been cut up after the most approved Fashion, and will continue
to be served out for the benefit of the unfortunate Poles of the Metropolis.
The Public are respectfully warned against the nauseous stuff called
“ Russian Balm,” which has been laid on so uncommonly thick^by some
of Mr. Punch’s contemporaries.

^eatn'cal Intelltsente.

We understand that the lovely and accomplished dancer of the High-
land Fling at a celebrated suburban Tea-garden has eloped with the
facetious and insinuating primo buffo of a rival establishment. The buffo
had been starring it for a benefit at the Tea-garden where the fair votary
of Terpsichore was permanently engaged, and is said to have won her
heart by the exquisite feeling he threw into the song of “ Werry Ridi-
culous.” The inamorata, who had to dance a naval hornpipe immediately
afterwards, was observed to go through the double shuffle with much
embarrassment, and drops—since supposed to have been tears—were
remarked on her countenance daring the final hitching up of the white
trousers at the conclusion of the effort. A short time afterwards, while
the buffo was on the stage, she was seen to watch him with intense
interest, and at a particular passage in “ 0 ! Don’t I Love my Motlier,”
she was led in strong hysterics to the green-room—a detached section of
the har-parlour. The first restoratives that were at hand being freely

resorted to, the danseuse became considerably better, and at the end of
the performance neither she nor the buffo were ’anywhere to be found.
The happy pair were traced as having gone by the “ last omnibus,” and
letters were received the next day from Chelsea, stating that they had
been linked in the bands of Hymen, and intended joining in a grand pas
de deux for the remainder of their mutual existence.

The young lady has at present nothing in her own right, and will be
entitled to as much again on the death of all her relatives. The gay
Lothario holds a dishonoured bill of a minor theatrics^ manager, which
he endorsed to his lovely partner previous to the performance of the
marriage ceremony, so that it has all the force of a settlement.
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LETTER T.

EE HAS ONLY SEEN IN PUBLIC.

Dearest Madam,

third seat of the pit. Often, for many minutes, I am there alone.

I like it—I enjoy the solitude. I liave often 'wished that not another

PUNCH’S COMPLETE LETTER-WRITER. soul would enter the theatre, that I might, a mental epicure, have

all the feast to myself. I seem to grudge every man his seat, as

T PTTFP V slowly one by one drops in. I unwillingly suffer anybody to partici-
LETiiiAit V.

pate in your smiles and honied words. No: I would have you act

FROM A VERY YOUNG GENTLEMAN TO A FAVOURITE ACTRESS WHOM all to myself. Even applause sometimes throws me into a dangerous

HE HAS ONLY SEEN IN PUBLIC. paroxysm : I feel it as an intrusion on my privilege that any one

should dare to applaud hut me ; my blood boils to my fingers’ ends ;

^ suppress my feelings, and have as yet, though sorely tempted,

X ^ Icnocked no man from his seat.

f'
'

/ ^ '
‘

' I breathed the secret of my love to nobody ; and yet my eyes

.

' must have betrayed me. Forgive me
;
I could not control my eyes.

^ li -
- > Methinks you ask me, who has discovered my love 3 Smile not, I

jli
. .

- will tell you; the fruit-women. Good creatures! there is not one

— .

^ hurry to me with a play-bill, folded down at the

glorious letters that compose your name, her finger-^as though by
'

'
• x'^

•'
. ^

'
Ir JT" accident—^pointed at the soul-delighting word. I will not tell you

’i- how I treasure those bills ; no, you shall never know that every such

/' play-hill is folded beneath my pillow at night, and is resigned to a
-

' morocco portfolio 'in the morning ; my sensations at the theatre first

- briefly marked in the margin. This you shall nmr know.

'-
me, however, return to my third seat. The curtain is down

—the orchestra yet empty. That curtain seems to shirt me from
2,:.:::::^ :"

Paradise, for I know you are behind it. The musicians come in, and
my heart begins to throb at the overture. The play begins ; perhaps

)earest Madam,
^

you ^,.0 discovered in Scene I., in the depths of misery— how
For these past six months I have pulled

^gjicjously my brain beats to know it. You speak ; and all my veins
dnst my heart—I have resisted my transports-- throbbing like the tongue of a Jew’s-harp. Perhaps you sing ;

avo fought with my passion. Yes—I determined j ^ sweet swooning sickness—a sort of death
--1 will die, and my consuming secret shall p^sii

j^^de easy—that I can’t describe. At times you dance ;
and then

with me. Alas ! silence is no longer possible- Your
j seem lifted by some invisible power, and made to float about

witcheries of to-night have driven me with whirlwind force to pen
y^^^ Then you leave the stage, and all who come after are no

and ink. Your voice is still in my ears—your eyes still upon my
3^0 jointed dolls with moving eyes. IIow I loathe

cheek—I will, I must write ! the miserable buffoon—the comedy-man, as he is called—who, while

Madam, I have long adored you. Love is my witness, that 1 never i am languishing for your next appearance,makes the empty audience

hoped to breathe as much ; but after your devotion of this evening laugh about me : such mirth seems an insult to my feelings—-a dcse-

—after the heroic sacrifice that you have made for love—after the oration of my love. No ! you from the stage, plot and players are

happy willingness you have shown to give up fortune, rank, and lost to me; I sit, only thinking of your return—sometimes abstracted

friends, and retire with your lover from the world, though that lover from the scene, mechanically counting the scattered hairs in the

was but a woodman, with nothing but his axe to provide for you head of the first fiddle.

both,—after the development of such_ a feeling (believe it, adored curtain is about to drop, and then—^my heart
one, there was not a dry eye in the pit), I should wrong tlie sweet

jlj—j throw a bouquet, that has nestled all the night in my button-
susceptibility of your nature, I should wrong myself, to hole, at your fairy feet. Then do I rush from the pit to the stage-
silence. No; the way in which you withered the unprincipled door; and there-the more delighted if it rains—there do Island, until
nobleman, the tempting seducer in the second act, convinced me sweetly cloaked and shawled, I 'vvatcli you—see your Adelaide boots
with an electric shock that we were made for one another ! I thought 0ni0j.g0 into the street, and, with a thought, vanish into cab or coach.—ecstatic thought !—that catching your eye from the third row, you

1 door is closed with a slam that seems to snap my heart-
read myheart, and, while the theatre rangwitli plaudits, that our

strings. The horse-shoes sound in the distance—I am alone. I
souls mingled 1 Ah ! was it not so i wander to my lodgings, sometimes in despair, and sometimes in

But why alone speak of your virtues to-night ? Does not every delirious spirits, feeling that I have your arm warm and pressing

night show you more than something earthly % In whatever situa- under mine, and still seeing your eyes look at me, as 1 thought they
tion of life you are placed, are you not in all equally angelic Z Have looked at the third row of the pit.

I not known you accused of theft, nay, of murder—and have I not j arrive at my cold lodging. Yet, ere I sleep, I look at your dozen
—witness it. Heaven !—^adored you all the more for the charge 1 Has faces—for 1 have at least a dozen—plain and coloured, hung about
accident or malice thrown a shadow over you, that you have not

Q^y walls. Yes, my beloved one ! there you are, and though only
burst forth all the brighter for the passing gloom ! And in all these published from half-a-crown to five shillings, worlds should not buy
sorrows I have been with you I I, from the third row of the pit, have 1

^mbled mth you-liave TOited you in prison-have attended yon
^ ^ j breakfast nntU I read

to the scaffold’s foot, smd th®, m that dehnous moment v^hen the ’ Hott my heart goes down upon its knees to the sensible
spoons were found, or the oMd, Aonght dead, ran on m a wlnte

tries-althongh vdnly-to sing your fhU deserts ;
whilst

frook^-then have I, though stiU m the third row, caught youmno-
wretch who finds fanl^ or-bnt ®ongh on this dilating

cen to my arms, and wept m ecstacy
. . theme. There are monsters in the human form who write so-called

As a daughter, have I not seen you all your father could wish 1 criticisms for newspapers.
As a wife, have you not cast a lustre upon aU your weddin^rings-

love, in the same spirit of ftankness-withM a young and tend« mother-^don me sweet one,-haveyon
boundless gush of affection-which you have so wonderfully

not been more devoted than the pehoan, gentler than the dove
! developed to-night-with that fervor and truth which prove to me

How was it possible, then, for six months to behold you, moving that we were bom for one another,—and that I have too rightly
in and adorning every sphere—now to see you the polished countess, read your heart to believe that my want of fortune will be any
now the simple country maid—now smiling at want, and now defect in your eyes—rather, indeed, I should say, from what I have
giving away an unconsidered number of bank-notes,—how, in the seen to-night, a recommendation-
name of Cupid, I ask it, was it possible even from the third row of
the pit to behold all this, and not as I have done to worship you 1

^ remain^

Shall I, ought I, to attempt to describe to you my fedings for one *
Your devoted Lover,

night 1 Will my love bear with me while I write ? Why do I ask ?
Charles Spoonbill.Charles Spoonbill.

Can 1 doubt it 1 P.S. Please, dearest, leave an answer at the stage-door. And,
Exactly at half>pa8t six—my heart, my best watch—I take the

|
dearest, pray let me catch your eye in the third row to-morrow.
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LETTER VI.

ANSWER FROM THE ACTRESS’S FATHER TO THE VERY YOUNG
GENTLEMAN.

Sir,

You are either a madman or a fool. I have to inform yon
that I usually carry a stout stick. Any more letters to my daughter,
and you may become acquainted with it. Should you, however, be
beyond my power of chastisement, there is a certain gentleman, to

whom, on the advice of my daughter, I have only to show your letter,

and he will commission his footman to thrash you as, your imperti-

nence deserves.

Your obedient Servant.

Thespis Builntcore.

FJS. In future I shall keep my eye upon the third row of the pit.

CULINARY INTELLIGENCE.
We see by the papers that ** M. Soter (the cook) remains at the Reform

Club, with the confidence of the members, if possible, increased.” We
happen to know that the increase of confidence has been immense, for a
member who orders a chop no longer makes any observation as to how
he would like it done, hut leaves it entirely to the discretion of M. Soter.

We understand that the chef de cuisine is so extremely sensitive that he
has been known to shed tears if a person ordering a basin of mutton broth

has asked for the pepper, because the mere demand seems to throw a
doubt on M. Soter’s powers of seasoning. At a recent house-dinner, a
member of the committee held in his hand the resignation of M. Soter,
which was to have been peremptorily given in if a new arrangement of

beef collops bad been in the smallest degree objected to. By some this

step maybe regarded as unconstitutional ; and it is probable that M. Soter
had in his remembrance the extreme step taken by Earl Gret to ensure

the passing of the Reform Bill, when he caused it to be given out that he
had in Ills pocket a carte blanche for the creation of Peers. ‘ The collops,

however, on coining to a division, were perfectly successful, and iheir

principle unanimously approved.

We understand that M. Soter has a few young gentlemen reading with

him, as pupils, in his chambers ; and that one of them, who is studying for

the made-dish department, corresponding to what, in the legal profession,

would be called the chancery, is likely to rise to culinary eminence. On
the simple joint-side of the kitchen, or rather the common law of cookery,

there is not so much scope for genius.

Puncli’s Visit to tbe IFew Houses of Parliament.

Punch having determined to pay a visit to the New Houses of Parlia-

ment, proceeded tliither without attendants in a public cab, and having
reached the entrance to the works, he found no one in readiness to receive

him. Having kicked for some minutes against the wooden hoarding with-

out effect, he went round to the Victoria Tower, where a policeman was
in waiting, who did not seem at all prepared for Punches visit, and the
“ authority ” consequently took no notice of tbe illustrious visiter. Punch
therefore satisfied himself with measuring the width of the carriage

entrance, which he discovered to be nine feet four inches, and as the state

carriage happens to be nine feet six inches wide, he be^ leave to ask

—

by way of a sum in division—^how many times the state carriage may
be expected to go into tbe Victoria Tower, and how much will remain
over. The top of the Tower also, on measurement, appears to be nine

feet six, while tbe bottom is only nine feet four, and as it is a rule of gra-
vitation that the greater weight must crush the lower. Punch will be glad

to know when the top of the Tower may he expected to readhthe bottom I

THE BLESSING OF BAD HEALTH.

A SHORT time ago the English and Irish papers rang with the
musical name of O’JDriscoll, a gentleman of exceeding bad health,
and with temper to match, who, for certain peculiarities, was removed
by Ministers from the magistracy. O’Driscoll had a taste for
tyranny beyond even the ordinary stomach of a thorough-going
Irishman in the peace,” and he was unwillingly sacrificed to the
indignation of the country. The scales were taken from the hand
better strung to wield a shillelah

; and, in brief, O’D'riscoli. was
banished to the decent obscurity of private life.

And now, within a few short months, O’Driscoll is again a
magistrate

!

Ask ye, Boeotian shades, the reason why 1
”

In the first place, sundry good-natured souls have petitioned for
Ids restoration ; and, secondly, it is averred that his health ” is now
sufficiently amended to enable him to decently perform his magiste-
rial functions ; all his former eccentricities being clearly referable to

a bodily ailment. He has really cai’ried out the vain promise of
FaMaff-rh3i& lived cleanly,” and is therefore again fitted for the
bench.
And do we object to this charitable construction of the causes of

human infirmity ? Assuredly not. On the contrary, we hail it as an
evidence of enlarged benevolence—of increasing philosophy. We
consider it as beautifully illustrative of the fact that the Prime
Minister was called in as a '^Doctor” to watch over the condition of
the state. All, however, we require, is an impartial operation of the
principle. If Mr. O’Driscoll’s previous bad behaviour was nothing
but bad digestion, why should not O’Gontnell be permitted to plead
derangement of stomach for his agitation in the cause of destitute

Ireland ? Why should not even 8ir James Graham be allowed to
defend his Post-Office malpractices on a superabundance of bile!

Why should not poorness of blood sufficiently excuse the act of those

hon. members who voted on both sides on the Sugar Bill 3 We are
willing that O’Driscoll should be saved by the temporary derange-

ment of his nerves—but then we must exact the like charitable

indulgence for all parties. Why, indeed, should the authors and
defenders of the Poor Law bear so much really unmerited obloquy,

wheu they are not morally culpable ? When they might show that

the measure originated in no moral obliquity, but in nothing more
than a bodily disease—as O’Driscoll would say, a mere ossification

of the heart ?

It is by no means fair that Barber’s medical man was not ex-

amined on the tiial to show the condition of his patient’s health

wheu Fletcher tempted him in re Slack. Proved indigestion

might, otherwise, have saved the culprit ; and, as in the case of

O’Drxscoll, he might by this time have been labouring in his old

office. O’Driscoll, committing all sorts of enormities in the very
weakness of delicate health, is cashiered from the bench. He is,

however, convalescent, and is therefore restored to the commission.
Who could have thought there was such intimate connexion between
Justice and Blue Pill ?

Henceforth, we thinks a certain number of physicians should be
appointed to sit with the judges ; and, in lieu of the old interrogative

“Guilty,” or “Not Guilty,” the sworn physician, addressing the
accused, should simply say

—

“ Show the bench your tongue !
”

Indeed, after the restoration of O’Driscoll,we cannot well imagine
the justice of any other ordeal.

ARCADIAN SIMPLICITY.

Considerable inconvenience is experienced by the occasional visiters of

the Opera in consequence of the recently-erected Watch-box of the Beadle

of the Opera Arcade, which is so constructed that it looks very like an
extra pit door, and a crowd frequently collects round it, in the expectation

that it will be opened at the usual hour. A few evenings ago, when the

public were being admitted at the regular pit door, the most tremendous

indignation was manifested against the watch-box, and there were loud

cries of “ shame” vented on the management for not opening at the same
time all the places of ingress to the Theatre. One night last week the

Beadle had fallen asleep over a cup of tea in his box, and he was only

roused by the violent Idckings of an excited mob, who, on his looking

through the round glass hole, assailed him with tlie most vehement exe-

crations. The unhappy official continaed for some hours in a state of

blockade, and was ultimately rescued by the shopkeepers, who came
forward to explain the mistake that the crowd had fallen into.
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^THE GREAT DOG QUESTION.

The Dogs have gofc their committee in the Lower House, hut there is

a deep old dog in the Upper House, of whom it is said by many, that

nothing 'will satisfy him. This is a downright libel, for the cunning old

dog has got nothing and is not satisfied, so that when it is said he will be
satisfied with notmng, a gross untruth is told regarding him. The dog
alluded to labours under the disadvantage of dealing with a crafty old

bird,—one of those who cannot be caught by chaff, and it is well tlmt he
cannot, or lie would long ago have fallen a viclim to the bowing and
wowing, the pawing and crouching of the dog in question. The manner
in which onr artist lias drawn him, looking up with a mingled expression

of admiration and entreaty into the face of the bird, is quite equal to any.
thing from the pencil of Edwin Landseer, whose style has been caught
withremarkahle felicity.

PUNCH TO DANIEL IN PllISON.

Xkaiured in Duhlin^s prison base,

Great Daniel, while thou smartest,

*Tis thus thy venerable face

Appeared, to JPunch's aftist.

He reads those weekly bulletins,

Which of your health iiilbrm us,

And thus the prisoner })aints, who grins

Contented and enormous

!

Perhaps the wicked limner shows.

Inclined to laughter spiteful,

That certain patriots' vaunted woes

Are not so •eery frightful.

Perhaps he would insinuate.

By that stupendous figure,

That those who free are Truly Great,

When wronged are Doubly Bigger !

I know not which ; but love to read

Kach speech of Dan the younger,

Which tells us how your people feed

Their chief’s imprisoned hunger.

How matrons cook you soups and broths,

How cakes are baked by virgins,

How weavers weave your table-cloths,

And fishers hook you sturgeons.*

fiays Dan, “My father’s cheek ’s as red.

His mood as blithe and merry,

As when at morn his dogs he led

Along the hills of Kerry.

His mighty lungs more free to talk.

His body stronger waxen,

Than when at Tara or Dundalk,

He bullyragged the Saxon.”

Amen 1 I hope the tale is true,

Thus brought by Irish rumour ;

May each day’s prison bring to you

Good health, sir, and good humour!

Amen, cries Lord Chief Justice PancA,

Approving of your sentence,

It is, I swear it by my hunch,

A jovial repentance

!

No chains shall in his prison clink.

No ruthless jailor urge him.

With lashings of the best of drink

I’d pitilessly scourge him.

*Tis thus that noble Justice Punch

Would treat his Celtic neighbour.

And thus at dinner, supper, lunch,

Condemn him to “ hard labour.”

Nor you alone but good son John,

And Bay, and Steele, and Duffy ;

Ye dire Bepealers every one,

Bemorselessly I’d stuff ye

!

I’d have you all, from last to first,

To grow such desperate gluttons.

That you should eat until ye burst

Your new Repealers’ Buttons I”

Danibi. O'Cobitell, jun., thought the prisoners were looking right well and
getting fat, they had just received an enormous cake weighing 45 lbs., a sturgeon from
liimeriek, weighing SOO lbs., and table-cloth of Irish maiiu&Gture, But., &e.
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THE COMIC BLACKSTONE.
PART n.

CHAPTER THE [THIRD—OF TENURES, OR THE MANNER IN WHICH
REAL PROPERTY MAY BE HELD.

property is held—and it is generally pretty

\ tightly held by those who possess it. This
tenacity of property is such that the thing
holden is called a tenement, the holder a
tenant, and the mode of holding a tenure.

^j There is another mode of holding, called

^ holding hard, which is frequently used in
conveyancing—by the cad of the omnibus.

W ^ V Tenements are of two kinds—frank tene-

I ^ \ c^ ^JL'ee holding, and villenage, of
Eg which there are different degrees, including

pure villenage and villein socage. A pure
villain is such a very low sort of villain

that he must do whatever his landlord
commands; but socage villains, or villain

socmen, arc not such villanous villains, inasmuch as there is a limit to

their villany, the services required of thorn being certain and definite.

The most honourable species of tenure was knight service, which was
to attend the King in his wars ; but sovereigns in these days instead of
fighting boldly, invariably fight shy, so that miight service or attendance
on the King in his wars is now merely nominal. There is also a tenure

by grand seijeanty, by which the tenant bound himself to do some special

service, such as acting as champion at the coronation ; but as all improper
•characters are scrupulously kept out by the police, the valour of coming
forward in a suit of armour, and offering to fight any body who disputes

the title to the crown, is rather questionable. The champion, however,
pockets the gold cup and a few other valuable coronation "properties,” so

that he can afford to throw down a large theatrical gauntlet, which hy-the-

by is invariably " smugged” by some subordinate as a perquisite.

Knight service eventually was found so inconvenient that the knights

.gave money instead of going to hattlo, and thus paid themselves off, rather

than run the risk of being paid off by the enemy.
By the 12th of Chables II. all military tenures were destroyed at one

blow, for knights being of no service had long since converted knight

service into a farce of the broadest character.

Socage subsequently became the most general kind of tenure, so that

tlie tenants, to use the quaint notion of &anvil, " rushed precipitately

from hoots and spurs to simple socks—or socs ; which is, no doubt, the

origin of the word soc-age.”

Free socage has several kinds, the chief of which are petit-serje^ty,

or little service, such as giving the King annually an arrow, or a lance

;

hut it does not seem that lancing the King’s gums once a year would
amount to petlt-serjeanty,—tenure in burgage, where the tenant lives in a
boi'ougb, so that the Southwark people afford a specimen of this class,

—

and gavelldnd, where all the sons take alike, so that when a father gives

his b^oys a thrashing all round, he in fact only illustrates the good old

principle of gavelkind.

We now come to villenage, from which copyhold tenures are derived,

so that any copyholder is a villain in the eye of the law ; and it is

perhaps on this principle that the printer’s hoy who carries to and fro or

holds the copy, is termed a devil, to show the alarming state of villenage

he has fallen into.

A copyhold must always exist in a manor, which must have a court

•tittached to it, with a jury consisting of two tenants at least, or the

manor is lost ; so that if manners do not always make the man, it requires

two men to make the manor.
A part of ilie ground of a manor was called folk-land, or land for the

folks who lived upon it, who were downright slaves to the owner

;

and as they were called villains, it is probable that Folkstone was, at one
time, a very villanous neighbourhood. When the Normans came over
to this country they did not proceed to kick out the villains, but allowed

them to remain on the land, until at last the villains got a better title to

the land by custom than the lords themselves by conquest ; for the
stewards of the manors merely looking *on and taking notes, the villains

referring to the copy on the rolls of the court, declared themselves copy- '

holders to all intents and purposes. The essentials of a copyhold are

—

1st, that the lauds should be part of a manor, and consequently of right

belonging to somebody else ; 2ndly, that they have been demised by copy
•of court-roll immemorially, for if any one can remember the transaction

it is bad, because the thing will not bear thinking of.

There is a fine pa^rahle on the death of the tepant or alienation of the
lands, and this fine is now in most cases limited by law ;

because, says

Glanvil, "when the landlords could lay on as large a Jine as they liked,

they made a very thing of it.” The italics are Glanvil’s own, so

that the joke must be given to him, though later writers, including four
of the Chittts, have made a severe straggle to obtain the merit of it.

Ancient demesne is a sort of privileged villenage, the villains who enjoy

it having the privilege of paying no taxes, and of holding a court of
their own to try their own rights to their own—and, perhaps, other
people’s—properly. The villains, however, can only alienate their land
by surrender, instead of passing it by the usual conveyance ; but a recent
writer has thought it necessary to state in a note, that though the villains
may not pass their land by the usual conveyance, there is no law to
prevent them from going past their own houses in a stage-coach or

I

omnibus.
1 In addition to the lay tenures there used to be the spiritual tenure of
frankalmoign^ by which religious corporations held lan^ on condition of
singing masses for the soul of the donor. These masses ?i-*rtnjgging too
much in the hands of the church, and weak-minded persons, attracted by
ilie notion of having psalms sung for them, having been let in to a very
pretty tune, the statute of Quia emptores was passed in the 18th of
BnWARD I., to prohibit all such donations for the future. Many of the
parochial clergy still hold their lands by this tenure, which accounts for
a congregation being occasionally startled by a demand of their prayers
for some one who would never he thought of either by parson or people,
but for the necessity of observing the conditions by which the Church
retains possession of the deceased's property.

IN MY COTTAGE NEAR A “RAIL.”

In my cottage near a "rail,”

Bliss and Betsy now are mine

;

Bliss how very like a whale,
Wedded love beside a " line !

”

Clatter, clatter, horrid row !

Puff and whistle, scream and whizz ;

Oh ! you can’t imagine how
Disagreeable it is.

Vain the sigh, the whisper vain,

Breathed in Passion’s fond excess ;

Rattling by, the thund’rlng train

Burks the voice of Tenderness.
Oft at eve will Betsy dear

Sit and sing me “ Alice Grey
But that engine, boiling near,

Always drowns my fav’rite lay.

Ever at the morning’s meal.

Or the happy hour of tea,

All our cups and saucers reel,

Often spilling the bohea

;

Floorsf, and walls, and windows shake,
Just as though the house would fall

;

And our heads, moreover, ache.
With tlie smoke, and smell, and all.

Oh ! for some sequester’d spot,

Far from stokers and from steam.
Where vre might enjoy our lot,

Realising Love’s young dream.
Would we had not ta’en a lease,

—

(Foolish pair, ourselves to nail !}

—

Soon we^d fly, in quest of peace,

From our cottage near a " rail”

Alteration in tbe Style of Boxuestlc Correspondence.

In consequence of the late disclosures, the custom has become pretty
general—with a view to prevent the whole of a letter from meeting the
Ministerial eye—of making it evident, in the first sentence, that the
writer is aware of its probable fate, and, therefore, unlilcely to inclose a
Gunpowder Plot ; as thus—" My dear Marianne,—Since Sir James
Graham and I last heai'd from you of Bobby’s hooping cough, we have
been naturally anxious for more,” &c. Some have even made use of a
domestic communication as a short, though indirect, method of presenting

a petition to the Home Office ; considering, that one so presented is sure
at least of being read

;

thus—"My dear Fanny,—If, as you say, the
admirable Minister, who at present presides at the Home Office, could

only be made aware of the extreme hardship of my case, I am convinced
that he would, without a moment’s hesitation, following the dictates of an
excellent heart,” &c., &c., &c. This is an ingenious course, and Punch
means to adopt it.

STATE OF HEBNE-BAY.

We much regret to state that it has been found absolutely necessary to

call in an additional body of police for tiie government of this flourishing

watering-place. Up to the present year there has been only one
policeman ; there are now—two /
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THE PRIVILEGE OF COUNSEL. FAIR SUFFERERS.

Lord Brougham is of opinion that an advocate ought to sink every

consideration for the interest of his client—^that, in fact, a counsel ought

to forget himself—a thing -tYhich Loud Brougham constantly does when
sticking up for his new friends, the Conservatives.

Mr. CHAXtLES Phillips was a pupil in the same school, and sacrificed,

or attempted to sacrifice, two or three characters in addition to his own,
when insisting on the innocence of Couuvoisier, who had confessed his

guilt to his zealous advocate. However, “ the instructions” are every-

thing. Counsel must do as they are instructed, and Mr. Cockburn, when
he brought certain accusations against Lord Grouge Bentinck, which the

latter liad no opportunity of disproving, was only acting in obedience to

his instructions. What those instructions were may be judged from the

following extract from the

Brief for the Plaintiff.

Counsel is requested to bully Lord George Bentinck.
’

"It may be as well to observe that he has tampered with flic witnesses,

and to prove that he has tampered, counsel may put the question at

random to any of the shrewdest rascals that may happen to be in the box.

and who have an interest in the success of the plaintiff. One of the

witnesses has a new suit of clothes. It is suggested that counsel had
better get out, if he can, that Lord George Bentinck bought the clothes

with the view of corrupting the witness. It may, perhaps, be urged that

these things have nothing to do with the matter at issue between the
parties ; but it may divert attention from tne merits, to bully a nobleman,
who is not a party, and the jury may be confused if it is represented that

he is indirectly a party to the suit. Counsel will, of course, use his

discretion,” &c., &c., &c.;

Bt fair sufferers we mean about ninety-nine out of every hundred of

those poor dear young ladies, condemned, through the accident of their

birth, to languish, in silk and satin, beneath the load of a fashionable

existence.

Ah ! little think the gay licentious paupers, who have no plays, operas,

and evening parties to be forced to go to, and no carriages to bo obliged ‘

to ride about in, of the miseries which are endured by the daughters of

affluence

!

It is a well-known fact, that scarcely one of these tender creatures can

be in a theatre or a concert-room ten minutes without being seized with a

violent headach, which, more frequently than not, obliges her to leave

before the performance is over, and drag a brother, husband, lover, or

attentive young man, away with her. If spared the headache, how often,

is she threatened with a fainting fit (nay, now and then seized with it),

to the alarm and disturbance of her company ! Not happening to feel

faint exactly, still there is a sensation, “ a something,” as she describes

it, “ she doesn’t know what,” which she is almost sure to be troubled with.

Unvisited by these afflictions, nevertheless, cither the cold, or the heat,

or the glare of the gas, or some other source of pain, oppresses or cx^

cruciates her susceptible nerves. And when we take oiio such young

lady, and put together all the public amusements which she must either

go to—or die—in the course of a Loudon season; and when we add up all

the headaches, and swoons, and the somethings she doesn't know what

;

the shiverings, burnings, and other agonising sensations which she has

undergone by tlie end of it ; the result is an aggregate of torture truly

fnghtful to contemplate-

Suppose she is obliged to walk this is sometimes actually the case

happy is she if she can go twenty yards without smno pain or other
;
in

the side, the back, the shoulder, the great toe. Thus the pleasure of

shopping, promenading, or a pic-nic is embittered ; thus is colocynth

infused into the eau sucr^e of bliss !

Ifshe reads a chapter in a novel, the chances are that her temples throb

for it. She tries to embroider a Corsair ;
doing more than an arm of him

at a time strains her eyes. Employ herself in what way she will, she

feels fatigued afterwards, and may think Iierself well off if she is no worse.

Nine days out of ten she has no appetite ; on the tenth she enjoys her

dinner, and is taken ill. Then comes that horrid physic I She cannot

take pills : she objects to powders : draughts aro insufferable to her.

Poor unfortunate I What is she to do ?

Without a care to vex her, save, perliaps, some slight misgivings respect-

ing the Captain, she is unable to rest, though on a couch of down, £bcer-

cise would procure her slumber ;
but oh I she cannot take it.

Whether a little less confinement of the waist, earlier hours, plainer

luncheons, more frequent airings in the green fields, and mental and bodily

exertion generally, tlian what, in these respects, is the fashi«>nable usage,

would in [any way alleviate the miseries of our fair sufferers, may bo

questioned. It may be also inquiredhow far such miseries are imaginary,

and to what extent a trifling exercise of resolution would tend to mitigate

them % Otherwise, supposing them to be ills that woman is necessarily

heiress to—unavoidable, irremediable : gracious powers ! what torments,

what anguish, must fishvroxnen, washerwomen, charwomen, and thay-

makers, to say nothing of servants of all work, and even ladies’ maids,

endure every day of their lives I

Sporttng Intelligence.

We perceive, with considerable satisfaction, that a new branch of sport

has lately rushed into popularity. Swimming has recently become the
subject of considerable excitement, and a match took place in a large tank
somewhere in Holborn, when six swimmers contended for the champion-
ship of the cistern. The race consisted of three heats, twelve times the
entire length of the tank ; and the swimmers started off on the firing of a
signal gun—^which, we presume, must have been a pop-gun—in order to
accommodate the nerves ofthe audience. We understand that it is intended
to render swimming—if possible—a sort of rival to horse-racing, and that

there will be an attempt to get up a species of St. Leger, to be called the
St. Swithiii’s, in the Serpentine. We heartily wish success to this whole-
some branch of British Sportsmanship.

ON THE UNCURBED LICENCE OP COUNSEL.
Bt dealing out invective vain,

From his instructions false and idle.

The advocate of Running Rein
Proved that liis tongue required a Iridle.

PEEL’S ULTIMATUM,
We were not astonished at the " Dogs’ Protection Bill,” asVe felt con-

fident, months ago, that, as Parliament was going on, it was sure; before
the Session was over, to go to the dogs.

Pnncli’s Indian ACail.

The Punjaub is in a frightful state ; and aU the Sings—^including Meeb
Sing, Shebe Sing, Runjeet Sing, Iitur Sing, Dhtan Sing, and about
ten more of this very pugnacious :^mily—continue to be at most dreadful

loggerheads. Mohammed had refused to put down his Dost, a distinction

which has always occasioned much jealousy to ilie rival potentates.

LITERARY INTELLIGENCE.

Mb. O’Connell is devoting his leisure in prison to a new and important

work—a second series of " The Epicure’s Almanac ; or a Dish for Every
Day in the Year,”

Editorial Thanksgiving.
There are, at present, no less than forty-seven Editors of newspapers

imprisoned in France. It is lucky for the English press that Mr.
Roebuck does not possess the same power as Louis Philippe, or else

Newgate would contain three times the above number ; that is to say,

every editor in the kingdom who would not praise him.

CELESTIAL SARCASM.

Gapt. Pidding tells us, in his Tea Talk, that the Chinese call America
" the /hwery country.” This looks as if Jonathan had been trying to

pass off in China some of his Pennsylvanian bonds.
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THE “BUSINESS” OF PARLIAMENT.

A suKEisjs or so ago we paused, as once Wordsworth paused on

Westminster Bridge, and, smitten by the* scene, fell, like the poet of

Rydal Mount, into deep, philosophic tliiuking. We thought of the

Abbey, and of the twopences taken at its doors ;
we thought of the

Dean and Chapter, and their tenants ;
ofthe Almonry ; of the rejected

statue of Byroit, and of the onslaught of Baroh Fitzhardinge.

—

And then we turned towards the rising walls of the new Houses of

Parliament, and, thinking of their cost, asked despairingly what is

the good of themi
Yes, fellow-countrymen, we put it to you—are not Houses of Parliar

ment, old and new, vain and useless as Egyptian cenotaphs ? We
put it to the industrious and dispassionate man, who, with a patience

that must surely be a set-off to some minor sins, plods his way
through the daily debates of Parliament—^we put it to him whether

|

the business of the country, as it is gravely called by some droll
|

talkers, might not be more efficiently perfoimed by some mechanic
means than by the six hundred and fifty-eight learned individuals

who meet in February to do everything, and separate in August,

having done nothing 1 Really, the trick is now so old, that we
wonder at the courage of any set of Ministers who can repeat it.

|

At the opening of the Session, how beautiful is legislative alacrity
! j

Measure after measure is promised—nay, is fairly brought in—has
one, perhaps two readings, and is dropped for another session to be
dropped again. A night or two since. Sir Robert Peel, with one

of his blandest smiles, informed the House that he would let it know
what time it had lost upon bills not to be proceeded with

;
yes, he

would count the addled eggs, and in the ensuing session they might

—poor, defrauded geese I—sit again. If Herr Dobler or the

Wizard of the North were to conjure after this fashion, the audience

would tear up the benches.

Returning to the new Houses of Parliament,we must again protest

against the money lavished upon them. For what business, we ask,

has been effected in the present session that might not have been as

efficiently transacted in a sentry-box? Wherefore, then, these costly

buildings for men to do nothing in 1 Why, indeed, should we have

Members of Parliament at all, when sure we are that Mr. Babbage
would construct a legislating machine, which, in the hands of Sir
Robert Peel, would fuEy answer all the purposes of living

senators ?

We are serious. We therefore propose that, at the next election,

every gentleman desirous of affixing M.P. to his name should, on his

election, send his proxy machine to the House of Commons, setting

the instrument at “ Aye ” and ‘‘ No,” as Me. Babbage will instruct

him, on certain questions, and suffering the Ministry to take their

divisions accordingly. The result of the present session convinces

us that the “ business of the country” will be got through quite as

well asby the present mode ;
with this advantage, that the machines

may be put anywhere.

THE CHIMES FOR THE ROYAL EXCHANGE.
It is stated in the papers, tliat Professor Taylor is composing a tune to

be played by the bells of the Royal Exchange. We have no doubt that

the Professor, who liberally abuses the compositions of everybody else, in

the cfl-lyn columns of the Spectator^ will find himself quite at home in his

task. If the bells are to be exposed to draughts, and are liable to be moved
about by the air, the ‘music wUl, of course, consist of a passage for the

wind instruments ; but if they are to be pulled by ropes, it is the stringed

instruments they will bear the nearest resemblance to.

It is to be regretted that the Committee did not place the bells in Ihe

hands of Doctor Mendelssohn while he was iu England ; and if they had
allowed him full play, he would certainly have struck out something
worthy of himself, of the City, and of the bellhanger. By-the-by, it

would not have been a bad idea to have adapted Schiller’s Song of the

Bell, as a solo for the largest bell, assisted by a chorus of little ones. We
understand that the question was raised in the Committee, whether Auber
or Donizetti should not be invited over to this country for the purpose of

composing the chimes for the bells, as it was thought that, when Her
Majesty attends at the opening of the Royal Exchange, the works of a'

French or Italian master would soundmoregratefully in the ears of royalty.

Ai Forlorn Bopoi
The Irish papers announce that the ’(^Rent ” this year will be upwards

• of . 30,000/. We understand that poor Louis Philippe^ diwpjKWted in

his. dotatums, has written to Dan to ask him <‘to do a bill.”

BANKRUPTCY EXTRAORDINARY.
Before Sir C. F. Williams.

At the sitting of the Court, a figure entered, looking as pale as death*
and begged to be allowed to surrender himself as a Bankrupt.
The figure represented himself as the statue of Nelson, now and for

some time past of Trafalgar
Square. He stated that a few
friends had been desirous of

setting him up in the neigh-
bourhood of Charing Cross,

where he had hoped to have
cut a good figure, but w'ant

of money had for a long time
kept him down, and he had
been completely laid upon his

back for a very considerable

period.

Sir C. F. Williams. What
do you want here 1 I sit here
to do justice, and if justice is

not most thoroughly done in
every sense of the word, it is

no fault of mine.
The figure observed that he

came to surrender, and to ask
for protection against the nu-
merous jokes that were being
made at his (the statue's) ex-
pense, and which were really
almost enough to break a heart
of stone.

Sir C. F. Williams. I can
give you no protection against
jokes. I can’t protect myself.
I have been nearly joked off

this chair on several occasions.

The figure said he really could not tell. A man and a boy had been
employed, who had left no stone unturned, but he (the figure) was not
aware whether they had been paid for their labour.
Sir C. F, Williams asked if there was any truth in the report that the

statue contemplated throwing himself off the pedestal, in consequence of
his awkward x^osition.

The figure, with large drops of stucco standing in his eyes, observed
that he had never thought of throwing himself on the public by jumping
down ; but he admitted that, if he Imd had sufficient rope, he might as
well have hanged himself.

Sir C. F. Williams. How much rope have you, then %

The figure said he had got a coil of about a yard, till some of it was
cut away, for what reason he did not know—^for he was just as much tied

by the leg now as be had been always.
Sir C. F. Williams asked if the statue had no friends who would set

him up respectably ?

The figure replied that his best friends were for withdrawing him alto-

gether from public observation. He would sooner pave the public
street than be knocked about and taken to pieces as he had been lately.

Sib C. F. Williams. I sit here as a commissioner, and I really can do
nothing.

The figure said he had heard so before ; and having thanked the Com-

I

missioner, he was carried out by the man and the boy who were appointed
assignees under the bankruptcy.

What is the extent of your liabilities ?

works;received for review in “punch."
Bottled Alb. Quarto. Abbott, late Hodgson and Abbott.

—

Lmdon,

We have dipped into this -production, and are happy to be able to

express a favourable opinion of its merits. Much that comes before us
for criticism is intolerably dry, but iliat which we now have the pleasure

to discuss is qmte of an opposite character. It appeals to the head rather

than the heaH, but it possesses all the sweetness of the Manx combined
with the bluff bluntness of the Babolat. At present we speak only of the

quarto edition. When we see it complete in a cask, we shall have a better

opportunity of judging more fully of its qualities.

The Galllo Oasconaaes*

The Morning Chronicle says that the reserve of the French Navy is

very considerable. The great resec-ve of the Navy renders Joinville's
utter want of reserve or, in other words, his excessive impudence—

a

mtter for increased astonishment. • ,.
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THE DEBTORS' NE-W GAOLER.

his fingers) to meddle -with edge-tools ; he would, therefore, only

suggest to his confrere, the Editor of the Nation, to try upon tho

amateur assassin who wrote that dastardly joke, not the razor, but

the strap.

For shame Nation ! For shame !—Fie—Faugh I—Turn him out I

Loro Cottenhau brings in a Bill for the Total Abolition of Arrest for

Debt : the measure is received with the apparent good will of all parties.

In a few weeks, and, save the fraudulent debtor, no man will be imprisoned
for his poverty. This prospect, however, is too delightful for Lord
Broughau. So he goes to work—tinkers up another bill—and manages
to throw Lord Cottenham’s measure into the hopelessness of a select

committee : no more of it will be heard this session. Thus the hundreds
of debtors confined throughout the country may^consider Lord Brougham
AND Yatts their new gaoler, self-appointed I

THE PHILOSOPHY OF NECESSITY.
(iln Appendix to a book so called, lately published,)

The first point in the Philosophy of Necessity is, to be impressed with

the necessity of philosophy. Philosophers very often find themselves in
necessity ; and they should take care not to lose themselves in it. In
fact, necessity frequently arises from philosophy, which tends rather to
make a man think deeply than look sharply ; however, where necessity

begins, philosophy commonly ends ; in like manner as when it effects an
entrance by the door, it causes something else (very different from
philosophy) to make an exit by the window.
The Philosopher in Necessity will sometimes find his coat out at elbows.

Natural Philosophy, under such circumstances, suggests the victimisation

of the tailor; but Moral Philosophy prescribes consideration for the*

sufferer. Practical Philosophy falls back on patching and patience.
Very often, when Self, communing with Self, asks whether a dinner at

Verey's would be advisable, Appetite replies ** Yes,” but Necessity
answers in the negative. Philosophy, under these circumstances, recom*
mends the eightpenny plate.

Necessity, when it surveys its boot, often beholds a Coburg, where
Taste would have preferred to see a Wellington, Or aghast, in tho
sides of the same, it discovers an awful burst. Vanity would repine
but Philosophy whispers comfort. “What,” it inquire^ “is the value
of mere externals ! Thou hast a soul ; what will thy boots be to it a
century hence f Beatitude is a phase of mind ; and what mattereth it,

so long as thou art in a state of felicity % ”

The four-and-nlne is less elegant than the velvet nap ; the Berlin glove
than the Paris kid ; less agreeable is the cotton than the silk pocket-
handkerchief ; more sightly is file umbrella of the latter than that of
gingham. Yet the PhUosophy of Necessity reconciles us to tho cheaper
article. It sweetens Geneva to lips longing for Champagne

; it commends
the Cuba to the mouth that waters for the Havanah.
Who would wear a pair of trousers three years 2 The Philosopher,

obedient to the law of Necessity.

Necessity, in the garb of Seediness, may excite the ridicule of Beauty ;

and the heart of the derided may, for a moment, bo wrung : but Philo-*

Sophy whistles peace to it, in tho shape of some popular air, and the pang,
ere one could articulate Jack Robinson, hath fled.

IRISH RAZORS. 1

(Puitch’s oration and Imnble expostulation at the Uood-thirsty indignation

oftl^e Editor of^ “iVaJiow,” to/waw he treats to a joheetion^

Some genius has been presenting Mr. O’Ccnn-ell with a pair of
“rale Irish shuperfine silver-steel rasiers,” which have been exhibited
by Mr. D. O’Ccnkell, jun., at the Corn Exchange, with great ap-
plause, as beautiful specimens of Irish talent and Irish manufacture.
Mr. W. J. O’Connell [(determined to cut blocks with a razor)

nobly said : “ He hoped those razors, so kindly presented to the
illustrious incarcerated leading friend of Ireland, would cut bigotiy

;

and intolerance through for ever.”

But this magnificent wish is nothing compared to the graceful and
ingenious plan proposed by the Nation newspaper, which says : “We
observe among the presents to O’Connell last week, a pair of razors,
of Irish manufacture. When the writ of error succeeds, we will
make a special request that he will bestow them to T. B. C. Smith
and Abraham Brewster for obvious purposes.”
Mr, Punch compliments tho Nation upon this smart and manly

joke
; upon the Christian principle which it evinces, the gay and

playful wit it exhibits, and the spirit of generous fair-play which
distinguishes it.

Mr, Punch has published six volumes quarto of jokes, of which
he is naturally a little proud—but he confesses that in all 'those
thousands of pages there is not one epigram at ail equal for sharp-
ness to the razor-allusion of Hhe Nation*
Were Mr, Punch disposed to he hitter, he would hint to the Joker

of the Nation, that the razor-allusion is rather stale in Ireland,
where Parties have been accustomed to cut each other’s throats
from time immemorial.
But Mr. Punch is averse to retort, and declines (from a regard to

A Good Openlngr for Sir OTames.

At the Custom House things are passed without being opened ; at the
Post Ofilce things are opened which ^ould be held sacred. Let the officers

of the two establishments change places, giving Sir James Graham the
control of the Customs, and then the business in each will be properly
transacted.

THE CITY OF LONDON DISFRANCHISED.
It seems that the entrance to the Victoria Tower of the new Houses of

Parliament is only just large enough to admit the royal carriage. If this
be true, by what entrance is Mr. Pattison to get into the House ?

THE ACTUAL LOCUS IN QUO.
We understand that the next edition of Thomson’s works will be embel-

lished with a view of the House of Commons, as the best illustration of
the “Castle op Indolence,”

Notice to Pooh-pooh'd Correspondents.

#21' For the Hundredth and Last Time, Punch empha-

tically declares that he will not return any rejected

contribution.

Fl6s»e to paste tbls on some conspicuons part of ytmr
writingr table..

Print^ by ^Illam Bradbnry, ofNo. 6* York Flu., Stoke Newington, and Prederiek MnUett Evane,
of Na 7f Church Row, Stoke Newington, both in the County of Middlesex, Printers, at
Office in J^bard Street, in the Praemetof Whitefiriare. in the CityoF London,a^ publiehM by
Joseph Smith, Publisher, of No, 53, St. Joha’s Wood Terraoe,St.John’a Wood Road, Regent's Park,
in th^B uooncyof Middlesex, at the Office, No. 101, Strand, in the Pariah of St. Clemoit Danes, in
the County mMidd!esex.~SAToiuiAT, JuXiY 20, 1814.
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PUNCHES COMPLETE LETTER-WRITER.

LETTER VII.

FROM A GENTLEMAN TO HIS FRIEND ON BEING CALLED TO THE BAR.

a lover’s fondness you have hound yourself—that in a measure I

feel myself glorified hy the advancement of my friend

!

You are now called to the har I Yes, you are of the happy few
chosen hy the solemn election of the law as the privileged champions
of humanity. To you the widow and the orphan may prefer their

prayers
;
in you they are taught to look for an adviser and a hene-

fiLCtor. Injured lowliness may claim the bounty of your counsel,

and innocence betrayed demand the lightning of your words.

With these thoughts, what strengthening comfort must support

you through the paths of study still to he adventured I Feeling the

dignity of your mission, your mind will instinctively reject whatever
is mean and mercenary—will assimilate to itself all that is beautiful,

and pure, and good. In your hours of study you will feel that you
are arming yourself for the overthrow of craft, oppression, and all

the numerous brood of ignorance and ill
;
you will be sustained by

the thought, that you are dedicating the powers you have received

from Heaven to the noblest vindication of its grandest truth,—^justice

to all men. With this belief, you will labour rejoicingly : you will

dedicate your night to study, and the early lark will greet you at

your book.

It is, I know, averred that the study of law is dry and harsh—

a

barren, thankless theme ;
that " the Books ” have that within them

to weary the most patient spirit. And so, indeed, it may be to those

who as mere wordcatchers would study them ; who, incapable of

considering them in a philosophic light as operative on the social

mass, would seek their pages as Indians seek poison berries,—only

for better means to slay their game with.—But you, my dear friend,

have nobler aspirations ; you contemplate law as the discreet and
virtuous daughter of Justice, and not as her Abigail.

When you look around and consider the various occupations of

men, how sweet must be your self-complacency ! You cannot but
observe how thousands are doomed to a plodding obscurity ; how
thousands pass from birth 'to death with no one action of their lives

to signalize themselves among their fellows : how, like corn, they
grow, ripen, and are cut down, leaving behind them no mark of their

past existence. Again, how many pass their days in acts of violence,

making life one scene of wrong and tumult ; whilst others creep
and wind through the world, timorous and cunning, with little of
the majesty of man to glorify them. Forgetful of the greatness of

their mission as human creatures, they dwell within the small circle

of their selfishness, all things beyond mere things of fable.

How different is your lot ! You are “ called to the bar you are

chosen to play a part before the eyes of the whole world. You
are to uplift your voice in defence of all that dignifies our nature

:

you are to work the daily champion of the weak and the distressed.

Is it possible that man can have a more glorious vocation ? Is it

within the ambition of a truly virtuous mind to achieve greater

triumphs 1

Again, how beautiful will be the study ofhuman nature laid before

you ! Every day you will be called to read that wondrous volume,
the human heart, in all its strange yet fascinating contradictions.
And when, in the fulness of fame, distinguished by every attribute
of moral goodness, you are summoned to the bench,—you will display
to the world one of its noblest spectacles, a great and good man
honoured for his worth. Your elevation, whilst it rewards the labours
of your own clear spirit, will, star-like, shine upon the hopes of
others, inciting them to act your worthiness again and again. Thus
will your excellence be multiplied, and example beget example.

Believe me, my dear Tom,

Your sincere fiiend,

Justus Hartley.

LETTER VIII.

REPLY OP THE GENTLEMAN CALLED TO THE BAR TO HIS FRIEND.

My dear Hartley,
You are, I find, tbe same enthusiastic, unsophisticated

creature that I left at Cambridge. May you never meet with aught
to change the noble simplicity of your nature,

!

True it is, I am “ called and most true I may, if I would wish
to starve, dub myself knight of all distressed matrons, virgins, and
orphans. Unfortunately, however, for your rhapsody, it will always
lie in the breast of the mother of accidents, whether I champion the
wronged or the wronger

;
whether I am to pour oil and honey into

wounds, or to he the humble instrument that adds another bruise :

whether, indeed, I fight on the side of Virtue, or lustily take arms
against her. This, however, is the accident of my fate

;
and so •

that good retainers come in, I am content to bow to it. In your
noble philanthropy, Justus, please to consider the condition of the i

world, if only what seemed virtuous and innocent were defended— :

if all, who hy the force of circumstance, appeared knaves were left

to scramble for themselves. Look at the wrong committed under
this ignorant devotion to abstract right. Virtue maldng victims by
her very bigotry I

As for the hours of study, they certainly bring their sweets ; but
verily not after the fashion you, in your blithe ignorance, imagine.

i

Law,my dear fellow, is not a region of fairy to be searched for golden
fniits and amaranthine fiowers ; no, it is a deep, gloomy mine, to he
dug and dug, with the safety lamp of patience lighting us, through .

many a winding passage—a lamp which, do what we will, so fre-

quently goes out, leaving us in darkness.

I grant you many of the high, ennobling privileges of the profes-

sion that yoiir eloquence has dwelt upon
;
but there are others which,

if you know not, permit me in the freedom of friendship to say, you
know nothing of the pleasures of the har. Consider, what invulner-
able armour is a wig—a gown I When they are once donned,you are
permitted, hy the very defence you wear, to play with the characters
and feelings of men even as little girls play with dolls

;
ripping their

seams, blackening their faces, making sport with them in any way
for the prosperity of yonr cause, and the benefit of your client. By
virtue of your profession, you are emphatically a gentleman

;
and

the very mode in which you are permitted to exercise your calling

proves you to he a slanderer for so much money. You are protected

by the Court, and, taking full advantage of your position, you may
say in the face of Justice that which a regard for your anatomy
would not permit you to utter even in a tavern. You are protected,

and may to your heart’s full wish enjoy your abuse. You are pistol-

proof, and may therefore throw wliat mud and call what names you
please. You have the privilege of the bar, which in this case means I

—the privilege of cowardice ; and to the last letter you avail your-

self of its immunity.

You have likewise forgotten another privilege, that of cross-exa-

mination. Ha ! my friend, you know ifty love of a joke, and truly I

anticipate much enjoyment from the freedom of tongue allowed me
when I shall have a witness to practise upon. How 1 will torture

him with my wit”—how turn him inside out for the benefit of my
client ! Indeed, the true heroism of the advocate is only shown by
his contempt of all things in honour of his fee. Hence, if retained

by homicide to wash white and, if possible, to sweeten the blood-

dyed ruffian for the world, I shall not hesitate (though assured of

my client’s guilt) to blacken all the witnesses against him. In pur-

suit of this high duty, I shall think it onerous upon me to impugn
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even the chastity of female virtue, so that by casting shame upon
innocence, I may open the prison door to murder.

Your affectionate friend,

Thomas Bilassuy.

P.S. Congratulate me. I have just received my maiden brief : a
case against a sempstress, for illegally pawning a shirt.

THE LUCIFER MATCH AND THE LUCIFER TONGUE.

At the Chelmsford assizes, ahoy of nine years old, has been found
guilty of firing a barn. John Haudy, aged eleven, was also con-
victed of firing a stack of straw. At Huntingdon, Samuhi. Baxthu,
aged ten, was sentenced to fifteen years’ transportation for a like

crime. These offences are very dreadful—very. We are shocked
at tlie powers of mischief which the Lucifer match places in tlie

hands of the reckless and malignant. Terrible is it to contemplate
blazing stacks of hay, and straw, and wlieat—most terrible to imagine
the savage satisfaction gleaming in the eyes of a starved, and there-

fore sullen and revengeful peasantry. However, the evil-doers are
caught, arraigned, and sentenced ; and little would it ayail them if,

in the dock, they were to make the most contrite, yea, abject apology
for theii* wickedness. The crime, they might declare, was accom-
plished in an idle, reckless, or passionate moment; and therefore
they humbly begged pardon of judge, and jury, and of the directors
of the offices insuring the destroyed pi’operty,—and so, having apolo-
gised, the culprits might trust that nothing more would he said of the
matter. Alas ! such apology benefits not the incendiary with the
Lucifer match

; he is not permitted to "explain,” hut is inevitably
transported.

How different the fate of the incendiary with the Lucifer Tongue

!

He may idly, passionately, malignantly apply his combustible to the
character of any man ; he may in the House of Commons—^beneath
that awful roof where laws are made to restrain and punish the
vindictive and ferocious passions ofmen—he may there, in his place
and solemn function of statute-maker, cast fire about him,—and
when caught in the fact, when become an object of most unenviable
attention—he may apologise for his inadvertence

; he may declare
that he meant nothing ; that he is very sorry if he have used his
Lucifer Tongue to the inconvenience of any gentleman, and there-
fore hopes that his accidental use of the brimstone will be looked
over. Great is the privilege allowed to the Lucifer Tongue,— but
woe to the errings of the Lucifer Match ! Is it not so, good Mr.
W^ODEHOusE ? The Lucifer Tongue may "apologise,” and the
Lucifer Match is transported.

JBl TSrew Escitoment.
We see by the papers that a dansanie^^ was given a few days

ago by Lady Yards Buller. A ^Thi daiisante**—or, in plain English,
n dancing Tea ! What an awful rattling of cups and saucers ! It must
Imve been almost as bad as our old friend, Baron Nathan, among the
new laid eggs at Tivoli.

We liave heard of a leg of mutton and capers, hut never did we hear
of cafe aux entrechats. This affair seems to have been a sort of Tea and
turn-out—^the turning-out_^being applicable to the toes of the visitors.

literary intelligence.
A WORK is, we understand, in preparation to be called The Calum-

niatOT^s Guide^ or Every Man his own Apologist, It will contain copious
directions for backing out of slanderous assertions, and will be dedicated
to Mr. Wodehouse.

THIRTY SECONDS’ ADVICE TO A CABMAN.

My Good Fellow,
Your being a cab-drh'er is no reason why you .should ho dishonest

and impertinent, or even express yourself improperly
; pray, thci'cfore,

take these few words of advice as to your conduct and demeanour.
When a gentleman hails you, do not cry out " Here you are, sir !

”

What you mean to say is, " Here I am, sir.” To tell a gentleuian that ho
is where you aro, is nonsense ; unless, when he addresses you a.s ** Cab !

”

you moan to reply that he is another, and then it is impudent. Say,
simply, « Here, sir 1 ” which is both concise and civil.

In soliciting for employment, pronounce the word, cab, according to its

orthography
; that is, as it is spelt, c-a-b—cab, and not as if it were,

k-e-b—keb. Your bretliren almost invariably cry, " Iveb, sir I
” " Iveb,

sir ! ” There is no such word as keb in the English language ; you annoy
the correct ear exceedingly by using it ; and besides, you set a had
example to youth, who learn to imitate the inaccui’acy.

Abstain, while on your stand, from flourishing your whip in the face of
everybody who passes you. By this gesture you often needlessly inter-

rupt a train of reflection, and discompose a philosopher.
When you are desired to drive to such a place, go there by tlie nearest

way. Endeavour to do your duty rather than your fare.

“ PLprASS, SIR, IS THIS THE BANK ?
”

NO, m’em,—

T

ins eue’s torn’em green 1
”

111 making your charge, recollect that there are 1760 yards, not less, in
a mile ; and that miles arc to be multiplied by eightpence, not ono shil-
ling. At all events, try whether you cannot, now and then, for once or
so in the lyay, receive your just due witliout grumbling for more, aud
being abusive if it is not given you.

If it is not really too much trouble to you, mind, a little, where you are
driving. If you see a child or old woman in your way, you may as well
cry out before you run over them. Should they not hear you, you might
even slacken your pace a little.

When any sort of property happens to have licon left in your cab. it

will not be amiss, provided it is not exceedingly valuable, to take it to the
Hackney Coach Office, or to the place at which you set your fare down.
Honesty is not altogether ridiculous, aud may sometimes prove worth as
much as a crown to you.

These hints, my good fellow, are kindly meant by your possible fare.

"SHAVING THE LADIES”
One of the tricks, it seems, of the haberdashery trade, is a process de-

nominated Shaving the Ladies but which would have been much
better termed, simply, imposing upon the ladies. Tliis operation is per-
formed by an assistant, and consists in persuading a lady to give some
three or four shillings more for an article than the price marked upon it.

We now see the reaf^on why the sign of the Gk>lden Fleece is suspended
in front of so many drapers* establishments.
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THE SEVEN WISE MEN.
lA ncwly-discovei ed Tragedy ofJEechylus^ translated estpresslyfor Tanch,1

[This singular Drama is a real curiosity. Our researches, after six

inunths’ fag ia the British Museum, liave been totally fruitless in dis-

covering^ the period of ancient history to which it refers. The introduction
of the wise men of Greece affords no clue at all, for the functions and
fate of these persons in the Tragedy ai'e so totally different from those

handed down from any other source, that a doubt I'ationally arises

whether they are in fact the “ Wise Men of Greece,” commonly so called.

Some expi’esslons, which seem of a modern character, have led to a
suspicion that the Tragedy is not really the work of jEsghyltts. This
suspicion must, however, immediately vanish, if due attention he paid
to the stem simplicity of the plot, which most unquestionably shows the
hand of the old tragedian, to say nothing ofthe affinity of treatment which
exists between this play and the Persce. In the translation liberties

have been taken with the lyric metres, but in the opening speech and
the speech of the spectre, the lambic trimeters and Trocbalc tetrameters
have been carefully preserved.]

ARGUMENT.
Autaxicuxes. tyrant of the Echinades, and a gpreat patron of traj^ie art, offers the

writer of the best Tragedy his wcifclit in gold, and appoints the seven Sages of Greece
arbiters to decide the merits of competitors. After fifty years they arrive at a decision,
hiitthe Tragedy proves unsuccessful. Artaxekxes, indignant, puts the seven Sages to
death, and then, in a fit of remorse, kills himself. The scene takes place in a portico,
where the seven Sages are resting from their labours.

Cl&aractcr^.

THE SEVEN WISE MEN. CHORUS OF MALCONTENTS.
SPECTRE. ARTAXERXES. MESSENGER.

THE WISEST OP THE WISE MEN.

Thus forty thousand tragedies have we read through,
And prayed to Bacchus, patron of the tragic art.

Long was onr task and weary, but we now shall reap
The mighty praise which labour well bestowed deserves.
When we began to read we were but little boys,
But we went reading on till hair and heard grew white.
And now we look back on our tedious lengthy life,

And only see a vista of long tragedies.

To him that wrote the best of this tremendous loft,

Great Artaxeuxes hath allowed his weight in gold.

Appointing us to be the sapient arbiters.

We have decided after reading fifty years.

And now hard by the wondrous tragedy is played.
Of that bless’d wight who gained his weight in solid gold.
But hark, we hear the murmurings are gathering loud
Of that vile herd whose tragedies bestrew the earth.

CHORUS OF MALCONTENTS.
I am neglected, Atd rides on wheels of fire,

I am rejected, Makes my arteries boil with ire

;

Long^ I suspected Never again my proud head shall I rear,
This was a do.

^
Till my thirsty ears the glad news hear

^X'ith my head crazing. That the tragedy is dammed.
With my heart blazing. Then will my heart be crammed
Sure 1 ’ll be raising With joy transcendant, nigh as
A phiialoo. Great as Apollo’s when he played Marsyas.

THE WISEST OF THE WISE MEN.
Oh ! what 's tliis horrid form that makes our blood to freeze,
Oar skins are chill’d, our hair is standing up-an-end.

SPECTRE*
Know that I be,

'J'he defunct tragedie.

Me best you decided,

But just now I die did, ^7 \\

THE WISEST OF THE WISE MEN.

Narrate then how the sad occurrence came to pass.

SPECTRE.

Sages, scarce had I begun, than horrid foes set up a hiss;

But my friends were strong and mighty, and they said, « Halloh, what ’s

this r*

‘^Tum them out,” and " Throw them over,” “ Shame, shame, shame !
”

and “ Ho police !
”

Don’t you like it \ You can lump it.” Go on, and don’t mind the

On we got a little further, and the “ row ” got louder still

;

Such a "row ” you never heard, and much I hope you never will.

Some lilie snakes were hissing, while some others had a mighty cough

:

Some cried " Trash ! ” and some cried " Rubbish I ” otliers loudly
yell’d « Off, off!”

Artaxerxes then came forward. To the countless mob he told

How he gave the man who made the Tragedy his weight in gold.

Then the mob roar’d more than ever, and a fellow strong and stout,

Hallooed in a voice of thunder, « That, old boy, is your look-out I
"

Thus, thus, I died

Tn the midst of my pride.

THE WISEST OF THE WISE MEM. ‘

Oh horrid fate, who can our pain assungc ?

And here comes Artaxerxes in a rage.

ARTAXERXES.

Yes, you are wise men,
Giving my prize, men,

To him who has written, as surely yon ’ll own,
The very worst Tragedy ever was Icnmvn.

Oh, nought could be worse,

It was not worth a curse.

THE WISEST OF THE WISE MEN.

j

We feel, we feel, to anguish we are brought.

© © ©

ARTAXERXES.

Feel it I By father Zeus and so you ought.
What ho ! my guards—you chaps in waiting there,

Conduct these sapient men to you know where.

CHORUS OF MALCONTENTS.

We are elated,

Thus it was fated.

Hail mighty Baccuus, Sexele’s boy I

Let us exult in our teitible joy.

MESSENGER.

Oh, I have very horrid news indeed to tell

!

To yonder mouut the guards the Seven Sages led.

Ami ill quick order struck off all their seven heads,

For giving Artaxerxes’ prize unworthily.

’Then dark remorse invaded Artaxerxes’ heart.

And in the sea he flung himself, and there was drown’d.
Now, he who is the bearer of unhappy news.

Is most unfit to breathe—so thus I kill myself.

CHORUS OF MALCONTENTS.

'We are elated, &c. &c.

WRITE MB DOWN, &c.

Colonel Sibthorp, on a late occasion observed, in his place

in Parliament, quoting Shakspeabe, that the galled jade might

wince, but that his (Col. Sibxhorp's) withers were unwrung.”
With what animal did the honourable and gallant Colonel
identify himself 1
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EARLY PARLIAMENTARY HOURS

!

GREAT MEETING OF MEMBERS.

IT Tlmrsday lasb a large meeting of Mem-
bers of Parliament was held at Exeter
Hall, for the purpose of considering

measures to ensure them—^iu common
with linen-drapers and others—the be-

nefit of short hours ; that, like their

humbler fellow-subjects, they might
have the opportunity of improving their

minds.
Mil. BttOTHERTOir, being unanimously

called to the chair, opened the business

in an eloquent and feeling address. It

had, he said, been his pride to struggle

against the system of late hours—a sys-

tem that had produced incalculable evils,

too evident in the speeches aud conduct

of many members of the House of Com-
mons; who, worn out, by being com-
pelled to sit up for late divisions, were
morally and physically unable to culti-

vate their minds, or to know anything

of the real activities of life around them.

(^Hear.) Such a system went to make a
Member of Parliament no other than
a mere voting-machine. (Cheers.) He,
therefore, trusted that such a blow
would that day be given to the system,

that Members of Parliament, like linen-

drapers’ shopmen, would be allowed
some time to attend to their intellectual

requirements. At present, no set of men
demanded keener sympathy from the

public for their benighted condition.

(Hear, hear.)

Mn. IioEBUC3c proposed the first reso-

lution. He then begged to express a
hope that no reporter was in the room

;

or if he were, that he would take no no-,

tice whatever of his (Mn. R-’s) speech,

as nothing gave him greater pain than

to see any of his speeches reported in

low-minded newspapers. The hon.

gentleman could give his testimony to

the evil of late hours. He had suffered

—deeply suffered from it. Worn out

and exhausted by late divisions, he had:

been unable to cultivate that urbanity;

of manner, and that charitableness o^|

feeling towards all men wliicb—(Acre’

the lionmio’ahU gentleman n:as tisihly affected)
|

—which he felt to be so beautiful inj

theory, and desired to know something;

of in practice. (Hear.) The hon. gentle-,

man concluded by moving the first reso-

lution.

Mn. WoDEHOUSE seconded the reso-

lution. He, too, had felt the hateful

influence of late hours. On a very
recent occasion he had entirely forgot-

ten himself ; had talked he knew not
what ; made accusations in the dark,

and had, he feared, unconsciously played
the part of Snake in the Schoolfor Seanded. He could only account for

this misfortune by late parliamentary hours. They had, at times, so

bewildered him, that he found all his moral faculties in a fog. He
wished to cultivate his nobler part, but this was impossible, unless

the House of Commons shut up at a' reasonable time of night. He
was convinced that the public knew very little of the prefjudicial

effect on the intellects of Members of Parliament, by legislating, or

seeming to legislate

—

(Hear, Jimr)—after midnight.

Mn. BTseaeli moved the second resolution. It had caused him
the most painful emotions to witness the evil of late hours, on the
great body of the House of Commons. How few of them—^granting,

indeed, that they had the capacity—^how few of them had the time
,

to cultivate their intellectual powers ! How many sat, torpid as toads

in blocks of marble, until two or three in the morning, all their
;

ratiocinative powers blunted and destroyed by the dull, lengthened

routine of parliamentary debate. It was true there was one—and
only one species of mind—namely, the Hebrew mind—that was able

to resist the numbing influence. The Hebrew mind was always wide
awake ;

and for that reason Young England (which he was ready to

prove was the lost tribe of Israel) would be the regenerative power
that would save England. Had not Sin Robeiit Peel and Sin
James Graham come of a Jewish stock—and this he (the speaker)

was prepared, in the twentieth edition of Coningsby, to testify, their

intellects, such as they were, could never have survived the wear
and tear of late Parliamentary hours. He hoped that the benefleent

s]}irit of the age, so much vaunted, would at least put Members of

Parliament on the same footing as the linen-drapers. At present

it was really dreadful to contemplate their ignorance. (Hear, hear.)

CoLO^TEL SiBTiioRP was Only too delighted to second the resolu-

tion. No member, better than he, could speak to the dreadful effect

of late hours upon the mind of a senator. He could honestly declare

it. Sometimes, after'stopping till two or three in the morning, when
ho gave his vote, he didn’t know whether he stood upon his head or

his heels. (Hear.) Moreover, he was so jaded and worn out, that

ever since he had been in Parliament he had been unable to read
any hook, pamphlet, or newspaper soever ; that, in fact, he might
compare himself to a squirrel in a cage—(Loud Cheers)—that went
round and round, while all other squirrels were going on. He was
convinced that many Members of Parliament, according to Baron'
Aluerson, ‘‘kept company with blackguards,” only, as he (Col.
Sibthorv) thought, because they knew no better ; because the late

hours of the House of Commons had only left them blackguardism
for strong excitement.

Other I'esolutions were carried, and other eloquent speeches
delivered

; but we have only room to state that, thanks having been ;

returned to the Chairman, the Meeting broke up, determined to use
all legitimate influence to compel the House of Commons to shut up
at twelve every night, that the Members might have suificient time
allowed them wherewith to educate their minds.

TOM THUMB AS HE WILL APPEAR AT PARIS.

THE RETREAT OP WELLINGTON AT WATERLOO.

As it is the intention of M. Barium to visit Paris with Tom Thumb,
he in tlie handsomest manner invited Punch to have a private view of the
Genei'al in the costume in which he will exhibit to our lively neighbours.
The General, having worn out Napoleon in England, he will there, in
polite deference to French prejudice, appear as the JDuke op Wellington,
The decided style in which the General wears his hat is in the finest

imitation of the noble Duke—whilst his management ofthe double eye-glass
is perfection. He will besides, for the especial deliglit of the Parisians,
dance a hornpipe after the manner of his Grace, and, moreover, sing a
comic song on tlie Reform Bill. When the General returns to America
he will,we understand, enchant Jonathan by appearing as Prince Albert.

HEAVY AFFLICTION.
The Paupers in Union Workhouses complain sadly of a feeling of

“ oppression after eating ”—their gruel. This, however, we imagine, is

the oppression of the Poor Law Guardians.
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THE COMIC BLACKSTONE.

think as I do. I hope you will tell me you did not write your last letter,
because, then, if you do, I shall be able to understand it better than if

you did, which I must say I do not, nor do I see very well how you could
have thought how that I ever could. At present

CHAPTER THE FOURTH.—OP FREEHOLD ESTATES OF INHERITANCE.

Before we go any further we mean to consider an estate—^but we shall

be very brief, though an estate is just the sort of thing we should like to

dwell upon.
A freehold estate of inheritance is either a fee simple or a fee tail, and

estates are probably called fees, because the lawyers generally contrived to

pay themselves pretty well out of them.
The true moaning of the word fee is the same as feud—a feud signify-

ing a TOW, because fees, which arise from law proceedings, are the result

of a squabble.

A fee simple is an estate that a man may leave to w'hom he pleases

;

and it is, perhaps, called fee simple because it is sometimes very simply
or foolishly disposed of. “Hence the tenant,” says Bracton, makes
good liis own title to be called a simpleton.”

It used to be thought that a fee or freehold might remain in abeyance

—

that is to say, without an owner—hut modern lawyers cannot tolerate

the idea of a fee with nobody to take it, and the doctrine is therefore

exploded.

We must now consider a limited fee, which we must take care not to

confound with a half-guinea motion, which is a very limited fee indeed

—

hut is not an estate of inheritance, because one’s heirs are not likely to

see much of it. These limited fees are divided into fees base or qualified,

and fees conditional.

Base fees are fees with a qualification subjoined, though, by-thc-by,

a barrister who takes a base fee, or, in other words, receives less than is

marked on liis brief, has seldom any qualification at all, either as an advo-
cate or a gentleman.

It is a base or qualified fee, if an estate were granted to A and his

heirs, beadles of the Burlington Arcade ;
for if any of the heirs of A

should cease to bo beadles of that Arcade, the grant is entirely defeated.

A conditional fee is perhaps the lowest of all fees in its ordmary sense ;•

for when a hai'rister agrees to receive a fee conditionally on winning his

cause, it is a conditional fee that ho bargains for. A person seised in

such a fee, or caught at such a trick, would deserve to suffer in tall by a
general endorsement, without limitation or restriction of any kind. An
estate held by a conditional fee is when it is granted to B and his heirs

male ; so that if he has only daughters, they cannot have the estate.

When an estate is granted to a man and his heirs, he has what is

called a fee tail, from the French word iaxller^ to cut, because his heirs

must eventually cut him out, or because he may in some cases cut off

his own tail, by cutting away the rights of those who come after him.
Tail general is whei'o an estate is given to a man and all his hell's

whoever they may be, which is a sort of tag-rag and bob-tail; but
where the gift is restrained to certain heirs, the estate is tied up—^like

the bead of a Chinese Mandarin—^in a special tail.

Among the incidents of a tenancy in tail, are—first, the right of the
tenant in tail to commit waste by felling timber, breaking windows, and
other similar acts of mischief, which, if tenant in tail were a troublesome
young scamp, he would most probably like to be guilty of. The Marquis,
who rode his horse into the drawing-room of a furnished house he had
taken for the season Avas guilty of waste, because he Avas not seised in

tiiil, though his horse might have been.
Instates tail could not at one time be aliened at all, but it is now quite

settled that a man may cut off his own tail under a recent statute which
abolished fines and recoveries ; for, although the law always delighted

in fines, it never favoured recoveries—^for an estate in the hands of the
law is generally considered to be past recovery.

CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN ETON AND
,WESTMINSTER.

These two great nurseries for British statesmen have been corre-

sponding, through two of their senior pupils, on the glorious sul)ject of a
rowing match. Westminster Avrites a tolerably business-like note, but
Eton soars far, very far, above tlie trammels of Bindley Muiiuay. It is

true that public schools teach only Latin and Greek, which may account
for the fact that Eton cannot write English.
We give, from recollection, a specimen of the style of Eton, and we

beg the public to bear in mind that a lot of Eton boys are the chief cha-
racters in Mr. D’Israeli’s Young England Novel of Coningsby. West-
minster having written to enquire whether Eton will enter into a rowing
match, Eton, in the name of one of its scholars, thus replies to West-
minster :

—

“ Dear Sir,—^I don’t know what you mean to say, when I read your
letter, which I think very absurd. I don’t suppose you wrote what you
have said in your note, because the match, in the way you propose, is a
very strange manner of doing things, which all who have seen it say they

“ Believe me, dear Sir, yours very truly,

Eton.”
To the above communication Westminster pithily replied that he

retracted nothing, and would publish every thing. Considering that Eton
gives BO many members to the Senate, can we he surprised at the
wretched manner in which those Avho speak in Parliament are often found
to exx^ress themselves ? It is to he regretted that Sir James Graham did
not on this occasion practise his letter-opening propensities, for if he had
intercepted the Eton portion of the correspondence, he might have saved
the credit of the college. We should suggest that evei’y Eton grammar
should have stitched on to the end of it a copy of tlie Complete Letter
Writer.

CROCODILE TEARS!

Lord Brougham having, for the session, defeated Lord Cot-
tenham’s Bill for the Abolition of Imprisonment for Debt, has
suddenly become very anxious—very anxious indeed—^for the
passing of a new Insolvent Bill, that just tinkers the evil. There
are, it appears hy a recent return, 3,352 imprisoned debtors

;

of these, 810 are for debts under one pound
;
under five, 794 ; and so

forth. One man has worn out 32 years in the Queen’s Bench

!

Well, his Lordship hears of this report, and then declares that the
account of suffering makes his^hair stand on end ! ” He, however,
presses on the Bill, as ^ at this period of the session, the delay of every
day increased the risk of entire failure.” Why, the man knows
that, but for liis meddlesome interference with Lord Gottenham’s
Bill, that Bill might by this time have been an Act. But no;
it was too much for Lord Brougham, that any large measure
should be passed without him. Therefore, he threw it over, and
then whimpers about the existence of an evil, Avhich, but for him,
would have been remedied. For ourselves, we have no faith in
these crocodile whinings. If the Bill do not pass this session, then
may there be inscribed on the gateway of every debtorisgaol—“ Here
are imprisoned the victims of the vanity of Brougham !

”

THE RAILWAY TELEGRAPH.

THE paxDers, the other day, the public Avill Ijave observed an
account of the application of the Eloctro-Magnetic
Telegraph to the Great Western Railway, hywhich
messages are sent up and down the line with

extraordinary rapidity. The readers of Punch
will be delighted to hear that the telegraph has
been attaclied to the “ WormAvood Scrubbs, Ken-
sington, Warwick Square, Paddington Canal,

Shepherd’s Bush, Little Western, and No Junc-
tion Railway,” Avliich connects the two-and-a-half

milestone with a field in the Western suburbs.

The telegraph has been constantly in full play

—

it is all play and no work on this secluded little

lltxe—since Thursday. We give a specimen of the messages

Kensington, 7. 20. a. m. Has the policeman finished his breakfast %

No answer.
Kensington, 1 1. a. M. How are you %

Wormwood Scrubbs, 11. 5. a. m. Tollollish.

Kensington, 11. 15. a. m. No passengers by any of the trains.

Is it Avorth while to scud one down empty ?

Wi'.rniAvood Scrubbs, 11. 20. a. m. You must send something, for

here ’s a man Avauts to go, and there’s nothing here to take liim.

Kensington, 11. 30. a. m. The train has just started with nine

bo}S, who have volunteered to go as passengers.

Wormwood Scrubbs, 1. 30. P. m. The train has arrived, hut you

must send a scuttle of coals to keep the engine -fire in.

Kensington, 1. 35- p. M. The coals have started, and a kitchen

poker.
WormAvood Scrubbs, 2. P-M. The coals have come to hand, hut the

poker fell off the engine just after it started.

Keusiugtou, 2. 30. p. m. The train has come in, but not the passen-

ger, who was expected.

Wormwood Scrubbs, 2. 35. P. M. He changed his mind.

Kensington, 3. p. m. This is dull work—I*m off for the day.

The clerk at Wormwood* Sembbs having been already off for tbe

day,” there was no answer to the last message.
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FAMILY SECRETS. THE MARQUIS OF LONDONDERRY’S PITMEN
TO THE MARQUIS OF LONPONDERllY.

There has been a great turn-out of the Marottis op Londok-

I*itinen, for which incident—deny it as ho may—we have

little doubt that the Marquis is uncommonly grateful. And for this

reason : It affords him an opportunity for the exercise of his literary

powers ;
and that the Marquis is smitten with the fatal charms of

HE following Family Secrets arc Secrets Worth Knowing*; ^nd ink and foolscap, who that has read the noble writer’s Ilis-

Travels, can deny 2 Hence, the Marquis has, from Holder-

1. Eoonomy in Juvenile Clothmg.^Kmon^ the phe- ness House, sent to his Fitmcn several epistles full of ‘‘really
to find them out hy expensive experience.

1. Economy in Juvenile Clothing .—Among the phe-

nomena of Infant Growth, is that of out-growing the advice ! ” The result of this is, the following answer from the

trousers before the latter are worn out. To obviate thta p;t,n„n tjjojp anxious father, Londonbeurv.
inconvenience, let your child’s trousers be made with

several tucks, each, in succession, to be let down ac- « Diirhamj July 22.

cording to the elongation of the legs. When the last
AJarquis,—^We have received vour letter that calls upon us ‘ to leave

tuck has been unfolded, the ti-ousers, if still re.spectablc, ^„s^vor to this wo say—* Oh, Mar-

J
to descend to the smaller brother, that coals may be cheaper, and the iiitmeu’s
provided there is one ; or else to more abur.dai.t.>

L be disposed of at the aiea, or laid cc You charge us with combining. We, Marquis, charge you with the

a up for lutiirc contingencies.
2j|.^ Wo coiiibiiic with one another, that we may liavc tlici value of

^ y the sweat of our brows : vou belong to the Coal Trade Union—to the

I
a FaU 1Ins process w Union of Masters, banded together to keep up the pi'ice of coals : to stint
very simiile. It cous^ts in avail-

supply of the market, that it may always bring a certain price. What,
ttl inrr v/wiivanlf rtfi +.Iia Trail iM TVnn* ..

° *
very simiile. 1 1 consists iu avail-

mg yourself of the Fall m your coinbinc-but labour, not 'i

purchases, and taking no notice « conjure us ‘to look upon the ruin we are bringing on our wives,
of it lu your m the house-

cliildren, our county, and—the country /* Wc, in reply, conjure you
keeping-book. The result is a

consider the misery, the wretchedness, the suffering, that every winter
balance iii your favour, unb^

brought upon the L'oiidon poor by the Coal-owners’ Union, that, obstinate
known,” to speak popularly, to

prices, makes firing an unattainable luxury,
jour husband; which you quietly « You say that you will come among us, and ‘proceed to eject us/

^he success
taking especial care that ‘ the civil and military power shall be at hand’

of this little experiment depeuds ^ support you. Oh, father I is it thus you will show your paternal love
upon having a wnfidiM husband

to you? nitaien's littie ones S^ mqmres about pnees. „ Come among us, Marquis; pray come, and never dream that we shall
N. B. It will also help towards

‘ the civil and military power* to settle the differences between us.
making a purse.

after a little talk, we shall agree in amity and love. You
t). Mow to get creau jot o

.jj le^ve your union, we will leave ours, and in the hope of this, dear
Country Residence.— Shut all

j ^

your lower shutters during An- ’ cc ^ remain
''|m|||||. I gust and September, and live at

IHb ^ B ' > the top of the house. Take this

opportunity of wearing out your
old clothes.

4. To perpetuate Youth : — Ilis Lordship is ex]

Important to MatroriiS.—Having House for Sunderland,
grown-up daughters, of sixteen,

ScT' pretty, dross them in frocks, «
pinafores, and frilled trousers.

Encourage them to play with _ ^
skipping-ropes, battledores, and shuttlecocks, and let them come in after ^

dinner to have half a glass of wine. Or send them somewhere away to

school, till people begin to say that you are treating them shamefully.

By this means an inference as to tlieir age, and consequently as to yours,

will be precluded. For your own part, wear no caps ; lace tightly, and A
if your cheeks should have lost somewhat of the bloom of youth, buy ^
a little. You may thus remaiu stationary for a long time at eight-and-

5. To multiply Sherry.—Take of old Brown Sherry one bottle ; of

Raisin, two ; of White Currant, three. Mix. This will make an excel- J™
lent Pale Sherry for supper at evening parties ; but you had better not

£j||
introduce it at dinner. /jU nm

d. Aaioms.—Flannri for the fire-side ; silk, satin, and velvet, for the

7. Pudding first and Meat afterwards for little Girls and Boys.
—

^To .MT
^^***^te

cloy is to moderate the youthful appetite. Fat mutton goes far with the
young consumer.

8. Scraps on six days ; a dinner party on the seventh.
9. Wax, damask, Brussels, magnificence, and profusion, one evening in

. , , .

“ We remain,

“ Your affectionate Children of the Pit.”

[here POIiLOW kanv sig.vatures.]

Ilis Lordship is expected to start forthwith from Holderness

THE NEIV COMET,
{From our oton Astronomer.)

^^ EVER having seen a Comet, and being most
•Jy desirous of getting cveryposslbleinformation

JjL about this particular one, I took an early

ll breakfast and commenced my observations

I I with the naked eye. A sort of fiuid smoke

III for some time interrupted a clear view of

U| the sky, and I had recourse to my spec-

fades, which gave me very little assistance.

U Having read the Times^ in which I found

[III Professor South’s report stating that he
is IJI had *‘secn the comet for the fraction of a

JaJ. second, but could make no observation of

it,” I thought that, with great mental

energy, I might eventually succeed in.

doing nearly as much, and thus be in a
the laurel with tliat very srreat astronomer. Accord-dipTi^tr^ui^rsee^ portion to «vide ^

Inf it
^ ^ ^

inely, after dinner I sat down with a bottle of wine before me, and my
^ _ *Li • T J +«. -Pn-n n/vmnf TTftvinor been

10. Pinch the stomach ; pamper the hack. eye-glass to my hand, detemtoed to watch for the wmet
If PubcA, by the above maxims and directions, shah have famished unsuccessfal for the fiwt honr, I 0P®“®'^ *

any family with a hint as to "making it out,” he wili be delighted. eventn^y a ihi^ which I bad got about half-through, 1 en t
^ bo

state of- my vision induced me to come to the conclusion that, like tne

=r--r=,--:="r=--- •= Celebrated South, I had seen the comet. Such was my state of happy

ecstacy, tliat I remember notbing more, and I have great pleasure in

Blstorlcal Wegligence. confirming the report of the groat astronomer that no observation could

Abd-el-Kauer' has not been taken yet What is the Editor of the be made of the Comet. Indeed I could make nothing of it at all, but

Monitmr about ? Joinville, we understand, has written over to his I shall co-operate with the renowned South, in keeping my eye stall

father to have him instantly dismissed. upon it.
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CAPTAIN WARNER’S DISCOVERY.

“We have received the following report of the proceedings the other day

at Brighton from Lord Brougham. We are obliged to his Lordship for

his prompt attention, but had rather that his style of addressing us had
been a little less familiar. We have an objection to liberties being taken

with us, but we must, we suppose, allow much for that love of freedom

which has always been one of the salient points of Lord Brougham^s
character.

“ Brighton^ July 20, 1844.

“ Dear Punch,—I believe you know my opinion of the invisible shell.

I thought it a piece of humbug, and, hating all humbug—^perhaps on the

principle of two of a trade never agreeing—I came down, determined to

blow up Cai*tain Warner, if he did not blow up a vessel, according to the

pledge he had given to the public.

“ Having reached Brighton, I took up my station on the battery, and
amused myself by lying at full length on the wall, making my white hat a

support for my telescope, and reporting to the people round me the

result of my observations. Two was the hour fixed for the experiment.

Two came, hut no blowing up. Humbugs are never punctual- They
never keep their appointments, though, hy-the-hy, if I could get a good
appoiutinent now, I think I should keep it.

“ I, of course, got rather impatient, and spoke my mind pretty freely.

They told mo it took time to bring the ship up to her moorings. Pooh !

All humbug, my dear Punch. As if they could not have hoisted her gaff,

put her mizen in the wind, and let her luff on the larboard tack till she

got athwart the bows of the steamer. I said as much to the hy-standers,

who agreed with me, with the exception of a meddling fellow of a naval

officer, who was of course in Warner’s pay, and put there to puff up the

invention. I offered to go myself and bring her up, if they would allow

me, I also offered to go and remain in the vessel, while Warner tried to

blow it up—so certain was I that the whole affair was a hoax ; but oven

this they would not agree to. At last, tired out by importunities, without

which the pcoijle would have seen nothing at all—for it was only my stick-
|

ing to the thing as I did that got Warner to make the attempt—a noise i

was heard, the vessel wont away, and the thing ended in smoke, as 1

always said it would. Tlio ship turned I'ight ovci*, so that daylight was
visible by the aperture in her timbers, and I sa'w through it of course

immediately.

.
“ The ship sunk, true oiiougli ;

hut,my dear Punch, I’ll just toll you how
the thing was done. It wa.s cither done ]jy a rope, or else by something that

floated up to the ship which pulled a trigger— would bo easy enough of

course or an electric battei'y, or au air-gun, or a quantity of gunpowder
made to act by Kyan’s process from the bottom of tlio sea, or a submarine

shell—or somkhing or other. At all events it’s a mere trick, and being a

trick, anybody could do it. 1 could, at all events, if the proper materials

were supplied to me. If you mean, my dear Punch, to assume a sort of

scientific air upon the subject, put in the following paragraph, which I

should have put into the Penny Cycloptodia, if the work had not beencom-

pleted :
—

* There is no doubt that all submarine salts acting in coalition

with a pure phosphate, and coagulating chemically with the sublimate of

marine potash, will create combustion in nitrous bodies. It is a fact in

physics that sulphurous acids held in solution by glutinous compounds
will create igneous action in aquiferous bodies, and therefore the pure

carbonate of any given quantity of bituminous or ligneous solids, will of

themselves create such a result as that which Captain Warner produced

on Saturday by his alleged discovery. It will, therefore, be seen that we
gain no new fact—that there is, in reality, nothing done—and that the

whole is rather a semi-optical delusion than a great truth in science.'

" There, my dear Punch, print that, and you will gain the credit of

knowing something about everything. That 's the way I got my reputa-

tion for all kinds of useful knowledge.

« Ever, my dear Punch,
“ Your devoted friend,

" Brougham.”

We need hardly add that we do not quite agree with our noble and
learned correspondent’s criticism and conclusion on the discovery of

Captain Warner.

PUNCH’S POLITICAL LEADER.
The public has lately been startled by an extraordinary glut of pine-

apples, and it has been found impossible to turn either to the right or to

the left without being, as it were, stared out of countenance by this salu-

brious luxury. Everybody is asking what can be the meaning of such a
sudden infiux of this hitherto almost unattainable delicacy. Pines are
now thrust under our very noses, and ticketed at the most tempting
figures, so that every man may sport his pineapple on Sunday, for dessert,

as reasonably as he could luxuriate in his threepenny pottle of hautboys.
Superficial observers see nothing in all this but a fall in the luscious fruit

we have alluded to. We, however, take a deeper view of the subject, and
look upon these pine-apples as the legitimate fruits of the tariff. The

insane and selfish policy -which, for a long time, crippled currants, and
kept figs at a feverish price ; which prevented the Braziluuis from a
friendly interchange of ^eir nuts for our manufactures ; which debarred
the merry sons of Naples from sending us their maccaroni, and talcing

our Birmingham cutlery in return ; this insane and selfish policy no
longer prevails, and we may hope that Sir Rorert Peel will, ere long,

give us a cheap loaf, since he has ventured on the experiment of giving
us a cheap i)ine-apple. We trust that the cry of “ pine-apples for the
people” will henceforth he the watchword of free-trade; and it is very
possible that melons for the million ” will hereafter find an echo in the
policy of future governments.

TO M.P.’s ON THE USE OF A GUN.

of the Honourable Gentlemen, the
business of Legislation
having been concluded,

^ r will shortly be off to
the Moors. Puruih
has sometimes had oc-
casion to give them

. advice as to their con-
<lRct ill the Senate, and
lie now begs to offer

them a few friendly hints with regard to their behaviour in the field.

- In the first place, he would express the hope that honourable gentlemen
will not, in the latter situation, hang fire quite so much as tlioy are in the
habit of doing in the former. 11c trusts, also, that they will now be on
their legs from morning till night to somewhat more purpose than they
have so been from night to morning

;
that the grouse they will hag will

be proportionate to the time they have killed, and that they will make a
;

great many more lilts in the Season than they have succeeded in making
during the Session. I

He begs to call their particular attention to their priming and loading,

mattex'S which, judging from their senatorial proceedings, he fears they
may incautiously overlook. Their speeches on various subjects have
showed many of them to be very indifferently primed : should this be the
ease with their guns, the latter will go ofi* like their orations, that is ti^

say, not at all.

He would recommend them to direct their guns in a way just the
reverse to that in which they direct tlioir remarks ; namely, towards the
grouse, or object in view

;
not against each other. For honourable

gentlemen are to remember, that, though words break no bones, the
same is not predicable of No. 4; and that, should they, by accident,

shoot other honourable gentlemen through the head, however opinions
may differ as to the amount of mischief which in some cases will he done,
such mischief will be irremediable by apology.

Lastly, he would suggest to them that the Moors ax’e the place for

shooting, not for talking about it
;
but perhaps this admonition is unneces-

sary ; for fowling is one thing, and law-making another ; and honourable
gentlemen, he has reason to believe, are never more in earnest than when
they are in sport.

THE SCALES OF JUSTICE-COTTINGHAM WEIGHT.
William Wilsoh, a Merton omnibus driver, is charged at Union

Hall, before jMr. Cottihgiiam, -with a gross assault on a lady named
Murrell. He is fined 3L and costs !—Immediately paid.

Henry Shepherd of a Carshaltoii omnibus, on the same day and
before the same magistrate, is charged with furious driving ; and is

—committed for a month to hard labour.

Next comes, before the same magistrate, John* Limtok, a butcher

of the Waterloo Road, who enters a man’s house, and commences a
criminal assault on a modest married woman, ^ using the most dis-*

gusting language.” Mr. Cottingham expressed his surprise, that the

woman's husband did not criminally indict the man and then, as

a wind-up to such astonishment, infiicts a 52. fine upon the offender

;

which, of course, is—Immediately paid.

Thus, you may strike a woman (os it was proved Wilsoh did) a

severe blow on the bosom, and the charge for the same is 32.

An assault with a criminal intent is 52.

But, furious driving is incarceration and hard labour for a montli I

Oh, brutes, with money ! assault a woman as much as you like—but

don’t over-drive I

DREAD OP CLAIRVOYANCE.

The Bor Alexis was at the British and Foreign Institute last week.

The object of his visit was to try whether it was possible “ to see through”

Mr. Buckingham or not. Mb. Buckingham, however, with great presence

of mind, would not submit to the experiment.



W THE LOTE chase/'

The Spectator of Sunday last is as kind as it is usually enthusiastic, advantage; ^vIlose judgment is impartial and discriminating^ and who i

In the very fulness of its benevolence it recommends to the Ha}'market skilful in suggesting emendations ! "
manager

—

if he mistrusts his own judgment (and we should like to lieally^ this is too modest ; for can there be a doubt that the Spectator

see the manager who ever did)—a certain lady, a retired actress, to read suggests no other than the old gentlewoman who writes dramatic criticisms

the comedies rejected by the committee.

"There lady (says the Spectator) whom he might consult with
for its own columns % This beats the bashfulness of Bjioughau !

A LETTER FROM THE BOY JONES.

The following letter, addressed by the Boy Jones to his uncle Mu,
Georgs Joni^, has been forwarded to us. It doth, in a singular manner,

prove the truth of Punch's speculation in his last, that the Boy Jones has

been appointed by Ministers as a Boy of Observation on the Boy
JoiNviLLE,—^the Warspite, he it remembered, being on the Gibraltar

station :

—

" To George Jones, Esq.,

Foreign and Sritish Institute^ Hanover-square.

“ JJ.Jf.jS. Warspite, Gibraltar-Roadst July 10.
"My dear Uncle,

" Here we are, as merry as grigs ! Such a go ! We ’ve been
dodging JoHNViLL just as 1 used to dodge the pages and housemaids in

Buckingham Palace. The day before yesterday he comes here, and starts

next morning to Tangier (just off where 1 tumbled overboard), and comes
back again at night to t&e his mess with the Governor, old Sir Robero;
Wilson. Sir Bobby never had the civility to ask me, hut that made no
difference. I quietly dropped myself overboard, got ashore, and down the
chimney into tiie Governor’s house. All dinner-time 1 stowed myself
iu an empty wine-cooler, and saw and heard everything. Master John-
viLL—a sly-looking chap that, uncle—palavered it very well. They
drank his health ; and then he got up and drank England's health and
Vic’s health, (bless the little lady ! how is she ?) and said he hoped that
the English lion and the Gallic cock would play with one another till the
world’s end ; that he loved England very much, indeed, and wouldn’t mind
spending all his days in an English tliree-decker, he’d such a taking for
that sort of thing. Wlien he said this, I could see that some of our blue-
jackets winked at one another, just as much as to say, 1 wish you may
get it.

^ " Then the Prince talked about a hook he had writ
; and putting one of

his hands upon his bosom, and taking the oUier to stroke down his tip (that
hangs from his chin for all the world like a swab of horsehair), he said
that if he had written the book, he didn’t mean anything in it. He said
that nobody prayed against war more than he did ; that nobody loved the
English so much as he did ; that he’d rather die than hurt a hair in the
British Lion’s tail, and a good deal more flummery of tlie sort, without
blushing a bit more than a figure-head. And then he tossed off his grog
to the glory of the British navy

; and then I saw our blue-jackets wink
at one another again, and so the toasting ended.
"When the Prince went away he embraced the Governor, giving him

such a hug tliat all the blood in his body flew into his face—and then the
PjUNCE embraced the Captains, and ilien the Lieutenants, and 1 did
think he was going on with the Midshipmen,—bnt he brought himself up
with a round turn, and then with a low bow, sheered off. This is all I
can write to you at present. However, if anything else happens, yon shall
have all tlie j;>artzcuiars from

" Your affectionate nephew,
" Geo. Jones, Esq. " The Boy Jones.

** P.S. I am sorry to say that your hook of Ancient America that yon
gave me has been thrown overboard, by order of the Capteiin ; its weight
was found so to stop tlie ship's sailing. I thought, as I read it, that it got

heavier and heavier every day : and so it turned out ; for it took ten men
at last to throw it overboard. If you write anything more, don’t send it

to me, for the Captain swears 'twill waterlog the vessel.
“ I send you my picture. It was done by tho cook’s mate, who’s got

quite a taste tliat way. He asked me to ask you if you could get it into
some of the newspapers that prints pictures of public people. charge
(he says) is eighteen-pence a-head.”

THE SECRET POST COMMITTEE.
Sir Robert Peel grants Mr. Buncombe a committee to inquire into

the iniquities practised at the Post-oflice, but will not suffer Mr. Bun-
combe to give the committee value by his presence. This liberality is not
unlike the generosity of good Boctor Primrose, who gives each of his
girls a guinea, with the understanding that they are never to spend it.

Generous Sympatby.
It seems, from an account in the French newspapers, that the interest

upon Louis Philippe's fortune is only 55 francs a minute 2 We under-
stand that Rothschild, when he read this, was so moved that he actually
shed tears, " as he never could have believed there was such destitution
in the world."

Printed Try WUliam Bradbury, of No- C, York Place, Stoke Newington, and Frederick Mallet Evans,
ot Iso. 7. Cburdi ^w. Stoke Newington, both in the County of Middlesex. Printers, at their
Office laLoro^bard Street, in the Precinct of Whitefriara, in the City of London, and published by
Joseph Smith, PuWlaher, of No. S3. St. John's Wood Terrace. St. John's Wood Road. Regent's Park,
in the County of Middlesex, at the Office, No 194, Strand, in the Parish of 8u Clement Daces, in
the County of Middlesex.—SATORnay, JdXiyS7, 1844.
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PUNCH'S COMPLETE LETTER-WRITER.

LETTER IX.

FROM AN ELECTOR TO A MEMBER OF PARLIAMENT, SOLICITING HIS
INTEREST FOR A PLACE.

Honoured Sir,

According to my promise, Ttrlien I last had the pleasure of

shalcing your worthy and high-minded hand, I take up my pen to

let you know how matters go on in our borough of Pottlepot. Oh,
sir ! the Blues are done for ever ! They ought, if they had any
sense of their littleness, to crawl upon all fours the rest of their

natural lives : it’s downright impudence of ’em to think of walking
upright on two legs, like incorruptible, independent voters. But, sir,

they are done for ever ! As I said at the club on Saturday, where
we always drink your honoured health standing with nine times
nine, as I said, after we had toasted your patriotism and all your
public and private virtues,—Sir Curtius Turnstile, says I, sits for

Pottlepot for life
; it ’s as good as his own freehold. And so it is,

sir. Be sure of it, there isn’t a Yellow that wouldn’t die for you,

with all their wives and families included. You have touched their

hearts, Sir Curtius, in the proper way, and there isn’t a man
that wouldn’t bleed for you in return. And then for the women ;

why, I 'm a sinner, if last Sunday there weren’t six babies every
one of ’em christened Curtius. There they were, sir—bless the

little cherubs !—^with yellow ribands in their caps, and ribands hung
all over them, and their mothers and fathers smiling on the colours

with all a parent’s fondness. Ha, sir 1 it would have done your noble
heart good to hear how the same night we drank the healths of the

young CuRTiusEs—the baby Yellows—the future free and inde-

pendent voters of Pottlepot.

But how, sir, should it be otherwise 1 Who can forget yonr kind-

ness when you came among us to canvass ? What condescension

—

what liberality ! Th(*re ’s poor Mrs. Spriggs, the good soul who
sells cakes ; she never speaks of you without tears in her eyes

;
and

as for her husband—a rascally Blue !—whom the kind creature made
so drunk, and then shut the shutters on the day of poll, that when
he woke lie thought it was still night, and so went to sleep again,

—

dear Mrs. Spriggs says she can’t enough bless you. Though
you bought her jackdaw for ten pounds, she’s got another ; and for

all her husband—like a brutal Blue as he is I—beats her once a week
for ’t, the public-spirited, patriotic soul, wiU teach the bird to cry out,
** Turnstile for ever ! Down with the Blues !”

You ’ll be glad to hear, Sir Curtius, that little BobbtWindfall,
the bellows-mender’s child, has got over the small-pox, and won’t be
very much marked. I’m sure you ’ll he glad of this, from the kind
manner with*which I saw you kiss the suffering babe when it was so

very bad indeed.

The organ that yon sent down to the chapel plays very beautifully

—very ! It quite melts the heart of every true Yellow to listen to

it. But I am sorry to say—I blush for my species while I write it

—

that several stiff-necked Blues stay away from chapel because of that

organ : whilst one of ’em, with a sneer that meant 1 know not what,

said, The organ was a most appropriate gift from yon, as no sinner

could listen to it without thinking of corruption.” What he meant
by this ’twonld puzzle me to discover.

Your kind hospitality in inviting all of ns to yonr mansion in town
whenever we should come to London, will in a few days herewarded.
Chops the pork-butcher, with Brads the blacksmith, and Btrong-
i’-th’-arm the farrier, will be with you—they desire me to say

—

next week. But pray. Sir Curtius, don’t give Chops too
,

much
champagne, as he is apt to be very unruly. And Mrs. Brads hopes

you’ll not let Brads stir in London without you ’re by his side
;
she

says she depends upon you. As for the farrier’s wife, she says you’re
welcome to keep her husband for a month

;
only when he comes

back, she says she shall expect to see what sort of caps they wear
in London.
We are all on the look out for your first speech, as you promised

us on the hustings that it should he a teazer.

I am. Sir Curtius,
Your obedient Servant,

And very humble Voter,
Hampden Bricx.

P.S.—I had almost forgotten to say, that my son Brutus—the
youth to whom you jokingly gave a five-pound note to light a cigar
with—is now anxious to enter upon the world. Forgive the feelings

of a father
; but please to write by return of post whether his place

will he in the Excise, the Customs, or the Treasury. I suppose we
must’nt expect more than two hundred a-year to begin with $

LETTER X.

ANSWER OP SIR CURTIUS TURNSTILE, M.P., TO HIS CONSTITUENT,
HAMPDEN BRICE.

My dear Sir,

It gives me the deepest pleasure to leam the happiness

and*tranquillity of the favoured borough of Pottlepot. Bound up as

my future public life is with the sympathies of the noble-minded and
incorruptible men by whose votes I hold my present exalted situa-

tion—^my present enviable prominence in the eye of the world

—

it must be to me a vital felicity to know of their felicity. As for

the Blues—that desperate faction—that band of little Neros preying

on the vitals of their mother-country ^but I dismiss them from my
thoughts. Contempt relieves me from the excess of indignation.

It is to me a deep happiness to find that I am remembered at your
hebdomadal meetings at the Angel. Believe me that every Saturday

night I shall spiritually return thanks for the honour that you do me.

I

The thought that I have awakened a feeling of respect in the

bosoms ofmy fair well-wishers and active supporters of Pottlepot,

awards to me the proudest moment ofmy life. That, with a delicacy

whichpeculiarly distinguishes the disinterested excellence of their sex
from the too frequent selfishness of ours, they should give xny name
to the pledges of their hallowed love, produces feelings in my breast

much more easily conceived than described. Tell them from me,
good Mb. Brick, that whilst they have complimented me, they have

imposed a task upon me—yes, sir, a task
;

for, henceforth, it must he
the peculiar study of life to do nothing that shall he in the least

I

unworthy of my interesting namesakes. It would, I assure you,

have given me great pleasure to he their godfather, hut—another
time.

I am delighted to lesim that the excellent Mrs. Spriggs is in

good health. Though decidedly not a woman of high education, she

has that instinctive patriotism which made the glory of the ancient

matron. She might, without a blush, call the moUier of the Gracchi
sister. I am more than amused to hear of her jackdaw ;

and, for

her sake, hope for better things from her husband.

Believe me, you only do justice to my feelings when you say that

I shall he happy to hear of the recovery of Master Robert Wind-
fall. Though asleep, and in a sad condition when I saw him, I do

think I never looked upon a more intelligent child. I trust he will

become a blessing to his parents, and an honour to the ancient

mystery of bellows-mending.

What yon tell me respecting the organ, shocks me. That the

spirit of party can, in such a subject, find matter for its bitterness,

makes one almost despair of human nature. Alas ! alas ! that even

the humble present of a church organ cannot escape the ribaldry of

party malice. But nothing, sacred or profane, does escape it

!

You speak of a projected visit to town by Chops, Brads, and

Strong-i’-th’-arm, my worthy and indefatigable constituents.

There are no men for whose honesty—whose singlenera of purpose
—^whose primitive simplicity of character—^I have a higher admira-

tion ; but was there ever anything so unfortunate ? At present my
mansion is undergoing a thorough repair; filled with carpenters,

bricklayers, plasterers—^in fact, turned inside out. Hence, to my
inexpressible annoyance, I shall not have the pleasure of seeing

them under my own roof; and what is worse, I fear—^I say,! fear—
that unavoidable business will, for a week at least, take me from
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London. However, pray let me know iclhat day they intend to set
|

out. 1 depend upon you not to fail in this.

I have not yet spoken in the House. It is my policy never to

throw away powder. But •vdien I do make myself heard, depend upon
it that Pottlepot will hear the report.

Believe me, my dear Sir,

Yours faithfully ever,

CuaTius Turitstile.

P.S.—As for your son, I think it would be a pity that he should

bury his precocious talents—for I never saw so young a boy smoke
with so much maturity—in either the Excise, the Customs, or the

Treasury. Take a friend’s advice, and bring him up to the bar.

IWHAT.IS TO BE BONE WITH SUDBURY!
{From our Hampshire CorrespondenL)

Sudbury is disfranchised. Yes, it is blotted out from the political map

;

and the question now arises. What is to he done with the vacant fran-

chise ! It is rumoured that there will be a new metropolitan borough,
effected by the conglomeration of Chelsea, Kensington, and Hammersmith.
Chelsea has her Piers, and why should she not have her Commons

!

Kensington has her railway, and why not her rights % Hammersmith has
her Chain bridge, and why should she not form a Link in the constitution 1

Echo answers, " Why should she not 2 ” while Common Sense whispers,
Certainly.”

But, then, it may be asked, why should one of the suburbs be favoured
to the prejudice of its fellow-outskirts 2 Is Kensington alone capable of
freedom, and can Putney never know the pride of a patriot 2 Shall there
he an honourable member for Chelsea, while Peckliam pines in unrepre-
sented hopelessness 2 Fulham has her feeUuga, and the heart-burnings of
Hacloiey are proverbial ; while the blood of Brixton boils for the enjoy-
ment of that political position which has been hitherto denied to her.
The proud population of Pentonville are naturally jealous of any conces-
sion to a rival suburb ; and, though we do not apprehend the horrors of
civil war, we should be sorry to see Islington ranged in deadly hostility to

Chelsea, between whom civilisation, and an omnibus every ten minutes,
have contributed to establish a most amicable understanding.

But, in the words of the French politician, nous verrons, or, as Blag-
den would express it in his Interpreter, “We shall see”—^if we do but
keep our eyes open.

THE LAW OF ARREST.
We understand that, if there should be any alteration in the Law of

Debtor and Ci*editor, involving the abolition of Imprisonment, the trustees
of Staples Inn will claim compensation, on the ground of their chambers
being greatly reduced in value, throu'.h the operation of tlie measure.
It is not perhaps generally known, that the range of buildings on the south
side is situated partly in London and partly in Middlesex

; so that a
debtor in bed has only to draw up his legs into the county at the approach
of a city bailiff, or dive down under the bed.clothes into London, if a writ,
sued out in Middlesex, should be shown to him.

This freedom from arrest is very ancient ; for, while the person living
in Alfred’s time was safe in the precincts of the palace, there is a case in
the Books, as old as Egbert, where there appears to have been a privilege
ofpalliasse, and a rejoinder of Nul tiel JSedsiead was declared on demurrer
to be bad for uncertainty. In another case. Respondeat ouster was resorted
to by ousting the respondent, or kicking him out of bed, which led to a
replication JDe injuria

;

but as no bruise could be i^own, it fell to the
ground for want of colour.

A Con.—Why is a piece of plum-cake which has disagreed with the
Princess Royal like one of the metropolitan suburbs I—Why ! because
its Maida Hill (made her ill).

A YANKEE NOTION.

“ Repudiation ” is a Yankee no-

1

tion—so is slavery, so is Lynch law,

so is annexation, so is Mormonism,
so is chewing tobacco. But the

Yankee notion which wo are about

to develop is the notion of a Yankee;
and if the reader d6es not own it to

be a considerable one, we ore pretty

particularly mistaken.

All foreigners, whether counts

and barons, or fiddlers and dancing-

masters, are distinguished by pecu-

liarities of dress and person. This

assertion includes the Yankee, who
thus, though untitled,maybe ranked
among distinguished foreigners.

The Yankee, in the first place, is

distinguished by

HIS HAT,

which is something like that devised

for the military by our gracious

Prince, Albbrtus Parvus, so named
by us in contradistinction to Al-
BERTUS Magnus, who, as everybody
knows, was a conjuror. The brim,
however, turns up more at the sides

:

so that there is much less of the fiat

about it than tlierc is about the

Royal invention ; a difference, per-
haps, depending on the difierent

minds of which respectively the two
hats were emanations.

In the second place, the Yankee
may be discriminated by

in shape very strongly resembles

the ox’s tongue, as e:^bited in the

last cut.

Thirdly, the Yanlice is denoted by

HIS PHIZ,

in which lankness of feature may be
said to vie with sallowiiess of com-
plexion. The mouth, to speak with
mathematical precision, is curvi-

linear, like that of a steel purso

:

his nose is as plain as that on your
face ;

probably plainer, whoever you
are. It may bo defined an incipient

aquiline, terminating in a goose-

bill. His eye is of the gimlet order

;

the crow lending its tint to the pupil,

and its foot to the outer angle. The
same bird, or its first cousin, the

raven, affords, in its wing, a com-
parison to the dye of his hair, of

which the mode of growth is typified

by the tail of the rat.

• The Yankee has also divers moral
peculiarities. Of these, one of the

' most remarkable is his devotion to

Wherefore pede Jonathannm
is as sound an axiom as ea pede
Herculem

;

since Jonathan, like

Hercules, may be guessed at, or
calculated, by his foot— with the

boot on it. The boot of the Yankee

There is a hole in his head where
veneration, according to phreno-
lo^, ought to be ; but there is no-
thing in it. We allude to phreno-
logy, as well as the. hole ; for his

veneration for dollars is immense.

SASelanclioly State of tbe Home XTavy.

It will hardly be believed, but it is nevertheless a fact, that all the crews
of the river steam-boats are sunk—yes, literally sunk—in the profoundest
ignorance. An intelligent traveller, who has favoured the world with
“ A Scamper through Italy,” and contemplates following it up with “A
Bolt to Boulogne,” has called our attention to the fact, that the boy on
board the Bachelor steam-boat is in the habit of exclaiming “ Stop /ier,”

when the sex of the Bachelor plainly shows that ** Stop Atm” would be
the proper phraseolo^.^ The same brutal ignorance prevails on board
the Bridegroom^ and it is, therefore, in contemplation to distribute gra-
tuitous grammars among the respective crews of the river steam-boats,
with a leaf turned down at the place where gender is treated of.
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GRAND BALLET POLITIQUE.

IN PBEFARATION AT HER MAJESTY'S THEATRE.

We RTiall soon havo to congratulate Me. Luhlet on one of the most signal triumphs

of a triumphant season. The Grand Ballet now in preparatioaL will be tlie occasion of

the debut of a young and highly promising artiste^ Signor D'Israeli, a dancer of the

pure Caucassian school, who comes to Her Majesty's Theatre with the strongest recom-

mendations from several distinguished parties, and whose eccentric Pas diplomaiiques have

already excited tlie attention of the continental dilettantu

We can, as yet, give, from hearsay, no more than a^ very

slight sketch of the action ; which, however, if we mistake

not, will he enough to put our readers’ expectation on tip-

toe. The ballet consists of two tableaux: and the scene opens ^ T
in the ** Temple of Peel,” said to be one of the chastest efforts of

the Messes. Grieves’ pencil. Here at first all is harmony, and
the corps de ballet go through a pretty “ Conservative Dance **

round the altar ; towards the conclusion of which, however, some
five or six (the party of Young England) are observed to separate

from the rest, and engage in earnest pantomime : these dancers

(who arc very becomingly dressed, with white neckcloths, trunk- T jT

hose, and rosaries) are headed by Signor D’Israeli, who is ex- ogp
pected to make a very great sensation in the pas which follows.

The scene changes, and the Young Englanders proceed at once

to their ** Pas de la Nouvelle Giaeralion, in the course of which

curious and reehercM ^nce (said to partake of the Coranto oi

Elizabeth, withasowppon of the Anglo-Saxon jig), they thrice

approach De. Fuset, who is seated near the footlights, attempting

to crown him with a cardinal's hat ; which the Doctor as often

refuses with inimitable grace. At the end appear, first. Me. Miles
_

and some West Indians, who dance a “Pas de Differential ^
Du/y,” with a determined air ;

followed closely by Loed John
Russell and the Whigs, who execute a very charming " Pas
d*Espdrance,^* and afterwards mingle with the rest : the first /
tableau closing with a spirited Tilting Dance, which represents an tv J
encounter between the votaries of Peel and the opposing party

; ^
who, by means of their increased numbers, come off victorious. \ I j
The chief feature of the second tableau is the “ Pas Tartars et de

Screwdriver^* by Peel, which is highly original and forcible, Sir

I

RnttT^-n-T advancing witli menacing gesture, and brandishing the

I

instrument at the deserters. No sooner is this dance over, than

I four of the latter break from the group, and commence a “ Pas Pdnilentiel** which is

described as a species of Massurha, all the four repeatedly coming down sur Us maro-

hones in a deprecatory manner, and finally, on receiving a gracious nod in token of foiv

I

eiveness, falling gracefully into the ranks of the consistent votaries. The Tilting Dance
IS then repeated, and this time (from the new change of numbers) with an opposite

result, ending in the complete victory of Feel. Young England

then performs a Polka of the times of Pharaoh, of a vindictive

character; and the curtain falls. p.

the most incredible bounds, tours de force^ and rapid
and unaccountable gyrations; while St. LfioN, hold-

ing the wig at arm’s length, and appearing to offer it

with each hand alternately to the pretty claimant, always
playfully withdrawing it when it seems in the very grasp
of Lord Brougham’s fair representative. Another very
striking feature is the “Pas de Post-office in which
Signor Mazzini is observed reading a letter, over his

macaroni, when Sir James Graham (it is a pas tout seal
by that artiste) advances noiselessly on tiptoe, and peeps
alternately over each shoulder at the contents. Altogether,
it apparently may be safely pronounced of tiie forthcom-
ing ballet, that “ Soi-m^me seal peut se ressembler.’* *

THE BRITISH PHARMAOOPCEI A;
OB, FARMER’S FIRST LESSON IN CHEMISTRY.

A CLASS has been formed at a place down in Hampshire
—(Punch does not feel called upon to speak more expli-
citly)—for the study of A^cultural Chemistry. The plan
of instruction is catechetical. The following Lesson is

founded on the responses, as reported to Punch by his

own correspondent, delivered at one of its recent meet-
ings. Mistakes, they say, afford often a valuable lesson.
If so, it is hoped that the lesson subjoined will be of great
value
“ Chemistry is keepun* a doctor’s shop. An atom is

a mossel o’ zummut ; a bit o’ dust or zand, loike. The
weight of au atom is the heft on un. Light is accordun
as it med be : day-light, moon-light, or candle-light.

Heat is that are as comes out o’ the vire.”

I [To the question, “ What are the phenomena of heat ?
”

the reply was, <«Dooan’t ’zactly know what you manes,
zur.’’]

" The effect of heat is, rooastun’ mate, bilin’ ’taaters
;

burning your vingers if you gets too clooase to ’t. Light
ning is a thunderbolt failin’ out o' the clouds ; a thunder-
bolt is a thing like a clinker. An acid is any soi*t o’

zour stuff, like vinegar or varjus. An alkali is a foreign-
eerun’ name vor zummat or other, may be for a pig.

Potash is ashes from under a pot. Soda is stuff as washer,
women uses. Ammonia is one o* them fine names as
your gentlefolks gives their daaters. If you puts zul-

phuric acid to lime, and makes zulphate o’ lime, why, of

coorse, if you adds it to wuts (oats) youg ets zulphate o’

wuts. A simple body means a zimpleton, like Zilly Billy
at the Poorus. The laws of Chemical XJnion is like the
laws of any other Union, pretty strictish, and o’ coorse
every Chemical Union has got a Beadle. Chemical Affi-

nity, Attraction, Cohesion, Composition, Decomposition,
Analysis, Synthesis, is a parcel of outlandish gibberish.

Justus Liebig is zomo Vrenchman.”
The foregoing statements, we imagine, exhibit some

slight discrepancy with the views of Faradat ; but as the
agricultural mind expands, its ideas of chemical science
will very likely become rather more accurate*

Tbeatrloal latelligrenoe.

The Busy Body is now being performed with great suc-

cess at two houses. Critics are at a loss to decide whose
Marplot is the finer bit of acting

—

^Lord Brougham’s, or
Charles Matthews’s,—but, after the astonishing way
in whiejh Loan Brougham has acted all through the
Imprisonment for Debt Bill, the superiority has been
awarded, most justly, we think, to his Lordship,

PUNCH'S OBITUARY.
j

Died, on the 24th of July, after many Parliamentary
attacks, the Franchise of Sudbubt. Owing to intern^
corruption, the Franchise was obliged to . undergo the

amputation of two of its members, which, mortification

having ensued, hastened its
.
deaths. ,

The pockets of 440
voters have been left to deplore the loss of the Franchise.

The deceased, in its tms not much respected,

though its death will c^Hsitnly leave a large void in the

annals of bribery and corruption, which will require the

united ability of Parliament properly to fill up.

* The condading -words are the French tranalation of a line of

some obseuxe old poet, " None but himadf cau be bis parallel."
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THE COUNSEL'S CODE OF HONOUR. POOR BLOWN-UP GENERALS

!

Common Honour, like Common Honesty, is a thing which, on this side, at least of

the Atlantic, is generally understood. The attempt, therefore, to explain it, would
be either a superfluity, or an impertinence ; sins which were never yet laid at the

door of Punch's Office.

The Bar is said to be an honourable profession. So different, however, is Forensic
Honour from Common Honour, that a frequent question in Society is— What in

the name of goodness does it mean % "

Forensic Honour is a mass of opinion floating about the legal profession. Like the

Common Law it is an unwritten code. Its code shall be unwritten no longer.

Should the following—(PMnch*s)--he incomplete, there may be found a Queen’s
Counsel, or, peradventure, a Bankruptcy Commissioner, to amplify it.

Article 1.—Of Clients.—The client is the person whose cause is to be pleaded.
He may be a knave, rogue, or villain of the blackest dye. Yet it is perfectly

honourable in a barrister, well knowing him to he such, to undertake his case for

hire
; and to promote his object, whether fraud, extortion, oppression, or the

evasion of justice, to the utmost of his ability.

ATt» 2.—Of Bbiefs.—The brief contains the substance of the story to he told.

This may be true, false, or doubtful. Whether true, false, or doubtful, it is all one
to the counsel. He may doubt its truth, or have no doubt of its untruth. No matter.
He has to tell it, and try, as hard as he can, to make the Court believe it ; and this

conduct is quite consistent with his honour.

Art, 3.—Of Witnesses.—A witness is a person sworn by a solemn oath to speak
the truth. The barrister may honourably entrap him into speaking untruth. He
may confuse, intimidate, puszle and bully him, as much as he likes, so as to force
him to say what he does not mean, or not say what he means. It is a mistake to

suppose that he thus draws the guilt of perjury on his own head.
Art, 4.—Of J[jRi£S.->J‘uries are sworn to decide according to the evidence. :

Honour by no means forbids a counsel to make them falsify their bath ; by inducing
them to decide according to their prejudices and passions.

ArL 5.—Of pLEi-DiNO.—Pleading is the advocacy of a case by argument and
oratory. In argument a hamster may very honourably have recourse to sophistry

;

in other words, to those verbal artifices which impose on unlearned and undisoerning

minds a wrong conclusion, in plain English, a falsity. As to oratory, he may affect
any sort of enthusiasm which he does not feel ; and he may malign, asperse, and
ridicule, to any extent, the character, however pure and estimable, of liis opponent’s
client and witnesses.

Art. 6.—Op Honouk among Barristees.—Notwithstanding^ that Common Honour,
even that which exists among thieves, prescribes mutual civility, it is allowable for
one barrister openly to accuse another, deservedly or not, of ignorance, meanness,
quibbling, and trickery

;
provided always, that he spea^ of him as his learned

friend.”

Art. 7w~Summart of the Code.—The counsel may, with unsullied reputation, be
the conscious mouth-piece of the swindler, the seducer, the libeller, tiie extortioner,
the thief, the pickpocket, the murders. He has a carte hlanche for aiding, under
the name of a gentleman, in‘ the spoliation of the fatherless and the widow. He
ma;jr, for these noble ends, corrupt testimony, pervert judgment, traduce innocence,
deride worth, and call hia neighbour all .&ose names which, according to vulgar
notions of honour, he has thereby earned for himself : and all this he may do for a
consideration—unscouted, unkicked, unpumped upon.

With the prophetic spirit which is the sole property of

Punch, he herewith supplies his million of readers with

the long hoped-for result—^very graphically put—of the

invention of Captain Warner. Without waiting for

the opinion of Lord Brougham upon the matter, Punch
confidently predicts, on the success of the invisible shell,

a terrible decline in the world’s market of all gunpowder
heroes. The great god, Mars himself, will have nothing

left him but Basinghall Street : he must give up wholesale

carnage, and for an honest livelihood—if he have still a
weak hankering after combustibles—sell Lucifer matches.

As for Bellona, it will be well with her, if now and then

she can get a day’s charing.

Punch has had a dream, which ^ was not all a dream.”

The destructive power of the Warneu shell duly

acknowledged, he thought that all the cannon from Dept-

ford—^all the shot—all swords and bayonets—in a word,
all the metal cast and hammered by Vulcan for the sport

of war, were put up for auction ; mere waste iron, to be
turned into railways and steam-engines. Punch in his

dream saw a very taking advertisement, drawn out in his

most unctuous style by George Robins, who '^liad re-

ceived orders from the Horse Guards to sell”

—

Punch
knows not the number—of helmets, which George, in his

prettiest manner, recommended to country wives and far-

mers as “ exquisitely adapted for bee-hives.”

Hurrah, then, for the Warner shell, from which—all

terrible as it is—peace may be hatched, to the true happi-

ness of man, and the best glory of nations I

LORD ELDON’S LOVE VERSES.

All the world knew Lord Eldon to be a great lawyer, but
no one was aware—until Mr. Hozuce Twiss published the fact

-—that the great ex-chancellor was a poet of no mean preten-
sions. His Lordship’s lyrics to his Bessv contain all the
sweetness of Spencer combined with the copiousness of Coke
—all the melody of Moore, with nearly all the precision of
Petersdorff. We are happy in being able to furnish a
specimen.

^
LINES TO BESSY*

My head is like a title-de^,

Or abstract of the same

:

Wherein niy Bessy tiiou maj^^st read.
Thine own long-cherished name.

Against thee I my suit have brought,
I am thy plaintiff lover.

And for the heart that thou hast caught.
An action lies—of trover.

Alas upon me every day,
The heaviest costs you levy :

Oh, give me back my heart—^but nay

!

I feel 1 can’t replevy.

1 ’ll love thee with my latest breath,
Alas, I cannot you shun,

’Till the hard grasp of Sheriff death
Takes me in execution.

Say, Bessy dearest, if you will,

Accept me as a lover

;

Must true affection file a bill

The secret to discover.

Zs it my income’s small amount
That leads to hesitation !

Refer the question of account
To Cupid’s arbitration.

GREENLAND FISHERY.
Thr Y'idocgf Captain James Graham, has come in with a quantity of Seals on

board. The number is not yet ascertained ; but it is said the Seals are all more or
less broken. The Vidocq will shortly be brought into dock, and her cargo thoroughly’
overhauled by Inspector T. Duncombe.

WILSON'S rival.
Should the Comet really touch the earth, it will certainly

be the last opportunity the public will have of enjoying ^ a
Nicht with Rums.”
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WANDERINGS OF OUR FAT CONTRIBUTOR.

[The fattest of our contributors left London very suddenly last week, without giving
the least idea of his movements until we received the following communication. We
don't know whether he is going to travel, nor do we pledge ourselves In the least to
publish another line of the Fat Contributor's correspondence. As far as his tour goes at

present, it certainly is, ifnot novel, at least treated in a novel manner ; for the reader will

remark that there is not a word about the places visited by our friend, while there is a
prodigious deal of information regarding himself. Interesting as our Fat Contributor is,

yet it may chance that we shall hear enough about him ere many more letters are
received from him.]

There were eleven more dinners hustling- one another in my invi-

tation book. " If you eat two more, you are in for an apoplexy,
Glauber,” said my medical man. But Miss Twaddlings is to be
at the Mackwhirters’, on Thursday, I expostulated, "and you

know what money she has.” "She’ll be a widow before she’s
married,” says Glauber, "if you don’t mind.—Away with you !

—

Take three grains of blue pill eveiy night, and my draught in the
morning—if you don’t, I won’t answer for the consequences.—^You
look as white as a sheet—as puiFy as a bolster—this season you ’ve

grown so inordinately gross and fa* * *

It ’s a word I can’t bear applied to myself. I wrote letters round
to decline my dinners ; and agreed to go
But whither ? Why not to Brighton ? I went on the 18th July.

The day before the blow-up. I was out for four hours in a fly on
that day. 1 saw Lord Brougham in a white hat and telescope—

£

saw the sea lighted up with countless smiles— saw the chain-pier,
and the multitudes swarming on it—I saw the bucks smoking cigars
on the terrace of the Albion.
I could not smoke—I was with three ladies in the fly—they were

all fat, and, oh ! how hot ! The sun beat down upon us ruthlessly.
Captain Warner wmldnH come. We drove and put back the
dinner. Then Miss Bogle said she would like to drive to the
Library for the last volume of Grant’s Visit to Paris.

While we were at Folthorpe’s, their messenger came running
in—he had been out but one minute that day ; he had seen it. We
had been out four hours ; it was all over ! All that we could see when
we got hack was this

—

That was what I had come to Brighton for—to eat prawns for
breakfast—to pay five shillings for a warm bath—and not to see the
•explosion 2

1 set of£ for London the next day. One ofmy dinners was coming
off that day—I had resigned it. There would very likely be turtle

;

Rnd I wasn’t there 2 Flesh and blood couldn’t stand it. " I will go
to Dover to-morrow,” I said, " and take the first packet that goes

—

that goes anywhere.”
I am at Dover. This is written from the Ship Hotel : let me recol-

lect the adventures of the day.
The Dover trains go from two places at once : but my belief

is, the cabmen try and perplex you. If it is the turn of the
Bricklayers’ Arms train, they persuade you to London Bridge, if of
the London Bridge, they inveigle you to the Bricklayers’ Arms

—

through that abominable suburb stretching away from Waterloo
Bridge^ and into the Great London, which seems as it were run to
seed.

I passed a Theatre—these creatures have a theatre it appears—^it

is called (to judge from a painted placard) the Victoria. It is a

brick building, large, and with the windows cracked and stuffed with

coats.

At the Bricklayers’ Anns, which we reached at length after paying

several base turnpikes, and struggling through a noisy, dirty, bustling,

dismal city of small houses and queer shops and gin palaces—the

policeman comes grinning up to the cab, and says, " No train from
here, sir,—next train from London Bridge—^hohen these mistakes.

Cab drove away only just this minute. You’ll be in time if

you go.”

The cabman gallops off, with a grin. The brute ! he knew it well

enough. He went for an extra fare.

As 1 do not wish to have a coujp-de-soleilf ; or to be blinded with

dust ; or to have my nerves shattered by the infernal screaming of

the engine as we rush howling through the tunnels : as 1 wish to sit

as soft as 1 can in this life, and find a board by no means so elastic as

a cushion, I take the first-class, of course— should prefer having

some of the third-class people for company, though—1 fiind them
generally less vulgar than their betters.

I selected, as may be imagined, an empty carriage : in which 1

lived pretty comfortably untU we got to Reigate, where two per-

sons with free tickets— engineers and Scotchmen— got into the

carriage.

Of course one insisted upon sitting down in the very seat opposite

me. There were fonr seats, but he must take that, on purpose to

mingle his legs with mine, and make me uncomfortable. I removed
to the next seat—the middle one. This was what the wretch wanted.
He plumped into my place. He had the two places by the window

—

the two best in the coach—he leered over my shoulder at his comrade
a great, coarse, hideous Scotch smile.

1 hate engineers, I hate Scotchmen, 1 hate brutes with free tickets,

who take the places of gentlemen wlio pay.

On alighting at Dover, and remembering the extravajg^ance of

former charges at the Ship, under another proprietor (pray Heavens
the morrow’s little bill may be a mild one

!)
I thought of going else-

where. Touters were about seizing upon the passengers and recom-

mending their hotels— "Now, Gents, the Gun!” roared one
monster. 1 turned sickening away from him. " Take me to the Ship ”

I faintly gasped.

On proposing for dinner, the waiter says with an air as if he was
inventing something extremely clever ""Whiting, Sir 1 Nice fried

Sole ?”

Mon Dim I what have I done to be pursued in this way by whiting

and fried sole ? Is there nothing else in the world ? A’int 1 sick of
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fried sole and T^hiting—whiting and fried sole ? Having eaten them
for long years and years until my soul is weary of them. **You great

ass ’’ I felt inclined to exclaim, " 1 can get whiting and sole in Lon-
don, give me something new !

” # * *

Ah for that something new ! I have seen the dry toast come up for

my breakfast so many, many times—the same old tough stiff leathery

tasteless choky dry toast, that 1 can bear it no longer. The other
morning ( I had been rather feverish all night) it came up and 1 de-

clare I burst into tears, "Why do you haunt me,** I said, "you dmd
old toast ? What have 1 done that there is no other companion for me
but you f I hate and spurn you—and yet up you come. Day by day,

heartless brute, 1 leave you in the rack, and yet it’s not you that

suffers torture f’ and 1 made a passionate speech to that toast full of

eloquence, and howled and dung the plateful at the door—just as

Mary came in.

She is the maid. She conld not understand my feelings. She is

contented with toast for breakfast, with bread 1 believe, poor wretch J

So are cows contented with grass. Horses with corn. The fine

spirit pants for novelty—and mine is sick of old toast.

“ Gents ** are spoken of familiarly even at this hotel. During
dinner a messenger comes to ask if a young " gent ” was dining in
the coffee-room ?

" No,** says the waiter.
" How is that,” thinks I, " am I not a young gent myself?” He

continues, " There ’s two holdish ladies and a wry young gent in
No. 24 ; hut titere only a middle-haoed gmt in the Coffee-roorn^*

Has it come to this, then ? Thirty something last birthday, and
to be called a middle-aged gent 1 Away ! Away 1 1 can bear this

ribaldry no more. Perhaps the sea may console me.
And how 1 it *s only a dim straight line of horizon, with no

gaiety or variety in it. A few wretched little vessels are twiddling
up and down. A steam-tng or two—^yachts more or less—the town
is hideons, except for a neat row of houses or two—^the cliffs only
respectable. The castle looks tolerable. But who, 1 should like to

know, would be such a fool as to climb up to it ? Hark ! There is a
hand playing—it is a long mile on, and yet I go to listen to it.

It is a hand of wind-instruments of course, a military hand, and
the wretches listening in their stupid good-humour are giving the
players— 6<?€r. I knew what would happen immediately upon the
beer, (I *m forbidden it myself). They played so infernally out of
tune that they blasted me off the
ground away from the Dover
Bucks, and the poor g^rls in their

cheap finery, and the grinning
yokels, and the maniacs riding

velocipedes.

This is what I saw most worthy
of remark all day. This person
was standing on the beach, and her
garments fiapped round about her
in the breeze. She stood and
looked and looked until somebody
came— to her call apparently.
Somebody, a male of her species,

dressed in corduroys and a frock.

Then they paired off quite happy.
That thing had a lover

!

Good night, 1 can say no more.
A monster has just told me that a
vessel starts at 7 for Ostend : I
will take it. I would take one for
Jericho if it started.at 6,

Better Kate than XVever.

The Lord Mayor is now visiting all the floating piers. An overloaded
steamer has only to be sunk, and some fifty souls or so drowned, and then
what a magnificent edict will emanate from the Mansion-House, checking
the number of passengers thatnow—at the " sweet will ” of the proprietom
—crowd their boats. Death makes sudden refonners !

NATURAL CONFUSION.

These is no truth whatever in the report that Ms. Grakt is exhibiting
at the Adelaide Gallery. This error must have arisen from the div
cumstance of the "Autouaxon Writer” being advertised there.

LORD LONDONDERRY'S SECOND UKASE.

Loedonderrt has issued another tremendous ukase, warning all

the shopkeepers of Seaham against giving credit to his rebellious

pitmen. We have nob room for the document which appeared in

the Chronide^ but its literature, without any signature, showeth its-

origin. The egg declares the bird. If the inhabitants of Seaham
continue to trust the pitmen. Lore Londomtderrt threatens that

he will immediately go down, and, carrying away the ocean from the

place, in some bucket made for the occasion
;
ruin the town for ever.

ROYAL SPOONS!

The order of the Golden Fleece owes its origin to a Spanish king

;

we think we may very soon expect that Isabella op Spaik will

establish the order of the Wooden Spoon. We found this belief on
the following recent incident :

—

The Queen of Spain, with her pretty sister and gracious mother,
has visited Barcelona ; and with a fit of condescension that does

sometimes attack royalty, personally inspected all the barracks. The
soldiers were about to have their supper—a mess of rancho—served
to them, when, says the Times con'espondent

—

**Atl)er Majesty's Tequert the corporal, charged with the inspection of the cooking,
presented to her Majesty, t» a wooden spoon, a portion of the rancho, which she touched
with her royal hps, and pronounced to be excellent, as a matter of course.’*

The Queen Mother next tasted the rancAo, and declared " it was
exquisite.” Then the Infante tasted, and in the ingenuousness of

youth made wry months at the mess, declaring she should he sorry to

have nothing else for dinner. How strange ! The daughter of
Christina, yet doubtless the child spoke the truth.

Now, the three spoons provided for the three pair of royal lips

were, we are told, shaped like the soldiers* spoons, bub were of finer

material, and had the royal arms engraved thereon.

Now comes the reward of merit

!

"After the ceremony of tasting was over, the spoons were presented to three of the
oldest and hest-covAucted soldiers, as a present from her Majesty, and a suitable speech
was made them by the Baron db Mbkr, congratulating them on having in theirposses-
Sion those useful articles which had the high honour of having touched the lips of the
Queen of Spain, her mother, and sister.**

The spoons, being laurel-wood of course, have perhaps by this time
sprouted anew, and maybe seen in full leaf in the caps of their

happy successors

!

Burke talked of "the chief defence of nations,” meaning thereby
the types of chivalry, as titles, stars and garters, &c. ; hut surely even
Burke never dreamt of such cheap material of defence as wooden
spoons. Happy soldiers ! taking their ranclu> out of spoons that have
touched royal lips. How fortunate, by the way, that wood is a
non-conductor.

However, the Queen, in a fine utilitarian spirit, presented the sol-

diers with really "useful articles.” Had it been Louis Philippe,
he would have given worthless crosses, of no utility whatever.
Hence, we would have the Order of the Wooden Spoon, as one beau-
tifully combining usefulness with distinction. When we see stars

and crosses, and Orders of the Swan, the Eagle, the Elephant, and
of fifty other honest animals, whose names have—^as we have often
thought—^been equivocally dealt with,—^we are sometimes indined to
ask—what is the good of them ? Now, of the Order of the Wooden
Spoon, we could put no such question. Besides, there are so many
men, with such very little right to the Orders they wear, and yetwho
seem expressly made for the Order of the Spoon, as, indeed, the
Order of the Spoon should be instituted solely for them.

And then, in the* case of lowly merit, could there he a more signi-

ficant gift from the great^hom with Silver Ladles—than the present
of a Wooden Spoon *

During a recent thunder-storm it was observed by the passenger of
Wimbush’s omnibus that the lightning was scarcely visible in consequence
of the conductor having stepped inside ; and at a dinner-party on the same
day, three of the guesto were laid prostrate by a sort fluid not the
electric fluid—with whidi they had very highly charged tibeir glawsos.
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IBISH INTELLIGENCE.
{From mr Lublin Corre^ondenf)*

The Liberator is a greater nian than ever since his im-

prisonment, for he has gained in bulk what he has lost in

influence. Good living has told terribly on his waistcoats,

which have been of necessity let out, though the Liberator

is himself kept in for the present.

Imprisonment we always said would be of no use, and
it will only cause the patriot to proceed to larger measures.

A letter to his tailor confirms our worst suspicions on this

head. O’Connell’s coat’s scams may give way, but his proud
spirit never. We have heard tliat the repeal Buttons of his

waistcoat started open while lie was talking in his usual

inflated style on the subject of his country’s wrongs, and
he laid open his heart in reality with a splendid burst of

nature. Gymnastics have been recommended to the Libe-

rator as the only means of bringing him down, and a pole

has been erected in the precincts of the prison, with a
Kepeal Cap on the top of it. To this O’Connell clings with

all that affectionate intensity which characterises the ivy or

the scarlet runner. He will never sigh for other climes,

while he has repeal in view for his grand climacteric.

LORD BROUGHAM ON DEBT.

If BROUGHAhl will very probablyA carry his Debtors’ Bill,M to the temporary confu-M sion of Lord Cotten-
HAM. The comical
Henry was more than
usually jocose on bring-

ing up the report of the
measure. Afterhismost

T Approved fashion did he

I
taunt Lord Cotten-
ham. He said:

—

— }

THE SONG OF THE PINE APPLE.

The extraordinary glut of pines has made a deep im-

pression on the public mind. These are, indeed, revolu-

tionary times, when the highest luxuries of the aristocratic

table are meted out to the very mob at one penny per slice.

As for ourselves, we can only give full vent to a melan-

choly strain of sentiment, which finds a natural termination

in the

SONG OP THE PINE-APPLE.

The gooseberry hath a pleasant gush.

As it leaps from its prison of i^in,

And deep is the blackheart cherry’s blush.

From the dark red juice within.

The raspberry hath a graceful hue,

As it grows on its stem so fine.

But hurrah ! hurrah ! hip, hip—halloo I

For the pine apple—the pine

!

There ’s deep philosophy in the peach.

If its meaning were only known,

For a soft external (doth it not teach ?)

May hide a heart of stone.

Bat, oh ! there ’s a fruit that is rough to view,

While within is a flavour divine.

Then hurrah ! hurrah ! hip, hip, halloo !

For the pine apple—the pine !

Let others sing of the melon soft.

Which I own is exceedingly nice,

But remember that indigestion oft

Will lurk in each savoury slice.

And thou art wholesome aud savoury too.

No flavour can equal thine ;

Then hurrah 1 hurrah I hip, hip, halloo 1

For the pine apple—^the pine I

THE COMIC BLACKSTONE*

O’Connell at his

Gymnastics.

£ I
approved fashion did he ^ CHAPTEE Vw—-OF freeholds not OP INHEBITANCE.

^ **’'*“* CoTTEN-
jj A FREEHOLD uot of inheritance is an estate, held for one’s

^ Xr
1

He said
|||

somebody else, so that, a cat

«Tf amoT. iviiL inni lH haviniT nine lives, it would seem that a grant to a cat and

only ran in debt ao.oooi , or if, |l his heirs would he almost as good as an estate in tafl, for it

having little or no property, he In would extend to so many lives as to make it nearly equal to

went to a tradesman, and in- jH _ freehold
claeed him to give up hia property, a couple of thousand pounds* worth |il * ^ ^ jn
af goods in which his capital was invested, by appearing to him as a ^ Iw xv tenant tor Uie nas me Kgnx to J - , . -

person of wealth, he might as well rob the tradesman at once, and he gyej. y^g-y he pleases, SO that he may roll about in tne

ought to he sent to Botany Bay for it, not because he was a debtor, but Tp asparaeus beds play at leapfrog over the gooseberry bushes,
because he was a fraudulent individual, or an individual ffwariftaudu- 11 or indulge in any other species of enjoyment which he

|| I

*hlnlf« the land is capable of affording him. He must not.

After this, Lord Brougham complained that Lord H however, be guilty of waste on the premises, such as felling

Cottenham’s Bill brought noble peers, nay princes of H timber,; but he is not prohibited from domestic w.'Mte,^!^

the blood, within the operation of the Bankrupt Act!

“Well, now suppose the Fbxnce to make some inquiries into thiB
[| j Ifa tenant for life sows the land, and dies before harvest,

unumleome interference uAth hisfreedom, • What is the official assig- * .v ftvPMi+nra are entitled to the crop : and it seems that if

nee?* asks the Pbincv op Walks. *Ohl Sir, he is a very drastic
tne e ecu

mnafard and cress but dies
person; he sifts people*s affairs and property, and takes possession of O Connell at his a tenant for life h^ planted mustard *

what they have not got rid of.* ‘ WeV, but cannot you M me keep Gymnastics. before it comes up, his personal representatives may enjoy

my ^ctures at Carlton-house? * *Ohl dear no! not one. Your the salad

I
I

These: proto are

or whether it please your Royal Highness or not, it means in plain words trihe of emblements applies not v cora, but

you are a bankrupt.”* Foots—'^ongh not to fruit-trees, so that the heir would

A j XV xv n 1 X /XV V V j XT have the apples, but that the executors would have the parsley, and,
And then the Prince remonstratesXtlirough his advocate, Lord ™ Fruit-trees are not included, because they

Bbodoham)
planted annually for immediate prodt ; but if a goosebeiTy bush,

'* Itieawjlindcu.,’ eompl.in.tlieFaiHCB,‘.li7did7onnotappT!.emeof tU. recently put in, b^TB fruit &e ®

before ? 1 should nt»thane spent so mueh money in plfite^ or in horses) I shouldnotkam if would be difflcult tO Bay whether the gOOSeberiies WOUl
v-x+oti

bought so much marUckul powder i 2 should nut hove prei>e>>ted so manyjewels to this executor The better opimon seems to be, tliat it wouia oe oex^
person and to that. Why did younotgive me notice of this before?* **

executor to relinquish the new goosebenies than to go to Jaw with

Now, surely, a Princewho outruns his income is no jot more pardon- the heir, which might play old
not neces-

greater right to ask to keep his pictures, than the meaner person to ^
l>y curtesy alone—

demand the use of his chairs and tables. As for the plate and
^^Jou “being able to paythi rent-would very soon be curteied out by

horses, and mariscbal powderj and jewels,—why, change the words
J ^ ijo^ed or kicked out by his landlord. There is also

for cigars and wine, and other creature comforts, and the like excuse
in dower, where a widow gets one third of her

may be allowed to the poorest insolvent. There is, however, no But a recent act has made it so easy to bar the dowe^ that the widows

doubt that Lord Brougham will carry iiis BilL Can we wonder that are generally done out of their thirds ;
and instead of toe com, me fruit,

laws sometimes fall into contempt, when we consider the vain and ©r even toe vegetables, there is nothing left but toe weeds, witn wnicn

petty motives of those who make them ! the unfortunate widows can console themselves.

went to a tradesman, and in-

duced Tiim to give up hie property, a couple of thousand pounds* worth
of goods in which bis capital was invested, by appearing to him as a
person of wealth, he might as well rob the tradesman at once, and he

ought to be sent to Botany Bay for it, not because he was a debtor, but

because he was a fraudulent individual, or an individual quasi firaodu-

lent.»*

After this, Lord Brougham complained that Lord
Cottenham’s Bill brought noble peers, nay princes of

the blood, within the operation of the Bankrupt Act

!

** Wdl, now suppose the Fbxnce to make some inquiries into this

unwelcome interference with hisfreedom, ‘ What is the official assig-

nee?’ asks the Prince of Wales. *Oh! Sir, he is a very drastic

person ; he sifts people*B affairs and property, and takes possession of

what they have not got rid of.* ‘ Welt, but cannot you let me keep
my pictures at Carltonmhouse? * *OhI dear no! not one. Your
Royal Highness is an adjudicated debtor.* (A laugh.) * An adjudi-

cated debtor! What is that?* ’Why, please your Royal Highness,

or whether it please your Royal Highness or not, it means in plain words
you are a bankrupt.’ **
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PARLIAMENTARY REPORT.
(From our own Spy.)

t
l

nitouGH a private channel Punch has
been favoured with the following reve-

lations which have been elicited by the

Dog Stealing Committee.

Miss Tabitha Crump examined :

—

Is a maiden lad}' ; her age of no conse-

<][uence to anybody. Is labouring under
severe domestic affliction from the loss

of her dear Pug. Should know him
among a thousand. Answered to the

name of Cupid. His muzzle was black ;

the rest of him whitey-brown : the little

creature was slightly corpulent. Should
rather think she knew what it was to

have a lover. Would much sooner

have lost one than her Pug. Couldn’t

think who had stolen her little dear.

Meant her Pug, not her lover. Wished
she did. Thought nothing would be too bad for him : should like to see

him hanged—transported—anything.”
" Mb. John Thomas.—Is footman to Lady Dowager Doddlesworth.

Has various duties. Has to attend upon her Ladyship ; also on her Lady-
ship’s poodle ^that is to say, her Ladyship’s poodle as was. The hanimal
in question is stole. Should say he was an ansome dog. He was white^

and wore a ribbon the colour of his (John Thomas’s) inexpressibles round
his neck. His name was Fy-Dell. His (John Thomas’s) duties towards
the poodle consisted in giving him hia meals, washing him with soap and
water, and combing him every morning ; and shaving him, as such dogs

usually was, three times a week. The poodle had six meals a day of milk
and bread. Eat more than would keep three poor people’s hinfants.

Lady Doddlesworth used often to nuss him. Slept on a cushion in her
Ladyship’s apartment. Thought the dog had an uncommon good place of

it : had a tolerable one himself, but shouldn’t mind changing places with

him any day. Suspected some of them dog fanciers of having stole him.
Would swear he had not sold or made away with him himself.”

^ Susan Trimmer.—Had been living in service, as nursemaid to Mrs.
Aiderman Collop, at a terrace

near Regent’s Park. Her mis-

tress was very fond of dogs;

keeps about nine. They were vM
little dogs. King Ghawls’s, she
thinks. One of their names was
Wenis. She (Wenis) used very
often to ,be let sit up at the table,

and eat off a plate. When she
was ill, she was wrapped up in

flannel, and put in a little ci^le. m
Mrs. Oollop had three little girls ^
and two hoys. Couldn’t say m
which her mistress liked best, BT v
them OP her dogs. Wenis was M

\ H
lost, and she (Susan) had lost her

11 / \ \
place in consequence. ( Here

I / \ \
witness cried.) Had to talm the 11/ \ \

children one day for a walk in the
j

u I \

Park ; took Wenis too, by her /// 1 \ \
mistress’s order. After walking |\ \

about some time, sat down on a flHHHnf/ \

seat witii the children. A gentle- \ \
|

man came and sat down near them. \ i

He was a gentleman from Albany 1
/

Barracks ; a sergeant. The gen- \

tleman began talking to her. Was //• I

walking with him, she dared say, I
|

half an hour. When she went
away, Wenis was gone. Was
afraid her mistress would refuse ^ dBr
her a character. Bother Wenis,
and all the rest S—^wished they were drowned—that she did.”

On the causes and means of prevention of the crime of canine Iddnap-
ping, the labours of the Committee have as yet thrown little light ; hut
more or less information on those important subjects will very likcJy be
developed, in the course of time, by this interesting inquiry.

LITERARY INTELLIGENCE.

Thb next edition of the ** Life of Nelson ” will, we understand, be
" done up in the plainest boards^” out of compliment to the present con-
dition of his statue.

RHETORIC OF THE COUNTER.

ANY Advertisements appear,
“ Wanted a Young Man of

Genteel Address, for an As-
*

/liffl
sistant to a Linen-draper.”

\ /
1|;||

We now see what is meant

V »• ** genteel address.” It

Wl fe. Ik^ n I (ft
“ conversational art

w
I

Infi whereby the process, termed

H I

H “ Shaving the Ladies,” is

III - ill I

Shaving the Ladies ” is a

^ IIJ
'

' l|]
I

very delicate operation ; and

H lir iBlfMy nif
^ mode of

ki o ll*'
jH«i performance may ho accept.

1

1 those whom they may

No sort of shaving can be
-= effected without soap, except

' what is called close shaving,”
as practised at workhouses and the mansion-house : without impertinently
inquiring how drapers’ assistants in general are circumstanced with
respect to that article, Punch will at once present them with a little cake
of it

; premising that the soap which the ladies are to be shaved with
must be particularly soft—soft soap, metaphorically speaking, is the
rhetoric of tlie counter.

The first figure to he studied in this species of rhetoric, is that called
hyperbole ; which is derived from two Greek words, signifying to over-
shoot ; a feat to be accomplished by the use of the long bow ; that is to
say. by telling enormous fibs. So, when a lady asks, " Will this wash % ”
" Will that wear ?” and so forth, no hesitation must be made in answer-
ing, or, if necessary, swearing in the affirmative.

Be careful in laying on your soap. You must not do this too violently.
Your situation, with respect to the lady whom you are to sliave, is not
such as to admit of telling her that those sparkling eyes, those raven or
auburn tresses, that roseate cheek, that sylph-like form of hci's will be set
off to such advantage by this or that silk, satin, muslin, bombazine, or
what not. You axe only to insinuate all this.—As thus

That pink lining, Miss, is lovely :—areally quite lovely,—for any lady
with a delicate complexion.”

" Those flowers, ma’am, are exquisite to match dark hair and a high
forehead—I assure you they arc considered so. If 1 might venture ilio

remark, ma’am, they would become a lady like yourself extremely.”
** This is an .article, my lady, which I would strongly recommend to

your ladyship. It is true that it would only suit a first-rate figure ; but I
am quite confident it is just the dress for your ladyship.”

You will find it advantageous, having named a sum considerably above
the mark, to abate a little of it sometimes, and to lead a lady to suppose
that she has won upon you so to do. As, for instance

"Well, really, ma’am, this is seventeen and six : hut to yow—I don’t
mind saying sixteen.”

You will also do well to practise a little on female apprehension and
eagerness

; as follows

—

" I assure you, miss, ’pon my honour, that this article is the very last
we have got ; and I am certain you won’t meet with it at any other
establishment.”—The fact may he that both your master, and the matt
over the way, are overstocked.

I

Removing: the Rnbhlsli.

It is the intention of Government, as soon as Parliament is prorogued,
to introduce the new Sweeping Machine into tiie House of Commons to
cart away those measures that have been dropt during the Session. If
this be true, Hercules’s labour of cleansing the Augean stables wiU be i

mere child’s-play to it. I

!Rna&) all iBUn

The Russian firigate Aurora, has just arrived with some valuable
presents for Her Majesty, and a quantity of gold, which, it is rumoured,
"has been sent to this country for the purpose of being refined.” If this

j

gold comes from the mines of Siberia, the only method by which it can '

possibly be refined, is to give it to the poor Poles.
j

by Yv Bradbary. ofNo. S. York FlsoOf Stoko NcwingMMi, andFMdorUA Mvllotc BTiaa.
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PUNCHES COMPLETE LETTER-WRITER.

LETTER XI.

FROM A TAILOR FOR HIS BILL.

Sib,

Wheit you reflect upon the time that has passed, since you

did me the honour to enter my books, you will, I am sure, acquit me
of any desire to appear pressing. Five years, sir, make a long time

in the life of a tradesman ; the more especially,^ with business as it

has been. Houses thought good, tumbling down like houses of cards

;

men, considered men of rock, turning out men of straw ;
bills sent

back, and a thousand other bits of bad luck, enough to break the

heart of any tradesman. It is now, sir, two-and-thirty years since I

entered business
;
and, in all my life, I never knew so bad a season

:

bad enough they have been, to be sure, but nothing like the present.

There was a time when a tradesman might now and then think of a

little profit
; but profits in these days ! they don’t pay for taking

down the shutters.

Therefore, sir, you will, I am sure, pardon me if I solicit you to

think of your account. It has been the golden rule of my life never

to press a gentleman ; but, sir, I am like a peaceable man in a crowd ;

if I am pushed, I must, whether I will or no, push other people.

What has come upon the times Iknow not
;
men now ar’n’t the men

they used to be. I recollect the day when, if a man failed to honoim

his bill, he was never known to look up again. Now, I ’m blessed if

he does n’t look all the bolder for it. People have entirely lost the

shame they had when I was young in business ;
and, now-a-days, go

into the Gazette as they go to Margate, just to freshen themselves

up, and feel all the stronger for it. The truth is—or I should never

think of pressing you, sir—^there seems to be a want of morality

throughout all society. One person puts the evil down to one thing,

another to another. A neighbour of mine—a shrewd shoemaker of

the old school—swears it’s all owing to the Adelaide boots.

For which reason, sir, I hope you will not think me urgent ifI call

your thoughts to my bill. There was a time, sir, when I never

believed I could do such a thing ;
but, as I ’ve said, I fear there’s no

morality left. And how, indeed, should there be ? Gentlemen are

no longer gentlemen. I have my grandfather’s pattern-booksby me,
sir. He—^rest his soul—^made for the West End eighty years ago,

and, when he died, was buried in superfine black, with twenty coaches

to follow. Now, die when I will, I much doubt if—but I have no
right to trouble you with my griefs—and so, sir, will stick to busi-

ness. In grandfather’s time gentlemen wereknown to be gentlemen
by their coats. They walked about clothed and marked as superior

people
; there was no mistake in them, and the lower orders knew

their betters by their satins, their velvets, and their gold lace. Now,
sir, how are we to know a gentleman ? There is no mark, no differ-

ence in him: we can only come at his gentility by his manners ; a very
roundabout way, sir ; and one that has led to a great many mistakes.

According to the good old plan, you might stand at your shop-door,

and count the real gentlemen as they passed ; they wore—if I may
say as much—their proper uniform, and the common people paid

them proper respect for it. And now, if the grandfathers’ ghosts of
the gentlemen of our day were to meet their grandsons in Piccadilly

or Bond Street, they’d take half of ’em for a set of carters, or

drovers, or some such low animals
; they wear nothing but sacks or

smock-frocks, with cotton buttons to ’em. Every day of his life, a
Duke passes my door to Parliament in a pepper-and-salt linsey-

woolsey, duffel, flannel sort of thing, that his tailor, try as hard as he
may, can’t charge him more than two pounds for. And in this con-

dition his Grace goes to make laws in Parliament. After this, I
should like to know how it’s to be hoped that common folks are to

respect the House of Lords ? It ’s flying in the face of nature to

expect it.

No, sir, there is the evil • there the abuse that has, as I ’ve often

said, sapped the morals of the world, by hustling aU folks together
in the same cloth and the same cut. It was never intended that the
lines of society should be so finely drawn by the tailor, that you could
not see them

;
yet, because it is so, you now have all sorts of discon-

tent, no stability in trade, and no real morals in gentlemen : if the
upper classes would only show their true dignity, and return to cut
velvet and gold lace, there might even now be some hopes of the
country ;

but while noblemen and gentlemen dress in thirty-shilling

coats, there is an end to England. Her real glory set with gold lace.

If men never felt the National Debt, it was because they wore
embroidered pocket-holes.

You will forgive me troubling you with all this, but I could not
think of putting your account into my lawyer’s hands without
showing to you the troubles that a tradesman has in these days to

fight with.

Hoping you will therefore not take the writ amiss,

I remain, your obedient Servant,

Samuel Stitchutgtok.

LETTER XIT.

THE GENTLEMAN’S ANSWER TO THE TAILOR.

Mr. Stitchington.
Is it indeed five years that I have graced your hooks ! How

fleet is life—it scarcely appeared to me as many months. Although
I have never given you a bill for the amount, how have the years

passed by I You will guess my meaning when I assure you it is a
theory of mine that the wings of time are no other than two large*

j

hill stamps, duly drawn and accepted. With these he brings his '

three, six, or nine months into as many weeks. He is continually

wasting the sand from his glass, drying the wet ink of promissory
notes. But let me not moralise.

You want money, Mr. Stitchixgton, As I am exactly in the
like predicament, you are in a capital condition to sympathise with
me. You say you never recollect so bad a season as the present.

Of course not ; no tradesman ever did : the present season is always
the worst of the lot, however bad the others may have been. It says

much for the moral and physical strength of such shopkeepers to see

them still flourishing from worse to worse ; they really seem, like

churchyard grass, to grow fat and rank upon decay. You toucliingly

observe that present profits do not pay for taking down the shutters.

My good sir, then why proceed in a ruinous expense I In the name
of prudence, why not keep them continually up %

You say you never press a gentleman. Why, in familiar phrase,

we never press a lemon ; but then we squeeze it most inexorably.

That men should go into bankruptcy, yet live and laugh afterwards,

is a great proof of the advancing philosophy of our times. A Boman
tailor, incapable of meeting bis bill, would, heathen-like, have fallen

upon his own needle, or hung himself—in a bottom of whitey-brown.

The English tradesman suffers Christian hope to play about his .

goose, and fresh from Basinghall-street dreams of golden eggs.

Whether your neighbour is right in attributing our present social

laxity to the Adelaide boot, is a matter I have no time to consider.

The speculation is curious ; nevertheless, rigidly to follow the subject

would take us even beyond metaphysics.

You are quite right, Mr. Stitchington, as to the revolutionary

effects of the disuse of velvet and gold lace. It is not, I assure you,

my fault that they are not again the vogue. If permitted, I should

be happy to have a dozen suits of you. Fine clothes were a sort of

gentlemau-made-easy ; as you profoundly observe, they at once .

declared the man. Now, one has to work out the gentleman by
j

one’s mode and manners—at times, I assure you, a very difficult ^

labour. •'

I entirely agree with you as to the cause that has lowered the
i

consequence of Parliament—the vUe, plebeian outside of England’s

senators. I bold it almost impossible ^at a nobleman can vote with

a proper respect for his order unless in full court-suit. There is a

dangerous sympathy between common garments and the common
people. The Reform Bill had never been carried if Lord Brougham
had not worn tweed trousers. Universal Suffrage will be carried—
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if ever carried—by Peers in check shirts, and, as yon pathetically

remark, thirty-shilling coats.

I remain your obedient Servant,

Walter Le Doo.

P.S. My humanity suggests this advice to you. Don’t go to any

law expenses ; as your letter found me making up my schedule. An
odd coincidence 5 I had just popped down your name as the postman

knocked.

THE REPORT ON DOG STEALING.

We have received a copy of the Parliamentary Report on Dog Stealing,

which is in a terribly do^s-eared state. The most interesting portion of

the Report is a manuscript Appendix, from which we Iiave selected the

two following cases

CASE I.

Eaux G&st had a very snappish dog called BnouGnAM : he was a very
sharp animal of the Scotch breed ; but so uncommonly vicious that Eaul
Grey was looldng out for an opportunity to get rid of him. Having let

his place to Lord Melbourne, Earl Grey gave him the option of the

Dog Brougham ; but Lord Melbourne would have nothing to do with

him. The dog was left to go astray, and for some time he used to come,
aud lick the hand of his old master, who used to pat him on the head,

and say poor fellow,” but ho could do notliing for him. At last the

old dog went and scratched at Lord Melbourne’s door, wanting to come
in, and waited patiently for some time ; hut at last he got rather savage

and harked, but no attention was paid to him. Some Tory dog.stealers

who were lurking about the Treasury whistled to the old dog, and by
tlirowing him down a bit of sop occasionally, succeeded in getting him
away.

Somebody who took an interest in the dog then called at the treasury

aud wanted to get them to buyBrougham back again. Lord Melbourne
said the dog was of no use, that he was more trouble than be was
worth, that he was dangerous, and that he. Lord Melbourne, would
rather do without him. The dog is now in the hands of the people who
lured him away, and it is said they would be very glad to give him up,

for he is of no use except to worry the rats now and then ; but he will

haug about the old place, and fawns so upon his new masters that they
don’t like to kiclc him out entirely. The old dog has got some funny tricks,

and is now rather an amusing animal, but beyond this he is now of no
value.

CASE II.

A little turnspit named Roebuce came from Bath, and was picked up
by somebody who offered him for sale, but for a long time the dog could
not find a purchaser. At last it was thought he might be useful in

snapping at people's heels, and he was bought by the late Lord Durham.
The dog got a good deal kicked about and was boughtby an Ex-Chancellor,
who dressed mm up in a silk gown, and made him cut a very laughable
figure. After this he was offered for sale again, and he could easily be
had if the price were to be given.

THE FETES OF JULY.
On Saturday Louis-Pbilippe visited the fortifications, and was graciously

pleped to express his royal satisfaction as to the very handsome way in
which Paris had been taken in.” In the evening the whole of the “ en-
ceitiie continuie ” was brilliantly illuminated.

On Sunday the 47 editors imprisoned in France were regaled, by the
King’s orders, with an additional allowance of pain bis and vin ordu

I

naire» Sevexal toasts in honour of the revolution were drunk in—cold
j- water.

TRAVELLING NOTES
BY OTJB PAT CONTRIBUTOn.

THE SEA.

I HAD one comfort in quitting Dover. It was to sec Tow'zer, my
tailor, of St. James’s Street, lounging about the pier in a marine

jacket, with a tuft to his chin.

His face, when he saw me in the boat, was one of the most intense

agony. I owe Towzer
‘‘ Good bye, Tow^zer,” I said. “ I shall be back in four years.”

And I laughed a demoniac yell of scorn, aud tumbled clattering down
the brass stairs of the cabin.

An Israelite had already taken 'the best place, and was preparing

to be unwell. I have observed that the "Mosaic Arabs,” as Coningsby
calls them, are always particularly amenable to maritime discomfiture.

The Jew’s internal commotions were frightful during the passage.

Two Oxford youths, one of whom had been growing a moustache

since the commencement of the vacation, began to smoke cigai-s, and

assume particularly piratical airs.

I took the picture of one of them an hour afterwards—stretched

lifeless on the deck, in the agonies of sea-sickness.

1 will not print that likeness. It is too excellent. If his mamma
saw it, she would catch lier death of fright, and order her darling

Tommy home. I will rather publish the following—

That man is studying Levizac’s grammar. He is a Scotchman.
He has not the least sense of modesty. As he gets up phrases out

of that stale old grammar of 1805 (he bought cheap on a stall in

Glasgow), the wretch looks up, and utters the sentences he has just

acquired—serves them up hot in his hideous jargon. “ Parly too

Fransisy^ says he, or **Prannij garde de mong taitP He thinks he has
quite the accent. He never doubts but that he is in a situation to

cope with the natives. And au fait, he speaks French as well as many
Belgians or Germans in those lands whither he is wandering.

Poor Caledonian youth ! I have been cramming him with the most
dreadful lies all the way. I should have utterly bewildered him, and
made him mad with lies, but for this circumstance :

—

In the middle of a very big one, which (administered by me) was
slipping down his throat as glibly as an oyster, there came up from
the cabin a young woman, not very pretty, but kind-looking, and she
laid her hand upon the shoulder of that Lcvizac-reading Scotchman,
and smiled, and he said with an air of immense superiority

—

" Weill, Eliza, are ye batter noo ?
”

It was his wife ! She loved him. She Tvas partial to that snob.

She did not mind the strings of his shirt-collar sticking out behind
his back.

Gentle Eliza ! a man whom you love and whose exposed follies

would give you pain, shall never be made the butt of the Fat Contri-

butor.

It will hardly be credited—but, upon my honour, there are four
people on deck learning French dialogues as hard as they can. There
is the Oxford man who is not sick. A young lady who is to be the
spokeswoman of her party of nine. A very pompous man, who
swore last night in my hearing that he was a capital hand at French,
and the Caledonian student before mentioned.
What a wise race ! They learn French phrases to qpeak to German

waiters, who understandJ^glish perfectly.
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The couriers and gentlemen’s servants are much the most dktingui-

looking people in the ship. Lord Muffirgtok was on hoards and
of course I got into conversation with his Lordship—a noble-looking

person. But just when 1 thought he might be on the point of asking
me to Muffington Castle, he got up suddenly, and said, '‘Yes, my
Lord,” to a fellow I never should have suspected of a coronet. Yet
he was the noble Earl, and my friend was but his flunky.

Such is life ! and so may its most astute observers be sometimes
deceived.

OsieTid.^ August 6 .

While the couriers, commissioners, footmen, gentlemen, ladies’-

maids, Scotchman with the shirt-collar, the resuscitated Oxford
youth, the family of nine, and the whole ship’s passengers are strug-

gling, pufGing, stamping, sq[ueezing, bawling, cursing, tumbling over

their boxes and one another’s shins, losing their keys, screaming to

the commissioners, having their treasures unfolded, their wonderful
packed boxes unpacked so that it is impossible ever to squeeze the
articles back into their receptacles again ; while there is such a scene
of Babel clatter and confusion around me, ah ! let me thank Heaven
that 1 have but a carpet bag

!

Any man going abroad who purchases this number of Punch a day
previous to his departure, will bless me for ever. Only take a carpet

bag ! You can have everything there taste or luxury demands ; six

shirts, a fresh suit of clothes, as many razors as would shave the

beards of a regiment of Turks, and what more does a traveller require I

Buy nothing. Get a reading of Murray’s Guide Book from your
neighbour, and be independent and happy.
My acquaintance, the Hon. James Jillyflower was in the boat

with fifteen trunks as 1 am a sinner. He was induced to take packages

for his friends. This is the beauty of baggage—^if you have a bag,

you can refuse. On this score I refused twenty-four numbers of the
Metropolitan Magazine^ a teapot, and a ham, which he accepted.

Lady Scramjaw—^the packet was opened before my eyes by the

custom-house ofdcers at Ostend—^gave Jillyflower a parcel of law
papers to carry to Italy, " only deeds upon her honour,” and deeds

I
they were, but with six pair of gloves inside. All his fifteen trunks

I

were opened in consequence of that six pair of gloves. He is made
miserable for those gloves. But what cares Lady Scramjaw 2 Let
all travellers beware then, and again and again bless me for the hint.

I have no passport. They have arrested me.
1 am aboTit to be conducted to the police. 1 may be put into a

dungeon like O’Connell. Tyrants ! lead on !

THE STATUE OF WELLINGTON.
The following piece of City news is extracted from the Examiner :

—

“ The name ' Wellington ’ is about to be inscribed on the four sides of the base of

the Wellington Statue in the City ; and * The l8tb of June, 1815,* on the upper edge,

under the fore feet of the horse, and also under the hinder f^et.**

This is almost as good as the name of the raging lion being inscribed

on the signboard of the ra^g lion, to indicate the fact of the lion being

a lion, and also a raging one. To put the 18th of June under all the feet

looks a good deal like keeping it out of sight ; but perhaps it is meant to

show that the 18th of June is what Wellington’s military reputation

cMefly stands upon.

THE GREAT AGRICULTURAL SHOW.
aving despatched

^ correspondent

^ Southampton,
expressly to re-

P'liilf
port the proceed-

H lllll'lf
“gs Show, we^ are sorry to say he

I
!l

j'ilp' Jf was so hustled among
M pffj!! wf .^/ heifers, pushed about

Sl'ii'il
' among pigs, horrified

^

at the hogs, deafened
by the shouts of the

^ drovers, and, in fact,
'

so completely worried

\ ^
sides, that he

'

isunable toMmemb^

implements*^* were

our correspondent,
^ could not make

^

V-
^ intended for, and,

^ venturing on a closer

<
''

inspection, got caught

in a sort of ploughing apparatus, from which he was extricated by one

of the attendants, after having been abused for his clumsiness. The
whole afiair was exceedingly unsatisfactory to our “ own correspondent,’’

whose report is extremely mea^e in consequence.

He, however, furnishes us with an extract from a Southampton paper

containing an account of a public dinner given on the occasion, which we
are sorry we cannot give at length, for the report is replete with richness.

“ The dinner,” says the provincial historian, “ was a cold one—and the

wines were—for the price—very good.”

What a world of meaning lurks in [those Httle words **for the pricey
How craftily qualified is the praise bestowed on the wines ;

** very good

for the pr\cei^ spealcs volumes, and the phrase brings us back to those

days when the enterprising Cann offered a devilish good dinn^ for 2-^.”

—and worked out the theory by an arithmetical diagram exhibited on a
window-bill

Brltlsli and Foreign Instltate.

The Times bas been requested by Mr. Silk Buckingham to state ibat

the bankruptcy of the Hotel next door does not affect the solvency of the

British and Foreign Institute. We have ascertained and have been

requested by nobody to add, that the British and Foreign Institute takes

such good care of itoelf that the bankruptcy of the whole street would not

affect the solvency of the concern.

The British and Foreign Institute is next door but one to the comer of

G^orge-street, and is consequently No. 2, while the Hotel is No. 1. The
bankruptcy of the latter is an extraordinary instance of Mr. Silk

Buckingham not having taken that care of Number One, which it is

customary for him to bestow upon it.

SPEAKING TO THE LETTER.
There was a division in the Cabinet about the “ Bight of Search.” Sir

James Graham refused to sign the treat;^, as he contended the "Bight of

Search” ought to remain an open question.”

“WITH VERDURE CLAD.”

In Pennsylvania there is a detachment of Irishmen called "The
Hibernia Greens.” This wouldn’t J)e a bad title for the contributors to

the B.epeal Fund.

A large basin of leg of beef eonp
A slice of bread • . •

Cottstifuting together a devilish good dinner for .

The bill of fare of the very good dinner “for the price,” would lead us '

to calculate that, instead of Bordeaux of the vintage of ’42, there might

possibly have been Cowslip of the haymakiag of ’43 ; and a choice bin of

Elder was, we believe^ opened to do honour to the truly British occasion,

where tmly Britirii hearts were inspired by truly British wines with truly

British sentiments.

The following is an extract from the bill of fare ; which, though con-

sisting of next to nothing, was set out in three columns, with all the

pomp of a bill of fare on Lord Mayor’s Bay, at the Mansion House

BEEF. HAM.
HAM.

SALAD.

BEEF.

BEEF. HAM.

HAM.
POTATOES.

BEEF.

Tti looking critically into thla bill of fare, we cannot blind ourselves to

the fact ^at beef and ham constitute the principal—-nay, the only—meats ; |

while, in the matter of vegetables, there is a struggle for ascendancy be-

tween and potatoes. On the subject of salad, it would be idle to say

a word ; while, as to potatoes, the track is so beaten that we should be

traveUing over unprofitable ground were we to go deeply into them.
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THE LORD MAYOR^S VISIT TO THE RIVER PIERS.
The King of the City having expressed his determination to paya round

of visits to the whole of the river pierage, the necessary steps were taken—a temporary ladder—to assist the embarkation of his civic Majesty.
At the appointed hour the civic barge was alongside the stairs, and the
sight at this moment was a very impressive one. The proud and flauntily-

coloured craft in the foreground, with her cutwater turned contemptuously
round towards the shore—this, and the other adjuncts of the gorgeous
scene, presented a cou^-d^ml which few could witness without emotion ;

and, when the barge was pushed off with a tremendous splash, there was
scarcely a dry eye among all the bystanders. The party consisted of some
civic friends, and at a given signal the Lord Mayor manned the easy chair
that had been prepared for him, while a select party of Aldermen took up
their^ places on either side as ballast, and trimmed the boat with a sea-
manlike precision which would have done Nelson's heart good if he
could have witnessed it.

A shout from the shore, echoed by a scream from the boat, as she
lurched while shoving off, announced that the voyage had commenced, and
the barge, with its illustrious cargo, was soon cutting away at ten knots an
hour, in half a fathom of water, with a sou’-westerly breeze, and the ship’s
compass pointing towards Baker Street. It was soon announced by the lar-

board watch on the look-out ahead that Southwark was heaving in sight on
thestarboard quarter ; and a signal havingbeen hoisted—abird’s-eye gules,
on a Bandanna argent—it was answered from the bridge by the national
variations of Lul4i-e-tee, executed by a juvenile baud accidentally in
attendance, arranged as a concerted piece for four windpipes. A salute,
consisting of several handfuls of gravel, was discharged from the bridge
as the barge passed under it ; and the juvenile band, with considerable
promptitude, ran to receive the craft at the other side with a renewal of the
popular air with which the first appearance of the barge had been greeted.

His civic Majesty then ileared &e pier, having carefully avoided the

aOGKS ABBAD,

and received the following address, which was read in a loud and impres-
sive style by the check-taker :

—

‘^The pier of Southwark, though of comparatively modem creation,
will yield to no member of the pierage in firmness to support the civic

throne, or to bear the weight of any responsibility your Majesty may
think fit to impose upon it.”

To the above address the Lord Mayor made the following gracious

reply :— If every pier were as firm as the pier of Southwark, the whole
of the river pierage might, indeed, be most implicitly relied upon.”

Having admired a marquee over the Southwark pier, his civic Majesty

!
was graciously pleased to command that the Southwark ]>iur should, izi

: honour of the said marquee, assume the title and dignity of a mari^ucss.

The barge having passed Blackfriars, the Temple pierage was the next

_

in order. The patent of pierage dates from a comparatively remote period,

! and the dignity was first conferred upon one of the elder Barges for some
* services rendered in landing some packages intended for William IV.,
; and convoyed through Messrs. Chaplin and Horne, the camiera. Hero,

I
unfortunately, a feuil happened to bo raging, for tlio dignity is hotly con-

I

tested by two parties, whoso retainers are stationed to enforce allegiance

from the passengers to that particular pier of which each is a partisan.

The Lord Mayor, declining to venture into the bosom ofa civil, or rather
most uncivil, war, gave a signal to the coxswain to keep the barge’s head
still to leeward, and having put up an umbrella to act as a gaff, which tlio

captain of the vessel said, if he had got, he should certainly like to hoist,

tlio craft went on at an improved pace towards Hungerford.
It would be tedious to accompany his Lordship on his visit to tlic whole

of the River Pierage ; and the civic authorities who wont with him would
have been of the same opinion if the vessel had not been liberally

victualled from the larder of the London Tavern.
Having regaled themselves freely with the wines, the Lord Mayor and

his guests came to the conclusion that the piers came doubly as far into

the river as they ought, that they shook about prodigiously with craziness,

and that they seemed to be turning round and round with the force of the
current. Upon these grounds the whole of tho river piers were univer-
sally condemned as nuisances, and tho following regulations were drawn
up on the spur of the moment—the said regulations having been subse-
quently put into the shape in which they appeared in the newspapers.
The following were rules drawn up immediately after the dinner,

which took place in the civic barge >

1st. That no pier shall be allowed to go beyond a certain length, and
that the lengths Lord Brougham goes to, as a peer, are greater than
ought to be permitted.

2nd. That every pier shall be of a certain thickness at the head, but
that no peer ought to be thicker in the head than Lord Londonderry.

3rd. That there should be a chain and a dx*ag ready on every pier, in
case of any one tumbling into the water, which, by the by, is very likely
to happen with a chain for everybody to trip over.

4th. That there shall bo holdfasts driven into every pier, to catch any
one who falls overboard—if, as lie is tumbling, it occurs to him that he
may as well stop halt-way down bcfoi'c he reaches the water.
The resolutions were here interrupted by a general chorus of “ We

won’t go home ’till morning,” and the Lord Mayor having vacated the
chair, the Aldermen presented sundry Heads,whichwere laid upon the table.

EDUCATIONAL HANDKERCHIEFS.
We have seen with considerable satisfaction that the schoolmaster has

been abroad even to the Bandaimas—or, in other words, that fine mora'
lessons are imparted through tlie medium of silk pocket handkerchiefs
Instead of the old unmeaning bird’s-eye pattern, by which the moueho%%
was formerly adorned,, we have a series of highly finished designs illustra
tive of “ great facts in reading, writing, or arithmetic. Science of even
description is now taught through the medium of the pocket handkerchief
and learning is thus thrust under the very nose of the public. Some were
inclined to think that pocket handkerchiefs applied to science, would b<
the means of giving it a very severe blow ; while others believed that th<
plan would be sure to succeed, for the public are easily led by the nose
and a great moral truth is never so well inculcated as when it is niceh
Trapped up in the folds of a silk pocket handkerchief. It is true thai
philosophy is not a thing to be sneezed at, and the Lights of the age mighi
stand a diance of being snuffed out, if the pupils took snuff while usins
the handkerchiefs on which the glorious coruscations of the luminary ir
question might be emblazoned. We are, however, happy to find that tht
experiment is to be tried, and we are enabled to state tliat a Primer hat
been prepared, in a series of two handkerchiefs, one in use and the othea
at the wash, according to the custom of most economical families.
A geography will be comprised in a set of four handkerchiefs, so that th<

student may wipe away the dust from his forehead with a map of hU
native land, and he will thus be able to keep England in his eye as long
he may find it convenient,

®

An arithmetical series will also be very interesting, and that this idea
can be carried out is easily proved by the fact that the pocket handker-
chief often served for working various lessons in Subtraction, some oi
'WJudi have required considerable ingenuity.
Law may also be inculcated in the same manner, and as it is often paid

for through the nose, it may surely be acquired through the pocket hand-
kerchief. We understand that the series will be placed under tiie super-

intendence of the editor of the Metropolitan Magazine^ who is likely to
produce a dry soft article, extremely well adapted to the purpose.
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THE AFFAIR AT TAHITI.

LL the following are nnpuhlislied proclamar

tions of tlie iFrench Commandant.
They were a few of the original drafts

from which he concocted the docu-

ments that were actually issued :

—

No. 1.—A French sentinel has had
his nose pulled in the night

;
perfidious

Albion has had a finger in it. The in-

habitants are warned against having
lights in their houses after dark. AU
candles must be extinguished at three

o’clock in the afternoon
; and any

stranger found in any house after gun-
fire, will subject the landlord to death,

and all the lodgers to banishment.

No. 2.—A French sentinel lias been
insulted. A blacking-bottle lias been

thrown at him
; and one Pritchard is believed to have been at

the bottom of it. The inhabitants must hold no communication with
each other after twilight. If anybody causes disturbances, everybody
is subject, not only to be shot dead, but to be arrested.

No. 3.—^Pritchard is taken ! Perfidious Albion is in the station-

house, in the person of her consul.

No. 4.—The inhabitants are prohibited from setting a light to any
thing—even a cigar—after gun-fire.

No. 5.—^Pritchard is to be waited upon by one servant, who is

not to speak to him. Glean clothes are to be conveyed to him once
a week, and his washing-bill is to be examined by the gendarme on
duty, and countersigned by the corporal. Pritchard is to put out
liis candle at gun-fire, and he must also put out his boots so that they
may be returned to him cleaned at sun-rise.

(Signed) D*AtrBiGiTY.

THE COMIC BLACKSTONE.

RATIONAL READINGS FOR GROVFN-UP PEOPLE.

The grand object of modem educational science is the instraction of

the asinine intellect. This is the great problem of which each new
hornbook professes to be a solution. Among various notable expedients

for the enlightenment of the dolt and the edification of the booby, is a late

invention, of a two-fold title, denominated Bational Keadmgs ” and
“ Elliptical Questions f* well known, we apprehend, to the world in

general, from having been ridiculed in the last Qtiarterly,

These "Readings” and "Questions” consist of sentences wherein a
word or phrase is omitted ; what such word or phrase, if inserted, would
have been, being obvious to the meanest, one degree above the idiotic,

capacity. As, for instance

—

“ Vinegar is , and sugar is sour.^
From this example (and it is a fair one) it will appear that about these

" Questions ” and “ Readings ” there is much more of the " Elliptic
”

than of the "Rational.”

Now, it has occurred to Punch, that this device, if not available for the

purpose of instruction, might yet be rendered conducive to that of amuse-
ment ; in the shape of what are called puzzles. His readers, no doubt,

will find themselves agreeably puz^ed to fill up the blauks iu the

ensuing :

—

The Income imposed upon the country by Sir Robert Peel, is a
heavy on the back of Bull.

Lord and Vaux has a in every pie.
“ Great cry and little^ should be the motto of the House of

Commons.
Me. Joseph Hume is always putting his in it.

Colonel Sibthorp never gets on his legswithout creating a at his

•own expense.

Whether or not the sense of the country brought Ministers " in,” ithas
certainly " found them .”

The boast of Old England are its " Wooden ” and white cliff’s,—

Young England is renowned for heads and—— wjustcoats.

If people may, without rebuke,

Call Wellington the " Iron ,”

Why then we safely may presume
The " Brazen Peer ” to term Lord—

The above " Rational Readings,” like the originals, will have probably
taught people nothing but what they knew before ; but if the facts con-

tained in them axe not very new, Punch verily bdieves they are

extremely true.

CHAPTER THE SIXTH.—OF ESTATES LESS THAN FREEHOLD.

Estates less than freehold are of three sorts : 1st, for years ; 2d, at will

;

and 3d, by sufferance.

An estate for years is where a man takes premises on a lease, which
may be for half a year, or even a quarter ; but still it is a lease for years,
because the law docs not take notice of anything less than a year—^for the
law has nothing to do with halves—never doing anything by halves—and
will not recognise quarters ; "for the law,” says Jones, "giveth quarter
to nobody.”
The law of England has a peculiar division of time

; 'and though the
old wags have said in the books, that " legal time shoudde bye ryghte be
sixe-eighte time—for thatte sixe and eighte pence be ye lawyer’s tee”

—

still the old wags have thrown no light upon the subject.

A year, says Cocker, consists of 365 days, except in leap-year, when
there are 366, but the 21st of Henry the Third merges the added day in

the day before ; so that, on the 28th of February, to-day is, in fact,

to-morrow, while the day after is, by act of Parliament, yesterday, for all

legal purposes. A month is either lunar or calendar ; but a mouth iu

law is lunar, unless otherwise expressed,—for there is a natural affinity

between law and lunacy. A day includes all the twenty-four hours, for

the law makes no distinction between day and night, but loveth the dark-
ness of the latter better perhaps than the light of the former.
We are however losing sight of an estate for years, which is often called

a term, because it must have an end or terminus ; but it might as well be
called a railroad, as far as that goes, because every railroad must have a
terminus.

Estates for years must also have a certain beginning and a certain end ;

but so must almost every thing, except a jack-towel, which has neither one
nor the other.

It is a settled principle of law, that an estate is a freehold if it is for

one’s own life, or for anybody else’s ; the latter being called in the sort

of Cockney French of the jurists, who probably picked it up at Boulogne
during the long vacatiou, an estate pur auter vie. But an estate for

1,000 years is only a chattel, and less than a freehold, which we can
hardly understand, unless the auter vie should be such another vie as that

of Mbthusaleh or Widdtcombe, but even then the estate for 1,000 years
would have a small majority in its favour.

A freehold must commence immediately and not in JuiurOs'becaxLse there

must be seisin ; but a lessee for years need not be seised, though his goods
may be seized, and probably would be seized if he neglected to pay the

rent of his premises.

A tenant for a certain number of years is not entitled to emblements,
because if he is fool enough to plant peas in February, and he is com-
pelled to march out of possession in March, he must leave the peas and
take the consequences. In the same way if he has sown wheat in June,

and is compelled to quit at Midsummer, he cannot reap the wheat, nor
reap the benefit to be derived from it.

An estate at will is where the lessor may kick out the lessee at pleasure;

as where A lets to B, and A changes his mind dii'ectly B has moved in

his goods, and A orders B to he off, and B, being merely tenant, at will,

is compelled to mizzle. It is evident that lessor gets the best of it in an
estate at will ; and, as to lessee,^^it is clear,” says Salreld, **the less he

has to do with such an estate, the better.’
’

An estate at sufferance is where a man is not actually kicked out, but is

clearly kick-out-able ; as if he has taken a lease for a year, and the year

has expired, and he either won’t or don’t go—he is a tenant at sufferance.

When, however, tenant at sufferance becomes insufferable, the landlord

must enter and oust him, or he will be guilty of laches, or neglect. But
if tenant locks himself in, the landlord can avoid laehes’—or latches—^by

forcing the bolts, after a regular process of ejectment.

By recent statutes an insufferable tenant at sufferance must pay double

rent if he refuses to go after regular notice, but if he has been in the habit

of paying no rent at all, the penalty will not be a very heavy one.

Bcalth of fhe llSetropolis.

There has been a good deal of Illness in the City, and some of the civic

dignitaries have not escaped. There have been some severe cases brought

on by an over indulgence in the luxury of gooseberry-fool during the early

part of the fruit season. Sir Peter Laurie has been among the principal

sufferers ; and, though the skill of his physician has succeeded in getting

rid of the gooseberry, the other part of the deleterious mixture, there is

reason to fear, is regularly implanted in the system.
^

THE BONDS OF FRIENDSHIP.

The Pennsylvanians have been shedding each other’s blood. This is the

last method they have adopted for “paying people offJ*'
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^HIS affair camo off on tho 3rd of August. It ivas arranged

that the party should go down by a wherry, though some of the

Ministers liave not been in the habit of rowing in the same boat on
ordinary occasions. BnouGUAM was not invited to be of the party,

but the Es:-chancellor had made up his mind to hook himself on to

their boat, in accordance with his usual custom. The particulars of

the White Bait Dinner itself would not be interesting. On the bill

being brought in there was a good deal of inferior joking on the sub-

ject of “passing it,” letting it “lie on the table,” and having it “read
again on that day six months.” The waiters of course were com-
pelled to laugh at these miserable specimens of ministerial wit, and
Sin James Giiaham even went so far as to let the document fall in

order that he might pun upon the circumstance by alluding to the

bill as one of the dropped bills of the session. Even the waiter was
unable to laugh at this exceedingly small wit, and the Home Secre-

tary was put down hy the general “ Oh ! oh ! oh !
” of the entire com-

pany. While the glass was circulating pretty freely the Premier
was called upon for a song, and he immediately hurst forth into the

following impromptu, written for him expressly to order, by the

only English Improvisatore
j

Come, list my lads, my jolly lads, and now without digression,

I ’ll sing the speech intended for the closing of the Session
;

To tell official secrets, p’rhaps, is like a raw beginner,

But isn’t this, in doable sense, quite an of-fish-al dinner.

With my whack row de riddle row, fol lol de la.

Chorus, With my whack, &c.

My lords and gentlemen, we’ve got her Majesty’s command^
To do what she is glad enough to get quite off her hands :

She wishes us to tell you all—at liberty you arc

To go where’er you )>lease ; indeed she docs not care how far.

With my whack, &c.

Chorus, With my whack, &c-

She thanks you for the industry that all of you have shown,

In doing many things (that p’rhaps were better let alone)^ *

The Acts she can’t enumerate— crowds they seem to rise,

But the best act you ’ve done, she thinks, was voting the Supplies*

With my whack, &c.

Chorus, With my whack, &c.

Your measures, many of them, p’rhaps, would approbation claim ;

But really she can’t recollect of one of them the name.

Something she heard about the law of Creditor and Debtor,

And said there ’s also been a fuss ’bout opening of a letter.

With my whack, &c.

Chorus. Withmy whack, &c.

[SpoTcen. And now I ’ll give you a Postscript, involving Her Majesty’s

private opinion on a certain point.]

But, by-tho-by, it just occurs the Session don’t end quite,

Until it’s known ifDan O’C.’s imprisonment is right

;

’Twixt you and me, it does appear particularly odd,

That while the point is still in doubt, the man is kept in quod.

With my whack, &c.

Chorus, With my whack, &c.

[The Song excited considerable laughter and applause, particularly

that part of it alluding to Sir James Graham and the Post-Office,

at which part of the song Lord Hawardex, the chairman, good-

humouredly “jerked him under the ribs.”]

PUNCH’S STATUTES IN LITTLE.

We perceive that a Bill has been printed to provide “ for the care and
preservation of Trafalgar Square.” We are happy in being able to give

a copy of this interesting Act of the Legislature :

—

PREAMBLE.
there is a place called Trafalgar Square, with a column in

the middle, to wit, the Nelson column ; and things to contain water on
each side, to wit, reservoirs : it is natural that the
boys should damage the Column, and cast missiles, to wit, orange peel,

into the things to contain water, to wit, the reservoirs :

^tlbr it is expedient that they should be prevented from
carrying on their games, to wit, having their larks, in the spot, to wit, the

place alluded to.

ENACTING CLAUSE.
it (l^rtCtEtr, by and with, &c,, Thaithe Commissioners

of Woods and Forests, to wit, the trustees of Regent Street, bo em-
powered to elect two individuals, to wit, Beadles, who shall from time to

time, and at all times, kick, whack, whallop, and otherwise pacify, all

hoys, urchins, lads, youths, children, adults, and others who may, in the

opinion of the said Beadles, do anything to deserve tlio kicking, whacking,

whalloping, and otherwise pacifying, as aforesaid :

And that the said Beadles shall be empowered to tan, dust, or trim the

hides or jackets of the said boys, urchins, lads, youths, children, adults,

and others.

Such are the words of the Act, which contains the usual clause,

providing for amendments being made in the present session ; and there

is also a sumptuary clause, stating the expense, with a fiscal section,

determining the salary of the Beadles, which will be a charge on the

consolidated fund, or paid out of the revenues of the duchy of Fad-
! dington.
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PUNCHES DEMONOLOGY. THE ERIGHTS OF THE BALLET-

are some persons who deny
the existence of Demons

;

hut Punch begs to assure
them that they are quite
wrong, for he has seen tliou-

sands with his own eyes. It
was but the other day that
he beheld some twenty
fiends, with horns, and tails,

and cloven feet, brandishing
torches, seize upon an Italian

f
mtlemaii of the name of
ouNASARi, and descend with

him bodily, in the midst of
fire and smoke, through the
floor, in the presence of a
large company of fashionable
people, to the great admira-
tion of the lookers-on. After
which a number of gay young
ladies, in short dresses and
spangles, came and danced
over the very spot, just as if

nothing had happened.
The Prince of Demons is

not, as has been erroneously
supposed, an old gentleman, but one under the middle age, and his name
is 0. Smith. Punch has seen him appear repeatedly ; but not of late.

At one time he used to be raised nearly every night, by a conjurer of the
name of Fitzball, at a place in the Strand, where another conjurer

was exhibiting his wonders. This demon takes many shapes, and has
several names, of which the most notorious are The Bottle Imp ”

and "The Flying Dutchman.”
The following are Demons of great celebrity :

—

1.

Zamiel.—This is a demon in the shape and attire of a huntsman.
He does not, however, wear cords and top-boots, nor what you would
exactly call a scarlet coat. His apparel consists of a great slouched hat
and feathers, a huge cloak, and buskins ; all of which, together with his

hands and face, are of one uniform red tint. He looks, in short, as if he
had been rolled in brick-dust or powdered red ochre. He has a particu-

larly large hooked nose, something like a Jew’s, which there is good
reason for believing to consist of paste-board ; and he wears his locks,

or rather his wig, for that is what it really is, very long, all down his

shoulders. He has been several times seen to throttle Herb Siaudiol,
and to carry away Messrs. H. Phillips and Paul Bedford to the in-

fernal regions. His apparition is generally accompanied by a gong, and
attended with a strong smell of brimstone and saltpetre. He seems par-

tial to snakes and skeletons, of which, on grand occasions, he has always
a lot surrounding him. His other names besides Zamiel are W. n.
Payne and Howell, under which he sometimes appears as Harlequin.

2.

Mephtsiofhzles.—The demon so named appears as a gallant of the
middle ages, in his Sunday best : with slashed sleeves and hose on, and a
little round cap with a cock’s-tail feather in it on the top of his head.
He looks very sly and sarcastic, an expression wliicli he owes to his eye-

brows being touched up and pointed with cork, and to a slight smudge of
paint, made by a hare’s foot on either cheek. The rest of his face is

deadly pale, except his eye-lids, round which also the hare’s foot has been
applied. He carries a little spit of a rapier at his side, and wears a slight,

peaked moustache on the upper lip. Sometimes he is seen as a dancing
devil, in the person of a little Frenchman.

3.

Asmobeus.—This is a little imp, otherwise called Wieland. He goes
hopping about on a couple of crutches, illustrating the academico-arith-
metical operation denominated " dot and go one.” He is a terrible devil

among the fair sex, to whom he plays the dancing-master, and with whom,
divers pranks, to the great diversion of the British Public.

Besides these, there are

—

Certain Witches, whose names are Meadows, Harley, and Compton.
A castle-haunting Spectre, now seldom seen, at least on this side of the

water.

A Ghost ; whose Christian-name is John and surname Cooper, and
who used to appear every Faster Monday, or Boxing nighty in the shape
of George BamwelL
A supernatural Statue on horseback, who nods and sings in his saddle,

accepts a libertine nobleman’s invitation to supper, and comes there

stalking on foot.

Other demons, witches, and spirits, there are, of less note, to be seen.

'The majority of them drink porter when they can get it i eat bread and
•cheese, provided they can earn it ;

which is not always : and smoke
more or less tobacco. Punch is sorry to say that they are mostly very

poor devils, in many cases with wives and families, and deserving much
to be pitied.

The announcement of a work on the subject of the Beauties of
the Opera has suggested to Punch the happy notion of a literary
undertaking, to be devoted to the Frights of the Ballet. Each
fright will be complete in himself, and four frights, stitched in. a neat
wrapper, will constitute a part, while a dozen frights done up in
cloth—though anything but lettered—will form a volume.
In order to put the very worst face possible upon the matter, we

commence our frights with Mons. Aplomb, who enjoys, it is said,
the countenance of the aristocracy. We are thus enabled to view
him under a new aspect, and to dwell on those features of his history
which are the most pleasing, if not the most prominent.
Aplomb is one of those artists who, instead of trusting to his face,

is content to stand upon his legs, and these have successfully carried
him to that position in public favour which he at present occupies :

his parents lavished hundreds on the tuition of his toes, which have
turned out exceedingly well

;
and it has been said of these toes, that

they have proved little fortunes to their lucky owner. Aplomb paints
passion with his pumps, and while others have their profession at
their fingers’ ends, this very popular Fright has his art at the points
of his toes, which can express all the noblest sentiments that are
capable of being embodied by the human ankle.

It has been sometimes objected to the feet of Aplomb, that they are
destitute of sole ; but this is not where the shoe really pinches. In
private life the Fright must be a very estimable man, for he is

evidently impressed with the idea that one good turn deserves
another, inasmuch as after one extraordinary pirouette^ he always
indulges in a second.

INELIGIBLE INVESTMENT.

The following extraordinary advertisement appeared in the Morning
Chronicle of Thursday last :

—

** Elephant fob Sals.—

A

fine male Elephant, very tame, is just axnved from
Calcutta, and is for sale.”

We anxiously looked to another part of the paper, expecting to find an
announcement of tiie arrival of Lord Ellenborough. Perhaps, however,
the advertisement is put out as a feeler, so that either party may make a
bid for the late Governor-General. The Tories have evinced a disposition
not to have him at any price. Whether the tamo elephant will sabmit to

be iguomlniously knocked down to the Whigs is nevertheless exceedingly
doubtful. We suspect he would turn, out a very bad lot to any one who
purchased him.

A NEW POSTMASTER GENERAL.
M. Conte, the Direcieur of the Poste at Paris, has published a report,

in which he states there is a person in his ofiSce who reads 3,000,000
letters every year. Now, if this person can read English only one half as
well, he is worth his weight in gold at St. Martiu’s-le-grand. Only
imagine. Sir James, what an invaluable co-operator that man would be to

you, who could devour—say 30,000 secrets a day !
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LORD WILLIAM LENNOXES
HEADINGS AND RECITATIONS FROM JOE MILLER.

RiDAY last, Willis's Rooms were crowded to hear
tlie opening lecture of Lord William Lennox,
who, we are happy to learn, proposes to give an
entire reading of Joe Miller. Nothing could
exceed the curiosity and enthusiasm of the au-
dience. Indeed, when we reflect on the peculiar
reputation which his Lordship has obtained from
his Tuft-Hunter—when the extraordinary con-
tents of that composition are duly considered—wc
cease to wonder at the applausive shouts that
yesterday hailed the lecturer's appearance.

His Lordship, having swallowed a little water
from a decanter before him, at once entered upon
his task. He showed himself wonderfully at home

in the antiquarian knowledge of every joke ; began with its birth, and
traced it throughout every part of its literary history—now shewing us

where it had gone to the playhouse, and now where to the bookseller’s.

The most effective part, however, of the performance, was his Lordship’s

recitations. Into these he seemed to throw his whole soul. His eye

flashed, his voice trembled, his form dilated ; and, indeed, he presented to

the imagination of the beholder a very lively hint of his Lordship’s

appearance, when, doubtless, inspired by the composition of the Tuft-
Hunter, Had he only grasped a pair of scissors, the resemblance must
have been perfect.

We cannot follow his Lordship through every jest of the immortal
Miller, but must content ourselves with dwelling on two or three,

recommended for quotation by their brevity. Lord William’s first :

—

HER MAJESTY'S ACCOUCHEMENT.

Punch has it in command to announce, that in celebration of the

Birth of the Infant Duke of York, Roast Beef and Plum

Pudding will be distributed ou Sunday next to the inmates of every

Poor Law Union throughout the kingdom.

Vieant JRegina ct Princepi,

A DUPLICATE.
Mr. Faber, in a fit of temporary derangement, has destroyed his

“ speaking-machine.” If ho repent the rash act, wo advise him to take
out a patent for Lord Brougham, sending in his speeches as the List of
Specifications.

THE PAUVRE I.ISTE CIVILE

!

Louis Phillifpe is coming over in Septemher. We hope the
Mendicity Society will give him a hospitable reception.

**A man was once carrying a hare along Fleet Street, when Dban Swipt atopt him,
and, in. his waggish manner, asked, * Friend, is that your own hair or a wig f ’ **

Lord William read this with exquisite delicacy. He began the passage
in a light colloquial tone, rising in purpose as he came to Dean Swift.

I His pause betweenthe words ** asked ” and ^‘friend,” shewed the student

of the human heart
;
and the deep, not loud, and absorbing chuckle with

which he rolled out or a wig 1
” caused a sensation much more easily

conceived tlian described. We proceed to a second example :—

>

“Two fHcnds once met, one with a very short coat on. * How now, Jack? * said one,
'your coat is much too short for you I

’—'That may be,' answered the wag, ' but it will
be long enough before I get another.* ’*

Lord William here produced a startling effect. The artistic way with
which he for some time coaxed the joke, until he sent it cracking among
the audience, was—tremendous. Reading the third :

—

“ Gabiuge was once passing by, when one chimney-sweeper cried to another, * Jack,
that *8 a player.*—* Hush 1* cried the second sweep, * you dorft know whatyou may come
to yourself 1

We have heard much of public recitations, but we never heard any-
thing equal to Lord William’s **HushI” It went point-blank to the
hearts of his hearers ; and the half-jocose, half-moralizingway with which
he gave the reproof of the sweep, did equal honour to the speaker’s heart
and head. Our next quotation must be poetical.

“The witty Chablks the Second having asked Loed Rochrstbe how he would
write his epitaph, the waggish nobleman Immediately answered as follows;—

* Here lies our sovereign, Cizables the King,
Whose word no man r^es on

;

Who never said a foolish thing,
And never did a wise one.’

”

Lord William’s recitation of this was probably his crowning triumph.
His Lordship has evidently exquisite ears for verse. There was a sweet
gravity in his intonation of the first line—a deepening feeling in the
second and third—and a solemnity of manner in his delivery of the fourth,
that took our heart and imagination right away to a place of tombs. Like
the writings of Jeremy Taylor, the verse, under the treatment of LordWiLLiAM, seemed to smell of the grave. But doubtless the heart of the
speaker was touched by the recollection of the virtuous Charles ^the

great progenitor of the illustrious house of Lennox—illustrious in the
field, the senate, and the Betting Ring. This may reasonably account for
the emotion of the reciter.

We are happy to state that the audience were numerous and more than
respectable. We noticed among the visitors the Duke op Cambridge,
who seemed to relish the culinary jokes with all the gusto of the House
of Bruuswick ; Sheriff Moon ; Silk Buckingham, with his Sancho.
Gkorge Jones ; Tom Thumb

j Mr. Osbaldiston, of the Victoria, and
others of equal celebrity.

These readings by Lord William present a curious anomaly, when we
think of the deserted condition of our playhouses. Here is a man who,
by his unassisted genius, attracts a large audience to hear the reading of
jokes, when the same things in new ” comedies and farces, with all the
adjuncts of rouge, wig, wardrobe, and scenery, are spoken to empty
benches. Verily, it is a strange public I

COMFORTABLE LODGINGS.
iND Mb. Punch,

I A.M a promising, amiable, and rather a
fine young man, of about fivc-and-twenty years of
age ; but alas 1 I have every reason to believe
that there is a horrid conspiracy against my life,

for ever since the Introduction of tlie Polka into
Great Britain I have undergone a series of tor-
tures that must ultimately cause my premature
death. My occupation being a sedentary one, 1
am obliged to bo engaged nearly all day in my
study, which is at the hack of my family mansion,
and in this hot weather it is very necessary to sit

with tire windows open
;
the same cause I suppose

induces all my neighbours to adopt the same means of cooling themselves.
Well J that is all right and proper ; but, my dear Punch, in every house
near me there are some four or five very pretty girls : all of these very
pretty girls seem to have grand pianos, and they, one and all, play that
inf

, no, THAT Polka. Now, added to all this, si.x of my sisters liave
just come to spend thej day with my wife, and they too, have all brought
Polkas; so that I am afraid by four o'clock or thereabout I shall be
defunct—miserably—cruelly—Polka’d to death. Do, Punch, pray do
step forward and use your powerful influence to put a stop to this pre-
sent « Great Plague of London.” There—there it goes again, and
Good Heaven ! Balfe’s “ Marble Halls ” (which I hate) bag broken
out in Great Ormond Street. 1 am nearly mad I

Yours, distracted,

Beethovrn Weber Smith,

RAILWAY INTELLIGENCE.

^
The Kensington and Wormwood Scrubs Little Western and No* Junc-

tion Railway remains as per last. A servant of all work has been engaged,
who takes a pride in scouring the wooden sleepers and black-leading the-
rails throughout the enthe line every Saturday. The clerk is still enjoying
his otium cum dignitate. He seems fully impressed with the truth that
“the post of honour is a private station,” and the Kensington station
being a very private one, the honour of the post is quite undeniable.
We understand that the Directors have it in contemplation not to run

their carriages at any^ particular hour, but to allow the public to hire a
carriage and an engine for a run up and down the line at so much per
hour.

^
The plan is to be the same as that adopted at livery stables, and a

board is already being painted, announcing, “ Neat engines by the day or
hour.” Parties wishing to bring their own coke will bo permitted to do-
so, and they can have hot water supplied them by tlie company.

Printed by William Bradbury, of No. C, York Place, Stoke Newinftton, and Frederick Mullet Evane,
rf No. 7, Church Rx>w, Stoke Newinjston, both in the County of Middleaax, Printen. at their
Office m Lombard Street, in the Precinct of Whitefrian, la the City of London, aad publiabed by
Joeeph Smith. Publisher, of No. St. John's Wood Terrace, St. John's Wood Road. Regent's Park,
in the County of Middlefe*, at the Office. No IW. Strand, in the Parish of St. Clement Danes. In
the County of MiddleMx.—SaTunDAT, Acquit 10. 184«.
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PUNCHES COMPLETE LETTER-WRITER.

LETTER XIII.

FROM A YOUNG GENTLEMAN, JOESIROUS OF ENTERING THE ARMY,
TO HIS GUARDIAN.

My dear Sir,

In our last conversation, you more tlian Hnted at tlie

necessity of my making choice of a profession. I have again and
again considered the important subject, and am at length resolved.

Yes ; 1 have made my election—I will become a soldier. I have
looked about me, I trust dispassionately ;

I have weighed and
counterweighed idl other things with the sword, and found them as

nothing to the glorifying steel. Do not believe, sir, that Iam biassed

in my judgment by the outward show and ceremonious parade of

military life ; no, sir, although 1 can well believe that they have a
false influence on the youthful mind, I nevertheless trust that I have
too well benefited by your philosophy to confound the noble profes-

sion of arms with its holiday blazonry—^its review-day splendour.

The mere human clod may turn from the plough, beckoned by the

flattering ribanda of the recruiting-sergeant—the clown’s heart may,
to his astonishment, beat to the beating sheepskin,* and so beguile

him into the ranks—^but, sir, I trust that education has taught me a
truer valuation of things, enabling me to consider the profession of a
soldier in its abstract glory, in its naked loveliness. I look only

at the wreath of Cassar, and care not for the outward splendour

of his legions.

Oh, sir, when I read the career of conquerors, I have a strauge

belief that I was horn to be a soldier ! 1 feel such a sympathising
throb of heart at the achievements of an Alexander, that

all other pursuits, save that of arms, seem to me poor, frivolous,

and unworthy of the highest dignity of human nature. To me, sol-

diers appear the true lords of the earth
;
and other men, however

rich, but as mere greasy serfs-*creatures with their souls dwelling

darkly in money-bags. The game of war is a pastime for gods, and
man is sublimated by its exercise. And then death—death in the

bed of glory—^with a whole country weeping over our ashes ! is not
that a prospect, sir, to quicken the blood of youth, and intoxicate

the brain with the sweetest, the noblest draughts of ambition ? And
then, sir, the laurel, flourishing in everlasting green, and circling onr
memory for ever

!

Nevertheless, should you wish me to delay the purchase of a com-
mission for a few months, 1 trust you will permitme to visit Germany
this autumn to witness the reviews. It is said that the troops ex-
pected to assemble will be the flower of the world. I know not, too,

how many thousands. What a sublime spectacle ! In their different

uniforms—with their banners, their artillery, and their leaders—
many of them with the history of the last wars cut in scars upon
their bodies ! I do not think the woiid can show a nobler sight. So
superhuman in its power—so awful in its beauty

!

And now, sir, having freely communicated to yon my desire to en-

ter the army, permit me to assure you that I shall devote my entire

soul to the study of my duties as a soldier. They have I know their

severity : but have they not also their rewarding sweetness ? Yes,
sir, for how delicious must it he—the heat and fury of the battle

over—to solace the wounded, to ^nrotect the helpless ! In those

moments the noblest emotions of our common nature must be
awakened ; they must repay the warrior for toil, privation, suffering

unutterable. Yes, sir—to know that in such an hour we are lessen-

ing the anguish of a fellow-creature must for a time elevate us
beyond the common impulses of poor humanity.

Anxiously awaiting your reply—^and with it, as I fondly believe,

your consent

—

I remain, your affectionate ward,

Arthur Baytwig.

P.S. Do not think, my dear sir, that the opinions of a certain

young lady, who has always declared she would marry no one but

a soldier, have had the least influence upon my determination.

No, sir ; not the least, I assure you.

LETTER XIV.

ANSWER OF THE GUARDIAN TO THE YOUNG GENTLEMAN.

My Dear Authur,
1 thought more highly of your discrimination. 1 believed

that yon knew me better 8ian to make so foolish a proposition.

My opinions on war and its instruments are, I know, not the opinions

of the world ; it would save the world—I am vain enough to think

—

much guilt, much misery, if they were so.

You, doubtless, believe your letter the result of an honest en-

thusiasm
;
and yet, to my fancy it is nothing more than the folly

of a hoy, who, unconscious of his prompter, writes with a fiend

dictating at his elbow. Yes, my boy, a fiend; he is too often

busy among us—one of the vilest and most mischievous demons
of aU the brood of wickedness. To be sure, he visits men not in

his own ‘name—oh no ! he comes to them in the finest clothes

and under the prettiest alias. He is clothed in. gay colours

—

has yards of gold trimming about him—a fine feather in his cap

—silken flags fluttering over him—music at his heels—and his

lying, swindling name is—Glory. Strip the thing so called, and
how often will you find the abhorred nakedness of a demon. Be
assured of it, fife and drum make the devirs choicest music, lie

blows and beats—for, being a devil, he can do this at the same time
—^and makes the destructive passions of men twist and wriggle in

the hearts of even peaceful folk, and with the magic of his tattoo

drives them on to mischief. You know, people, say I have strange,

violent thoughts. 'Well ! I think every sheep whose skin is turned

into drum-parchment, has been sacrificed not to the gods but devils.

You tell me that you are smitten with glory in the abstract—with

its naked honour. Pooh 1 like a poor-souled footman, you are

content to take the blows for the fineness of the livery.

You say, that when you read the history of conquerors, you yearn

to become a soldier. Well, I dispute it not ; there have been men
made soldiers by tyranny and wrong, whose memories may, like

the eternal stars, shine down upon us ; these men may be envied.

But I, too, have read the lives of conquerors ;
and, as I live, they

no more tempted me to emulate them, than the reading of the

Newgate Calendar would make me yearn to turn foot-pad or

house-breaker.

At best, soldiers are the evils of the earth. The children ofhuman
wrong, and human weakness. Understand me, I would not have

men ground arms, and, with quaker-like submission, cry “ friend” to

the invader. Nevertheless, do not let us prank up a dire necessity

with all sorts of false ornament, and glorify wholesale homicide. You
say war is the pastime of gods. Homer tells us as much. And pretty

gods they were who played at the sport I In my time, I have known
many men who, for very humbly imitating them in some of their

amusements, have died on the gallows or withered on board the

hulks. I trust the time will come when it will bring as great shame

to men to mimic Mars, as it now deals upon the other sex to imitate

Venus.
Yon talk gliblyenough ofthe bed ofglory. What is it 1 Ahattle-field,

with thousands blaspheming in agony about you 1 Your last moments

sweetened, it may be, with the thought that somewhere on the field

lies a bleeding piece of your handiwork—a poor wretch in the death-

grasp of torture ? Truly, that is a bed of greater glory which is

surrounded by loving hearts—byhands uplifted in deep, yet cheerful

prayer. There are thoughts, too—it is my belief—better, sweeter far

than thoughts of recent slaying, to help the struggling soul from out

its tenement.
You talk, too, of the nation’s tears ! In what museum does the

nation keep her pocket-handkerchiefs I Depend upon it, nations that

love to fight, are not-the nations that love to weep. I grant it ; many
a fine, simple fellow, has died in the belief of being wept over by his
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country, who has nevertheless been shaxnefully defrauded of his dues.

My dear boy, never sellyour life for imagiiiary drops of water. And THE Ml N ISTERS^ HO LIDAY LETTERS,
then YOU rave about laurel—^an accursed plant of fire and blood. . . «

Count up all the crowns of CiESAR,aud for tho honest, healthful ser- Txie following holiday letter, written m consequence of the

vice of man,are they worth one summer cabhage? approaching vacation, has been forwarded by bin Kobe it Peel

You would wish to see the German review—you think it so nohle to his lamworth constituents, whom he has always regarded as his

a sight ^ Be assured, if you can teach your eyes to look through political parents :

the spectacles of truth, there cannot be a sadder, a more rueful « deaii Parents,
exhibition—one reflecting more upon the true dignity of human « I write with much pleasure to let you know that our

nature—one more accusatory of the wisdom and goodness of man— vacation will commence next week, when I hope to see you in good

than thousands of men dressed and harnessed, and nicely schooled for health.

the destruction of their fellow-creatures. All their finery, all their « j think you will be satisfied with my progress, and though I

trappings, are to me but the gimcrackery of the father of wickedness, have not been fortunate enough to get many good marks, I have liad

In my time, I have seen thousands of soldiers drawn up, with a ^ very few crosses.

bright sky shining above them ; and I have thought them a foul mass « x have had some very hard h'rench lessons in the course of tlic

—a blot—a shame upon the beautiful earth—^an affront to tlie year, and I have got a very difficult one for my holiday task,

beneficence of heaven ! But then, I have odd thoughts—strange j)ut I shall do all I can to beat aster Guizot.
opinions. « I have got on very well with my arithmetic, though at the

You say it will he sweet, the battle over, to solace the wounded, beginning of the half year I Jiad a good deal of trouble with compound
My dear boy, it will be sweeter far not to begin the battle at all. It fractions. I have tlirown off weights and passed ineasun^s

;
hut

may be very humane to apply the salve after you have dealt the x have skipped coiTi-moasure, because of its being so very difficult,

gash,—but surely it would be better wisdom, truer humanity, to « geography has given me a good deal of trouble, particularly

inflict no hurt. And, in time, men will learn this truth ;
they are India, which I nearly got punislied for, through the fault of another

learning it; and as I would not see you in a profession which I boy named hlLLENuottoucn. But IjIllenijorougu has been turned
trust is speedily becoming bankrupt, you will never, with my consent, back; and now that ho is out of tho class, we go on a great deal

purchase into the army.
Your affectionate friend,

Benjamin Allteace.

THE RAILWAY MORAL CLASS BOOK.
BY THE BISHOP OF LONDON.

Jllorah for the First Class. 1 Morafsfor the Second Class, I Storalsfor the Third Class,

better.
“ I have not spent all my money, but have got a largo surplus ;

which Mil. Bull, my master, says is much more praiseworthy than
what was done by those naughty boys, Master Melbourne, Mas-
ter Monteagle, and Master Russell, who spent all the money
they had, and got into debt very much besides.

“ In my drawing, I have done very little
; but I have got a good

many pretty designs, and 1 hope next lialf year to finish them.
^ Our Vacation will end at the usual period

; and

I remain, my dear parents,
" Your affectionate offspring,

“ Robert Peel,”

FROM LORD ABERDEEN.

In order to show the proficiency he has acquired in French, Lord
Aberdeen has written his holiday letter in that language.

lies cliers "Parens^

^ Je heureux (I am happy) dc runs dire (to tell you),

que notre suintes jours (that our holy-days) sont hien d la waiti (are

very near at hand). Peerit celui ci Icitre (t write this letter) eii

Francais (in French) en ordre de rous montrer (in order to show you)

Gomme j\d ohtenu en avant (how I have got on) diois man Francais (in
Mo^jor enea^rs^ ^u^s, aiorau.jor,nyn^.^,ass,

French). Pui cw im dur tirage (I havo had a hard pull)

master Gui^oV) guiamayidMhiLJudur
all days of the veek. An thia Class to do the same heinous crime. They are (who has tried deuced hard) ^cltenir le mieux de •nm (to get the better
act which is moral on Mon- thing every day; so that a meanly clod, and live upon \ r • nas-nree-restant-deboat (I think not-with-fita.Tld-^nIr^
days, Tuesdays, Wednes- perfect system of morality a coarse kind of food. ToU Ot ,me;. crow, tumK, noc-wiin-staiia-mg;,

days,Thursdays,andFridays, would prohibit them from and hardship are their pox^ que je seraw un alllimette {tilfit 1 sliaU be a match) ^07/r lui (for him),
w moral also on Sundys. Sunday travelling. Many of tion during the week, and allant (he is not going) de fuire un foil de moi (to make a fool
The reason 18, that this class them go to Uolborn and the enjoyment on the Sunday . \ tj ^ j

b j
zi *1 i i \

employs the best tailors. City for their clothes, dine would make them discon- of loae), II sne pi'etid pour une jean am (he takes me for a jackass),
eats toe best food, drinks upon two courses, andean- tented with their lot. The mcdsje suis ricn de VespecG (but I am nothing of the sort),
the best wines, in short, not afford Hock, Claret, and Third Class of railway pas- t, m , * / t

°
t , k

Uvea the best; and lastly Champagne, or even good sengers is formed of the in- i Oltyottrs, Wie® c/wrs (always, iny dear parents),Uvea the best; and lastly Champarae, or even good sengers is formed of thein-
and especial^, pays the Port ana Sherry. However, ferior classes, and not being
highest Bure of all the three on the whole, they arc pretty respectable, no respectwhat-
Classes. Moreover, being respectable. Thus, for the ever should be shown to its

accustomed to amuse them- transnession, the rigid rule inclinations. Its fare is no-
selves all the ux days of of right may be relaxed, and thing like an atonement for
the week, it would be cruel they may be permitted to tlie crime in question. The
to deprive them of reereatiou travel on Sundays; but they Legislature, therefore, has

Votre affeedon^c soldi (your affectionate son),

Logen d^Alter (Aberdeen).”

FROM SIR JAMES GRAHAM.

business to travel on San>
day as on any other.

are to understand this per- acted very improperly in DEAR pAPA AND MaMA,
“>

availing themselves ofic is by and the statute, if possible, Dext week.
I
no means to be approved of. should be evaded. <«! am sorry to say that my master. Mu. John Bull, is not

_ _ pleased with me, and I have been in a great deal of disgrace about

my letters.

[•HE SPEAKER OP THE HOUSE OF COMMONS. “I hope when I go back to school I shall bo a better boy, and I—— remain,

hat the Session is over, that a Testimonial ought **My dear Parents,

iaker of the House of Commons, as an expression ^ Your uudutiful, but repentant, child,

is unprecedented sufferings this year ; for if it " Jamies Graham.”

A TESTIMONIAL TO TEE SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE OF COMMONS.

We really think, now that the Session is over, that a Testimonial ought **My dear Parents,
to be presented to the Speaker of the House of Commons, as an expression ^ Your uudutiful, but repentant, child,

of public sympathy for his unprecedented sufferings this year ; for if it " Jamies Graham.”
be true, that there is nothing so fatiguing as having nothing to do, what
must it be to wateh six hundred people, night after night, doing nothing

"

for six months in the year ! 'We propose that the testimonial consist of NOTICE OF MOTION.
a handsome night-cap, with an air cushion and pillow; a warming-pan, and Early in the ensuing Session a return will be moved for, (we believe
a copy of ^ Sleep at Will,” to enable the Speaker to pass future Sessions by Colonel Sibtiiorp,) of the number of words eaten by lion. Members
in greater comfort and repose. from the cominencemeut to the conclusion of tlie present Session.
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MIGRATION OF THE ITALIAN SINGING BIRDS.

^HE migration of the Italian Singing ^Birds from
this country is about a month antecedent to that

of the martins and swallows, but nearly simultaneous
with that of the swifts, or squealicrs, to which last-

named genus they thus present an analogy in more
respects than one.

The swallows and martins, previously to their
departure, collect, with much twittering, on the tops
of bouses or trees, in large flocks, for the purpose,
apparently, of practising flying before they set out.

The Italian Singing Birds, also, not without much
chattering and twittering, collect themselves, when
about to migrate, in the flrst-class train of one of
the great railways. This takes tliem into the pro-
vinces, where they collect something beside them-
selves. Other birds of passage have by this time of
the year abandoned their nests

;
not so these, who

labour at the feathering of theirs unceasingly.

A brief account of the principal of these interest-

ing warblers will not, perhaps, he unacceptable to
the reader

THE LABLACHE.

This is a very fine bird, not only considered with

reference to the fine feathers, or state of feather,

wliich he appears in, but, taken aUogether, for the

combined power and richness of his song he is un.

rivalled ; and his singing, it is worthy of rem^k, is

much less frequently interfered with by the pip and
other ailments than that of the generality ofhis tribe.

He is a bird that can sing, and will sin^, never re-

quiring any compulsion to make him sing. He is

distinguished by great capacity of chest, exceeded

only by that of an inferior region, and of the upper

story, or head, which has evidently a great deal in it,

to judge from the scope of his abilities. His general

habits may be represented as easy. He may often

be seen sunning himself in Regent Street, or sailing

down Waterloo Place. Birds of this class feed

generally on macaroni, ravioli, and similar kick-

shaws ; and their drink is mostly acid and meagre :

hut we strongly suspect the individual under con-

sideration ofbeing addicted to beef and padding, and
doubt if he would object to ale.

THE GHISI.

Among Italian Singing Birds the female is equally

musical, to say the least, with the male. The song

of the Grisl is remarkable for its variety, strength,

and sweetness. The habits of the Gnsi, what

we have been enabled to glean respecting them, seem

to be those of a bird that contrives, in a considerable

measure, to enjoy its own existence. 'Whether rising

with the lark is one of them, or not, we do not know,

"but we are certain that singing with it is ; for the

Ghrim may undoubtedly be said to vie with the lark,

or^ even the nightingale, in singing. The Griai is

evidently a bird of a kind disposition, and susceptible / V j
of affection and attachment ; butwe should conjecture \ | \

that she would be apt to peck if ruffled. The kind ^ ^
of food best adapted for this very fascinating song- I
stress is to be obtained at M. Verev’s.

J |

THE FOKNASARI. f
ThePornasari,webelieve,flrst visited these shores i T

in the Spring of 1843. This is a large well-pro-
|

portioned bird, standing no less high on his own r.i i, ui iTrtj

private supporters or legs, than he does in the esti- ^ ff

mation of his public supporters. He is remarkable ^ ^ ^
for a tufted or beard-like appendage to the lower -

mandible or chin. His song is much prized, being P
considered to be in no sense inferior to that of the

t \ • I

Tambubini; to which, by many indeed, it is pre.
'Cr*- -v I

ferred. This bird is occasionally to be seen in £-
the Quadrant. His habits are not generallyknown ; _

but there is no reason to suppose that they are
^

otherwise than generic; and it is probable that, i
'

7— -
with a good cook, he might be fed and reared with- 7 :

^

out difficulty.

THE PERSIANI.
—

E
This delightful warbler is very highly esteemed

“ ‘ —
_

j

for the delicacy, flexibility, and mingled ease and — —— —
brilliancy of execution which characterise her strain, : - ^
which is a term that perhaps we are^wrong in - - —HZ,

using, as she sings apparently without the slightest —
effort. Her principal habit' is that of walking iu^ .

her sleep, a peculiarity which, as she sings divinely ^
during this state of somnambulism, has procured her r:;:^

EAYEffiRKET
a great reputation. rr.

A very pleasant vocalist. He is now regarded as _J .§? j:^ ‘! -J.f

an efficient substitute for the Rubine, to whose note,

his own, in point of quality, is somewhat similar. ^ ^
He differs, however, from the latter bird, in sin^ng, "

X.«rilfTlT~
^

like a good bullflnch, the airs which lie has acquired
j

without any admixture of certain native wood-
\

^
notes wild” which, however well enough in their = ^ .f

way, are no embellishment to such music as

Mozabt’s. We lately had the pleasure of hearing

him deliver " 7Z mio iesoro ” with very commendable : -HZ' > I

fidelity. He is in the habit of being frequently "Ilgi "

encored ;
which is the only habit that our knowledge

enables us to ascribe to him.
_ ^

^ - - —

^

So highly are these Italian Singing Birds prized

that many of them fetch, on an average, fifly pounds
. , . , *

a night for a mere performance. The sum that would he requured to buy one of them up

altogether, would he enormous. Whether it is the length of John Bull’s ears, which causes

bim to pay BO dearly for their gratification, we do not know. Would he give as much to

relieve the National ffistress I Perhaps ; if it: were set to music, and sung at the Italian

Opera I
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THE COMIC BLACKSTONE. MUSIC FOR RAILWAYS.

CHAPTER VII.—OF ESTATES UPON CONDITION,

ERE we come to Estates upon
Condition—which are sometimes
estates that are sadly out of con-

dition, and must be considered as

estates that a man may call his

own if lie can, but if not be
mustn’t.

An estate on a condition implied

by law, is where a man has a
grant of the oflice of beadle—the

implied condition attached to

which is that he do act as beadle^

or he might he ousted by the

grantor and his heirs for ever.

Thus the Beadle of Golden Sc^tiaro

runs after imaginary hoys at least

twice a^day, in order to fulfil tho
condition on which his office is

held ; for if he did not maUe some show of this sort, the cane would
become a mere badge of indoleuce, roiiderod more conspicuous by autho-
rity. This would come under the head of iion-uscr, for which any public
office would be forfeited ; and a beadle, having nothing to do, often
walks an applewoman oft’ to the station-house, lest, by non-user,he may be
considered useless, and lose his appointment.
On tho principle of either non-user or mis-uaer, all forfeitures of estates

proceed—as if a man had taken a house for a few years, and be has the im-
pudence to call it his own freehold and sell it, he incurs a forfeiture of his
lease—“ which is,” says Coke, « the leotsed punishment that can he given
him.” Felons used to forfeit their estates, hut as they often got better
estates in New South Wales, it did not signify. The law was therefore
altered, and tlie descendants of felons may now take—whatever they can
gef^ from their worthy ancestors.
An estate on a condition expressed will he understood at once, by

reading the words, and taldng them to mean what they say—^which in a
legal definition is very unusual.
Some conditions are void ;—1st. If they are impossible, as if an estate

be given to Lord Brougham, on condition that lie keeps himself out of
mischief. This would be clearly an impossible condition, and Brougham
would have the estate. Here tho law is at variance with its geiiei'al
principle, for while it req[uires impossibilities in many cases, it doth in
this instance set its face against them. 2ndly. A condition is void if it is
against the law. As, if an estate ho granted to B., on condition that he
do stick a hill on the gate of Buckingham Palace—this condition would be
void, and B. need not stick the hill, hut he would take the freehold.
Some estates on condition are held in pledge, as where a man borro%vs

£200, and grants an estate of £20 a year till it is paid, after which the
estate is at an end—and this is called a Welsh mortgage. Why it should be
called Welsh is a puzzler, for it has nothing Welsh about it, any moro than
a Welsh Wig op a Welsh Rabbit. Next comes a mortgage

—

mort-gage, or
dead x>lcdge—called dead, because the estate is dead to the mortgagor if he
does not look alive and pay off his mortgage in good time. A mortgagor
has, however, the equity of redemption, which is the privilege of taking
his estate out of pawn, by paying up the principal and interest at any
time within twenty years after the mox*tgage6 has taken possession ; so
that mortgagee is kept for twenty years in a precious state of uncertainty
as to whether he shall say Mine own is not mine own,’' which is ex-
tremely possible.

The^owr estates on condition are estates by statute merchant, statute
staple, and elegit. The two former ai’e intended to benefit commerce

;

but M they axe nearly obsolete, we leave it to commerce to make what it

A*' estate by elegit is where a plaintiff occupies and enjoys
naff the defendant s lands and tenements, as if defendant has a two-stall
stable, and plaintiff turns a horse into one of the stalls; or if the former
has a lot of chickens, and the latter takes by elegit every alternate egg
tlxat may be laid m the poultry-yard. This troublesome sort of estate
may he ended by the payment of the debt that gives rise to it. Those
estates axe chattels and no freehold, so they go to the executor instead of
to the heir, though, by a little alteration in tlie spelling, these estates may be
said to go to the 7^%r or air, for property of all lauds will vanish in tenues
auraSf when the lawyers once get a hand in it

SPORTING INTELLIGENCE.
Tom PiTHET, the juvenile pet of Leicester Square, undertook for a

trilirag wager to knock at four doors, ring three bells, get up behind two
coreiagea, ^d leap over six street posts within a quarter of an hour. He
got through the knocking very cleverly, and had proceeded as far as the

th^*Stati”^H
interrupted the sport by carrying him off to

We understand that the Electro-Telegraph is to be further improved
by the tuning of tho wires on tho same principle as the guitar or fiddle-

string. A celebrated composer has been requested to furnish a series of
airs, so that the correspondence kept up between tho stations may be of
a musical character.
Wc have much pleasure in giving our aid to this admirable idea by

writing some of the poetry, which is quite at tho service of tho Great
Western Railway, if paid for by tho Line, that is to say, if the Line will

give a fair price for it.

The following is intended as a duct between the Kensington and the
Great Western Railways :

—

Air—“ Isttbells.**

KENSINGTON.
stay, only stay, whore our rails uniting,

Will let us join your ti-aiii

;

Why, all our humble efforts rudely slighting,

Still treat us with disdain ^

Our passengers at Wormwood Scrubs alighting,

Are doomed there to remain ;

’Tis not well ! ’tis not well I *tis not well

!

Unless a fresh engine we borrow,
Truth to toll ! truth to tell ! truth to tell

!

At the Scrubs they must stay till to-moi*row.

Ah me

!

great western.

Stow, prithee, stow your sad entreaties,

To them we can’t attend ;

Our train, you know, direct and fleet is

Unto its journey’s end.
The lot of passengers by you wo meet is

Scarce worth your wliile to send.
But some day I hut some day ! but some day !

Good fortune the capital sending.
It will pay ! it will pay I it will pay^
By to Kuightsbridge your railway extending.

Ah me

!

! THE WARNER INVENTION
The excitement occasioned by tho bare possibility of Captain Warner

getting a good sum for blowing up the British navy, lias set all the small
maritime geniuses to work, and otfci’S are pouring in upon tho Treasury
from all directions to shiver ships to atoms at reduced prices.
A civil engineer at Jersey has w'ritten up to town to say he shall be

very happy to blow-up something small upon very moderate terms—and
he prtiposcs to smash a bargo for 120/., so that, we presume, he would
annihilate skiffs and wherries at proportionately low charges.

If money is to be really given to these explosive gentlemen, Punch
does not see why he should not have his chance,and he therefore proposes
to blow-up that crazy old funny—Brougham,—for any sum that tho
achievement may he thought entitled to. Punch is aware that the diffi-

culty about placing confidence in Captain Warner's blowing-up arose
from the suspicion that there was a communication between the blower
and the blowee—a doubt which could not arise in the case of Fumcix and
the old funny Brougham.

^ SRosal <!DfrtuIar.

The following is a faithful copy of the lithographed circular the Duke
DE Bordeaux has been sending to the difiereut capitals in and out of
Europe :

—

** The Duke de Bordeaux begs respectfully to inform the Courts of
Europe, Asia, Africa, Van Diemen’s Land, and America, that he has for
the present retired from the profession of royalty, and is now carrying on
business of a private nature at Goritz, under tho title of * Crahbord
ET COMPAGKIB.’ The Duke de B. returns his most grateful thanks to tho
public in general, and the Carlists in particular, for the liberal patronage
he has hitherto been honoured with ; and hopes, under his new auspices,
to bo favoured with a continuance of the same. Orders from any of the
crowned heads executed at the shortest notice, and the smallest contribu-
tions most thankfully received. State secrets bought up in any quantity,
and matrimonial offers answered per return of post.

ft j^o connexion with the Orleans firm of * Louzs-Philippe & Co***

AN EXTINGUISHER FOR ALEXIS.
There is a youth at the Adelaide Gallery, so exceedingly clairvoganif

when he is in the mesmeric state, that he can actually see into the middle
ofneat week.
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THE BURNS* FESTIVAL.-" REPENTANT” SCOTLAND,

August S, Bmh of Hfie Doon,

^0-DAY, Scotland did penance for past coldness of heart, and avarice of pocket. She had
de^aded her poet into an exciseman ; she had snatched Bobsht Burks

**— ftom the sickle and the plough,
To gauge ale-firkins,*’

and finally saw him on his death-bed agonised by a most trumpery debt, without once drawing
her purse-strings.—Well, to-day

Caledonia stem and ndld,
nursefar a poetic chUd,*’

(albeit her nursing of the Ayrshire ploughman was veiy much after the fashion of Mas,
BnowKnioo)— to-day, repentant Caledonia confessed her sins of
neglect and selfishness, and by the Banks of Doon, supplicated for-
giveness of the ghost of Robert Burks. And was her penitence
genuine ? Did she really feel the birth of gratitude to the sublimating
spirit of Poetry ? And if another Burks—yea, or a lesser genius— 1
were to manifest himself, would she honour him living, or would
she again suffer him to be—

grief, oppKMed ^th care,
Aburden more than he could bear ?**

And after he had passed away some fifty years from this earth,—

V
V-

4 .

s V /V
' ” ’

^
“wonld she then rend her

. V * .=:% garments and cast ashes
' ^ \ \

^

on her head, and wail and

y\ 1
'

y' wring her hands in most theatrical remorse for

J j,'/
/' f the callousness of her neglect ? Well, it is a

I,- ' J hard question ; we cannot satisfactorily answer
/ ^ it

; but we beg to refer the curious to Thov,
the living poet of Inverary. He, doubtless,

can give testimony of the tenderness of Scot-

land ; can show the sincerity of her repentance
for past omissions, by the activity of her sympathies towards
present suffering. For, of course, Scotland would hardly play the
hypocrite to the Shade ofBurks, whilst Thou—aman of exquisite
powers—^was ground to the earth hy the tyranny of want. No,
no ; Scotland on this sixth of August, comes, a true penitent, to the
Banks of Doon, and she has therefore first visited the poet of
Ibaverary with sympathising gladness.

PuKCH—^he says it with all manly modesty—^has ever been dis-

tinguished for the exclusiveness of his intelligence. Whenever lie

has condescended to chronicle the events of the times, he has
generally contrived to enrich his narrative with incidents which
have altogether escaped the attention of his soberer- contenapo-
raries ; nay, he has often reported circumstances wholly unsown
to the factors thereof. Nevertheless, by so doing, he has endea-
voured to deliver himself in the true i^irib—if truly developed—
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of the event. If in his reports ho narrates not precisely what really

happened, hut what—tested by the thing professed— to hare taken

place^ he may certainly violate historic fidelity, but he submits that

the fiction mayhave its moral utility. With this little preface. Punch
beg^ins his brief report of the late doings at the Hanks of the Hoon.

Scotland is tremendously in earnest in all that relates to Burns ;

in earnest alike in her gratitude and her penitence. This is strongly

and most touchingly shewn even in the grave of Burns’s father ;
the

rustic patriarch of ^ the big ha’ Bible,” embalmed by his immortal

son in verse beating with the pulses of the human heart. The grave

is in “ Auld Alloway’s ” haunted kirk-yard: and, gentle reader, if

any one returning therefrom tell you that the said grave was on the

Cth of August a trodden mass of mud, with nothing to protect it

—

nothing save a low stone—to distinguish it from the graves around,

—

then, reader, confound the traducer of Scotland, by declaring to him

—

(on the authority of the pilgrim Punch)—^that the grave of Burns’s

father is reverently cared for
;

is held as precious dust, dear to the

heart and memory of Scotland, as a part of him who is now her espe-

cial glory ! Is it likely that, at the time thousands and thousands

were pouring in procession past Alloway Church, to pay heart-homage

to the memory of Burns, that the grave of his father should be a

mere heap of mirq—so much unregarded muck ? No ; it was hcau-

tifully planted about : every rustic care was bestowed upon it ; the

national veneration for the son was manifested even in the dust of the

sire I

At intervals thronghoiit the day the rain ponred steadily down

—

and then the sun dickered out, and veiled himself again, as though

refusing to shine upon the tardy penitence of Scotland. However,
j

the procession—and to our fancy there was nothing in all the glories

of the EgUntonn show equal to the Ayrshire ploughmen in their

homely plaid—the procession, made up of various bodies, passed the

cottage in which Burns was born, vailing their banners and dofiing

their caps, as they looked upon the hovel made glorious by the im-

mortal mind that dawned there. There was a false legend that this

house was turned into a dram-shop ; a way-side hut for the sale of

whiskey
;
that the room in which Burns was horn was sulFered to

remain a dirty, fetid nook, fit for the stying of a hog. All base

calumny against the enthusiasm of Scotland ! No : the cottage has

been bought by the Township of Ayr : has been properly repaired,

and is shown to pilgrims by an honest matron, who keeps the cottage

beautifully clean and neat ; as, indeed, Scotch cottages peculiarly

are. It is said that the Town of Ayr will, in a short time, surround

the cottage with a silver rail.

As the procession passed over the Boon, an incident occuiTcd

—

suggestive of a strange freak. The Box-makers of Mauchline cai'ricd

an enormous thistle, under which was well inscribed

** 1 turned aside my weeding hoolc

And spared the symbol dear.”

Professor Wilson—caustic enthusiast !—seized the thistle, and
plucking a piece of it, pressed it to his bosom ; the Countess of
Eglintoun and others did the same. Whereupon Punch could

not but think that the act was satirically typical of the treatment of
Burns by Scotland ; for truly, did she not press her living poet to

her beating heart, even as men a thistle—shrinkingly, cautiously ?

The procession passed into a field, where a large temporary build-

ing was erected, capable of dining the whole dining population of
Scotland

;
that is, all ofthe^'enthusiasts willing, in honour ofBurns, to

pay the sum of fifteen shillings per mouth for a piece of cold tongue,

a plate of gooseberries almost ripe, and a pint of some mystery,
calling itself Sherry. There was, however, a deep meaning in the
sum of fifteen shillings. It was an unerring test of the sincerity of
the heart through the breeches pocket.

Down poured the rain as about a thousand persons sat down to

affect to eat a dinner
; bnt the'pavilion was water-proof, and they ate

and were dry. But how went it with the thousands who composed
the procession, and who could not pay fifteen shillings? Why,
gentle reader, they were all fed at the Earl of Eglintoun’s cost

;

for is it likely that the Earl—the same princely nobleman who
expended a tolerable fortune upon knights and squires for three days
only—would stint on such a national occasion ? Oh no ! all the pro-

cession folks were feasted at some house, though, after the most
industrious search, Punch could not discover the sign.

The speeches were very excellent. Lord Eolxntoun delivered
himself with such fervour on the genius of Burns, that, sure we
ore, he would have willingly exchanged his rank and possessions for
the fame of the Ayrshire Ploughman. Professor Wilson’s speech
had One fault— was too short brief as the lightning in the
collied night and the hearers could not repress the expression of

their disappointment at this ;
for tliC7 now and then scraped the

floor with their feet, and rattled their knives and forks. The speech,

however brief as it was, was beautiful. The Professor did not,

before the sons of Burns, exhume tlieir father to road a lecture on

his moral diseases ; certainly not. He was content, (or might have

been,) to expatiate solely on the genius of the Bard, and on the

immortal wealth that he had bequeathed to all generations of his

kind. The Professor knew that it was his business to deal only with

the Poet—for the Han Burns had already aikswercd to his (lod.

The sons of Burns were present ; so was his sister, with her

daxighters. It was delightful to behold them. The sons of Burks
bad already made good their claim to the high nature of tlicir father

in their conduct to his widowed sister, left struggling with the worst

necessities ; and had, of course, assisted their helpless aunt, and her

cordial, fine-hearted daughters. Horert Burns, late of Somerset

House, and Major and Colonel Burns—who could doubt it ?—had

acted worthy of their name, imperishable from its associations with

all that is lofty of mind, and profound of heart.

The hospitality of Scotland is proverbial. Nothing could exceed

the kindness of the committee who arranged the festival, to those

who were not Scotchmen. Indeed, it was sufficient to have the

meanest title from English letters, to receive from the Scotch gentle-

men in authority on the occasion attentions the most delicate and

cordial. Many English* writers had heon invited, but sent excuses

of some sort. Perhaps, with the intuitive forecast of genius, they

thought that, if they came, they would bo left to shift for themselves,

and stayed at home accordingly.

The proceedings of the day were wound up by the Earl op IColin-

TOUN, who proposed the health of Mr. Bobert Chambers, which

was drunk with an enthusiasm truly national. And well did Mr.
OnAMBERS merit the distinction. For it was hewho first sought out

the Buffering sister of Horert Burns ; it was he who brought a

tardy blush into the cold face of Scotland for her neglect of one dear

to her dead poet

—

Burns’ aged sister, saved only from the direst

want by the needle of her sempstress daughters. Truly, indeed, did

the Earl of Eglintoun say (or might liave said) that it was to the

active kindness of kin. Robert Chambers that Scotland was spared

tho crowning shame

—

God knows, the needless ignominy—of the

misery of tho widow Begc and her childrexi—the sister and the

nieces of Robert Burns.
Tho festival will be long remembered in Scotland. Certain wo

are, that no Englishman present can ever forget it.

That every thing may bo in accordance with the genial spirit that

begot the festival, Punch nnderstands that the wood composing the

temporary Pavilion will be divided amongst the poor of Ayr

;

and that

the thousands ofyards of calico which covcj'cd ceiling, seats, and tables,

will be made into " cutty sarks ” for those who may need tlicm.

“FULL INSIDE.”

A little book is just published under the title of tixe Crotchet
Sampler.” Wo have been told it is illustrated with a frontispiece of

Loud Brougham’s head.

PROFESSOR WILSON'S NEW WORK.
Several volumes have been published of The Beaxtlies of Burns, Wo

understand that the Professor has a book in hand to be called The Faults

of Bums, He proposes (with singular taste) to dedicate the work to the

Poet’s sons.

THE PHILOSOPHER'S STONE.

There is a *^Club des Inventeurs” just established at Paris, for the

purpose of encouraging discoveries. Let us propose that the first premium
be awarded to the person who discovers an article in the French press

that is written with the leastgood feeling towards England.
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TRAVELLING NOTES
BY OUB PAT CONTEIBTTTOB.

I WAS nob led to prison, as might have been expected. I was only
conducted to a corner of the room, where was an official with large

mustachios and a conical cap. Eyeing me with lowering brows, the
following dialogue took place between me and this myrmidon of
tyrants :-r
Man in the Cap— Monsieur, votre passeport,”

Fat Contributor— Monsieur, je n'en ai pas.”

Man in tlio Cap—

^

Alors, Monsieur, vous pourrez passer a votre

hotel.”

Fat Contiilutor—^*‘Bonjour, Monsieur” (iri U Groa lUdacfteur tvre

un profond coup de chapeau).

Man in Hie Cap— Monsieur, je vous salue.”

We separated. I want to know how long Britons are to be sub-
jected to such grinding oppression {

We went then to our hotel—the Hotel des Bains. We were so

foolish as to order Champagne for dinner. It is the worst]Champagne
I overdrank in my life : worse than Champagne at Vauxhall—worse
than used to be supplied by a wine-merchant at the University

—

worse even than the Bordeaux provided in the Hotel des Bains.

Good Heavens ! is it for this 1 am come abroad I

Is it for this ? To drink bad wine—to eat fried soles as tough as

my shoe—^to have my nerves agitated about a passport—and, by way
of a second course, to be served with flabby raw mutton-chops 1

Away ! I can get these in Chancery Lane. Is there not such a place

as Greenwich in the world
;
and am I come two hundred miles for

such an iniquitous dinner as this ?

I thought of going back again. Why did I come away ? If there

had been a gig at the door that instant to carry me to my native

country, I would have jumped in. But there is no hope. Look out

of the window, miserable man, and see you are a stranger in a foreign

land. There is an alehouse opposite, with uier verkoopt aiak

TRAKXEX ” over the porch A woman is standing before me—

a

woman in wooden shoes. She had a Belgic chUd at her neck,

another at her side in little wooden shoekins.

To them approached their father—a mariner—he kisses his

wife,he kisses his children, and what does he do next 1 Why he wipes

the nose of the eldest child, and then the fond father wipes the nose

of the youngest child. You see his attitude—his portrait. You
cannot see his child’s face because ’tis hidden in the folds of the

paternal handkerchief.

Fancy its expression of gratitude ye kind souls who read this. I

am a fat man, but somehow that touch of nature pleased me. It went

to the heart through the nose. Ah 1 happy children, sua ai bona nSrint ,*

if they did but know their luck ! They Ijave a kind father to tend
them now, and defend their delicate faces from the storms of life. I
am alone in the world—sad and lonely. Iliavc nobody to blow »?y
nose.

^
There are others yet more wretched, who must steal the hand-

kerchief with which they perform the operation.

I could bear that feeling of loneliness no longer. Away ! let us
hasten on the dyke to enjoy the pleasures of the place. All Osteod
is there, sitting before the Restaurant, and sipping ices as the sun
descends into the western wave.
Look at his round disc as it sinks into the blushing waters !—look.

too, a*t that fat woman bathing—as round as the sun. She wears a
brown dressing-gown—two bathers give her each a hand—she

advances backwards towards the coming wave, and as it reaches her
—^plop I she sits down in it.

She emerges, puffing, wheezing, and shaking herself. She retires,

creeping up the steps of the bathing machine. She is succeeded by
other stout nymphs, disporting in the waves. For hours and hours
the Ostenders look on at this enchanting sight.

The Ostend oyster is famous in Paris, and the joy of the gorman-
dizer. Our good-natured neighbours would not enjoy them, perhaps,

did they know of what country these oysters are natives.

At Ostend they are called English Ogstera. Yes ;
they are born upon

the shores of Albion. They are brought to Belgium young, and
educated there. Poor molluscous exiles ! they never see their

country again.

YTe rose at four, to be ready for the train. A ruffianly boots (by

what base name they denominate the wretch in this country I know
not) was pacing the corridors at half-past two.

Why the deuce will we get up so confoundedly early on a journey %

Why do we persist in making ourselves miserable ?—depriving our

souls of sleep, scuffling through our blessed meals, that we may be
early on the road 1 Is not the sight of a good comfortable breakfast

more lovely than any landscape in any country ! And what turn in

the prospect is so charming as the turn in a clean, snug bed, and
anotW snooze of half an hour ?

This alone is Vorth a guinea of any man’s money. If you are

going to travel, never lose your natural rest for anything. The pro-

spect that you want to see will be there next day. You can’t see an
object fah-ly unless you have had your natural sleep. A woman in

curl-papers, a man unshorn, are not flt to examine a landscape. An
empty stomach makes blank eyes. If you would enjoy exterior

objects well, dear friend, let your inner man be comfortable.

Above aU, young traveller, takemy advice and never, never, be such

a fool as to go up a mountain, a tower, or a steeple. I have tried

it. Men still ascend eminences to this day, and, descending, say they

have been delighted. But it is a lie. They have been miserable the

whole day. Keep you down : and have breakfast while the asinine

hunters after the picturesque go braying up the hill.

It is a broiling day. Some arduous fellow-countrymen, now that

we have arrived, think of mounting the tower of

ANTWERP.

Let you and me rather remain in the cool Cathedral, and look at

the pictures there, painted by the gentleman whom Lady London-

derry calls Reuben.
We examined these works of art at our leisure. We thought to

ourselves what a privilege it is to be allowed to look at the works of

Reuben (or any other painter) after the nobility have gazed on

them I
‘‘ What did the Noble Marquis think about Reuben I ” we

mentally inquired—^It would be a comfort to know his opinion : and

that of the respected aristocracy in general.
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So thought some people at the near -whom vre have been
sitting. Poor innocents ! How little they knew that the fat gen-

tleman opposite was the contributor of—ha ! ha ! hly mind fills

with a savage exultation every now and then, as, hearing a piece of

folly, I say inwardly— my fine fellow! you are down.” The
poor wretch goes pottering on with his dinner : he little knows he
will be in Punch that day fortnight.

There is something fierce, mighty, savage, inquisitorial, demoniac,

in the possession of that power ! But we wield the dreadful weapon
justly. It would he death in the hands of the inexperienced to

entrust the thunderbolts of Punch.

There they sit, poor, simple lambs ! all browsing away at their

victuals ; frisking in their innocent, silly way—making puns, some of

them—quite unconscious of their fate.

One man quoted a joke from Punch. It was one ofmy own. Poor
wretch ! And to think that you, too, must submit to the knife !

Come,

Gentle victim ! Let me plunge it into you.

But my paper is out. 1 will reserve the slaughter for the next
letter.

BIRDS OF A FEATHER,
Sm James Grabcath being on his legs—if it can properly he said that he

has still a leg to stand upon—remarked tho other evening, iu the House
of Commons, on the question of Medical Keform, that

** He now approached the soliycct of Quackery '

A delicate subject for the Home Secretary to handle ; and delicately,

indeed, does he handle it. He approached ” it—for the first time, of

course. It was something qiute new to him in principle, and, a fortiori^

in practice. Behold how reverently he “ approached” it.

** When they considered with what tenacity men clung to life under every variety of
|

circumstances, it was not to he wondered at that, at the period of illness, the person
labouring under what he concaved to be a mortal malady should ily (if he could obtain
relief from no other quarter) to the quack for assistance.**

Exactly so. The country labouring under what it conceived to bo a
I mortal malady, fiew, unable to obtain relief from Paofjsssor Melbourne,
to Messrs. Perl & Co. However, Sir James Graham might have spoken
a little more to the purpose : let us speak for him.
“ When tliey considered how large a revenue was derived by Govern-

ment from tlie duty on quack medicines, although such medicines,
generally, were either useless or mischievous, it was not to be wondered
at that Ministers should uphold quackery.”

But moreover, continued Sir James,

—

” In the act of hong cheated, the person so imposed upon often felt a great pleasure,

** For sure the pleasure is as great
In being cheated, as to cheat.**

We wonder which enjoys tlie greater pleasure just now ; tho Nation,
or the Ministry 1 Sir James Graham seems to express himself veiy feel-

ingly. Boes he speak from reminiscence of his own sensations ** in the act
of being cheated t ” Bidhe ever consult a mesmerist 1 fee a homoeopathic
doctor? or buy abox of vegetable pills % and has he had personal experi-
ence of the great pleasure” felt in being "so imposed upon?'' Be
that as it may, the Bight Honourable Baronet declared that

—

“ It was not his intention, however, to attempt to suppress quackery by introducing
new statutes.**

The gentleness with which Sir James Graham " approaches ” the sub-
ject of quackery, is equalled only by the quietness with which he shirks
it. No marvel. He admirably appreciates the nature of the " house he
lives in and accordingly, with judgment, abstains from throwing stones.
Destitute, in^ed, must that brain he of the organ of comparison, which
fails to perceive -&at the Cabinet is the Political College of Health, with
Sir Insert Peel for the Hygeist, and the Income-tax for the nniversal
medidne. How many more doses of that bitter panacea are we to
sv^ow t

ANOTHER TAHITI ON THE THAMES.

J

-fN
® Tahiti was being

i

^ contention

abroad, tho Thames was

ilaiuc of discord at homo.

1 I'he affair at the Society

\ in a series of proctuidings

at tho Ecl-pio Island.^,

\ T where a sort of Q,urk.n

W A \ PoMARB has long held

/ /\ \ /
peaceful dominion in the

/ / \ \ *'? person of a respectable

7 V that a party

/ Prenchmen landed a

/ \ l**tlc while ago on the Ktd-

/ \v endeavoured to

1^ / make tlieniselvcs masters
on lui island. The Twickeii-

p<»liccinan
,
who acts us

;5L a sort of eharpe d'affaires,

'/
merely watched the pro-

jf_l ¥^ :v coedingswithout takingany
MSS MCrjv partinthem,buthereport-

f ..i
“*oin

^ 7/^ govommont at tho station

-

Imusft. Tho civic consul,

who acts as British resident to look after tho swans belonging to tim

corporation, kept a jealous eye on all that w'as being done, but ob8crvc<l

for some time the strictest neutr.alily.

A little while after lamplight the Frenchmen bccamo exceedingly
noisy, and a shot was fired from a pea-shooter, which shivei'cd to atoms
the glass of a clock, and stopped the minute hand, so that the inhabiiaiits

were prevented from ascertaining the hour.

A scene of riot then ensued, tho French wore in a state of fipree

intoxication, and tlie landlady, the Pomarb of the Ecl-pics, screamed for

help, upon wdiieli tho Frenchmen offered tlicir aasistanco, and at once
proclaimed a Frentdi proloctoxate.

Poor Pomarb fled for succour to the only British v(*PSfl, which
happened to be a crwl-liargn ; for it will hardly bo bclii-ved that such has
been the apathy of the grivernnicnt, th<*rc was not even a steamer on the
station.

The French, then finding themselves m.istei’s of the island, began in

insult the helpless natives, and the civic consul having advised resistanct*,

was at once srized and shut up in a small boat-htnise, where li<‘ was k(*pt

a prisoner until Caitain S.nooks, of tin,* Vh id, having arrived, demanded
his release in tlie name of the Civic Oovifrinnent.

Mrs. Pomarb x*(^inains on board the coal-barge, where she bears her
misfortunes with becoming dignity.

The following scene in tlie Twickenham Vestry will throw some further
lighten this affair, which it is hoped may be yet ariunged satisfactorily

Mr. Swraddles, seeing the Churchwarden in his place, w'ould a-i^k if

there was any truth in the despatches that had been laid upon tlie table

from the Eel-pic Islands ? (Hear.)
The Churchwarden said that advices had certainly been recciv<‘d

which had caused some embarrassment ; but in the present state of affairs

he was unprepared to say anything.
Mr. Swaddles would only ask whether it was true that the only force

we had at the Eel-pie was a coal-barge ! {Hear.)

^
The Churchwarden replied it was true that a coal-bargc was at one

time our only force, but a punt had since been sent out, and a wherry of
obseiwation had been commissioned for the Eel-pie s<*rvi(*c. (C/tcers.)

Mr. Swaddles was of opinion that there should have been a steaiiKT on
the spot. It was wilful negligence to leave the Eel-pie exposed to the
chances of surprise. The island might he sacked in si few hours ; and if

that were done, what was to prevent Twickenham falling into the jaws of
the foreigner ? {Hear, hear, hear.)
The Churchwarden thought that if it became a question of jaw, there

could be no fear while the Vestry could boast of the honourable member’s
countenance. {A laugh,)

The subject here dropped, and the Vestry adjourned.

THE TYPE OP A FRENCH PRINCE.
j

The Comte de Parts has a small printing-maeliino fitted up iii his !

room. Louis Philippe is determined his successor shall Icam at
'

an early age the necessity of having the press continually " under hie
j

thumbJ*
I
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CAPTAIN PRUDENCE.
,

j

the version p;ivcn in the Emancipation de
Toulouse of late occurrences at Tahiti, we
learn that the French vessel, the Phaeton^

“ Passed alonj? the coast on her return, throwing
shells on all the houses within her reach.**

Gallant Phaeton !

Whilst, however, pursuing this generous
mode of warfare, the heroes of the Phaeton—
“ Perceived with astonishment two intrenchments,

sufficiently capacious to shelter 200 combatants, whose
heads appeared above the parapet . . . Some Europeans,
who appeared to command them, came to the shore to
challenge a landing. Prudence mnmanded thai nothing
should be done,'*

Cautious Phdiiton !

Prudence commanded that nothing should

be done.” Prudence, then, was coiiimandiiig-officer. Commend us to

Captain Prudence. We must suppose, however, tliat whilst the Phaeton
was throwing shells on the houses of the defenceless Tahitians, Captain
Prudence was taking a nap in liis hammock; the vessel being under
the direction of Lieutenant Cruelty.

Captain Prudence, we find, was

—

** Satisfied with sending them some broadsides, which appeared not to frighten them,
as they did not stir.**

Much, wo apprehend, to the astonishment of Captain Prudence, who,
no doubt, under similar circumstances, would have run away as fast as

his legs could carry him.

PRETTY POL-KA.

THE SENTIMENTAL YOUNO LADY AT THE CLOSE OF THE SEASON 1844.

Dariang Polka ! ere we part

Hear th* outpourings of my heart I

Since the seasou now is o'er.

Wretched I can Polk no more.
Hear my vow before I go,

Polka juoD ads hyavQ 1

By those steps so unconfined.

By tliat neat kick-up behind,

Coulon's hop, and Michau's slide,

Backward, forward, or aside,

By the ^ternate heel and toe,

Polka pov ads hyairu !

By the waltz's giddy round.

By the galop's maddening bound.
By the obsolete q^uadrille,

Polka mine I “ I love thee still.”

Compared with thee each dance is slow,

Polka fiov ads hyaira !

Happy seasou ! thou art gone,

I, alas ! must Polk alone !

Though the country now I roll to,

Aimack's holds my heart and soul too.

Can I cease to love thee 1 No ! 1

Polka fAOv ads ayairw I

GONE TO THE DOGS.

The papers have informed us of the death and burial of Yeos, a grey-

1

hound to which her Majesty and Prince Albert were both “ greatly

attached.” Tlie death of the beast appears to have been so sudden, that

the Queen suspected foul play, and Ma. Brown, of Windsor, who is, it

seems, the royal dog doctor, was immediately sent for, that a post mortem

examination might take place immediately. Several of the servants gave

evidence at the inquest. The following extracts will show how carefully

the investigation was conducted.

“ Sarah Scrub, the scullery maid, was now brought in, and cautioned

by Mr. Brown that her testimony would be taken down, and might be

used elsewhere against her. Her examiuatiou then proceeded.—Knew
the dog Yeos. Saw her last alive poking her nose into a dish of sweet-

breads on the pantry dresser. The dog was allowed to go everywhere by

Her Majesty’s command, and was not to be thwarted in anything. The

dog was a very great favourite with the Queen and Prince Albert.

Witness was in the habit of feeding Yeos : gave her a pdte de foie gras

the day before her death. She seemed in good spirits, and ate it with
appetite.

By Prince Albert.—Did you make him too rishe by too mush of de
nastie salt buttare 1

The witness replied distinctly that fresh butter had been used.
Prince Albert.

—

Can you sware dat 1

Witness.—

I

can. {Great sensatioyi).

Dr. Pr^torius, who hadbeen watching the case on the part of Prince
Albert, thought it would be useless to carry the criminal part of the
matter further. He (Dr. PujETonius) would candidly admit he had no
stronger evidence to offer.

Mr. Brown.——Then I suppose, Doctor, you withdraw from the inquiry %

Dr. PR.ETORIUS.—Certainly, unless you think there is enough for a
remand. In the case of the Marquise de Brinvilhers, which a good deal
resembles the present, a remand was allowed. Or to come to later
times, if we are guided by the rule in the prosecution of Madame
Lapparqe
Mr. Brown {interrupting)— Doctor, I thiuk we must not do that.
The sm’geon then, assuming the office of coroner, proceeded to sum up

as follows :—This affair was apparently involved in a good deal of doubt,
until this inquisition was held. The deceased {weeping) might have been
poisoned, or might not, and here the difficulty comes in to determine
whether he was or wasn’t. On a postmortem examination, there was a
good deal of vascular infiammatiou about tlie coats of the nose, and I

' have no doubt the affair of the sweet-bread, which was possibly very
highly peppered, had something to do with these appearances. The
pulse had, of course, stopped

; bul^ as far as I could judge from cir-

cumstances, 1 should say it had been pretty regular. The ears were
perfectly healthy, and the tail appeared to have been recently wagged,
showing that there could have been nothing very wrong in that quarter.
The conclusion at which I arrive is, that Yeos came to his death from
old age, or, rather, by the lapse of time

; and a deodaud is therefore
imposed on the kitchen clock, which was rather fast on the day of the
dog’s death, and might have accelerated his demise.

This verffict having been regularly entered, the inquest was broken up,
and the scullery-maid set at liberty.

S&ctolash'c Intelltgeiue.

We have been requested to insert the following intunation to Parents
and Guardians i—

The Misses Whalebone take in a select number of young ladles to

board, wash, and educate, at Twenty Guineas per annum. A coal mer-
chant’s daughter might be received on terms of mutual accommodation

;

the usual branches being considered as an equivalent for the best Walls’-

end coals.

'i'he Misses Whalebone would be glad to meet with a butcher who
would pLice a young lady under their care, and take out the amount of meat
in the polite accomplishments. A young greengrocer might also be finished

in the piano, as a compensation for the potatoes required for the use of the

establishment. There is also an opportunity for a milkman to place a young
lady, who may dance out the milk score, at the rate of 84 quarts for six

lessons. There is still a vacancy for a parlour boarder ; and any landlord

having a large house might arrange to receive the rent, in the shape of

lodging for one of his daughters, who could receive her board and educa-

tion on the usual terms.

N. B.—An assistant is required to superintend the school-room in the

absence of the piiiicipals, and who would be expected to look upon her

tuition in those branches may be deficient in, as a compensation for hei*

general services.

A CHANCE LOST.

Mr. Punch, in respectfully congratulating his Boyal Highness Prince
Albert upon the birth of- his royal son, cannot but point out with a

mournful satisfaction a suggestion which was offered to the Government

by Mr. Punch himself.

Mr. Punch insinuated (as well as the delicacy of the august subject

permitted), the propriety that her Majesty should visit Ireland, and that

an Irish Prince should be born there.

Had this humble suggestion been followed, the Duke of York would

have been born in Dublin on the birthday of Daniel O’Connell.

And the little New-comer might have asked a holiday for the old one,

and the Queen might have numbered one loyal Irish subject more.

HEAR, HEARl

Among the Iowa Indians, now being exhibited at the Egyptian Hall, is

a certain " No-ho-mun-ya,” a name signifying " One who gives no atten-

tion.” Mr.^Hume declares that No-ho-mun-ya is the House of Commons
personified.

"
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j

The very early and unfashionable hour at]whiclx her Majestyhappened

I to be confined, caused a tremendous commotion among the Ministers.

The intelligence reached town at a few minutes after six ; and a Treasury

Messenger was pulling away at SinRobert Peel’s area-bell by half-past
5

while a policeman was furiously kicking at Lord Ltndhvbst’s door by

five-and-twenty minutes to seven. The Premier, who was the first to

hear the noise^ popped liis head out of his bedroom window, and ascer-

tained the cause of his rest having been disturbed. Lord Ltndhubst,

who had laid down with his clothes on^ in expectation of the event, was

soon on his way to the station of the Great Western ; while the Bishop of

London, in St. James’s-square, hearing a terrific tattoo at his knocker,

turned round upon his pillow, and half muttering, Humph ! another

party from The Caf^ de L*£TTROF£,”'>was presently locked once more in

the arms of Morpheus. The Dure of Wellington was roused by his valet

with the intelligence, and merely replied, " Yes—yes. There 's plenty of

time : these matters always take time 1 ” after which he went through

his customary toilette without any particular haste. The Earl of Liver.

POOL, to whom the news came last, would not believe the messenger, and

took it cool ; while Lord Wharncliffe got hold of a blunt razor, and lost

three-quarters of an hour in a desperate effort to shave himself.

The scene at the station at Paddington was very amusing. Earl

Delaware was the first who reached the spot, and he waited nearly halfan

hour before he ventured to order a special train on his own responsibility.

He was subsequently joined by Lord Ltndhorst, Sib James Graham,

and^two others,who thinking he had ordered a special train, omitted to do

so, and, after waiting for some time, inquiries were made, and the mistake

having been found out, it was unanimously declared to have been ^ very

stupid of Delaware.” They were no sooner off than Peel and Stanley

came rushing breathlessly into the ofiice, and ordered special trains for

two,” which were taken and paid for ; but the regular train having gone

on first, the special train was compelled to follow at a very sober pace to

the Slough station. The Duke of Wellington arrived next, and did

! not find out how wrong he had been in his calculation, and how little he

knew about these matters till he got to Slough, when he found no carriage

waiting for him, and he was compelled tojump into a hack fiy, exclaiming.

Onwards, onwards ! Charge, forward..^charge, charge !
” an injunction

he found had not been forgotten when he paid the bill furnished to him.

Lord Wharncliffe, who had waited to] shave, and the Earl of Liver-

pool came on leisurely enough by the regular train, their lordships not

having thought it worth while to pay for a special one.

A tremendous deal of quizzing took place on the return home at the

expense of the Bishop of London, who was leisurely walking up from the

station to Windsor Castle, when all the Cabinet Ministers were coming

back again. The Bishop felt so asliamed at being so late, that he would

not show his face at the Castle, and was easily persuaded to join the

Others to go back altogether ; so that, with the jokes at the Bishop’s

expense, the Ministers made up a very jolly party for the journey home
again.

A8 Sure (and Slow) as a Gnn.
The news of the birth of the young Prince was Imown at Edinburgh at

twelve o’clock at noon, and many unthinking ladies expected an immediate
salute from the Castle. Scotch cannon, however, take time to deliberate :

no salute was fii‘ed. It, however, being customary to gunpowder new-born
princes, the ^uns of the Castle called a meeting, with Mens Meg in the
Chair, when it was determined that a salute should be given—the next
day!

‘*»TI8 DISTANCE LENDS ENCHANTMENT, &C.”

We propose that Captain Warner be allowed to try the virtues of his

'Mong range ” on the " Mauvais” Comet, as being the object furthest off;

or, as the Insurance Offices might object to this, what does Sir Robert
Peel say to the Captain being ^owed to have a shy at the Repeal of the

Income tax % It is the most remote object any long range ” could reach

;

and, if Captain Warner ” can only bring it down, we are sure the

nation wiU willingly award him the 400,000/. he modestly asks for the

experiment.

THE GREAT BRITAIN STEAM SHIP. Baxdel tl&e Bralner.
A Gentleman has offered to get this vessel out of the dock at Bxistol. Ireland, they say, requires, for the development of her resources, a

We don’ t see how this is to be done ; but Punch will have the greatest thorough drainage. The Repeal Rent of Mr. Daniel O’Connell is stated

pleasure in rigging it—by running his own peculiar rigs upon the majestic by the Dublin Evening Mail as averaging from 50,000/. to 60,000/. a year,
vessel How can Ireland be drained more effectually 1
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account has reached us from our (native) American coiTespondent of

the rejoicings which took place at Philadelphia on the fourth of last July

;

the anniversary of that independence which, our correspondent observes,

" his forefathers wrested from the proud Britishers, after having licked

them with an elegance unparalleled in history.”

The Philadelphians appear to have celebrated this day with uncommon
splendour ;

which our correspondent ascribes to the circumstance that

they had a double triumph to commemorate ; for, as their ancestors,

formerly, had burst their bonds in general, so they, recently, had cancelled

their own in particular.

We omit all notice of such festivities as are the common attendants on

a holiday j and shall record those only which were distinctive of this

special occasion.

Pleasure parties were formed in ''various parts of the city and its

neighbourhood ; also on the Delaware, whereon floated an immense

number of boats, crowded with dense masses of human beings. The
greatest harmony, morally speaking, prevailed; although, in a physical

sense, this does not seem to have been the case, since patriotic vocifera-

tions, intermingled with the discharge of fire-arms, and the hissing and

popping of squibs and crackers, resounded on every side : added to which,

hundreds of bands were playing, and thousands of people singing, dif-

ferent tunes at once—the national anthem of Yankee Doodle ” prepon-

derating over the rest considerably.

Military and civic processions paraded, at intervals, about the city all

day, baiting from time to time in front of the different stores, to pailake

of mint-julep and other refreshments. They bore numerous banners,

displaying appropriate legends and devices. The more conspicuous and

generally admired were the following :

—

A colossal head of Liberty, painted on an immense sheet of canvi^,

her cap adorned with a huge feather ; the word “ REPuniATiON I
” in

bronze characters, being inscribed thereon.

A black flag, with a skull and cross-bones depicted on it, and “ No
Liouidation !

” in large capitals, underneath the same.

A standard, exhibiting an allegorical figure in a garment of drab,

meant as a representation of Pennsylvania, one band clutching a bag of

dollars, marked, " Loan ! ” the other derisively applied, with a peculiar

gesture, to the nose.

Other flags, banners, and placards, of various sizes, stencilled, and

painted in different colours, with the sentences, “We Meveu Will
Refund 1

” “ Distrain If You Can !
” « We Deft Prosecution !

"

and many manifestoes of like tendency. There was also an emblem
carried about, consisting of a bucket, labelled « Whitewash,” on the

end of a long pole.

At the various dinners, public and private, which took place in the

afternoon, speeches of a tone highly moral, with sentiments to match,

were delivered in great abundance. A State, it was contended, was an
irresponsible abstraction, and amenable to no law whether of honesty or

honour. Liberty of conscience, it was asserted, was an American’s birtii-

right ; liberty of conscience involved liberty of action ; liberty of action

rendered payment or non-payment optional. One speaker remarked, in

a glow of philanthropy, that the interest of Pennsylvania was now iden-

tical with that of the human race, since she had appropriated everj'body’s

principal ; and another, unaccustomed to public oratory, contented him-

self with declaring that, as to the merits of the question, people might
say what they liked, but for his part, before he would agree to pay one

cent, all he had to say was, he would be hanged—a declaration which was
received with unbounded applause. Among tlie toasts proposed, Wash-
ington AND Wipe Out Your Score,” Jefferson and Jockey the Uni-

verse,” “Duff Green and Do Your Creditors Brown,” may be

enumerated.

The day and fire-works went off without any, beyond the average,

I

damage to eyes, apparel, and property, nor does it appear that the num-
bers lodged in the lock-up houses at night were greater^than they have
usually been on previous occasions.

THE COMIC BLACKSTONE.
CHAPTER THE EIGHTH.—OF ESTATES IN POSSESSION, REMAINDER,

AND REVERSION.

Estates may either be in possession or expectancy—^mneb in the same
way as a bird may be either in the hand or in the bush ; and the doctrine
that one of the former is better than two of the latter, may also apply to
some estates, particularly when the bush happens to be that very thorny
one—the Court of Chancery.

Estates in possession may be very soon disposed of—too soon, indeed,
by some who are forced to sell their property. We shall knock them all

down in one lot, by saying that estates in possession are estates that one
actually possesses ;; though estates in expectancy are the subject of some
of the very nicest law—the law being, by-the-by, very nice for the lawyers,
though anything but nice for the clients who pay for it.

An estate in remainder is where a man, having tiie fee-simple, grants a
lease of twenty years to A, and after that to B ; as if a person should
treat A to the first drink of a pot of porter, which is afterwards to go to

B. Here A is seised of the whole pot daring the term of his drink, hut
afterwards B comes in as the remaiuder-man. In the first case there is

only one estate, though there are two interests
; and in the second case,

there is only one pot of porter, though two drinks, and, consequently, two
distinct interests are carved out of it. So there may be an estate to A,
remainder to B, remainder to C, which is like the well-known measure
vulgarly known as three-outs to a quartern of gin, where A is in posses-

sion of the whole quartern, till B, who is a sort of tenant in expectancy,

has a term (that is to say a glassful) carved or rather poured out of it,

with the residue of the quartern to C, who takes whatever may he left, as
the remainder-man.

It is a maxim of law that an estate in remainder must be preceded by
an estate in possession, which is tantamount to saying that something
must be taken before anything can be left ;

but there is often nothing left

when the law begins to take, and thus the remaiuder-man finds nothing
remaining. It is another rule of law that a remainder commences at the

same time as the estate that precedes it ; so that the remainder-man gets

liis estate, in the eye of the law, before he gets it at all—but he does not

get it in his own eye, or, if he does, it is just about as much as he may
put in his eye and see none the worse for it.

Remainders are either vested or contingent. A vested remainder
being one that will certainly be had if the party entitled to it lives long
enough; and a contingent remainder being one that a man who is

entitled to it will get, if notliiug occurs to prevent his having it. To
revert to the allegory of the liquor : it is a vested remainder that falls to

B, if A may only drink half, because B must have some of it ; but it is

a contingent remainder when B Is to have a drop, supposing that A
liappens to leave any. A contingent remainder may be dubious on many
grounds, 1st. as to person

;
as, when A has a pint of porter, with remainder

over to the first comer, then the moment somebody comes the remainder
rests in him, though till then it hath been contingent. This is the same
as an estate being left to A, with remainder to B’s eldest son ; then, if

B has no son, the remainder is never vested.

A remainder may also be contingent, where the person is certain, but
the event on which it is to take effect is dubious ; as where land, or a
pint of beer, is given to A, and in case B survives, or drops in after the

I

first draught, then with remainder to B, Here the person is certain ; but
there the event is dubious, for B may not survive—that is to say, not

come till the porter is all drunk np—and then there is of coarse no
remainder. There can be no remainder on any estate less than a free-

holil, or, to come back again for the sake of familiarity to the beer,

there can be no gift over, or contingency, on less tlian a pint ; for the

estate or drop of porter would be too insignificant. Contingent remainders
may be defeated—as by surrender ; and to pursue the simile oi the

beer, the remainder may be destroyed either by being spilt, or

by the remainder-man executing a surrender, and saying he don’t want
any.

;„ We now come to an estate in reversion, which Sir Edward Coke
describes as a return of the land to the original grantor ; as when the lord

of the soil lets his hack-attic for one. week, he has the reversion at the end
of the week—if the tenant will go out quietly. It may be proper to

observe that, when a greater and a less entail meet in the same person,

the less is merged in the greater ; as where the back-attic lodger takes

the entire floor, he is tenant of the whole floor, and not of the mere attic :

so if tenant of the first floor marries the lessee of the whole house, it is a

tenancy of the entire house, and the first-floor merges in the rest of the

building. It is now settled that one term of years may merge in another

;

and it is also settled—which looks very like a settler—that 1000 years

may merge into one— if the one is the reversion ; which is something on
the same principle as six-and-twenty in an omnibus, or any other tre-

mendous crammer that might he citeA

SLEEP AT WILL.

In the press, and shortly to be published, by Me. George Jones, ** A
Heavy Yolume, on Sleep s ” being the sequel to his Ancient America.”
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PUNCHES COMPLETE LETTER-WRITER.

LETTER XV.

FROM A MAIDEN AUNT TO A NIECE. ON THE IMPRUDENCE OF
MARRIAGE.

My Beau Olaribel,
"

* I should ill acquit myself of the duties
- .

( of an aunt—should show myself wickedly un-

grateful for the goodness that lias hitherto

preserved me from the cares and frivolities of the marriage-state

—

were I to see you, my sister’s child, ready to throw yourself into a
bottomless pit, and never so much as scream to save you. It was
only yesterday that Doctor Prunes acquainted me with your
headstrong passion for an unworthy creature of a man. Although
I had grouse for dinner—and you know how I love it !— never ate

so little ; and, in the evening, revoked twice in only three rubbers.

What with the news of Doctor Prunes and the tooth-ache, I have
scarcely slept all night, and at breakfast, instead of buttered toast,

absolutely gave chicken to the parrot. May you, even at the twelfth
hour, prove worthy of all I suffer for you I

You are only three-and twenty, and yet, with a forwardness that

makes me blush for the true dignity of womanhood, you already
think of marriage ! I had hoped that my lessons of morality would
have taught you better things. I had flattered myself that, strength-

ened by my principles, you would have risen above the too common
weakness that unites a woman to a creature in every way inferior

to herself, whatever the said creatures, in the fulness of their impu-
dence, may trumpet to the contrary. I do not dispute that men may
be necessary in the world

; hut, at the best, they are only necessary
evils. It is thus that every really sensible woman should consider
them. In the vulgar attribute of brutes—^mere muscular strength

—

they are certainly our superiors ; but how immeasurably beneath us
are they in all that constitutes true greatness—in delicacy, liberality,

tenderness, friendship, fortitude, and taciturnity! And, in their

hypocrisy, they confess as much ; for they call us angels—(though, I
am proud to say, no man ever so insulted my understanding)—yes,

angels, that they may make us slaves. How any woman can read
the marriage ceremony without having lier eyes opened to the real

intentions of the creatures, is to me most wonderful. Love, honour,

i

and obey ! My blood bums to think of it ! To the ears of a sensible
woman every syllable rattles like a dog-chain.

I did think that my own Glaribel—taught by my precept and
example— would as soon have put her finger into a rat-trap as a
wedding-ring. I did believe that you would consider all the fine

things that men utter as nothing more than the false notes of a bird-
catcher ; mere sounds to bring our free minds "from the heaven of
high thoughts,” as some poet says, and shut ’em up in cages. How
women can listen to a jargon of loves and doves, is melancholy to
think of. A woman of really strong mind hates Cupids as she hates
cockroaches.

Nevertheless, my dear, I can sympathise with human infirmity.
Everybody is not born to keep a heart of virgin ice that, pressed as
It may be, no pressing can melt. Still, there is nothing like a diver-
mon of thought to cure a hurt. It is wonderful how a wound heals,
if we never think of it. Therefore, return his letters to the man

who would ensnare you
;
and, forgetful of the cares and littlenesses

of marriage, give up all your thoughts to astronomy. It is a charm-

ing study, and presents a more ennobling field for the human mind
than the small limits of wedlock. How insignificant seems the wife,

studious ofthe goings-out and comings-in ofa mere husband,compared
to the nobler woman who knows all about the G-reat and Little Bear

!

How petty the noblest house in the noblest square, to the House of

Jupiter or Mars—how perplexing the cares of children to the lofty

contemplation of the Yia Lactea (known, as Doctor Prunes says,

to the lower orders as the Milky Way) how insulting to the true

greatness of the female mind the smallness of the wedding-ring,

when the ring of Saturn may be all her own, with no incumbrance

of Saturn himself !

.

Or if, Glaribel, you want enthusiasm for the stars, why is there

not geology ? Properly considered, can there be a more delightful

employment for the female mind than to settle the ages of things

that vulgar souls care nothing about 1 Who would not turn from
the cries of a nursery, to the elevating sounds of felspar and quartz?

What really great woman would study the mere heart of a mere
man, when she might discover fossil shrimps and caterpillars in

mai'ble? No. Woman will never assert her true dignity till she

can wisely choose between the two*

Then, after some ten or fifteen years—^for it is a study too rashly

submitted to the young—^botany may disclose its lovely mysteries.

How delightful, what true fireedom for the human soul, to be exempt
from cares of husband and family, and to know everything about

the operations of pollen I But I am incautiously anticipating a sub-

ject reserved for your maturer years.

Break, then, the chains with which mere tyrant man would bind
you, and—defying the slavery of conjugal life—^live like Diana,

And your still affectionate Aunt,
Lucre

T

iA Dragonmouth.

P.S. Is it true that the wife of Doctor Beetlebrow is really

dead ? 1 wouldn’t utter a word against the departed ; I should hope
not, but—is she really dead ?

LETTER XYI.
|

THE NIECE’S ANSWER. I

Mr Dear Aunt,
I

How can I ever express my gratitude to you, how repay
the care with which yon seek to gather me to that sisterhood of which
Lucretia Dragonmouth is the crowning rose ? Alas, madam ! I
feel my unworthiness ! I should but bring a scandal on the
community by the frivolity of my words and the earthliness of my
desires. I have the greatest respect for Diana, hut feel it impossible
to become lady’s-maid to her. Therefore, dear Aunt, you must even
leave me to my headlong fate ; and unbroken rest, heartier meals,
and successful rubbers, be your continual reward.

It would ill become my inexperience to dispute the sentence yon
pass upon the other sex. Men are, doubtless, all you say of them

:

therefore, forewarned by your opinion, I shall endeavour to support
the necessary evil that may fall to my lot with all the fortitude I may.
As for the marriage ceremony, I have read it again and again, and

—

such is the hopeless perversity of my taste—think it the loveliest

composition ! To my ears, it murmurs the very music of Paradise.

I feel the full force of what you say about astronomy. No doubt,
its study might relieve a wounded heart, but then as I feel no wound
that is not most delicious, why should I go to the stars to get rid of
it ? Yes, madam, 1 can forgive your talking about the stars. You
have never seen my Alfred’s eyes ! No doubt the Great and Little

Bear have their attractions; but you never saw my Alfred’s
moustache

!

Geology, too, may be fascinating. It may be musical to talk of
felspar and quartz

; to seek for fossil bees that made honey for the
pre-Adamites ; but you never beard my Alfred sing Love m thine

you never felt the pressure of his throbbing band

!

As for botany, I really feel its infiuence in a manner I never felt

before ; for I am just now called to choose my bridal wreath of orange
fiowers, and must therefore abruptly conclude

—

Your affectionate Niece,

Glaribel Matdew.

P. S. It is not true that Mrs. Beetlebrow is dead ; though once
she was given over by her physicians. my dear Aunt ! how
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foolish it was of yon thirty years ago to quarrel with the dear doctor,

and only—as I’ve heard—^for treading on the toes of a nasty little

pug I

THE “BRUMMAGEM" CONSTITUENT TO HIS IDOL.

Why wert thou not an M.P. sooner 1

My Spooner !

Yet on finance thou ’It rave still,

And perhaps the nation save still.

My Spooner

!

At least thou ihinhest so, and sooner.

My Spooner I

Than not thy whimsies loud state,

Thou would’st tempt Chatham’s proud fate.

My Spooner !

But oh ! Beware of Peel, and sooner,

My Spooner

!

A bright particular star he,

Than captive to his car he,

My Spooner

!

Free, independent I mayst thou sooner.

My Spooner

!

Be of reporters jest,' or
Be styled a regular pest, or'

Hear the “ House ’’ lull’d to rest, snore
Whilst speaking thou art chest-sore.

My Spooner

!

FIGHTING MISSIONARIES.

It is a pity that Exeter Hall should ever he confounded with
"Woolwich Arsenal. A pity is it, that a fabric expressly built and
dedicated to thegatherings ofChristian Charity—^where she pleases to
caU her worldng children, the bright ones of the earth, together

—

should he made to “smell woundilyofgunpowder,” But so,withiu these
few days, it has been. A meeting of the London Missionary Society
has been held at the Hall, for the purpose of considering the naughty
doings of the French blusterers at Tahiti ; and the means proposed
to meet the wrong committed, was, to do further wrong. The best
remedy for the wound was a gunpowder plaster I One reverend
gentleman proved that he had been misplaced by fate : certes, he
should have been a post-captain, and not a meek, black-coated
preacher of the Christian Mission,—^for, with a quickness, worthy of
Sin Chailles Natieii, he enumerated the English naval force off

Tahiti, indignantly compared it with the force of France on the same
station, made a bold joke about Jack Ketch, and finally implied the
necessity of sending Mr. Pritchard hack to his consulate, vith all

the hubbub and glory of shot and gunpowder. For our own part,
we think the lips of Christian charity all-sufficient to settle the
difference ; and should be very loth to call in the teeth of a man-of-
war. If, however, the London Mission think otherwise,we would
earnestly counsd them to address themselves to Caftaih Warner,
whose secret is still in the market ; and who, doubtless, if only to

i

spite Peel and the other unbelievers, would be very happy to treat
with the peace-loving men of Exeter HaR for a reasonable remune-
ration, Thus, with the London Mission possessed of Warner’s
secret, they might disseminate practical benevolence by means of
the long range, and insinuate true Christianity among the heathen
by the invisible shell.

REPORT OF THE SELECT COMMITTEE ON
PARLIAMENTARY PETITIONS.

The Committee appointed to inquire what becomes of the petitions pre-
sented to Parliament in each session, have found their task by no means
an easy one. The first step taken by the Committee was, to distinguish
between those petitions which lead to any result, and those which do not,
the Committee intending to report upon each of these two sorts. The ex-
treme insignificance of the number of those belonging to the former class,

soon induced the Committee, to discard them from the present inquiry, and
to confine their researdies to the class of petitions which lead to no result
whatever ; and which, therefore, suggest an interesting field of research as
to what becomes of them. It seems, that the great majority of petitions

are ordered to “ lie on the table and the Committee, therefore, deter-
mined on examining the table itself, without disturbing the position of any
of the petitions that had been ordered to lie upon it. The Committee were
greatly surprised to find that the table was entirely destitute of any papers,
though itself consisting of three blank leaves, which, on inspection, were
found to contain some writing ; but, on further examination, the writing
proved to be the names of some of the clerks, who had amused themselves
by scribbling and drawing on the table while officially occupied in sitting

at it*

The Committee ascertained that, when a petition is ordered to lie on, it

is usually thrown under, the table; and here the Committee found so much
obscurity, that they were nearly abandoning the inquiry, when Mr. Darke,
the very intelligent dustman, volunteered to throw farther light on the in-

teresting inquiry. The Committee had Mr. Darke under examination for

several hours, and ascertained from his luminous evidence, that, having
contracted with the parish of St. Margaret’s, 'Westminster, to cany away
the dust and rubbish, he is compelled to include the House of Commons,
which makes more rubbish and kicks up more dust than all the rest of the
parish put together. The Committee ascertained from Mr. Darke, that
he was obliged to carry away thousands of petitions annually, and found a
great deal of difficulty in getting rid of them ; because there are now very
few places in which dry rubbish may be shot, and the rubbish of the House
of Commons was much drier than almost any other rubbish he had met
%dth iu the course of his long experience.
Mr. Darke was examined as to his having ever carted away any rub-

bish of a heavier description ; and he replied he thought he might have
done so, when he took the contract for St. George’s, Hanover Square,
because he had carted away a good deal of rubbish from Mr. Bentley,
the publisher of novels, in Burlington Street. Still, he preferred the
literary rubbish to the parliamentary rubbish, because the book stalls

furnished a market for the former, while the latter “ had no chance except
with the cheesemongers.”
The Committee having gained a clue from this last expression, at once

turned their researches into a cheesy channel, and a clue being afforded

as to what became of the Parliamentary petitions, the Committee saw a
wide expanse opening before them in the butter>shops. Many intelligent

witnesses were examined, and some curious facts were ascertained, as to

the custom of adapting the petition to the cheese—an art which requires
considerable nicety and knowledge of character. Mr. Carberry, of
Bond Street, was for several hoars before the Committee, and it was
ascertained from him that he had at the outset of his career lost many
customers to whom he had been in the habit of sending cheeses. At first

he thought the cheese must be bad, but on inquiry he found it was the

envelope that had given offence, for he had sent home a ripe Stilton to the
Premier of the day in a petition to the House of Commons to address the

King, entreating his Majesty to remove his Ministers. After this Mb.
Carberry carried his observations much further—and the result was
his adoptiou of a system for worldng his waste paper, to which he attri-

butes much of his success in business. He bought all ^e Parliamentary
petitions he could, and employed a clerk to class them into three heads

—

Conservative, Whig, and Radical. The Conservative petitions he used
for sending home Parmesan, Gruy^e, and Stilton ; the Whig petitions

were used for the Cheshire class of cheeses ; while tlie Radical petitions

were devoted to the cheaper sorts, including black-puddings, and single

rashers of bacon. By this method, each class of customers consumed
their own petitions, and the prejudices of none were hurt through the

medium of his cheese, which had been, unhappily, the case in mrmei!
instances.

ACayoral Festivltlesj

It is reported that the Officers and members of the Honourable Artil-

lery Company have it in contemplation to present their Treasurer, the
Right Hon. William Magnay, Lord Mayor, with a piece of Plate, as an
acknowledgment of the hospitality and attention the coxps have received

from his Lordship during the year of his Mayoralty.

The design is novel and severely simple, yet strictiy emblematical of

the purpose which it is intended to commemorate : it is, a footless cup
witliout a bowl. The inscription is still an open question, but will, 'most

probably, have reference to his Lordship’s well-known crest, viz., a
close fist,.
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TO THE NAPOLEON OF PEACE.

Punch Office, Wednesday, August 14, 1844.

EACEruL Sir,

Pritchard has been cast out of

Otaheite, and Punch has been banished from
France.

Is your Majesty aware what a liornet^s

nest you are briugiiig about your ears ?

—

Exeter Hall is up, and the black coats

throughout England are marshalling. And
as for Punch—I say, fearlessly, that Punch,

as an enemy, is as strong as a hundred thou-

sand men.
Begin to

fight, and
our battle-

songs shall

ring from one end of

England to ‘ another.

Begin to fight, and be-

hind your hundred forts

of Paris we’ll wound
you with the intolerable

shafts of our wit—praise

our anger, and we can
lash the three kingdoms in a fury
against you. Pause, pause, infatu-

ated Prince !—do not rouse such a
power as wepossess—a power which
we ourselves tremble at—so vast
is it— an explosive machine to

which Warner’s longest range is

a trifie— a power which will set

twenty millions of Anglo-Saxons,
roaring, raging and thundering—^a

power which can let loose the
bloody, irresistible war-dogs, who
so many a time have hunted over
your country.

I say we could do it. If we were not better patriots than you, we could
plunge tlie two countries into a war. There would be no end to the profit to us.

Our sale would go up to a million. TFe should be in no danger. Your bullets

would not reach us in the Strand, and our gains would be so enormous that
the smallest printer’s devil might eat turtle soup aU day, out of business hours,
and buy thousands into the funds.

But the funds would fall. They did in former quarrels. The funds fell and
the country suffered. The poor mau was pinched and the horrible Income Tax
invented, in order that we might have the honour of beating the French.
We would beat them again no doubt, but the play is not worthy of the candle.

We might profit by a war, but our country would suffer. Punch therefore preaches
peace.

Ah, Sir ! do you follow the example of Punefi

!

Consider, there are some things
which may be bought too dear ; a dotation for your family is one. None of the
papers have whispered the secret— but I and Palmerston knew it at once.
Tangiers has been bombarded that the Princes might be pensioned.

This is a hard price the world has to pay for the maintenance of your amiable
young family, and puts one in mind of the. Chinese economist, who burned a house
down in order to roast a pig. It was a neighbour’s house too, as I’ve no doubt.

It is to get this money that the wise man par excdUnce of Europe, the lauded of
our Journals, the Napoleon of Peace, Ben B’Israeli's Ulysses, is burning towns
now, and perhaps going to incendiarise Europe to-morrow. Ah, Sir ! after all your
doubling and shuffling, your weeping and protesting, and weary smiling—all the
labours of a life to make a character—-is it not a pity to be losing it in your old age \

What will Europe, what will Me. Benjamin D’Israeli, say ? To endow your
sons, and out of other people’s pockets too, is a comfortable thing ; but what a
chance do you run for the sake of that enjoyment ! You burn down a city—you
butclier, broil, and bombard whole myriads of Tangerines (poor devils ! had they
but known how to make the offer, they ought to have proposed to pay down the
dotation-money at once—it would have been cheapest in the end for them)
Nor does the mischief end here with the benighted Turks. In a street, when
No. 4 is on fire, No. 3 begins to be rather anxious—aud Gibraltar is No. 3, and a
pretty combustible place too.

. Even though you mre Ulysses, and the Napoleon of Peace, No. 3 won’t
ataud it. With, every respect for your character, and the warmest wish that the
amiable little Joinvilles and Nemours may be provided for. No. 2 is hound to

remoimtrfite against your peculiar mode of making your children comfortable. Only
let it be hmown what your plan is-7-and it is now beginning to appear pretty clearly

—not only No. 2, hut the whole street, will be indict-
j

ing you for a nuisance, and we shall have the fire-

offices of all Europe on the look-out.

In other words, if you send crack-brained officers

to bully our consuls—if you patronise harum-scarum
young admirals who write schemes for the destruction

of our coast, and.who are rewarded for their inge-

nuity by instant commands, and leave to practise their

favourite plans elsewhere—^if you have a peaceful

minister, but take care that he be powerless and kiss

Her Majesty a score of times—our people will begin

to doubt that you are the Napoleon of Peace, and
others will take counsel with them.
There is the poor Emperor op Morocco, who

vows that he is a Napoleon of Peace, too, in his

way ; and how do you serve him ? He can’t practise

the peace he preaches, say you ; and you send Join-
vxlle to hum his cities, and Bugeaud to lay waste
his territories, seize upon his fiocks, and butcher his

people.

Suppose all Europe were to take up a similar

opinion with regard to a certain country that is said

to be at the head of civilisation. Suppose it were
to say, as it has before, “We don’t trust you and
your professions of peace. You are false when you
make them ; and powerless to work them out. You
are peaceful

;
and yet your people are perpetually

brandishing their swords at the throats of all their

neighbours—cursing and shrieking, and endlessly

threatening war. You are peaceful ; and yet you teU
one friend that you will take his Bhine boundary
from him—imprison the servant of another

; tell

him he is a liar, and favour him with projects for

butchering, firing, and ruining him. You may pro-

test of your good intentions till yon are black in

your royal face : but this is not our way of under-
standing peace.”

If this goes on much further, with all our love

of quiet we shall be forced to speak out. The Mis-
sionaries are already gone over to the war-party.

Have a care, great Sir, that Punch don’t join them
too. Dire will be the day when that event occurs

;

and we shall be compelled to perform the sad and
painful duty of foxing uf the British Lion.

PRINCE ALBERTS BEES.

We have been favoured by Prince Albert

—

^for

after what we have done, it may be very well sup-

posed that is a first favourite at Windsor Castle,

even though his name as guest has not yet appeared in

the Court Circular—we have been favoured with a
private view of the royal Bee-hives. They are formed
after the most approved political principles, albeit the

said principles have not yet come into general fashion.

They are so constructed, that the working-bees within,

(they are a very curious species of bee, and bear an
outward resemblance to British mechanics and ar-

tificers,) are carefully deprived of all the honey they

elaborate, save the honey that is considered sufficient

to afford them ample sustenance in all seasons. Thus,

it will be seen, that the Bees pay a very large pro-

perty-tax
;
but, unlike too many of their fellow-sub-

jects, they are left enough to eat in return for their

labour. All is not taken from them. Their hives,

! we understand, have been expressly fitted up for the

instruction of the Prince or Wales, whose dawning
mind will, we trust, receive and appreciate the whole-

some political and social lesson they so unequivocally

convey.

LITERARY INTELLIGENCE.
The Duke of Richmond is preparing for the press a

work of astounding interest to the turfites, containing a

narrative of the actions, under the title of

“ Our Mess.”



PRINCE ALBERT’S BEE-HIVES.
Tliese Hives are bo constructed, that the HONEY may he removed without DESTROYING- THE BEES.*^—Morning Paper.
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A BISHOP’S ARMS.
A SCHOONER lias been fitted out for the use of the Bishop of

Newfoundland, to be used as a church in the smaller and more
remote settlements of his colony. She is called the Hcmh (would not
the Lamb have been better ?) and has been supplied with all neces-
sary ecclesiastical fittings. We are told that at her mast-head was
displayed an ensign, one certainly new to the nautical authorities,

which caused many various speculations on the river—the arms ofthe

Bishop of JSfeicfoundland appropriately emblazoned.” We should like

to know what the arms were that puzzled the simple rowers of the
Thames? Of course, they were composed neither of griffin, nor
tiger, nor pelican, nor cat-o’-the-monntain,—^nor, indeed, of aught
ravenous or monstrous. Such bearings would have fluttered a
mockery of the purpose of the peace-bearing craft. What, then,

were they ? Doubtless, a Dove with Olive Branch. Any symbol
less innocent would ill assort with the "communion-plate” and
" the altar ” to be found below. Nevertheless,, a “ Bishop’s Arms”
always sounds oddly to us—as oddly as a cheruh^s suit of mail.

A VOICE FROM THE GROUSE.
The news from the hills and moors continues to be quite as

interesting as the intelligence from Tangiers. Indeed, we question
whether there is not truer glory to be found in the a^oit bringing
down of grouse and black-cock—as at the presentmoment effected by
English law-makers—^than to be obtained by knocking men’s houses
about their ears for the laurels of a Joinville and the dignity of
Prance. Certainly, if Punoft might choose, he would all to nothing
rather walk the heather with dog and gun, than drop bomb-shells
through the roofs and garret windows of the unbelieving. Man-
shooting is, after all, a little more wicked than the killing of grouse,
and—^in the instance of Tangiers—^much less glorious. It appears,
however, that there are dangers to be encountered even in grouse-
shooting, of which men dream not : that sportsmen (especially par-
liamentary sportsmen) are liable to strange questionings by their
victims. We have this intelligence on the report of a very respect-

able M.P., who assures us that—according to the good old Pytha-
gorean theory—certain Members of Parliament who, whilst in the
flesh, have neglected their duties, are made upon their death to ti*ans-

migrate into the bodies of grouse, for the express recreation of
the members who follow. It is well that this truth should be
generally known ; and we therefore give a dialogue (duly authen-
ticated) that passed a few days since between a grouse and a sporting
M.P. The sportsman had his finger on the trigger, when he w^as

startled by the voice of the bird. We give the conversation that
ensued.

Qrovse, Halloo ! what are you about ?

(Propping his gun,') Bless my soul ! A talking grouse

!

Grouse, Yes ;
there are a good many of us upon the hills.

M,P. A good many of you ! Why where do you come from ?

Cfrouse, Where you came from—^from the House of Commons.
This is our punishment for nights misspent—^for votes misgiven—^for

all our sins committed as Members of Parliament. You don’t know
how soon your time may come.
MJP, My time I

Grouse. Yes, for you look as great a sinner as any of us. It ’s a
sort of retribution, that we who neglected what we were sent to do
in the House, should be made the future game of Parliament when
the session is closed. It’s quite true. There’s at least fifty of us
about the hills, who in our time have written M.P. to our names

;

and done all sorts of tricks permitted by the two letters.

(The M,P, slotdy raises his gun.)

You may as well save your powder and shot—^my time isn’t come.
I’ve another year of it yet.

JfJP. Another year

!

Grouse, Yes ; we are doomed .to sit here upon the hills seven years
—and hard work the sitting is, I can tell you. This is my sixth
season : come next year, and you may bag me. In the meantime, if

yon wouldn’t after your death be made a grouse of yoursell^ don’t

shirk your duties, or sell your constituents.

And with these words, according to our informant, the bird flew
away, leaving a great moral lesson for all Members of Parliament to

ponder on.

glgritultwal ©ollcge.

We arc happy to find that there is to he a College of Agriculture, and
that the worthy clodhopper will henceforth have his Alma Mater, lilte the
Cantab, and the honest highlow of industry will tread the sacred groves of
Academus as well as the aristocratic Oxonian.
We see no difficulty in organising a College of Agriculture, and we can

suggest a few of the probable professorships. Of com*se theiu will be a
chair of new-laid eggs, which the professor of poultry would he well

qualified to occupy. Degrees will be conferred in guano ; and a series of
lectures on the philosophy of making hay when the sun ^ines would, no
doubt, he exceedingly popular. We should propose that, previous to

matriculation, every student should be required to undergo an examina-
tion on moral philosophy in connection with chaff, and the efficacy of
thrashing by hand when the ears are unusually lengthy. Corresponding
with the university Masters of Arts, there could be Bachelors of Barley

;

and the undergraduates might be brought direct to the Agricultural Col-

lege from Plough, as they axe now brought to the universities immediately
from Harrow.
The examination papers would at first be difficult to frame, but the

following may be some guide for preparing them.
Find the square root of a stick of horse-radish.

DcBcnbe the milky way, distinguisliing the whey from the milk, and
chalking out the way by which the milk gets thei’e.

We merely throw out these as hints, but the Professors tliemselves will

be better able to frame the necessary questions for the use of students.

Clover will offer a very wide field ; and hay, though rather dry, will be the

sort of food that the students may taJee advantage of.

BARON ALDERSON ON CRICKET.

The learned Baron has delighted a Suffolk grand jury, and many
worthy folks besides, with certain intelligent and humanizing
remarks on a game of cricket which he saw played by a Noble Earl,

tradesmen, and labourers. He said he believed, if the aristocracy

"associated more with the lower classes of society, the kingdom of
England would be in a far safer, and society in a far sounder, condi-

tion. I wish I could put it to the minds of all to think so, because I
think it is true.” This may, or may not be true

;
but we put it to

the Duke of Richmond, Loud Bentinck, Captain Rous, and
other gentlemen of the turf, whether after all their association with
the lowest of men—and only of course for the purpose of elevating

them—they, the plebeians, have not remained the knaves and sharpers

that they were before. Certain we are, the evidence in the Gaming
Committee showed the vast condescension on the part of the wealthy
and the high-born. To be sure, cricketing may have a healthier

moral influence upon the vulgar than betting ; and, with Baron
Alderson, we wish the aristocracy would try it.

PAR NOBILE FBATRiriMr.

It seems that the Moniieur at Paris never publishes any news till after

it has been in eveiy other paper. Acoording to this, it is the Morning
Herald oi Prance.
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THE PILGRIM BUCKINGHAM.

WARDS the end of last month,

Mr. James Silk Buck-

sametime; however,! wUl send you all pai-ticulars of my further

doinas, and am.
Yours, whilst the Bank of England lasts,

J. Silk Bitckikciiam.

Mr. James Silk Buck- p j jiave caused myself to he placarded as "Mr. Buckin gham,
INGHAM, with an en- Oriental Traveller j” it has struck me, that as Meiiemet
thusiasm akin to that

jg making a stir just now, if X were to dress myself in the very

of Peter the Hermit, ^^gg -which he purposes to visit Mecca, it mi^ht draw,
^
Your

quitted the luxury ofhis opinioa on such a point is worth something. What do you think 2

soft-hottomed/aMtfiMi^ in

Hanover Square, and : . —: r."..

with staff in hand and

oyster-shell in gossamer, PAY YOUR GAMEKEEPERS,
wandered into the pro-

. AmAn IS rlAsif.Ti if RAATT19. er at least
t'' +iia fflmlnna What is sport to country gentlemen, is death it seems, or at least

g destruction, to the farmers. The JS-eraia, of August 3, contains^ » purpose of enlightening
the foUowteg pai-agraph

the ^tio “ clergy, profession^ men, naval ^d
a,, G»,e La« have exdtei a very g«,er.I ana .trong

gentlemen and their families,* hy coaxing them to become suh-
acainS them in all parts of the country, it is seen that the suiiply of hares is

scribers to the British and Foreign Destitute. Great is^ the philan- kept up, not for the landiord*s sport, but for his projlt—thc hares iicing fed at the

. -fAv qIkao/4V Vioflt La in nlaces delivered expense of the tenant-farmer. Five hares, it is well known, consume as much food as a
thropy of Buckingham ;

for already hath he in divers places ueuveieu
^

i

^
instance in this county where the damage done to one piece of

a public lecture on "the great advantage and convenience oi me -^heat only is estimated at between -iw. and 50Z.**

asylum in Hanover Square. JRmeJi hath received a dozen hand-
conducts itself pretty much like Ver-

hills, industriously circulated m various towns by the pilgrim j
ana

yuslilia ruat ctelum,” a phrase which we translate for

subjoins an extract from one of the documents. the benefit of country gentlemen, because it is to them we would address

** The purpose of this Lecture is to develope and explain the oripn, nature, and object ourselves— Do justice, though at the sacnfice of rent.” Whatever your
of a Public Institution recently established in London, of great advantage and convemence a may eat UP, do not let it eat up your tenants. Game must bo pre-

“ The Institution was opened by His Royal Highness the Prince Albert in person, as The peasantry must consequently be demorahsed, gamekeepers every now
Patron, accompanied by the Right Honourable the Earl of Devon, the President, and a then shot, a man Or twO hanged occasionally, Slid hundreds imprisoned
long list of Noblemen as Vice-Presidents, who were received by about 800 Ladies and

^ transported. All this is very lamentable ; but it cannot bo helped ;G^.n,me«b«. of the «uaeith.n«ob«tliavmg«ncemciM«d to about 1,200 Xi who would sacrifice the pleasures of the field to the welfare

“The Inaugural Lecture was delivered by Mr. Buckingham, at the Queen’s Conceit and happiness of his fellow-men, is unworthy the name of a British

Room, in London, before an assemblage of more than a thousand auditors, including goQd (rentlemen, behave as SUch—Pay for the keep of your
Ladies of the highest rank in society, as well as Gentlemen, by whom li was ® rln vm/nnt n.*,tiin.nvVl| thedies of the highest rank in society, as well as Gentlemen, dy wnom « was *

AiiAnr -Fav. vnnf ttnrlH-a Whv dn vnn nnt aptiiallv sell the
rzy receiijed! hnd it is believed thi the nature of the Association requires only to be game--Allow for it at your audits—Wliy do you not actually sell llio

made generally known to insure its favourable reception by the higher dassea, for whose animals which your farmers feed ? But perhaps you are Pight. Ihen
pleasure and accommodation it was chiefly established.*’ why not, at once, turn your horses, cattle, swiue, poultry, into your

Now, if any composer would adapt the above to music, let us tenants* fields ? You are the law-makers ; pass an act for the abolition of
...... . /. 1 1 wtA.im.la A 11 vrAiiv. Awn Af lAoef La feAnaiatAn'f. • VTI'AftAnt vnti

humbly suegest the air to which the landlady of old sang— pounds—all but your own. At le^t be consistent ; at present you are

« -r. T J , a I J T. 1 -17 J » ‘'^<>“6 things and persons by halves.
“ Ducky, ducky, ducky, come and he killed,”

(with this slight variation of words)—]
. -- =

“ The Buckinghams are waiting, their bellies must he filled.*’ PRINCE ALBERT'S MILITARY PRIMER.
We, however, regret to state, that the pilgrim has not met with

jjjg Royal Highness Prince Albert is very actively engaged in rubbing
that vast success which his hardihood evidently merits. This much

j^jg military education—which had hitherto been much neglected—by
we gather from a letter written by the pilgrim himself,—a letter yeviewinghisownregimentprevious to the expected arrival of the King of

which, in the handsomest manner, has been, handed to us for pub- the French at Windsor. Her Majesty is very anxious that the Prince

lication should not appear at a loss in his capacity of colonel, when Lours Philippe

PRINCE ALBERT'S MILITARY PRIMER.

His Royal Highness Prince Albert is very actively engaged in rubbing
_ I.;— 1m.-1 I.Aavt -mviAK nAnrlAA^n/1 1\.r

lication should not appear at a loss in his capacity of colonel, when Lours PnrLiPPB

is present as a^guest at the castle, and his Royal Highness daily reads from
TO GEORGE JONES, ESQ., BRITISH AND FOREIGN INSTITUTE. book the words of command, and watches the movements of the men,

"My Dear Jones Cowes Aug 19. so that he may ascertain what is the meaning of the various evolutions.

“ What oaii havn come to the people ? Is it the mwoh of S?* “ “
intelleci^ or—^worse than all—^is it the malevolence of that scoundrel J

Punch 9—for at my lecture this morning at the Town Hall, I bagged
but six

; and as 1 have to deduct from the half-dozen the housemaid
ofmy printer and the wife and eldest son of the bill-sticker, you will IRELAND TO WIT.—IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT,
at once perceive that the receipts are ruinous. However, nothing gjj^ Robert Peel, having determined to do his utmost to remedy the
daunted, I dwelt with my usual eloquence on the advantages of the evils of Ireland, has decided on rendering a Bill, having that object, a
Institute ; spoke of the height of the footmen ; the beauty of the lec- matter of open competition. A Prize of 1000/ will be awarded to the

tures
;
the breadth of the sandwiches

;
and the vivacity of our ginger- successful competitor. Candidates for the Prize Bill are to send in

beer. Thinking that a parson was among my hearers, I took a flight their measures on or before the 1st of January next, to the ofilce of Mr.
upon our fine crusted port ; but to my dismay discovered that the Punchy who has been authorised by Sir Robert Peel to take and receive

wretch was nothing more than a bagman. Although I professed same. Each document to be accompanied by a motto, and a sealed

myself ready to book names of members, and in the finest spirit of envelope containing the name of the author. The decision between their

liberality offered to commute the annual 5/. gj. for fifty tineas respective inerits will rest solely with Sir Robert Peel and
f

and

dowii.-Loh, my dear Jonzs, is the perversity of hUau natere
“ » ^

Cowes,—^no man heard me speak of money that he did not imme-
® ® -- -

diately button his pocket, lhave had no better Inck at Dorchester,
at Sherborne, or at Poole. However, I attack the natives to-morrow PasMonaWo Removals,

at Byde, and the next day at Portsmouth. The papers announce that that old sinner Mehebcet Ali is about

I had almost forgotten to observe that, as I have had to follow in ^ retire from public life and devote himself to a religious retirement at

the immediate wake of two brother leoterers, I may possibly snfiFer ^^ adore the holy Stone. Here

from competition. But so it is. Mr. Howowat has a person here
^ tiie Mcomphshed auteor of « Palm Leaves" to «ereiae his

^d therefore, though the Institute has quite a® a claim as Another hinttoo maybe advantageously addressed here to awell-fcnown
either the ointment or the pills upon the patronage of the world,and as individual. There is a certain law-lord who ought to he tired of the
! take equally respectable means to make its merits known, neverthe- vanity of public > life by this time i let us hear of his departure to the
less, 1 fear, I suffer from a crowded market. You may have observed Holy Cily, and of the edifying repentance and austerities of Hadjee
that, even at a fair, people will not patronise three fire-eaters at the Brougham.

FasblonaDle Removals.
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THE lOWAYS—“THE LOST TRIBE'
YOUNG ENGLAND.

-AND

It IDAY last an agreeable incident powerfully

tended to prove the truth of Mr. George
Jones’s theory—a theory so ingeniously, so

eloquently supported in his Ancient History qfj

America,—that the Red Men are no other than

the descendants of the lost tribe of Israel.

Young England—^it is proved by Young Ben
—is also a section of the wandered race. Well,
the lowAY Indians—the last marketable im>

Id ports from the Back-Woods—with an instinc-

tive feeling of tlieir remote origin, did, on
Friday last, visit Grosvenor Gate, Park Lane,

and then and there did, in the most affectionate manner, fraternise

with the magnificent host, Benjamin D’Israeli, Esq., M.P. The
superficial newspapers stated, that “ the immediate object of the visit

was to give these children of the forest an idea of an English gentle-

man’s residence, and of the style of living of our aristoGracy” No
such thing ; we grant, that such may have been the ostensible pur-

pose of the Indians’ visit to Benjamin’s wigwam, but the real object

was, as we have said, to fraternise, as the remnant of the tribe of
|

Israel, with Young England, and in due ceremony, to admit Mr.
D’Israeli, Lord Manners, Mr. George Smythe, and other illus-

trious spirits of the regenerating party, as brothers of the tribe.

This ceremony was performed in the library. A suitable oration

was delivered by Se-non-ty-yah, the Medicine Man ;
and was re-

sponded to by the author of Histone Fancies, who chaunted an appro-

priate stave (to appear in the forthcoming new edition of his work.)

The Indians were then conducted over the mansion, and expressed

themselves prodigiously delighted with all they beheld. The kitchen

appointments wrought them into a state of high enthusiasm 5 and
when they were shown that very complex piece of machinery, the

ball-cock, which regulates the supply of water into the butt, they

were roused into a state of inconceivable excitement. Hereupon,
the host, with his fine knowledge of human nature, read “ these

children of the forest” a couple of pages of Conmgshy, and the

lowering effect was marvellous. They were immediately cooled

down to their ordinary temperament.
The party was next conducted into the bath-room. Whereupon,

the Medicine Man observed, that he cured most of Aif patients by
immersion in cold water, and by vapouring. Mr. DTsraeli, with

one of his slaughtering smiles observed, He had tried vapouring,

especially in Parliament
;
and all things considered, it had done

wonderfully.”

The house being thoroughly inspected, the party returned to the

dining-room, where—^the Young England Members joining—the

dance of brotherly love wa^ executed. A “ dijeumr ” was then

served up, and duly honoured. At four o’clock, the guests departed,

Mr. DTsraeli having with his own hand fixed the pen with which

he wrote the last chapter of Coningshy, in the head of the Medicine-

Han. (It may be viewed by the curious at Egyptian Hall.)

If, however, there be any truth in tbe report that the loways were
invited to Grosvenor Gate that they might see, and for a time share

in, “the way of living of our aristocracy,” we beg to inform Mr,
D’Israeli that there are thousands of darkened souls in London,
equally ignorant of that Paradise, Grosvenor-Gate, as his guests the

Red Indians. Therefore, we have now no doubt, that Mr. DTsraeli
will upon this knowledge instantly issue cards of invitation to the

dwellers of Shoreditch, Whitechapel, Kent Street, Seven Dials, and
to other remote fastnesses of savage, pauper existence.

EX PARTE LUD IN RE LORD.
{An Opinion, by Punch,)

Punch is requested by an intelligent Correspondent, and cabman, to

explain a certain analogy which exists between gentlemen of the long robe
and gentlemen of the long whip. The latter, as we observed a week or
two ago, indulge in a peculiar variation from the standard of Walker in
the pronunciation of the word Cab

; and a corresponding liberty is taken
by the former with the monosyllabile Lord. As cabmen, vociferating in

their vocation, cry “ Keb, sir I ” so barristers, addressing the bench, say,
“ My Lud.” Wherefore 1—Now for a morsel of logic.

Be it noted, that a barrister, in speaking of a nobleman by his title,

expresses himself like any wigless gentleman. It is plain, therefore, that

he does not call a judge his Lud from want of knowing better. Conse-
quently, he terms him so on purpose. If this is not a first-rate sorites,

call Punch SiBiuoRP.
As there is no other valid reason assignable for counsel’s thus curtailing

her Majesty’s vernacular, Punah concludes that they do so for the sake,

as grammarians phrase it, of distinction. Not that they intend to confer

distinction
:
quite the reverse. They wish to distinguish between their

legal and their noble Lordships. Accordingly, they call the former Luds,
to show, by not pronouncing the name in full, that tli6y do not look upon
them as full Lords. Ludship is meant to denote a certain inferiority to

Lordship. So that Justices Alderson, Coleridge, and Williams are

Luds; whilst Earl Spencer, Viscount Melbourne, and the Baron
Nathan are Lords. Lords Brougham and Campbell are both Lords
and Luds—Lords in the House of Peers, Luds in a Court of Justice.

Whether Lord plus Lud is a higher title than simple Lord, is an inter-

esting question
;
but we have not space to pursue it.

REVOLUTION IN FRANCE.

A PIECE of news has
reached us, and appears ex-
clusively in the columns of
this Journal. We can pity

but not describe the state of

the poor Morning Post on
reading the intelligence.

There is a Female Revo-
lution in Paris. AUfiounees

are to he cut off La-
dies’ gowns. All gowns
are to be made very
short. Above all—^all

Elastic Crinoline
petticoats are to be
ABOLISHED. Since July,

1830, a change so

startling has not oc-

curred in Europe.

NOTA BENE.
The 10WY American Indians^ now exhibiting at tbe Egyptian Htdl,

belong to a tribe from the interior of the country, which is reported to be
a very honourable race, being always honest in their dealings with
strangers, and never breaking their faith when once it is pledged. They
must not be confounded with the tribe of the I 0 U’s, who are natives of

Pennsylvania, and bear a very opposite characterc

Annoyance Jury.
We see the Inspectors of Weights and Measures were very busy last

week. We wish they had paid a visit to Sir Robert Peel to test his

measures of last session ; for we are sure they would have found them
not only false and hollow, but many of them of no weight at all. The
Qui Tam and Commons' inclosure measures, we are coiSs^dent, ought to

have been smashed long ago.

Yankee 3>octors>

Let Sir James GRAHAM’s'Medical Bill come into operation, and Doctors

will spring up among ns as they do in America. “ Do you know what

your Doctor was two years ago ? ” asked a Yankee not six months since

of an Englishman in Boston. ** Do you know, stranger, what he was ?
”

“ No.” Well, then, he was only a bookbinder,
_

I guess.” At this

news, the Englishman’s jaw fell, and he returned silent thanks that his

bookbinder Doctor had not put him in hoards.

THE LAST INSULT TO POOH OLD IRELAND.

It is confidently’reported that the author of The Great Metropolis ”

is going to write a book about this most unfortunate country.



AVING perused with wonder Loan Maidstone^s poem, in the Morning Post^ Jenny Wre^
indites a humble remonstrance.

Jenny does not consider it necessary to teach the genteel reader that one of my lord’f

respected names is Finch.

j

SHALL WE WHO CRUSHED THEIR FATHERS.*

!

Shall we who crushed their fathers at Cressy and
And bade their guard at Waterloo “ be off,” and “ clear the way,”
Sit tamely by and tremble when swords have left their sheath.

And Gallic threats are bandied in the British lion’s teeth ?

^Tis this they prate of honour^ and spit upon the hern

OfBritomma^s regal nesture and shame her diadem.

No, by the soul of Edwaru, by the triumphs long ago
Of the strong Norman lance and gallant English bow,
We will not cower before them while yet a bosom stirs

At the tale of Crispin’s Morning or the Battle of the Spurs.
And yet they^ ^e.

Their ships are rolling in our ports, their banners deck our walls.

The tri-color is sighing in the breezes of St. Paul’s.

For fear of us a hundred forts gird Paris with a chain,
And Jacobins and Anarchists look on, and daren’t complain.

And yet they^ ^o.

They begged of us a favour, and we yielded them their plea,
The ashes of Napoleon from the islLtid in the sea.

We gave them all they asked for, but we could not give them back
The glory which departed when we thundered in their track.

And yet tltey^ ^o.

The mark cf England’s heel is trampled on the neck
Of Paris and her citizens, of this they nothing reck ;

But though her youth may bluster, and swear they felt it not.
There are other youths in England can make the brand as hot.

And yet they^ ^o.

Then Dufin cease to prattle, and Joinville cease to write

;

The ancients had a custom to hold their tongue—and fight.

Pray to the God of battles for a strong heart and hand.
And a better sword than Hoche’s to decimate our laud.

And cease to prate ofhomv/r^ amd spit upon the hem
Of Brvtomnm’s regal vesture^ and shame her diadem.

SILLY LITTLE FINCHES.f

Silly little Finches have silly little ears.

Make Poitiay to rhyme with way—^little hoy, it is PoiteVs.

Why sit by and tremble I when swords hofoe left their sheath,

Then will British lions begin to show their teeth.

Spitting is a nasty thing, which French people dOf

Little hrdling^ donH begin eapeetoratmg too,

Boyal Edward ’s in his grave—^he and his long shanks—*
Did he do our people good—^butchering those Franks ?

Harry Fifth won Agincourt—^won it at a pinch

—

What became of Harry Sixth—^silly little Knch %

With your wiggle waggle, ^c.

He ’s a silly fellow of rotten things who brags.
At church best look at your prayer-book—^not those bloody flags.

What I the Paris forts were built all for fear of you 9

Silly little Finch, so to oockadoodledoo 1

With your wiggle waggle, ^c.

Was it then so generous, granting them their plea 2

Bull-Finch ! are not islands always " in the sea ?”

Better read the story of the fight of Mount St. John,
He robs us half our glory who says the French had none.

With his wiggle-waggle, §c.

The march of English Wellington-heels has trampled Frenchmen low.

Swaggering young poet, pray Heaven it be not so.

Trampled men will turn and hate, that full well we know
We should never trample on a fallen foe.

0 you wiggle-waggle, ^o.

Then Maidstone cease to rhyme, and Joinville cease to write,

Better ’tis to hold your tongue in order not to fight.

Better ’tis that little boys remember the old rules.

Nor cut their little fingers while playing with edge-tools.

And cease to poke at Frenchmen with your wi^ied little pen ;

So, to little Finch, cries peaceful Jenny Wren.

a . * .
* MoawiKG Post, Aug. 14th, 1844.

T Tnis poem was ordered from the young lady who writes the chief lyrical effusions for our establishment, and who received the strictest injunctions to inculcate peace.
Hence the slaughter of Loan Maxbstonb by Jbnnt Wbbn.

lie bombardment of Tankers has tahen place since his Lordship was sacrificed. That event has much altered our opinions, and, indeed, our desire of maintaining terms
of politeness with the chief of the French Government. And (though we laugh to scorn the pretension of any man who would question out right to contradict ourselves
as many tim^ m a column as we please), yet we condescend to own that our opinions are considerably altered by the brutal onset on Tangiers.

Lord Maidstone, then, has been untimely sacrificed. But his Lordship’s mangled corpse will serve to show that we had a sincere desire to maintain the peace ; and, at
the same tunc, it may be looked at as the first victim of what may he a long and fatal war.

Pnneli'B Antograpli.

Great is, sometimes, the misery of a high reputation! Punch is being
continually pestered for his autograph. We therefore take this oppor-
tunity of informing those dealers in virtu, who are anxious to obtain his
hajud-writing, that he bas a few acceptances in circulation, and that the
way in whi<£ his admirers can best show their enthusiasm will be to
take them up. Particulars to be had of Punches publisher. It is hoped
that no one but persons seriously inclined will apply. |

Tbe Sturaas* festival.

As we believe there are many enthusiasts in Scotland anxious to show
their sympathy towards the poet Thom, we beg to state that he dwells in

Inverury,—and not, as the printer placed him in our last, in Inverary,

rrinced by William Btadbury, of Noris, York P\aja9,Sto\io^Ynnf^n~hndFTtidexiak. Mnllett Evan «,
of No. 7, Church Bow, Stoke Newington, both In the County ot Middleeex, Printers, at their
Office in Lcnnhard Street, in the Precinct of Whitefrlaxe. in the City of London, and published by
Joseph Smith, Publisher, of No. 58, St. Jbhn’t Wood Terrace, St. John's Wood Road, Regent’s Park,
in the county of Middlesex, at the Office, No. 104, Strand, in the Parish of Sb Clement Danes, in
the County ofMiddlesex.—SATuanar, Avoust 84, 1844.
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PUNCHES COMPLETE LETTER-WRITER.

LETTER XVII.

FROM A GENTLEMAN TO HIS FRIEND, ENTREATING HIM
TO RENOUNCE THE BOTTLE.

upon whoni can you pass it ? I^om the mouth of a drunkard, the
most solemn promise is no better than the best-made bad money : it
may pass for a time, but is certain to be nailed to the world’s counter
at last.

You had iriends. But there is a mortal fever in the reputation of
a drunkard, and sober men wisely avoid it.

You have a wife.
^
Has she a husband ? No. She vowed to love a

man, and you are a liquor-cask. Can you expect her affection 2 You
might as reasonably expect her wedding-ring to hoop a wine-barr^
You have children. Poor things ! They see a satyr sprawl and

reel before them ; and, in their innocence, blush not as yet to
the creature father

!

But, my dear Peter, there is yet hope. Learn to love home.
Avoid the tavern. It is in the tavern-cellar that the devil draws up
his army array against the brains and good resolves of men. It is

there that he reviews his legions of bottles, and prepares them for
the attack npon weak humanity. But, arm yourself, Peter

; meet
the assailants with cold water $ and, in the fight, you shall have the
earnest prayers of your old friend,

!

CoRYDON Rivers.

\ 11 My dear Peter,
\ // May I, by a friendship of thirty years’

\ 7

1

permitted to address you on your

\ jz faults—or, rather, your fault; for it is so capa-

1 ^ I'm
swallows every other error ;

in the

\ Yumt constrictors gulp toads and

I
nnsightly creatures of smaller dimensions.

lij I
^ remonstrate with you on—well,

it must he said— your habitual drunkenness!
friend, to what a condition has this

W/SKi folly, this wickedness, reduced you ! This morning

If
^ ^ full-grown cucumber in a bottle

:

nothing in the object ; it is a common-
place, to be seen in the windows of every pickle-

merchant : and yet did that imprisoned cucumber
touch my heart, and bring pathetic moisture into

my eyes
; for by the tyranny of association, it made me think of

my forlorn Mend. Yes ; looking at that cucumber, trained to

grow in its glass prison, did 1 behold in it the hopeless condition

of Peter Bubygill ! There he is—^thought I—there is Peter,
and who shall deliver him 1 And how, alas ! does that plethoric

gourd fully declare the story of my Mend ! How, like him, was it

insinuated in its green youth—a very sucker—^into the bottle’s

throat ; and how, when there, was it made to grow and swell, until

far too large to be withdrawn, it possessed the whole of the bottle,

and was then cut off for ever from the vine that had cherished it

!

And is it not thus, Peter, with a doomed drunkard ! Does he not
enter the bottle in the greenness of his days, and though he may
again and again escapeMm the thing that threatens to inclose him,
at length is it not impossible for him to get away! Habit makes him
swell, and there is no hope for him

;
cut off from the genial world,

he has no other dwelling-place than a bottle. Yerily, Peter Ruby-
gill, Bacchus—^like a pickle-merchant—^has his bottled cucumbers,
and you are of them

!

And yet, Peter, I would fain hope for you. In the name of all

that ]s great and beautiful in the world, why seal your eyes to its

grandeur and loveliness, why walk with your drowsy brain in a fog,

when, touched by the light of beauty, it might answer the touch with
most delicious music ! What, in truth, can you know of the boxmty
and ma^ficence showered about you ? No more than a siUy fly, tha^
finding itself in the palace of a king, sips and sips, and tumbles
headlong into the first syrup it may light upon. Have I not seen yon
leaden-eyed—clay-pat^—’almost dumb with pain hammering at
your temples--degraded by nausea tug^ng at your stomach—^your

hand shaldbig like a leaf—-your month iSre the mouth of an oven—
and your tongue, I am sure of it, like burnt shoe-leather ! And for
whal^ Peter Rubygill I Por some six hours^ madness the night
before I

You were left a comfortable competence. Where is itnow ? Gone.
The bottle is the devil’s crucible, and melts all!

You were tolerably good-looking. And now is your countenance
but as a tavern sign ; where numberless little imps—liberated by
drawn corks—continue to give a daily touch iand touch of red, proud
of their work, as portrait-painters to the devil himself.
There was a time when your word was true as gold. And now,

LETTER XYIir.

THE ANSWER,
My dear Corydon,

You talk of the beauty of the earth

—

170U talk of the mag-
nificence of the world ! Why, then, let moles sing psalms to the
moon, and that hermit in feathers, the screech-owl, tune a ditty to

the noonday sun. The bottle is the true philosopher’s microscope,
and shows him worlds within worlds that you, poor naked-eyed
wretches, never had the heart to dream of.

You say that you have seen me with my brain in a fog. Poor
ignorance ! After a night’s—say three nights’—continual happiness,

you little know the bliss 1 walk in. You little think of the genius
within me, that turns your scoimdrel streets of London into the
abodes of the blessed. \^at see I there but love and truest brother-

hood ! The very knockers wink and laugh at me ; and roses and
honeysuckles grow about every lamp-post. There are, I know, weak,
puling creatures, who talk of headaches ; but these are milk-sop
neophytes^ not yet of the true priesthood of our order. Y/hat if

now and then I have a twinge ! Think you I accuse the bottle ? I
should be a villain to do so. No : it’s the d—d east wind.
As for the fortune that was left me, it is true 1 have invested it iu

the bottle ; and, oh ! what compound interest have I had for my
money ! T’^lst you would count every rascal guinea, and, after you
had counted all, broke into a cold sweat to thii^ there was no more,
I—seated on my tavern-throne—^have had wealth that would con-

found all arithmetic. All about me has been glorious riches I I have
drunk out of hollowed diamonds, and spat in gold-dust.

It is my darling faith that every bottle contains in it a pair of

beautiful wings, to lift poor man above the gutter-mud which this

sober world is made of. A pair of wings 1 Jjid I, like Mercury,
can’t do without three pair.

I have somewhere read it at school—ha ! Rivers, sometimes at

the heel of the night 1 see you again in your green jacket, and 1 sit

and enjoy myself, and let the sweetest of tears run down my nose-
well, never mind that—1 read it at old Oanetwig’s—^that Jupiter
fastened the earth to heaven with a gold chain. All a flam, my
dear boy ! It was no chain, but a splendid, a most magnificent line

of linked bottles. The higher you climb, the further you are from
this vagabond world. Pity, my dear fellow—^pity it is, that the road

is so devilish slippery

!

Yon say 1 had Mends. Sad ! I have millions. Ha ! my good
creature—^for you are good, I believe, sober and stupid as you are

—

you don’t know the philanthropy that a corkscrew lets out upon me.
I may have been ruffled ; may 1 be pardoned for it, I may now and
then have thought harshly of my poor erring fellow-creatures, but

—

pop !—out comes the cork, and the wine, as it bubbles forth, speaks

pacifyingly, soothingly. Again—again ! The bottle coos like any
dove ; and I have not listened to it above two or three hours, when I
feel myself turned into one large lump of human honey ! And then

these two hands of mine are multiplied ten million times, imd I shake

hands with every man, woman, and child upon this beautiful earth,

my creditors included.

But Ml thiSf though much, is nothing to the wisdom—the know-
ledge—^that drmk so subtly lets in upon poor, darkened man,
is it I Yon have studied these things ;

hut then you have studied

them with a dry, dusty throat ; and so, can know no more of the

true operations of the intellect—^glorious intellect—of majestic man.
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than a monkey knows of a steam-engine* Well, what is it S I say,

what is it ? Ha ! my dear sonl, if you had only two bottles of the

stuff that is now shining before me—shining like a lion’s eye—^you’d

know all about it. Then yoYi ’d know metaphysics—-that is, meta-
physics assisted by glorious wine—here ’s a bumper to you, old cock !

God bless your little green jacket !—^metaphysics is this, as you’d
]^ow. Every man has an angel within him. Lord love ns ! and
yet, sometimes, we use one another as though we lodged nothing but
devils. Well, as I said, every man has an angel within him ; and
this angel—^poor thing I—^you dull, sober, miserly fellows, board in

the most rascally way ;
giving him nothing generous to drink, or

just wetting his lips, and there an end. And what’s the consequence 1

Why, he tells you nothing worth knowing—jnst casts up yonr
accounts for yon—gives you a nudge when stocks are going, or some
small chandler matter of the kind ; hut, with a noble resentment of

yonr shabbiness, he does nothing more. What does he to me, who
know how to treat him ? I give him bumper after bumper,—and
my brain feels him expanding his wings—you, poor wretch I don’t

knows that he has wings—^bumper after bumper, until, at last, my
angel takes up his golden fiddle, and plays me such a tune (I can feel

him rosining his how at this minute)—such a tune, that as it sounds
1 catch all sorts of wisdom 5 thoughts like diamonds, bright and
everlasting.

Ha ! ha ! he’s playing now, and I drop the pen to listen, and feel

myself an emperor.

My DEAR CoRTDOSr,
Don’t mind the stuff 1 ’ve scrawled above—^for

I ’ve been mad this month past. I am just arrested. You ’ll find

me at—

,

Chancery-lane. Come, come—^for God’s sake, bring fifty

pounds, and you everlastingly oblige

Your wretched fnend,
’

Peter Eubtgill.

RULES FOR NEWSPAPER CORRESPONDENTS. ^

upposiNO you wish to contribute to a public chanty,
send your money to the Editor of a newspaper.
He must acknowledge the receipt of it, and so

you get your name and benevolence advertised

H in the best part of the paper for nothing.

D 2 . Another -good method, if you are fond

^ of appearing before the public, is to request

the Editor to state that the Richard JonesA who, in our police report of yesterday, was

Wm sentenced to Bridewell for shoplifting, is not

the Mr. Richard Jones, the respected chiro-

psedist, of Sackville Street.”

w|h 3. If you are writing to a political news-
paper, never mind about writing on the two

t sides of the paper, as, depend upon it, it will

be a recommendation in your favour if the

Editor sees you can write well on lolh sides.

4. You need not be particular about writing

legibly, as it stands to reason, if the Editor cannot read your letter, that

you will be spared the mortification of reading in the next day's Notices

to Correspondents, that “ pHiLO-JusTiTi.aE is an ass.”

fi. It is usual in sending a statement, which impugns the character of

another person, to scud your name and address with it ; but, as in

matters of libel, this is a very troublesome, as well as a very expensive

plan, it is better to send any body clse’s card rather than your own. By
this means you avoid publicity, and have the double gratification of

annoying two persons at once.

6. Inserting your death one day, and contradicting it the next, is an-

other very cheap plan of advertising in a newspaper. Besides you have
the advantage of learning in your lifetime what your friends thiulc of you
after your death. This plan, however, will only answer once.

7. It is better, perhaps, not to send any poetry to a newspaper. We
never recollect an instance of the Times inserting A Sonnet to a Sow,”
or " Lines to my Mary.”

8. Be careful of quotations, especially in a foreign language. If an
editor knows his own language well, it is as much as you have a right to

expect of him.
9 . Never send anything to a newspaper to be continued,” unless it

is a legacy or a dozen of port.

10 . Never trouble yourself in calling to see the Editor of a newspaper.
It is a strange circumstance, but you might call a hundred times and
always find him out.”

SANCTITY AND CANNON BALLS.-JOINVILLE
IN IRELAND.

The Belfast Findicator^one of those " talking potatos” that would he
mischievous but for their delicious absurdity—thus gabbles of Tangier
laurels :

—

**The Pbincb db Joinvillb has xvonAtslawels [query,—stonecrop] before the ramparts
of Tangier. We are sure they will not be his last. We are fuU of confidence in his
future triumphs. He has a mother, whose prayers arcj no doubt, offered •up for his
honour and his welfares that mother is a living saint, and her prayers are not offered
in vain,*’

The French Queen is a most admirable woman ; nevertheless, we hope
better from the prayers of saints than bombarded towns, and a butchered
people. Surely, prayers were not made for the better direction of cannon-

•DA-n-nTOr^rrA-vT mn nAx-xr TAT /%AT1-. -iaatt. perfect throwing of Congreve rockets. Or, for aPADDINGTON TO THE BANK IN ONE DAY . moment granting that they were, surely her Majesty’s prayers might, in
It may be interesting to travellers to know, that the journey from instance, have produced better gunnery. The Vindicator^ or The

Pad^ngton to the Bank is now accomplished regularly in one day. An Tator^ continues i—
omnibiu leaves the Yorkshire Stingo at 8 a.m., and, proceeding leisurely “What ifhe [Joinvillb] should invade Irdand? Why, in that cane, all that we can
down the New Road, stops at the Regent’s Park to take up fresh passen- t^lce upon ourselves to say is, that the Irish people could offer him no resistance, seeing
gers. It then proceeds at a rapid rate to the corner of Tottenham Court "o* expected to fight him
Road whpvA liolf nMocBa-mUr AT. 1

sticks. But if he should happen to bring with him 100,000 stand of arms, and offer

i.

IS neceffianly made to enable the coachman and tftem gratis to those who may be willing to possess them, why, in that case, we should

•'1 A
Htw-® refreshment. No other stoppage is made after this leave people to judgje for themselves of the propriety of accepting them. This countrywas

till the omnibus reaches the King’s Cross, where a little delay sometimes thrice invaded by Prance in the last century, and it would not surprise us that the present

occurs to allow the passengers the opportunity of observing the picturesque
invasions before its close.’*

confluence of no less than six distinct thoroughfares. The halfway-house The writer knows the small value of his head, or he would hardly cackle
is .the Angel at Islington, a noted house for beer and accommodation, at such treason. For ourselves, we would not deprive him of arms;
which the coachman and guard always stop to dine. This does not take, certainly not. In reward of the above, we would have him made to walk
upon an average, more than an hour. The omnibus then proceeds at 2 p.m. sentry six hours a day before his own office—^with a musket on each
on its way down the City Road, and, after stopping at the Gredan Saloon shoulder—a couple of cannon balls slung at his waist—^his feet in dioes
In take in cheroots, reaches the Bank (the wood-pavement permitting) a Gallic wood-.-and on his simple head a foolscap of tricolor soft paper,
little ^before dusk. What would our grondfatiiers say to thia wonderful
rapidity of travelHng I —

r — . BRIGHTON FORTIFIED.

-nr 3 X J ^ AA- -r.
^ rupture with France, we are happy to state, thatWE u^erstend that Mr. Robert Montgomert is appointed Ministers have taken the best means to keep tlie enemy £^m this town,

private chaplain to Toil Thumb.—Bcclesiastical Gazette. having engaged Charles Kean to play here during the whole of the war.
|
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LADIES’ REPORT OF THE LONDON SEASON.
AN there be conceived a more interesting study than that of human
nature 1 especially in its feminine modification. Punch, anxious as

his Brougham for the promotion of all the sciences, has lately been
phUosopliising among the Fair. In other words, he has been
questioning every young lady whom he had the happiness of

dancing with or sitting by, with a view to eliciting her recollections

of the London Season just past; and he here presents the results of

that process to his readers :

—

Miss Mart Anne. Stowers informed Punch that sbe had been in

town for several months. Would confess that shehad been stopping

"leWes
End. Should so like to live there. The carnages were so splen-

did ! Envied ihose who rode in them so much ! The shops

—

she meant che linendrapers', of course— were magnificent. Saw dresses in the windows
that were perfect loves, and bonnets as lovely. Had seen all the sights. Wouldn’t deny
that she had kissed Tom Thumb. The Ojibbeways were horrid ; but interesting. Went
to the Opera once, with an order. Couldn’t exactly recollect what she saw. It was Don
something : Pasquale, perhaps

;
perhaps Giovanni—had forgotten which

;
but it was very

splendid. The Royal Academy was a great treat ; Maclise was very talented ; so was Mui-
READ7, so was Eastlake : which of them had painted the " Whistonian Controversy ” did not
recollect. Begged that Punch wouldn’t talk about the Polka ; it was pei^ection. Had made
many observations on things in general ; had principally to remark—that cardinals were popular,

tunics a great deal worn, and sk&ts, trimmed with a succession of flounces, highly fashionable.

Miss Emmeline Aubret said that she had been staying with her aunt, Labt Mincinghah,
in Grosvenor-square

; where she had passed an existence truly delightful. Was always going

out in the carriage ; seldom walked, except now and then through a quadrille. Occasionally

promenaded, very gently, in Kensington Gardens, to hear the hand play. Delighted with the
" Blues did not mean literary society by that—what a question ! Had been to the Opera and

MEDICAL REFORM-
The following plan of a Council of Health and

Medical Education, is respectfully submitted to

Sir James Graham by Mr. Punchy who conceives

that it will accord wifli the Right Hou. Baronet’s
ideas of Medicine exactly.

The Council of Health shall be formed from the

Members of the present College of that name ; re-

inforced by a selection from the different patent
medicine venders, tlie advertising surgeons, and
the itinerant lecturers upon Animal Magnetism
The President of the Council shall be the Arch-

Hygeist ; and the Fellows shall consist of those

fellows above alluded to, who advertise.

The President and the Council shall nominate
the Examiners.
The examinations shall chiefly have reference to

the ability of the candidates to concoct pufls and
posters. Testimonials as to ability will be received

from the Editors of tibe "Morning Paper,”

« Evening Journal,” &c., &c. ; also from noble-

men, green-grocers, ladies of title, mechanics,

operatives, farmers, and others, who shall certify

as to the benefit they have derived from the pills,

elixirs, tinctures, drops, or other remedies of the

said candidates.

The following Professorships shall be founded.

A Professorship of Pills and Ointment.

A ditto of Universal Medicine.

A ditto of Life Pills.

Ballet over and over again, to the Chinese Collection^ Burford’s Panorama, balls, concerts,

exhibitions, and sights without number ; had been, in short, everywhere. Had never been to

the British Museum : where was it % Had seen Westminster Abbey—the outside of it. Actually
once went to the Royal Institution. Heard Faraday—had no idea what on. The Opera was
Paradise ; the Ballet, beyond everything. Cerito was an angel ; Gbisi and Persiani nightin-

gales ; Mario a love ; Fornasari ah idol ; Lablache immense, really, without a joke ! The great
features of the season were the Polka and Tom Thumb

;
couldn't say which was the greater. The

Philharmonic was heavy
;
the Ancient Concerts irisie—^no causerie going on at elflier : missed

Labiiszet at both. Charles Kemble’s readings of Shaespeare were clever ; so was Shaespeare
himself, certainly, hut passe and Gothic. Preferred the French plays immeasurably. English
performers were not artistes. Had learnt a great deal while in town—couldn’t say what, it was
more than she could tell.

Miss Amelia Bates said that she had been residing with her brother-in-law at Camberwell,
Mr. Fiqley, a merchant in the City. Had been under the Thames Tunhel ; it was ever so long.

The Doclvs were very extensive
; took less interest in them than in the Industrious Fleas. The

Monument was very high. St. Paul’s was a vast building. Herr Doblee and the Wizard
of the North struck her as much as anything ; thought them equally wonderful. Had
she learnt the Polka 1 Oh yes ; a real Bohemian gentleman came to teach it her every Wednes-
day. Had been to the West End two or three times ; should never forget a silk that she saw
imder the Quadrant, nor an ice and a basin of mode-turtle, which she had had there. Had
been to a good many parties ; met several nice young men, and enjoyed equally nice suppers.
Had remarked that pearl necklaces, earrings, and Adelaide boots, were very much the rage ; no
other observations had occurred to her in particular.

The above examinations comprise the cream of upwards of one hundred, instituted in as
many different cases by Mr. Punch. His note-book contains numerous answers relative to

l^tten Row, Almacks, the Waverley Ball, and other gay and festive scenes of a similar descrip-
tion. All these responses are most enthusiastic ; but being chiefly of an interjectional character,

he has thought it unnecessary to record them.

LINCOLN DISFRANCHISED.
Mb. Barrt has strenuously objected to Colonel Sibthorp entering the new House of Commons,

lest it should immediately lose its centre of gravity.

A ditto of Homoeopathy and Humbug.
Lectures will also be delivered on the following

subjects ; all candidates being required to attend

them.
On the Blood, considered as the Seat of all

Diseases.

On Nervous and Mental Complaints ; with

the Cure for Benevolence rather than Gain.

On Brandy and Salt.

On the Popular System of Therapeutics for

the time being.

The syllabus of this course to he as follows

1. On the Pleasure of Cheating.

2. On the Pleasure of Being Cheated.

With regard to the fittest person to deliver the

course of Lectures -last mentioned. Punch has his

own opinions ; but he will leave this point to the

discretion of Sir James Graham.

London against all England^

The cities of York and Kent are contending for

the honour of the title for the last-born Prince.

We recommend Her Majesty to crudi the dis-

pute at once, before it grows into a civil war. The
best way to silence both pretenders would be, we
think, to create a bran new title for the occasion.

We suggest for a title, the Duke of London,

We are sure the little Prince would not say nay

to it. Only let him be told there is a Comte de

Paris, and we will wager the amount at our

hankers he will immediately see the necessity why
the Modern Babylon should be represented in

Debreti’s Peerage ” by something better than a

trumpery Lord Mayor. We are in earnest ;
and

we can only say that, should the little Prince be

made the Duke, as he ought to be, of the first city

in the world, that we shall he happy—besides

standing sponsor, if the Queen wishes it—to pre-

sent him at his christening witli a silver fork and

spoon, and a porcelain mug, with " London ”

printed in gold letters upon it, in honour of the

I

occasion.

A SECRET REALLY WORTH KNOWING.

We have been requested by a French Officer to

state, that the guns of the I^ench vessels, at the

bombardment of Tangier, were charged with poun-

der only, and not with a single ball. We hope

this fact will silence the malicious who have been

laughing at the Belle Poule firing for two hours

at a fort, and never hitting it once.
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SIDONIA SMOKING THE CALUMET WITH THE lOWAYS.
for what numskulls call glory. I’m sure of

^ it, Prince Joinville felt ashamed of the
work, and so did all the worthy fellows

employed in it,— and that’s why they
didn’t put any heart into the matter,

—but banged away by fits and starts, and
then hauled out of the bay, whilst the

Moors were still cock-a-wlioop. Por my-
self, I know if 1 w^ere a Prince and sent to

do such work, I should feel myself very

little better than a housebreaker—a Jack
Skeppard with a cocked hat ; and then for

the glory of the thing—I’m blcss’d if I

should rest of nights—1 should dream of

nothing but of the police and Newgate.
Joinville has gone off down the coast,

they say, to gut some more houses. If I

^ hear anything worth sending of his doings,

^ I you shall have !t. In the meantime, believe

I me, truly, your “ own correspondent,”

The Boy Jones.

pUNCH, in his last, duly dironicled the visit of the loways—the descendants of the lost tribe of

Israel, according to the Jonesian theory—^to Mr. D’Israeli, the champion of all the tribes of the

Ke’ rews, in every country and in every condition. The circumstance was thought by Mr. D’Israeli

worthy of the immortality of our page : whereupon, at the pressing desire of Young Sidonia, PuncKs
historical painter was in attendance at Grosvenor Gate, and choosing the happy moment when the host

drew his first puff at the calumet of peace—surrounded by the loways, their squaws and papooses !

—

thus supplied posterity with the above tremendous work of art. .

We further understand that the forthcoming edition of Coningshy will contain a most satisfactory

account ofthe loways, proving their Judaism beyond any contradiction to be offered by the Rabbis.

The loways propose to take a benefit, in Lord’s Cricket Ground, on which occasion it is said that

Mr. ^’Israeli has offered, in the handsomest manner, to repeat the scene which went off with such
marked enthusiasm at Grosvenor Gate.

THE BOMBARDMENT OF TANGIER.

HE fact is well-known to aU England, that

the Boy Jones — nephew of

Jf George Jones, Esq..,-—has for

some time been a volunteer of

the first class on board her

hfajesty’s ship War^ite, This

— havebefore observed

—is highly honourable to the

\| 5 '

p I
Eab-x* of' Aberdeen, he hav-

I
ing very properly set Jones to

1
- -ai.! watch Joinville. We have

favoured with a letter from

Master Jones on the late bombardment of Tangier ; and though The ^andard
may, for its own base pur-

;
. liijjig poses, contend that the letter was not written by Jones

on board the TForspftc, but
;!

. Jj by our boy Dick behind the counter of our office, No.

194, Strand,—we care as i; little for the abuse of our contemporary as for his

praise. What matters it to i
;
i1j|| the man in the moon, whether fools try to pelt him with

mud or sugar-plums 1 And I

;|||
now for Master Jones’s letter :

—

:

ijll
H.M.S. WarspiUj Bay of Tangier, August 7, 1844.

Mr. Punch,—There was a .
1

good deal of fighting here yesterday, but after all nothing

to what I 've seen at half-
! H price at Astley’s. At half-past 7 a.m., the French steamers

got their steam up, and took H t'' Admiral Joinville and other ships in tow before the bat-

teries of Tangier. It was
,

l| r plain, however, to be seen that the ships didn’t much like

the businesa, for some of ’em
l lIJ^ went in in all sorts of confusion ; and ff the Moors hadn’t

had pity on the poor things,
j{

ml^ Lord ! how they might have peppered ’em. Our gunner’s

mate went mad with dlsap- ll '‘l|p pointment, and has been in a strait jacket ever since.

Well, at about half-past
’
* eight, the Svffren and Jemappes fired away,^ but with a

good deal of dignity like and consideration. They were at it till about two in the after-

noon—^the Moors banging away for dear life. Then the ships iffieered off, and the Moors left their flags

a-fiying, and there was such a roar of laughter aboard of us, you’d have ffiought it was pay-day. Bless

your heart, while the fight was going on, you should have seen some our men. They looked at

the Frenchmen, for all the world, as yon may have seen boys look through a pastry-cook’s window
at the tarts,—^their mouths watering, but not being able to get at ’em.

There has been a good deal of tajk about the bad gunnery of Joinville. Poor young man ! I dare

say he did quite as well as he could. But when you remember that he was making his first appearance
before a British audience, who knew what was what, you must allow it was trying to his nerves.

I’ve seen young fellows in his state at the Coburg, and I always cried out " bravo,” to encourage ’em.

The French, however, did fire slow,—but I am sure they only did so from the best of feelings.

How could it be otherwise 1 Isn’t it enough to make a human creature sick to go banging at walls and
houses—dropping rodkets in honest people’s dwellings—killing women and children in Ihe street, and all

Mr. Punch,—There was a
to what I’ve seen at half-

got their steam up, and took
teries of Tangier. It was
the business, for some of ’em
had pity on the poor things,

mate went mad with dlsap-

Well, at about half-past

good deal of dignity like and

IMPROVEMENTS AT WINDSOR
CASTLE.

The Commissioners of Woods and
Forests have resolved on pulling down the

old houses in the Lower Ward, called the

Lower Foundation, at Windsor Castle, and
set apart for the residence of the Military

Knights, who will be turned out of house
and home by the arrangement. The Mili-

tary Knights are to be stowed away any-
where, and a cock-loft has been found for

three of them at the top of the Salisbury

Tower, which is to be made weather-proof^

for the accommodation of the ousted

veterans. A couple more are to be put over

an old gateway, in a sort of round sentry-

box built by Henry VIII. and nearly

blown down in the reign of George I.,

but now about tobe plastered up, to prevent

the Kaiights from being blown away by the

wind, or washed completely out by the

rain beating in upon them.

SSore IlSysteries of Paris.

Because cases of poisoning are not fre-

quent enough in France and elsewhere,

M. Orfila, the celebrated chemist, is

publishing, in the feuilleton of the Sihle,

a series of articles on the most subtle

poisons, describing their uses, history,

secret application, &c. The next publica-

tion of the sort, we suppose, will be, Five
Minutes’ Advice to a Young Wife on the

Care of an Old Hitshand; or, the Young
Ladies’ Beady PdsemerF

Pecksniff Iffonomanla.

A FEW nights ago. Sir Robert Peel
visited the Strand Theatre. He was so

struck with the Pecksniff of H. Hall (a

perfect piece of acting that all the world
should see), that nothing could convince
the Prime Minister that it w'as not he him.
self upon tlie boards. Sir Robert con-
tinued to be so possessed with this idea,

that on the succeeding Saturday he abso-
lutely presented himseff at the treasury of
the ffieatre to take his week’s salary.

MORE HONOURED IN THE BREACH THAN
IN THE OBSERVANCE,

Tee papers have been talking about
tlie breach of faith the French committed
by firing against Tangier. This is the
offiy breach, at all events, their firing

made.
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A DISH OF GLORY.
The Oran correspondent of the Tiines relates a fact tonchingly

illustrative of the moral condition of the French army of Africa.

In November last, one Embahack, the Khalif of Abd-el-Kadeu,
with between seven and eight hundred infantry, was set upon by
General Tempotjr, with four squadrons of cavalry. Nearly four

hundred of the Moors were slaughtered, and among them Embarace,
after he had wounded sis Frenchmen. The IChalif dead—then came
in the sweets of revenge ! The Times says :

—

The Spahis, or native cavalry, immediately after Embasack fell, cut off his head.

The head of Embaback was then covered with honey by the Spahis, and sent to Oran

;

arrived at Oran, the head of Embaback was then salted, and thence despatched to

Algiers. At Algiers, the head of Embaback was * served up* ate. soirie of mabseai.
Bugbaub, something in the style of the serving up on a charger of the head of John
the Baptist mentioned in the New Testament When all eyes had been sufficiently

regaled with the sight of the head of the brave chief of the desert—the unconquerable
enemy of the French (conquered only by accident)—the Marshal, yielding to his instincts

as a soldier, gave the head a fimeral with the ceremony awarded to the rank of a
lieutenant ; and the head of Embaback was at last buried, either at 3fdddah or Miliana,

with all due mHitary honours.**

We tbink tbe Marshal acted without due consideration. He ought

to have carried out the principle manifested in the serving up ” of

a human head at the table of a Christian hero, and not have buried

it. What an idle ceremony was this serving up, if a funeral with
military honours was to follow 3 What a waste of honey and salt

—

what a piece of useless show, the charger ! In the straitened condi-

tion in which the French army too often finds itself in Africa, we
think—^we hazard the opinion with all modesty—that a much better

use might be made of slaughtered enemies.

Man is the victim ofmany foolish prejudices, until philosophy with
her sweet voice— musical as is Apollo’s lute”—converts him from
his darkness, and makes him all her own. Now, philosophy has
evidently done much withMarshal Bugeattd and men of his plastic,

yet heroic substance : nevertheless, the Marshal has his best lesson

to learn, otherwise he would never have buried the barbarian’s

head ; no, he wonld have consummated the tasteful, the humane
yearnings that set the head before him, by supping off it. He would
have paid Embaback the most delicate compliment by incorporating

him with himself ; he wonld thus—^in the sweet slang of the French
army—^have fraternized with the fallen Bedouin.

That soldiers do not eat soldiers, has always appeared to us a gross

prejudice, altogether unworthy of tradesmen in war : a squeamish-

ness inconsistent with the atmosphere of fire, and blood, and blas-

phemy, in which the laurel is usually cultivated. It is, however,
something to find that Marshal Bugeaub and his African heroes

are getting a little in advance of the rest of Europe, and vindicating

French claims to superior civilisation in the art of war, as in the art

of cookery and mantuarmaking. It is a step gained, that a hero will

have a hero’s head served before him in a charger ; the next move-
ment will, of course be, for the hero to say grace and fall to. We
can discern the hankering, the liquorishness of appetite, that has the

human joint put upon the table,—and then the latent weakness, the

deference to popular prejudice, that, with a sigh, bids the untasted

dish be taken off. And after all, what folly, what waste, to give to

worms that which might have done so much good to Marshal
Bugeavd

!

The human lawfulness and wisdom of war once granted, we confess

we look upon any indisposition to make the most of our enemies,
by eating them, as a mere sickliness of sentiment—an affectation

unworthy of the natural majesty of man, made more majestic by
musket and seventy rounds of ball-cartridge. Let us consider a
razzia by the French—one of those interludes which, to the employ-
ment, if not the delight of the recording angel, they are every day
enacting in Africa. These Christian men come swoop upon an un-
armed village. They cut the throats of the men—bayonet their wives
and children, if at all troublesome—set fire to the growing crops

—

and drive off every head of cattle. Consider the scene—^the heroes,
with another sprig of laurel, marched away—and say, if it be not a
place for devils to revel in 3 Consider the blackened earth, the

|

:smouldering ruin, the human form divine gashed and stabbed, and,
j

worse than all, outraged beyond the decency of words to teU ; and
what is there in the spectacle that Beelzebub himself might not
feel a diabolic pleasure to claim as his own especial handiwork—
his own doing 3—albeit committed by men, whose creed it is to
love one another !”

As then, apparently to us, it really requires a greater amount of
moral courage to kill a man, than to eat him when killed, we must
again express our satisfaction that Marshal Bugeaud has so cun-

ningly, so adroitly touched the pulse of human prejudice to feel its

present cannibal condition. Be it our duty to assist Marshal
Bugeattd, by every argument at our command, in his praise-

worthy purpose.

The Commissariat difficulties with which the French have to con-

tend in Africa are well known ; they are constantly, though in the

face of the enemy, on short commons. Now, let the Marshal’s hint

be ripened into practice, and so long as an enemy is to be found, so

long will the solder be supplied with a sufficiency of rations. He
may satisfy his glory and his appetite at the same time. It becomes
as much a war of the knife and fork as of the sword ;

glory, as we
have said, going hand in hand with full eating. Thus, the French-
man kills his enemy, and he devours him—as we eat a custard

—

flavoured with bay-leaves.

The refinement of the French army may, possibly, revolt at tbe

dish ; but we beg to assure our lively and chivalrous neighbours that,

to use one of their own adages, the appetite will come with eating.

The acute Doctor Muffett, an Elizabethan philosopher, writes

of a certain king of Lydia, who having eaten of his own wife, said

he was sorry to have been ignorant so long of so good a dish.” To
he sure, the Lydian king may have q)oken more as a husband than

as a gourmet—^but we have the assurances of New Eealanders, and
others, that the human animal is very excellent feeding. Hence, as

Marshal Bugeaud has gone so far as to familiarise his army to the

sight of human heads—^honeyed and salted—^in chargers, we trust

that his next lesson will be to make them draw to and eat. The
saving to France will be enormous. No Arab so tough that he may
not be edible ;

for the aforesaid Doctor Muffett observes,

—

“a.

lion being showed to a strong bull three or four hours before he be
killed, causeth his flesh to be as tender as that of a steer : fear dis-

solving his hardest parts, and making his very heart to become
pulpy.” Upon this theory, we can judge of the effect of the French
lions upon even the oldest and hardest Bedouins.

Instead of burying the killed, as is sometimes done with the usual

military honours, they might be eaten, after a grace composed quite

in the spirit of the same Christianity that compasses their destruction.

If such a dish becomes common in the French camp (and after the

exhibition of the head in the charger we have great hopes,) we would

advise Parisian cooks to study some new condiment to add, if pos-

sible, to the delicacy of its flavour. Let us, for instance, suggest a

saucepiquante d la baionnette.

PUNCH IN THE PROVINCES.-CLIFTON.
oT liking the cockneyism of a Sum-

mer's day at Windsor,” or a
Spring Van to Hampton Court,”

we determined on an August
afternoon at Clifton.” Having
executed a sort of steeple-chase in

a cab from the Punch office, we
arrived at the Great Western Rail-

way Terminus in time to snatch a

handful of tickets from the startled

clerk, and to have them snatched

back again by the policeman, to

whom we stated our intention to go

to Bristol, and our wish to he re-

gularly put in the train for getting

mere.
Tbe Great Western Railway is a

wonderful triumph of cash and
pick-axes over obstacles of a fiscal

as well as of an earthy nature. The

tunnel at Box-Hill, proves that man may get through almost any thing.

A railroad suggests, however, any train rather than a tram m sentunent,

and there is no such thing as the poetry of loco-motion. Reality, is to

the fancy, what the stoker is to the fire on the engine,—with, however,

this exception—^that while the stoker pokes the fire to keep it in, reality

pokes the fancy completely out.
^ , a j

We have arrived at Bristol, that city famous for its Bristol ho^d ana

lodging. The Mayor and Corporation afford fine specimens of to Bristol

Board, for they are what may be called very great cards in their own

opinion.
^ .

The great feature of Bristol at the present moment is the Great Britain

steamer, and it is likely to be a permanent feature too, for she occupies

le position in the dock as George the Third’s apple did inmuch .the same position .

the dumpling : any one might wonder how it got in? for gettmg it out is

quite out of the question, unless everything that surrounds it is ntterly

demolished. It has the power of 1,000 horses, but the stupidity of a few
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asses has prevented the thousand horse-power from being made available.

She has no paddle-boxes, and, if she had, they would be of no use to her ;

for the only way to get her out to sea, is to pull down all the docks or

half the city. There are three boilers, so that she might take in all the

washing of Bristol, and six masts, upon which the clothes might be dried

with the utmost facility.

Continuing our course we come to the celebrated rock of St. Vincent,

where the naturalist picks up Bristol stones and the mere natural drinks

the hot water. The Clifton Waters contain a quantity of gas, and this

accounts for the invalid occasionally flaring up under their influence.

The terms are a glass payable in advance, or so much a pint if taken
by the quarter. The water is bottled and sent abroad, which is about as

good a joke as selling the Serpentine at so much a dozen, or getting rid of

the Thames at 2d. the tumbler. On the 1st of November, 1755, the water
became suddenly red, and nobody could tell why. Our own opinion is,

that the fluid had a qualm of conscience for the qualms of another kind
it had occasioned, and was bleeding for the price that had been paid for it.

Going from the Hot-wells there is a beautiful walk called the Zig-zag to

Clifton Downs. Nature has made it worthy of the pencil, but cupidity is

fast dooming it to the pickaxe. At every turn of the romantic pass we
meet a most unromautic notice that " Stone may be cut at so much per
ION.’’ The authorities are selling their splendid scenery at about two-pence
a hundred-weight. The beauties of nature are being rapidly carted s*way
to repair the roads, and ravines are being knocked down without reserve
to the first bidder.

On the rock of St. Vincent is the Giant’s Hole, which is about four feet

in height, so that the giant must either have been a very moderate,
sized phenomenon, or he must have been completely doubled up when be
occupied the hole that tradition has assigned to him. It is supposed that
the two sides of the rock were once united and were rent asunder by a
convulsion of Nature. Perhaps Nature was cutting her teeth at the time,
and^ if so, convulsions might have been expected. Nature is sometimes
subject to fits and starts—but Mr. Vick offered “ a soothing syrup ” in
the shape of a legacy to erect a bridge to unite the two sides of the rock,
and thus heal ^e effect of Nature’s convulsion. This suspension bridge
is a sort of rival to the one at Hungerford, with the exception that
Hungerford has a man and a at work, while Clifton Suspension-Bridge
employs only an old woman. This lady takes care of the dothes-baSlmt
which is slung on the rope, and affords the only means of transit.

In speaking of the Suspension-Bridge we must not pass over the ferry,
and nobody who has passed over it once will be in a hurry to do so a
second time.^ The fer^ is church property, and the craft is the most
horrible specimen of priestcraft that can possibly be imagined. The ferry-
boat is sort of coal barge cut down nearly to fiie water’s edge, but fkere
are no divisions in it, ana consequently a horse and cart occasionally trot
in amongst a crowd of passengers. The crew of the ferry-boat consists
sometimes of one man and sometimes of nobody, for when the tide is low,
people are left to scramble across as they can ; the captain of thw ferry-
boat merely stopping them to take the toll from them, as if they had been
rowed across, Instead of having walked it. The regulations of the ferry-
boat are very lax, and the passage is generally made amidst swearing,
smoking, and squeezing—none of whidh are prohibited.

Nev^theless, Clifton is a very charming place, and it is to be ‘regretted
that in the struggle between Nature and the Town Council, Nature seems
to be getting decidedlj^ the worst of it. The romantic rocks are having
several dreadful digs in the side, and the Town Council ought to be weU
blown up themselves for allowing the stone to be blown up by relentless
saltpetre.

SONNET BY A PSEUDO-SCOTCHMAN.
I STOOD upon Ben Priiirose. It was mom

—

The wind was westerly ; the day was fine.

Far in the distance gleamed Loch Serpentine,
Like patent-leather boot beneath the sun ;

Hard by thy chesnut groves, Glen Kensington ^ ]

Before me, like a giant steep’d in wine,
Or Eraken, slumb’ring on ue Norway brine,

Enonnous London lay. There was 1 born ;

Ay, there, within the echoes of Bow Bells ;

And when I gaze upon thy dome, Saint Paul,
And think ofClaphah, Islington, and all.

With patriotic pride my bosom swells,

And I exclaim, with lip serenely curled,
^ There ’s not a place like London in the world I’*

Wit at ttie Palace-

In consequence of the fortunate convalescence of her Majesty, Db. Lo-
cooK and Dr. Ferguson left their apartments in the Lancaster Towdr
last week. An acquaintance of the latter doctor, not having been aware
of his departure, called to inquire after him, and one of the palace domes-
tios (a wag) has since written on the door of the vacated apartment, "Dr.
E^gusom don’t lodge here any longer.”

THE COMIC BLACKSTONE.
)

CHAPTER THE NINTH.—OP ESTATES IN SEVERALTY, JOINT TENANCY,
REMAINDER, AND COMMON.

Of the four ways of holding an estate described in the title of this

chapter, the first is decidedly the best, because the holder of an estate in

severalty has it all to himself
; like the Member of Parliament who got up

to address the House, which made every one run out of it.

An estate in joint tenancy is where two or more persons have one and
the same interest, by the same conveyance, at the same time, and held by
the same possession. First, they must have one interest ; though, if they
quarrel, they will probably have had a dilemma, which the wisdom of the
law does not guard against. It must come to them by one convey,
ance; but whether that “one conveyance” shall be the Parcels’ Delivery
Company, or the railroad, does not appear to signify. Joint tenants must
have one and the same title: but semble^ that a nobleman would not
refuse an estate in joint tenancy with the Lord Mayor, whose title

cannot be one and the same with that of the peer, who would nevertheless
“ take,” as the legal phrase characteristically expresses it. There must
also be unity of time to constitute a joint tenancy; but it does not appear
that a mere difference in their watcheswould defeat the estate, nor would
one of them being in London, and the other at Bath, where there isa varia-
tion of some minutes in the clocks, prevent them from having an estate in
joint tenancy. If this rule as to time were very stringent, the property
in the parish of St. Clement’s would be placed, by the irregular conduct of
its very eccentric horloge, in constant jeopardy. The joint tenants must
have one and the same possession ; or, as the law term has it, they must
be all seised at once—for the law is so very fond of “ seizing,” that it ap-
plies the term to the acquisition of property, and it is certainly a word
that expresses pretty accurately tibe law's own mode of acquisition.

Out of joint tenancy arises the doctrine of survivorship, by which the
longest liver is entitled to the whole estate ; but if they both die at the
same moment—by shipwreck, for instance—we should like to know which
oftheir two heirs would take the property. It is probable, that if the ocean
swallowed up the joint tenants, the estate itself would be gulped down
by the tempestuous sea of Chancery. It is an important question, how a
joint tenancy may be severed or destroyed, for joint tenants may wish to
paxri^ and one may make the other very disagreeable. For instance,

suppose two people are joint tenants in a house, and they both want to
live in it. As it belongs equally to both, neither could prevent the other
and if both wanted to occupy the best room, or both insisted on putting

up their feet on the bars of the same fireplace, endless litigation would be
the consequence.
The law, foreseeing this sort of thing, provides that there may be a writ

of partition, and the jointure may be dissolved ;
" for Chancery,” saith

Coke, " can dissolve, that is to say, it can swallow and digest, melt oi

otherwise make away, witii anything.”
Estates in coparcenary are such as descend to two or more persons,

as, where a man’s next heirs are females, the estate goes to them all, an
arrangement the law delights in, because it is probable that banding an
estate over to the ladies is almost equivalent to making it immediately the

subject of litigation. Coparceners have not the benefit of surviyorriiip,

which is, perhaps, a rule made out of consideration to the fair sex, who
could not enjoy an estate, if living to grow old were one of the conditions

of getting it.

Tenants in common are such as have different interests in the same

estate, as in the celebrated case of the oyster, where the clients came in

for the shells, and the lawyer took the fiw. Here they were all tenants

In common of the native, but the oyster was a sort of separate interest

carved out of the which the clients hrid as long as they found it

convenient.
It may be as wril, before concluding this chapter, to remark that the

illustration of the oyster is not from, the wellknown rule iu Shelley’s

case ; but to seize the fish, and give the riiell, is the rule in almost every

case where it can possibly be acted on.

Military Intelligence.

Corporal J. Silk Buckingham is in the Isle of Wight, recruiting for

the service of the British and Foreign Destitute. Tolunteers are very

scarce, as he offers no gratuity, and the rations and pay of the service are

not at all liked. Pressing, too, has been tried on a large scale, but not a
single raw member caught. The Corporal returns to town in a few dayi^

as there have been several deserters in his absence from the Destitute

depSt in Hanover Square.

OUT OP HARM'S WAY.

After the late exhibition of bad firing at Tang^ers, we should say that,

in the event of a naval engagement mtii France, the safest place for

English ships would be in firont of the French gims.



i The Members of tbe London Mission beg respectfully to inform

I Christian philanthropists in general, and the religions world in par-

ticular, that encouraged by the applause wliich rewarded their

last entertainment at Exeter-hall, in the matter of Pritchaud,

Queer- Pomare, and the French, they have made arrangements to

continue their performances for the further enlightenment of the

heathen, and the pacification of the world at large.

Profoundly touched with the truth of the political axiom that the

best warranty of peace is to make every preparation for war

—

believing that the best security against the discharge of a gun is to

keep it continually at half-cock,—the London Mission confidently

invite the public to witness the extraordinary efforts they have made
for the perpetuity of peace, and the growth of brotherly love among
all nations.

The London Mission are in treaty with her Majesty’s Government
for the purchase of the bomb-ship Infernal (to be re-christened the

Honeycon^), in which it is their intention to visit Tahiti, and, if neces-

sary, to argue every point of Christianity with the French at point-

blank. The immortM Newton declared that with all he had done,

he seemed to himself no more than a child who had picked up a few
shells by the great ocean of truth. The London Mission flatter

themselves that ilieir shells -will be found very different from those

of Newton ; and their truth very different from his truth.

Pending the negotiation for the bomb-ship, the Mission have
purchased a forty-two pounder, and earnestly invite the public to

witness the extreme sldlfulness with which they load and fire. They
have discovered that the very best wadding is supplied by tracts and
sermons ; they help to make the loudest noise, and, in many instances,

very considerably increase Ihe smoke. It is also confidently believed

that cannon-balls inscribed with the words Peace, Lem, or Charity,

—

do much more execution than vulgar, unblessed iron, discharged by
the ignorant laity.

The London IMission do not arrogate to their own untaught efforts

the gunnery perfection at which they have arrived. Certainly not.

Since their last meeting at Exeter Uall, several of the brethren have
taken daily lessons at Woolwich Marshes, under the direction of
distinguished officers of artillery. The Reverend Mn. Smith has
especially distinguished himself, having with a rocket split a quill

tooth-pick at an inconceivable distance.

It was the intention of the London Mission to have exhibited their

gunnery in Loan’s Cricket Ground, but that place having been pre-

viously engaged for the performances of the Iowat Indians, the
Mission had too much Christian consideration for the war-song and
war-dance, even to repine at being anticipated by their unconverted

I brothers.

The object of tbe Mission in calling upon the public, and tbe re-

ligious world in particular, to witness tbeir artillery practice is, that,

upon their shown success, they may the more confidently ask sub-

scriptions from the peaceful for the purchase of the Infeiwxl bomb
above-named.
The rapidity with which the cannon is loaded and dischoxg^ed will, it

is believed, at once ensure all needful support.

Modestly certain of the funds necessary to buy the Infernal, the
London Mission cannot forego the present opportunity of stating that

they are already open to the application of those peace-loving men
who would serve as volunteers in the expedition. The officers being
already named, foremast men only are required ; and these must
have served the office of clerk at least three years to be eligible. A
few cabin-boys who have received medals at their Sunday-schools will

be received. There will also be an opening for half-a-dozen pew-
openers as cockpit-nurses.

The chair will be taken at 11 a.m. The gun will he loaded at half-

past. Fixing to beg^n precisely at noon.

XHIore Bestmetlon. A Reasonable Beqnestc

The Warner shell and long-range sink into nothingness compared to The Emperor of Morocco is said to have demanded the head ofGenerax
a recent discovery made by Colonel Sibthorp. After much pondermg, Buqeaud. This request^ which at first seems somewhat cruel, appears

the gallant Colonel has absolutely invented a pocket earthquake. The upon examination to be really exceedingly moderate for in demanding
destructive agent is so portable, thati as the advertisements say, the General Bugeaud’s head, the Eupeuor has asked for that which the

most timid female may carry it in her reticule.” French Marshal has lately made very little use of.

the galimt Colonel hiu absolutely invented a pocket earthquake. The upon examination to be r^ly exceedingly moderate for in demanding
destructive agent is so portable, thati as the advertisements say, the General Bugeaud’s head, the Eupeuor has asked for that which the

I
French Marshal has lately made very little use of.
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WAR BETWEEN FRANCE AND ENGLAND.
(pyom our Folkstone Corr^mdent,)

E regret to say that the
Gallic Cock has again been
crowing over the British

Bull-dog in a manner that

complicates the question

between the two countries

much more than hitherto.

The British Bull-dog, in

the person of a commer-
cial traveller by the Dover
Railway, applied to the

Gallic Cock—^represented by a French waiter at the Pavilion Hotel at
Folkstone—for a bed, when the Gallic Cock, with a grin of malicious
satisfaction, announced that every bed was full, to the immense annoyance
of the British Bull-dog, who went on by the next train to Dover.

It will hardly be believed that, notwithstanding this occurrence, the
harbour of Follmtone is sometimes left in the middle of the day, when the
steamers are all out, with no other force than a casual collier to protect
British interests. The landlord of the Hotel is a Frenchman, and, of
course, secretly devoted to loanee ; so that the Engliidi may be put into

the top-rooms, get the worst places at the table d^hote^ and obtain the least

attention when they ring the bell ; while the forei^er, arriving from per-
fidious Boulogne, is well boarded, lodged, and waited on. British blood
will, of course, boil furiously, and every English pulse assume the violence

of the sledge-hammer at the contemplation of these facts
; yet Sir Robert

Peel sleeps in his bed, and the Earl of Aberdeen takes his wine after

dinner as usuaL

SIR JAMES GRAHAM’S PUPILS.
"

Mr. Punch^I am one of the suspended letter-carriers about
whom there has been such a fuss in the newspapers

; and I, with my
brethren in affliction, knowing the imparti^ty of your judgmeni^
address you, that fair-play may be done to all of us.

We are charged with opening letters addressed to Lord Be-n-

TiNCK, Mr. Tattersall, and to other horse-racing gentlemen.
Well, we confess it : we broke open their letters—every one that

fell into our hands—^but we did it, as Sir James Graham broke
the letters of other people,—aU for the sake of public peace and
public morals. 1 should like to know what’s the use ofhigh people,

Queen’s Ministers, and all that, if we poor small folks ar’n’t to copy
and learn from them 1

Sir James said that what he did, he did for the peace of the
world and the well-doing of society. He had heard or dreamed of
cut-throat conspiracies, and so he went to work and opened right

and left. And what ’s the consequence ! Why, all sorts of good.
They do say that the Italians who were all lately shot in the back,
were only found out by the news that was sent of them from the
Home Offlee—^news picked out of opened letters to Italians here in
London. Isn’t this something comfortable to think of I Doesn’t it

do an Englishman’s heart good to know this ?

Well, sir, I and my fellow-suspended took Sib James—^good pious

man as he is—^for our pattern
;
andknowing that there was such a deal

of roguery, and hedging, and hocussing, and all that going on upon
the turf—we opened all sporting letters that we might know all

about the wickedness, and, like Sir James, make the most of it.

AH we wanted, sir, was to put honest folks upon their guard as to

what was going on
;
just as good Sir James broke seals only to let

the Emperor OF Russiaand the King of Naples know the wicked-
^aes8 that was being got up against ’em. I repeat it, we merely
Wanted to find out roguery, to make the most of it.

Wdl, sir, and for this, we are to have our characters taken away

—

to be suspended—^to have our mouths deprived of our honest bread,
and to Imve all sorts of bad names given us m the newspapers

;

whilst Sir James Graham keeps his seat and his salary, and his

charactei^or all that remains of it—to hoot.

Well, this comes of bring conceited, and copying one’s betters

!

For the future, as 1 want to do right, I shall just do the contrary of
Sir James ; and, in the meantime beg, Mr, Punchy that you will do
all you can for Suspended Postman.

Brongham and the Attorneys.

^
0’Ck>NNELL has presented his portrait ^in a plain frame” to every

liberal Mayor of Ireland. Brougham, copying this generosity, intends to

present portrait^ also in a plain frame to match^ to every English
attorney

WANTED,-A FEW BOLD SMUGGLERS!
pUNOH, being within this past fortnight denied admittance

into France, by an order expressly issued to that elFect in Paris ;

an order, carried out with all characteristic zeal and fidelity by
Douauiers and Postmasters, by which means every number of Punches

inimitable and cosmopolite journal found in the possession of a
steam-boat passenger has been seized and impounded, as though it

were another Infernal Machine in handsome type—by which means
every copy has been stopped at the French Post Offlee (to the all but
irreparable loss and most poignant grief of the defrauded sub-

scriber),

—

Pu7h^ is hereupon determined to engage at any cost,

A FEW BOIiD SMUaaLERS,
that his Journal may continue to disseminate civilisation throughout
benighted France ; and, if possible, to touch the hearts of the natives
with a true sense of human glory, converting them from the false

worship of blood and fire, and gathering them into a brotherhood of
peaceful men. Hence, smuggling—at the worst, a venial eccentricity
—exercised in the cause of benevolence and Punch, becomes an
occupation for the Philanthropist and the Philosopher ; and the man
who successfully introduces our sheet into France, may, for all time
forward, consider himself a human benefactor. He is the missionary
of peace among the drum-beating heathen.

It would ill-become the character of Punch—^now, happily, known
to the universe for his plain outspeaking—to affect an ignorance of
the cause which has made him distasteful to that fortifying monarch,
Louis Philippe. No, no ; Punch is fully aware that his well-meant
epistle to Joinville—^that letter, written with a dove’s-quill dipped
in attar of roses—^was vitriolic acid to the royal palate. He knows,
too, that his exposure of the R.oyal Beggannan, who talks of his sons
and daughters as a mendicant talks of his sores, that he may gull and
pillage the unwary, the while he is padded with greasy bank notes
beneath his rags and tatters,—Punch knows that his exposure of
royal avarice has called down upon him the prohibitory vengeance of
King Dives, detected, as Punch detected hi-mj mumming as Louis

i Philippe Lazarus.
And, therefore, is the weekly sheet of prohibited throughout

free and sunny France ! And, therefore, does Pwnch appeal to the
gallantry and magnanimity of the smuggler, that, by the beneficent

I aid of the wiles of contraband, he may still, in despite of Louis
Philippe, exercise a high Moral Influence over his unhappy sub-
jects. He, it has been said, is a benefactor to man, who m^es two
ears ofwheat grow where one only grew before. “What, then, will be
HIS reputation, who, by the genius of smuggling, causes two numbers
of Pwnch to circulate in France, in places where one has been prohi-

bited ? Who shall enter into the sublimating feelings of ^at mau }

Not Punch

:

no—it would be presumptuous.
Ladies and Gentlemen desirous of acting as smugglers to Pmeh

are requested to apply at his office from Monday next to Saturday
inclusive, between the hours of 8 and 8 ; or to the Editor, who, with
two of his agents, is now residing in the Pue St. JSenori, Paris. A
preference will be given to ladies ; Punch having, in his various con-
tinental trips, observed that the softer andmore innocent sex smuggle
with an ease, a graceful audacity, far beyond the power of that

sophisticated creature—^Man.

Handsome terms will be given toMembers of Parliament—also to

a few members of the Dramatic Authors’ Soriety.

No Bishop need apply.

** Why did the town of Kensington appear in an mauspicious light on
the evemn^ of the Duchess of Kent’s birth-day ? ”—Because it e^bited
multiplied instances of

m

AN OBJECT WORTHY OF AIM.
It is rumoured that Government has acceded to Captain Warner’s

proposal, and has offered him the National Gallery for him to try the .

experiment with his projectUe upon. As the pictures will, of course, be
removed, this is indeed challengmg the Captain to do his worst.

Printed T17 William Bndbary, of No. ff.York Flaeo, Stdko Neiringtoiu and Frederick Mollett Ereni.
of No. 7. Chareh Row. Stoke Newington, both in the Coimty of Middletes, Friatexf, at their
OflBce in Lombard Soreet, in the Px^'inoc of Whlte&laxi, In the City of London, and pnbliihed by
Jueph Smith, Fubliaheir, of No. Si, St.John'e Wood Terraoe. St. Jbhn'e Wood Boad,a^C«Bt'B Pub,
in the County MiddleMs^ at the Office, Na 194. Sttand, in FteUh of-St- Clonaac Danee, in •

the County of Middleaejc.—SaxtaxiiaTf Anomr U, 1844*
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PUNCHES COMPLETE LETTER-WRITER.

LETTER XIX,

FROM A COUNTRY ACTOR TO A LONDON MANAGER,
FOR AN engagement.

Dear Sir^

It may probably have escaped your recol-

lection, that in the year ^ you did me the high
honour to pay me a very flattering compliment on my acting—im-
perfect as it was— of Cateshy. You then said, sir,— and I have
treasured the words—that should it be ever your destiny to manage
a London Theatre, you would be only too happy to malte me one of
your little set. Yes, sir, little set were the words ! I am, indeed, sir,

most happy to find by the newspapers that that time has arrived.
It is a great day for the profession. Such an event has long been
wanted

; and at length Shakspere—that really great creature 1
—

^will

have fair play done him. How happy, indeed, shall I be, if per-
mitted in the smallest degi'ee to assist in that national triumph

!

To return, sir, to the compliment you so kindly paid to my Gateshy.

That, sir, was ten years ago, and—^but ** on their own merits modest
men are dumb’’— I flatter myself that an unceasing attention to my
profession, and more especially to the advice you were pleased to
give me, has made me not less worthy of applause. You may forget
that advice—I never shall. The Horatio had been arrested coming
to the theatre, and I studied the part from scene to scene. It was
where Hamlet discovers OpJidia's death, and falls upon Horatki*s neck.
Pardon me ! but can I ever forget the point—the telling point—you
made there ? Never ! Ic was then you said to me "My good sir, I
have been much pleased with your attention—very much pleased

—

you are in the rough, very much in the rough at present ; in fact you
know nothing : but keep your eye on me—do as I do—exactly as I
do—and you can’t be wrong.” Prom that moment, sir, I set you up
as my model, and—but friends ai’e partial—I have been told that the
resemblance between our styles of acting is extraordinary.

You may possibly have forgotten me, and therefore will excuse it,

if I remind you that my figure is good, indeed much improved since
we met. My voice is powerful ; its intonation— I have been told

—

like Kean’s (of course I mean Edmund),—^my face expressive, and
capable of any sort of making up—and for my study, I can swallow
anything. With all this, sir, I shall be very happy to come in as one
of the team. Yes, sir, all I want is opportunity ; tho chance of play-
ing before a London audience, quite convinced that the rest is in
myself, and must come out.

On the other side I forward a list of parts. I have gained—I may
say it—great reputation in the provinces in all of them. TJie
Stranger is a favourite bespeak part of mine—and my Claude Hehiotte

a great hit with all the boarding schools. Some critics have given
the palm to my Hacbethj and some to myJonathan Bradford. If I may be
allowed to have any opinion, I think them both equally good in their

way, though, I need not say to you, requiring different touches from
the artist. Still, he must be something of a painter who can use tho
delicate camel-hair of that great creature Shakspere, and the four-

pound brush of the melodramatist. My sailors, too, have been
accounted remarkably good ; especially at the seaports. I have
played WUlia/m in the Surrey trash of Black-Eyed Susan^ in a way to

make T. P. Gooxe shake in his shoe-buckles. I could say more, but
it is painful to speak of one’s self. I therefore take the liberty of
forwarding with this, a small book in which you will find a great
number of criticisms, carefully pasted from the first provincial papers
of the day. They have been preserved by my wife ; for though not

insensible of the power of the press, I myself make it a point never
to look into a newspaper.

Speaking of my wife,—can you find a corner for her I A clever
little chambermaid—sings well and all that—and a faultless breeches
figure. It is often difficult for a husband to speak of a wife’s merits,

but sometimes it must be done. The acting of Mrs. Wilkins is

wonderfully natural. She has it bom in her what other actresses

have too often to labour for. She has such impulse ! The Frencli
actors have a better word for it

—

abandon—yes, cd>andon is the word.
Well, sir, other actresses may obtain this from art ; now Mrs. "Wil-
kins has it all by nature.

I have not spoken of salary, nor will I. On that point, sure am I,

we shall be unanimous. All I want is London gaslight, for, indeed,
I am tired of acting as 1 have too long acted, under a bushel. In a
word, sir, “I am a poor man who’d fain grow richer,” and hoping to

be—in your old and long-prized words— one of your little set,”

I remain, yours truly,

BtTLCAZEM Wilkins.

LKTTKR XX.

THE MANAGER* S ANSWER.
Sir,

It has been my misfortune to play with so many provincial

Cateshys— a part, by the way, singularly neglected in all country
theatres—that, at the date you name, it is almost impossible for mo
to liave any recollection of your merits. I think, however, you "were

then the sucking actor who entirely marred my fifth act. I think
Wilkins was the name. If you are, I am glad to hear that you are
improved

;
though I would rather have that fact certified by any

other authority. If, however, you are tlieWilkins I in cau, you have
at least this consolation—w'orse you cannot he. It is quite true that I

have entered on the arduous task ofmanagement, and 1 cannot consent
to make that task more irksome by adding to my difficulties, on the

strength of a promise made I know not when—where—or to whom.
I am afraid that frequent acts of civility when playing in the pro-

vinces have been sadly misinterpreted ; for you are at least the twen-
tieth applicant that has applied to me upon tho encouragement of

some vague compliment meant for nothing—nothing I assure you.

And now, sir, I will give you a small piece of valuable counsel.

You are an actor (at least you say so); w*ell, never promise what you
will do when you become a manager. Only praise an author’s piece,

and regi-et that you have no power to bring it out—(if you had, lia !

how happy you should be
!

)—well, sir, you praise it and tbink you
have done with it. Why, in ten or fifteen years’ lime you become a
manager, and back comes the piece to you with your own commen-
datory letter, and the pest of an author claiming the fulfilment of

your implied service. It might be difficult, but were my time to come
over again, I should in these matters endeavour to speak the truth.

Never say what you ’ll do when you become a manager. It is just

like a Prince of Wales promising what he’ll do when he becomes
king : flummery, sir—polite flummeiy.
With your great natural qualifications of figure, face, and voice,

it would only distress me to see such fine advantages thrown away
upon mere utility, could I even offer you that—and anything beyond
is entirely impossible. You are not a man for the team ;

no, hut a
racer that should start upon his own account. There is, no doubt,

a plate for you somewhere, though not at my theatre.

Your list ofparts is certainly very long. You seem to have played

in everything, except one piece—The Baslfnl Man,
I have not read the criticisms you sent, but I at once detected the

source of their eulogy—tobacco and gin and water. Such criticisms

must be valuable, for they have every appearance of having cost you
a great deal.

Your praise of Mrs. Wilkins does honour to your feelings as a

man and a husband ; but the chambermaids are filled.

Your obedient Servant,

Magnus Purr.
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to Fisiftfng anU HoKrf §botfetfe».

LYING entered a poor person’s dwelling, be-

have as if it were your own. Do not wait to

be asked to sit down. If you are a gentleman

keep your bat on.

Address the male occupant of the house

as “ My Good Man,” and his wife as My
Good Woman ;

” or if you find it necessary

to assert your dignity, omit the ^‘Good”
altogether. Say ** Boy,” and ** Girl,” to the

children, as the case may be. Your first

object is, to impress the visited with a due

sense of their distance from yourself. For
this reason, if they remain standing in your

presence, never suggest that they should sit.

Inquire in the most direct and uncere-

monious way possible, what their rent is—how they are employed--what

amount they earn—and in what manner they spend it ? Insist on know-

ing exactly how much they give for coals ; what quantity they burn ; and

what becomes of the cinders 1 Find out their exact consumption of

potatoes ; and whether they are economical in paring them. Interrogate

them with similar minuteness with respect to meat, bread, cheese,

butter, tea, coffee, vinegar and pepper. Ask if their sugar is sixpenny or

sevenpenny 1 Whether any of them take tobacco or snuff ; and especially,

if they ever indulge in heer or spirituous liquors, lleprehend, sternly,

the slightest excess or waste that you may detect in any of the above i

respects : and if the expenditure has not been limited to the merest

necessaries, lecture them on it well.

Ask when they go to bed ; at what time they get up
; at what hour

they breakfast, dine, and sup 1 Request to be allowed to look into their

drawers and cupboards, to see what there is in them. Smell every bottle

you find. Take notes of every pot, pan, kettle, cup, saucer, phial, and

gallipot, in the house. Demand to know what articles of apparel or

furniture they have in pawn, and to see the duplicate for each. Make

them tell you what they do with their rags ; and how they are situated in

regard to soap. Insist on being minutely informed how each of the

family spends every portion of his or her time i
and animadvert strongly

on any application thereof to rest or recreation.

Having read the whole round of them a severe homily on any impru-

dence or mismanagement of their household and affairs that you may
have elicited, give them, provided they appear sulficiontly abashed, a

ticket for sixpenuyworth of relief, accompanied by a penny tract. Let

your gift be made with an air of lofty condescension j retire majestically,

I

and go home to your thi'ee courses and dessert.

JOINVILLE AT HERNE BAY.
The French papers continue to threaten invasion. Should a casus

belli occur, we understand from the same undoubted authority that

supplies exclusive intelligence to the Herald and. Standard, that Herne
Bay, like Mogador, will be the first place destroyed by French
cannon. Imagine the bulletin of Joinville— Herne Bay est

^erasi ! ” From other sources we learn that, out of gallantry to Mbs.
Thwaites, the benevolent foundress of that marine city, it will not be
destroyed. No ; Joixville knows too well the value of the place,

and will spare it. Once possessed of the pier, he will, by means
of the two guns that now so gallantly defend it, command the
Channel. He has only to sit in the drawing-room of the Dolphin
Hotel, and, by the aid of the respected landlord’s very excellent
telescope, mark out every merchantman as she passes, and our trade
is destroyed. If Heme Bay is not the key of the Thames, it is at least

the pick-lock ; and France, with such a pick-lock in her hand, may
in a very little time enter the Tower of London !

As journalists, as patriots, we are bound to give all the intelli-

gence within onr. power. As to its truth, we leave that to be disco-
vered by idle people, who have nothing better to do. Our first

business is to fill our paper. We learn, then, that Herne Bay, once
possessed by Joixyille, transports will immediately land troops.
We can imagine the frantic bravery of the two policemen of the
Bay--(who, as they wear no figures on their collars, may, although
two, be said to be numberless)—we- can imagine each of them a
CocLES on a British bridge, madly defying the invading Graul. Vain,
vain is their valour. The policemen—as we are positively assured
—will be shot through the body, and the toll-gate successfully
carried

; the lives of the toll-keepers being graciously spared on
their delivering into the hands of the conqueror all their Jialf-

pence 1

Fringe Joinville will then establish his head-qnarters at the
Dolphin. Insultingly wiping his brow with a copy of the Tmics, he

will sit down, and, in a tone of heroic derision, call for “ a bifstick

and a pot of port-cr.” These things discussed, he will immediately

command Lilly, the postman, to be seized, in order to cut off the

too rapid communication with Canterbury.

The troops will soon land, Joinville having sent for a large force

of cavalry, which, from the peculiar openness of the streets of Herne

Bay, can act with the greatest efficiency. Many of the streets, too,

have this double advantage ; they not only supply room but forage

—the potato crops being excellent.

The authorities, including the town-crier and the post-mistress,

will be immediately seized, but, if possible, respected. They will be

confined in the bathing-machines ;
and both doors being nailed up,

victuals will be supplied to them through the windows.

All the boarding-schools will be invested ; and at least one officer

quartered on each. Prince Joinville, however, with those human-

izing feelings which make war so very respectable, will quarter at

no school any officer who has not the true Parisian accent, so that

the French studies of the pupils may not be deteriorated.

Punch—trembling for his own Herne Bay—^has visited and sur-

veyed it. Doing nothing by halves, he has himself sounded for

anchorage. In all candour, he cannot say much, for the bottom, but

the water is excellent.

Punch does not look upon ITerne Bay as lost, if Government will

only attend to his advice. AVo have the Cinque Ports : there is

much in a name ; let there be the Six Ports, and let Herne Bay make
up the half-dozen I

Punch also suggests a most efficient mode of defence. The world
—says the author of Coning^y—^is ruled by the Hebrew mind. Now
let an officer of the Jewish persuasion be in readiness on the pier

(by-the-by there generally is one), and when Joinville lands, let

the said officer immediately serve him with a copy of a writ. Gene-
rals who have faced many pounders, have been known to run from
writs.

THE ROYAL RODS.
The papers state that two splendid fishing-rods have been presented to

Prince Albert and the Fringe of Wales. The construction of the rod
intended for the infant Prince is quite different from what has been stated.
It is composed ofa number of slender twigs of that ornament of our woods
and forests, the birch ; bound together at one end, so as to form a handle,
with gold and silver wire. We may also assert that it has not been put
into the Prince of Wales’s hands at all

; hut into those of his Royal
Papa ; who, we believe, has for the present entrusted it to those of Lady
Lyttelton, with directions to use it when necessary.

A Remonstrance.

How can’st thou. Punch, with pen of gall
The Mansion-house assail,

And hint tliat in its festive liall

The ancient glories fail \

Its name unchanged, its rank increased,
E’en satire must allow ;

Last year Lord Humphrey spread the feast,

Duke Humphrey rules it now.

Generosity Rewarded.—Prince Joinville and the French gunners,
who so distinguished themselves at Tangier, have been appointed honorary
members of the Royal Humane Society.
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^rilE Frencli, Laving possessed themselves of Algiers, have in the
most praiseworthy manner set about cultivating the soil. This is

nothing but right—the proper payment of a debt due to dear, ill-used

mother earth. Having committed a hundred razzias (a new word
in the rich vocabulary of military glory,) upon the Moors, having
burnt their crops, destroyed their villages, and carried away every-
thing that could be made into rations, tlicy have now turned farmers
themselves, in the sincerity of their compunction determining to eat
of the fruits of their own labour—the fruits of pillage having become
scarce and so uncertain. To follow out this noble intention, num-
bers of model farm-houses have been constructed in France, and
shipped for Algeria. We give a correct sketch of one of these
abodes of rustic peace and happiness, and are furthermore enabled
to lay before the reader the translation of a letter, sent by a cul-

tivator of the soil to his kindred in France. It is valuable, as
showing that whatever the difficulties of the farming interest may
be in England, they are, nevertheless, not to be compared to the
agriculture struggle in Africa.

My deau Parents, August 23, 1844, Mon Repos^ Algiers.

Your kind letter, strange to say, found me alive. You ask me
to send you an account of our Model Farm. I inclose a picture of it, by
which you will see the happy security we dwell in. The farm is sur-

rounded by a stockade, and we mount not less than fifty forty-two
pounders

; these are constantly double loaded with grape of the very
best vintage. Thus, our guns bear upon our fields, if nothing else does.
Indeed, eveiything about us may be said to be shooting, except the crops.
Still I do not despair. Two months ago we idougbed two hundred Arabs
into a field of four acres, and find they are coming up very nicely in
turnips. For agricullural glory, there is nothing like bone-dust.

Indeed, it is amazing to seo how gloi’y blesses us in this country. We
feed the Gallic cock upon small-shot ; and, strange to say, the hens lay

nothing but bullets. Indeed, such is the vigilance of the Arabs, that wc
are compelled to stand to our guns at milking time, and feed tlie pigs with

fixed bayonets. We are, however, exercising the milkmaids in platoon
firing, and trust they are quite able to take the field with the cows, now
that the guns, which they are to carry, have been provided us.

We yesterday held a court-martial on the sentinel who mounted guard
at the ducks’ house; a party of the enemy having scaled the wall at night,

and carried off our only brood of ducklings. The drake and duck were
found with their throats cut. Were there ever such barbarous villains

as these Arabs ? The sentinel was shot this morning at six, with all the
honours. Although the villains stole our ducks, they fortunately missed the
onions ; I say fortunately, for they might have fi)und, at least, a rope apiece.

We are, however, preparing for a grand operation. We have deposited

an immense quantity of gunpowder under the dunghill. We purpose to

appear off our guard—shall suffer the enemy to scale our stockade,

plant their bannei*s on our dunghill, and then—as they think, in the
moment of victory—blow them to atoms I Thus may true glory be
obtained, like mushrooms, even from a dunghill

!

You will, from the above, judge of the charming excitement of our
country life ; of the delightful employment of cultivating beet-root and
laurels iu the same field. You will

But I am called away. Our shepherd has just returned without

his nose and ears. Our two sheep are carried off! We hasten to make
a sortie to avenge the honour of outraged France ! Vive la gloire^vive
la France, jusqu*a la mort! Alexts Bonhoume, Pig-Adjutant.

P.S. The villains are conquered—^but we have lost our Goose-master
General (^Monsieur Jacotot), who, you may inform his relatives, will be
irrevocably

BOUND IN MOROCCO.
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THE WOODEN-SHOE AND THE BUFFALO-
IN DIANS.*

LL travellers agree in stating tliat the

powerful tribe of 'Wooden-Shoe In-

dians occupies a large tract of terri-

tory on the Great Salt-water Lake,
opposite the island inhabited by the

Iloast-BuflFalo tribe. The two tribes

have been at war from time imme-
morial; the Wooden-Shoes hating

and cursing the Boast-Buffaloes, and
the Buffalo having, in turn, the

greatest contempt for his neighbour

across the Lake.
The Wooden-Shoes are particu-

larly bitter against the Buffaloes,

because the latter are the only tiibe

in America over whom the Shoes have not obtained an advantage

Tlie Shoes are the most violent and quarrelsome people of the

Continent : they live by robbery and pillage : they are little skilled

in trade ; hence, probably, their dislike to it, and their extreme
fondness for war.

A Chief, to have any authority over them, has hitherto been in a

manner obliged to lead them to tho war-path
; for, when left to them-

selves, they are so quarrelsome that they are sure to be cutting each

other’s throats
;
and the Sachems wisely consider it is best that their

braves should be employed against the enemy than in the ruinous

]
practice of internecine slaughter. Many moons ago, there was an

unlucky Chief of the Wooden-Shoes, i^i&Manolion Blanc or White

by name, who was of rather a peaceful disposition. The Wooden-
Shoes scalped him and his wife, lifted the war-hatchet, burst into

the territories of the neighbouring tribes, and such was the vigour

of tlieir onset, that at first all the Continent was subdued by them,

and made to pay tribute to the victorious Wooden-Shoes.
They were led, at this proud period of their conquests, by a chief

who was called in their language, Le Petit Gaporal, a warrior of un-

daunted courage and amazing savageness and canning. He conquered
all the Continent ;

and, though of a low origin himself, carried off

from tiie Great Father of the Pipe-Smoking Indians a daughter, whom
he brought home to his wigwam, putting away his first wife for the

purpose. But the successes of the Petit Cajjored were of brief dura-

tion. The tribes allied themselves against him
;
and, headed by the

Boast-Buffalo Indians, whom he had never been able to master, they

overcame and utterly annihilated him.

They held a council after the victory, and determined on restoring

the government of the Wooden-Shoes to a younger brother of the

Sachem who had been scalped by the tribe. The Wooden-Shoes,
however, indignant that foreigners should intermeddle in the con-

cerns of their government, determined to get rid of the family so

imposed upon thorn ; and, though they allowed the first chief (he was
called the FatTurtle) to reign and die unmolested, they took occasion

to seize upon his brother, who succeeded the Turtle^ and turned him
out of the government, and out of their territory.

We now come to the chief subject of the present memoir—the

famous old chief who has been called by his countrymen La VieUle

Poire^ and who has reigned over them for fifteen years.

La VieUle Poire was a relation of the Pat Turtle^ and his family (a

younger branch) had incessantly been quarrelling with the elder for

the chieftainship. ThePoir^’s father conspired against the old chief,

who was scalped in the outbreak, and had hoped to seize the govern-
ment when the Vieux Manchon was murdered, but the people scalped

the pair of them ; on which the Povre^ who was then a young warrior
distinguishing hilmself in tho trail of the enemy along with the other
braves of the Wooden-Shoes, fled away from his native tribe, having
no fancy to leave his top-knot to dry on the pole alongside of his

fatlier^s.

Vi&Ule Poire then rubbed off the war-paint of the Wooden-Shoes,
and joined the Buffalo Indians, tattooing himself as much as possible

after the manner of that tribe. He lived about among the Buffaloes

as well as he could, and finally came back to his own tribe with the
Fat Turtle, when that chief was restored. In the delight of his

heart, the Turtle forgave the Poire all the evil his father had done,
and restored to him the paternal wigwam. The people revolted for

• From “ Walks and Wanderings in the Wilderness and Wigwams,** a forthcoming
work upon the Virgin Forests of North America, by that eminent traveller, Geo&ob
JoifBS.

.

a second time against Fat Tujile, when the Poire persuaded them that

he was the very man for their purpose, and accordingly they elected

him their Sachem.
Since then the Poire has attained a position vastly too secure to be

ever ousted from it, and now governs the Wooden-Shoe tribe in spite

of themselves. As they were a very rebellious, captious race, the

Poii'e surrounded the principal village of the Wooden-Shoes with

blockhouses, which lie filled with his own braves, who ai-e ready to

fire upon the other Wooden-Shoes, if they make the least disturbanc

or revolt.

In the last 15 years, the Poir^s children have grown up, have

taken squaws of their own, and the jpapoosey now begin to swarm
about their lodges.

Last year the Poire sent one of his sons, called the Belle Poule,

or Fat Hen, on a visit to the Buffaloes. They showed him their

Island, and he thought it was very rich, abounding in game, firs,

and wealth of every kind—^the young braves who went in the canoe

with the Belle Poule, looked upon the Virgins of the Buffaloes and
panted for the day when they should set their wigwams blazing,

scalp the young men of the tribe, and carry off the girls to their own
lodges.

The young men of the Buffaloes—^who have been thinking too

much of their hunting and trapping, their fishing and trading, and
who, from a long habit of beating the Wooden-Shoes, have got to

despise them perhaps too much—are meanwhile beginning to awake
and get angry too. “ Shall we who crushed their fathers,’’ they say,

"allow these little savage Wooden-Shoes to bluster and threaten ? Are
they to go on for ever whirling their tomahawks, singing their war-

songs, firing their rifles within an inch of our noses, and the Buffaloes

never to show their horns?”
To this, there is an Old White Bison among the Buffaloes who

replies. He is very old, very white, very wise, and very brave

—

perhaps the bravest chief now known in the world— for he has

been more often on the trail of the Wooden-Shoes than any known
warrior, and he it was who took the scalp of the Great Brave of the

Wooden- Shoes, the cruel and terrible Petit Ca^oral, “ The Wooden-
Shoes,” says he, " sing and chatter like women

;
the Buffaloes are

men. He who is silent can see and hear better than he who talks.

He who is stiU can take better aim than he who is running. If the

Wooden-Shoes dig up the hatchet, the Buffaloes will take it up ; and
they know how to wield it better than any brave among the Wooden-
Shoes. But it is better that their young warriors should brag, than
that our lodges should burn. The yelping of curs only frightens

children. The Buffaloes are men. 1 have spoken. Hech I”

« * « « «

At this interesting period the document kindly furnished ns by
Mr. Jones ceases ; and we know not what was the cause of the dis-

pute between the two tribes. He states that the accompanying
savage design, depicting the war-dance of these wild men, con-
tains pretty accurate portraits of the chief of the Wooden-Shoes
(Louis Philippe); of Belle Poule (Joinville), his son; of the
k%lemn Owl (Guizot), the chief Medicine of the tribe, a grave and
peaceful chief ; of the little Cock-Sjpcm'ow (Thiers), a very savage
and mischievous little Wooden-Shoe, who has never been on
the war-path himself, but has a great 'skill in inflaming his com-
rades ; and of the Old Bdd Eagle (Soui.t), a great warrior of the
tribe, who has often engaged with the Old White Bison of the Buf-
faloes. The Old Bison has bad the better of him in all their battles,

and has taken his top-feathers several times—hence the barrenness of
his poll at present. But the two old Braves respect each other very
much nevertheless, and know too much about war to plunge into it

hastily, like some of the young braves of either side.

A XFursery Rbyme—for “ Toniiff France.'*

He that bombards and runs away,
Will live to bombard another Dey :

But-he that is in battle slain,

Will never bombard no Moor again-

JOINVILLB.

lUrONTGOMEBY ON STEAM.
Satan Montoomert apostrophised our belUringer the other day thus

:

" Hail Boanerges ! Railway Jupiter ! thou hellower august ! hid thy
colossal tocsin peal, outboom the thunders, shattering the spheres ; with
wild and di*ead dismemberment crumbling the dynasties of Night and
Chaos : roll on, tliou brazen-tongued, in gong-like accents ; far and wide,
through time, through space, through darkness, undismayed, the astounding
fact proclaim, ^ The railway coach starts at 6 P.M.’ ”
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PUNCH'S POLKA PREPARATIONS FOR WAR.
TCATXY the dancing world abounds with Polkas.

They are bo numerous that it would take

a Polka Encyclopsedia to enumerate them

all. JULLIEN has a Polka for nearly every

day in the month, which he names after

the persons by whom,—or the squares,

lanes, or alleys where,—they were first

danced. His Pollca de Mdlle. Polyphema

Hophins is certainly superior to his Polka

de llanway-yard. As the Polka seemed

to be in everybody’s mouth, Punch

thought ho might as well try his foot at one, but wishing to be, as he

always is, unique, he sent the original Polka,—as invented by the

“ Bohemian Nobleman,” a. d. 1843,—to Baron Nathan, to have it ana-

lysed, so as to avoid any of the numerous adulterations of this much<

deteriorated dance. The following are the component parts discovered

in the Polka by that greatest Terpsichorean Liebig of the age, the

Baron Nathan

Cracovienue
Jim Crow 24
Cachuca loJJ
Waltz, Galopade, Sauteuse, &c. . . . .

13*

loway-Indian Dance 9
College Hornpipe 73^5

Minuet de la Cour 0

100

In the compounding of Our Polka, we have studiously avoided the

deleterious ingredients of the above analysis. Every step of it is deeply

imbued with the sublimate of Pollca. The directions for using it are very

simple. When it is taken, it is to be well shaken, and the dose to be

repeated every evening, at the interval of half an hour, according to the

state of the Polka patient. We will warrant it to keep in any drawing-room.

ILLUMINATIONS ON PRINCE ALBERT’S BIRTH-DAY.
PUBLIC BUILDINGS.

The Waithman Column.—^A soft glowing red light, fed by a piece of

tobacco embedded in a small white bowl of clay. The light was attended
to by the waterman on duty at the cab-stand.

The Monument at King^s Cross.—A continued succession of candles

up to midnight, beginning in the beer-shop below, and finishing at about
twelve ill the camera obscura above, which serves at night as the bedroom
of the proprietor.

The Nelson Column .—A transparency of the Emperor op Russia

—

with the committee at his feet, thanking him for the £500. The boards
round the column embellished with the fresco of a Greenwich pensioner,

begging, drawn extremely fine. Motto—“ Dinner forget.”

PALACES.
Sudeingham.^^A. beautiful transparency of Tom Thumb—and medal-

lions, surrounded with gold-coloured lamps, of Gbisi, Strauss, Thalberg,
rERSiANi, and an Ojibbeway. Victoria, as Fame, crowning them with
bank notes. A small statue of “ Shahspeare compressed,” just visible in

the distance.
PUBLIC OFFICES.

The Seal Office in Inner Temple Lane.—A succession of lamps
(three) rising, one above the other, up the entire staircase of the building,

and forming, with the windows, a Iransparency of remarkable softness.

The Office of First Fruits .—A highly illuminated early gooseberry.
The JJow Street Police-Office.’-^At the door, a lantern throvm out in

strong relief on a girdle of black leather.

• SHOPS.

The London Mission intend visiting the principal ports and towns of
England to preach peace. A recruiting serjeant accompanies them.
Every regiment has been presented with a facsimile copy of Prince

Albert’s Hat.
At the first outbreak in Canada, a printing-press, with Mr. Roebuck,

will be sent over to the insurgents. A free pardon and a pension to be
given to any one who survives his proclamations.
An Ugly Brigade ” will be formed as a body-guard for the Queen.

A celebrated Badical-Whig-Tory Ex-Chancellor is to be appointed the
Colonel. Americans are to have the privilege of enlisting.

Covent Garden Theatre is to be turned into barracks, and Mr. Carter,
with his wild beasts, is to have the command of the London Militia.

In the event of a disturbance in Ireland, O’Connell will be offered a
pension twice the amount of his ^ rent,” or, if necessary, to be made
Master of the Mint. The Pacificator is to have a good appointment in
the War Office.

M. Thiers, and the French press, will be paid handsomely to write
strong Anglophobian articles ; and the Dramatic Authors’ Society will, as
a compensation for their trade being ruined by the stoppage of French
pieces, have the job of translating them.
The regimental bands are to be reinforced with musicians from

JuLLiEN 's orchestra. Jullien himself, with his piccolo, will defend the
Bank.
The Punch Office will not be fortified, further than its having the usual

number of enthusiasts outside, blocking up the office and the whole Strand.

THE POUCE BOOT.
. 0 ! (we are obliged to begin thus, gentle reader, on account of

the ^aphic initial), an official advertisement has appeared,
offering to receive tenders for the supply of the Police with
boots. The mention of the word tender, in connexion with
the Police chaussure, ought, as Shakspeare expresses it, to

breed a kind of remorse in the breast of the Home
Secretary—at least, if it is his place to see the men
shod. We do not know who Sir James Graham’s
boot-maker is, and we do not care ; but if tlie Wel-
lingtons of the Right Honourable Baronet are no

better made than the Bluchers of the corps which he controls, we should

think he must be a good patient of Me. Eisenberg’s 5 and would respect-

fully ask how he is off for com-plaster ? Policemen, surely, must vary

with respect to their feet, like other mortals ; but their boots (if boots

they may be called) are of two sorts only, the too small and the too large.

The latter class are by far the most numerous ; so that It is easy to

judge of a Policeman, as of Hercules, by his foot, which seems about

« THIS IS ABOUT THE SlAIlK, I THINK 1
”

Mr. Moon^s, Threadneedle Street.—The gas in the shop not tamed off

till ten, illuminating 'seventeen portraits of Prince Albert dedicated to

the Queen, and forty of the Queen dedicated to Prince Albert. The
effect of this aiTangement was very pleasing, from its wonderful contrast,

each portrait presenting a different feature.

THE THEATRES.
Vieforia.^A row of baked-potato-boys, in front of the portico, with

their lighted cans.

Asiley^s—The letters ” P. A.” here, over the Pit-door ; and a transpa-
rency of Britannia, riding on seven horses, over the waves, towards the
temple of Immortality, with Widdicomb, as Time, standing, in hessians,

on the steps, to receive her.

twice as big as anybody elses, and Fa pede Policeman will become the

popular proverb. These boots, or rather boats, pr^umably consist of

leather ; but they look as clumsy, awkward, and inflexible, as if they were

made of cast-iron. We hail as a symptom of improvement the announce-

ment in the advertisement alluded to, that no guarantee is given for the

reception of the lowest tender.

USEFUL AND ORNAMENTAL.
The French dispatches of the battle of Isly mention the capture of the

Fmperor’s son's parasol

!

Marshal Bugeaud has claimed this for his own
use, as he thinlcs it will keep the laurels he has gathered in Algeria

from withering.
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very dramatic in their character, and affording tlie finest opportunity for

TBE BRODGHAM POETEAIT. ^ tt*
We stated in our last, that Lord Beougium intended to present his distinguished body are at tliis moment in Paris,

portrait, in a plain frame, to every English attorney. We are now enabled praiseworthy pursuit of knowledge at the various metropolitan theatres 5

to give the picture, with a copy of the letter which accompanied it. and your petitioners therefore trust—in case of the worst—that Lonn
® * Cowley will be instructed to demand passports for their brethren ; or, if

“ Dear »
Brougham^ August 25, 1844. that be impossible, to cause whatever * effects ’ they may have obtained

" Herewith you have my portrait, in a plain frame. It has often on the French stage, to be immediately transmitted to mis country, for

been a matter of surprise to me, that whereas almost every attorney’s the benefit of the fraternity in general.

ofiBce is decorated with either a portrait of Lord Ellenborough, Lord « And further—if a war be inevitable, your petitioners trust that all the

Eldon, or some such worthy,—that in no one instance did I ever see, or effects of Frenchmen residing in England will be immediately seized and
was it ever made known to me, that the portrait of Lord Brougham was confiscated for the compensation of the dramatists undersigned,

ever similarly honoured. How is tliis ? After much pondering, I must et And your petitioners will ever pray (prey),”

confess my inability' to know, unravel, or discover, the cause of the omis-

sion. For have I not dedicated a life to a reform of the laws—have I not

for thirty years been cleansing the profession from the moral feculence

with which extortionate costs had defiled

it? I have enemies—^thank Heaven! 1

have enemies—^but when all their malig-

nity is vented, this they must allow,—that

Harry Brougham has done more to destroy

costs (those harpies that feed upon the

poor aud the unfortunate) tlian any other

legislator from the time of Bacon. And,
therefore, is it most surprising tliat a por-

tiait of Brolgham is never to be found in

an attorney’s ofiice !

Naturiilly anxious to remedy this

omission, I forward you the accompanying
print (like *iy late friend, O’Connell’s) in

a plain frame. It is reckoned very much
like me—though, between om*selves, I think

it wants elevation ; it has not a sufficiently
style, Ij.

encyclopoodic stare.

" You win hang it, sir, in your office—^j^ou will, I trust, place it in a

favourable position, that your clerks, while making out your bills of costs,

may now and then raise an eye to my vera effigies^ and, by so doing, never
forgot how much the profession owes to,

‘‘ Yours faithfully,

P.S. I perceive that a few crass attorniea have called a meeting * to

counteract the operation’ of my ^ New Insolvent Act,’ as being* injurious’

to them. It is an odd coincidence, but at that very time the foxes in my
neighbourhood—as I understand—called a meeting * to counteract the

operation ' of the watch-dogs, that in the most injurious manner protected

the fowls and geese.”

HORRORS OF VTAR.—THE DRAMATISTS’ PETITION.

We are informed that the following petition lies at the office of the

Dramatic Authors’ Society for signature. It has already received very
many iiifiaential names. It is a sort of private remonstrance to Lord
Aberdeen : nevertheless, we believe we are violating no confidence in

laying it before the world, and soliciting—which we do most earnestly

—

the active sympathy and assistance of all whom it may concern :

—

“ My Lord,—Your petitioners have for some years exercised the pro-

fession, or handicraft, of dramatists. That is, they have continually and
anxiously watched the movements of our natural enemies, the French

;

with the patriotic determination of always making the most of them.

Hence, the French have never put forth anything that your petitioners

have nut immediately done the best to take it. That your petitioners

have very frequently succeeded, is triumphantly shown by the playbills of

all the London theatres.
** Many of your petitioners are yearly subscribers to the foreign library

of Mons. Delaporte ; suid they 'Submit that having, in the full reliance of
|

peace, only recently paid their annual subscription, any hostility between I

the two countries would tend to the complete forfeiture of all such money
paid for the early transmission of French dramas—such dramas being, ^

like grouse, of a most perishable description.
** Your petitioners, tibierefore, humbly pray that you will on no account

undertake a war against Fmnce ; war always being, to most .people,

attended with disastrous results ; hut, iu the case of your petitioners, with
ruin most complete aud final.

** Your petitioners earnestly entreat you to consider the forlomness of
their condition, in the event of war. They are incapable of any other

THE IMPUDENCE OF STEAM.
Over the billows and over the brine,

Over the water to Palestine !

Am I awake, or do I dream ?

Over the Ocean to Syria by steam !

My say is sooth, by this right hand ;

A steamer brave

. Is on the wave,

Bound, positively, for the Holy Ijand I

Godfrey of Bulloignc, and thou,

Richard, lion-hearted King,

Candidly inform us, now,
. . Did you ever % ^

No you never
Could have fancied such a thing.

Never such vociferations

Enter’d your imaginations

As the ensuing

—

« Ease her, stop her !
”

“ Any gentleman for Joppa ?
”

“ ’Mascus, ’Mascus 1
” “ Ticket, please, sir.”

** Tyre or Sidon ?
” ** Stop her, case her !”

« Jerusalem, ’lem I ’lem I
”—“ Shur I Shur I

”

** Do you go on to Egypt, Sir % ”
** Captain, is this the land of Pharaoh 1

”

Now look alive there ! Who ’s for Cairo ?
”

** Back her-!/’ “ Stand clear, I say, old file !
”

** What gent or lady’s for the Nile,

« Or Pyramids ?” “ Thebes I Thebes ! Sir !
” "Steady I

”

" Now, where ’s that party for Engeili ?
”

—

Pilgrims holy, Red Cross Knights,

Had ye e’er the least idea,

Even in your wildest flights,

Of a steam ti*ip to Judea 1

What next marvel Time will show,
It is difficult to say,

" Buss,” perchance, to Jericho ;

"Only sixpence all the way.”
Cabs in Solyira may ply ;

—

—’Tis a not unlikely tale,—
And from Dan the tourist bie

Unto Beersheba by " rail.”

PRINCE ALBERT’S MILITARY STUDIES.

^
ROM Windsor we learn His Royal Highness

II ..I'lMrTiSlll Prince Albert is taking daily lessons in soldier-

ing ; so that, in the event of a war—should the

Prince de Joinvillb land a lot of troops on the

English coast

—

Prince Albert will be ready at

Ty ' the head of his regiment to drive them all back^ again. ‘ We understand that the telescope, which
is usually carried in the hand of a Commander in

Chief during the action, has not evaded the keen
eye of Prince Albert, who has been practising

the telescope exercise four hours a day, with

I the very natural idea that he will he able to

^ do more good by looking on at a distance, than

by exposing himself to immediate danger on the

labour save that of translation, which (for many years) has afforded them actual field of battle. His Royal Highness has also been devoting much
a decent subsistence. Utterly unacquainted with the process by which a time to acquiring the exact tone of voice in which the Duke of Wel-
plot is made—incapable of the least invention of character—and wholly at lington uttered his celebrated exclamation "Up guards, and at ’em!”
aloss to find a language of tbeir own to express themselves, they put it which is said to have been one of the causes of winning the battle of

to your Lordship’s generous consideration to' imagine their destitution Waterloo. If a victory can be gained by such means as these, wo have
in the event of such a catastrophe as a war with France. All other wars every hope that Prince Albert will twine the laurel of Fame round the
are, perhaps, allowable ; especially Indian and Chinese wars, they being peaceful jupp of his every-day costume.
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SHAMEFUL CASE OF LETTER OPENING.
A TALE OF THE BRITISH AND FOREIGN INSTITUTE.

Ham I to be robbed, my letters to be opened, to be bullied* laughed at,
iu this dastardly wayl No sir, as you have taken the affares of the
Hinstitute in hand—I imploar you pint out the shameful impydiuce
practised upon

We have received from a member of that absurd place of meeting

the two following letters, which we print at his request

Sib, August 16, 1844.

You will see by the stamp on the paper, that I am a member of

a club which shall be nameless—but apose its in George Street, Anover

Square.
I ave friends, lovers of litteryture and members of that club.

Halderman Codshead is a lover of litteryture and member of that clubb ;

Mr. X-Sherifp Spettigub is a ditto ditto —and hah ! what tremlous

ixitement and dalicious hindux of joy I ave ad, when Selina Spettigew,

in her kinary bonnit and pink muzzlin dress, attended our president’s last

lecture on Jericho ! I was introdewst to her by the sheriff that day. It

was but the fommation of a wild inhpffable iremenduous passion on
my part.

I'm not the honly member of our club of the name of Jones, has you
well know. I*m not only not the only Jones, but I’m not the only

Samuel Jones—there’s another S. J. (ang him, or if you will allow the

stronger word, pray don't bawk yourself^) there’s another Samuel, the

capting, late of the Oxillary Legium, a great feller of near six foot high,

with eineiice heard and mistaches, who always smoax his filthy sigars, and
swells and swaggers hup and down the cluh-room as hif it was his own.

Heven when Buckinham comes in, this great beast don’t stir hisself or

take lioff his at. You may then fansy what a rood monster he is. They
say he killed two gents in jewels in Spain : and though he's perpeluly

hectaring over me, of course I ain’t a going to run the risk of gitteii

myself anged for the pleasure of shootin' him. Besides I never fired a

pistol hoff ill my life—but to my porpoise.

You must know this heest is always opening my letters. He’s at the

Hinstitute from morning till night, and has I can only stepp in of an
evening when my estabblisliment (Swan and Edgar’s) is closed—of coarse

he has the pick and chews of tlie letters that come in. And 1 have my
letters directed there as well as he has. It’s more faslmable.

In tills way the blaggerd has red many scoars of my letters—those from
my Ma and Sisters—those from my Aunt Cowdy in Liverpool—from all

my friends in fact: for his curosity is perfectly insashahle. But once
when I opened ono of his letters by mistake, the great broot snapt his

fingers close to my nose, and swoar he’d pull it if he ever found me
meddling with his corspondauce again 1 The consquance now is, that I am
halways ableeged to wait now until he has opened both oiir sets of letters,

before I venter to look at mine. So that I hoft’n say (in bitterness of

sperrit) “ there’s two on ’em at my letters, Sam Jones and Sir Jajwes

Graham.”
Well ! When I say I made a favorable impi'ession on the art of Selina

Spettigew, on the night of that Lectur on Jericho—1 bleave 1 may say so

without fear of going wrong.
Old Spettigew, who had been asleep during the lecter with his

bandanner over his face, woak up where Buckinham came to a stop, aud
said to me,

“ You’ve taken care of my Selina, Mr. Jones.”
"Sir,” says I, "I ave,” and Selina’s i’s and mine met ; and we blushed,

wiy, how we did blush

!

“ I’ll tell you what, Jones, my boy,” says he, (he knows my fammaly,)
" I’m blest if I don’t ask you to dmner.” My art beat an hunderd a
minute ; I went and called a cab, and put the dear ladies in for Hunter
Street, their fammaly maushan, and Spettt and I ad some supper at the
Hinstatute, which 1 stood—the appiest of human beings !

« » % « '

Days roaled on

—

Spettt never asked me to dinner—I pined and pined
as I thought of Selina. I did’nt call in Unter Sti-eet. Pride praveuted
me : and bisness hours isn’t over till eight. I saw Spettt at tlie lectur

on the tomb of Cheops' grandmother ( dalivered by Mr. B. ), but he
evoided me. I was too prowd to notice him—

I

am not poor—J am not
an adventurer seaking for faviours. My father is an aberdasher in the
west of Hengland, t am in London honly for my heducation.
Pansy then my disgust one day at hearing that other Sam Jones—

confound him—a standin’ among a score of other chaps, roaring with
lafter, and making no end of fun—and imagin my

.
luxry at overearing

him say

—

" You know that little beast my namesake who comes to this infernal
hole. He’s a haberdasher’s apprentice. 1 open all his letters by mistake
—aud have read every word about his mama, and his sisters^ and his aunt
Cowdy; Well sir, six weeks ago, old Spettigub was here with his
daughter at Buck’s lecture. The gal’s a monstrous fine gal, I -heard
Spet say he would ask the little brute to dinner. I got his invitation ;

answered it, and by Jove, sir, / went. Heal turtle—and plenty of port
after dinner.”

Hearing this I was halmost busting with indignation. So I goes up to
the other Samuel Jones and 1 says, “ Sir,” says I, “yowr umble servanL^*
At this sarchasm the beest bust out laughing again—and all the other

fellers as well—and has for me—I, sir, can bear it no longer.

Your constant reader,
Samuel Jones.

Sir, B. ^ F. T. August 18, 1844.
It ’s too late now. You needn’t put in that fust letter I wrote.

It’s no good : no ballsem to a broken art. Send me a straight waste-coat,

for I ’m dizzystracted. I’ve ^est read in the Morning Post the
following

“Married at St. Fancras.-by the Rrv. Dr. Golxgxitly, Samuel Jones, Esq,,
K.S.F., K.S.T., M.B. & P.I., late a Lieutenant in the service of her Most Catholic
Majesty, to Selina Sckamjaw, only daughter of Mortimer Spbttigoe, Esq. of
Hunter Street, Brunswick Square.’*

It ’s his reading my letters that has done it. This is the consequence
of the spy system.

No mere from your unappy

Samuel Jones.

THE KENSIN<?rON RAILWAY.
A PASSENGER AT LAST !

An omnibus suddenly drew up at the Kensington and Wormwood
Scrubbs Little Western and No Junction Kailway, at 35 in. p. 7, on
Saturday evening last ; the sensation created was immense. On the roof
was observed a gentleman with a brown paper parcel ; the One Porter, in

stupified amazement rushed to the omnibus—the Gentleman threw down
his luggage, and scrambling down, demanded, in a trembling voice, if the
"train was gone.” Bewildered by the strange question, the porter could
not answer, but, taking violently to his heels, ran over the way to fetcli

the Clerk. Five minutes afterwards, a person in shirt sleeves, emerged
from the public-house opposite, aud, with a curl on his lip, told tije

Gentleman " he was the Clerk.” The Gentleman gave a convulsive twitch
to his brown paper parcel, and mildly replied " he wished to go to Bath.”
A cry was immediately raised of " Where’s the Stoker 1 ” and a pot-boy
out of place, having volunteered as the Guard, was, after a consultation

of five minutes between the Clerk and the till, despatched to. Hammer-
smith for a half liuudred-weight of coals. The steam, liowever, was got
up iu less than forty minutes, and, at about ^p. 8, the Special train

started, with its one passenger, for Bath. In the evening the office was
lighted up with gas, aud the Clerk invited the Conductor and Cad of the
Omnibus to an elegant souper of Welsh rabbits and cheroots, in com-
memoration of this event. The beer was of the besfXXX.

Malicious Report.

It is not true that Lord Brougham is at present editor of the Morning
Heralds His letters to that paper, we believe, are paid for at the usual
Standard rate of so many farthmgs a line.
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GRAND REVIEW OF THE LONDON POSTMEN.
\' -'ll- I

!?

VESTERDAY, at the Home Office, Sir James Graham reviewed that very efficient body of men, tlio

London Postmen, general and petty. Indeed, from the peculiar interest taken in thorn by Sir James,
they may be called the Graham’s Own. The men were on the ground as early as nine, and presented
a very imposing appearance. Nothing could be more satisfactory than the way in which they went througli

their evolutions, opening and reading the letters with a despatch that called forth the admiration of

Sir James and all his clerks. The men being ranged in treble line, the review began. The word of
command was given as follows, by Sir James

Present letters I I Thumb on seal
! |

“ Read letters
! |

Re-seal letters !

Feel for seal I
|

Open letters ! |
Re-fold letters ! I Pocket letters !

Sir James gave the word in a fine sonorous voice | and was admirably responded to. Nothing could
be more dexterous than the manner in which the postmen, by means of lucifer and wax, resealed the vaidous missives. When wafers were to be
used, the word of command was thus :

—

« Wet wafer 1 "Insert w^afer I " Stamp 1
”

The review over, Sir James emphatically complimented the body on their efficiency ; and they were then dismissed for their several walks.

BEAUTIES OF THE POLICE COURT.
One Christopher Pratt was charged at the Thames Police Office with

an assault. Having made his way into the kitchen of the Camden's Head,
Limehouse, he committed felony on a leg of lamb, by eating thereof.

Eeitle, the pot-boy, remonstrated with the thief, when

—

** He seized the boy by the neck and drew the knife which he had used in catting the
lamb several times across the lad’s throat, at the same time uttering the most dreadful

imprecations, mixed with awful threats, that if Kxttlx ever uttered a word about the
lamb, he*d certainly do for him. In dza^g the knife across his throat Paatt inflicted

two slight wounds in the lad’s throat.”

Subseq^uently, the boy informed his master, when Pratt learning this

—

“ Tapped him [Kettle] ou the shoulder and said, ' So, you have taken out a warrant
against me?’ Kettle admitted that he had, upon which Featt struck him a violent
blow upon the stomach, which at the same time felled and doubled him up, so as nearly
to deprive him of all sensation. Exhausted as he was, he, however, remembered that
FuattfirstJumped with his whole weight upon his hody^ thffn knelt upon his chesty
and seising him violently by the throat, endeavoured to strangle Aim.”

The boy, it is said, from extreme pain and debility gave his evidence
with considerable difficulty.

And what was the punishment of this would-he cut-throat—^this das-
tardly thief and ruffian ?

Why, the majesty of the offended law fined him in the sum of four
pounds, which, as he could not pay,—as he bad not the wbei’ewithal to
buy the luxury of cutting a throat,—^he was ignominiously consigned to
the van, to be imprisoned for—one month !

Had he been indicted for stealing the meat his imprisonment might
have been tliree times that duration.

Memorandum : a boy’s throat is of lessvalue than a leg of lamb.

INHUMAN REPRISALS.
Ip the French madly rush into a war, the severest measures of ven-

gewce will be t^eu by this Government. Every prisoner w'ill be com-
pelled to enter

^

into the British and Foreign Destitute—with continual
lectures on Jericho by Mr. Buckingham 1

RKAL SCALPS! GREAT ATTRACTION.
Mr. Catlin, the importer of foreign curiosities for the Engliah nation,

lately advertised a most attractive dish. The loway Indians— lie assured
a refined, a humane, and discerning public—would dance the Scalp Dance
with— real scalps ! Think of that, ladies and gentlemen ; the real skin
and hair of a human creature. Is not that attractive ? As for the
loways themselves, why by this time they are a common cold dish—but
the scalp supplies the delicious pickles to the feast.

Still, we think the entertainment might be heightened. Scalping is,

ordinarily, a fatal operation : nevertheless, men have been known to
survive it. Why not then—for a crowning treat—why not engage a few
desperate wretches, as the managers say, at an enormous expense, to
submit to scalping—making it worth their while to risk life— and of
course doubling the price of admission to the tasteful and curious public 2

We really think the experiment would answer ; at all events, it would
only be carrying out the delicate feeling which advertised the—“ real
scalps I"

®

We are hajipy to learn that Mr. Catlin has engaged a party of Hot-
tentots who will succeed the loways. After the real scalps, we presume
they will be girdled witli sheep’s intestines, and evex’y thing natural.

Where, alas ! will the romance of life hide itself 1 Wc look in Cooper’s
novels upon glorious pictures of the majestic wild man—tlie proud, llio
indomitable, the disinterested—and he comes among us, and, witii a torrent
of native eloq[uence, begs for sixpences !

Tbe Flattest Contradiction.
The Times announces that it is novr certain that Louis Philippe

is not coming over this^ year to England. We knew he never intcndi'd
it, directly it was published that M. Montalivei had drawn from the
Liste Civile, for the expenses of the journey, a sum of 3,000,000 francs ;
especially as it was reported the money had been paid over to His
Majesty.
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PUNCHES COMPLETE LETTER-WRITER.

LETTER XXI.

FROM Jk FOOB BELATIOM.

odd in the pound. But the -worst of it is, I am not able from this
accident to meet two or three matters which are fast pressing upon
me ; and therefore in my difficulty must beg your assistance. I
would not do so, were 1 not certain that it would even annoy you if
I were to apply to anybody else. I know your heart so well that you
would never forgive me for hesitating. It would—I am sure you
would feel it so—be an affront to you as a friend and a kinsman.
How delightful then is it, on a stroke of ill-fortune like the present,

to know that we have a relative—^a flourishing, cordial soul—who
looks upon himself as the steward of Providence ; who is too happy
to show his gratitude for prosperity, by shaking some few crumbs from
his sumptuous, loaded board to his poor relations: who acknowledges
the solemn claims of blood, not alone with lip-acknowledgment,
but with a sympathy that elevates “him that gives and him that
takes.”

I will hy the next post send yon all particulars.

Yonr affectionate Cousin,

EnwAnn Roniirs.

W My Bear Cousin,
Although so many years have passed

since we last met—^nay, since we last corres-
ponded—I feel that I should do much wrong to
the goodness of your heart, to the truth and

dignity of our early friendship, did I fail to write to you in my pre-
sent strait. Did I listen to the sarcasms of the worldly and unge-
nerous, I should suffer in silence—^but my soul revolts from their
harsh, cold creed, that confounds prosperity with selfishness, and
makes a golden barrier between kin and kin. I fear it may be too
true that a profitable commerce with the world is apt to change
some men—but there are others whose lustre of soul nothing can
dim. Let them possess the diamonds of Golconda, and their minds
would remain to them priceless and unchangeable.
Though there has been silence between us, it has often delighted

me to learn in this obscure nook that you were still increasing in
worldly goods and in the respect of all men. I have sent you no line,

yet have I spiritually again and again congratulated you on the
happiness that a wise enjoyment of wealth bestows—on the enviable
power of doing good to all around you. For I remembered the
candour and generosity of your soul, and knew that riches would be
only acceptable to you as bestowing a power to assist your fellow-
creatures

\ that you would consider gold, not as the familiar of avarice,
but as the beneficent charm of a fairy, by which you might profit and
delight your species.

Tiiere are foolish, gossiping folks, whose pleasure it seems to be to
set friends against friends : people, whose happiness (at least it would
almost appear so) is to find or make a flaw in the best of hearts.
Had I listened to them, I should have believed that you were desirous
of forgetting all your poorer kindred

;
that you looked upon your good

fortune as giving you the best right to deny your own blood
; that,

in a word, being rich, you were no longer of the family—that you had,
in fact, been altogether new made hy Plutus and had no relation-
ship whatever with tlie Bobinses. But how base, how wicked would
it have been in me to believe in such a scandal

!

“ He has never written to any of you,” these people would say

—

“ depend upon it, he looks upon you all as a disgrace—as blots upon
his finer fortune.” But I knew too well that every moment of your
time was occupied—that you had so many demands upon your hours
that folks living in the quiet of the country have no thought of,

“Again ” I’ye said, “ if cousin doesn’t -write tons, you must remember
we never write to him,” To this they ’ve answered, that was a
different matter ; for as you were the rich party, you ought to write
first.” A sort of argument, I must say, I never could see the reason
of; for suppose you a thousand times richer than you are, what
difference should that make ? Lord bless us ! as if your poor father
and my dear mother—^fond brother and sister as they were—^would
ever have thought about their children standing on any ceremony
with one another

!

You will, I know, be sorry to hear that I have had a great loss—
for me, a very great dne. The House of Fumst and Straw stopped
payment last week, and the consequence is, that I am at the present
moment without a penny. Nevertheless, it isn’t so bad as it seems

;

for they do say that the estate will pay some day ten shillings and

LETTER XXIL
THE ANSWER,

Dear Cousin,
You are quite right. Although so many years have gone

by since you have written, you, nevertheless, only pay me my due,

when you believe that I am hy no means forgetful of my father’s

relations. As for the sarcasms and ill-words of people, 1 have too

much faith in my own motives to attend to them. You will always
find idle—too often, disreputable—persons who make the high and
the wealthy their licensed game. It is enough to he rich, to he
abused by them. Philosophy, however, and my bank-book, have
taught me to despise them. Not that 1 am a jot altered from the
time -when we were intimate

;
certainly not—nevertheless, the

prejudices of the world require a certain dignity of appearance that

the vulgar mistake for pride and ostentation.

1 am pleased to find that, though we have not corresponded, yon
have, nevertheless, not forgotten me. 1 assure you, many a time,

worried and oppressed by the toil of a commercial life, 1 have, in

thought, visited your beautiful little house—(ha ! my dear friend, if

we only knew it, in such humility is true happiness !)—'and have
wished that 1 could change all the glitter and ceremony of life for

the simple, yet substantial happiness of that homestead. You are
quite right in believing that 1 consider wealth as only an agent for

the ease and felicity of those about me—that is, if I really had the
wealth which the world, out of its ignorance or waywardness, is

pleased to credit me.
Forget my poorer kindred % Impossible ! No man, who, by the

superiority of his talents and the energy of his character made an
advance in the world, was ever yet permitted to forget them, T\i&y

take too good care of that. It is true, my dear fiiend, that you
and I have not corresponded

;
but you little know, how frequently,

and how very peculiarly, I have been made to remember the exist-

ence of the lloBiNSES. As for being new-made by Plutus, I am
sure they have believed in such a re-creation, for they have again

and again addressed me as one lump of gold—again and again would
have been happy to change me among them.
They who have maligned me by urging that I considered the

poverty of my relations as a disgrace, know little of my true judg-

ment. I have, it is true, been compelled to look upon it as a great

misfortune, inasmuch, as I have too frequently felt its influence.

Your aUusion to my flxtUer and your mother touches me—takes me
back again to the days of my youth—when I thought the world was
all that we read of in fairy books, Ha I my dear cousin, that was,

indeed, a time ! Pity is it that so sweet a dream should give way
to so hard and cold a reality.

Your news about Flimsy and Straw affects me deeply. I would
have wished to keep the ill-tidings from you, but the truth is, I fear

that I shall be seriously compromised by their failure. Very seriously,

indeed. I have been engaged in a mining speculation, in -which

—

but I will not distress you with what I fear may be the result. Not
that I have to dread anything fatal—certainly not ; nevertheless, I

fear—indeed, I am sure, that I shall he so driven into a corner that

my heart will not be allowed to act as it could wish ; and therefore

—but you must take courage, my dear friend, and not suffer yourself

to be dismayed by what may end in, comparatively, a trifle

I know you think me rich—^very rich. Well, I am not ungrateful.

Notwithstanding,amanmay beCRCEstys himself,yetnot have a shilling

in his pocket. This may appear strange to you ; but nevertheless, men
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with large floating capital—but you must understand—I hav’n’t

at this Resent moment a shilling that I can fairly lay my hands ^ PLEA FOR PEACE.
upon. ^ la T_ • INTENDED ORIGINALLY FOR THE SEPTEMBER NUMBER OP THE

otherwise, as a fnena, as a relative, it would have given me the
^ Magazine.”;

peatest plewure to see you
J.eXn’iW Ann we to have peace or war with France ? This is the momentous

insensible of family ties-I should hope not . but wn^ are i^uy
,,reast. War is a horrible

ties with money at its present price in the market . Neveithe e
, ^ j ^ yoQtigiied, huming, devastation, and kindred

n I AX^ Xe. Sih, Tim WAAta^Mii-MviWAiAnl A ft TnA ’ _ _ _
^ * m M n . ^ a _

let your motto be, NU desj^erandum, and believe me,
atrocities which are its necessjiry results, we beg to be excused from

Yours ti-ulv dwelling. They arc too frightful to think of; and tlio bare mention of

them has obliged us to have recourse to our vinaigrette. To our think-
JosEPir Goodenough.

ing^ the social inconveniences which would inevitably follow from a state

V a of w'arfare with France, ought, of themselves, to induce us most seriously

deprecate it. For how many"comforts and luxuries ; for what an amount

those elegances which are essential to our refined existence, we depend

on friendly relations with that country ! We need hardly remind the

^ ^ sterner sex whence it derives its eau de vie

;

we will content ourselves

with a brief, yet, we hope, sufficiently touching allusion to the source of its

' Claret, its Bordeaux, its Champagne. But we put it to any heart in which
- --"j/lljp C/(yL/

'I
sensibility is blended with taste, to consider what the fairer portion of

humanity would do, were the transmission of those decorative improve-

_
^ nients, and those indispensable requisites to the toilette, which are only to

—Jlil-.. be obtained from Paris, interrupted 1

=? qijjg
progression of the corset, the march of the bonnet, the onward

course to perfection of the sleeve-^he flounce—^tlie skirt—the tunic
- would be arrested—Horrid idea ! Where could a lady fly for shoes 1 it

is impossible for her to wear the things they make in England.—Whither

PUNOITS CHAUGE TO JURIES, should we go for the bouquet dela Reirhe ; for the esprit de lavande aux
•millefleurs 9 And oh ! when the London season, heralded by the Spring,

Gentlemen op the Jury, shone forth in the effulgence of its glory, what—what would become of

You are sworn in all cases to decide according to the evidence ; the Opera—and,—still graver question,—of the Ballet ? Other things

at the same time, if you have any doubt, you are hound to give the we might haply smuggle ; but what contrabandist could import an
prisoner the benefit of it. Suppose you have to pronounce on the guilt Ellsleb, a Cerito 1 Jullien, too, in the event of a war, would fly

;
and

or innocence of a gentleman accused of felony. You will naturally when might we expect the introduction of another Polka? We might
doubt whether any gentleman would commit such offences ; accordingly, wait for it—it might be “for years”—^it might be “for ever.” No ; oh no !

however strong may be the testimony against him, you will, perhaps, Let us, if we possibly can, avoid war. Wives and daughters of England,
acquit him. The evidence of your own senses is, at least, as credible think, only think of what you would lose by such a calamity. Beg, pray,

as that of the witnesses ; if, therefore, your eyesight convinces you coax, wheedle, entreat in every way, your husbands, lovers, papas, all, in

tliat the prisoner is a well-dressed person, you have a right to presume short, who are dear to you, to use their best endeavours for the preserva-

his respectability
; and it is for you to say whether a respectable tlon of peace with that country, to which you must confess yourselves

person would he likely to be guilty of the crimes imputed to him. indebted for most, if not all the graces which invest you from top to toe ;

In like manner, when you see a shahby-looking fellow in the dock, for the Mazurka, the Polonaise, the Cracovienne ; for all the poetry, in

charged, for example, with sheep -stealiDg, the decision rests with ^ort, if not of life, of motion,
you, first, whether or not that individual is a ragamuffin, and,
secondly, how far it is probable that a man of that description would - - ^

steal sheep. Of course, as has been before said, you will always be guided
^

by the evidence ; hut then, whether the evidence is trustworthy or not is ^OtlipCnSElttOn to
a matter for your private consideration. You may believe it if yon

,

choose, or you may ffishelieve it ; and whether, gentlemen of the jury, you Ih consequence of the operation of the new Insolvent Act, it is

will believe it or disbelieve it, will depend on the constitution of your minds, determined by that large, influential, and singularly useful body of

If your minds are so constituted that you wish to find the prisoner guilty, men, the Sheriffs’ officers, to apply to Government for compensation,
perhaps you will believe it ; if they happen to he so constituted that you give a few of the most heart-rending cases
desire to find him not guilty,—why then, very likely, you will disbelieve Lazarus is a ruined man. There was a time when he
it. You are to free your minds from all passion and prejudice, if you ^onld make twenty pounds by bail-bonds before breakfast. Now, he
can, and, in that case, your judgment will be unbiassed ; but if you make twenty pence. Had a flourishing: sponeing-house always
cannot, yon wdl return a v^ot acoor^gly. It is noi^

fuU. Now, there isn’t a soul in it. Did a good de^ ii smaU accept-

a It, !!«.««« taH 1» Mn««»dV U to • ootMu oAit. Toi ’“>?»' CJ^tod Hut lui loot b, Iho Ml mi In thoiuutd

are probably aware, that when you retire, you will he locked up till
pounds, every honest penny.

^ . -u

you contrive to agree. You xnay arrive at unanimity by fair discussion, Moses—— is also a nuned man. Has his sponging-house ;

or by some of you starviug out the others, or by tossing np ; and your empty, and dreadful expences going on. Time was when he could

conclusion, by whichever of these processes arrived at, will be more or get a guinea a day out of every prisoner : now, the money goes to
|

less in accordance with your oaths. Your verdict may be right ; it is to creditors. Believes that all the world will he insolvent, with nobody
be hoped it will ; it may be wrong ; it is to he hoped it will not. At all to arrest ’em, if the Act isn’t repealed. Has lost by it—^for he is a

|

events, gentlemen of the jury, you will come to some conclusion or other
; conscientious man, and 'has calculated every penny—jGCOOO. 17s. Gld. ’

unless it should so happen that you separate without comiug to any. Aabok is entirely ruined, with nothinghut his wine and coal

business to provide for his family. Can’t get off his wine, because

he can’t discount small hills. Can’t sell

EYES AND EYELASHES. his coals, because nobody will give ready
money for ’em,—and can’t give credit |||||^^

Sad complaints have been forwarded to onr Office of the conduct of because of Lord Brougham’s bill.

WaggouOTs, Draymen and others. Drivers of Carts and other vehicles of Thinks the world is going to end, or
burden, in respect of their manner of carrying their whips. The whip is Parliament had never passed such a ^
borne by these individuals over the shoulder, with the thong dangling wicked law. Had a beautiful sponging-
down their banks. To ariMgement, abstractedlyicon^dered, there is house. In fact, was horn in a sponging- Iuo objection ; hut &e thong not only c^eles, hut also whi^ about at its house, as was his father and mother hi- Y-^>^&iSSSPiown sweet Will, flying constantly m the face of all propriety, and every .p.,.- ^
now and then iito that of some uihappy passenger. * ismadetodescrib^
those mischieTons gyrations by the slonohing, careless gait of the bearer ;

u''''® captions a day; hasnt

the irregularity of which, there is every reason to suppose, is in many a single soul these three months.

cases aggravated by beer. It is bad enough when a natural lash gets into there s to he any security for pro-

the eye ; what must it be to receive that of a whip there ! Policemen ! perty,govemment can’t give him less than ^
Punch and England expect you to do your duly, and put an immediate 8,000^., besides places in the Treasury-
stop to thisnuisance. Barclay, Perrins, and Co., correct your draymen, for his five little boys. Sends a sample of

Joseph Goodenough.

PUNOITS CHARGE TO JURIES,

Gentlemen of the Jxtry,

You are sworn in all cases to decide according to the evidence :

EYES AND EYELASHES.

YOUNG ISRAEL.
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THE WRONGS OF BARTHOLOMEW FAIR. LORD NON-CONTENT
TjNCH migM propound many deep specular

tions to account for the decay of this

time-honoured festival, which Beit Jon-
soN has immortalized—and at which the

Lady Castlematnes were wont to at-

tend in masks to see Jacob Hall, the
rope-dancer. "We might givemany acute,

and, to ourselves, most satisfactory reasons

for the present nullity of St. Bartho-
lomew, but we will this year merely
hazard one, and it is this. We believe,

then, that politics, and the acts of public

men, have materially contributed to the
fall of the glories of Smithfield. Now, do
all people read the newspapers 5 and after

the broad farce, the sleight, the trick, the
£re-eating, and word-eating, to be wit-

nessed in both houses of Parliament, how
—^in the name of pure fun—can we relish

the small mummeries of the fair-players,

and Mekhyman ? What is Nelsoy Lee’s Show to the House
of Commons ! Has he, too, among all his troop, so rich an actor as

Lonn Brougham ? Could he get up any scene equal to the many
delicious bits ofacting ofthe past sessionbetween theEx-CHAKCELLoa
and Lord Campbell? What, again, is the roundabout, compared to

Brougham? What, the small interest of the lucky bug, to the inte-

rest Sir James G-raham has gathered about the bag of the postman ?

There were, to be sure, fried sausages at the feast of St. Bartho-
lomew; sausages that sang sweetly in the pan. But what are savoury
pork sausages to that feast of reason which ever and anon Young
England offers—odoriferoiis sacrifice I—to the mental palate of the

nation ? No—^no ;
Parliament, we are sure of it,—has ruined Bar-

tholomew Fair. There are very few members

—

very few, indeed^

—

who ought not to make compensation to the tumblers and fire-eaters

for having taken the bread out of their mouths.
Besides this, the great ones of the city,” have done something to

destroy the Smithfield Saturnalian. Certainly, the Court of Aider-

men have much to answer for. We should like to know, for instance,

where the mummer could be found worthy to rival Alderman
Gibbs ? Has there, in the memory of that solemn person, the oldest

inhabitant—^has there ever been any performer at Bartholomew Fair

who afforded so much excitement to the citizens of London, and to

the town in general, as the treasurer of St. Stephen’s, W^brook I

Did the great Gykgell himself ever play so many curious tricks

with pieces of money ? We think not. Again, if we look at the
dramatic literature of the fair, what is there in the whole round of

its fiction equal to civic reality ? We can all recollect the thrilling

plot and startling incidents of St. Bartholomew dramas now passed

away—^but was there one equal to the real drama in which Sir
John Key played so conspicuous a part ? A drama that, in his own
touching words, might be entitled “ The Unguarded Moment^
No, no ; the real mummers of life have beaten the fictitious ones.

Runet’s SUantiom iUottoes.
FOR POLITICAL LEADERS.

Motto No. 1. Sentat mllle vafer modis.”

—

Horace,
« He tries wafers a thousand ways.”

—

Sir James Graham.
— No. 2 Ingenui vultus puer, ingenuique pudoris,

Vir nuUd fide.”

—

Latin Grammar.
“ He who in youth was modest as a lass.

Is now become a man as hold as brass.”

—

Probably Lord Brovgham.

— No. 3. uyos <p4pcov fiv(rrucd.~^Aristophanes.

We suspect Colonel Sibthorp.

No. 4. “ Positusque carho in

Csespite vivo.''—-Horace.
“ The flame is kindled and the turf’s alive.”

This has been attributed to many gentlemen. We
incline to the Duke of Hichmond.

A PROSPECT FOR PADDY.
The Bepeal rent, we understand, is weekly increasing; and Mr.

O'Connell having just been let out, Ireland may expect to be still farther
let in.

Lyndhtarst.—

C

ontest or Non-Content ?

Brougham.—Oh ! Non-Content, of coursk.

Oh ! no, I say ; don’t mention it,

’Tis really too absurd ;

I don’t admit a single thing

:

I won’t believe a word.
From all that Noble Lords liave said,

In toto 1 dissent

;

Why, doesn’t every body know
I ’m always " Non-Content ?

”

They tell me I ’m an obstinate.

Impracticable man

;

I ’m open to conviction—but
Convince me if you can,

I blame your views, deny your facts,

Dispute your argument

;

Tiien why tlie question put to top ?

Of coarse I ’m “ Non-Conteiit.”

Content, indeed ! I never was.

From childhood’s dawn till now ;

And I should greatly like to see

The statement 1 ’d allow.

To differ only I ’ll agree

;

On that I ’m firmly bent.

I am, 1 will, 1 must, I shall.

Be always Non-Content.”

NOTHING SO CERTAIN!
(From out Paris Corresp<mdent.)

We are informed by a remarkably fine officer in the National

Guards—(the gentleman, by-the-by,isalso a remarkably small dealer

in coke and charcoal)—that, in the event of a war, it is intended to

placard the Paris fortifications with lists of impositions upon

English visitors,” under the conviction that, if they could not keep

the British out of Paris, nothing else would.

Wonders will Xfever Cease*

The Musee Marine has just been enriched by the addition of a remark-

able cariosity found at Tangier daring the recent bombardment. It is a

shot that was fired by the Suffren^ and actually hit the object it was

aimed at.
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INAUGURATION THE PUNCH STATUE.

pUNCH is proud to announce, that

though he has been expelled from

France^ an honour far more than com-

pensating for that indignity has been

conferred on him by moral and intel-

lectual Germany. That noble country,

in testimony of its appreciation of his

public conduct, has caused a statue of

him to be executed by the celebrated

artist Adolph Fleischmahx ;
and

the statue has been sent over to Mr.

Punch, with a request that it should be

erected in some conspicuous situation

in London. It has been accordingly

erected in his office win-

dow, and the inauguration y
took place last week, in the

presence of a large crowd

of spectators, who were

casually looking in. The N
ceremony was performed !

by the Publisher and Boy
Dicx ; and consisted in the (j

latter’s moving some num-

bers of the periodical out

of the way, and the for-

mer’s placing the figure in

’ the vacant space
; after

which our Boy replaced his

/>

hands in his pockets, and our

Publisher retired up the office,

amid the ;^acclamations of the

lookers-on.

It was at first intended to

have placed the Punch Statue

on the top of a column of

“ PuisrcH but as this proceed-

ing would have been less prac-

ticable than appropriate, the

intention was abandoned.

This wonderful work of art is

an admirable likeness, conceived

in the sculptor’s happiest mo-

ment, and embodying the

happiest expression of the

original. By means of a

spring concealed in the

^<.1 hunch, the features may be

set in motion at pleasure,

so as to produce those pe-

culiar movements which

it is Punch's greatest de-

light to excite in those of
^

his readers.

Punc/i flatters himself that

Fleibchmann-, iu carving

him, has cut out Wyatt
and Westmacott.

GENUINE REPORT OF THE PRINCE DE
JOINVILLE,

f
HE delay attending the publication of the
report of the Phince de Joinville created
considerable surprise, and even now the re-

port which has been given to the public is

not exact. The following are the precise

terms in which the Prince de Joinville
furnished his account of the bombarding of
Tangier. The report was addressed to the
Kino, and not to the Minister of Marine,
though in its revised form it is given to

the world as a communication to that

On hoard the Pluto StcmTiboat,

My Dear Father, August 10, 1044.
Knowingt that you will be anxious to hear what I have

really done out here, I send you the particulars, which you can dish
up in any way you like as a report to Mackati, to whom I don’t
think it worth while to write at all upon the subject.

On the 6th of August, being very anxious to distinguish myself in
a naval engagement, we let off some guns at the batteries. I
cannot tell the number of the enemy because we never saw them,
but I have no doubt that there were at least fifty times as many as
there were of us. Our brave sailors fired away beautifully, and we
only lost three men, who, I think, were killed by some of our own
shots ; hut it would read better in a JDespatob,, to attribute the fact to
the spirited resistance of the enemy. After having ceased our own
firing, we heard none from any other quarter ; so I sent some of
oni;g^ant fellows on shore, who. saw that the batteries were all

de^tq^ed, and the exmmy retired from them. Not exactly knowing
wh^re enemy might be, I contented myself with the destruction
of the hatfOnes instead of going into the town, where I thought the

enemy might have been waiting to retaliate, and thus have brought

down upon themselves further punishment. I dare say a good many
of the foe were killed. It is utterly impossible to count, because we
have nothing to guide us in our calculation ; hut it might be 150

killed, and 400 wounded. It is true, it might be half the number

—

or it might not be one quarter ;—^but I think, as there is nobody to

set us right if we are wrong, it would be as well to make it the

number I have fixed upon. I have no doubt the English will be
greatly humbled, if this affair is worked in our Paris newspapers as

it ought to be. If I could bombard Tangier, why should I not do
the same with Dover 1 The only difference is, that one is in Morocco,

and the other in England.
I ’m in a great hurry to go to Mogador, where I believe the enemy

are not, for Bxtgeaud has gone to meet them somewhere else. I

shall knock Mogador about as much as I can without going too near,

I

and I think a very good report to the Minister of Marine may be
made up.

Your affectionate son,

Joinville.

THE NAME OF A PRINCE.
Our contemporary the Court Journal lately put forth a very beautifully

written article on the probable name of the last new Prince. The rake of

recollection had been poetically plunged into the garden of history, or, to

drop all metaphor, the writer had hooked up one or two leading events
in Huhe and Smollett, upon which he had hung the glorious conclusion
that the public would be ELECiRiriEn if the Prince were to be called

ALFRED. Now if electrifying the public is to be the grand object in
selecting a name for a Prince, we should suggest that the public would
he much less electrified by his being called Alfred, than if he were to be
christened Ebenezer Samuel James Timothy Benjamin. Sneh a name
as that would be what might be termed, figuratively—a stunner, to the
entire nation.
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HOW TO LIVE ON NINE SHILLINGS A WEEK.
VERY man’s income is limited more or less ; and he

must limit his expenditure accordingly. Thus, he may
he forced to content himself with a house of a rent not

exceeding two thousand a year, with no greater number
of servants than a dozen, with six horses and no more j

with hut two cari'iages ; with turtle, venison, cham-
pagne, and burgundy, only now and then ; with a
middling box at the opera, and so on.

Nine shillings a week is a decidedly limited income. To live upon it a

man must first cut down his expenditure to the fewest possible branches,

and secondly apply the closest shaving to each. They can hardly be

reduced below tliree : food, clothes, and lodging ; but if anybody could do

without one of these, the difficulty would be much simplified. As to

lodging. The cheapest to be had must be chosen : the more unpleasant

the situation the better, as the rent will then be more reasonable. A road-

side hovel, or a ruinous old house up a court, may be recommended. A
single room, however small, must suffice for a whole family, however
large. Chairs, tables, bedsteads, and other moveables, may be dispensed

with
; the entire furniture should consist of a few blankets and some

straw ; and the blankets ought to be begged. Coals and candles are too

expensive ; and it is extravagant to have any fire at all, except to cook a
few potatoes, or to avoid being frozen to death.

With regard to clothes. These must be obtained, if possible, through
charity : there is another way of getting them, which it would be hardly

right to hint at. By a proper economy they may be made to last till they

fall to pieces, which they will not altogetlier do for years. If it is neces-

sary to buy clothes, they must be bought ; but the purchase should only

include indispensables. Shirts and stockings are superfluities ;
and the

yoimger children may always, and the whole family at times, manage to

do without shoes. Food must be confined, in general, to bread and
potatoes ; but perhaps, with management, a little bacon may be indulged

in now and then. It will be out of the question to think of any other

drink than the plain water ; and tea and sugar are luxuries not to be

dreamt of.

By following the above rules it is perhaps possible to live honestly on
nine shillings a week, with a wife and family. Medical attendance is out

of the question. What are called comforts must be considered unattain-

able ; for any man, even though starving and perishing, to help himself to

a meal, a handful of wood, or anything of tlie kind, is highly iimnoral

;

the law respects not persons but property, and severely visits such

wickedness.

jpfne ^rts ta JFrante.

We understand that it is at length decided what are to be the subjects

of the two pictures for which vacancies have been left on the walls of the
French Chamber of Deputies. The first will be a magnificent and highly

imaginative representation of the Fainge de Joinvtlle in ihe Belle Poule,

towing the town and castle of Dover into Boulogne harbour ;
while the

second will exhibit the same hero storming Windsor Castle, and receiving

the keys of the Round Tower from the five military knights who had been
defendmg it.

SHAKSPERE AT SADLER’S WELLS.

It is a fact not so generallyknown as it ought to be, that when the

Shaksperian monopoly was destroyed by Act of Parliament, several

of the ancient members of the profession—the champions of the good
old times—went into deep mourning for the death of the legitimate

drama. Two or three took to their beds, had their knockers tied

up, and straw laid before their doors. Charles ICemble made a
manful fight for it ; and, as a last piece of devotion to the moribund
Shaxsfere, read him little compressed.” Mr. Buxk took
refnge from his sorrows in the blandishments and endearments of

ballet and opera, and at length consented to be comforted. NTow,

Mrs. Warner and Mr. Phelps did better than all ; for, full of

hope, they took Sadler’s Wells Theatre, and, to the edification and
amusement of thronging audiences, have for weeks past been playing
Shaksfere, Beaumont and Fletcher, Sheridan, and such
folks, who—it was sorrowingly predicted—had been destroyed for

ever and for ever by a recent statute ! It is not often that Punch
visits a theatre. Sooth to say, he has had but few temptations; buthe
has been to Sadler’s Wells of late, and has seen plays so excellently

put upon the stage—has beheld an audience so possessed and delighted

by the admirable acting of the scene,—that he would he false to

himself and to the town (whose guide, philosopher, and friend he is).

not to counsel the said town—or those members of it who delight in
the glories of a good play well acted—to make a pilgrimage towards
merry Islington, made all the merrier by the high entertainment
now proffered to all comers. Assuredly it is a pleasant reproof to
those despairing folks who sighed over the hopeless condition of
the Drama, to witness its robust vitality at Sadler’s Wells. Siiak-
RFEUE may have been banished from Drury Lane and Covent Garden

;

but then he has found the snuggest asylum near the New Biver.
There, at nights, is he heard in all the might of his passion and the
tenderness of his thoughts,—and there, in sweetest, laziest mood, is

he sometimes to he seen, fishing for what Charles Lasib called

“legendary gudgeons,” for our artist assures us that the above is a .

correct likeness of the immortal Master William, as he appeared
to his spiritual eye, last Monday.

Accident to tbe liberator.

When all the preparations were made to liberate O’Connell, it was
discovered to be impossible for the martyr to quit the prison by the same
door that he entered it. The truth is, he had become so enormously fat,

in consequence of the culinary presents of a grateful people, that another
opening had to be made iu the walls before lie could wend his way to

Merrion-square. This circumstance is not generally known
; but those

who recollect—and who does not ?—our portrait of O’Connell in his

captivity, cannot for a moment doubt it.

AN ALDERMAN WANTED.
The ward of Billingsgate will want an Aldermnn. May we beg to

recommend a certain law lord, whose peculiar knowledge of the language
of the district renders him singularly worthy of the gowu.

Early Boutb.

The movement for the early closing of all places of trade is gaining

strength. That two or three publishers may be shut up very early,

the author of Th^e Great Metropolis has resolved to write books for

them.
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THE COMIC BLACKSTONE.

CHAPTER THE TENTH.—OP THE TITLE TO BEAL PBOPEBTY
IN GENERAL.

— iTLB is defined by Sir Edward Coke to be

titnlus, a definition in which the Latin

dictionary curiously coincides with the.very
astute old jurist. A title is the means by
which a man hath the just possession of his

property, and there must be several requi-

sites to form a title to land, which diilfers in

this respect from a title to nobility, which
is often conferred on those who have none
of the natural requisites of nobility.

The lowest degree of title is naked posses-

sion, which is such a title as a man has who

is bathing in the Serpentine ; but his naked possession may he put an

end to hy his being ordered out of the water when the term for bathing

has expired.

The next step is the right of possession, which arises when a man has

booked a place in the boxes of a theatre, but is kept out by some one who

bas the wrongful possession. Here the rightful possessor is disseised

until the intruder, who has the actual possession, is seized and turned out

by the box-keeper. The right of possession may however be lost by

negligence, as when the actual possessor is allowed to sit without being

disturbed by him who has the right of possession until after the end of tlie

first act, beyond which period no places can he kept, although they may
have been taken.

There may, however, be a right of property without even a right of

possession, which is equivalent to the law saying, “such a thing ought to

be yours, hut nevertheless you shall not have it.” This occurs when a

disseisor, the genteel legal name for a man who takes what don’t belong

to him, happens to die, then the son of the disseisor has a right to the

possession, and the owner has a right to the property—if he can get hold

of it. This is called a mere right, which is in many cases a mere humbug.
A complete title to lands therefore requires a right of possession joined

with a right of property ; hut the crafty Fleta, perceiving that people did

not always get their property even when they had this jus duplieatum or

double right—the two affiimatives sometimes resulting in a practical

negative—the knowing Fieta laid it down that possession was also neces-

sary in order to constitute a good legal title. It follows, then, the law

gives you a title to what is your own :—1st, if you have a right to it ; and
2nd, if you have actually got hold of it, when if you can manage to keep

it, you will have the full privilege of doing so. Such are the incidents of

a title to real property in general, which means that the law generally

surrounds all property with &e little difficulties alluded to.

Letter from Satan Montgomery to Punch.

BROUGHAM’S PENAL SETTLEMENT.
In the Collection of Statues now exhibiting at Westminster Hall, Lord

Brougham is placed between two “Sleeping nymphs.” Vide Catalogue,

Nos. 166, 167, 168.

Unhappy Brougham ! doomed to silence long,

Muzzled in marble that unruly tongue :

In pensive plight, two slumbering uyinphs between.
Unwilling partner in a passive scene.

What skilful judge the happy contrast chose ?

Their calm, and thy compulsory, repose 1

Or sleep the nymphs on either side to tiy

If thou canst hold thy peace—in courtesy ?

Perhaps the anxious junto, half in doubt,

And fearing lest the very stone cry out,

Designed to fix thy active legal sense

On some distinction without difference ;

Set to decide, in meditation deep,

Between a sleeping nymph and nymph asleep.

Oh 1 cruelly ingenious to invent

For Brougham such a penal settlement.

All that could tempt the rhetorician*s rage,

A lofty audience, and of every age,

Bound to be still, at least, if not to hear,
None to oppose, object, or interfere.

And yet be dumb 1 How far bast thou outgone
The stony writhings of Laocoon ;

For in thy penalty combined we see

At once a Tantalus* and Niobe. t

Punch,
You have behaved like an impeti-

ginous ^ scroyle ! ® Like those inquinate,^ crass

sciolists^ who, envious of my moral celsitude,®

caiTy their nngacity® to the height of creating

symposiacally" the faennd® words which my
polymathic ^ genius uses with uberty to

abligate^^ the tongues of the weetless

Punch, you have crassly parodied my own pet

words, as though they were tangraras.^® I will

not coacervate reproaches—I would ohduce
a veil over the atramentaP® ingratitude which
has champfered even my undiscerptible'®

heart. I am silent on the foscillation which
my coadjudvancy 2® must have given you
when I offered to become your fautor and
admincle.22

I will not speak ofthe lippitude,®® the ablepsy,®**

you have shown in exacerbating me—one whose
genius you should have approached with mental
discalceation.25 So I tell you, Punch, syncophi-

cally,®® and without supervacaneous ^ words, no-

thing will render ignoscible^^ your conduct to me.
I warn you that 1 would vellicate your nose, if

I thought that any moral diatlirosis 3® could be
thereby performed—if I thought that I should

not impignorate^^ my reputation by-sucli a dig-

tadiation.32

Go ! tachygraphic ^ scroyle® ! band with your

crass, inquinate® fautors®^—draw ohlectation

from the thought, if you can, of having syna-

chronically® lost the existimation®® of the

greatest poet since Milton, and drawn upon
your head this letter, which will drive you to

Walker, and send you to sleep over it.

Knowledge is power, and power is mercy—so

I wish yon no worse than that it may prove an
eternal hypnotick.37

Satan Montgomery.

* Tantalos, a gentleman in ancient fable, reprevented aa always trying to do some
tbmg, and Just not succeeding in doing it.

^ in' ancient fable, Tery boastful, and turned into stone on account of

•** English words to be
found in Walker’s
Dictionary:—

^ Impetiginous

i

scaly.
2 iSero^te, wretch.
3 Jnquinate, corrupt.
4 Sciolist, imp Jrfectly

knowing.
3 Celsiiude, height.
® Nugacity, trifling.
t Symposiacally, relating

to merry-making.
3 Facund, eloquent,
s Polymathic, knowing

many arts.
10 Uberty, abundance.

Abligate, tie up.
12 Weetless, unknowing.
13 Tanyram, cant word.
M Coaceroate, heap up.
15 Obnuce, draw over.
1® Aframental, inky.
17 Chnmpfered, furrowed.
18 Undiscerptible, unfran-

gible.
12 Foscillation, comfort.
20 Coadjuvancy, help.
21 Fautor, countenanccr.
23 Admincle, help.
23 blearnessofeye
2^1 Aldepsy, blindness.
25 JJiscalcention, act of

taking off shoes.
26 Syncophicnlly, with con-

traction of words.
27 Supervacaneous, super-

fluous.
28 Ignoscible, capable of

being pardoned.
22 Vellicate, twitch.
36 Dmtkrosis, an operation

whereby crooked limbs
ore straightened, [felt.

31 Jmpignorate, pawn, for-
33 Pigladiaiion, combat.
33 Tachygraphic, fast writ-

ing-
34 pleasure.
35 Synachroniealty, at the

same time.
36 Eaeistimation, opinion.
37 HypnotickfOpvaXt.

LOYAL YOUNTG ENGLISH LATIN.
oyal Addresses of thanks, in Latin, have been

presented by the Eton, Winchester, and Harrow
scholars, to the Queen, on account of the addi-

tional holidays which Her Majesty has graciously

obtained for them. We have been favoured with

the following copies of these addresses ; and we have

no doubt about their genuineness. The Latinity of

each, it will be observed, is peculiar ; that of Eton
being peculiarly canine ; whilst Winchester affects

the monastic or Anglo-Roman ; and Harrow rejoices

in the canino-compound.

Eton.

Maxime gi-aciosa Regina ;
nos snmns valde multum

obligati ad vos pro babeute rogata hebdomadse longiiis

ferias pro nobis Etoniensibus pueris ;
et valdo Imti

quod VOS estis progredientes tain bene, et speranius

vos eritis cltu omninb recuperata.

IN ENGLISH.

Most Gracious Queen ; we are very much obliged

to you for having asked a week’s longer holidays for us ; and very glad

that you are going on so well, and hope you will be soon quite

recoveredf

Winchester.

^
Scholares de Collegio Wintoniensi respectus dutifnlissimos et loyalis-

simos suos presentant ad Majestatem suam ; et humilllmas mendicant ei

gratias agere de diebus festis supernumerariis quos ilia pro eis procurare
tarn beiiigna fuit : et hanc capiunt opportunitatem congratulandi illam

super eventum auspicatuxu receutem qui request! regalis sui interestantem
occasionem formavit.

VERNACULARLY.

The Scholars of Winchester College present their most dutiful and loyal

respects to Her Majesty ; and beg to give her their most humble thanks
for the supernumerary holidays which she was so kind to procure for

them
I and they take this opportunity of congraiulating her on the recent
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auspicious event, Tvliich formed the interesting occasion of her royal

request.

Barrow.
Maius id placere Majestati vestree ; nos, Eastri in Colle studentes, per-

mittere, seusum nostrum magnum-plenum exprimere, favoris, quern nobis

optime-debuistis, obtinendi pro nobis adde-disco-in-omnes sanctos-dies.

Grandinamus, gaudium-plene, juvenis principis alterius diem natalem, et

vobis humilit^r optamus felices multos reditus ejusdem.

VERY LITERALLY TRANSLATED.

May it please your Majesty, to permit us, the students of Ilarrow-on-

the-Hill, to express our great-full sense of the favour which you have
best-owed on us, of obtaining for us add-dish-on-all holy-days. We hail

joy-fully, the birthday of another young prince, and we humbly wish you
many happy returns of the same.

SONG OF THE SPORTSMAN.
Hurrah for the cover ! Hurrah for the field !

Let others to Study their faculties yield,

Or their minds to professions or business apply ;

No employment, no mental resources have 1.

Hurrah

!

I’m completely wrapt up in my dogs and my gun,

And exist for no purpose or object but one ;

—

To bag as much game in a day as I can

:

Occupation enough, I should say, for a man.
Hurrah

!

Oh 1 talk not to me of the comforts of home,
I prefer with my good double-barrel to roam ;

With his Juno, and Carlo, and Brush by his side,

Little recks the true sportsman of children or bride.

Hurrah

!

All your tea-parties, dances and stuff, I detest,

When I come home at night what 1 wish for is rest

;

Hang your harps, and pianos, and fiddlededee !

The crack of my Manton 's the music for me.
Hurrah

!

On the beauties of Nature your muffs may dilate,

For my part 1 never attend to their prate ;

Altogetlier intent upon beating the ground,

I care not a straw for the prospect around.
Hurrah

!

Copse, turnips, and stubble all day let me tread.

No thought but of sport ever ent’ring my head :

Then homeward, at evening, to supper repair ;

And when 1 Ve had that, go to sleep in my chair.

Hurrah I

FRIENDLY ADVICE TO A POLICEMAN.

Young Oepicer,
Always come when you are called

;
this is a rule too much

neglected by some of you. Do your duty ; England expects that of every
man ; but she does not expect you to do more. Bid the apple-woman,
if obstructive, to move on ; but go not out of your way to get into hers.

Keep a sharp look-out for rogues and vagabonds
; but appreheud not

every poor-looking pewon you see, for a beggar. Smite
; but smite for-

beariDgly the young leaper of the street-post : cuff, but cuff not with
cruelty. Remember that the mice will disport themselves in the absence
of Grimalkin ; that the pickpocket is on tlie alert when the Policeman^s
back is turned, and suffer not the siren voice of Susan at the area to

beguile you from the beat of vigilance.

Your deportment should inspire respect, not excite ridicule. Strive,

therefore, to know what to do with your hands at times when the collar

of the evil-doer may not require their agency. Avoid the semi-military
gait

; walk perfectly, but not bolt upright. Above all things, when you
happen to be on horseback, never allow your bead to be turned by your
uniform.

Young Officer, whoever you are, A. or Z., accept these gentle hints
from one who ranks among the chief friends of that Peace of which you
are constituted the guardians ; namely,’

Punch,

Crazette Extraordinary.

Her Majesty, in consideration of the Anti-Wamer Protective Inven-
tion of Mr. George Jones, has been graciously pleased to permit
Mr. Jones to assume the name of Walker.

GALLANTEY OF LOUIS-PHILIPPE.

UR contemporaries have stated that letters recently

passed between Lady Aldrorough, at Paris,

and Louis-Philipfe. Her ladyship wished to

know if war was likely, and Iflie a true woman
applied at once to head quarters. We have been,

exclusively favoured with a copy of the cor-

respondence, which we subjoin

LADY ALDBOROUGH TO LOLIS-PHILIPPE.

Sire,—I have just returned home from my morning drive, and having
seen “ Jfori mix Anglais ” chalked on walls and other places—besides
having remarked many significant gestures on the part of your excellent
people—I am desirous to learn of your courtesy, when you think the war^
between England and France will really commence. It would much
oblige me could I have the earliest notice, as I have much packing.

Your obedient servant,

P.S. In the event of a war, I wish particulaa-ly to know if my poodle
will be suffered to depart with me, or if he will he claimed as a French-
bom subject I

LOUIS-PHILIPPE TO LADY ALDBOROUGH.
My dear Lady Aldborough,

It penetrates me with the greatest distress to learn your uneasi-
ness. Assure yourself, my dear madam

;
assure yourself. As for the

words “ Death to the English,'* they mean nothing. They merely indicate
the literary yearnings of my people. They must always be writing some-
thing

; and it is one of their characteristics to choose death and such
horrors; they being, as they conceive, peculiarly national. As for the chalk,
I assure you, odd as it may seem, it is that very article that will prevent
any rupture between England and France. We can’t afiibrd it; we must
fight upon credit—and then how is the chalk to be wiped off—how is the
score to be paid afterwards I

Besides, is it likely that we should be going to war, when I have just
sent a char^a-bano—a sort of French omnibus—to my sweet little friend,
Q,ueen Victoria ! It is one of the largest kind, not only capable of
accommodating Her Majesty, the Prince, and tlie children ; hut all the
philosophers, authors, artists, and men of science, who, as I understand,
are continually guests at Windsor.

Trust me, my dear Madam, we shall have no war : no, you are in Paris
safe—safe as though you were in Eden,

Yours,

Louis-Philippe.

SPECIMEN OF A NEW ANGLO-INDIAN
DICTIONARY.

FOR THE USE OF ENGLISH READERS OF INDIAN NEWSPAPERS.

Begarrie, A man convinced by tlie argumentum laculum of the propriety
of carrying half a hundred-weight fifteen miles for three pence.

Cowardice. Any one striking you when your hands are held.

Fair play. Yourself striking another person whilst his hands are held.

Keranie, A helot, or clerk in a government office, who is retained because
he is indispensable ; and is consequently detested.

Honour, affair of. Two kerauies” setthng a dispute by the duello, [It

is absolutely shameful that such people should ape the vices of gen-
tlemen.”]

Insolence, To ask for payment from a “gentleman” of a debt long
overdue.

Gentleness, Any “ gentleman” knocking down a “ nigger,” and then kick-

ing him for falling.

Cruelty, A plebeian presuming to chastise his “ nigger.”

Sobriety, proof of. A “ gentleman,” being able to ride home from
mess supported on his pony by an attendant at each stirrup.

Witness, Native, A man hired for a few pence to perjure himself by
the hour.

A. Ptallaaitliropist.

Mr. Gatlin, tlie dealer in savages, is upon his own showing a remark-
ably benevolent man. He is now exhibiting his Xoway chattels in Vauxhall
gardens, having resolved, as he benignly and tairtefully observes in his bills,

to— turn the fourteen Indians loose for a few , days," When our eye

first caught the sentence, we naturally thought it applied to cattle or beasts

of some kind; but no,—the philanthropic 1^. Gatlin merely means men,
women, and children.
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THE COMEDY OF ERRORS.
ALD birds are «o* to be caugbt with chaff

; or certainly not with

. the chaff of Irish law, as administered in the case of Begina v.

O^CoNNELX.. In vain has Sin Egbert tried to put the fatal salt on

the tail of the Liberator. He has flown away upon "the wings of a

dove but whether he will be at rest, even Pun<A, himself cannot

prognosticate. That the sporting delights of September were ex-

pressly invented for the solace and relaxation of law-makers, no one

save the forlornest sceptic can deny. Never, then, were these plea-

sures so necessary to a Ministry as on the closing of the session 1844.

They must have retired from the House of Commons with feelings

very much akin to those of an actor, who—although he had made a

few tolerable hits in the course of his part, and was vehemently
applauded therefore by his good friends with orders—^was, neverthe-

less, soundly hissed at the fall of the curtain. O’Conneli. is now a

somebody almost supernatural—a political saint—a holy martyr—an

incarnation of aU the wisdom, the force, and the purity of human

nature. Thus, at least, he appears to the great body of the Irish

people, and for this amended appearance he is indebted to the
bungling prosecution of the present Ministry. Sin Robert Peel
has done no more than play the part of valet to the Liberator, and
helped to dress him in all sorts of captivating graces.

However poignant be the grief of the Ministry, they are neverthe-

less deeply sympathised with by Lord Brougham. They have at

least a comfort in their sorrows in the unfailing solicitude of the ex-

Chancellor. If all the jugglery of the State Trials did not pass for the

purest law, it was not the fault of his Lordship
; who was brought

into most fatal contrast by the moral grandeur of the great Lord
Denman. How pitiful to consider a Brougham—" where his soul

sits squat ”—^beside his early friend and co-mate ! On one hand, we
have all sleight, and trick, and reckless assurance

; on the other, the

noblest indication of all that gives us value as free men, and majesty

as a nation.

HINTS ON THE USE OF METAPHOR.
(To Newspaper Critics).

Punch, having skimmed the cream of the most approved critiques of

some of the most eminent of his brother journalists, and compressed it,

so to speak, into a caseous form, hereby presents the same, as a model
cheese, to those young reviewers who may profit by its digestion.

Bo&inson’tf Afapajerin^.— Robinson, this month, presents a good bill of

fare ; though some of the dishes want a little seasoning. " Q,uiddlethorp”

increases in interest ; but a spice of ginger in the hero, and a little more
pepper and salt in his tiger, young Fifp, would be an improvement. The
scene in Wapping is deficient in gas ; and the Police Office sketch wants
indigo. We admire the junlc in Larboard Jack';” hutmust enter our pro-

test against the bilgewater . Had the author kept more to the gangway, and
steeredclearer of the main-brace, the tade would have toldmore effectively.

The Cheshire in the "Demon Sire” may please some palates ; but we
should have preferred Stilton. We laughed heartily over Alderman
Bobwig.” The narrative, it is true, is rather fruity, but in many parts

of it we recognise the true bee’s-wing. On the whole, and malting lUlow.

ance for some little excess of sawdust, and an occasional unnecessary
introduction of bran, the current Robinson is an improvement on its

of St. Stephen’s any time daring the next session. May be heard of at

Covent Garden Theatre.

Lord John Russell will have no objection to meet Sir Robert Peel,
on equal terms, to contest for the seals of office. He holds out for the
present at the Bedford Arms.
Tom DuNCOMBE,the Finsbury Lad, will fight either Sir James Graham

or the Bishop of London, for a trifle ; and Mr. Joseph Hume and Mr.
Warley will be happy to back him. A Junius addressed to his residence

in town will reach him.
Colonel Sibthorp is prepared to have a turn with the whole opposition

;

one down the other come on. Particulars may be had at any respectable

house in Lincoln.

John Arthur Roebuck, the Bath Chap, says that he will fight any man
I

of his size in the House of Commons.

FIGHTS TO COME OFF.
Lobd Brougham and Yaux is ready to fight Lord Campbell any

day for five shillmgs. His money is ready at his Lordship's bankers.
Bill Cobden will match himself against Ferrand, the Farmer’s Pet,

for any sum the latter thinks proper ; the fight to takejplace on the floor

THE ROYAL CHRISTENING-
The young Prince has been baptized Alfred— Albert !

These names remind us of the old story of passing off a had shilling

between two good ones.

Pxinted bjr William Bradbuiy, of No. S.York Place, Stoke Newinf(ton, and Frederick Mvllett Evane.
of No. 7« Church Row, Stoke Newin/^ton, both In the County of Middlesex. Printers, at their
Office In Lombard Street, in the Precinct of Whitefriars, in the City of London, and published by
Joseph Smith, Publisher, of No. 6S. St. Jolitt*s Wood Terrace. Sb John’e Wood Road, Regent’s Park,
in the County of Middlesex, at the Office, No 194, Strend, in the Parish of St> Clement Danes, in
the County of Middlesex.

—

Satuxdst, SnrrBMnxn 14, 1844.
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THOM, THE WEAVER POET OF

^HE Scotcli press is even at this time hardly silent on that gi*eat
“* national ceremony—^mingling of triumph ivith self-humiliation

—

the Burns Festival. Scotland, however, is repentant Scotland, and
will sin no more. Let ns test her sincerity. Let us try the honesty of
her sighs and gi-oans at the Banks of the Boon, by the activity of her
sympathies at Inverury. Let us, if we can, discover the real amount
of her affection for the dead Ploughman, by her tenderness towards
a kindred, if a lesser, spirit—the living Weaver. In fine, let us
see how Scotland—enthusiastic, genius-loving Scotland— stands
towards Robert Burns, deceased, and William Thom, living and
suffering.

It is obvious that our limits compel us to be brief. Otherwise, we
would reprint the whole of Thom’s story, written, as much of it is,

in the very tears of domestic anguish. We must confine ourselves
to brief extracts. William Thom is a hand-loom weaver

; he is a
I

native of Aberdeen, and was born in 1800. He lived with his family
at the village of Newtyle, when, some years since, he was left to
struggle on five shillings a week.

** I vdll not expatiate,” he says, "on six human lives subsisting on five shillings weeMy
—on babies prematurely tboughtfiil—ou comely faces withering—on desponding youth
and too-quiclily declining age.”

With no employment, he pawned a most valuable relic of better
|

days ” for ten shillings, with which he bought a few hooks to trade
with. [He and his family then left their breadless home. They

j

travelled three days.
" Sunset was followed by cold, sour east winds and rain. The children becoming

weary and fretful, we made frequent inquiries of other forloni-looking beings whom we
met, to ascertain which farm-town in the vicinity was most likely to afford us quarters.
JBAN was sorely exhausted, hearing an infant constantly at her breast, and often carrying
the youngest boy also, who had faurly broken down in the course of the day.”

Thom, we should have premised, is a cripple. When seven years
old, his ankle and foot were crushed beneath the carriage of the
Earl of Errol, Lord Lieutenant of Aberdeenshire. No pleasant
thought this, to the Earl, we should imagine, when he heard—for as a
Scotchman, of course, he has heard—of the multiplied miseries of the
unassisted poet. But to proceed : Thom seeks shelter at a “ comfort-
able-looking steading,” but is denied the hospitality of an out-house
and straw.

" I returned to my family. They had crept closer together, and all, except the mother*
were fast asleep. * Oh| Willie, Willie, what keepit ye inquired the trembling woman?
* I 'm dootfu* 0 * Jeanie,’ she added ;

‘ isna she woesome like ? Let* s in frae the cauld.
We *ve nae way to gang, lass,* said I, * whate’er come o’ us. Yon folk winna hae us.*
Few more words passed. I drew her mantle over the wet and chilled sleepers, and sat
down beside them. My head throbbed with pain, and for a time became the tenement

j

of thoughts I would not now reveal. They partook less of sorrow than of indignation,
and it seemed to me that this same world was a thing very much to be hated; and, on
the whole, the sooner that one like me could get out of it, the better for its sake and
mine own. I felt myself, as it were, shut out from mankind—enclosed—prisoned in
misery—no outlook—none ! My miserable wife and little ones, who alone cared for me—what would I not have done for their sakes at that hour 1 Here let me speak out—
and be heard, too, while I tell it—that the world does not at all times know how unsafely
it sits—when Despair has loosed Honour* s last hold upon the heart-when transcendent
wretchedness lays weeping Reason in the dust—when every unsympathising on-looker is
deemed an enemy—who then can limit the consequences ? For my own part, I confess
that, ever since that dreadful night, I can never hear of an extraordinary criminal, with-
out the wish to pierce through the mere judicial view of his career, under which, I am
persuaded, there would often be found to exist an unseen impulse—a chain, with one
end fixed in Nature’s holiest ground, that drew him on to his destiny.”

He is no common man who writes thus. However, to finish this

terrible narrative. The wretched family obtain admittance [about

INVERURY, VERSUS SCOTLAND.

eleven o’clock at the farm-house of John Cooper, "West Town, of
Kinnaird, and were led to an out-house.

1

“In less than h-ilf-sn-hour, the whole slept sweetly in their dark and almost roofless
dormitory. I think it must have been between three and four o’clock when Jean

j

wakened me.^ Ob, that scream 1 —I think 1 can hear it now. The other children, startled

I

from sleep, joined in frightful wail over their dead sister. Our poor Jbanib had,
unobserved by us, sunk during the night under the effects of the exposure of the
preceding evening, following, as it did, a long course of hardship, too great to be borne
by a young frame.**

The child is buried—the family wander on. One night they arrive
at a lodging-house at Methven. Thom is required to pay sixpence
for the accommodation

; the rule of the house being payment before
the parties “ tak* aif their shoon.” This demand induces Thom to

have recourse to his flute. He leaves the lodging with his wife :—

•

" * A quarter of an hour longer,* said I, * and it will be darker ; let us walk out a bit.*

The sun had been down a good while, and the gloamin’ wa^t lovely. In spite of every-
thing, X felt a momentary reprieve. 1 dipped my dry flute in a little burn and began to
play. It rang sweetly amongst the trees. I moved on and on. still playing, and still

facing the town. * The flowers of the forest * brought me before the house lately
mentioned. My music raised one window after another.**

His music touched the hearts and pockets of the IMethven folk.

" There w.is enough to encourage farther perseverance ; but I felt, after all, that I had
begun too late in life ever to acquire that * ease and grace * indispensable to him who
would successfully ’carry the gabcrlunzie on.* 1 felt 1 must forego it, at least in a

J

downright street capacity.”

After a time, trade revived a little—^he got tired of “ this beggar’s
work”—-and settled at Inverury :

—

"Nine months after our settlement here ” he says, ‘ She died—Jean, the mother of
my family, partner of my wanderings, the unmurmuring sharer in all my difiiculties—
left us, too, just as the last cloud was passing, ere the outbreak of a brighter day. The
cloud passed, but the warmth that followed lost half its value to me, she being no
partner therein.”

In 1841, Thom sent a poem, Tlie Blind Boifs Pranles^ signed "By a
Serf,” to the Aberdeen Herald, The simple beauty of this poem
attracted the attention of Mr. Gordon, of Kuockespock, one of those

men of true heart who wait not until genius shall become church-
yard clay, ere they can feel for its past agonies. This gentleman
became the fast friend of Thom, and has stood by him until the

present time. Thom is now at his loom at Inverury. "Alas! for

the loom though,” he says, "amid the giant waves of monopoly, the
solitary loom is fast sinking. Thus must the lyre like a hen-coop he
thrown on the wrecking waters, to float its owner ashore !

”

We have no space to quote any of Thom’s poems. They possess

great natural grace and tenderness
;
though their dialect will prevent

their popularity on this side of the Tweed. For which good reason,

Thom more especially belongs to Scotland ;
it is the more her duty

to foster him.
Be it understood, that in the above we have made no discovery.

Two years ago the narrative was imblished in Scotland ; nay, it

adorned the pages of diamberf Jmmal—a work peculiarly addressed to

Scotch sympathies,—and what has Scotland up to this time done for

Thom \ Why, in the words of a correspondent, " Scotland, with but
few exceptions, has felt proud and sorry, and has given a return

of

But the time is not yet come. In some eight-and-forty years,

perhaps, there may be a Thom Festival. A descendant of Errol’s
Earl—of the family whose carriage made a hopeless cripple of the

poet—may honour the solemnity with his presidentship ; a Professor

—some Jupiter from the great Saturn—may discourse

“ Like that large utterance of the early gods I”

—

and all he jubilee and gladness. Then may the weaver’s liouse at

Newtyle be visited—«/icn may the roadside where the mother watched
her dying infant be deemed consecrated ground—the flute on which
the poet played for meals and shelter, a priceless relic 1 Wait eight-

and-forty years, William Thom, and such glory shall be your’s.

For the present, starve. It is cheaper—thinks economic Scotland—
to give bays to the dead, than bread to the living.

It has been insinuated that—rina nooe—we called the Burns
Festival, a "hollow humbug.” We have no recollection that such a

phi-ase ever escaped us. If, however, Scotland coutinues to neglect

the weaver of Inverury, we shall no longer doubt the hollowness of

the late festival, as a national demonstration. Add every Scotch

coronet to that of Eolintoun—let Prope.*3sor Wilson
"Was that thunder?"

No : we can name Professor Wilson,' and the heavens still he
tranquil ! Let Professor Wilson, we say, utter the eloquence

of all Olympus,—^why, even then, with Thom neglected, we would
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most unhesitatingly pronounce the Tvords attributed to us, and in the

very teeth of Scotland groan, " Hollow Humbug !
”

But no, Scotland will do otherwise ;
she will be genial, generous

towards the weaver of Inverury. She will sympathise with his

wants, she will be proud of his genius. Yes, in the case of William
Thom a miracle will be worked ;

for he will find that he “ can gather

figs of Thistles.”

A word for ourselves. We have been pleasantly abused by Talf.

Tery dirty motives have been made for our notice of the Burns
Festival. Now the man who makes
dirty motives for others, generally

does so from an abundance of the

material in his own nature. The
writer talks of an enthusiasm that

‘•'had visited too-favoured Scotland

at publishers’ expence.” Now, how
was it that this enthusiastic Scot

thought of an expence—in this case

certainly apocryphal, and never to

be paid ? W^e will tell him.

Talt was sitting in the solemnity

of his closet, trying to feather his

skewers for arrows that he might

shoot them at Punch, He heard

upon the stairs the chink of six-

pences and the rattle of bawbees ; and then the pulseless genius of

Scottish thrift walked in to cast up for the enthusiast hU expenses per

rail and back from Edinburgh to Ayr. It was thus he thought of

ours ! A matter wholly of association of ideas. And then his genius,

thinking of Pvmh^ cried out to him, in the words of Scrub in the

comedy

—

“ Kill Wm, kiU him, Brother Martin

!

”

“ Tait de veau uaoaeine.”

But Brother Martin—albeit he has shot wdth a loug bow—^has not

killed us. Nay, he has not even drawn blood.

Slaughter, next month,—eh, Mr. Tait 9

A NEW IRISH MELODY.
(To an old Air, viz. ** Brian O^Lin.”)

Daniel O’Connell

’

d no mischief to brew,
So he started Repeal just for something to do,

And the watch-word like mad through Hibernia ran ;

“ Och ! the rint is a mighty fine income,” says Dan.

Daniel O’Connell found nothing would do
But to keep up a regular hullabaloo,

Till he found himself frying like fat in a pan ;

"Faith, I ’m thinking I’d like to be out on’t,” says Dan.

Daniel O’Connell said rather too much,
About blackguards, and tyrants, and Sassenacbs, and such,

Till the Government ^nt np the turbulent man ;

" Arrah ! here ’s a gintale situation,” says Dan.

Daniel O’Connell had friends to his hack,
So he go out of prison again in a crack ;

And he now is exactly just where he began,
" Arrah ! What in the world will I do now 1” says Dan,

TO THE WOULD-BE GENTEEL.
The termination of the Season has enabled Punchy through extensive

negotiations with the butlers and footmen of the nobility and gentry, to
offer to his subscribers, on the most moderate terms, a lai’ge assortment
of Aristocratic Visiting Cards. Any Gentleman or Lady, desirous of
gaining credit for Titled and Fashionable Acquaintance, will find this
an eligible opportunity for ^tifying their pride or vanity. Physicians,
Surgeons, and other professional men, who may wish to appear to have a
good Connection, will also do well to avail themselves of it. Cheap De
Yeres, Montgomerys, Montagues, Mortimers, Melvilles, &c., (a
stock,) at the smallest figure. At Punch's Office, 194, Strand.

N, B. Observe the Statue of Punch in the window.

STATE OF THE BIATBIMONIAL TBADE.

^
Lovers.—h, large cargo of fine lively Lovers just landed, in prime con-

dition. Dressed every day by Moses and Son, in tiie highest perfection,
and sent to any part of Town or Country, Allowances to Widows, or to
Families having two or three Daughters, according to the quantity taken.

PUNCH'S OWN REPORT OF THE ROYAL
PROGRESS.

ARLY departure FROM WINDSOR
CASTLE.

Monday. — Prince Albert’s
shaving water started from the

kitchen boiler exactly at six, and

arrived at the royal landing-place,

where it was received by the Prince’s

valet, at two minutes after. Her
Majesty, who always washes in cold,

was ready some time before ;
and

Major-General Wemyss, who is

a veiy bad getter-up, having been

waited for for a few minutes, the

royal cortege then started in three
;

carriages and four for the railway i

station.

Major-General Wemyss liad to

be woke up on arriving at Slough

;

for the gallant officer had been at-

tempting to snatch forty winks, and
had succeeded in enjoying about

twenty, when a violent nudge from

Colonel Bouverie reminded him
of the necessity for keeping his eyes

open. At Slough the royal party

were received by the porters and

policemen ;
the former wearing the

Knots of the Order of the Portman-

teau. The clerk in attendance having

made out two grown-up tickets for

the Queen and the Prince, and taken

half fare for the Princess Royal, de-

livered the checks to Viscountess
Canning, who placed them in her

glove, and the whole party soon ar-

rived at Paddington. From thence

they proceeded over Vauxliall Bridge

to the Elephant and Castle, where

the Princess Royal was rather trou-

blesome, in consequence of a sudden

desire to stop and see the Elephant

;

but her Royal Highness having been

pacified by an acidulated drop, the

royal party at length arrived at

Woolwich.

ARRIVAL AND EMBARKATION AT WOOLWICH.

Nine oCloch.—^Woolwich was in a state of immense excitement,

and the authorities at the Dockyard had tied hits of ribbon all about

the premises in celebration of the auspicious occasion. An immense
cannon, and a battery of twelve-pounders, having been placed under

Captain Bobe, the gallant Captain, with the battery of twelve-

pounders under him, sat down to wait the coming of the royal

visitors.

Precisely at nine o’clock two outriders plunged into the dockyard,

which was the signal for the discharge of the battery und&r Captain
Bobe, at which the horses of the outriders took friglit, and Captain
Bobe entirely disappeared—nobody being in the least aware what
became of him.
The little Princess was much pleased with the music of the band,

and called Prince Albert’s attention to the fact that they were
playing “ God save Mamma a tune with which her Royal Highness

has of course become by this time perfectly familiar.

The Queen looked remarkably well, and wore her second-best

black silk dress, with her new crape bonnet. Prince Albert wore
his Oxford mixed wrapper over a suit of black, and he had got on his

drab hat, with a deep black band standing out in bold relief over the

rim of it. The Princess Royal wore a bonnet and ribbons, but as

her mamma’s shawl was placed over her shoulders, it was impossible

to make out the remainder of the infantine apparel.

ROYAL PROGRESS TO THE NORE-

Ten o'clock,—This was the hour at which the Royal yacht was
expected at the Nore, and Prince Albert facetiously remarked
that as the wind was Nore by Nore-West it would be very hard if
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they did not arrive pretty punctually. Whether the conjugal joke
had anything to do with it, we, of course, cannot tell, hut He b.

Majesty, as the informs us, ‘^looked very pale, and went
below immediately.”

The current number of Punchy without which the Queeit never

thinks of travelling, soon restored Her Majesty to her former self

;

but Prince Albert, seeing it begin to rain, and having already had
sufficient damp thrown upon him, crept for shelter into a small nook
" abaft the paddle-box.”

It was soon after this that the LigMuirtg steamer was observed

approaching on her return from conveying Prince Prebericr to

Ostend, when Her Majesty being anxious to know how Prussia got

home, had the lAgUnlng stopped to ask after him. It was then that

Lord Adolphus Fitzclarence came out with a touch of that

epigrammatic humour for which his Lordship, amongst his own im-

mediate circle, is peculiarly noted. He was engaged at the moment
in heaving the lead, and wrote on a card with the very lead he was
in the act of heaving, the following Epigram

:

ON THE LIGHTNINO BEING STOPPED AT THE DESIRE OF QUEEN VICTORIA.

Though Canute could not check the wave,
While rapidly the tide was heightening,

Victoria her orders gave,

And at her bidding stopp’d the Lightning,

On reaching the Nore Light the Princess Royal fell into the
same error to which most juveniles are liable. Hearing that there
was a buoy in the water, the Princess with characteristic kindness
wanted to have a rope thrown to the little fellow, hut Her Majesty
having called for the Royal Spelling Book, and pointed out the happy
distinction drawn by Mavor between B-o-y Boy, and B-u-o-y Buoy,
the Princess was found to be consolable. We ought, perhaps, to

have stated that at Woolwich, his Royal Highness Prince Albert
was prevailed upon to take offi the very unbecoming drab hat with the
black hat-band, and to substitute a naval undress cap,wlth a gold hand.

While the foaming waves were swellin*.

Prince Albert look’d extremely well in.

At Rosherville, Baron Nathan and a large body of retainers were
screaming on the pier as the squadron passed, but nobody heard
them, and their loysdty passed by as the idle wind, which nobody paid
any attention to. At Herne Bay, Her Majesty was exceedingly
desirous to view the place, having heard so much of it for the last

three years in Punchy and observing a select party of eleven at the
end of the pier, the Queen was graciously pleased to remark that
she presumed she had the pleasure of seeing all the inhabitants.

On pursuing the investigation through a powerful telescope, the one
policeman was seen brandishing his staff and entreating the crowd !

!

to keep back, adding, that there was plenty of room for everybody.
Three o’Clock.,—By this time the squadron was abreast of Har-

wich Harbour, and all the authorities were congregated at the end of

the pier, with an address
;
but the nearest vessel was ten miles off,

and, though the Mayor caused signals of distress to be thrown up
every ten minutes, the municipal authorities were compelled to dis-

perse, which they did, after a violent quarrel amongst themselves as

to whose fault it was that the deputation had failed in its object.
“ At six o’clock,” says the Observer, with its customary acuteness,

the royal squadron had left Aldborough far behind ;
” and, as our

contemporary thinks it a notable fact that the squadron had left

Aldborough behind, we presume that the Observer thought it very pos-

sible that the squadron, instead of leaving Aldborough behind, would
|

have taken it on as a part of the luggage.
{

The Queen, having taken an early tea, retired very soon to rest,

and Prince Albert repaired to the deck to smoke a quiet cigar I

with the Earls of Liverpool and Aberdeen. Lord Adolphus
j

Fitzclarence was invitedto join the party, and, as Prince Albert
always makes a point of tasting the provisions dealt out to the men,

|

wherever he goes, some grog was brought to His Royal Highness, on
the merits of which a council was held, which sat till a late hour.
The Earl of Aberdeen, who is a high authority on foreign affairs,

gave a very favourable report as to the genuineness of a Bengal
cheroot, and his Lordship also receiveddispatchesfromthe Havanus^s,
with which he transacted business.

Tuesday.—This was an extremely flat day on board the royal
yacht ; and neither the Queen nor Prince Albert ventured on
deck, while the little Princess remained in her berth as quiet as

possible.
HER MAJESTY'S ARRIVAL AT DUNDEE.

Wednesday,—^At half-past three, the royal yacht came to anchor
in the roadstead of Dundee, and a party of Native Dondeeians, with

the mayor at their head, anxious to avoid the error of the people of

Edinburgh, who were too late, came rattling, bellowing, and hailing

under the hows of the royal yacht, long before Her Majesty felt

disposed to get up to attend to them. In vain did Lord Adolphus
Fitzclarence exclaim, “ Hush, the Queen’s asleep !

” in vain, did

the honest tars insist on the “land lubbers sheering off.”

The authorities of Dundee would not quit the yacht till they knew
the hour Her Majesty had appointed for landing. At length, the
Queen, aroused by the noise, inquired the reason, and having
ascertained the facts, good-humouredly exclaimed, through an open
port-hole, “ Eight o’clock, my good people ! come again at eight

o’clock i”

Such is our account of the Royal progress as far as Dundee, where
Her Majesty was received by the usual assemblage of authorities

and evergreens, triumphal arches, town councils,pocket handkerchiefs,
and pink calico

;
all of which she gracefully acknowledged by those

smiles which royalty is expected to wear on similar occasions.

HOSPITAL FOR DECAYED PICTURES.
This Institution is the building in Trafalgar Square, heretofore knovm

as the National Gallery. It is oue fraught with melancholy interest.

Here is provided an asylum for the Old Masters during their progress to

decay ; which its arrangements are in every way calculated to expedite.
They may be seen, in their respective wards, resting against the wall ; an
incrustation of dust, dirt, and mildew quietly forming over them, and no
attempt at disturbing their latter days being made by interfering with it.

With feelings like those of Lord Byron in the Coliseum, one surveys the
fading tints, vanishing outlines, and darkening canvass of Raphael and
Guido, Correggio, and Caracci, Gainsborough and Hogarth. To think
how many of our old acquaintance are going ! Age is daily creeping upon
Tandyke and Rembrandt

; Rubens is fast breaking up, and poor Sir
Joshua looks very ill. Everybody used to talk of the green old age of
Gevartics

;
his fine fresh colour has almost departed ; and his venerable

face is now quite smoky. Unfortunate Venus, vainly attired by the
Graces, begins to look quite palely ; and Andromeda’s complexion is

beyond the reach of Kalydor. Might we venture to suggest that a little

soap and water occasionally, a gentle dusting now and then, would really

do the patients no harm, and improve their looks considerably! But
perhaps this would be giving the attendants too much trouble.

ROYAL FASHIONS.
Prince Albert’s taste in hats seems to be rath^ singular, not only as

far as the military cap is concerned, but the civil tile selected by His

Royal Highness appears to bear the stamp of eccentricity. At the recent

embarkation of the Royal Family for Scotland, Prince Albert, we are

told, “ wore a dirab hat, with a deep mourning band,”—and a precious

Guy he must have looked in it. His Royal Highness appears to labour

under a sort of monomania with respect to hats, some extraordinary

spemmen of which he seems continually doomed to run his head against,
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POETPvAIT OP “PEEPIDIOUS ALBION.”
JB^Xficatcif t0 Btiim dTrancc*

Messieuum^
I

!

You havo long raved about Perfidious Albion,”—you

have execrated the monster— loathed— abhorred him. Your
hatred of the wretch has been, and is, a very cordial to your hearts.

You have nourished yourselves upon such ^national rancour, as

the king of old is. said to. have grown plump and sleek on poison.

The frog has strangely enough really taken.the fabled nature of the
toad, and has swelled almost to bursting with venom !

And alas ! what now avails this magnanimous, this truly heroic

disgust I Jeune Prance had his sword glittering half from the scab-

bard—his moustaolie quivered with mai-tial energy—his fingers were
already near the throat of Albion the Perfidious, that in another
second would have felt the civilising weapon in his vitals, when lo !

GruizoT—yes,.the Man of Ghent—traitorously saved him. Young
Pr^oe has been ordered to sheathe his sword, and Perfidious Albion

^like an Reaped tiger—may lick his lips in his jungle.

Sympathising, dear Young Prance, with the cruelty of your disap-

pointment, I here present to you a finished portrait—a ve?'a effigies—
of Pei*fidious Albion for the Louvre. It will serve to keep alive your

national enmity 5 it will enable you to burn the brutal, unrelenting

features of the monster into the minds of your babes and sucklings.

You may take your children, and they in turn may take your grand-

children, and make them swear, beneath the very eyes of the wretch,

a hatred deep and inexhaustible as the hatred of young Hannibal.

Be assured, that the portrait is a true likeness. But this speaks

for itself. The whole expression is that of a beast, a monster, a
man-eater, an ogre—in fact, Perfidious AJbion

!

Dear Jeune Prance,

Allow me to subscribe myself.

With sympathy.and admiration.

Yours never.
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PUNCHES COMPLETE LETTER-WRITER.

LETTER XXIII.

FROM A WIDOWER TO A WIDOW, WITH AN OFFER OF MARRIAGE.

My DEAR Madam,
Yottr kind looks and cordial words liave

accompanied me all the way home, and—the

truth is, I write this before going to bed ; I shall

sleep the more soundly for having the matter off

my mind. It is true, we have met but once

;

but we are both of us at that rational point of life, when people know
the most value of time

; and as all ceremony is but an idle waste of
existence, I beg herewith to offer you my hand, and, with it, though
I have been married before, an entire heart. There are hearts,
madam, allow me to say, all the better for keeping ; they become
mellower, and more worth a woman's acceptance than the crude,
unnpe things, too frequently gathered—as children gather green
fruitr—to the discomfort of those who obtain them. I have been
married to one wife, and know enough of the happiness of wedlock
to wish it to be continued in another. The best compliment I can
pay to the dear creature now in heaven, is to seek another dear
ci*eature here on earth. She was a woman of admirable judgment

;

and her portrait—it hangs overmy chinmey-piece—smiles down upon
me as 1 write. She seems to know my thoughts, and to approve of
them. I said, madam, she was a woman of excellent judgment.
My means are tolerably good ; more than sufficient formy widowed

Gtate. Of the truth of this, your solicitor shall have the most satis-

factory proof. I have also heard—casually heard—that fortune
has not, my dear madam, been blind to your deserts, and has awarded
you more than enough to keep the wolf from the door. 1 rejoice at
this

I for whatever might be my disappointment, I would not entail

upon you the inconvenience of marriage unaccompanied by an agree-
able competence. What is enough for one—^it has been said—^is

enough for two. But this is the ignorance of Cupid, who never could
learn figures. Now Hymen—as you must know, dear madam

—

is a better arithmetician
;
taught as he is by butcher and baker.

Love in a cottage is pretty enough for girls and boys ; but men and
women like a larger mansion, with coach-house and stabling.

You may urge against me, that I have incumbrances. By no
means. My daughter having married a beggar, has ceased to have
any natural claim upon me. If I am civil to her, it is solely from a
certain weakness of heart that I cannot wholly conquer ; and some-
thing too, moreover, to keep up appearances with a meddling world.
I have told her that she is never to expect a farthing from me, and I
should despise myself not to be a •mfl.ti of my word.

I have, too, a son ; but when I tell you that I have' once paid his

debts, incurred in his wild minority, you will allow that, except my
blessing, and, at times, my paternal advice, he can expect nothing
more. I know the duties of a father, and will never satisfy the
cravings of a profligate. Nevertheless, he is my own son ; and what-
ever may be his need, my blessing and my counsel he shaU, never
want.

My health, madam, has ever been excellent. I have worn like

rock. 1 have heard of such things as nerves, but believe it my fate

to have been born without any such weaknesses. 1 speak thus
plainly of essentials, as you and I, madam, are now too wise to think
consumption pretty—^to tie ourselves to ill-health, believing it vastly

interesting. I can ride forty miles a day, and take a hedge with any
fellow of five-and-twenty. I say, I speak of these things, that you
may knowme as I am. Moreover, I assure you I eat with my own
teeth, and grow my own hair. Besides this, I am only two-and-fifty.

What do you say, madam ? As for vices, as I am an honest man, I

do not think I can lay any to my charge. I may have my human
weaknesses—such, indeed, as I have touched upon above ; but,

madam, it has ever been my study through life to be respectable. I
have the handsomest pew in the church, and don’t owe any man a
shilling.

Well, my dear madam, it is getting late, and I must conclude. I
hate to be out of bed after eleveib—it is now past twelve. Hence,
you must perceive how very much I am interested in this business.

In another ten minutes I shall he asleep, and dreaming of you. May
I wake to find my dream—^for I know what it will be—a reality !

If our solicitors are mutually satisfied, will you name the day ? I
am superstitious about days—say, then, say Thursday week, and
believe me your devoted lover, till death,

Nicholas Blackthorn.
P.S. May I see you to-morrow ?

LETTER XXIV.

THE WIDOW’S ANSWER.
Sir,

Your favour of last night has, I own, surprised me. What

!

after one meeting, and that at a card-party, to make such an
offer 1 Well to be sure, you men are strange creatures ! What,
indeed, could you have seen in my conduct to think I could look over
such boldness 1

As for the rational point of life you speak of, I must confess I
know not when that exactly occurs

;
do you think it—at least with

women—at two-aud-thirty : or if not, may I beg to know what age
you consider me 1 Perhaps, though, my early and irreparable loss

may have brought a look of premature age upon me. It is very
possible—^for what a man he was I

As for what you say about hearts, sir, I know but little ; I only
know the one I have lost. If I did pluck it green, like the winter-

apples in my store-room, it grew riper and riper in my care.

You say your wife’s portrait smiled while you wrote. His dear
miniature is now before me

;
I think I see the tears starting through

the ivory as I look upon the precious features. If he ever could
have frowned, surely he would frown now to think—^bufc I wiU not
pursue the theme.
As to your means, sir, I am happy to hear they are sufficient.

Although I can by no possibility have an interest in them, never-

theless I myself too well know the blessings of competence not to

congratulate you. True it is I know but little of the ways of money

;

but am blessed in my solicitors, Messrs. Grip and Nip, No. —

,

Furnivars-inn.

You speak of your incumbrances; my husband dying, left me
without a single one. That your daughter should have forgotten her
duty, is an affliction. I am glad, however, to find that you know the

true source of consolation, and refuse to lend yourself to her impro-

vidence. Truly, indeed, do you say it is a meddling world. I have
found it so ; as some of my lamented husband’s poor relations will

answer for me. However, as I could not endure the sight of any-

thing that reminded me of my dear lost treasure, I have left them
for ever in Cornwall. It is now some months since they have ceased

to distress me.
Your son may mend. If you will allow me as a stranger to speak,

I think you should still act with tenderness towards him. How very
little would pay his passage to Australia

!

Health is, indeed, a treasure. I know it. Had 1 not had the

robustness—^pardon the word !— of a mountain nymph, I had never
survived the dreadful shock that cruel death has inflicted on me.
As it was, it struck me down. But, as the poet says, "the bulrush

rises when the oak goes crash.”

You are partial to hunting t It is a noble recreation. My depart-

ed lamb followed the hounds, and, as sportsmen say, would ride at

anything. He once broke his collar-bone ;
but, with good nursing,

we put him in the saddle again in a mouth. Ha ! you should have
seen him in his scarlet coat

!

In this fleeting life, how small and vain are personal gifts compared
to the treasures of the mind ! Still, if there is anything I admire, it

is fine teeth. A wig, at least in a man, is detestable.

You say you are two-and-fifty. Well, I must say, you don’t look

that age.
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You speak plainly of vices, and say you have none. It would be
ill manners in me, on so short—I may say, so very trivial—^an

acquaintance, to doubt you. Besides, it has been my faith—and
what I have lost by it I hav’ n’t time to tell—to think well of every-

body. "Weaknesses we all have. One of mine is, a love of a pew.
We think but very little of religion, when we forget proper hassocks.

I have, however, delayed you too long ; and indeed, except for

politeness’ sake, know not why I should have written at all.

I therefore remain,
Your obedient Servant

;

Ruth Doublbkwot.

P. S. I shall he out all day to-morrow. At present—I say at

present—I know of no engagement for the next day
; no, not next

day—the day after ;
for I hate a Thursday.

LORD LONDONDERRY’S PROTEST.

It has hitherto escaped the notice of our contemporaries that
Lonn LoxDOXDEiiRy’ has placed a protest on the journals of the
House, which, for conciseness of style, and closeness of reasoning, is

certainly very far superior to anything of even the late Loud Hol-
L at6td’s. The reader will remember that the Lay Lords upon the late

writ of error were entreated by the Loud Whaunclipfe not to

vote, as, having heard none of the arguments, they could not be sup-
posed to know anything of the matter. Loun Londondeury’s protest

is, it will be seen, a tremendous blow at this new and very dangerous
doctrine.

iDrntcjSt

That having sat many years in the House of Lords—(in the same
House which has been decorated by the eloquence of my late

lamented relative, that did more for Ireland than any other states-

1

man which has ever lived)—I hold it to be altogether and wholly
unconstitutional—completely and entirely and in every part subver-
sive of the rights of the Peers of the United Kingdom which they are
born to and hold by birthright, to refrain from voting on the egre-
gious and radical doctrine that they do not understand what they
vote upon.

That it is a constitutional and no less agreeable fiction of the law
that Peers are supposed to be born knowing everything : and that
even if they know nothing—^which is never the case—^when they are
elevated to the upper House, such elevation does immediately impart
to them all the science of government. They take such science as
children take the small-pox, by mixing with them which have it.

That with this belief I have unhesitatingly voted, and ever should
wish to vote, upon any and every question : and that if I have not
exercised my horn birthright upon the late writ of error, it is simply
because I was not in the House, and for no other cause, let, or
hindrance whatsoever.

That firmly attached to the constitution—^which my lamented
relative did more to uphold than any other Minister which ever was
— have entered this protest, that my late absence (and with it my
unavoidable silence) may not be taken for a precedent.

That to forego this privilege would soon reduce the British consti-
tution to the state of Oonstaatinople (my Voyage to which is still to

1

be,had at a reduced price, in a new edition, of Mr. Colburn, Marl-
borough-street).

INTENTIONS OF FRANCE.

R
“ TELT detciTnined there should be no war

between France and England, still we
may os well let our countrymen know what
they might have expected in the event of

hostilities ; for we have succeeded in

finding out the plans of the French from
a commercial traveller, in an Algerine
beard, who was bringing some ribands
from Paris—a pattern of which, as he be-

longed to the Legion of Honour, he was
privileged to wear in his button-hole.

The French intended to have landed
200,000 men at Folkestone, so that Van-
TELiNi, of the Pavilion Hotel, would have
been prettily puzzled how to accommodate
his gallant countrymen. They would have
taken a special train up to the Bricklayers’

Arms, sacking the receipts of the company
at all the stations on the road up ; and they would then have bivouacked
on Kennington Common. The next morning they would have marched
into London, pillaged the Mint, turned the colfers of the Bank inside out,

and have proceeded thence by omnibus to the West End, where they
would have declared England a republic in the middle of llegeut’s Circus.

They would then have marched on Paddington, bombarded the Yorkshire
Stingo, and sent a detachment round St. James’s Park to S])ike the gun
belonging to the Gun Tavern, immediately opposite Buckingham Palace,

They would then have taken a special train to Slough, and dictated the
terms of peace at Windsor Castle. Before showing the heads of a treaty,

they were to insist on having the heads of all the Ministers, particularly

that of the Duke of Wellington ; after which they purposed deposing
the Queen, and installing Tom Buncombe as First Consul, assisted by
Feargus O’Connor and J^osbph Hume, as Tribunes of the people.

It will be seen that the whole of this account is very complete and
substantial, as far as the French are concerned ; but the statement omits
altogether one very essential point—namely, how the English meant to

employ themselves while the scenes above described were being enacted.

BEAUTY AND BUSINESS versus EARLY SHOPS.

.

*Wb have received the following communic.ations from persons interested

against the early closure of linen-drapers’ shops ; and, on the principle of

hearing both sides of a question, we insert them :

—

Mr, Punch—Sir,

Your wife ought to pull your ears ; wouldn’t I, if I were Judy !

I will tell you why, for trying, as you do, to get linen-drapers to close their

shops at eight or nine o’clock. Suppose a lady, late on Saturday night,

sees, in the Magasin de Modes, a new lilac, or lavender (and it ’s just the

same with a shawl), that she would like to appear in at church the next
day, whynow all she has to do is to go and get it : whereas if the shops were
shut, she would have to wait till the following Monday ; and how would
you like that, if you were in her place By the time lAonday came, very
likely she wouldn’t want it at all

;
and it isn’t always convenient for a lady

to go out in the morning. Bo be a little considerate, Mr, Punch; really,

it is too bad of you. Hoping you will excuse haste aud spelling, &c.

Une Eli^gantb,

P.S. As to the young men sitting up an hour or so, getting pale, and
having little headaches, what is that to a lady’s disappointment ?

Punch !

What business have yon to dictate to us as to when we ought

to shut up shop % It is no affair of yours. A man has a right to do

what he likes with his own ; and his shop is his own ; aud so are the shop-

men in it, as long as he pays them. You talk about their wanting
recreation ; but why are they to have recreation at our expense ? What
do we get by their recreation ! Their "mental culture,” as you call it,

is nothing to us. We hire them to increase our business, not to improve
their minds. Besides, we do very well without it, and why shouldn’t

they! As to their morals, 1 ’m sure we attend quite enough to them.
We teach them not to embezzle goods, or rob the till

; and we prosecute
them if they do. Besides, morals may be carried too far. An assistant

must stretch a point, now and then, to get an article off. A pretty sort of

morals, too, 1 call it, to cheat an employer out of three or four hours a
day. At 45. a day’s wages, reckoning fifteen hours a day, four hours
would be 1«. Ojd., and a fi-action over, downright plunder. What have you
got to say to that ! As to injuring their health by confinement aud late

hours, that is their look out. Our object is to get as much work out of

them as we can ; if they don’t Uke it, they may leave it.

A Master Lxnendrafer.
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DREADFUL STATE OF DESTITUTION.

Yesterday, a miserable object—^we present liis portrait—was
brought up before Sin Peter Laurie, at Gruildhall, by Policeman
A 1, who stated that he had taken the prisoner into custody on the
heinous charge of begging. He had found him seated on the pave-

ment, the culprit having written thereon with chalk “ 1 am starving.”

The general boldness and flourish of the writing was of the most
hardened description. Several of the aldermen had been consider-

ably disgusted with it, as another evidence of the effrontery of the

lower classes.

Sir Peter Laurie, Starving, eh I Humph ! a growing abuse. I must
put it down in the same way that I crushed suicide. What is your
name, my man ? and what your occupation ?

Priaon&r, My name *s my own property, and I shall keep it to my-
self. As for my occupation Qiere the prisoner laughed hysterkdUy)^ my
occupation ’s gone.

Sw Peter, Come, come, no laughing here. I*m ^ alderman, and
won’t allow such fellows as you to write starving ” on the

Queen’s highway, with the London Tavern, Birch’s, and a hundred
cook-shops beside, in the City. What are you I

Here the policeman informed Sir Peter that the prisoner was
the Clown of Richardson’s Show. Since last Bartholomew’s-day

he had been wandering about the City—abusing the Court of Aider-

men—swearing that they had robbed him of his birthright—and that

he’d have compensation, or his friend Lord Brougham should

know it.

Svr Peter, Oh, oh ! And pray, fellow, is this true 1

Prisoner, Yes, it is ;
even though the policeman swears it. The

Court of Aldermen have robbed me of my birthright. I was bom
a Clown—I have a wested interest in Bartlemy Fair, and was brought
up to get my living by making a fool of myself : and now, the Court
of Aldermen, like a pack of amatoors—

Policemcm* He means amateurs, your worship.

Prisoner, Didn’t I say so I Like a pack of amatoors, come and
take the bread out of my mouth. Is flesh and blood to stand this ?

I married the Ghost of the Show—as sweet a cretur as ever stood
in a white sheet—on the strength of Bartlemy Fair : 1 ’m the father

of a family on the understanding that Bartlemy should last for ever.

And now it ’s put down, I should like to know why I ’m not to have
what they call compensation 1 1 can’t do nothing but grin, and
what ’s to become of me 1 I tumbled from the werry breast, and
now I ’m brought to a stand-still.

Here the worthy magistrate, becoming visibly affected, asked the
prisoner what had become of the rest of the troop.

Prisoner, Why, the Pantaloon’s married the Columbine—she’d
saved five pound—and gone into the baked tatur business. The
Harlequin now and then gets a job as mute with his cousin, an
undertaker. As for me, why I teU you—me and the Ghost of my
bosom is starving

!

Sir Peter, Nevertheless, you mustn’t write “ starving” in the City

—it is offensive to the aldermen, and, as 1 say, is flying in tlie faces

of the chop-houses.

Prisoner excited). Will the aldermen give me compensation,
then

!

Sir Peter, Be quiet, my man. Impossible

!

. Prisoner, Will they buy my Clown’s dress, then ? It ’s sure to fit

some of ’em.

Sir Peter, Quite out of the question. Notwithstanding, I feel such
an interest in you—^1 may almost say that it amounts to a sympathy,
that—

PHsoner, Heaven bless you, Sir Peter !

Sir Peter, That I will see what can be done for you and your wife.
Hereupon Sir Peter directed tlie ofiicer to go to Mr. Osbal-

DisTON, of the Victoria Theatre, to inquire if, with his known
benevolence, he could not give shelter in his asylum to the unhappy
couple.

In a short time the officer returned with a letter to Sir Peter
from Mr. 0., stating that he should be happy to engage the prisoner
for the next Christmas pantomime, and that there would always be
employment for his wife, the Ghost, in the continual run of some
domestic drama.
The poor fellow was so overcome with gratitude, that he threw a

summerset out of court.

THE LAW IN DANGER.
AYXNG heard of the panic caused in the legal

profession by the passing of Lord
Brougham’s Bill, we were not
astonished when we were told that an
association will shortly be formed
under the name of the "Pettifog-
gers’ Protection, United Bailiffs’

and Amicable Turnkeys’ Society,”
the object of which will he to re-
serve tlie classes above named from
that gulf—which, in anticipation of
their ultimate descent into a larger
abyss, thi'eateus immediately to
swallow them. We have been given
to understand that the following

jt H w resolutions will be proposed at the

^ preliminary meeting
That Lord Brougham*s bill is

calculated to injure the trade in parchment, by diminishing the number
of writs—and is, therefore, in direct opposition to one of our greatest
commercial interests.

That the iron works of this country give employment to several thou-
sands of souls. That it is expedient to preserve our manufacturing
superiority. That iron gives employment to an enormous amount of
labour and capital ; and that Lord Brouguam’s bill will cripple this branch
of our industi'y by less^ing the demand for bolts, locks, and bars to our
prisons, and &at, therefore, all the great iron making districts ought
immediately to organise an opposition to this very obnoxious measure.

That it is a grand principle of philosophy to turn an evil into a good—
and to derive a profit from misfortune. That the attorneys, bailiffs, and
turnkeys have hitherto profited largely from the misfortunes of other
people—a piece of practical philosophy which Lord Brougham’s hill will

bencefortli render impossible. (It will be seen from the above resolutions

that self-interest has nothing whatever to do with the hostility to Lord
Brougham’s new measure.) The objections to it are founded on '^P
sympathy with the parchment and iron trade, as well as a zealous 'U
for the principles of practical philosophy. ^

ANOTHER NEW COMET.
{Frtm our own Astronomer,)

Having read a letter in the Times from Professor South, who has dis-

covered another Comet which nobody can see, 1 took out my lorgnette, and
watched with considerable intensity. Having detected a bit of coagulated

vapour in an altitude of two and a half, I looked for its right ascension,

but as it did not ascend right, but was left on the end ofmy glass, I dis-

covered that the phenomenon was occasioned by a hit of what is usually

termed flue, or flough, adhering to the end of my opera-glass. Having

manoeuvred a little so as to get my lorgnette to a better focus, I continued

my observations, and ultimately espied what I suppose must have been

the Comet, and which the following table may peiiaps enable the public

to trace the course of.

Lay 1 Hour,
Monday
Tuesday .

Wednesday
Thursday «

Friday . .

Saturday .

Sunday . .

0

\
0

9

1

Mean Altitude,

a 24 0 6

V — K
— 0 —

12 yards
The Monument

Reia,che

Average Declination,

S. X X X
00009
— O —
2 fathoms

The Thames
Bel^he.
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APPROPRIATE AIRS.
The custom of following the giving of

toasts at public dinners by appropriate airs,

is all very well if it can be carried com-
pletely out, but when some of the toasts

will admit of the arrangement and others

will not, the effect may be occasionally

rather awkwaxd. The other day, at the

dinner given to Sir Hobert Sale, the

health of Her Majesty was followed, very
properly, by “ Grod save the Queen but

- when it came to the Prince of Wales, and
the rest of the Iloyal Family, there was no
air that seemed particularly appropriate,

and the glee-singers unfortunately struck

up the popular ditty of ** That 's tlie way
the money goes,” a conire temps which
was happily put an eud to by the band
commencing, fortissimo, the Prince of

Wales’s March,” thus effectually drowning
the efforts of the glee-singers.

But the funniest combination of the
evening was the health of Sir R. A. Fer-
guson, Bart., the Member for the City,

with the song of “ I ’m ower young to

maiTy yet.” We should be glad to know
the honourable baronet’s age, and whether
he has any idea of marrying ; and if so,

whether he is considered " ower young” to

enter into the state of matrimony.

THE HUNGERFORD SUSPENSION
BRIDGE.

It has just occun*ed to the proprietors

of this snug little footway, that it will pay
by adding a railroad to it. They have got
the bridge and tliey now only want uie
railway, a state of things which reminds us
of the boy who liad got a watch-key and
only wanted a gold watch to add to it. If
the proprietors are desurous of uniting

with a railway, why not fraternise with the
Kensington concern ; a bridge that nohody
wants to go over, would be an excellent

adjunct to a railway nobody wants to go
by, and as the two speculations are deci-

dedly two negatives as far as profit is con-
cerned, it is just possible that an affirmative

might arise out of them. An uninter-

rupted communication between Wormwood
Scrubhs and the Belvidere Brewery might
stand a chance of being visited from a
feeling of curiosity, and the very absurdity
of the thing would render it to a certain
extent an object of interest.

.ve 0 ~ —
l"borr D’AUBIGNY REPRIl

ray
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ROYAL PROCLAMATION.
iSXtxem'S ta S^crtlanbr.

Her Majesty 7ias jiist issued a Proclamation^ of which Punch has

beenfmoured with cm early Copy,

On each and every of our Royal Movements, it has
been, and is the custom of sundry weakly-disposed Persons,

known as “ Our Own Correspondents,” “ Our Private Corre-

spondents,” and others, to write, and cause to bo printed, absurd
and foolish language, touching Ourself, our Royal Consort, and
Beloved Babies,—it is Our will and pleasure that such foolish

practices,’ (tending as they really do to bring royalty into con-
tempt,) shall be discontinued ;

and that from henceforth, all

Vain, Silly, and Sycophantic Verbiage shall cease, and good.

Straightforward, Simple English be used in all Descriptions of
all Progresses made by Ourself, our Royal Consort, and our
Dearly Beloved Children. And Fortuermoeie, It shall be
permitted to our Royal Self to wear a white shawl, or a black
shawl, without any idle talk being passed upon the same. And
Further, Our Beloved Consort shall, whenever it shall so
please him, “ change his round Hat for a Naval Cap with a gold
band,” without calling for the special notice of the newspapers.
And Further, That our Beloved Child, the Princess Royal,
shall be i^ermitted to walk hand in baud ” with her Royal
Father, without exciting such marked demonstrations of won-
derment at the familiarity, as have been made known to Me by
the public press.

IBZ it iSvtlObltt) That the Queen of England is not the Grand
Lama ; And Further be it REME:viBERED, That Englishmen
should not emulate the vain idolatry of speech familiar in the

mouths of Eastern bondmen.

Given at Blair Athol, Sept. 16,
1844 ,

^ ictoria TReg-iwa.

DESIGN FOR THE D ISRAELI

COLUMN AT SHREWSBURY.

borr D’AUBIGNY REPRIMANDED.
^ Mons. Guizot has undertaken to order Captain Bruat to repri-

mand M. D’AubignV for his conduct to Pritchard. The solemnity
will, we understand, be performed in the following manner :

—

Bruat will be seated at a table with bottles and glasses before him.
He will then order D’Aubignt to be brought into his presence.
Bruat will then rise, and with great sternness address the prisoner,
thus

—

M. D’Aubiony, it is my painful duty to severely reprimand you—^and you- are reprimanded accordingly. {B^Auhigny boios.') Now,
comrade, sit down. {Pushes the bottles^ Chateau-Margaux or Lafitte I

D’Aubignt. Lafitte.

Bruat. {FWAngT) “ Trwquons I Ala ghire de Fromce ! ”
And, until a late hour in the evening, D’Aubignt continues to he

reprimanded.

Engrllsli PoUtictans AHroad-
The Whigs are all gone upon their travels, the country having left

them quite free to alier promener as long as they find it agreeable.
SpecuUtbn is very busy as to the motives by which some of the leading
politicians are influenced ; and it is roundly asserted that Lord John
Russell has been into Germany with the intention of ** warming up old
animosities against France.” This seems to be a most unprofitable branch

I

of political cookery ; for, whoever tiies to warm up old animosities, is
Hkely to xhake a pretty hash of it.

INCIDENTS OF THE ROYAL TRIP.
|

The report of Her Majesty’s progress announces the important fact

that during a heavy shower Prince Albert refused to go below, but

took shelter abaft the paddle-box. His Royal Highness must have stuffed

himself in somewhere between the kitchen and the gunwale, but he
evidently kept his weather eye disengaged, for the report adds that he
was able to command a view of surrounding objects. Amongst the sur-

rounding objects the Earls of Liverpool and Aberdeen are particularly
|

mentioned.

The ^cheeological Society.

Fanch has to apologize to this learned body, that in consequence of an
excruciating press of matter, he is not enabled to give up so many of his

columns as he could wish, to a report of their proceedings. He will,

however, next week, make sure amendment. He has been favoured by
James Robinson Planch Esq., F.R.S.A., with the MS. of his forth-

coming paper, “ On the Origin, Progress, and Uses of the Shoulder-lmot.”

This paper forms a companion essay to that read at Canterbuiy by the

learned gentleman on the Buckle, and will, furthermore, be iUustoated

with a very handsome portrait of the author.

•

Early in October will he Published,

PUNCH’S POCKET-BOOK,
Fob 1845.

W.mrRTOT.T.TRTni'.n BY LEECH AND DOYLE.
Trice 28, 6d.

Writ in Error.—^The following sentence was delivered in the judg-

ment on the last year’s Punches Pocket-Book :— Nothing can go

beyond Punches Pocket-Book for 1844.” It having been ascertamed that

PunoKs Pocket-Book for 1845, will exceed its predecessor in every

respect, the sentence is reversed.

PzxAt^ by WQUam Bradbnry, ofNo. 0. York Place, Stoke Newington, and Frederick Mallett Eraa*.
of Na 7. Church Bow, Stoke Newington, both in the Coon^ of Mlddleiex, Fiinten, ar thalr
Office in Lombard Street, in the Preemet of Whitefiiare, in the City of London, and publlthed by
Joteph Smith, Publisher, of No. 58, St. John’s Wood Terrace, St. John's Woed Road, Regent’s Park,
in the uounty of Middlesex, at the Office, No. 194, Strand, in the Parish of St. Clement Danes, In
the County ofMiddlesex.—SAToaoA.'t, Sstrsicaxa SI, 1844.
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PUNCHES COMPLETE LETTER-WRITER.

LETTER XXV.

PROM A CLERGYMAN TO A CHURCHWARDEN, ECCENTRIC IN HIS]
ACCOUNTS.

V \

Dear Sir,

It is now two years since the horrors of

fiscal war broke out in our once peaceful parish of
‘Wholehog-cum-Applesauce. For two years, sir, have
the affrighted parishioners had their souls and pockets
torn by thoughts of mammon—^for two years have

they nightly fallen to sleep to groan and writhe beneath a nightmare
sitting on their breasts in the horrid shape of a Churchwarden,
grinning and hugging in his arms an iron-clasped account-book i

Neither sex nor age has escaped the evil influence of the time : old
women wax older when they talk of Churchwarden Gnirrs ; and the
faces of little children become sharp and thin as sixpences when
they stammer out his name. True it is, the parishioners have put
you in the cage of Chancery

;
nevertheless, with a magnanimous

philosophy, you do nothing but make mouths at them through the
bars ! I

Dear sir, pause—consider. Have you not done enough for history?

Is it possible, think you, that the fame—such as it is—of Church-
warden Gnipps can die whilst the parish of Wholehog-cum-Apple-
sauce shall endure ! Will not its annals preserve until the latest day
a thousand memoranda of the peculiar reputation ofGripps 1 Whilst
arithmetic shall remain to man, can they ever be forgotten ! Why,
then,be thus gluttonous of glory ? Why crave for more renown,when
some folks vow it is impossible for you to stand upright with the
load already on your shoulders 1

Dear Churchwarden, consider the danger of your present con-
dition. For years and years have yon borne the bag ofWholehog-
cum-Applesance. Yon have been the depository of the hopes of

the parish
; and if—as with a golden tongue you have declared

it— people owe yon monies, blush not, but take the balance.

Let your mystic books be opened
;
call in pundits for the work, and

let the Cabala of Wholehog-cum-Applesance be ^revealed to the
vulgar. Then, how joyfully will your debtors pay their dues to the
Churchwarden

; while, on the other hand, if you should have
slumbered in error—for even Churchwardens are men—^with what
serene delight will you pen a cheque upon the fortunate banker who
holds in trust the hoard of Gripps !

Dear sir, you have been abused—sorely abused. You say it—all the
world know it. Unhappily, it is the infirmity of men to throw any-
thing but crowns of flowers upon him they deem their debtor ; and
true it is, you do not walk in the odour of roses. It was one of the
thousand fallacies by which the Romans hectored it over the world,
that " money has no smell.” Never believe it, dear Gripps. There
is some money that will turn the sweetest Christian into a human
pole-cat.

Consider what a plight are we all brought into by these pestilent

accounts ! Enter the Church of Wholehog-cnm-Applesauce—survey
its wants—^take some leisure solemn hidf-hour, and pace up and
down its aisles I Tears will trickle down your nose, and your noble
heart will lie melting in your breast like green fat in the platter

of an alderman. You will weep, sir—1 am sure of it—^you will

weep, and your trembling and repentant hand will, with awakened
instinct, unbutton for once your breeches’ pocket.
Give ear to the sorrows of the people of the church. Myself, sir,

its unworthy minister, would be very happy to hand you a receipt for

arrears of salary. You are my debtor
;
hut I pass my own claim,

and implore for others.

Our organist, sir—our tuneihl musician—Slacks payment ofsome five

quarters. Every touch of his subtle fingers has been for fifteen

months a touch upon credit. Can you think of this, sir, and surrender
up your Sabbath heart to the solemnity of pealing fugues ? Alas,
sir! with these teazing accounts upon your mind, does not some
evil genius strike all religious harmony from out the music—does it

not to your ear profanely change the hundredth psalm into the
worldly discord of The Jlf-iser tJitis a Sltilling sees ? And then our church
bells that should call like comforting angels to your Sabbath soul

—

alas, sir, and alas !—what do you hear in them ? Nothing, hut three
horrid, clanging notes—£ s. d. £8.d» £ s. d. ?

Our sexton, sir—poor, patient creature 1—^for a year and a half he
has not known the sweets of income. Consider it, dear sir, consider
it ; a day must come, when you will need his service. Therefore,
that you may meet that day with Christian peace, ponder .on the
troubles pf Wholehog*cum-Applesauce— allay the tumults— pay
arrears—cure all heart-burnings—make straight your accounts, and
believe me,

Your earnest well-wisher,

Gilead Balm.

LETTER XXVI.

THE CHURCHWABDEN»S ANSWER.
Sir,

As I consider your letter a very great impertinence, you
will take any answer to it as, upon my part, a remarkable condescen-

sion. I had made up my mind to go out of the world without ever
deigning to write or speak again of the accounts of Wholehog-cum-
Applesauce. 1 feel that they ought to be beneath my notice ; hnt so

it is—throughout the whole of this fiscal war, as you are pleased to

call the present atheistic revolution of the parish—Ihave been over-

flowing with a courtesy, a gentleness, that has only iucreased the
audacity of my slanderers. I have been meek and unresisting, and
so I have been trampled upon. But, sir, a worm will turn, and, by
consequence, so will the Churchwarden of lYholehog-cum-Apple-
sauce !

The parishioners hate certainly put me into Chancery. What of

it ? The people at the Zoological Gardens have put a brown bear

into a pit ; and the fine fellow still climbs to the top of his pole, and
squatting there, looks with surly contempt upon the poor creatures

who, whatever they may say of him, dare not come to close quarters.

Take your answer out of that, sir.

I have law upon my side—^law, sir, which I should hope is stronger

than any arithmetic you may please to talk of. I am Churchwarden
of Wholehog-cum-Applesauce for life : for there is a divine right of

churchwardens as well as of kings. As a scholar and a man of some
sense, you ought to know that I was bom for the ofiice. At all

events, come what may, I intend to die in it.

You ask me to throw open my books to the vulgar eyes of the

whole world ! What next ? No, sir, it is enough for me to know that

the parish is in my debt ; and if I do not arrest every man, woman,
and child in it for the arrears, I only show a considerateness and a

humanity for which myself to myself has always been distinguished.

I know nothing about the Romans, and want to know nothing.

They were, I believe, a set of heathens, who neverknew the blessings

of a Chui’chwarden. I believe, however, with you, that money has a

smell, and a sweet smell too, or how, as a man of wealth, should I

still be hugged and caressed by so many j&iends in the City ?

You invite me to take a turn in your church. No, sir
;
until the

brawls which now disturb it shall have ceased, I will never enter it.

I shall perform my devotions in a place where parishioners are

obedient, and churchwardens are respected.

As for your claim, sir, I wonder at the hardihood with which you
make it, when you consider the heavy balance there is between the

parish and myself. Decency should have taught you better.

As for the organist, I very much doubt whether a parish that is in

debt sbonld encourage such a luxury. I know that I should never

think of spending my money in music whilst X owed money to a

living soul.

Your sexton, too, has claims for wages. Poor man ! Iam sorry-
very sorry for him ; but as I have made up my mind to have apublic

funeral in either Westminster Abbey or Saint Paul’s, 1 sh^, of
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course^ be xuader no obligations to the sexton of 'Wholehog-cum-

Applesance,
, ^ . COURSE OF STUDY FOR A PRINCE.

And now, sir, to conclude ; You have, among you, placed me^ m
Ch^cery. There I shall remain, and take the cast of the dice.

following course of study is recommended for a young Prince;
What! do you think I would caU m accountants and so end the

and distinguished examples prove it to be highly princely
1 matter ? I should think not. You know nothow sweet to me is the °

hubbub I have made. When folks can’t afford real turtle, they make
themselves as comfortable as possible with mock ; for callipee and

callipash they content themsdves with plain calPs-head. In like

way with other men, if they are not able to make a high reputation,

they will at least, by hook or by crook, lay hold of notoriety. Now,
reputation to notoriety is what real turtle is to mock. If I am con-

tented with the humbler dish—^with the mere calPs-head—I best show
my humility, and at the same time remain.

Your obedient humble servant,

' Ehenezer Gripps.

THE NEW EXCHANGE.
HER MAJESTY IN THE CITY.

1. Philosophy.

Lectures on Taste, in connexion with Court and Military Uniforms, to

I

i;
ij'.

1 .

eroinied ba^a.' It waa lit indomi-

^ politeness--aided and abetted i^e delivered by Professors Moses and Wilson ; the latter gentleman
( kindred spirit of Laurie—^that to undertake the principles, and the former their application.

dragged the Kino of Saxokt, with xt tt

"SRBJy his unmunched luncheon in his
atural History.

mouth, from the Mansion House to Lectures on the Canine Specie; with peculiar reference to its more^ confront the Wellington Statue fondescript wieti^ ;
as to the Physiology of Ihe Tura^^^

on its first exposure to the world; and we repeat, it is to the Poodle. The Lecturer

toWl,!. aaJ^ of J..., «... ^ O.ty U.o f.rtb.oo^, S
Visit ot Queen Victoria. Indeed, it was found unpossible by her frequent the Quadrant.

u

Majesty to withstand the invitation of Jones, who some days since *
3 Architecture

toghimsel£intotheaoughthird^steain,and toldngo^^^^ ^ Biseourse on Foundation-stones, with Bireetions for laying them,Windsor, proceeded to the CasUe. Haying pulled the bell, and ^nd a Bissertation on the Gilt Trowel, with the Mode of Handing thereof!
a double knock at her Majesty’s door, Jones gave in his card, This Punch will be happy to deUver himself

; and he would introduce a
desirmg an instant interview with the Queen. To the astonishment Disquisition on Perfumed Mortar, which he hopes would blend entertain-
of the “ King of the City ” his card was refused, and he was unceremo- ment with novelty,

niously bid to go about his business. A weaker spirit would have 4. Languages.
quailed beneath this rebuff. Not so, Lambert Jones. He imme- The Application of the English Tongue to the Answering of Addresses
diately retired to the Garter Hotel, and there penned a letter to the of Congratulation. An Essay, to be composed by the joint efforts of the
Queen, of which letter Jones has, in the most handsome manner. Cabinet.

favoured us with the subjoined copy :— 5. Accomplishments.

« Instruction in Dancing and Deportment, by some Nobleman of course ;

« c 9 1
and who could give it b5;ter than Baron Nathan 1

,

« My Madam, Wmdeor, SepMer
Instruction ii Music. Preceptor, M. Juxlien undoubtedly.

Trr.^aat IS we of the City are about to open our New Exchange, Instruction in Riding—especially as exhibited in the Clearing of Five-
a line building, a very fine building, I assure you. You wm be particu- barred Gates—^need we propose our WinnicoMBE for Tutor 1

larly struck by the figures which I have had perched about it, as a sort of Instruction in Eield-sports, by the prototype—whoever he is—of Mr.
exercise for the dull intellects of my fellow-citizens. As yet, nobody but Dickens’s Winkle.
myself knows what they mean, and, between you and me, the secret shall Punch will be satisfied with a moderate sinecure for the above
die with me. However, to business. suggestions,

“ On the day of opening, we intend to get up a little dinner ; and I
*

-j- . r- ==
need not say, my very dear Madam, how much it will defight me, and
indeed the whole City, if on that day you will pot-luck with us. Come, WCOSIBS AXiTD O’COWESiXim
and bring your Husband and Children with you—there fthnll be room
enough for all, and nobody shall be more welcome. “martyr” banquet, the Rev. Mr. Maguire rashly

indeed the whole City, if on that day you will pot-luck with us. Come, WCOSIBS AXiTD O’COWESiXim
and bring your Husband and Children with you—there ftbnll be room
enough for all, and nobody shall be more welcome. “martyr” banquet, the Rev. Mr. Maguire rashly
« Say you will come, and I will meet yourself and amiable family at observed, that « the mantle of Moses had fallen upon O’Connell.” Now,

the Paddington Station at any hour you may name. reverend gentleman could not by possibility mean any other
,It was my intention to have personally invited you, but the people at our firm, we here beg leave to state that we have never made mantle,

the Castle, strangely enough, denied me admittance. I therefore retired o^oak, or any thing else for the said Daniel O’Connell.the Castle, strangely enough, denied me admittance. I therefore retired
to this hostelry, and in a pint of brown sherry drank your health and the
rest of the Royal Family.
“ Trusting, my dear Madam, that it may harmonize with your many

arrangements to pick a bit with ns on the day appointed,

« I remain, yours, very truly,
“ Lambert Jones.

P. S. An -early answer is desired.”

Your obedient servants,
Minories. Moses and Son.

P.S. We have, however, an elegant assortment of strait-waistcoats,
which we beg -to recommend to the attention of the friends of Mr. Henry
Grattan !

THE harvest in THE MANSION HOUSE.
It is reported there is a capital crop of grass this year in the Lord

^yoyMp TASTB.-^ome one has been writmg a letter, and signing it Mayor’s kitchen. His Lordship, however, will not commence cutting'W^ the name of Alderman Gibbs ! before the 9th of November.
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Wifi ^tij^asologfcal Sbodets.

MINY persons may not be aware
that the Arcbeeologians are a
body of savans who devote their

whole lives to the unrolling of

mununies, the opening of har-

rowSf and the pid&axing of

ancient tumuli. A select few of

these enthusiasts have lately

been playing “ Mag*& diversion’*

with the antiquities of Canter-
bury, and the Dean has very
injuiciously, but very good-
nat^^y, allowed them the run

It is a mercy that the whole
building did not tumble about tlieir ears, for they have been grubbing
away at the foundations, under the vague idea that they should get at

interesting bones, and they have dug up a series of bricks whidb they
declare will form materials for the future historian* If that had been
the case, Gibbon would have written his Decline and FaU among a lot of

dry rubbish, and Hume would have pursued his researches among the
curious collections of John Johnson, Son, and Bird,who were the leading
dustmen of his own era. For our own parts, we have little sympathy
with the Archseologians, and, therefore, though we hear they have lately

opened a barrow, we care not to inquire whether it is a baker’s barrow,
or an ordinary barrow, which, by-lhe-by, could scarcely be opened, for

it has generally no top to it.

The unrolling of mummies is a sort of monomania with Mn. Petttgiubw,

and as the eccentricity is harmless, we do not see that it calls for the
energies of a commissioner of lunacy. The most interesting part of the
proceedings of the Archseological Society appears to have been the reading
of the papers, one of which we subjoin, as it is from the able pen of Mr.
J. B. Planch^, who has judiciously chosen the subject of the Buckle,
wliicli perhaps is capable of as much point as anything that he could
possibly have selected for au Archseological essay. In the last week’s
number of Punch another paper had been promised, but as the portrait

of the author is not yet completed, it has been thought better to give the
paper on the Buckle in all its primitive purity I

PAPER ON THE BUCKLE.
In rising to treat of the Buckle, 1 feel my own iongoe-^(every Buckle,

it must be observed, has a tongue)—sticking to the roof ofmy mouth, be-

cause I feel ovenvhelmed with the importance of my subject. Buckles
are of very ancient origin. It is supposed that the first Buckles ever
known in this country were brought over from Normandy by tlie Con-
queror and some of his nobles, who wore them on tiieir shoes ; but finding

Buckle was not so fashionable,as the old oothurnif or shoe-strings, the
Norman nobles buried their BucMes on entering London, and Bucldes-
bury, corrupted by time into Bucldersbury, no doubt had its name from
the fact alluded to. After this period, we lose sight of the Buckle for

;

nearly three centuries, until we find it at the end of a leather strap, in tlie

shop of a barber, who flourished in the very middle of the dark ages.

Again, we lose all trace of the Buckle till the year 1825, when it bursts

upon our astonished senses in the shape of a prize at Brook Green Fair, in

the Lucky Bag. I,do not think it necessary to branch off into the subject
of Brook Green Fair, or go deeply into Lucky Bags, or any bags at all, at

the present moment ; but on some other occasion, I hope to dive into that

fine mine of Archseological lore, and trace the Bag in all its stages, from
the sack in which SirWalter I^leigh first brought potatoes over to this

country, down to the horse’s nose-bag of later &.te, and the still more
recent reticule. (Cheers.)

To return, however, to ihe Buckle—(jH>ar)—the Buckle to which I last

alluded was improperly denominated, in the fortunate ticket by which it

was drawn, «a silver breast-buckle ;
” but I have had the assistance of an

accomplished Archseologian, who had preserved one of these buckles, and
by holding it over a lighted candle in an iron spoon, we found the buckle
to be made of pewter or some other metal—say lead—of equal ductility.

(Shame.) I have in my pocket one or two specimens of Buckles, the
finest of which is theBuckleius Melodramaticus, or equilateral tri-tougued

buckle, which is usually to be found on the girldles of smugglers at the

Minor Theatres. There is also the Buckleius Vitreus, or glassy

buckle, worn chiefly by testy guardians on their shoes in genteel comedies.

Having now exhausted the Buckle, and I fear very much fatigued you
(iVb— very much), I bring my observations to a close ; and I hope that

the Buclde may long remain a type of that union which a society like this

ought always to he cemented by. (The learned Archseologian resumed
his seat amidst loud and long-continued cheering.)

Who ’ll Take 100 to 1 that the Duke of Cambridge is present at

the Dinner given at the opening of the Royal Exchange \

PUNCH'S FINE ART DISTRIBUTION-

^
IppiRED by the extraordinary (the very extraordinary) success of

similar speculations, Mr. Punch contemplates the possibility of getting
together a large sum of money, a portion of which he has no objection to
give back again in the shape of

PRIZES.
Every Subscriber of sixpence will have his] choice of

ONE HUNDRED AND FIFTY NUMBERS OF PUNCH,
one of which will be delivered at once on the sixpence being paid, together
with the

Cbance of Obtaining a Prize,

if he happens to get one, in the contemplated Fine Art Distribution. Any
person persuading six friends to pay threepence each, will be entitled to

A SEVENTH PUNCH FOR HIMSELF
on the payment of threepence, wliich will also give him a claim to one of
the

SPLENDID LARGE CARICATURES
which have appeared in any of the numbers of the work that are already
published.

The Prizes will consist of 60,000 volumes of Punch, amounting to the
value of

^ £20^000^

The Prizes being in the proportion of one to every thirty subscribers
of sixpence, threepence of which will be returned at once in the shape of
the current number.
Among the splendid Numbers, from which a selection may he made,

will be found
Punch’s iAlmanaclc for 18ft3,

and the celebrated companion to it, being

Punch’s Almanack for

^ Sabscribers may apply personally or by letter, post paid, at tlie Punch
Office, or to any Bookseller in Town or Country.

i DEUX OU TROIS EXEMPLES D’UN NOUVEAU DICTIONN^IRE
ANGLAIS-FRANCAIS.

R§DIGi: FAR LA JEUNE FRANCE.

Albion.—^Tout ce qu’il y a de pins perfide.

Anglais.—Un homme sans foi, un Iftche, im menteur, un orgueOleux,

un ivrogne.

To Box.—^L’art de raisonner en Angleterre.

Gentleman.—^Un homme qul boit, bat, et jure, et se plait k insulter

tout ce qui est Frangais.
Grog.—La boisson ordinaire de tons les Anglais.

Milord.—Un butor noble, un riche B^otien, voyageant pour dissiper

ses gain^es et le Spleen. Uu idiot priviMgie.

Milady.—La femme du Milord, qu’il pent vendre, quand bon lui

plait, au marche, la corde autour du cou.

Prizefighter.—Un homme de la meilleure Socidte. Un Prince.

Spleen.—L’esprit des Anglais.

Waterloo.

—

Une bataille gagnee par les Prussiens, et perdue par les

Anglais.

Wellington —-Un poltron, un tyrau,unRobert Macaire, unblagueur,
un sot, im assassiu.

EITAL EOGUES.
(to sir JAMES GRAHAM.)

It is understood to be your intention to bring in, during the next
Session of Parliament, a Bill fox Medical Reform. It is generally

admitted tliat the Law wants reforming just as much as Medicine, and
tiiat you are equally competent to legislate on either subject. Your
above-mentioned BiU. includes, 1 am told, a clause, empowering certain

unqualified practitioners, otherwise quacks, to pursue iheir calling with

impunity. Sir, I belong to a much-injured class of men, debarred, at

present, from getting an honest living, except at tiieir peril ;
and 1 claim

your protection for myself and my fraternity. I humbly hope you will

couple Legal with Medical Reform, and that you will, in so doing, rep^l
that enactment which imposes upon all persons who wish to practise

Law, the necessity of articles, study, examination, and other expenses

and hardships. The unskilful ph^'sician can only kill a few patients, the

ignorant attorney can but ruin a client or two ;
and I put it to ^jroa to

say, in common fairness, which, is of the greater consequence, life or

property. lam, Sir,

. A Pettifogger.
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DIRECTIONS TO LADIES FOR SHOPPING. LEGAL INTELLIGENCE AT FOLKSTONE.

I

SHOPPiNa is the amusement of spending mone;^ at shops. It is to a lady

Tvhat sporting is to a gentleman ; somewhat productive, and very charge-

able. Sport, however, involves the payment of one’s own shot ; shopping

may be managed by getting it paid for. Ride all the way till you como to

the shopping-ground in a coach, if you can ; in an omnibus, if you must

;

lest you should be tired when you get there. If you are a lady of

fashion, do not get out of your carriage ; and when you stop before your

HE other day, Mii. Bauoe* Aldersok
went an extraordinary circuit, or, in

other words, a tremendous round from
the Pier at Folkstone to the waiting-

room of the Custom House, where he
held a very tedious sitting in (wooden)
Banco, while several cases (of luggage)

were being disposed of. The learned

Baron opened the commission by em-
ploying a commissioner, who acted as

associate protenu, carrying the judicial

sao de nuit, umbrella and mackintosh.
The learned Baron having taken his

seat, alluded to the motion of course, of the steamer, which he had
recently gone into, and then proceeded to try a demurrer, by de-

murring to other people’s luggage being looked at before his own was
examined. The demurrer having completely broken down, hislordship

called for the list of the day’s business, and ascertained that short

causes were being taken first ; that is to say, people with one package
were having their baggage first looked into. The learned Baron
coincided in the justice of this proceeding, but expressed his opinion

that the list was not being fairly gone through, and his lordship

made use of some very strong expressions in favour of number
one, when
Faulkner—on the part of the Custom House officers, showed cause,

and explained the mistake into which his lordship had fallen.

Alderson, B.—This savours of Corm. I have sat on this bench for

upwards of two hours, and I have seen all the cases that have been
looked into.

Faulkner,—^Yonr lordship will see by the paper-book Qianding up
the list) that all the cases before your lordship are fairly entitled to

rank as precedents.

Alderson, B.—But suppose I put myself in the position of the

remainder man
;

is the remainder man never to be allowed to come
in, Mr. Faulkner ?

Faulkner,—^Your lordship must be aware that the remainder man
cannot come in until all the searchees in possession are satisfied.

Jfr. Baron Alderson said he should take time to consider, and
shortly afterwards his lordship’s judgment confirmed the view taken
by Mr, Faulkner.

OH.! THE WHITE VESTS OF YOUNG ENGLAND !

millmer's, particularly if it* is' a' cold, wet day, make one of the young
women come out to you, and without a bonnet, in her thin shoes, stand

on the kerb-stone in ^e damp and mud. The best' places for shopping

are fashionable streets, bazaars, and the like. Street-shopping principally

relates to hosiery, drapery, and jewellery of the richer sort. Bazaar and
Arcade-shopping, to fancy articles, nick-nacks, and perfumery. In street-

shopping walk leisurely along, keeping a sharp look-out on the windows. In
hazaar-shopping, heat each stall separately. Many patterns, colours, novel-

ties, conveniences, and other articles will thus strike your eye, which you
would otherwise have never wanted or dreamt of. When you have marked
down some dress, or riband, for instance, that you would lilm, go and inq[uire

the price of it
;
haggle, demur, examine, and, lastly, buy. You will then

be asked “ whether there is any other article to-day 1 ” Whether there is

or not,let the shopman show you what wares he pleases ; you will very likely

deidre one or more of them. Whatever you think very cheap, that buy,

without reference to your need of it ; it is a bargain. You will find, too,

as yon go on, that one thing suggests another ; as bonnets—ribands for

trimming, or flowers ; and handkerchiefs—^perfumery. In considering

what more you want, try and recollect what your acquaintances have got

that you have not ; or what you have seen worn by strangers in going
along. See if there is anything before you superior, in any respect to a
similar thing which you have already

; if so, get it instantly, not reflect-

ing whether your own will do well enough. You had better finiab your
streets before you take your bazaars and arcades ; for there the shopping,
which one might otherwise call cover-shopping, though excellent sport,

refers mostly to articles of no manner of use
$ and it may be as well to

reserve toys and superfluities to the last. Ma^ed ladies, when they have
-laid in all they want for themselves, are recommended to show their

thoughtfulness by purchasing some little trifle for their husbands, who, of
course, vdH have to pay for it in the end.

Aik.— Oh! The Roast Beef of Old England! ”

Oh ! the vests of Young England are perfectly white,
And they ’re cut very neatly and sit very tight,

And they serve to distinguidi our Young Englishmen
From the juvenile Manners to Coningsby Ben ;

Sing, ** Oh ! the white vests of Young England,
And Oh I the Young English white vests !

”

Now the Old English vest was some two yards about,

For Old England was rather inclined to be stout
; ;

But the Young English waist is extremely compress’d,
\

By the very close fit of the Young Engh^ vest.

Sing, “ Oh ! &c.” !

The Young English white vest, upon one little score.

May perhaps he considered a bit of a bore.

For it makes the resemblance exceedingly near
’Twixt the Young English Waiter and Young English Peer.

Sing, “ Oh I &c.”

But what are the odds as concerning the vest,
|

So long as felicity reigns in the breast ^ >

And Young England to wear what it pleases may claim,
Let us hope all its tailors are paid for the same.

Smg,-‘Oh! &c."

Good ITews for the Pensioners.
j

It is stated that the out-pensioners of Chelsea Hospital are to be identi- !

fled every six months, and ^'are to he considered on a nearly wynilarr
j

footing as when they were in flie service.” We shall he glad to know ^

how this will affect those pensioners who have lost their legs, and who
cannot be supposed to be on anyflung like the same footing as when they
were in the sexwice.
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THE COMIC BLACKSTONE.

let Mm exercise his'o^ ingenuity in searching for Stiles’s heir amid the
amusing puzzle of bits of riband, sq^uares, hexagons, octagons, demi-hex-
agons, demi-octagons, hands, lines and numbers, 'which in the Table of
Descents [given in the ordinary editions of Blacl^tone surround the
name of

CHAPTER THE ELEVENTH.—OF TITLE BY DESCENT.

ONG has it been one of tliose beautiful maxims in which
our law is luxuriantly rich, that '^what one man
loses, another gains,” but, supposing a man to lose

his senses, which he often does when he goes to'Jaw,

we should be glad to know who gains them. At all

events, it seems quite agreed that law is a matter of

gain and loss, whereof the latter decidedly prepon-
derates. The methods of acquiring on the one hand,
and losing on the other, are reduced by Core to two,
namely, descent and purchase, though if we had been
asked to say the two methods by which property may
be legally lost, we should have at once demied them
to be Common Law and Equity,

Descent is the title by which the

estate of the ancestor is cast upon the

heir, but if the estate of the ancestor

consists of Wallsend coals it may be
very inconvenient for the heir to have
them cast by descent upon him.

Descent depends upon consanguinity,

which is either lineal or collateral, the
former being the sort of relationship that exists between old Jones
and young Jones, supposing young Jones to he the son of old Jones,

—

and all the little Joneses would be lineal descendants through as many
generations as there happened to he of them. Collateral consanguinity is

the sort of relationship existing between a couple of gooseberries, growing
on different branches of the same root, as if Smith (the root) has two sons
(the branches) each of whom has a son (a gooseberry), there is a clear

collateral consanguinity existing between the young Smiths, that is to say,

the early gooseberries. Several alterations have been made in the law of

vhich di'
^
which did not come into operation until the 1st of Jan. 1834 |

and Me. Stewaet has discovered, with liis usual acuteness, that persons
who died before 1834 will not he expected to comply with the law that

came into operation after that date, an indulgence which those who died

previous to 1834 will no doubt fully appreciate.

By the old law, an estate could never ascend, or go up, hut always de-

scended, and indeed even now the law rather delights in knocking property
down, for an estate goes down to the son, before it goes up to the father,

who only takes it if the owner has no son to come in for it. But by the
same^law, paternal ancestors take before maternal ancestors, or, in other

words, the law never falls hack upon the mother until the father is quite

exhausted. A second rule is that the law casts the estate on the male
issue before the female, which we can only account for by presuming that

the law, in its gallantry towards the ladies, is unwilling to cast upon them
anytMng they may not he strong enough to sustain the burden of. A
third rule is, that males shall inherit alone, and women altogether—^the

latter being a cunning device of the law to get property into its own
hands, for by giving an estate to a lot of women, a quarrel amongst
them is ensured, and the estate getting into Chancery, the law has its

pickings out of it. A fourth rule is, that the lineal descendants ad infinitum
shall stand exactly in the same position as the ancestor would have done,
had he been living ; so that all the posterity of Baron Nathan will he
expected to dance hornpipes among new-laid eggs, because that was fre-

quently the position in which their ancestor placed himself. A fifth rule
is, l^t if lineal descendants fail collaterals shall take, or to revert to the
simile of the gooseberry bush, if the root hasno branches the estate shall

go to the gooseberries, « but this," says Bragton, " is sending the estate
to old gooseberry;” a remark that could only have been made for the
^ke of the joke, for there is certainly very little legal learning comprised
in it.^ A sixth rule is, that the brother shall shut out the uncle, a pro-
ceeding, by-the-by, that appears to be very unnephew-like. Thus, if

John Stiles has a brother, the uncle is shut out until there is a failure

of brothers ; whereupon if tliere should be a glut of uncles, the oldest
uncle—like the oldest hand at a game of whist— is allowed to count the
family honours. The seventh and last rule is, that male stocks in colla-

teral inheritances shall be preferred to female ; so that if land descends
from John Stiles, who marries Luct Baker, Ihe Stileses shall for ever
shut out the Bakers, who, like the old woman and her pig, will not he
able to pass over the Stiles, as long as one of them remains in existence.

In former editions it has been customary to give elaborate directions

for searching for the heir of John Stiles, and it has been usual to add a
table of consanguinity, through the various ramifications of which that
illustrious person—like a needle in a bottle of hay—may be looked for.

We shall not, however, take the reader through the awful labyrinth,

pouncing at one moment upon Stiles’s paternal grandfather’s mother,
now plunging down after his maternal grandmother, then suddenly
emerging from the blood of the Bakers, to wade tlirough the collateral

consanguinity of the Whites, the Thorpes, and the Willises. No, if

Stiles’s heir is an object of interest to any particularly curious reader.

THE PUBCHASER.

AGE OF OUR LINE-OF-BATTLE SHIPS.

A statement under this head has been put forth for the purpose of
proving that our ships are not so very old after all ; and it appears tlmt
half of them are not out of their teens, while very few indeed have
reached the years of discretion. The Superb^ of 80 guns, turns out not
to be an old man-of-war, but a mere baby, having been launched in 1842;
while the Boscawen^ 74, can hardly he said to have been weaned, having
never hoisted the pendant. In fact, the line-of-hattle ships seem to
be in a state of happy infancy, and England may boast of as juvenile a
navy as she could possibly wish for.

A DAY AT A CUSTOM HOUSE.
OR the following Ticissitudes of a “Day at a
Custom House,” we are indebted to the kindness
of the Custom-House Ofticers at Folkestone :

—

You arrive very early in the morning. Your
fellow passengers eye you with distrust

;
though

you are 135 on the list.

The clock strikes nine. A groan escapes
from 178 individuals in and out of the room.
The first train has gone.

No. 4 is called. An hour afterwards No. 5 ;

then No. 6, followed at eleven o’clock by 7
and 8, the latter consisting of a French school-

master with thirteen of his pupils, come over
on a holiday trip. Good Heavens ! It is

already twelve o’clock, and you have a wife waiting for you at the
Bricklayers’ Arms, and a hill to take up at 4.

One 0 ^ Clock.—You have read the Almanack over the mantelpiece no
less than four times, eaten a basin of soup, got bitten in playing with the
old lady’s parrot, and yet No. 29 has only just gone in ! You think of
your wife, and prepare to go to sleep.

Half-Past One,—You wake up. Can you believe your eyes I There ’s

not a man, woman, or child, in the room. Don’t be alarmed ! The
CuBtom.House Officer's have only gone to their dinner, and you have
missed the second and third trains long ago.

Quarter to Three.—Another boat has just come in. 200 passengers.

Yon wonder at what distant period No. 200 is likely to reach London.
Not before A.D. 1845. You suddenly determine to go in search of
lodgings.

Three o'clock.—Not a lodging—not a hook—not a newspaper to be got
in the place, excepting at the Pavilion. You begin reading the “ Hackney-
coach Fares," in last year’s Pocket-Book, till another train starting re-

minds you it is

Four o'clock.—^You rush recklessly into brandy and water and cigars.

Five o' Clock.—It’s beginning to rain. Your great coat is in your
trunk, so you are obliged to go back again into the little cupboard of a
waiting room for shelter.

Six fclock.—A mutiny has just broken out amongst the starved-out

passengers. The complaints are heart-breaking. The door-keeper has
retreated into the next room to escape the vengeance of an old lady’s

poodle, and the threats of a Baron op the Exchequer,*
Seven.—A Policeman and a copy of Punch have restored order. A

famine, however, has just attacked the 257 remaining passengers. Five
and thirty full-grown children and two babies are screaming excru-

ciatingly with hunger. The Policeman has sent to the^Pavilionfor a wheel-

barrow of sandwiches-

Eight.—The sandwiches he praised ! The babies are again quiet.

Half-past Eight.—The children are asleep,—^the women are putting

thdr hair into paper. The men every five minutes keej> pulling out their

watches.

Nine.—No. 100 has just gone in. Hip, hip, hurrah !

Ten,—Every bed in the town is booked three deep.

Eleven.—Can it he possible 1 Only two numbers more, and then—
Quarter to rtoafwe,—No. 135 I Yes—jio, pooh I it cannot be—hut

yes, it is—you axe called ! You shake the doorkeeper by the hand, and

plunge frantically into the next room,—huddle boots, shirts, shaving tackle,

>
* Seepage 149.
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gloves, chocolate, soap, perfume, all together in^bhe same box—4iid dnve
at a steeple-chase pace with your lugg^e, up to the Hallway Station.

Half-pasi Twelve strikes as you arrive. Command your patieuce-»fhe

last train has that moment gone.

Conclusion.—You are morally convinced there is a base conspiracy
between Her Majesty’s Custom House and the Pavilion Hotel
to detain passengers at FoUcestone as long as they can.

THE LAST ON THE LIST.

hope the best forlScotland in her present peril ; but had Punch been
bom north of the Tweed (think of a Scotch Punch /)* would not feel

at ease for the surpassing purity of his native land unm Queen Yicioeia’s
court was once more fast at Windsor.

The amount of nonsense from those folks whose heads do grow”
heaven above knows where—^those'mysterious diurnal scribes called Our
own Correspondents,” " Our ownEieporter,” Our own Special Reporter,”
and such like magii—has been of average quantity and quality. The
Morning Posfs " special,” of course, carries the day. Hence, the rude
hand of health,” which, according to the same authority, has its esta-

blished dwelling-place in the hills and glens of Scotiand,” (making
lodgings preposterously dear, no doubt,)—well, this rude CaiBB-like hand
of health has made very free with the Queen’s complexion ; <«for,” says
the special,”—and we are half-iucliued to think that Jenkins has reco-
vered from his trance, and wears a kilt—^for

** Her Miyesty left the shores of England like a second Qalateor^
* Candidior nivei folio, OalateOf ligustri;’—

but constant exposure to. the weather and the fresh air, which streams through * the laud
of mountain and of floods* haue substituted a healthful ruddiness for the pale cast of

thought with which her Majesty’s countenance has been sicklied over,” &c. &c*

Hsn Majesty as Gralatea ! Well, we hope no man doubts our loyalty

—

but for the moment, charmed bythe picture of the special Jenkins,we could

not help associating Her Majesty with the Opera glories of Drury Lane !

“ ThePrincess Boyal,mounted on a Shetland pony, and attended bya groom and servant,
always accompanies her Majesty and the Prince in their morning walk through the grounds,
and the Boyal parents ore frequently seen to stop and listen with alternations of interest

and amusement to the 7iaifs observations of the youthful Princess on the novelty of the
objects which meet her view at every instant. ”

How extraordinary ! that a father and mother should he pleased and
interested with the simple prattle (that is, with “ the natfs observations”)

of their own babe ! Is it possible that a woman, become Queen, can
condescend to laugh and talk with the child of her blood ? Well, we only

hope that such eccentricities will not bring royalty into contempt.
We suspect there will be a great run for Ga^c masters at the Weat-efid,

the Queen having become so intensely Scotch.

** Her Majesty appears to have a great taste for things peeuUartg Scottish, At Dun-
kdd, Moulineam, and Blair, she tasted, and not only so,M as the report goes, highly
relished^ the Athol brose which was proffered her ; and oaten cake is an established and
especial favourite. * Scotch broth,’ as Englishmen term, it, is also in daily requisition at

the royal table.”

The most astounding part is to come

THE QUEEN m SCOTLAND.
Sir Andrew Agnew has written a letter to the Earl of Aberdeen,

though intended as a sort of side-wind epistle to Her Majesty. This
letter is, on the face of it, meant as a lecture to Queen Yxctoria on her
better keeping of the Sabbath. Sir Andrew is grievously afraid that
the Queen will introduce the sinful levities of Sunday-hreaking England
among the patent pious folk of sweetly austere Caledonia. He trembles
lest the Sabbath revelry^ of Windsor should startle and confound the
kilted proprieties of Blair Athol. Certainly, if we wanted to pick out
a man of pattern impudence, we would go neither to the court or camp,
but to tile conventicle. Your self-thought saint is ever a fellow of im-
perturbable brass. One Mwwworm, in such material, outweighs a himdred
Bohadih. Take an example :

—

“ Scotland has, since the Befonaadou, [says Sia Andubw,j been distinguished
amongst the nations ot Christendom as a stnet Sabbath-observing country, in the true
Scriptural sense of that word; and it is this important fact which, with all ima^uable
respect, and deference, and dutifulness, and loyalty, it is humblyprayed may be brought
under the notice, at this timb, of Her Most Gracious Majesty the Queen, not doubting
that in this, as in alL other respects, it is the gracious desire of the Boyal mind to recog-
nise, to respect, and to gratify the religious habits, the peculiar characterfsfics, and
the best principles of Her Majesty’s most loyal and denoted subjects in this Iser ancient
hingdom,”

That is, Sir Andrew, in plain English, hints that the Queen will behave
herself better on Sundays in Scotland than is her wont on the Sabbath-

I

I day in England. As her Scotch subjects are in every respect a nobler,
purer, more generous, and really and truly more religious people than the
Engli^—^iu fact as, past dispute, they are the chosei;! vessels of all created
flesh—so should the Queen pay to them that studious observance only due
to the elect of heaven. Thus, Sir Andrew hopes that, on the Sabbath,
the Queen will encourage no quadrille parties ; that Fringe Albert will

not whistle My heart’s in the Highlands and that the little Princess
will especially not play at « Beggar my Neighbour” with Lady Caroline
Cocks. It is evident that Sib Andrew fears licence of this sort, or
why, with such tremulous sanctity, should he give warning to the .Queen I

The saintly baronet continues

**
It would be the highest pmsumption to suggest to yomr Iiordship’a consideration

the extent of the overwhelming ‘ moral influence which the example of the court is cal-

culated to produce upon the religious habits of Scotland on this auspidous occasion.”

Her Majbsty^s visit will extend to a few days
; yet may such brief

time be fraught with mortal danger to the habits of the most moral people
on the face of the earth 1 For that the Scotch are the most moral people
tA the universe, who shall he hold enough to doubt, seeingjhat they
the^Dsd-ves never lose the remotest chance of declaring it I well, let us

” It is even whispered that her Majesty is not altogether unacquainted with the mys>
teries of Scotch * haggis.’ The English cooks are puzzled.”

And therefore, we are informed, Her Majesty has appointed two new
officers to her kitchen, to he called the Serjeant of Brose, and the Grand
Master of Cockaleekie

!

” And then as to dress, both her Majesty and the Prince, when at the Palls of Bruar
appeared in tartan plaids, and, but that they are now in motiming, they would, it is

said, wear tartan dresses.”

However, the Prince has promised—when out of mourning—to wear
nothing but the kilt at Windsor. One incident, shamefully unnoticed by
the Scotch papers, shows the intense admiration of the Queen for all things

Scottish. Walking to the Falls of Bruar, Her Majesty suddenly paused—^and out of compliment to the custom of the country^pulled off her
shoes and stockings, and walked an hour and more barefoot 1

** The Princess Boyal,' youug though she he, is not slow in these things to imitate her

royal mother. Not a child in all broad Scotland Tikes better to lunch oa milk and oaten

cake, or dine on broth. Meeting the young son of Lord Glenlyon, the other day, in the

Castle avenue, she told him how much she liked his tartan dress, and how it was the

same as was worn by the Prince of Wales.”

The Princess has also refused to wear shoes and stockings, and, in imita-

tion of the peasantry, runs about the grounds of Blair Athol “ bare leggit.”

Her Majesty, however, has learned a new pleasure from her visit to

Scotland. She now knows what water really is ; for, according to a
Scotch paper {The Witness), she takes a copious draught from a stream
in Glen Tilt, ^ declaring that never in England did she taste of such a
stream !”

Her Majesty will, however, have left manymarks of her condescension

behind her, which will be duly prized, for we are told that— .

'* The good folks at the Falls [of TummelJ are delighted with the 'smallness of the
Boyal foot. From the prints in the sand they have measured the exact length, and
they keep the trophy as a great treasure.*’

Silver slippers w^ we understand, he made according to the dimen-
sions of the impression. Since Robinson Crusoe started at the foot-mark
" left in the sand,” there has been no such astonishment.

The royal party are accompanied by Scotch bards who point out

different historical localities, at the same time narrating their legends.

The field in which Claverhouse was shot, was shown to Her Majesty.

** According to tradition, Claverhouse was shot with a sixpence, the superstition being
that he bore a life that was charmed against ordinary modes of attack, and a body bullet-

proof.”

This is, of course, a poetic 'fabrication. Shot with a sixpence I We
diould lil» to know who supplied the money %
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PUNCH’S OWN BEPOET OF THE EOYAL
PEOGBESS.

LOUIS PHILIPPE'S VISIT TO
ALBION.”

PERFIDIOUS

EFORE resuming our report' of the Boyal
progress, we have one or two little

incidents to revert to, particularly the

affecting circumstance of the Queen
having tied on the bonnet of the

Princess-Boyal at the window of the

inn ; a fact that has added ten per
cent, to her popularity. That bonnet
will give stability to her Crown, and
those strings will tie the people more
closely to the House of Brunswick.
Another source of the popularity

which Her Majesty has gained must
be looked for in the Brose, an unpala*

table concoction of barley and salt,

which the Queen manages to taste

wherever she goes ; and, by calling it

nice, she has tickled the vanity of the

Scotch people, Frince Albert has

patronised the toddy once or twice,

and the little Princess has been made to eat oat cake several

times—^for a child will demolish any thing with the name of cake

—

and the Scotch are flattered into the beliefthat theirs is really a treat

for the illnstrious infant.

Saturday,

—

^Prince Albert rode out on a pony, and shot three
harts, facetiously observing, that three liaarty dinners could he made
of them. The Queen rode out in a pony-phaeton to see the Falls of
Bmar, but witnessed a fall of another kind in the shape of a pelting

shower, which she was informed would add greatly to the grandeur
of the scene i but as she was compelled to hold a great gig umbrella
right over her eyes, the grandeur of the scene was thrown away upon
her.

jkTonday.—Her Majesty was wheeled about in a garden-chair,

while Prince Albert went out grouse-shooting. The sport was
meagre, and, it is said, the birds were shy, but we suspect the shy-

ness ” was on the part of the Prince’s sportsmanship. On his way
home, he bought a few brace, to prevent the Queen from quizzing
him—an innocent amusement Her Majesty is much addicted to.

Tuesday,— The Princess-Royal and her nursery-governess,

Madlle. Chairier, had their usual run and romp, for haS an hour,

on the grass-plot.

As it would be wearisome to coutinue the account of the progress

from day to day, we therefore refer the public to the daily journals,

in which events equally interesting with those related above will be
found faithfully recorded.

We ought, perhaps, not to omit a royal hon of more than
average brilliancy :

—

The Queen asked Prince Albert’s opinion
of Lord Glenlyon. ‘‘Oh !” said the Prince, “Lord Glenlyon
is all very well, but nothing out of the way.” “Indeed !” replied the
Queen, “ yon would not have thought him nothing out of the way,
if you had been taken, as 1 was, a mile in the wrong direction by his

Lordship yesterday.” The Puince, who indulges in the same sort

of banter that the Queen, is said, by the papers, to delight in at the
expense of the Prince, threatened to send the joke up to Pwnch,
How well his Royal^ Highness can keep Ms word, our present

number will testify.

scene; AT A CHOP HOUSE.

A Gentlemam, eating his Dinner^ and reading a Paper, Anolher enters,

2nd Gent I’ll look at that Newspaper when you have done with
it, Sir.

Gent, It’s not a Newspaper.
2nd Gent. No % What is it then ?

Gent, It’s the Morning Deraid,
2nd Gent, Oh then I won’t trouble yon.

A Disloyal Dogr.

We have often heard of the sagacity of the canine species,' but we don’t

know what to say to the ill-mannered hound, who while on Ms way to he
presented: to Fringe Albert, slipped away from the person who had the
charge of him. Perhaps the creature was shy and felt nervous at the
idea of being expected to make his how-wow in the presence of royalty.

It is by this time' pretty well known to the whole universe that
the Ring of the French has no great claim upon the good ofSces of
Punch I seeing that, wherever Pundh shews his nose in France, he is

immediately impounded by the police ; that he is stopped at the Post-
ofB.ee—seized at the Custom House—not permitted even to be at the
table of any steam-boat in any French port. But doth this foolish-

ness of the Ring of the French move the wrath of Punch ? Certainly
not—nothing but his pity ; he can look philosophically around him,
and pardon French injustice : more, he can give good advice to

Louis Philippe—a fact made manifest by the subjoined epistles.

From the King of the French to Punch,

Neuilly, Sept, 17, 1844.
Mr. Punch,—^Whatever differences may have passed between us, I

have too mudi faith in your wisdom and generosity to believe that you
will deny me your counsel in my present perplexity.

I have been invited to England. Now, Sir, do you think it safe for me to

come 1 Do you believe that, after all the hard words, all ^tfanfaronnade
of my Paris press,—^that I sliall be decently received by the people of

England ? Shall I be mobbed or huzzaed % Covered witli roses or eggs 1

1 am induced to put this question from a thorough belief that if Queen
Tictoria were just now to come to Paris, that a French mob would not,

by their reception of her, prove themselves the most civilised people of the
earth. Sure I am that her ears would be assailed with “ a has ies Anglais ”—^“Pritchard”— Albion perfide,” and other dioice epithets current in
the French papers.

To whom, then, in my difficulty can I so well apply as to you, Mr.
Punch ;

you, who know so well the heart of perfid— that is, of generous
Albion. Pray, then, drop me a line—let nae know if 1 may with safety

venture among you, and (despite our quarrels)

Believe me, your sincere friend,

Louis Philippe.

From Punch to the King ofthe French,

Sire,—I thought your long experience of Englishmen had taught you
better. What I have you forgotfm the sweet days of retirement when,
freed from the ceremony of a palace, you- lived a philosophic exile in a two-
pair hack, Tottenham-court-road % (ian you, then, for a moment, doubt
the kind of reception you will have of us %

Fear not, Sire, but come. We shall treat you with respect—^with Iiospi-

tality. We leave it to the “ die sons of glory,” to *^jeune Francef to insult

the stranger in tlieir streets by foul words and braggadocio gestures—^yes,

we leave it to “the most civilised nation of tlie earth” to make mouths aud
deal in foul words towards the foreigner who, in the security of peace,

trusts himself to national hospitality and—finds it not.

I remain, your obedient servant,

When you come, I shall be happy to show yon the lions.

SNAILS) ON RIBANDS.

In one of the excursions of the Archaeologists, Dr. Bughland paused

at some snails. He gave, says the Athenaum—
**A striking illustration of the strong acid of these snails, by placing one for a short

time on the lilac riband of a lady's bonnet. The young lady did not seem displeased

with the test, with its success, or the scissors of the operator reducing the riband of her

bonnet; hut when Da. Bucsland requested her signature in attestation of the truth of

his statement, the lady declined the honour.”

This is an error. The young lady wrote the following document
** 1 hereby attest that Db.BuesnAMn, with his nasty salts of snails, has entirely spoilt

my love of a lilac riband ; and I furthennore declare it to he my opinion that the said

Db. BucxiiAND, if he be a gentleman, will behave himself as au<^, and immediately
present me with a new one.”

SMEartyr Promises.

The present'Mn. Grattan

—

^who bears about the same relative value to

his great father as the potato apple bears to the potato—has piromised

Ireland “ never to have a quiet mind or a peaceful sleep” until repeal

shall be obtained I Mr. Steele has also promised Ir^and never to sneeze

until biB country shall be free ,
whilst it is whispmred that Father

Maguire has vowed “ never again to open his lips’’ until that glorious

consummation ! This last report, however, is too good to he true

!

NB EXEAT REGNO.

We beg leave to suggest, as a motto for the Great Britain Steam Ship

at Bristol, the saying of Sterne’s Starling, “ F can’t get out.”
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A PROFESSIONAL PASTORAL FOR THE LONG VACATION.

See Sergeant Tityrus—in rural ease,

Forgetting all the cares ofCommon Pleas,

T&lajiQ beneath some shady beech his

station,

To sip the honey of the long vacation.

Ye nymphs beware should Tityrus seek

your grove,

Forhis "attachment” is no namefor love.

The gentle lambling^ cluster idly round,

Lured by his legal pipe’s too dulcet sound.

Ah ! little do ye think, ye simple sheep,

(Or at a greater distance ye would keep,)

That he whose plaintive strains ye flock

to hear,'

Knows not a greater pleasure tlian to
shear.

Viewing your curling fleece, it o’er him
flits

The hide beneath is meant to fornisli

writs,

While all the woolly treasures on your
back

He hopes one dayTmay stuff for him the
sack.

PUNCH'S GUIDE ITO STATE SERVICE.
The following suggestions, it is hoped, will prove useful to the servants’whom

they concern :

—

1. The Pbeuiee.

No particular person is more qualified than another to be Premier ; indeed, a
Premier must not be particular. The Premier’s place is to superintend the other
state servants, and see that they do their work ; but he has no occasion to trouble
himself about this till complaiuts are made. He has also to propose new laws, or
alter old ones ; but he dionld wait, before he does either, till the country is on the
eve of insurrection.

His chief bosiness in Parliament is, to resist all improvements as long as he
can ; to which end he must possess great strength of lungs, to out-talk those who
call for them. He should be able to speak, standing, for three hours at a time,
either without saying anything tangible, or only to the effect of misleading his
hearers. He will find an active imagination useful, therefrom to derive his facts.

He should know how to answer an argument with a jok^ so as to turn the tables
when in a corner. He may as well be provided with a few classical quotations,
for use on occasion : he will find plenty in the Eton Grammar. He must be able
to take all sorts of abuse with indifference ; and bear to be hooted andeven p^ted,
now and then, with equanimity. He must be ready to say and unsay without the
slightest,scruple, and to change his opimons as often as he may find it expedient.

2. The Hohe^ecretaet.

The Hoihe-SecretaTy is an nnder-servant to the Premier. He has to regulate
,

little matters as prison discipline, workhouse regulations, and the appointment
ot no^kgistrates. His principal object with regard to the two former should be to

assimilate them as closely as possible
;
and in the latter he should

be guided by his political prejudices. He also presides over
the Post-oflicc ; and when he has nothing else to do there,

may employ his leisure in opening the letters that pass through
it. He is likewise emplo^’-ed, subject to the approval of his prin-

cipal, in introduemg new laws of a certain sort, such as Medical
Reform ; but it does not seem at all necessary that lie should
uuderstaiid one iota of the subject on which he legislates.

THE SONG OF THE LIBERATED.
Air— Groves of JSterwey.**

" Ocii ! sons of praties—I know how great is]

Your joy to see me resume my sate ;

Did Dan not tell yez—ye loyal-rebellious.

He ’d bother Justice and bilk the State \

Sucli pleasant quarters they gave us “martjTS,”
That some of my friends felt inclin’d to stay,

Else 'twas not in natur, that a Liberator

So long should dwell under lock and kay»

I knew ’twas in yez—to find the " sinews

Ofwar **—so long as in I’d lie,

And Daniel junior, he, in matters pecuniary
Is almost as taking and ’cute as I.

And thus relyin’, on him and O’Brien,
At Richmond long I could love to stay,

Wid princely diet, and peace and quiet,

And "sympathisers” and extra pay.

A monster meeting—ye’ll be entreating.

To yell in pride, through an idle day.

But I’ll make a " preachment,” about “ impeachment,”
And turn your heads on a smoother way.

Yez must not jostle your great apostle,

Wid ill-timed shoves, to the battle’s van,

But wide mouths opening, wid closed eyes groping.

Let white " thirteens ” show your faith in Dan.

I’m" agitator,” "regenerator,”
" Moral creator,*’ " young Ireland’s dad,”

On the nation’s nose I’ve a hold far greater
Than ever sceptred monarch had.

Mind my instructions, let ’s have no " ructions,”

But oil your " twigs ” wid a peaceful mien,
’Till JoiNviLLB whacks on the haughty Saxon !

Hurrah for Dan, and—God save the Queen !

ODD PAVOURITES.
Some people have strange likings for strange tilings. Some

men love Manx cats, because they have no tails ; some FrLesland>

hens, because their feathers sit the reverse way—^but for what
virtuous peculiarity, may we ask it, of certain citizens who have
of late flourished Iheir signatures—^for what extraordinary ad-
vantage can they admire Alderi^ian Gibbs t We see it—doubt-

less, for his humility. Yes, simply because he holds himself a
man of no accotmt I

Severe Cross-Exainlnatloii.

Sib James Graham {in the lox). Now, Sir, on your oath, is

not the " Medicine Man ” of the loway Indians—^better known
amongst medical men as “ The great Mystery,”—^really the
author of your Medical Reform Bill ? {The delinquent refusing

to answer, is committed hy Punch for contempt)

PICTtTEES OF THE PEOPLE.
The pictures in the National Gallery are now called by

artists "The great unwashed.”

THE STANLEY MAUSOLEUM.
Died, last month, nniversaily condemned, the political career

of Lord Stanley. The remains have been interred in the
House of Lords.

in the City of London, and
» IiOinbaTd Scraat.

- ,
pnbUriied liy Joaaph Smith* PuhUdiar* of No. *8. St. John’s

Wood Terrace. St. John’s Wood Road, Refrent's Park, in the County of Middleaax, at
Ae OflSee, No. 194, Strand* la the Pariah of St> Clement Danes, in the Cconty of
Middlesex.—Satubdat. Scstbhbxb S8* 1844.
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PUNCHES COMPLETE LETTER-WRITES.

LETTER XXYir.

FR03I A LADY IN WANT OP A GOVERNESS,
TO AN ACQUAINTANCE.

Dear Madam,
We are again in tribulation

; for

Miss ‘ Sinclair, the young person whose
harp-playing you were pleased to admire,

has left us—left us, too, in the most shame-
ful and ungrateful manner, before we could

provide another teacher for the dear children.

Oh, these governesses ! 1 am told there is some clever gentleman who
has invented an arithmetical machine that will calculate any sum to

a fraction. What a blessing would that man bestow upon really good
society who should invent an instrument for teaching! 1 am sure, in

these days, the thing might be done, and would pay admirably
; for

how much annoyance would be spared us—how much impertinence
thatwe are daily exposed to from a class of individuals who can have
no standing in society, and are nevertheless continually at one’s

elbow ! The cook, the housemaid, the lady’s-maid, all ^ow their

place, and behave themselves accordingly : but there is no teaching
a governess that she is nothing more than a servant ; a person hired
for wages to polish the minds of your children just in the same
maimer as Molly polishes your rosewood and mahogany—and to be
as careful of their morals as if, like the housekeeper, she was entrusted
with so much precious china. Your maid dresses your hair with due
humility, and takes your little bits of ill-temper with proper resigna-

tion
;
she knows these things are considered in her wages, and thus

she may be an ornament to the sphere to which it has pleased
Heaven to call her. But goveimesses ! they are continually flying in

the face of Providence ! There is, too, an impertinence in their very
meekness

; at times, an insult in their silence. They move about
you with the air of injured beings—an air that says to your very face—

^

We, too, are ladies, though you can’t believe it.” Ladies I as if

the person who takes a salary is not, to all intents and purposes, a
servant—at best, a better sort of menial servant.

To return to that person SiNCLAia. 1 never liked her from the
first ; hut as 1 heard that she had an old father to provide for—the
man was, 1 believe, in gaol at the time—1 sufPered my charity to

cover a multitude of her faults, and received her, as she was after-

wards pleased to call it, into my family,—into one of my back bed-
rooms would have been a more respectful phrase. Well, she would
always he reading, when she ought to have talked to and amused the
dear children. It was only yesterday that she repeated the fault.

She had been out three or four hours walking, and 1 found her again

reading a book, whilst the dear things were moped to death for

something to enliven them. My indignation was roused, and I asked
her if she thought she was acting honestly by her employer I She
looked up at me—her face turned blood-red—^her lips quivered with
some impertinent reply, I am certain, by their motion—and then
dropping the book, she burst into tears. G-overnesses, my dear
Madam, cUtcays can. But 1 have not told you all. What book, think
you, was it ? ^ Chriamas Ccarol. I have never read the thing ; but
knowing it to be aimed at the best interests of

,
good society, all the

feelings of a mother rushed upon me, and 1 helieVe I did read her a
pretty lesson. You hav’n’t heard all. Whilst I was reproaching her

for her ingratitude, her baseness in bringing such books into my
family, and saying something, 1 forget exactly what, about a viper 1
had warmed—she sprang from the chair like a play-house queen, and
in a voice as searching as an east wind— told me that she would
leave my house that instant 1 Her impudence—^for I knew she must
go to starvation—fairly took away my breath. Well, it isn’t all told.

She multiplied her insults, for with her wet, streaming face, she
caught little Emmeline about tbe neck, and kissing her violently,

cried “ God bless the children I
” I trust I am not unforgiving ; no ;

but there was an emphasis upon “ the children ” that nothing would
ever make me pardon. It was a refinement of abuse that made me
quiver again. However, I had my satisfaction of my lady ; for I
would not suffer a servant to stir—^uo, 1 made her call a hackney-
coach herself to take her boxes ; though after the sort of book 1
caught her with, 1 certainly ought to have well rammaged them
before they left the house.

Can you recommend me another governess—for although I have
been but a day unprovided, 1 feel worn to death by the children !

What’s worse—but then she’s only a child

—

Emmeline has been
crying all day about the creature, and moreover says she loves her.

The principles she might have instilled into the dear babe’s mind 1
shudder to think of ! However, we are happily rid of her. If you can
recommend me a really useful, well-behaved person—you know the
kind of individual I want—you will confer a favour on

Yours obliged,

Horoaia Asphalt.

P.S. I hav’u’t told you all my troubles. We are about to lose our
treasure of a cook. Sir John and he have had some words about
the soup—the man feels his reputation wounded, and has resigned.

1 have myself tried to pacify him, but as yet without success. 1 have
scolded Sir John well for his iudiscretiou towards so valuable a
cJuf. 1 am, however, going out, and shall see if a nice diamond ring

will restore peace ; if so, fifty or seventy pounds will be weU
bestowed.

LETTER XXVIII.

THE ANSWER.
Dear Madam,

Whilst I sympathise with you, I must also use the privilege

of a friend, and admonish. The truth is—and, though truth, like

medicine, is generally unpleasant, it must nevertheless, like medicine,

be sometimes administered—the truth is, you spoil all your gover-

nesses. You do, indeed. I, who have had a large experience of

that sort of people, know it. Only a week ago, 1 saw Sinclair in

the Park, talking with another governess. As your friend, I took the
liberty of asking her who she was 1 She replied—I thought veiy
boldly—an old schoolfellow. Upon which I told her you would be
very angry if you knew of the indiscretion. That, as a governess,

she had uo longer anythiog to do with schoolfellows, and should

speak to nobody but to the young ladles. That it was her duty, as a
young woman of principle—and 1 dwelt, as you know 1 can dwell,

upon the word—upon principle, to cut herself off from the rest of

the world, and study nobody but you and the dear children. My
idea of a good governess, I observed, is, that she should be a sort of

nun engaged upon wages ; a person vowed to humility, gentleness,

and resiguatioii, for so much salary. That she should mix in the

world as though she were no part of it—self-removed from its plea-

sures and its sympathies ; in fact, as a sort of machine ordained by
Providence to await the behests of those ordained above her. Upon
this, she dropt. her eyelids, 1 thought, very insolently, and, with a

smile not to be mistaken, turned away. Never, my dear madam, let

your governess talk with another governess. Depend upon it, their

conversation is always about their employers ; and such is the un-

grateful spirit of the people, I fear me always to their detriment.

Besides, 1 have known the scarlet fever brought into a house by
such a practice.

You will also pardon me, when I tell you that you. are not suffi-

ciently discreet as to the age of your governesses. MoRrib, I

remember, who preceded Sinclair, must at least have been seven-

and-thirty
;
whilst Sinclair cannot have been more than one-and-

twenty. Now, a governess should never be chosen younger than

five-and-twenty, or older than five-and-thirty. The intermediate

time may be csdled the prime of governess life. If you get them
younger, their heads are full of most preposterous notions about

affections, and sympathies, and what they call yearnings for home.

Like unweaned lambs, they are always bleating and unsatisfied. At
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five-and-twenty, the govemess-mind knows better what is due to

itself and employer, and with a strong hand plucks up such weak- The Crhost of Whittington to Michael GihbSj
nesses as unprofitable weeds

;
at least, if it doesn't, it ought. After Citizsn and Pishmongkr.

five-and-tliirty, the governess gets slow and prosy, and her heaviness

may dangerously infect the light-heartedness of the dear children— From tJte Shades, Sept 30, 1844.

therefore, she is not to be thought of an hour longer.^ Immediately Y EXPRESS.—We have just read it in the
supply her place with a junior teacher, as you value the morals Morning Herald that thou, Michael, alder-
and accomplishments of your beloved family. m •—churnTiwarde-n—.an.lfc--wft.t.Ar treasurer

If, in the course of ten years, with a salary of, let us say, twenty m
|

—^inspector of the sewers, with many et

pounds a-year, out of which she has only to buy clothes fit to keep
( i'<p MJ chosen Lord Mayor of glorious

company with the children, the governess has not saved a suf&ciency London. The thing is not credible, Michael.
for her declining age—^it is hut too painful to know that she must We believe it not—and for two reasons. The
have been a very profuse, improvident person. And yet, I fear me, first is,—^that it is so put down in the Morning

there are lamentable instances of such indiscretion. I myself, at which as a punishment for our mortal

this moment, know a spendthrift creature who, as 1 have heard, in ^ gazette permitted in these

her prime—^lliat is, for the ten years—^lived in one family. Two of ^ dreary regions. Verily, for the commer-
her pupils are now countesses. Well, she had saved next to no-

)J
cial reputation—^for the honoured name of

thing, and when discharged, she sank lower and lower as a daily
^

tlie city—we are prone to denounce the story

governess, and at length absolutely taught French, Italian, and the scandalous and wicked
; a naughty fiction

harp to the daughters of small tradesmen, at eighteen-pence a lesson. to cast shame upon the Court of Aldermen.
In time, she of course got too old for this. She now lives somewhere No, !Michael : thou mayest be citizen and
at Camberwell, and, though sand-blind, keeps a sixpenny school for fishmonger—(the folk of Walbrook say skinner, too)—but thou art

little boys and girls of the lower orders. With this, and the profits not, never canst be, chosen Mayor. When the Guildhall cook shall

on her cakes, she contrives to eke out a miserable existence—a sad trust bis custards to the keeping of the Guildhall cat—then shalt

example, if they would only he warned, to improvident governesses, thou he trusted with the authoritative mace—tlie glorifying chain !

I am now called away, and am therefore unable to answer your London's Mayor should be cunning in arithmetic. Alack ! therein

letter to the full However, you shall have another epistle on the forlorn is thy ignorance. Thou wouldst have to count hoh-nails at

snbiect to-morrow.* Westminster—^thou, who wilt count nothing, though sorely pressed, in
• _ t- Tr VI* at v*v ai at

subject to-morrow.* Westminster—^thou, who wilt count nothing, though sorely pressed, in

Yours always, Walbrook. Venerable are those hob-nails
;
yea, in them is the very

Dorothea Flint
Palladium of the city. Yet, once in thy hands, who shall make
thee render them ? When thou hast come down upon the nail as

churchwarden, it may then be seasonable to reckon nails as Mayor.
The merchants and traders of London were wont to have a golden

name for honour—for ynen of righteous dealings. Their books of
MEDITATIONS ON 'MR. BARRY’S NEW HOUSES OF trust were open as tbeir hearts. Their reputation, even among the

PARLIAMENT. heathen, was lustrous as a star. The word of an English merchant

Writim on toord iho Uly Steam-Boat.
predons than ingots. And can these men have chosen

Michael Gibbs Lord Mayor ? Say it not to Gog and Magog, or even
The wharf-bell tolls the knell of starting steam, they will blush redder through their paint.
The jostlmg crowd ponraqmckly o’er the piers Michael Gibbs, Lord Mayor I WalbrooVs stiff-necked and

The ladies «>rwa^ ru&h with timid scream, unrelenting churchwarden for one year the master of the City
And leave the stem to Punch and bottled beer.

, g^ole despot on London’s throne ! Grand depositary of th^

Now fades each public building from the sight, ^ ‘A.las, the twelvemonth over, who shall say that the

As on her course Ae Lily steamer holds, “loving cup ” may not be fast in the gripe of litigation—that Chan-
Till new St. Stephen's rears its moderate height, 1

eery, with its thousand hands, may not clutch the city spoons ?

Which many a tier of scaffolding infolds. Once on the civic throne, who shall make thee descend from it ?

i. /!-vja Mayest thou not grow there—^become, to the amazement and despairBmwth those beams
;
thow yet n^mshed towers,

of^ the Great Immoveable J With thy instinctive adhesiveneM to
At present echoing with the workmen's clang ; •,

^ j y
xma vt? auucoAvcAicoo

Upon their legs, perchance, for weary horns,
irtAacl/^it and for ever

ShaU Britain’s future Senators harangue. Mayor Tyrant ofall future years? SirThomas Greshasi,
who is at my elbow, wrings his hands, and groans a heavy groan

!

Full many a Whig of coldest heart serene. Dear Sir Thomas ! He hath heard of the New Exchange, even
Shall broach his philosophic nonsense there ; though we read nothing but the Morning Herald. I say, he hath

.
heard of it; and entreats, if Gibbs be Mayor indeed, that for his

Shall waste his humbug on the midnight air. desolate year, the grasshopper—type of cheerfulness—^be removed

Some future Dukcombe, there, with dauntless breast, Exchange, and to mark the sad, unprofitable twelvemonth.

The tyrant of hia diocese shall twit
;

—

^

locust be straightway substituted !

Some mute, good-humoured Brougham contented rest— indeed, be true that in punishment of the grievous sins of the

Some SiBTHORP, guiltless of his country’s wit. city, thou

—

Michael Gibbs—art really London's Mayor, what a

HT aav TT T. a pageant will there be on the coming ninth of November

!

M^rn not the Houses burnt some years ago
; For that day, at least, we shall visit thee ! I shall again walk in

eX aFLt a Oh !

P«>cesrionj_eveiy city ghort of ns carryii.g a banner, or some-

Eveu in onr ashes Uve their wonted fires.”
^ M^hael Gibbs, Lord Mayor ! Mb.

Cocker—a very respectable shade indeed, among ns—^promises him-
— self a great treat on that festival.

Gresham, and a thousand citizens who have made the name of

ERRATUM. English merchant glorious, will throng Fleet Street, Ludgate, and

Thb Poefs “special ” reporter at Blair Athol, writiiig of Lobd Gibs- Oheapsidfr-nay, wiU take i^ter with thee, mingling in the rolling

lton’s little boy, says that, « his eyes gUtter as with morning dew." This grayNovember—and one byone make faces at thyMayoralty,
is an error of the printer. For “morning dew," it shomd have been Richard 'Whittington, promise to be there. I and my oat

!

“ rnountain dew." The whole tenor of the article shows what was in the ^®®^ descend at Guildhall, that priceless, vermin-killing

MEDITATIONS ON 'MR. BARRY’S NEW HOUSES OP
PARLIAMENT.

Written on board the Lily Steam-Boat.

The wharf-bell tolls the knell of starting steam,
The jostling crowd pours quickly o’er the pier

;

The ladies forward ru»h with timid scream,
And leave the stem to Punch and bottled beer.

Now fades each public building from the sight.

As on her course the Lily steamer holds,

Till new St. Stephen's rears its moderate height, 1

Which many a tier of scaffolding infolds.

Beneath those beams
;
those yet unfinished towers.

At present echoing with the workmen's clang

;

Upon tlieir legs, perchance, for weary hours,

Shall Britain’s future Senators harangue.

Full many a Whig of coldest heart serene.
Shall broach his philosophic nonsense there

;

Full many a Tory, born abuse to screen,

ShaU waste his humbug on the midnight air.

Some future Duncombe, there, with dauntless breast,
The tyrant of hia diocese shall twit

;

Some mute, good-humoured Brougham contented rest

—

Some SiBTHORV, guiltless of his country’s wit.

Mourn not the Houses burnt some years ago

;

No vain regrets the iTiin’d pile requires.
Ev’n from its dust a voice exclaims “ Oh ! Oh

!

Even iu our ashes live their wonted fires."

ERRATUM.

writer's brain. animal, shall put its head within thy carriage window, and—^mew
at thee!

LITERARY INTELLIGENCE. GiBBS, Mayor !

Shortly will he published in the City,

—

A Scamper to Windsor and Then may every citizen beat his breast, and conning the legend of
Bach again '* ^ by Mr. Lambert Jones. It will be embellished with a the city arms, exclaim with deepest perturbation, Domine dirige
^^^d cut kindly given for the purpose, to Mb. Lambert Jones, by the nos—“ Chd hdp us ! ”

^

' * W^6 shaU thj« letter in our
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THE ELECTION OF LORD MAYOR.

ScENS I.—The outside of the Guildhall. A moh of eitissens rush on in

greaJt oonfuston..

1st Citizen. What’s to be done % How will the matter end ?

2nd Citizen. Would it were ended !

3rd Citizen, Marry, so say I.

Citizen. Which will they choose to fill the civic chair 1

2nd Citizen. Alack ! their task will be a heavy one.

3rd Citiz&n. I trow that Gafier Gibbs will never stand.

Citizen, hfay, rather say that Gibbs will not be stood

:

Though he should stand, there is no standing him.
2nd Citizen. Nor understanding him, my masters.

1jit Citizen. Ay

!

3rd Citizen, What say you, sirs, to Wood 1

15/ Citizen. Why, marry tWa

—

Tile citizens would, if they could, elect him ;

But Wood they never could.

2nd Citizen. You’re merry, neighbours.

15/ Citizen. ’Tis not a day for merriment, my master

:

No, tis a grievous day—a heavy day

—

A black—a sad.—right melancholy day—
I’d have such days out of the Calendar. ( Weeps.)
2nd Citizen. Nay, don’t take on—^You cannot help it, friend.

15/ Citizen. ’Tis that I cannot help it makes me sad.

[An immense mob rushes across the stage towards the Guildhall^

and the three Citizens exeunt, carried away by the stream.

Scene IT .—The Guildhall.

Common Coumnhnen discovered in theirgowns, the Sheriffs elect—Hunteb
and Sidney standing in the centre ; JEz-Sheriffs Moon and Mdsgrove
with pocket-handkerchiefs to their eyes weeping. Shouts are heard
without, and the Regoedeb enters^followed by the Common-Sergeant,
the Lobd Mayor (Magnay), Alderman T. Wood, Alderman Gibbs,

The Recorder. To-day a high and noble privilege

The assembled citizens must exercise.

Two persons who are duly q^ualified

To serve the Mayoral office you must name ;

One of those two the Court of Aldermen
Will choose for Mayor. (Aside.) ’Tis much like Hobson’s choice

—

I’faith there ’s not a pin to choose between them.
The CommowSergearU. The list of Aldermen I now will read.

Who stands the first I Alderman Thomas Wood.
Hold up your hands, you that would have him Mayor.

[Several hands are held up.
Next on the list is Master Michael Gibbs.
1 ask a show of hands for Michael Gibbs.
A Voice. My hand for Gibbs instinctively I raise,

Extending it with thumb upon my nose.

Common Sergeant. The names of Johnson, Carroll, Hoofer, Duke,
Parncomb and Musgrove, for the sake of form,
1 to the assembled Livery propose.

[Thb Common Sergeant whispers the Sheriffs, and then walks
down to thefront.

Common Sergeant. Our new-elected sherifT, Goodman Hunter,
And Master Thomas Sidney I ’ve consulted.

’Tis their opinion that the city's choice
On Thomas Wood and Michael Gibbs has fallen.

[The Aldermen and Lord Mayor exeunt.
The Recorder (aside to the Common Sergeant). This is a pretW buriness,

Mister Sergeant

;

I ’d lay a wager that it can’t be Wood.
Common Sergeant. And if their merits did decide the case,

I ’d lay a wager that ’tis neither of them.

Re-enter the Lord Mayor and Aldermen. The Lord Mayor whispers the
Recorder ; and they both stand apart.

Alderman Gibbs (aside, in one corner). 1 cannot bear this horrible
suspense.

Am I the Mayor elect, or am I not 1

@t. Stephen’s, Walbrook, presses on my soul

;

Accounts unaudited reel o’er my brain ;

The Civic Crown hangs o’er my fevered brow.
Will it be mine ! ha ! ha ! ha 1 ha ! ha ! ha ! (Laughs hysterically.)

Alderman Wood (aside). Another moment will decide my fate.

As Hamlet very properly observes,
“ To be or not to be—that is the question.”

The Recorder (coming forward). The election of the Court of Aider-
men has firilen

—

The Crowd. Speak ! on whom %

The Recorder. On Michael Gibbs.
[Immense confusion, in the course of which Alderman Gibbs

comes forward. He makes several very vehement motions
with his hands, lips, and eyes, for several minutes, and then
withdraws,

Alderman Wood (comingforward). The Livery my duty *fis to thank.
That show of hands,—it was a goodly show.
Those British fists have struck home to my heart.

Though twice defeated, 1 shall try again

;

And till next year, 1 bid ye 'all farewell.

[Two Deputies rushforward and make signs as if speaking, hut
are not heard.

[Gower advances to thefront in the disguise ofthe Common Crier.
Common Crier. Thanks to tlie sheriffs have been just proposed.

[Sheriffs Musgrove and Moon dart towards the centre, and
gesticulate violently. At length. Sheriff Musgrove pushes
Sheriff Moon into the back-ground.

Musgrove. 1 thank ye from the bottom of my heart.

[He falls into the rear, and Sheriff Moon advances amid much
tumult.

j

Sheriff Moan, We ’ve done our duty—

M

usgrove and myself.

A Voice. Gammon and spinach—Cock-a-doodle.do !

[Sheriff Moon makes a rapid retreat.

Mr. Wire. A vote of thanks to him that still is Mayor.
A Voice. Our thanks to Magnay, pooh ! Oh, Walker ! Walker !

The Town Crier. And for the mode in which he did support
The city’s dignity throughout the year.

A Voice. Who never not no dinners gave I—why Magnay.
The Lord Mayor (Magnay). Thanks for the honour

—

[he is interrupted

for several minutes by loud hissing.)—[Aside.] I shall cutmy stick.

[Magnay exit rapidly. Gibbs mins offal a private door in the back
of the flat. Moon hides himself under the platform. The
crowd continues hooting, and the curtain falls.

Punch’s Moral Beflections on the Blection of Lord Mayor.
ROM hence, the 28th of September, 1844,
ought to be marked downas a day of fasting
and humiliation in the Civic Calendar.
Gibbs has been elected Mayor—a result

that, like the funds of St. Stephen’s, Wai-
brook, there appears to be no accounting
for. An immense dab of blackink has been
spUt smack in the centre of the civic

scutcheon. There is a blot on the City
arms, which the most succulent of padS;
can never absorb. Time, alone, which
administers the salts of lemon of oblivion

to the stained canvas of history, may per-
haps mollify, but never can wholly expunge
the s^ot, which b as dark as if myriads of
office mkstands had poured their atrabilious

contents on the Cockney annals.

But this current of lamentation must he checked ; the mourner must
be sunk in the man ; and the plaintive philosopher must leave to the
penny-a-liner the office of detaili^ the facts of this deep humiliation for
the (kty of London.

THE GREAT PIAGUB OP LONDON.
'

The papers announce that the King of Prussia has just created a new
branch of administration, under the titie of the ^‘Ministry of Grievances,”
the object of which is to pay special attention to such complaints as the
citizens may make against public functionaries. If a siinilar institution

existed in England, Alderman Gibbs (the Lord Mayor elect) would
certainly be requested to accept the Civic Chiltem Hund^s.

Betting

FOR THE NEXT ST. STEPHEN’S MEETING, 1845.

6 to 1 agst. Peri’s Lot (taken)
10 „ 1 „ D* Israeli’s Sidonia
25 „ 1 „ Roeburic’s Bath Brick
30 „ 1 „ Ferrand’s Long Bow

80 to 1 agst. Brotkerton’s Midnight
100 „ 1 „ Peel’s Income Tax (3 year old)

200 „ 1 „ Graham’s Quackery
1000 „ 1 „ O’Connell’s Repeal (taken)

A MIRACLE.

Cabman, No. 976, begs to forward to Punch the sum of one shiUing

and eightpence, conscience money, being an overcharge of his legal fare

to an old gentleman whom be t^k home last Saturday night in a very
helpless state &om a Temperance Meeting.
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’TUE Season has hegnn ! Again do play-hill posters
give life to dead walls—again does the neighbour-

hood of Drury Lane begin to feel “ music’s pulse in all

its arteries”—again does the courteous Mr. Archer
sit invitingly at the Haytnarket Box-Office from ten
till four—and Madame Celeste, having taken "more
removed ground/’ for the first time opens the cleansed
and ventilated Adelphi. The theme, however, is too
serious to be lightly touched upon. Let us address
ourselves to it—^for Punch, hear it ye green-rooms

!

purposes to be critical this season—with respectful
gravity.

An entirely new portico, under the conscientious
direction of Mr. Bunk, has been given to Drury Lane.
We present the reader with a faithful representation
of the architectural novelty. Shakspere has been
removed. We have Alfred Bunn, vice William
Shakspere, promoted to Sadler’s Wells, This is only
as it should be. We have, however, one fault to find
with the Bunn statue—it is all white plaster- Now,
when we remember those ebon velvet breeches, we
would have had, at least, half of Bunn, like the Prince
in the fairy tale, of black marble. However, let us
not be fastidious. The dancing figures are very taste-

fully disposed, and touchingly insinuate what support
the manager expects from ballet.

In music, Mr. Bunn will be powerful as Ampbion
and like him, will, we trust, make houses by the magic
of cat-gut. Some of the singers engaged are of bril-

liant reputation. We have Dupre z, Anna Thillon,
Bomer, and the cordial and melodious Rainforth.
There are, however, two timid neophytes, of whom

music-masters speak highly, and for whom—^upon our
bended knee—we pray for a fostering indulgence. We
allude to a Mr. John Harley, advertised as Jmffo !

He is, we believe, not wholly new to the stage, and
has a voice of extraordinary compass, reaching we
know not to how many notes, a week. During the
recess, he has been wholly fed upon the eggs of night-
ingales and lark-pudding. Therefore, what he will do
as a hvffo, nobody can tell

!

The second vocalist—he has not yet been announced
as such—is Mn. John Cooper, who, one morning, in
the intervals of shaving, discovered tLit he had a very
promising baritone ! This latent faculty has been
most delicately cultivated, and promises to come up
very strong in the spring. That the new-found trea-
sure may not be injured, a Doctor of Music is in
constant attendance upon Mr. Cooper; not rper-.

mitting him to run the slightest risk of draught.'
Nay, he is even not allowed to sit upon any chair,
unless duly aired.

m

Mr. Bunn has, for what he purposes to do, an ex-
cellent company, and we heartily wish him all success.

Whilst the drama was bound hand and foot in the two
patent theatres, we fought lustily against the injus-

tice ; but now, that Shakspere may, without let or
hindrance, wander to Islington— nay, poor fellow!
whilst he is even permitted to be worried at the Vic-
toria—^we have only to commend Mr. Bunn or any
other manager who offers the town such entertainment
as the programme for the season promises. There-
fore, may good-luck rosin his. bow, and—strike up
fiddlers !

The Haymarket throws open its doors to comedy
and farce, and has a company to do them justice.

Vanbrugh, with his silver-lace newly cleaned, has
already made his how. At this time, especially, we
'welcome these revivals. Audiences, nay Haymarket
audiences, have had in their time so many pieces with-
out either characters or words, that it is well they
should now and then go to school to the old masters.
However, for a time let Thalia tear her hair, and chant
a dirge—for Nxsbett, she of the melodious laugh—^is

i

married

!

At the Adelphi we presume we are to have domestic
dramas, with spasms of pathos for families. Madame
Celeste’s energy will, we think, be better here than
at the Haymarket; sdthough we know it is said,

that-“
** the gods applaud

The depth, and not the tumult of the soul ! ”
j

Then, again, we have the voluminous humour of
Paul Bedford, and the rich—sometimes a little

overflowing—drollery of Mb. "Wright.

For the Princess’s, Mr. Maddox has secured a grove
of foreign singing-birds. James Wallace, too, is

engaged, and wiU therefore vindicate the claims of
drama.

At the Lyceum, they are still putting by ingots—at
the Strand, they flourish, too— the Surrey has its

crowds— and at the Victoria, Miss Vincent *the
acknowledged heroine of domestic drama,” writes
" very taunting letters” in the play-bills, in cham-
pionship of the injured Osbaldiston !

Novelties are, of course, in active preparation.
English dramatists have returned from Paris, and now
beset the doors of managers with their pieces from
the French. Happy the distinguished writer who gets
in precedence of his fellow-translator, for vaudeviUes,
like mackerel, will not keep ! Hence, are they often
sold at a corresponding price.
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A CARD.
Mr. Cringe, being desirous of falling in with the prevailing taste for

Direct Communlcatlony has made arrangements for catting through

the inconyenient Isthmus of Professional £tiq[uette, lyhicli divides the

client from his counsel ; and undertakes to do business without the inter*

rention of the Attorney, or Middle-man.
Cringe begs leave to call the attention of the Felonry, his Friends,

and Patrons, to the great advantage to be derived from personal inter-

views with the Barrister, which Cringe is quite willing to grant, even to

those in the humblest or lowest stage of delinquency-
^ I

Cringe may be consulted personally in any of the prison passages ; and

he will be happy to receive Acquitted Thieves—who are desirous of

paying the residue of the fee—in the Vestibule, near the Robing-room.

Cringe begs leave to call the attention of the Guilty to the^ important

fact, that only a small deposit is taken on delivery of the brief, the re-

mainder being contingent on a verdict of Honourable Acquittal.^

The friends of Culprits liberally treated with, and an allowance made
to the parents in cases of Juvenile Delinquency. Professed Thieves

defended by the month or sessions, and briefs always ready to meet
every contingency.

BRITISH ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT
OF SCIENCE.

{From cwr won Reporter.)

T
his Association having met at York,
Science is, of course, being advanced
in that favoured city, and such is the
determination of some of the more
active members to keep science on the
move, that they have resolved on push-
ing it to the very last extremities.

Science has tsdien a very considerable

round in the hands of this very able

body, and we should not be astonished
to hear of its eventually going to Jericho.
What will become of the British, &c.
for the advancement, &c., it is not our
business to inquire. What the British,

&c. &c. &c. &c. is actually about at the
present moment, is the point to which we shall confine ourselves. The
Committee having met, Colonel Sabins'—no relation, we believe, to

the historical Sabines—came forward to read the report in his character

of General Seci'etary. It is worth while to observe that the Association

for the Advancement of Science has advanced the Secretaiy, by making
a Colonel into a General—for General Secretary is the title which the

Colonel goes by in his connection with the Brit. Ass. as the sapient body
occasionally calls itself.

Colonel-General-Secretary Sabine, having cleared his throat, and sent

for his spectacles from the President of the Optical Section, who had
borrowed them in order to try some experiments in reading hooks,

Colonel-General-Secretary Sabine, having, in a style worthy of the Archi-
tectural Section, placed his glasses on the bridge of his nose, began to read
the report, of which the foUowiug is a summary :

—

" Your Committee have great pleasure in stating that they [have] tried

an experiment with a captive balloon ”

Here the Secretary was interrupted by a new member inquiring what
was meant by a captive balloon. Was it a balloon that had caught on
the railings of a house, as Mr. Hampton’s generally did ^ or was it a
balloon seized and become captive on account of the damage done by its

descent, which happened occasionally to Mrs. Graham and other intrepid

aeronauts.

Colonel Sabine having paused for some time, and having looked out
the words ‘‘captive” and "balloon” in JohmorCs Dictionary

^

replied,

tliat he could not answer the question. He would, however, refer it to the
Lexicographical Section, if the honourable members desired it.

The report was then proceeded with.

"Your Committee having had some maps, have drawn some lines,

showing some good spots for some canals, some Artesian wells, and some
other advantages.”
The new member inquired whether the lines did not disfigure the maps.
Colonel Sabine. Rather.
JN^ew Member. Then cui hono 9
The President here interfered. " If,” said he with much warmth,

" the Association is to have the cui hono test applied to its proceedings

—

if we are to be asked what is the good of this or that, we may as well
dissolve the body.”— cheering^

Colonel Sabine then proceeded " Your Committee have sent out
Professor Forbes with a dredging machine.”
New Member. A what!
Colonel Sabine [continuing). "A dredging machinft for the purpose of

dredging the .^gean Sea.”

New Member. Oh ! that too rich—ha, ha, ha

!

The President. The honourable member is right. It was the richness

of the .^gean Sea that induced this Association to dredge it. Go on, Mr.
Secretary ; what does the report say as to the result of the dredging !

Colonel Sabine [reading). "Your Committee feel much ecstasy in stating

that Professor Forbes has dredged ___
up several buckets of mixed stuff,

which have been laid before the Analytic
Section, and found to contain 150 species
of animals, all new to Science.

New Member. 150 animals 1 Let ’s

The President [interfering).We should
be glad to afford every information, but
these inteiTuptions are improper. jHHHw
New Member. Well. Let’s have a

few of the names of the 150 animals all mlBim
The President. Well—I don’t know ! n

Suppose we say, the Cockleius Scollopoa- M
cuius, or Cockle good for scolloping— jMBwWl a K vMBvil m
That’s one! I can’t think of anymore W
just now. Pray go on with the report, Em VI

Colonel Sabine [winking at the Pre-
II

sident). "Your Committee wished the nwr B
Government to publish Ihe result of this

dredging ; and Sir Robert Feel agreed ylBSl,
to print 500 copies, if there were any
means of getting rid of them. One
hundred were at once carried away by a cecBeRAxec professor.
New Member. What became of the remainder \

The President. That ’s an unfair question. I don’t know.
A Clerk. The cheesemonger
Colonel Sabine and the President [very vehemently to the Clerk).

Silence, sir, silence ! You are stepping far beyond your duty, sir. Hold
your tongue, sir !

Colonel Sabine [continuing to read). "Your Committee have received

1,0001. from the Treasury for the publication of Lalande’s Catalogue of

the Stars.”

New Member. What a rum catalogue. Lot one, Mr. Macready, I

suppose. Eh!
Colonel Sabine [stuffing his pooket-handkeroMef into his mouth, and

coughing.) Shall I go on with the report, or not

!

The President. Pray go on.

Colonel Sabine [continuing). " Your Committee finding they could do no
good with the coUections illustrative of railway sections, have given them
all away.”
New Member. All

!

Colonel Sabine. Every one. They were of no use to us.

New Member. What did they cost ?

The President. That question must be referred to the mathematical

section.

New Member. Yes ! But which is the paying section ! [Loud cries of
" Indecent ! ” amidst which the New Member sat down.)

Colonel Sabine. " Your Committee beg to say in conclusion, they have
got several invitations for next year, and amongst others Cambridge
was anxious for the honour of taking them in—and doing for them !”

The report having been read, a warm discussion took place on a Daddy
Longlegs, the point of dispute being whether the Daddy ^ould be referred

to the zoological section, or whetlier an ethnological sub-section should be

formed for the purpose of placing the Longlegs in the hands of a separate

committee. It was ultimately agreed to look uponthe Daddy Longlegs as

a subject for the zoological section at present. The meeting then broke up.

Friday.—The business to-day was quite of an abstract nature. In

Section A, Professor Long read a paper on infinite series, &c., or series

without end ;
in illustration of which be read some observations, which

seemed as if they never would end, and even when concluded, no end
was come to.

Section B. Mr. West read a paper on mineral waters, founded on
experiments with a bottle of soda water.

Mr. Hunt read a paper on the influence of light on plants, which he

proved to he deleterious. He had held a buttercup over a lighted candle,

and, though the buttercup was not melted, the flower was considerably

damaged.
Dr. Babineur read a paper on the mode of detecting the adulterations

in tobacco. He had smoked several penny Gubas, and detected adultera-

tion in every one of them.

Professor Forbes and M». Heliston jointly read a paper on the

tertiary formations of the Isle of Wight. As they both read at once, it

was to us the most interesting paper we had heard at the meeting.

Section jE.—Medical Science.—Dr. Heming described a peculiar

disease of the tongue, attended with great constitutional disturbance. It

was found a good deal among Radical members of Parliament and Chartist

demagogues. The tongue was generally very bad in these cases, but the

constitutional disturbance generally insignificaiit.
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7HS CIVIC CEAIS.
HE Civic Chair really threatens to be the source

of almost as much fuss as used to be
made in the time of our E.ichabx> the
Thirds and our Johns about the throne

of England. What with the rightful

heirs and the wrongful heirs—^what with

Wood, the claimant by succession

—

what with Gibbs^ the pretender—and
Magnay^ the usurper—there is no know-
ing what will eventually become of the

Cockney Sovereignty. The only thing

that we can suggest is, to put the civic

chair—^as is sometimes done with the

Great Seal—into commission. Punch
would be happy to act as one of the

commissioners, and he is quite sure that

the mayoral dignity would lose nothing

in his keeping. When the heir to the throne is in his minority, it is usual

to appoint a regent ; and, surely, the same course ought to be followed

with] respect to the sovereignty of the city, when the aldermen next in

succession have not arrived at years of discretion.

[We had written thus far, when we received the astounding intelligence

that Gtbbs was elected Mayor ! As the Mansion House requires a
twelvemonth’s cleansing, the civic authorities now will know what to do

with the City Compter,']

AMENDE HONORABLE.
The Chaplain of H.M.S. Warspite, having been reprimanded by the

Admiralty for his indiscretion in criticising the Prince de Joinville's

tactics at Tangier, avails himself of the indulgence of Punch to publish

the following apology to His Royal Highness :

—

The Chaplain of H.M.S. Warspite presents his compliments to His
Royal Highness the Prince db Joinville, and begs hereby to apologise

to His Royal Highness for having, in a letter to the Times, described His
Royal Highness’s seamanship, as displayed at Tangier, as lubberly.

The fact is, that the Chaplain was only joking, which, he feels, was not

perhaps quite correct, the gravity of his profession considered. When
he insinuated that the Prince was a lubber, what he meant was just the

reverse ; as a man does when he calls his friend a. rogue or a dog. By
lubber” he meant heart of oak, tight sailor, smart officer, naval hero.

However, he feels tliat his joke must have been a poor one, since he is

obliged to explain it ; for the Prince de Joinvillb, no doubt, understands

a joke as well as he does his own profession. Indeed, the Prince’s idea

of a steam-invasion of England was a capital joke.

The chaplain of the Warspite takes this opportunity of assuring the

Pbincb de JoiNViLLE that he entertains the highest respect for the

French character, which he greatly admires on account of the absence of

pride, vanity, petulance, and childishness, which it displays. And so far

from intending any insult to the tricolore, he has no hesitation in saying

that he considers it equal in every respect to

** The flag that braved a thoaaand years,

The battle and the breeze.**

In conclusion, he will only observe, with regard to the Prince personally,

that he looks upon him as a regular out-and-out thorough-going Jaclc tar

;

and has no doubt that he fries watches, lights his pipe with bank-notes,

chews pig-tail, hitches up his trousers, cries “ Avast ! ” (in French), does

the cut and double shuffle, and sustains the part, in every other respect,

quite as well as Mr. T* P. Cooee."

THE REPEAL CHESTNUT.
j

What a modest man is Mr. Daniel O’Connell ! In the matter of

'

Repeal he has no wish to lead—not he. Oh no ; he will be too proud to

follow in -the ranks—his heart will heat with raptures not to he expressed,
to make merely one of the millLons, led to glory by Mr. Grey Porter !

Hear him—^liear him !

** I say that the man is not honest who does not wish to seo Grey Porter at the head
of this national struggle ( Cheers), At for mytelf, 1 do not loant to be a leader. 1 am
willing to work in the team, and I will cheenuUy resign to Grey Porter the reins and
guidance of the whole {Ltmd Cheers),**

One moment, good Mr. Grey Porter, one moment only, whilst we
tell you an old, old story. Once upon a tiboie there were some chestnuts
—c^l them Repeal chestnuts if you —roasting on the hearth. An
old monkey, grown wrinkled in his tricks, watched the smoking nuts, and
longed, and longed to get one ofthem. Butthen the monkey was a cunning
old creature, and cared not to risk the burning of his fingers. A cat,

just out of kittenhood, lay upon the hearth, purring and unsuspicious.
Whereupon the monkey seized hold of the cat’s paw, and boldlythrusting

i' it into, the fire, sought thereby to take out a chestnut.
Mr. Grey Porter, that monkey’s name was Dan !

“SPORTING” AT BLAIR ATHOL.

The Herald?

s

“own correspondent” sends the following story

which, for sundry reasons, we cannot readily believe :

—

'‘On Wednesday afternoon His Boyal Highness had a wild stag brought into the

Home Park, immediately behind the castle, and shot it for the amusement ^the Queen^

who was looking out of one of the back windows. The stag had on two previous nights

disturbed the inmates of the castle by its cries.**

We cannot believe that our gentle, tender-hearted Queen, could

receive amusement from such a mere piece of butcher’s-work. No :

in our mind Her Majesty is associated with that lovely picture of

womanly tenderness, bequeathed to us by magnificent old Chaucer :

“ She was so charitable and pitous

She wolde wepe if that she saw a mous
Caught in a trap, if it were ded or bledde.

Of smale houndes hadde she, that she fedde

With posted fiesh, and milk, and wastel brede.

But sore wept she if on of hem were dede.

Or if men smote it with a yerde smert

:

And all was conscience and tendre herte I ”

The correspondent goes on to write, “ That it was intended*that

the affair should be something of a coup de th^dtre^* but Lord Glen-
LYON and some of the party were out of the way. Otherwise, when
the stag fell beneath Albert’s bullet, they would doubtless have
struck up

—

2'his day a stag must die! ” We say it—^we suspect the

truth of the story that the animal was thus ignominiously shot for

the amusement of Her Majesty. Certain we are that Prince
Albert does not grudge Mr. Giblett, of Bond Street, his

honours ; sure we are that His Royal Highness has no wish to add
to his other titles that of—“ Batcher to the Queen !”

BVSNING THEATRICAL COSTUME.
Mr. John Cooper has advertised “that no one can, on any account,

be admitted in future either to the dress circle or the stalls of Drury
Lane, unless in evening costume.” Mr. Cooper has likewise, in the

kindest manner, presented to us his notion of

evening druay-lane costume,

revised and approved by Mr. Planch^. It consists of an “elegant
whity-brown hat, dark brown orblack velveteen coat,red waistcoat, varie-

gated with blue flowers, breecdies a la gentleman pensioner, met hi^ way
up the leg by hoots thickly studded with nails, white stockings, and a
bright yellow neckcloth

; a small sunflower greatly relieves the sombrehue
of the coat. The stick should be blackthorn, profusely covered with
knobs.”

CIVIC HOSPITALITY.

The Lord Mayor has positively invited the King op the French—

a

foreigner, be it remembered—to dine with him. This is too bad. Ought
not hospitality, like charity, to begin at home 1

A JOKELET FOR LITTLE JOKERS.

“I tell you, my child, there is noW ip the French language.”—
“Yes. there is.”

“ There is not, I tell you,”— Yes, there is ; in Oui / ”
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HOYAL SPORT.

li will'be In tlie recollection of onr readers that a handsome rod'(which
turns out to be really a fishing-rod after all), was a little while ago
presented to the Prince of Wales. His Royal Highness has lately had
some capital sport with this rod, having succeeded in capturing several of
his Mamma’s gold fish, one of which was as big as a dace and weighed
six ounces. It was very nearly pulling the Prince in.

PETER THE GREAT.
OIR PETER LAURIE is a ^eat man—a very greatman I He had
^ already shown a hundred civic proofs of his greatness, when, only
a few days since, he exhibited proof a hundred and one. Fioat eauptri-

mentum in 'oUi corpore ! Therefore, what a fine thing it is that there
should be desperate, life-weary wretches to prove the moral value of
an Alderman. A cat, a rat, a mouse may, by its agonies, beautifully

illustrate the philosophy of an air-pump. A miserable, wo-begone
Magdalen may in like manner bring out the wisdom, and, what is

more, the fine humanity of a Laubie. Let the reader be delighted

with the proof.

A forlorn young woman, named Elizabeth Mobbis, a poor
seduced creature, is charged before the Knight with having taken
poison; whereupon his philosophy is immediately exhibited—^the

human air-pump is instantly set at work.
** Sib Pstsb Laubie said he should send her to the Old Bailey for attempted suicide.

It was a fit case for trialj and Jut had no doubt shoiotmld be transported. He had put
AK END TO PebSOKS ATTEMPTING TO DBOWN THEMSELVES J HE WOULD NOW TBT
THE SAME CUBE FOB ATTEMPTED POISONING. He had DO doubt that those who took
poison did not do so for the purpose of self-destruction, but for the purpose of exciting

sympathy; and such morbid charity was more calculated to do uaLjury than any-
thing else.’*

Wise man—^good man—great man ! He has " put an end ’’ to one
mode of suicide—he will, by the potency of his many-featured genius,

guard every avenue to death. He will stand sentinel on the banks
of Styx, and, by virtue of his power as an Alderman, forbid Charon
to take any shivering ghost into his boat that has not lawfully quitted
the fiesh. He will, in a word, make death respectable, by placing it

out of the reach of the poor and desperate, until it shall be properly
awarded by disease or famine. Sapient magistrate—great northern
wizard of the hnman heart

!

Laurie will put an end to suicide ! We have heard something of
the ecstasy of soul that possessed Newton, when the law of gravi-

tation burst in a flood of glory on his brain ; something, too, have
we heard of the moral transport of a Jenneb, when his mind
grasped the antidote to fell disease. From this we can have some
faint, very faint, idea of the sublimated state of a Laubie, when, on
the tiptoe of his intellect, he grasped the golden secret that, even
among Aldermen, will immortalize him. We see him, anucfis auriiua,

and hear his existing soul braying like a trumpet, or some other
thing

!

But wherefore, Laubie, with the impatience of genius, begin at

the wrong end ? It is good to put down suicide—yea, very good.
Die when you will, you have earned an epitaph bright and enduring
as the stars.

^ntr put Xroton SutcthE

!

What a climax'to a tombstone laudation ! Thus, the public life

of Laubie will practically realise the Portuguese perfection of a
sonnet—opening with a key of silver, and closing with one of gold !

Grreat Laubie !

But wherefore,* again we ask—Oh, Laurie !—^wherefore begin at
the wrong end ? Why not, great moral physician, first try to put
down the heart-ache ?

‘ Why not, from the high seat which, for some
yet inscrutable good, fortune has awarded you,—^why not, as you are
so potent over the human machine, with all its passions, its moral
aches and miseries, its weariness, its utter recklessness of all, yea,
even of Laubie—^why not cleanse the soul of ^Hhat perilous stuff”
that sinks it to the grave 1

Have you ever tried, Laubie ? Where is it written that from your
judgment-place yon have ever bestowed one word of sympathising
humanity ? Where shall we find one expression that, for a moment,
linked your ineffable nature to the shivering misery at the bar—that
made you, in your Aldermanic dignity, take for one instant common
ground with forlorn wretchedness—with sorrow, stung by scorpion
wrong into despair % Where shall we read of this 1 That it is

written, yea, in a thousand leaves, we doubt not. We only ask

—

where ? Are the records yet extant ; or, like the wisdom of the
Sybil, is the wise humanity of a Laubie scattered to the winds I

^ttXr liah m Xrouht h^crulXr tlDran^partsXr.

Who shall say that the hard duty of an Alderman has not still its

rewarding consolation ? Yes ; it is something after a weary day’s

labour at Guildhall to know, or at least to hope for the transportation

of one broken heart. Sib James Graham had his luxury in the
expatriation of a Mart Furley. Wherefore, then, should not
Laubie grease his moral chin with a like savoury morsel ? When the
master has dined off the haunch, it is Wd if the lackey be denied
his little bit of marrowy fat.

And then, how passing pleasant to the spirit I when the day is

done, and the Alderman is making up his soul for the night—when
with serious looks and composed thoughts lie has prayed for daily

bread,—passiog sweet must it be, as a Laubie sinks into his

eider, to know that the fruit of his past day’s wisdom may be the
transportation of some forlorn woman, driven to error by the want of
that bread whose very superfiux makes the race of Laubie s aider-

men. Surely these are thoughts that in the solemn night must sing

the brain and heart to rest, even as the songs of angels !

Had a common biped, one of the unrecognised million, uttered the
words—wise as they are—of Laubie, we should have passed them
as unheeded breath. But it is the dress of authority that makes
Laubie remarkable ; that attracts the eyes and ears of the world. We
can, in some way, parallel his position by a very recent example.

[
^

On the evening of the day that Laubie let fall his last pearl, Mb.
Babby, the clown at Asx ley’s, embarked in a wash-tub on the

Thames, and was carried on his voyage from Yanxhall to Westmin-
ster by means of a pair of yoked geese. "Mr. Babby ” say the
accouhts, "appeared in his Clovm^s dress.” Mb. Babby knows
hnman nature. Had he been simply habited, the attraction would
have been infinitely less. He would certainly have been associated

with the geese—perhaps, in the minds of the spectators confounded
with them—but he stood out to the eyes of men in his Zany’s suit.

Now, what the whitened and vermilioned face—the many-coloured
dress—^is to the Clown, so is authority, as employed by him, to Sir
Peter Laubie. The Clown’s suit and the civic gown are to the eye

of moral philosophy one and the same thing. There is no distinction,

none, between the mountebank’s flaring livery and the Aldermanic
violet and miniver. We might also parallel the geese. The Clown
owed his onward progress and the safety of his seat to the birds. Well,

there may be Aldermen who also owe their progress and their seats

to creatures of kindred sagacity. Yet, is there one difference

between the Clown and the City Magistrate. Mr. Merryman, in the

exuberance of his antics, may draw tears of laughter ; now the tears

excited by the Clown of the bench too often flow from a for different

source.

We have dwelt thus at length upon the peculiar merits of Sib
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Peter Laurie, because we feel that we have sometimes neglected
|

him when in sooth he deserved especial notice. Thus our present

little essay is as much the oifering of remorse as of admiration. We
can imagine a man in such a plethora of prosperity that all appeals

to his sensibility are vain. A man beyond the reach of moral^medi-

cine. But such a man is not Sir Peter Laurie. We can, indeed,

imagine a man so prosperous, with so much, of the world’s fat about

his heart, that the poor, stided organ scarcely heats or feels : that

like a toad in marble, it livei^ indeed, but stirs not. This man has

walked through life upon lamb’s-wool. He has ever been fortunate.

Worldly Luck kissed him in his cradle, dandled him, put him upon

his feet, and said, "My child, be rich !
” And the world to him has

been, as the children say, all “ Tom Tittler’s ground,” where be has

picked up nothing but gold and silver. And wherefore this luck I

Oh, it has been to him the equitable payment of
_

his prudence, his

wisdom, his surpassing respectability. It is his rightful wages, and

he has nothing but his hard own. He has never felt the pangs of

want—^he has never known his brain, after long sickness of hope

deferred, fire into despair. Desperation, begot of the world’s misery,

is to him high treason against his sovereign Lord Plutus—a flying

in the face of the Bank—a sort of blasphemy against those worldly

divinities—£ s. dA
And so this man tnrns up his varnished cheek at human despair,

and with triumphant looks of cunning and incredulity peers at

misery, as some self-imagiued wit looks at the tricks of a conjuror,

i pitying the fools who are gulled by him, and, full of his own wisdom,

declaring that he is not at aU deceived ; not lie. He has watched the

wliole legerdemain, and can tell how every trick is done. Fools may
admire, but lie is not to be juggled.

To return, however, to Sir Peter Laurie. His conquest of

suicide by water and poison is, perhaps, among the greatest triumphs

of the human mind. It will make him a noted man while on the

earth, and will embalm his memory when departed from it. May
that day, however,\,be long distant ! But when it comes, as come it

must, let a grateful generation pay all honour to departed wisdom.

Then, Laurie—

" O’er thy head may green sage and sweet marjoram wave,

And fat—^fat be the gander that feeds on thy grave I
”

RemarlKable ResemUance l>etween tbe Two Greatest Cbaracters of tbe Present Day*

THE SERVICEABLE PENSIONERS.
We perceive that there is a determination on the part of Government

to galvanise the Chelsea Pensioners, with a view to active service.

Service, it is true, may be exacted from these veterans, but activity is

wholly out of the question. Their occupations for the last few years
have been any thing but military ; in fact, they have been so exceedingly
civil, that holding horses at Kensington Gardens, and touching their hats

to every one who goes in, has been their chief employment.
A return of their various pursuits would be a very amusing, not to

say, a particularly interesting paper. For instance, many of the brave
fellows would have been found, reposing from tbe fatigues of war in the
tranquil art of window cleaning, while others have taken off the laurel of
victory to replace it with the powder of footmanship.
Some who helped to beat tike Frendht on the field of Waterloo, have

taken to the congenial occupation of beating carpets in the fields at

Battersea. Altogether the occupations of tbe penmoners since the
war have savoured strongly of peace, and the polite arts of waiting at

table, or delivering messages, have superseded tiie warlike employments
they had been previously accustomed to.

THE REPORTERS AT BLAIR ATHOL.

The movements of the gentlemen of the press who have been sent

down from London by tbe Afferent journals to dodge her Majesty, have

necessarily been very eccentric, and we therefore beg leave to publish

some account of them in the shape of a

Newspaper Court Circular.

The Times reporter left his room before five, in order to have the very

earliest peep through the park palings, at the morning promenade of her

Majesty.
The Morning Chroniole correspondent gave an audience to the intoxi-

cated Highlander who had created a disturbance at Blair Athol. The cor-

respondent instantly sent off an express, containing exclusive j^articulars.

The Morning Post reporter sat for some time concealed in a bed of

stinging nettles, expecting the Queen would have passed that way. Her
Majesty did not leave the Castle.

The correspondent of the Morning Herald was honoured with an

exclusive squint through a fissure in the panelling of the room at the

Inn where Her Majesty was tasting^ some brose. Papers were instantly

forwarded to town with the interesting intelligence.

GRATTAN THE SLEEPLESS.

A FEW nights since, Mr. H. Grattan took up bis quarters at Gresham’s
Hotel. A little before midnight the hon. gentleman snored so violently

that, for the peace of the house, it was necessary to wake him, al^ongh
it took three chambermaids, two waiters and the boots to pexform the
operation. This is too bad, when the orator had solemnly promised
that ^ until repeal was granted, he would never know a coi^ortable
tie^ I

”

I

A DELICATE PRESENT.

Prince Joinville, on the conclusion of the Morocco treaty, presented

to the Moorish general a very elegant pair of pistols, as a souvenir !

This is very like soundly Ihrashing a man, and then giving him the stick.

FriAted bf whilau BradbwT-, ofNo. ®, Tork Place. Stoke Newin^rton. end Fredexl^ Maliett Evane.

of No. 7» Chnrch Row, Stoke Newioffton, both ia the County ot Middleeex. Printere, at their

Office in Lombard Street, in the Preouice of Whltefriarir ia the City of Londra, Md publlehed by
Joeeph Smith, PubUeher, of No. 68, St. Jolm'i Wood Terrace. St. John's Wood RntA, Regent’s Park,
in the county of Middlesex, at the Office. No. 194. Straadj in the Parish of St. Clement Danes, in
the County uMlddieaex.~SA.TuanAa, Ootohbr 6. 1844.
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OPENING OF THE NEW EXCHANGE.
TTNCH is happy to record that Mr. Lamrert

Jones (the great lion of the city) has been
for this week past characteristically active;

that is, he has been labouring heart and soul

for the dignity of the city— such dignity

being intimately associated with the impor-
tance of Mr. Lambert Jones. After all,

the world would be a very dull world with-

out the family of the Joneses
;
and we

notice their doings with admiration mingled
with gratitude.

It is well known that the Queen has
accepted Mr. Jones’s invitation to the
city to witness the opening of the Koyal
Exchange. Great preparations are being
made to amuse Her Majesty

; to which end,

engagements have been made with many
celebrated individuals, all of ^them specially

selected by Mr. Lambert Jones. We
cannot flatter ourselves that our programme of the intended doings
is complete ; but we pledge ourselves to its correctness as far as it

goes.
j

In the first place, Mr. Lambert Jones has engaged himself to I

give a faithful description of the statues perched about the Exchange
—their origin and puipose

;
this lecture is looked for with the great-

1

est anxiety.

Sir Peter Laurie will, in three jokes—^being the positive, the
|

comparative, and the superlative of bad—^next illustrate what the City
Chamberlain meant, when he alluded to “ Sir Peter’s peculiar style

of hadiTiagey—Sir Peter will further illustrate this by a new song,
written by Mr. Robert Montgomery, to be called “The Ass that

danced among the Chickens.”
The present Lord Mayor will next read through the whole of

Mrs, RundeWs Cookery^ carefully marking the dishes which have not

graced his table during the present year
;
with the number of guests

mt invited to partake of them.
Mr. Alderman Gibbs will recite a poem on the benevolent pur-

pose of the Margate Sea-Bathing Infirmary. He wiU do this in cha- I

racter, being dressed as Sinbad’s Old Man of the Sea ; a part in which
he has already obtained great notoriety in Walbrook. After the
recitation, it is expected that he wiU go round with a hat for contri-

butions, which he will give a proper account of—^when he likes.

Mr. George Jones will read his forthcoming volume of“America”
—the volume which, according to the testimony of Mr. G. R. P.
James, it has so “provoked the Duke or Wellington to wait for”—^and will prove that the Phoenicians first came to London for “tin”
to Sir Thomas Gresham. Mr. Jones will next attempt to prove
the difference between “bulls and bears;” taking a Royal Exchange
bull and the bull of Sir Robert Peel—an Exchange hear and one
of Mr. Tyler’s bears of the Surrey Gardens.
A celebrated member of the Antiquarian Society will deliver a

short lecture on cats ; illustrating his subject by several kittens, all

descended in a right line from the cat of Richard Whittington,
and so possessing peculiar claims on the attention of the city.

A member of the Archseological Society will exhibit the first

vibration—duly attested—of Bow Bell.

Mr. Moon (ex-Sheriff) wiU sing “ The light of other days is faded,*
and “ The Moon has gone dovm** He will, after this—and all for the
encouragement of British art—sit half-an-honr for his own portrait

;

whilst Dr. Croly will make a poetic speech on the virtues and
commercial liberality of the ex-Sheriff.

And, as a crowning glory, Sir Peter Laurie will receive a gilt

gingerbread medal, presented to him by the whole of the Humane
Society, for his unparalleled efforts in putting down suicide by water.
The Apothecaries’ Company will next present him with a bottle of
real British brandy, for his good intentions in the matter of suicide
by poison.

These are a few of the events intended to grace the opening of the
Royal Exchange—but only a few. However, should we hear of
others we wiU duly advertise them.

Public ExUbltion.
The (very) extraordinary collection of figures in the Collection of

Alderman Gibbs are now on view. Tickets may be obtained by those
persons who can procure them, on application at Walbrook.

HER MAJESTY’S RETHRK
We are sorry that this happy occasion has been sullied by one

remarkable instance of the weakness of human nature. It has been
beautifully said by somebody—ourselves, we rather think—that
“ beadles are but men ;

” and the same afflicting truth must, hence-
forth, be told of the Dundee constables. These wretched specimens
of mortal frailty, instead of keeping off the crowd from the Queen
and Prince Albert at Dundee, actually swelled the mob at Her
Majesty’s heels by their own indomitable curiosity. We know it is

difflcult, at all times, to smother the man in the constable ; but it

is necessary that the old Adam should be temporarily suppressed
in the breasts of those who are appointed to keep off the crush of the
crowd from royalty. The Queen was, however, literally run down
at Dundee by the very myrmidons whose duty it was to have kept
the space around her perfectly clear

; and Prince Albert was
compelled to turn round to request the constabulary to keep a
respectful distance, as they were treading down at heel the very
shoes of royalty.

It will have been observed that Prince Albert came back in

the white hat with the black crape-band, notwithstanding the fact

of the chapeau having been smashed a week or two ago by Punch’s
baton. Why he will persist in wearing such an unsightly head-gear
it is far beyond our philosophy to discover.

Among other incidents of the return must be noticed, the handing
out of the Princess Royal from the barge, by Rennicx, one of the
royal footmen. Rennick is henceforward an historical personage,
and his name will find a place in the appendix of all future editions

of the Histories of England. Among the questions adapted for

schools, we shall no doubt have, after

When did Victoria ascend the throne 9

When was the Princess Royed taJceii out ofiJie large hy Rennick ?

There is no doubt that Rennick is now A 1., among the Buck-
ingham Palace fiunkies.

We ought not to omit to notice the gallant and seamanlike exploit

of Lord Adolphus Fitzclarence, who superintended the lauding

of a great portion of the packages belonging to Hej: Majesty. His
Lordship exhibited considerable tact, and directed the movements of
the crane with much skill and energy. He personally presided for a
few minutes at the wheel, and it is whispered that the rank of first

Lord of the Luggage will be bestowed upon him in the brevet that is

expected to take place in honour of the King of the French’s visit.

Association for Abiianteimnt of Science.

We regret to find that the British Association wound up the meeting of
the present year with a row among the members themselves, and an
expression of ill-humour at their having been the subject of ridicule.

The last discusinon which took place ought to have been referred to tlie

Meteorological Section, for it was exceedingly stormy, and the speakers
kept bouncing backwards and forwards, iu and out at the door, to have the

last word in reply to something or other that was dropping from somebody
who had not yet taken up his hat for the purpose of leaving the meeting.

Several members of the various sections were at high words in the lobby

;

and the ejaculations “mismanagement!” “humbug!” were once or
twice distinctly audible.

A Paper on tbe “Dog ** had been previously read by Da- Hodgkin, in

which the worthy Doctor imitated the barkings of all the different kinds
of dogs, and made some very learned observations on the African jackal.

He also went into tbe early history of the ordinary growl, and illustrated

the snarl by a series of musical efforts which were not very successful.

In his assumption of tbe various looks of the different dogs, the hon.

member was much happier. He went through the whole of the nine

countenances given as illustrations to his paper in the Illustrated London.

News ; but he was particularly felicitous as the old English hound, for

which the natural mildness of his countenance admirably adapted him.

By putting on a wig he “ made up ” exceedingly well for the Iceland

Dog, and by tbe aid of a pair of shaggy eyebrows, he contrived to give

the company a fair notion of the Wo& Dog, but he completely failed in

his portraiture of the Scotch Terrier. On the whole this was one of the

most successful papers that were read at the meeting.

We now take leave of the British Association, whose efforts at advanc-

ing science have ended in their bringing science to exactly where it was
thnrteeu years ago—^they met at York in 1831, and were at York in 1844.

So that they have just come rouud to the point they started from.
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THE COMIC BLACKSTONE.

CHAPTER THE TWELFTH-OP TITLE BY PURCHASE;
AND FIRST, BY ESCHEAT.

FUBCHASE in its vulgar sense is giving

money for a thing and getting it

;

hut as the law contemplates the possi-

bility of giving money for what one
never gets, as well as getting what one
never pays for, the word purchase in

its legal significatioii is very large, for

the law calls every man a purchaser
who has got hold of property almost

anyhow. The word purchase is de-

rived from perquisition and there are
five methods of purchasing, the first

being Escheat, to which, probably on
account of its final syllable (cheat),

the law gives the preference. Escheat
is a sort of intuiTuption to the course

of descent by which the original lord gets his estate back into his own
hands, by au escheat or cheat—the former being merely the long and
the latter the short of it. The law of Escheat is founded on the suppo-

sition that the blood of the last tenant is extinct and gone, so that as

Coke says, y® tenant failing in bloodde y* lorddo walketli in and bones

y® proportie.” There are three modes by which Escheats may arise,

1st. Where the tenant dies without relations, not even a brother or an
uncle, then “ y® lordde,*' says Coke, “ doth supplie relations by coining in

and cozening y® tenant out of his possessions.’’ A monster cannot take

by the law of the land, tliough giants—who are monsters—have taken
prodigiously at Greenwich Fair, and it does not seem that their caravans
became escheated.

Illegitimate children are incapable of being heirs, the law calling them
nulliuft filii (the children of nobody) which is in fact having a game of
None-of-my-child at the expense of the very ill-used individuals

alluded to.

Aliens cannot be heirs ; so that if Lord Lyndhubst’s doctrine were the
right one, no Irishman could inherit English property. The dictum has,

however, been much doubted, and the noble Lord himself has confec'adicted

it. An alien cannot even purchase land, until he is made a denizen, or
translated from a foreigner into a British subject, when he may take
whatever he can get hold of. Our dramatists afibrd specimens of the art

of denization by translating French into English, though the subjects of

their denization do not always take to the extent that might be desired.

Another cause of Escheat -was attainder, by which the property of all

the felons in Newgate or elsewhere would escheat to the lord ; so that the
lord of the soil actually had an interest in all his grantees getting hanged
as speedily as possible.

By a recent act all men who are hanged after the 1st of January, 1834,
shall enjoy the privilege of leaving their property to their heirs, unless
murder or petty treason have been the crimes they suffer for. This
enjoyment is however a luxury that few—for want of property to leave-
have been able to take advantage of.

Before concluding this chapter it is necessary to observe that there is

no Escheat in the case of a corporation, and therefore the Lord Mayor
and Aldermen of London may all go and be banged, without tlie doctrine
of Escheat coming into operation. In such a case as this the donor would
have the lands again by reversion, if the donor could be found, which
perhaps might be the case if he were advertised for, something in the
following fashion :

—

“ The corporation of London having been dissolved (by hanging, or as
the case may be) any gentleman who gave any lands is requested to apply
at the Mansion House, London, when he wSl hear of something to h&
advantage.”

In this case the little Greshams would claim the site of the Boyal
Exchange, and the heirs of Waithman would demand the strip of granite
set up like an isolated ninepin at the top of Farringdon Street in memory
of their illustrious ancestor.

So much for Escheats : but it never has been decided whether ifa dust
conti'actor should be convicted of high treason in the middle of his
contract, the rubbish would escheat to the owner of the soil, or whether
the law would come down vdth. the dust to the heir of the contractor.

^Irberltsement.

PRISON TO LET.

To be Let, that extensive and most commodious establishment, favour-

ably known for many years to the nobility, gentry, and public in general,
oa 'PViA T7'Iaa+ P-niertn Tf mov Ka f'nVAn wifll Tviflinilt. tllA tlinlhpVR.as The Fleet Prison.' It may be taken with or without the turnkeys.

As, however, the building, from its peculiar situation, might be made a

most profitable speculation as a theatre, the turnkeys might be found

valuable in domestic dramas. They will also go very cheap. The in-

creasing love of dramatic literature throughout the City of London suggests

the propriety of converting the Fleet into a Temple of the Drama ; and

when it is recollected that the ensuing Mayoralty will (perhaps) be graced

by a Michael Gibbs, there can he no doubt but in some^ way or other

he will greatly contribute to the amusement of his fellow-citizens. With
this view, it is proposed that the Fleet should henceforth be known as the

Mayor's Theatre (the Sheriffs have Newgate to perform in), aud that

Michael Gibbs should be manager, scene-shifter, &c. &c., of the same

;

being in fact anything and everything, save money-taker and treasurer.

Should the premises not be considered available for a theatre, it is con-

fidently believed that they might be found admirably adapted for conver-

sion into alms-houses for decayed sheriffs’ officers, and more especially for

those ill-used attornies, made more chary of discounting at 100 per cent,

by the atrocious hill of Lord Brougham. In the Fleet they might find an

appropriate dwelling-place for their declining years.

Apply to the City Chamherlain*

AGRICULTURAL PREMIUMS.

,
since 1830, the Warwickshire Agricultural

Society has spent no less than 1550/. 10^.

Ge/. iu prizes awarded to farmers’ labourers.

Punch is enabled to state how a part of

this vast sum w'as expended. At a recent

distribution the following prizes were
awarded :

—

To Giles Joskins, head carter to Mr.
Hobbs, of Mire End, sixpence and a pot of

beer, for eloquence in talking to his horses.

To Thomas Noakes, labourer in the ser-

vice of Mr. Stares, of Tliistlecroft, a four-

penny piece and a screw of tobacco, for pro-

ficiency in whistling at the plough.

To Sabah Gale, milkmaid to Mr.
Applejohn, of Chalk Dairy, a new cap, a

pair of cotton stockings, a case of darning

needles, and a thread papei', for distinguish-

ing herself in singing at the pail.

To Bill Jones, odd boy to Mr. Sykes, of Clod Farm, two penn’orth of

lollipops for keeping birds.

A Kindred Feeling.

At a meeting of the Pennsylvanian Repudiators, the following resolution
was put amongst loud cheers :

—

Resolved,—That the freedom of the State be presented to' Michael
Gibbs, Esq., the Lord Mayor of London, in a handsome money-box, as a
token of heartfelt'admiration of his conduct as churchwarden, for twenty-
one years, of the parish of St. Stephen’s, Walbrook.

Carried unanimously.

jjpountafns in ^S^rafalgar

On our last examination of these capacious scolloping'" shells, we
observed that a sort of deposit of orange peel, bits of paper and dirt, has

formed at the bottom of them. Nothing is said about laying on the water,

the Commissioners of Woods and Forests having commenced a well, but

in compliance with the principle of leaving well alone, nothing has been
done with it. If Nelson had had no more water to distinguish himselfupon
than that which his statue is likely to get to show him off to advantage,

the song of the death of Nelson would never have been written.

We have heard bathing the eye in cold water recommended as a remedy
for soreness. We strongly recommend the cold water cure for the great

public eyesore in Trafalgar-^quare at the present moment. If Govern-
ment can’t afford to lay the water on, let every patriotic householder

bring a bucketful from his own private cistern, in the same spirit that the

Spartan women cut off their hair to make bow-strings—though, by the

by, if the Spartans had only thought of cutting off their horses’ tails, the

experiment would have been a much more successful one.

At all events, the Commissioners of Woods and Forests may have
plenty of cold water from the Punch Office ; and we shall begin to lay it

on regularly every week, if we do not see some efforts made to supply the
fountains in Trafalgar Square with the cheap and nutritious element
alluded to.

RAILWAY INTELLIGENCE.

We are glad to perceive that the Kensington Railway has added another
line—^by branching off into the vegetable line—Shaving planted a few winter
cabbages on a portion of the ground belonging to the railroad. The greens
wil^ we understand, be presented to the smareholders as emblematical of

their own condition.
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ADMIRALTY ORDERS—THE TANGIER LETTERS.

ME of our readers 'will, we hope, he
gratified to know, that in conse-

quence of the offence taken by
France at the publication of the
Tangier correspondence, the English
Admiralty has issued a list of stand-

ing orders to the fleet for the better
conduct of our hardy tars in all

future cases. Perhaps it is the first

time that Chesterfield was ever
80 ceremoniously introduced on the
quarter-deck. We subjoin a copy
of the Orders :

—

The Lords of the Admiralty,
desirous that the most polite and
ceremonious observances be culti-

vated, under all circumstances, by
the officers of Her Majesty’s navy

towards the officers of the navy of France, publish the following

Orders

—

^^That in all cases in which an English ship shall witness the
gunnery of the French, such gunnery shall be considered with the

tenderest indulgence.

"That English officers shall not, under pain of dismissal from the

service, write or cause to be written any letter, passage, or mono-
syllable, expressive of any feeling save that of unbounded admira-
tion at the expertness, precision, and coolness of the French navy,

—

although every operation of the said force be ineffective, lubberly,

and unseamanlike.
" That English officers, being servants of the Queen, are to con-

stantly bear the fact in mind that they are not—in cases of attack

by the French on a friendly power—to trust to the uncertain evi-

dence of their own senses. That, on the contrary, they are, under
all circumstances, to conform to the general order, and to declare

the gunnery and seamanship of the French to be perfect, past

imitation.

"That in all cases, officers are to consider and speak of the

Prince Joinville as the French Nelson.
“ And finally, that every ship shall, henceforth, carry a civilian

—

to be called naval historiographer to the French—who will chronicle,

in proper complimentary phrase, all the operations of our friendly

ally—to be published in an extraordinary Gazette, for the better

satisfaction of the people of England.”

Here foUm the usual signatures.

REGISTRATION COURT EXTRAORDINARY.
CITY OF LONDON.—MR. PUNCH'S CASE.

Mister Punch having made his claim, entered an objection to himself,

and the learned Revising Barrister having been much mithered by this

proceeding, took time to consider. At length he delivered the following

judgment.
Mr. Arnold said : " This gentleman claims to have his name inserted in

the list of liverymen ; and I think the peculiarity of his costume brings
him within the description of a liveryman, for he clearly wears a livery.

I think I need only refer to Velveteen versus Plush, 19 East, to make my
own mind, and everybody else’s mind, perfectly easy upon that point. It

has been urged that the claimant is a freeman, and undoubtedly there is

no man whose ireedom is more decided. There is the case of Mister Punch
himself against Michael Gibbs, in which even the defendant Gibbs was
constrained to admit tliat Punch was more free than welcome ; therefore,

as a freeman, I|think his claim must be admitted. It has been objected
that Punch is a pensioner, because he takes the public money ; but
here, I think, common sense comes in and quashes the objection, because
his toking money is an obligation he confers upon the public, not the
public upon him, and the public are, in fact, the pensioners. The only
real difficulty I find in this case is, that Punch has objected to himself,

though I really don’t see how any one else could possibly have objected
to him, because he is wholly unobjectionable. This is proved by reference
ta the Books—I mean his own volumes.”

The learned Revising Barrister went on to observe, that finding both
sides very nearly balanced, he had written out the arguments on separate
pieces of paper, and put them in a pair of scales ; and he had, on the
whole, come to the demsion that Punches claim would liave been allowed
—there being a preponderance of two pennyweights—but the claimant’s
own scruples preponderated over the pennyweights, and thus the claim
fell to the ground.

THOUGHTS SUGGESTED TO A GENT. AT GRAVESEND,
OK

THE CHIVALRY OP THE FOURTEENTH CENTURY AS

COMPARED WITH THE NINETEENTH.

Baron of N ! when I viewed to-day
That form of dignity, and step of grace,

Mix in the saraband so free and gay,
And marked thy bland benevolence of face,'

I fell to dreaming of an elder day.
And of the haughty Fathers of thy Race

I thought,who such benign pursuits abhorr’d.
And to the Polka much preferred the sword.

Noses and ears from lazy serfs to lop,

The Lords of N thought it not a sin
;

Nought their volcanic violence could stop,

Burning and smashing all with horrid din
;

As though the realm had been a chinarsbop,
And they the bulls that did disport therein

:

Whilst thou amid the tea-things, in and out,

Dancest sublime, and breakest ne’er a spout

!

Heinrich Von N was a shocking swell ;

He built the " Mouse-tower ” in the Rhine afar,

And burnt his vassals in a barn, they tell.

Shouting, “ The merry mice ! They dance ! ha, ha

”

So that that wicked nobleman may well
Be deemed inventor of the entre-ehat

;

He was the second of thine ancient name,
But thou, oh Baron, art the first in fame.

Another Baron too j^who will not rhyme)
Was fond of dancing, when his wars were o’er $

But turned the gentle art into a crime
;

For, wanting sport and finding peace a bore,
He, to beguile the lagging of the time,
Would light a fire beneath his dungeon floor ;

So that the prisoners, for fear of scars,

Danced an intuitive Polka on the bars.

Thy fifteenth grandsire by the mother’s side.

Was the most rampant Margrave of them all

;

He, after raising plunder far and wide,
Held roaring revel in his castle-hall

;

With lawless riot he the night defied

:

Thou, with thy peaceful graces in the ball,

Wiu’st due subservience to thy gentle laws.

And dost from noisy gents, extort applause

!

We deem not thee degenerate—ah, no !

Much we delight to mark thy raven hair
Along the gay quadrille so featly flow.

Thy mild ad&ess, and gentlemanly air

—

Far nobler triumphs than those deeds of woe—

-

Still be the waltz and Spanish dance thy care !

For peer or peasant, Baron, Count, or Bart.,

To be a Gent, is stUl the noblest art t

Long may the honours thou so well dost 'wear.

Adorn that gentle, though baronial, brow;
And though the coronet thou still must bcai‘,

May it sit lightly on thy head, as now

!

Never for politic or courtly care,

Or lust of power, thy needful rest forego ;

Ne’er be the golden canon lost on you.
That WITH ITS RIGHTS, RANK HAS ITS DUTIES TOO !

FRENCH FORESIGHT.
The Kino op the French being about to leave the"country for a few

days, it has been thought necessary to delegate the royal authority to the

Due DE Nemours, who is only to act iu case of a revolution occurring
directly Louis-Fhilippe’s hack is tuimed. The Due de Nemours is

consequently Kino for a fortnight, which, for a country like France, is

not a very contemptible tenure of sovereignty. The Prince de Joinville
is to remain at his elbow all the time; and, but for the sober character of

the Due DE Nemours, we should be almost afraid that the young men
would get, what is vulgarly termed, " larking” with their father’s crown,

and place it in jeopardy.

We understand that one of Louis-Philippe’s reasons for leaving

France is to try how the Frencli would get on without him. If there

were many countries like France, it would answer tolerably well for

somebody to start a revolutionary insurance office, with a capital of a few
small kingdoms, so that every Monarch who subscribed mighty in the

event of being burnt or barricaded out of one kingdom, be indemnified

with a throne in another.
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GOG AND MAGOG IN MOURNING.

r
‘““WINGr that Gog andJMAGOG

J

are only ligneous dignities— t

giants of mere wood, we do ^

not wonder at there being,
J

now and then, a strange sym-
]

pathy between them and the i

Lord Mayor for the time.

Nay,- this sympathy has on

many an occasion extended

to the Court of Aldermen,

several of whom may be con-

sidered especial parts of Gog
and Magog ; log of their log

and wood of their wood. It

is extraordinary what chips

of the old blocks have been

known to preside at citypolice

courts ! Thus the election of

all civic dignities has its effect

upon the giants. As in the

olden day when the statues of the 'gods were sometimes known to

perspire at the presumption and wickedness of men, so on the eve

of last St. Michael’s day, did Gog and Magog sweat at the folly of

the Court of Aldermen ! Gibbs Mayor ! This was a calamity too

great even for heart of oak. A deep groan burst from either bosom.

For half an hour, did giant moan to giant ; and then—^we have it

on the faith of our own reporter—^they gave their sorrows words ;

—

Michael Gibbs Mayor ! He of the hard fist the Lord of

City hospitality

!

Magog. The Man of No Account the twelvemonths king of

London’s merchant-princes I

Qog, The Churchwarden in Chancery London’s first magistrate

!

Magog, I have it, Gog. Alas I I see the cause of this ! Woe—woe
for London

!

Qog, How 1 What 1 Confide these sorrows to your friend.

Magog, It is quite plain the city’s coming to a close. All London’s
bankrupt, both in character and goods. We shall be sold off, and,

slit into lucifers, be scattered throughout the land.

Qog, Impossible!

Magog, Or worse than all—with Gibbs for Mayor—how shall we
’scape Chancery I No; we* shall be fiung into that most direful

limbo, and no account be rendered of us.

Qog, Will Temple Bar be safe %

Magog, I doubt it. 1 pray the city gods it may stand the mayor-
alty of Gibbs !

Qog, And Newgate 1

Magog. That, perchance, may be respected.

Qog, And Bow Bell ?

Magog, Tliat may be preserved. Gibbs may treasure that, where-
with to ring the knell of London.

Gog, And the Mansion-house, and in truth, all the property of the
city 1

Magog, Chancery, Gog, Chancery! ’twill all go into Chancery.
Even the dragons of the city arms will be passed over to Lord Lynd-
HURST. Nothing will he left the Corporation save the dagger, which,
if it have any sense of its degradation, it will immediately plunge into

its heart. It never will—it never should—survive the mayoralty of
Gibbs !

Gog, And the sheriffs’ chains,—and the aldermen’s gowns— '

Magog. And Sir Peteb. Lauilie’s ^ badinage,^’—
Gog. And London stone,

—

Magog, All—all into Chancery ! Our own clock here won’t strike

without leave of Lord Lyxdhubst. London and its glories all are
gone ! A heavy day will be the ninth of next November I An you
love me, three groans for that day ! !

!

THE HONOUR OF THE BAR.
In order that every barrister at the Old Bailey may have an equal

chance, we should recommend tliat the same system should be adopted as
that which has been found so convenient in the case of cabs. It might be
arranged that an usher of the Court should act as a kind of waterman, to

regulate the movements of the legal genttemcn, and prevent tliat pre-
cipitancy in rushing forward for fees, which might occasion an inconve-
nient pressure on the clients. To what extent they might be allowed to

bail the public for business might be a matter of arrangement, but we
think their solicitations ought not to go beyond the simple exclamation of

BARRISTER, YER HONOUA I

MARTYRS MADE EASY.

We have the liveliest belief that, with our onward moral and
physical progress, some invention will be jumped at by which eels

may be even skinned to their own self-satisfaction. We know, it is

the theory of some philosophers, that already the frequent endurance
of excoriation makes the matter a mere bagatelle to the sufferer.

With time however, we have no doubt, the operation will be a
positive pleasure. We ground our hope in this, in the condition of

O’Connell, the Martyr I There can be no doubt that the Liberator

has suffered a martyrdom to which the gridiron of St. Lawrence
must have been a bed of roses. Indeed, look through the martyr-

ology
;

count suffering by suffering : and when every agony is

counted, what are they all to the multiplied horrors endured by the

Martyr of the Writ of Error % And yet, with what heroic constancy

—aided hy the fattest and the best in the way of meat and drink

—

has Daniel suffered his torments ! What a blithe look he puts

upon past agony 1 How he rollicks and jokes on hy-gone horrors !

How the iRepeal Eel enjoys his three months’ skinning ; losing a
cuticle per diem ! Once a martyr took some time making ; but the

improvements of the age will soon make martyrs, as they make
blocks at Woolwich,—a hundred in a minute. With this prospect,

we think it necessary that as we have an Army and Naxy lAst, we
should also have a Martyr List; otherwise, we may really be in

ignorance of the moral elevation of our next-door neighbour. John
Styles may be a martyr, and nobody ever know it. In addition to

the Martyr List for Ireland,we would also have the Martyr Button,
a bit of substantial brass, worked with " rent ” gold.

BETTING EXTRAORDINARY.
Large numbers of half-fartbings have lately been issued. It is rumouredThe groans were earnestly delivered ; and then the giants lapsed ,

numbers ot liait-tartbmgs have lately been issued. It is rumoured
rpL * j xv j- j that one of these coins actually changed, hands on the election of Alder-mto then onstomaiy wlence. The next day they appeared m deep ^ to the Mayoralty

; 'one hold indiyidnal having het the amount
monmmg. on his chance.
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PUNCHES COMPLETE LETTER-WRITER.

LETTER XXTX.

FROM THE HON. MRS. FLINT TO LADY HONORIA ASPHALT,
ON THE CHOICE OF A GOVERNESS.

my
subject ; and as I Have bad considerably more
experience than yourself in the article of

governesses, I will briefly tell you bow I
bave always dealt with these people. You
will then be able to contrast my practice with

your own. Like myself when a very young mother, you have been
too considerate—^too yielding. Firmness, dear madam, flrmiiess is

the first essential— young governesses are as difficult to break
as young horses ;

but it is to be done.

I told you that I always had my suspicions of Sinclair’s German
—I am sure it was not the true Saxon. Now I have never engaged
a governess unless she had acquired French, German and Italian in
their separate countries. Nothing like studying a language on its

proper soil, otherwise the accent of the children becomes irretrievably

ruined. It was only last week that my dear friend. Lady Dinah
Grosbeak, called me in to examine a candidate for the place of daily

governess. The creature had certainly learned French in Paris, but
she Icnew no more of Florence or Dresden than the city giants. She
played the piano remarkably well, and brought excellent testimonials

to her knowledge of thorough bass. She sang, too, very nicely—and
if the water-colour paintings she produced were really her own, they
were—^for I always like to do justice to everybody—very pretty.

However, with aU her accomplishments, humility was not among
them, for what do you think she asked of Lady Dinah to attend
only Ixer tliree children as daily governess ? Positively, thirty pounds
a year, and, by way of climax—her dinner

!

However, to proceed with my own experience. Knowing the
artifice of governesses—feeling assured that it is necessary to he quite
alive to their whims and caprices, I always made it a principle to

deduct their salary for any week or even day of illness. Bless you,
madam, without this precaution, there is no knowing what one might
lose in sham fevers and surreptitious headaches. Let your governess
be aware of your inflexibility on this point, and be assured she is

never ill ; or if she is, it is all the same, you never hear of it. Again,
I never allowed a bell in the bed-room of a governess—otherwise,
the poor servants would, I knew, be continually rung up and down.
No ; if the governess wanted anything, she could certainly somehow
get it, without raising the house for it. On one occasion, too, when
we left town—Cleaving some of the children at home,—I gave to the
governess a proper dietary

; a certain scale of food which it was my
order was not to be departed from. As I had to pay for the meat,
bread, butter, milk, &c. to be consumed, I was of course the only
fitting judge of the quantity—that is, for a governess.

There are, however, occasions when appearances may justify a
little extra outlay on a governess. For instance, when my dear
father died—ha^ madam I if ever there was a true Christian, he was
one—I made my person a present of a dress and bonnet. In fact, I
had three dresses for my maid, the nurse, and governess, all alike.

A little liberality of this sort towards onr fellow-creatures is, after
all, not lost in this world, and can do us no harm in the next.
"Whenever it was necessary that my governess should join any of

my little social parties,! of course never introduced her. No—it was

Dear Madam,
I RESUME my pen to finh

perfectly well understood who she was, and she was never drawn
out of her place—never for a moment confounded with any of the

ladies present. It is convenient, too, now and then, to have these

persons with you : they relieve a dull moment or so in an evening,

when desired to take the stool and play. And even here, one must
be very guarded, lest the governess forgets herself. I remember on
one occasion, a governess I had—a pale, puling thing, with large blue
eyes and flaxen hair, and by the way, a cough that entirely made
her singing a bad bargain—I remember that whilst she played, she
once suffered my nephew Adolphus] to turn the’music ! But when
we retired, didn’t I school her ? She had red eyes for a fortnight.

I had written thus far, when I received the letter that accom-
panies this. It is from a young woman who has never yet been
from home. She has been splendidly brought up, but her father

would speculate in hops or some such things, and they are all

beggars. Having a sort of feeling for the family, and hearing that

the girl must go into the world, I wrote to her—with a view to your
service—^asking her notions of the duties and responsibilities of a
governess—the treatment she expected, &c. &c. You will read her
reply. Ifc is exquisite. Quite a leaf from an old French romance.
Poor thing ! with such ideas, what will become of her ? I will,

however, look somewhere else for you ; in the mean time.

Believe me, yours always,

—

Dorothea Flint.

LETTER XXX.

FROM A YOUNG LADY DESIROUS OF AN ENGAGEMENT AS FAMILY
GOVERNESS.

Madam,
It is, indeed, true that the sudden and total wreck of my

father’s fortune, renders it necessary for me to earn my own bread ;

and, unhappily, not mine alone. Your letter, kind madam, came
like a sunbeam upon our darkened dwelling. Now, indeed, do I feel

grateful—past expression—for the few attainments I possess, for they
will enable me to bear with cheerfulness the cliange prepared for

me. They will raise me above the indifference and contempt of the

world ; and whilst they supply me with the means of honourable
existence—and what, indeed, so honourable, so truly lofty, as a life

dedicated to the mind of childhood %—^they may haply not be
deemed wholly useless to others. I am now tranquil—decided.

When the truth first came upon me that I must henceforth exist by
my own exertions, I own it, old vanities—the follies born of fortune

—clung for a moment closer to me. But I have laid apart false

pride like a masque-night garment.—! am instantly prepared to

begin my working life.

You ask my notion of the duties, the cares, the responsibilities of
a governess. Alas,madam ! it is a contemplation of their seriousness,

nay, of their solemnity, that makes me pause—falter, in my hopes.

I cannot but fear my own unworthiness for the task—it is so vital.

For is not the mind of childhood the tenderest, holiest thing, this

side heaven ? Is it not to be approached with gentleness, witli love,—
^yes, with a heart-worship of the gi*eat God from whom, in

almost angel-innocence, it has proceeded % A creature undefiled by
the taint of the world—unvexed by its injustice—unwearied by its

hollow pleasures I A being fresh from the source of light, with some-
thing of its innocent lustre in it ? If childhood be this—^how holy the

duty to see that, in its onward growth, it shall be no other ! To
stand, as a watcher at the temple, lest any unclean thing shall enter

it. This, surely, is one of the loftiest duties that can elevate infirm

humanity ; and this duty is especially required of him or her who
tends upon the growing mind of youth : it is a task that, however
misunderstood by the many, ennobles the doer. I know that all the

world thinks not thus. I know, alas ! that there are mothers who
place their mere jewellery under hankers’ locks, who, nevertheless,

trust the jewelled minds of their children to the keeping of a stran-

ger, with scarcely a thought of the fidelity of the keeper.

"You have, now, madam, my idea of the duties of a governess—of

her hard, her earnest, yet rewardful labours. As to her treatment,

she is—if conscientious in her vocation—a gentlewoman.
^

She has

within her trust the greatest treasures that human life—with all its

pride—can know ; the hearts and, indeed, the future souls of children.

As her mission is a noble one, respect and courtesy are hers by right.

To look upon her as a better-dressed drudge is, in very truth, not

poorest insolence alone, but darkest error. Her patient, quiet labours

are to insure the best triumphs of life ; for they make, or should

make, good daughters, good wives, good mothers. In these the

truthfulness and happiness of the world have, surely, some stake,

and are, indeed, her luting debtors.
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I have heard many stories of the contumely, the hard-dealing of

the world towards the governess. It was not so in wy home—and,

if only for the sake of woman, I must hope such tales are over-

charged. For if, indeed, the poor governess is this frequent sufferer,

to whom does she owe the misei’y, but to mter-wmmn^ Of whom has

she to complain of coldness of looks, harshness of words, of all the

petty, reckless injuries that sting her daily life,—of all the scorn of

pride, and arrogance of apathetic wealth ? Why, to woman ;
to her

richer sister
; to one of her own sex—^made hard, exacting, by unde-

served good fortune ! This is a scandal, madam, that women should

rise against and defy ; or if not, they must, in truth, remain uncon-

scionable debtors to the poets.

With many thanks, madam, for the interest you have taken in our

broken fortunes,

I remain, yours gratefully,

Mary Wilton*.

n' ^

ll

'

-''ll

N4CHOLAS AND THE JEWS.
We fearthatNicholas in some measure anticipated his full renown

by his too hasty visit to England last summer. True it is, he was
received with open arms by English noblemen. Dukes, Whig and
Tory, scrambled to do him honour. Saloons were built for him,

which to this hour remain, as gorgeous evidences of the enthusiasm

of his hosts—things to be pointed out to future generations as made
little less than sacred by the temporary presence of the Emferou
Nicholas. Though steeped from head to heel in the blood and tears

of Poland, he was approached as almost something divine by the

aristocracy of England. The ^‘better classes” smiled, and ducked,

and ‘^kissed their five fingers” to him, and were rewarded with gold

boxes and diamond rings in acknowledgment of such fealty. High-

born ladies of England—wives and mothers—conveniently oblivious

of the women of Poland, of their every domestic tie tom by the

autocrat asunder—^were in a flutter of delight at the briefest glance of

the Emperor—^he was so fine a man—so tall a man—so perfect a

gentleman

!

And then, the Emperor to act out his part in the grim farce, paid
the homage of his gold to English Charity— and Charity, like

Sterne’s recording angel, must have blushed as she took the ^ms.
Well, the Emperor had even last summer great claims upon the

admiration of certain Englishmen ; nevertheless, he came among us
too soon ; he should have waited some time longer, when the wrongs
and sorrows of another t7iozwand! of his fellow-

creatures would, if possible, have made him more lustrous in the
eyes of his worshippers.

One hundred and fifty thousand souls ! Such is the number of
helpless Jews driven by the order of the autocrat to the deserts of
the interior of Kussia. Some Jews, it was found, upon the frontier

smuggled; whereupon the magnanimousEmperor ordered the removal
of the whole Hebrew body. At this moment they are being tom
from their homes ; their property destroyed

;
their every privilege

as human creatures laughed to scorn. They are compelled,” says
^e Na1Aon(Ay "to seek an existence in the silent deserts of the
interior of Russia, where they will dispute the possession of those
immense wastes with the birds and beasts of prey which are their
sole population. There they will find their tomb 1

”

After this, can it be doubted that Nicholas did not come too
early among us. Close and fervent, it is true, was the embrace
which Prince Albert bestowed upon him

;
but howmuch sweeter

the welcome of Nicholas had he been associated with the woes of
a hundred and fifty thousand Hebrews ! He ought to have waited
for this last triumph, and then the enthusiasm of certain of the
English must have been prodigious

!

Besides, what extrinsic value would then have been added to the
gold boxes and brilliant rings I As it is, they are of course very
grateful to their possessors—(albeit Pundt would as soon have a toad
in his pocket and an asp about his finger),—but associated with the
groans and tears of 150,000 Jews, they would have been invaluable.
Moloch himself could give nothing more peculiarly costly.

THE SHERIFFS AT WESTMINSTER HALL.

f
ROM Stowe’s Chronicles we learn that the annual
ceremony of chopping sticks, counting horse
shoes, and enumerating hob nails, is a very
important one. The new Sheriffs, Hunter and
Sidney, who had recently disjointed the official

noses of Musgrove and Moon, were presented to

the Cursitor Baron of the Exchequer by the
Iteeorder in a speech, abounding witli what is

figuratively termed " soft soap.”

The Recorder ingeniously managed to make
out that the late Sheriffs were the best possible

Sheriffs in the world, but that the new Sheriffs

were better still : so that all parties must have
been perfecty satisfied. The Cursitor Baron i*e-

plicd by assenting to the assertion as to the
super-excellence of tlie old Sheriffs, and the extra

super excellence of the now Sheriffs.

The Usher of the Court then produced a small bundle of spills, such
as Me generally used for lighting wax-tapers to seal letters, and the
Senior Alderman having been presented with a chopper, began to chop to
the imminent peril of the Usher’s fingers. Alderman Thomas Wood,
being the Senior Alderman on this occasion, was at first a little awkward,
and the Usher of the Court, who is a wag, could not miss the opportunity
of saying, in allusion to the Alderman’s rejection by the city and his
clumsiness at chopping the wood, I should have thought, Sir, you must
have known how to cut your stick by this time.” Alderman Thomas
Wood threatened in a whisper that he would complain to the Cursitor
Baron, but the Usher merely mumbled, “ Oh, no ! my fine fellow, you
know better than to do that ; and the Alderman was compelled to finish
the operation.

A number of Horse-shoes and Hoh-nails were then produced, when the
Sheriff of Middlesex was called upon to count them, a process designed
as a sort of examination of the Sheriff in the noble science of arithmetic.
The Cursitor Baron then set the Sheriff the following sum :—

As twenty Hoh'-nails are to sis? fforse^shoes, how are you9

^
It is expected that the problem in question will he solved by about the

time that the Lord Mayor elect has made out his accounts to the satis-

faction of those who are interested in understanding them.

HER MAJESTY’S STRAW BONNET AND SHAWL.
The Stm, a few days since, stated that it had received several com-

plaining letters touching the plain dressing of the Queen. The writers

were astounded that her Majesty should wear a simple straw bonnet and
a plain shawl. Their notions of royalty were, doubtless, that royalty

should always appear with the crown on its head, the sceptre in one hand,
and the hall in the other. That this notion is the right one is evident

from the subjoined letter which the Marquis op Londonderry—assuming
his privilege as peer—has addressed to the Queen. It has all the marks
of the Marqids’s easy style.

"Madam,
" Deeply attached as T am—like my late lamented relative—to the

institutions of my country, 1 approach you with an earnest anxiety re-

specting your simple straw bonnet andpUin shawl. Being second to none
in my attachment to the crown, and devotion to your royal person, may I

therefore humbly suggest that the true dignity of the crown is in danger
when so frequently supplanted by plain chip or Dunstable

; and that the

royal purple cannot but be in peril when so often covered by a Paisley

or shepherd’s plaid.

"The people, may it please your Majesty, confound simplicity with
want of power. Use them to nothing but the bonnet and the shawl, and
the diadem and the imperial robes will be to them a fiction of the law.

In a brief time they will cease to believe even in the existence of such
things

;
and then—^hut I tremble to think of the revolutionary con-

sequences. The people are a vulgar, sight-seeing mob ; their eyes are, in

fact, the greatest part of them. The late lamented George the Fourth
knew this, and fed their eyei^ and nothing but their eyes, accordingly.

" Hoping, Madam, that you will not misconstrue my loyalty in this

lowly remonstrance, and further, that in all future journeys the plain

bonnet and the very plain shawl may give place to something more likely

to awe the swinish multitude,

" I remain, your Majesty’s dutiful and most devoted Subject,

Londonderry.

"P.S. Prince Albert's white hat and black band—forgive the expres-

sion, I can’t help it—are positively vulgar. Why doesn’t he Always wear
his coronet ? Nobody can look better in it.”
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TO THE HUMANE.
Westminster Pity Oot, 2, 1844.

Dear Funcii,

I always said Mr. Martin’s Acts
would have a short life. What sense or
reason was there in them ^ If people must
go humanity mad let them stick to their

blacks and their children, and not meddle
with the dumb uns as can’t complain.
(Praise be for that same !) However,
please inform our friends that “ the Pit ” is

open again, and police has order to wink at
us. In fact, ever since I read, with tears
of joy in my eyes, of the tame otter (a
natural wild un fights better, only, I sup-
pose, it could not be had), that M’as ** run
into nearly at the feet of her Majesty, and
quickly despatched,” * I have been con-
vinced the humanity game was all up.
Consequently, I immediately set to work
to anticipate the Lord Chamberlain’s
orders, and am getting ready for a royal
reception at the old place. Evening to

commence with a badger bait; box to be
kept by Lord John Nix, with able assist-

ants; to conclude, time and life per-
mitting, with a few cats.

A duck hunt on or about Virginia Water
is in preparation ; particulars in future
announcements.

Constantly on hand—a good assortment
of bears, badgers, cats, rats, and other var-

f mint, on the most reasonable terms, and at
short notice. Yours ever,

Tim Shiney.

P.S. We open in state, same day as the
Royal Exchange, so pray come ; and con-
sider^ you are the only person it has been
mentioned to at present, so make what use
of the information you Uke.

'’THE following frightful ’ affidavit has been filed at the Pmch Office :—The deponent has

offered to" deposit with the Registrar-General two of his coats—one referring to the period

hefore—the other made for him after—^the present Mayoralty.
The deponent’s measures may be inspected at his tailor’s, in confirmation of his affidavit, and

the attesting witness will corroborate the facts in person to any purchaser of an entire set of

Punchy on application to the publisher.

Affidcmt.—Sworn this dayy hefore Me. Punch, at 7m OffieSy 194, Strand,

Blank Blank, being an Alderman of)the City of London, maketh oath and saith, that, pre-

vious to the year 1843, he found himself from time to time, and at all times, unable to button his

coat, by reason of his great hulk, to wit, his excessive corpulency. And the said deponent
further maketh oath, and saith that no cloth or other woollen manufacture, however stout,

would have resisted the said stoutness of him the said deponent, whereof the tom button-holes

of the coat—^now filed with the registrar general—do well and truly testify. And the said

deponent maketh oath and saith, that one Maonay, a stationer, became Lord Mayor of the City

of London : and the said deponent did dine at the Lord Mayoi^s dinner, and did retain his said

stoutness till the end of the year 1843. But the said deponent solemnly maketh oath and saith,

that from and after the commencement of the year 1844, he began gradually wasting, which your
deponent verily believes is only to be accounted for by the fact, that he had formerly consumed
for many years, divers soups, joints, savoury patties, pasties, and other viands, at sundry dinners,

banquets, and entertainments given at the Mansion House, which said soups, &c., as well as the
said sundry dinners, &c., have been wholly and completely discontinued since the said Mag-nay
has ruled—not the roast, for there is none—at the Mansion House.
And your deponent will ever pray that unless he is to ever fast, the said Magnay may never

again he permitted to occupy the civic chair to the extreme attenuation of the Aldermen.

COMIC SONGS FOR YOUNG LADIES.

And do you really want, mamma,
To know my lover’s name I

It is too bad of you, mamma,
Indeed ’tis quite a shame.

His name begins with W,
The second letter’s A ;

The next to that is L, mamma
;

And then, mamma, comes K.

And after K comes E, mamma

;

There is yet one letter
;

well,

Letter the last is R, mamma.
That ’s all I have to tell.

AUeilmg WitnesSy

Punch.

Signed,

Blank Blank.

TO THE STUPID AND NEEDY.

SirJamesGraham begs to inform younger
I

sons, Scotchmen in London, junior barris-

ters, and juvenile members of Parliament,

that he is at liberty to take in a certain

number of pupils for political tuition during

the recess. Diplomacy taught in all ite

duplicities, beginning with Machiavelli,
and ending with Talleyrand. Questions

in the House of Commons carefully evaded,

and seals broken with despatch. The run
of the Post-Office included. For terms,

apply to any of the Servants’ Offices in the
|

United Kingdom.
N. B. a Poor Law Commissionership

still on band.

A NEW COLONY.

The magistrates of Heme Bay intend

opening an ** Emigration Office” in London.

They offer as a bonus an empty house rent-

free, to any emigrant who will come and
live there.

* See Page 168.
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iWceting for ifio of 23rftfsli ©ooifeerB.

•THIS Association is intended
J- as a kind of branch to the

British Ass. for advancing

Science, and will direct its entire

energies to the advancement
of the noble art of British

Cookery.

Mn. SoY£B, the celebrated

chef de cuisine of the Reform
Club, has in the handsomest
manner consented to act as pre-

sident.

The following have been pro-

posed as some of the sections :

—

Section A.—Soupology, in-

cluding the philosophyof ox-tail»,

and the theory of turtle. Mn.
SoYER will read a paper on
calves*-heads, and will give the

subject liis own especial counte-

nance.

Section B.—Fisliology. Mn.
Pettigrew has promised to

attend and preside at the un-
rolling of a shrimp. He will

also read a paper on prawns,
but the opening subject of this

section will be a native oyster.

Section C.—^Beefology. This
section will introduce several in-

teresting experiments with beef
in all its branches. It is confi-

dently expected that everything

brought forward at this section

will be eagerly devoured.

Section D.—Tartology. This
section will examine into the
question whether pufi-paste has
any analogy with scissars and
paste—the puff and the scissars

presenting, in connection with
paste, some very strong points

of resemblance.

There will be a subsection for

meat-pleology, and a committee
to inquire into the manufacture
of kidney-puddings, as well as
their identification with the foot

of Blackfriars Bridge. Some of
the air of the Blackfriars Road
will he bottled off and analysed
with the view of finding out
whether there is anything in it

that gives to the public appetite

a kiduey-pudding direction.
APPALLING RESULT OF INCACJ TIOITSLY

TAKING TOO MUCH SODA TO
COUHECT ACIDITY.

THE MAGNAY MAYORALTY.

1.^? understand that the Mansion House chimney-sweep has applied to
fte Corporation for an indemnity for the loss ho has sustained in not
having had to operate on any of the kitchen Hues in the Mansion House,
as usual. There are also whispers that the dust contractors will present
a petition, complaining of the paucity of bones in the Mansion-House
dust during uie past year, the bones being what the contractors rely upon
for their pi-ofit.

^

Grand Review at R^ormwood Scrubs.
A DETACHMENT of Lancers arrived at Wormwood Scrubs, for the

pu^se of going through tlieir manoeuvres, particularly the very graceful
achievement of riding one horse and leading another by the bridle at the
self-same moment. The review was met by the train from the Kensington
:^ilway, when the guard and stoker alighted to watch the operations of
the military. Having seen the soldiers trot once round the Scrubs, the
guard and stoker resumed their places on the engine, expressing them-
selves--to each other—highly delighted with tlie scene they had been

THE QUEEN AND THE OTTER.
The glories of the bear-garden may yet return. The jocund, hearty

times, when royal Elieaeetii gave the majesty of her countenance

to the baiting of Bruin, may not be irrevocably passed aw'ay. No ;

when Young England reads the account of the otter-hunt at Blair

Athol, iit which Queen" Yictoria presided, the said Young England
may complacently pat its white waistcoat, believing that the wdsdom
of our ancestors in the matter of bear-baiting will again be manifest.

Indeed, we do not see why cock-fighting should not again fiourish in

all its wonted heartiness. We have even Lopes of long-neglected

badger-drawing.
It seems that Lord Aberdeen took his otter-hounds to Blair

Athol, where there were no native otters. In a word, the hounds
were appointed to a place in which there was nothing to do ; an ap-

pointment often made by Foreign Ministers, Whig and Tory. How-
ever, in due season, an otter was caught at Kelso, and transmitted in

a box, to be properly worried at Blair Athol.

We are told that the Strasburg goose, that is tortured to death for

the sake of its enlarged liver, " knows that it is dying for the honour
of France, and ex})ires without a tear,” We have this comfortable

assurance in the Almanack des Gourmands, In like manner, the otter

—-ijoor little wretch !—may have known the greatness of its destiny

as it travelled in its box from Kelso, and thus have complacently

resigned itself to its fate. It may have known it was a living dish to

be set before a Queen, and been pleased with its fortune.

It poni*ed with rain, but nothing could damp the heroic ardour of

the sportsmen. Even the Queen mounted her pony under an um-
brella ; and Prince Albert particularly distinguished liimself at

the onset—
“ For the Prince of all the land

Led them on.*’

We now come to the details ;

—

The otter was started at a point under the hill of TuUoch, in the Garry-water, a few
hundred yards above the village of Blair Athol, The Princefollowed onfoot close on
the Jtounds, which hunted the otter a short distance up the river, affording pretty good

sport, until at length, in about 20 minutes after the first start, he took to the land, and
was seized by one of the hounds. The huntsmen took him off, and flung him hack

again into a deep pool. He darted to the other hank of the stream, where he earthed.

Unearthed again by the huntsmen, and started afresh, he gave the hounds some trouble

for about ten minutes longer
^
when, they killed him^ and he was speared in the usual

way by the huntsmen. The otter, when fairly spent, crawled up the bank near where

the Quxair was, andthe hounds of course wereuponiU Her Majesty turned away her

head while they were worrying the animal,**

This was to be expected ; but time and custom will eradicate this

amiable weakness, and we have no doubt that next season otters

maybe worried to any extent without producing the slightest qualm
in, even the bosom of a Maid of Honour. In these matters use is

everything. The little Spanish girl, who may tremble and turn pale

at her first bull-fight, in a brief time witnesses aU the glory of the

contest with smiling face and an applauding fan.

Great, however, as is the above achievement—^glorions as it is to

contemplate the ardour of a Prince Albert, the enthusiasm of a
Foreign Minister, with the tumultuous energy ofLords and Highland
Chiefs, appointed and arrayed for the destruction of one otter,

“ sent in a box from Kelso,”—it is in itself as nothing compared to

its utility as an example. Thus considered, there is re^y something

of national importance in the otter hunt of Garry-water.
There is a troublesome body of persons, calling themselves the

Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals. These people

have in the most meddlesome way interfered with the sports of the
lower orders. They have forbidden a harmless main of cocks ; they
have set their faces against tbe pleasurable and innocent excitement
of dog-fighting; duck-hunting they have denounced as cruelty

abominable ; indeed, there is no thorough English sport, enshrined
by the wisdom of our ancestors, that .they have not condemned as
brutal and inhuman.

After the news from Blair Athol, we trust that these people will

feel themselves properly rebuked. Sure we are it will be more than
impertinence in them to interfere with the sports ofour countrymen.
Hence, the bear may again be baited to the delight and edification

of Englishmen
; the cock-pit at 'Westminster may echo the

triumphant clarion of conquering birds, and Copenhagen Fields be
once more vocal with the joyous cries of dog-fighting Britons.

Vwat Regina !

Pzlatpd by William Bradbarr, of No. ff, York Place, Stoke Nev7in,{C0B, and Frederick Mallett Evans,
of No. 7, Charch II.OW, Scoke Newington, both in the County of Middlesex, Printers, at their
Omce in Lombard Street. In the Precinct of Whitefrinrs, in the City of London, and published by
Joseph Smith, Publisher, of No. 63. St. John's Wood Terrace. Sl John's Wood Road,Reitent’8 Park,
In the County of Middlesex, at the Office, No 194, Strand, in the Parish of St Clement Danes, in
tbe Ccuaty of Middlesex.—SaTvaDAv, OcrosKa IS, 1844.
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PUNCHES COMPLETE LETTER-WRITER.

LETTER XXXI.

FROM A BISHOP TO A YOUNG FRIEND ABOUT TO TAKE ORDERS.

Dear Basil,

I HAVE learned, vrith exceeding gladness, of yonr excellent

father, that it is your determination to enter the Church. From
what I know of your nature, I feel assured that this resolve is

not the ofPshot of a vagrant, unthinking disposition, hut the goodly
fruit of a mind disciplined, and chastened of those vanities which, at

your age, too commonly beset mankind. Believing that your election

is that of an ardent and purified spirit, I hail it rejoicingly.

My dear young friend, be grateful—yea, in your inmost soul, be
grateful— that you have been directed to a choice which, whilst it

will abound with life-long satisfaction to yourself, will make you a
daily, providential comfort to your fellow-creatures. There is a
happiness in this belief, too deep, too awful for any words of mine

—

a happiness only to be felt in the heart it consecrates.'

From the moment of your ordination, you are set apart from the
gross, vain, foolish desires of men

;
you are made a teacher and a

watcher of your kind—the counsel, the reproof of the pastor, directed

and softened by the love and sympathy of a brother. There is no
despair so wild that the music of your comforting may not tame to

gentleness and hope
; there is no heart so stony that, smitten by your

word, may not be made to gush with a living stream. High privilege

—glorious prerogative, that makes man the mediator with Heaven

—

that gives him strength to raise from the dust the faint, crushed,

guilt-defiled heart, assuring it a home and resting-place among the
stars I

From how many blighting evils, cancerous cares, will your high
ofiice preserve you I You will see men pursuing vain wealth and
vainer honours, even as little boys hunt buttei^ies ; with frantic

glee they seize the thing pursued, and it is worthless in their grasp.

Whilst you, rich in the spirit that is within you, upraised by tbe

dignity of the awful future, will smile, though not in pride, but with
abounding pity, with compassionating love. To you poverty itself

will be a robe of highest state : and though most irugal be your
board, yet, as with the patriarch, angels may feast with you, though
men know them not.

In every stage of mortal life, you are the elected comforter, adviser

of mankind. Your glorious and beautiful mission begins with the

babe that shrinks and wails beneath the.baptismal water, nor ends but
with the blessing prayer that leaves the image of man to become
again dust. From the fount to the grave how many the calls—how
many the necessities of your infirm and erring brother—for that hope,

that consolation, of which you are the chosen phial ! How beautiful

your daily intercourse with those who feed and thrive upon your
sayings ! How sweet that gentle familiarity that mixes itself in the

working-day life of the poor ;
that with soft greetings and kindly

smiles claims kindred with the meanest of the earth as fellow-

sojourners in future heaven!—And now, hark ! it is black midnight,

and the tempest howls and claws like a famished wolf at your door.

The thunder rolls, crashing above your roof I The lightning opens

up the sky in one wide vault of fire—and now it is dark, and the

wind moans like a despairing soul. There is a loud and urgent

knocking at your door—again—again ! Alas, dear sir, there is a

I

poor creature, a cotter, one of your fiock, in his last agony. His soul

must from his flesh this awful night, and he begs your comforting,

your benediction on its solemn journey.

You spring from your bed. Your cloak is old—thin almost as a
web ; nathless, you bug it closely around you, and with stout heart

and composed soul follow your guide through path and no path—bog
and mire* The thunder splits above you—the lightning chases your

steps : but like a good spirit sent on Grod’s own errand, you pass

scatliless on. You enter the hut of the dying
; you comfort and

strengthen the quivering soul. It departs to the Great Source it

came from. Aud then in peace and prayer you retrace your steps,

and sleep the sleep of the good.

But your own heart, my dear young firiend, will best find out your
duties. You will feel that every moment of your life must he a
living example to all men. You must feel that your daily actions

are as a mirror by which your fiock are to dress their souls : that

your every gesture should be gentle—your every word soft and
sweet even as a note of well-touched music. Your life must be
the active comment on the text you are sworn to, or your life is

naught.

What I is there a man vowed to that text, who, worse than a hire-

ling player, acts his part yet never feels it 1 Does he dress himself
for some brief hour or so, to ape a mission ? Is his daily life coarse
chaffering ? Is he a swiller at taverns ? Does he, with embossed
face, tell Cyprian tales, laughing the loudest at his noisome jest I Can
there be such a man, and can he on the seventh day, with unabashed
forehead, tempt God’s thunder? No—it is impossible. He who
says there is, gently rebuke. Say, “ Some enemy hath done this.”

My dear Basil, I have endeavoured to place before you your duties

as the parish pastor of a fiock. Providence may, however, raise you I

to the bench. Yes, Basil ; you may become a bishop. Nevertheless, I

seek not the dignity ; nay, pray that it may never fall upon you. In
your mid-day walks—in your closet—in your bed, let your constant
ejaculation be

—

JN'olo episcopari. Sweet, most sweet, is the humblest
curacy—dangerous and difidcult the richest see. How far happier

—

how more truly primitive the pastor of a Welsh mountain, than the

bishop of even golden Durham ! And the bishop—be assured of it

—thinks so.

Nevertheless, I will suppose it yonr hard destiny to become a

bishop. Power and wealth are poured upon you. Gold trickles in

upon your treasury from a hundred curious crevices—from chinlcs,

that in sooth might sometimes astonish the fathers. You cannot bless

even so much churchyard clay, but that the clay, like a Fotosi mine,
shall render you so much gold. You would be bewildered by your
wealth—you would weep in anguish of spirit at your riches, but
that you always have with you the ignorant to teach—the poor to

succour. Hence, you may with sweetest conscience clutch all the

money you can *; for why ? Asa bishop, are you not the almoner of

Providence 1 Do not the hungry cluster at your gate ? Send you
not away the naked clothed and rejoicing I Oh what a weight

—

a weight dragging the soul to earth would this mammon be, but

that it stays not in the bishop’s purse—but that, as the soft-hearted

housewife feeds the winter birds, he scatters abroad his substance to

tbe wretched and tbe suffering. Hence, being bishop, you may take

all you can. Of course, you hold it but in trust. Every quarter,

your conscience audits the accounts with Heaven,—and you are

serene, are happy in the humble sense of your own righteousness.

Being bishop, you are also law-maker. Beautiful, soul-exalting

mission I You sit in the House of Lords as a Superior Intelligence

:

superior by the charity for all men that resides within you ! Hence,

you defile not yourself with politics. The lawn of the bishop is

never, like the coat of Joseph, parti-coloured. The bishop knows no
one side of the human heart. No ; he is for humanity in all its

breadth, and in all its depth. Hence, when lords talk of war, and
tiger looks steal into the eyes of men, the awful bishop rises from
his seat, and with a voice of thunder denounces the abomination.

And then with tearful eyes, aud with a voice broken with the heart’s

spasms, he shows the blasphemy of murderous war—paints in their

own diabolic hues thousands and thousands of drilled and hireling

Gaixs butchering their brothers ! And thus the bishop sometimes

—

only sometimes—^melts the House of Lords

!

And now, my dear young friend, I have—though most imperfectly

—laid before you the many blessings which await you in the Church,

which, rightly ministered, is the vestibule to an immortal life. That

you may serve iu it with glory to yourself, and with profit to all men,

is the prayer of
Yours affectionately,

Samuel of ——

.

LETTER XXXII.

THE ANSWER.
Mr DkAR Sir,

It is impossible that I can sufficiently thank you for your

letter. I have been all along in a sad mistake. My family having,

by marriage, a snug thing or two in the Church, I thought it a good

investment of the little talent I may possess. I don’t boast of much
—but at a fox-hunt I was never yet out at the death, and at a

steeple-chase never craned at anything, I therefore thought I might

manage to mb on very well in canonicals ; but, really, you have

thrown so many difficidties in my way, that I certainly must give

the clergy the go-bye.

With thanks, however, for your very long letter,

I remain, yours truly,

Basil Jolly.

P.S. They tell me I Ve the gift of the gab—I think I shall go

to the Bar.
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THE VISIT OF THE KING OF THE FRENCH.

T^HIS truly gratifying event had long been a subject of discussion vdtb the Corporation

^ of Portsmouth^ who on hearing the booming of the guns scampered off to the pier

in their robes and white kid gloves, and awaited with intense anxiety the coming of the

French Monarch.
They had already agreed to an address, in which they anticipate “new seras ;

” pledge

themselves to “lively gratification,” and talk of the advantage “every part of the

habitable globe’'—Kamschatka included, of course—will derive from tlie Kino's visit.

It seems that their jurisdiction is bounded on the north by a large pair of wooden gates,

something in the style of the civic sovereignty which is hemmed in by Temple-bar on the

west, and, consequently, the Mayor and Aldermen were compelled to go on board the

royal steamer to present their address, because their authority does not extend beyond
the Royal Clarence yard, expiring, we believe, immediately over the iron grating at tlie

j

left-hand comer. The Mayor and Corporation, with the Recorder at their head,!

descended the companion-ladder with some difficulty, and were introduced to the King,
j

The Recorder made a very low bow, and on rising up again, being a very tall man, he
fetched himself—as the boys say—a most tremendous crack on the Jiead against the beams
of the vessel. Having nibbed his head, he began reading the address, but getting inspired

on arriving at the words “ highly important national event,” he drew himself up with
sudden dignity, and “fetched himself” a second most severe wipe^—to nse a juvenile

expression—which almost brought tears into his own eyes, and a smile into the face

of the Due DE Montpensieh. The address, in fact, ran something in this fashion :

— We, the Mayor (thwack on the head). Aldermen, and Burgesses of the Borough of
Portsmouth (dreadful crack on the pericranium), the loyal and affectionate subjects of
our most gracious Sovereign, Queen Victohia, desirous of expressing (awful blow on
the temple), the sentiments, &c. &c.”—^The address was continued in this style to thej

close ; the Recorder, every now and then, rising with his subject, and stooping imme-
diately afterwards with a blow from the top of the cahin. When this was concluded, the
King gave a very gracious and good-humoured answer, having first joked the Recorder
on the whacks he had received, and apologising for the ship not having been built high
enough to receive so very exalted a personage. The familiarity of the King set the
Corporation off taking liberties, and they began asking him if it was true whether he ever
was a writing-master in Kngland, and advertised specimens of his pupils' improvement
after six lessons ?

Louis-Philippe was very good-natured about it,’and the Recorder bothered the King
to write out a copy of the answer to the address, and devote his time to other small ama-
bilities, one of which His Majesty adroitly got rid of by saying that his answer to the
address was only written in his heart, so that the Recorder could not very well request
a lithograph from such an original. The King, however, made up for this disappointment
by offering to shake hands with the whole lot

; and they all began tearing away at their
tight-fitting white kid gloves ; but his Majesty expressed his desire that they would

naturedly asked them'theirnames and addresses,

when there was a sudden rush of cards, amongst

which we recognised

JT ® IftE S ©
3i3ahrr,

HIGH STREET.
French Foils at Eight in the Morning,

His Majesty alluded, playfully, to the idea of

the French Rolls, and Mn. Johnson suggested

it was better than the Roll of the Dnim—a joke

wliich was judiciously burked by his brother

Aldermen.
At length the Coi-poration got bowed out, for

the King had already said, in French, “ Ces excel-

lents messieurs nes'en iraiit jamais’* (“ These wortliy

fellows will never go”) 5 upon which Aumihal
lifACKAU hoisted uumistakeable signals of dis-

i

tress, and they were got rid of by a subordi-

nate officer.

It was soon after intimated that Paince
Albert had arrived ; and the Prince jumped
upon dock in that horrible white hat with the

black hatband, wliich ho will wear, followed by
the Duke op Wellington. The meeting of

the Prince and King was very cordial. The

keep their gloves on—a hint which was not taken by all of [them. He then good-

King’s first words were, “ Well, here lam;”
to which Prince Albert replied, with great
sincerity, “ Glad to see ye.” Wellington
took a sort of sidelong squint at Admiral
Macxau, as much as to say, “Humph, who are
you, I wonder ? ” and Mackau turned half-round
upon his heel, as though he would have ex-
claimed, “ Well, I ’m sure ! What are you
staring at?”

^
We now turn our attention to Windsor

Castle, where Her Majesty and suite were in a
state of constant bustle, looking out of the win-
dows, running up and down the stairs, straining
their eyes over the Long Walk, and practising
pretty little speeches to do honour to Louis-
Philippe on his arrival. Her Majesty was in
the highest spirits, andjokingly told Sir Robert
Peel she hoped that he and Mons. Guizot
would

I
not get talking politics together, and
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perhaps proceeding to high words, for she was determined that if mentals or livery being eagerly followed by the multitude. To cause
she heard of anything of the sort, Sir Robert must not stop one a diversion, a few beefeaters were turned out into the quadrangle, to

.

moment at the Castle. Sir Robert Peel promised to be on his best allay the appetite of the sight^seei’s. The beefeaters were eagerly

behaviour
; and with the words, Not a syllable about Tahiti,” her set upon, and seemed in danger of being swamped by the cmiosity

Majesty bounded up the great staircase to have another look out of the people, when a lot of Gentlemen-at-Arms were thrust out at

of the top window for her illustrious visitor. a side door, and the populace were thus drawn off from the unfortu-

At length the cavalcade hove in sight, and the Queext, who was nate beefeaters, who escaped into their lodging fastnesses. The
the first to catch a glimpse of it, pulled every bell-rope that she went Gentlemen-at-Arms, being proud of their regimentals, rather liked

by, on her way to the grand vestibule. This presence of mind on being pursued ; but ultimately the public got tired out, particularly

the part of the Queen had set the entire household agog, and they when it was iscovered that the Gentlemen-at-Arms were only
all came running towards the foot of the grand staircase, so that a dressed up to look like deputy-lieutenants, but being, in fact, a lot of
grand taUem was got up in a moment, and Louis-Philippe had an nobodies.
opportunity of seeing the ** whole strength of the company” drawn In a short time a glass of wine on a waiter was seen to issue from
up to greet him on his arrival.

^
one of the side doors, carried by a servant in the royal livery, and

;

When the King really drove up, her Majesty could not restrain an immense rush was made towards the place to which it was being -

herself from rushing out to the door of the royal carriage, and the taken ;
but the servant having entered another door, the wine did

affectionate words, “ Pray go in, you ’ll catch cold,” were the first not allay the thirst of the populace for information,

that were uttered by Louis-Philiffe on seeing his hostess without At last the carriages were seen to draw up at the principal en-

;

a bonnet—^not even a crown—standing in a thorough draught to trance, but nobody could get near enough to see who got into them,
welcome him. Prince Albert could not refrain from adding, and nobody could guess which direction the carriages would take

;

think you’re imprudent, my dear;” but there was no time so that, when they started, the populace ran to all points of the

for parley or remonstrance, and in a few seconds they were all in compass, with a singular difference of opinion as to which way would
the vestibule kissing each other in all directions. The Duchess of be the right one for lighting on the royal cortege. Eventually the

Rent affectionately clutched in her arms the Due be Mont- carriages passed out where no one was expecting to see them, and a
PENSiER ; and after Louis-Philippe and the Queen had had a lot of loyalty, which had rushed suddenly away from the railings

good hug, the King of the Prencu gallantly kissed the Duchess where nothing was to be seen, turned desperately round a corner,

of Kent. screaming (whilst several hundred yards from the royal party) a
At length they all started up stairs, and the King of the French welcome, which the exertion of running, and the immense distance,

was shown to his room, with a request that he would ring for any- rendered utterly inaudible to its objects.

thing he wanted. Dinner wound up the proceedings of the day ; While we were returning, puffing, blowing, coughing, and wheez-
and on Wednesday the King ran about the slopes with all the ing, from our fruitless helter-skelter into the Long Walk, we met
activity of a stripling, and the rest of the day was passed in looking two gentlemen with umbrellas under their arms. One wore a
about the Castle. blue surtout, the other a black long coat, and both were engaged

Thursday was fixed for trying the char~^anG^ which proved a in quiet conversation ;
the gentleman in the black coat making a

dead failure. It jolted awfully, and the number of seats in it pre- walking-stick of his umbrella, the individual in blue holding his

vented that snug gossip with her illustrious visitor, upon which her pa/raphiie under his left arm, and resting his right hand on about the

Majesty had calculated. It is a sort of " Hampton Court Pleasure centre of it. Our practised eye caught the familiar countenance of

Van ” with the seats placed crossways instead of longways, and Sxa Robert Peel, and we recognised in his companion no other

Louis-Philippe saying, «Ah! I see you don’t like it,” playfully than Guizot. They turned off from the Long Walk towards the left,

threatened to take it away again. If it is used again, it will only be and their course was checked for a moment by a stile, when Sir
in consequence of this banter ;

and in order to persuade the King Robert leading the way, and Guizot following close after, they

OF the French that her Majesty is not displeased with his present, both stepped over it, and it occurred to us that the ramble in the

Friday had been the day fixed for investing Louis-Philippe course of which they had easily and pleasantly passed over the

with the Garter ; and the King, 'having put on a pair of knee- same stile, would do more towards enabling them to get over the

breeches, took particular care of his left leg, to keep the stocking Tahiti and' other questions, than all the diplomacy that could ever

clean for the interesting ceremony. His Majesty looked exceedingly pass between them,
well in shorts, and appeared extremely proud of his calves, which he
occasionally looked down upon with evident satisfaction.

The Chapter having been summoned for half-past two, the Knights

arrived, and Garter called them over m the following order.

Goerter, Rutland.—Ansmr. Here am I.‘

Gaater. Wellington.—Ansmr. Eyes right. Attention. (A laugh.)

The others were called over in their order, and answered to

their names. After a short delay, Louis-Philippe was intro-

duced ; and having been informed that he was elected a Knight
of the Gartei', he raised his left leg in the air, resting his toe on
the edge of the table. His stocking was then drawn well up, and
her Majesty, tm'ning her head a little on one side, Prince Albert
and the Duke of Cambridge secured the stocking by the garter,

which they were about to buckle rather too tightly, when a slight

exclamation burst from the lips of the illustrious monarch. ^ Too
tight % ” inquiringly observed the Duke of Cambridge.
peui* replied Louis-Philippe; and the garter was arranged one
hole looser than it had been at first buckled. ;.The riband was
then produced, and the Queen was proceeding to place it over the

right shoulder with a compllmeutary speech, when the Duke of

PUNCH’S THEATRE.

}

EALLY desirous that the King of the
French should witness a Shak-

sperian play during his visit to Eng-
land, her Majesty commanded \K%ng

John at Sadler’s Wells, the only

house at present open for the tragic

drama. Louis-Philippe, like our

own beloved Majesty, has a passion-

ate fondness for the theatre; and
like her Majesty, loses no opportu-

nity of lavishing favours upon its

k professors, actors as well as authors.

On Saturday last, the Queen, the

King of the French, Prince
Albert, and a select party visited

'^Sadler’s Wells, — though not in

state. The distinguished visitorsCambridge loudly ejaculated “ Over the left !
” to the utter couster- state. The distinguislied visitors

nation of all present. Rlack Rod relieved them firom embarrassment were received at the door by Messrs. Phelps and W^arner (dressed

by observing that it was usual to place the riband over the left in court suits,) who, carrying superb silver candlestick^ lighted them

shoulder, and the Duke of Cambridge exclaiming very loudly, to the royal box; which was fitted up in the most tasteful manner;

That’s what 1 meant,” the error of her Majesty, in putting it over the arms of|England and France being very happily blended in

the right, was adjusted. various-coloured silk velvet.
^ . , . « ^

After the ceremony, Louis-Philippe ran to his apartments to get God sme the Queen was sung, and was immediately followed by the

ready for a drive, and soon made his appearance in an enormous Parisienne. The play-— was immediately begun; and

Mackintosh, which he had thrown on over his garter paraphernalia, throughout its performauce both their Majesties evinced their admi-

in which he would be compelled to appear again at the evening ration by cordially applauding the stem and powerful -STiwy John of

banquet. Phelps, and the majestic sorrows of Mrs. Warner s Constq̂ .
Windsor was in a state of commotion during the whole day, the On the conclusion of the play, the royal party were again attended

Castle being literally besieged, and every one who came out in regi- by Messrs. Phelps and Warner. Before quitting the box, the
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King of the French, with a very gracious smile, addressed Mr.
|

Phelps. ‘'It gives me ” said liis Majesty, « infinite pleasure to fiud
i

that even in the suburbs of London, the mighty genius of the'

immortal Shakspere can be so finely illustrated, as I have this night

witnessed it. I am much gratified. Her gracious Majesty will

permit you, Mr. Phelps, to wear this, as a slight token of my admi-

ration of your talent.*’ Whereupon, Louis-Philippe immediately

handed to Mr. Phelps the cross of the Legion of Honoui*.

Ad immense concourse of spectators had gathered about the

theatre, and the royal carriages drove^off amidst acclamations.

THE POLKA PEST.

THE PRESENTATION OF THE CITY ADDRESS.

Louis-Philippe proved himself a very attentive reader of Punch by what
he said to the civic folks on Saturday la.st; and two or throe of the coups

de pat with which he favoured Magnay and Moon, would almost tempt us

to offer his Majesty terms to join us in the character of a contributor.

The King op the French indulged in two jokes of the most extravagantly

humorous kind. He actually complimented Magnay on his father’s hos-

pitality, and told Moon he knew him well, having heard of “ his encourage-

ment of the arts.” Magnay’s hospitality, and Moon’s encouragement of

the arts, have long been two of tlio standing jokes of this periodical, which,

it is evident, Louis-Philippe gets smuggled over into France for his own
private reading, though publicly professing to prohibit it.

We understand that Magnay winced perceptibly ; but Moon, who is not

easily made to blush, faced out his Majesty’s pleasantry with characteristic

hardihood.

Magnay's invitation to the King to come and dine at the Mansion
House would have been inexplicable, but for the fact that the Lord Mayor
was perfectly aware of his Majesty’s intention not to visit London. A
chuckle was observed to pass over the countenance of Louis-Philippe, as

much as to say, “ it would be a good joke to take him at his word but
his Majesty good humouredly spared Magnay from the state of nervous-

ness into which he would have been thrown by the slightest apprehension

that he might be called upon to entertain the French sovereign.

The people at the palace appear to have been quite in the humour for

quizzing the citizens; and poor Mr. Lamuert Jones got a dig at the door
of the outer cliambor from theDuke of Wellington. The Duke, having
no doubt the recollection of poor Jones’s rebuff vividly in his mind,
exclaimed, " By-the-by, Jones, do you know when her Majesty intends to

have the ceremony of opening the Royal Exchange performed ? ” Poor
Jones could only say he knew nothing at all about it ; and, considering

that the Queen declined seeing him when he called at Windsor on the

subject, we hardly know how Jones could have given a more satisfactory

answer.

Altogether the citizens were what is commonly termed " rigged” most
unmercifully, probably as a warning to any other corporations that may
feel disposed to intenere with the privacy of Louis-Philippe’s visit, by
publicly addressing him.

TUB supposed oR'.em op the polka.

Nearly twelvemonths ago, Mr, Punch, you must know that I"was at
Vienna. There I witnessed the first rise, progress, triumph, and apo-
theosis of the accursed Polka, and learnt it myself in self-defence. After
1 was completely sick of it, I went to Paris for the winter, and there, to
my disgust, found that I had to go through the whole process of rtee,
progress, triumph, and apotheosis, for the second time. With prophetic
eye I foresaw that in the next London season the whole series would
be inflicted upon me once more ; and I need not tell you how right I
was :--and now, sir, that I have gone down into the country, in hopes of
enjoying a little quiet shooting, by Jingo ! here it is again, just on the
threshold of a vigorous youth, and promising me all the delights of rise,
progress, triumph, and apotheosis, for a fourth time. I can really
scarcely preserve the courteous demeanour for which I am so celebrated,
wlien 1 hear the eternal round of questions—Have you seen the Folkal
(Have I seen it I 1 ! ! ) Can you dance the Polka I—^Do you like the
Polka I—Do you know the new Polka 1—Pollm—Pollca—Polka—Polka—
it is enough to drive one mad ! Then, Sir, the way in which these rustics
execute it

! ^
That I, who have beheld it, (and performed it, too, not with-

out distinction) in the first salons of Paris and London, should be con-
demned to assut at such an exhibition ! Two or three couples, who have
been tslking big about it for the preceding three weelcs, trot with faces of
solemn sel^atisfaetion round the small circle into which theyare hemmed
by the gaping crowd, holding each other at arm’s length, and rolling their
heads most religioudy from right to left, according to instructions

; this
they vary with an occasional attempt at a "toe and heel” step, which
(insists in stamping Iheir own heels upon other people’s toes, and then
toeymar^ away in triumph to receive the congratulations of their friends,
leavmg the poor deluded spectators under the impression that they have
seen the Pollco. Do, pray, Mr, Punch, throw one ofyour invisible shells
into the middle of this atrocious nuisance. I ask it on the score of
common humanity, and not on my own account, for I start for Lapland
to-morrow, though, I dare say, I shall find my enemy has preceded me.

Your constant reader (really)
Adamtown* [John Green, Jun.

An Antwei
up for sale !

A HINT TO THE ATTORNEV-GENEHaL.
' jpurnal has stated that tlie " British Queen ” will be put
Will it not be high treason to knock her down 1

IRISH iNfTRLLIGHNCR.

Liffep Coori, Oct. 12M, 1844.

^
W then, Mistrer Punch, wid all dime submission, isn’t it mighty

singular what dhrole things ’ll come into people’s heads sometimes % I

was cogitatin’, meself, last evenin’, lookin’ out o’ the windy, an* kcopiii*

up the sash wid my forred, (one o’ the lodgers stole the poker, whin ho
med off, ’count o’ bein’ asked to pay his rint,) an’ well an’ good, if I was,
I paid ^te attintion entirely to the moveinints o’ Mrs. McCormac over
the way, that was thryin’ to regulate a set of unruly children, while
Misthbr McCormac was talcin’ the back out of a Dublin Bay lierrin’,

afther his day’s work. There’s a beautiful picthure of Irish politics,

thinks meself ; there ’s Micky McCormac, the stout little fellow, wid a
poor excuse for a sate to his corduroys, he ’s tearin’ away, an’ kickin’

up a grate disturbance to go where he playses, an’ stand up for himself

;

—^he *8 an out au’ out Rippaler. Then his brother Patey, lookin’ so soft

an’ sulky, an’ promisin’ to keep stiddy an’ quiet, if he gets the bone of a
pig’s leg to pollsb,—^he ’s a fedheralist. The small boy sittin* on the
bellows, an* risin’ a fillilew, because his gron’mother didn’t promise to

come to him once a month, that *s Dociuer Mansell, says I, wantin’ to

liave the Queen an’ Parliment every quarther.
But, Mr. Punch, honey, the boy that " banged Banagher ” was in a

comer by himself, where he had been put for his contrairiness, an’ for
abusin’ every one right an’ left—“ hurlin' high an’ haughty defiance ” at
his daysint parents, an’ every mother's sowl that wasn’t of bis own way of
thinkin’ as to things in general. Ob, be the book o’ war, that ’s“Dan to a
hair, says 1, an’ just as I kem to the same conclusion, up wid Micky, an’
Patey, an’ the tulip on the bellows, an’ they blarneyed an’ bothered the
ould couple to that degree, (outvotin’ ’em, as you may say,) till they had
to let the buck go free—^wid his three Law Lords in tatthers screechin’
at his heels. That’s Ireland au’ the Irish now, as well as if all the froth
about Fermanagh Porter (by Grey) was spoutin’ out.

Dublin is dull enough at the present writiu’, as all the people o’ note,
except meself an’ the bankers, are out o’ town. Tom Steele is settin*

fire to the Shannon. ** My dear Ray ” is yelpin’ amongst Dan’s baygles.
O’M and O’C L are dhreamin’ o’ the Wliigs, railroads, an’ the
most axpedishiouS mode o’ fillin’ the jbreeches pockets ; an* the Lord
Mayor is afther goin’ sky scrapin’ in the balloon wid' Misther Hampton.
Tim had never before so many respectable people lookin’ up to him.
But I ’m threspassin’, as Micky Foran’s pig said, when it ate Darby

Dolan’s Sunday smalls.—So luck be wid you till the next time,

^ Tim Quinlan.





"There I Go and Eiaa your Little Sister, and don’t talk ahout Fighting any more 1"
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THE STUDENTS* GRATITUDE TO GRAHAM COMIC SONGS FOR LADIES.

Bt a number of rejected Medical Students a very respectable meeting was yesterday
held in the Lecture Room of a certain large hospital, for the purpose of voting an
address of thanks to Sin James Graham, for the Medical Reform Bill \vhich he means
to introduce next session.

The chair (namely, the Anatomical Teacher’s,) was taken by Mr. Potts, of Guy’s,
who, considering that he had been plucked at the Hall three times, was unanimously
determined the fittest person to occupy it.

A young gentleman in a Tweed wrapper, with a stick projecting from the side pocket,
whose name, we understand, was Faker, i-ose to move the address. He commenced hy
claiming, in the usual terms, indulgence for his inexperience as an orator ; and then,
plunging in medias res^ declared his conviction that Sir James Graham was a brick.
He (Mr. Faker, not Sir James Graham) had had the honour of being plucked.
(Cheers,) He considered that it was an honour, (Renewed cheering.) He might
have passed, if he had agreed with the examiner about bleeding in Apoplexy. The
examiners were unfair. (Hear, hear /) He had been floored by a catch question.
(Shame !) They had bulUed him. (Groans and hisses.) They had asked him the
composition of Calomel. He happened to have forgotten it ; anybody might. (Hear^
hear /) Then they got him on Materia Medica ; and he (Mr. Faker) was sure that
every gentleman present well knew tliat this was a subject that nobody could get up
thoroughly. The fact was, that they took a delight in rejecting a fellow. (Groans,)
To ruin a young man’s prospects was a pleasure to them. It was tlieir object. They
were a set of brutes, (hear, hear I) old women, (hear, hear, hear !) humbugs.

( Tre^
mendous cheering.) They would now be done up. (Hurrah!) Sir James Graham’s
Bill would settle them. No more Hall ! No more grinding ! No more waiting in that
“funking room !” (Cries of capital! and glorious !) He should now say no more,
as he was tired, and should like some half-and-half ; but would at once propose the
resolution ; which was to the following effect :

—

“That this Meeting begs, on the part of Medical Students as a body, to express its

gratitude to the Right Honourable Sir James Graham for his intended measure of
Medical Reform, and especially for that part of it which will enable them to practise
without passing any examinations.”

The gentleman in the Tweed wrapper sat down amid immense cheering.
The Address was seconded, in a neat and characteristic speech, by a Mr. Nibbs,

who strongly insisted on the point that Chemistry was gammon.
A student of the name of Dobson suggested as an amendment to the Address the

following addition

“ And this Meeting considers the Right Honourable Baronet a trump.”

Mr. Tucker, a Uuiversity College man, seconded the amendment. He wanted to
know what was the use of Anatomy to a general practitioner 1

A Mr. Jones perfectly coincided with the last gentleman, and wished anybody would
tell him what good it did to get up Pharmacy %

Another student expressed his disapprobation of Latin. He had been plucked for
his Celsus, and thought it a great shame.
A desultory conversation followed on the inutility of knowledge in general ; at the

end of which the amended resolution was put and carried by an immense majority : after

which the company adjourned, in parties, to various subterranean taverns, with the
exception of Mr. Jones, who expressed his determination of

My Love is all that is polite,

He looks so pale and thin ;

He wears his boots so very tight,

And pulls so closely in.

Oh ! what a deal in hats and gloves,
In vests and coats he spends ;

I call the heart tliat truly loves,
The tailor’s best of friends.

He is so very jealous too,

As to be quite absurd

;

I mustn’t even look at you,
I mustn’t, onmy woi’d.

Oh ! if you did beside me sit,

He ’d be in such a way
;

Or waltz with me —don’t mention it—
I know not what he ’d say.

’Tis silly of him, certainly,

To be so great a stupe ;

I ’m sure another girl than me
Would make him quite a dupe ;

But then he is so finely grown,
So handsome, and so tall.

That really I ’m obliged to own,
I like him after all.

PUNCH
To Messieurs les Ridacteurs of the “ Consiitutionnelf

the Quotidiemef and the “ Sikle,^'

My Excellent but Incomprehensible Brothers
What does possess you? Here have we English

been fussing our hearts out to do honour to France in the
person of her Sovereign. Sir Peter Laitrie has distinctly

stated that he has the very highest respect for Louis
Philippe. Mr. Moon, and the excellent members of the
Common Council, were treading on each other’s toes in

their anxiety to present him with a loving address from
the City of London, while everybody at Windsor (though
1 don’t lay so much stress on this) from the Q,ueen
downwards vied in attention to our illustrious guests.

Even I, Punch, who had the best excuse for sulking,

when the King presented himself, have actually embraced
the man who exiled me from France. And yet you are
not satisfied. You will find an insult in every attention,

a dagger in every word of congratulation, a thrusting of

the tongue into the cheek in every look of welcome.
Really you expend a monstrous deal of ingenuity in flinging

dirt into your own faces. Do you always behave so ? Is

it a natural tendency of yours to suppose everybody wants
to insult you, to rake up the ashes of every old heart-
burning, and rummage your histories for every recollec-

tion of defeat, that you may have the pleasure of saying

—

** and these are the courtesies of Albion ? ” Upon my
sacred honour, as a great moral engine, I ’m ashamed of
you. Take Punch’s word for it, John Bull is the best-

natured, simplest creature in the world. As for deeply-

plotted insults, and far-fetched gibes, he hasn’t a notion
of them—he hates them—he sums up his detestation of
them when he calls them “ Un-English.”

In sending the Duke of Wellington to receive Louis-
Phxlippb at Portsmouth, he hadn’t a thought of the battle
of Waterloo ; and in setting out dinner in the Waterloo
Gallery, depend upon it the Comptroller of the House-
hold was thinking of

^
the book of precedence rather than

the treaty of Yersailles
; and as for the cheers that

greeted Marshal Soult on his late visit, they were the
simple recognition of a brave enemy—but by no means of
a beaten Frenchman. If he had thrashed the Duke, his
reception would have been just the same. I know you
don’t believe a word I say, but I must tell the truth,
nevertheless. Do think and talk inore like men and
sensible men, or your own couniiymeii will laugh at you.
I am accustomed to be laughed at, and like it ; but for a
serious newspaper, the laugh of its “ constant readers ” is

Your annoyed brother,
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BEAUTIES OF THE FRENCH PRESS.

PERFIDIOUS ALBION.

[JVoOT tl\s

RANGE is outraged—^insulted! Perfidious

^ Albion 1ms achieved her crowning!

insult ! Yes—^will it be believed—can
I

Jewe France for one moment imagine

such an atrocity—the Duke of Wel-
lington, who, with his English gold,

bought the battle of Waterloo, he who
brought back the Bourbons over the

slaughtered bodies of Frenchmen,—^he,

above all other men, was despatched

by Queen Victoria to welcome to

Portsmouth the King of the French !

And Louis-Philippe shook liim by
the hands— yes, one hand was not

enough—but, hear it France, and let

the ashes of Napoleon stir with

indignation,— he shook him by loth

liands !

fflTAPTT.TWfl and most important INTELLIGENOE-

“ Sir Peter Laurie entertains the highest respect for the King op

THE French.”—Not only does Sir Peter Laurie thus honour Hb
Majesty Louis Philippe, hut gives us his most exquisite reason for it

—What do you tliink it is, 0 Public * Guess !

Is it because Louis Philippe lias shown himself determined to mam-

tain peace between England and France ? Bagatelle

Is it because he supported exile with courage and self-reliance, and

elevation to a throne with dignity 1 Mere acting 1 ^ r .

Is it (because he has just released some fifty or sixty prisoners of state

from tlie dungeons of St. Michael ? FoHcg I
tx • j?

jg iij
2 t)ut we might fill our number with probable reasons : It is tor

none of these things that Sin Peter Laurie respects Louis Philippe.

It is

—

“BECAUSE IT IS IMPOSSIBLE TO ENTERTAIN ANY OTHER PEELING TO-

WARDS A MONARCH, WHO, WHEN ASKED BY THE MAYOR OF PORTSMOUTH

I

FOR A COPY OP THE REPLY OF HIS MAJESTY TO THE ADDRESS PRESENTED

;
TO HIM BY THE CORPORATION OP THAT TOWN, SAID, * I HAVE NO COPr

J

IT IS WRITTEN IN MY HEART 1
*

• And this, 0 Public, is the reason why Sir Peter Laurie respects the

I
King of the French.

[From the

What ! was it necessary for the full accomplishment of our

degradation that the King of the French should be feasted in

the Hall of Waterloo in Windsor Castle ? A hall, decorated with

the'portraits of men who have outraged France—^who have spilt the

blood of her children 3 Had not M. Guieot sufficiently degraded

the unfortunate country which mourns his administration, hut that

with a smile upon his cheek—^yes,a smile traitorous to ourselves and
our institutions—he must walk in Windsor Park with the man Peel?
Had the '^man of Ghent ” forgotten the insolence of the English

Minister when he denounced the doings of our invincible Bruat,
the immortal hero who has hayonetted the Tahitians, and all but
kidnapped Queen Pomare 3 Guizot walks, and talks, and smiles

with Peel in the Home Park ! Why does not all France, leaping

from its lethargy, chant the Marseillaise and grasp the sword 3

[From the Giole.l

The least that France could expect of theDuke op Wellington,
during the visit of Louis-Philippe to Windsor, was decent

behavionr. Much, from the character of the man, could not he
expected. No : the man who had been base enough to corrupt the

traitors who sold their hapless country,—the manwho with accursed

gold bought the battle of Waterloo, was not likely to make any large

sacrifice to decency. Nevertheless, the least to be expected of him
was, that during Louis Philippe’s visit, he would remain within I

his own doors. Certainly, it was not to be expected that he would

!

have had the audacity to approach the King of the French !

Had he possessed the true delicacy of a hero, he would on the sudden
have fallen very ill, and kept his bed until the King had departed.

Such sensibility, however, does not 'dignify a Wellington. No ;

on the contrary, even before the French King had touched the
hateful soil of Albion, Wellington was on hoard the Gamer; and
what is more—as the English prints audaciously declare it—

^

look-

ing in excellent health and spirits !
” But France—-whilst the man

of Ghent reigns—^is doomed to he insulted.

Provincial Intelligence*

Our Heme Bay Correspondent has written to inform us that one of

the two policemen has resdgned, in consequence of a row with the pier-

master. This must have been expected, for it was utterly impossible

that a civil and militaxy despotic could long co-exist wiffiout a
collision.

The Bay is now at the mercy of anybody who chooses to take any
trouble about the matter. We should he wrong to endeavour to lull the
inhabitauts into a consciousness of security, when we know that there is

no force in the place sufficient to check the iusolence of any invading
squadron. It is fortunate that the piei>master is not a Bruat, nor the

[

policeman a Pritchard. If one had been the one, and the other the
other, we might have had the Tahiti business over again before we knew
exactly where we were, or where events were leading us. The pier-
master has, however, reprimanded himself, and the policeman having
r^igni^ the Gordian knot is cut—at least for the present.

SIR ANDREW AGNEW AGAIN.

To THR Earl op Aberdeen.

S
A right well pleased, my Lord, to learn that during

Her Majesty’s late visit to Blair Athol, she com-

ported herself with every deference towards the

feelings of the most religious, the most moral, and

the most delicate-minded people on the face of the

earth,—need I say, my Lord, that 1 allude to our

inestimable countrymen 3

I was most satisfied with the deportment of the

Queen at Church, and, though I trust I have the

humility of a superfine Christian, I cannot hut

attribute the pious behaviour of Her Majesty to

the influence of the letter which you had the

honour to receivefrom me on Her Majesty’s arrival

in happy and religious Scotland.

I assure you, although it was not generally known, I watched Her

Majesty pretty closely. I felt that all Scotland required such

vigilance of me. Hence, I attended the Church, and, by the aid of a

strong pocket telescope, was enabled to watch every movement of

the Royal countenance during the service. Not for one minute did

I have my eye offthe Queen. As I have said I thought the country

required this of me.
I also made it my business to inquire of the servants at the

Castle as to the deportment of Her Majesty in her private hours

;

and, altogether, must express myself very well satisfied with her

conduct. Prince Albert is, I think, a well-disposed young man,—

but on his next visit to our beloved country, he will, I trust, show a

better respect towards the feelings of the most religious, the most

moral, and the most delicate-minded people on the face of the earth,

by not whistling to his dog on a Sunday.

The Princess Royal is a very pretty little child, but I would rather

not see her smile so much on the Sabbath. She is, however, but a

child, and may he instructed out of this dangerous levity. May I

also suggest that the next time the Queen visits a Scotch Church,

she should not wear roses in her bonnet. Roses on a Sunday are

scarcely proper—a bit of riband I think quite sufficient.
]

Altogether, however, I am. very well satisfied with Her Majesty,

and think that Scotland will he in no danger from the Sabbath

example set by the Queen. Hence, I shall he very glad to hear of

Her Majesty’s coining among us another season, and am

—

Your well-wisher and adviser,

Andrew Agnew.

Consumption of Meat in London*

Last week the consumption of Butcher’s Meat at the Mansion House

was 6 chump chops, 2 lbs. of gravy beef, 3lbs. of suet, 1 scrag ofmutton, and

} lb. of calf’s liver. Compared with the corresponding week of the pre-

ceding year this exhibits a falling off of 48 quarters of lamb, 30 shoulders,

18 legs, and 20 haunches of South Dowa mutton, 13 sirloins, 17 fillets of

veal, and 100 lbs. of rump steak. This alanmng difference has quite

created a panic among the Aldermen in the City.

,
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PEACE — PEACE — PEACE!
lo 70 gndandO)—^pace, pace, pace !—^PstsaacAi

"We recognised him in a moment—he was Young France ! Yes, albeit he sat in

a dirty estaminet with one half-glass of beer before him, in close neighbourhood to a
couple of gaming playing at one-sou dominoes,—^we knew him by his beard, by his

gloomy thoughtfulness, by his ferocious intelligence—^lie was Young France !

He took up La Presse, He read—^his hand shook with passion as he grasped and
grasped the paper—^his cheek became red, then yellow, then burning red again. One
hot tear rose to his eye, and then fell hissing down his cheek. He twitched his cos-

qtiette from his head—flung it upon the floor, and then jumping up, magnanimously
stamped upon it. Throwing forth his right arm—he ground Ms teeth—cried,
** Perfide Albion,” and then spat

!

The two young gentlemen paused at their dominoes, and looked admiringly at

Young France. He immediately saw he had an audience : his indignation would
obtain hearers—^his overladen heart might discharge itself in bitter, burning words :

—

“ Look ye here. Messieurs,” cried Young France, pointing to the Presse, peace

—

peace—^nothing but peace ! This King of the Barricades—^this Man with the
Umbrella—this Louis-Philtppe, voyages to ^perfidious Albion* only to preach
peace. It is thus that the glorious ardour of France is insulted ; that her warriors

are snubbed ; that her old heroic associations are laughed to scorn. Peace—^peace

—nothing but peace. At Portsmouth and at Windsor, still the same song—peace

!

“ Then wherefore have we stormed Tangier—wherefore conquered at Isly

—

wherefore has the magnanimous Buuat done all that lay within his mighty soul to

light the flames of glorious war, when we have a shopkeeping king shipping himself

for no other purpose than to cry ‘ peace, peace,*—to shake hands with Portsmouth
recorders and Windsor mayors 1

“Bones of Napoleon! do ye not rattle with indignation? Hear this!**—and
Young France read Louis-Philippe’s answer to the Windsor address :

—

“ OUE VIEW SHOVLD BE PEACE, WniLE WE LEAVE EVERT OTHER COUNTRT IN POSSESSION OP THOSE
BLESSINGS WHICH IT HATH PLEASED DiVINB PROVIDENCE TO BESTOW ON THEM.*’

“A Divine Providence ! Ha, ha !” cried Young France, bitterly
—

^^^Did Napoleon
ever talk such stuff? Was there such balderdash under * the Empire 1

*” And then,

with curling lip, he read on—
“ HaFPT I AM THAT 70U APPRECIATE MY CONSTANT ENDEAV0UE5,.ASSISTED BY A WISE GOVERN-

MENT AT HOME, TO PROMOTE THE MOST PE1ENDLY_AND PEACEFUL RELATIONS BETWEEN THE TWO
COUNTRIES. France has nothing to ask of England, and England has nothing to ask of

France, but cordial union.** ••

“ France nothing to ask of England ! Ha, ha !**—and Young France laughed like

a demon—“she has everything to ask, and to have of her—her navy, her colonies,

her commerce—her all—until the tricolor shall wave on the tower of Windsor

!

“ Nothing to ask ! She has to ask

—

t/iat Waterloo shall beforgotten! !
!** roared Young

France, who then emptied his half-glass of beer, and strided into the street like a

colossus. And here the two young gentlemen resumed their play—^forgetting the

miseries, the wrongs of France in one-sou dominoes

!

A HOnSE-GUAUP, TO BE COHPLETEP TN 12 PARTS.

REPORT OF A SHOP-WALKER.
The Walker of a linendraper’s shop is the person who has to walk up

and down in it, doing the agreeable to ladies, handing chairs to them, and

seeing that they are properly shaved ; so that the name of Walker has

by no means been injudiciously conferred upon him. The Walker has,

among other things, to furnish a report to his master of the negligence

of the other assistants in effecting sales ;
and the following is a sample of

a report so furnished :

—

“ Sunday Morning

^

1 a.m.

“ Mr. Tidd has this week been very inattentive. He has let six ladies

go away without buying anything ; and, on more than one occasion, has

neglected to inquire whether ‘there was any other article.’

“Mr. Wells has missed several opportunities. On Tuesday, when a

customer complained of the price of a de laine, he omitted to pledge his

word of honour that it was the only thing of the kind in town.

“ Mr. Baker let a lady have several yards of a ribbon ticketed in the

window, whereas he might have served her with an inferior article if he

had chosen.
“ Mr. Cooper, when a poor person inquired whether a certain stuff

would wash, confessed he was afraid it would not.

“ Mb. Jackson, on a lady’s questioning him whether the colours of a

har^ge were fast, replied that he could not say. He likewise hesitated to

warrant a Spitalfields silk to be French, when he might have done so with

perfect safety.

“ I caught Mr. Stevens, having nothing to do, reading a number of

Punch:'

“ Goon News ! Goon News ! !—We understand that a petition to

Lours Philippe is in course of signature in the city, praying his Majesty

to make Alderman Gibbs (the Lord Mayor elect) a^Count,

Dreadfiil Shipwreck.
We understand that another steamer has just gone down in the North

Sea. She had only one boat, which was swamped by the desperate pas-
sengers crowding into her. We lament to state that among them were
one Royal Duke, three Peers, and half-a^ozen Members of Parliament,
with their wives and families.

A LATER ACCOUNT.

We are happy to state that there is no truth in the above paragraph ;

hut when there shall be—when Dukes, and Peers, and Members of Par-
Uaraent, go to the bottom with common people, then—and it would seem
not until then—will there be an Act compelling shipowners to carry boats

of suliicient size to contain the crew and passengers.

MOTTOES.

Mr. O’Connell.— This man talked learnedly, a.s if he could tell how
to make a rebellion and never break the peace.”

—

Lord JSaeo7i*s ffistory

of Henry VI

L

“ Beginning already to squint one eye upon the crown and another upon

the sanctuary.”

—

Ibut.

Lord Brougham.—“ Thoul’t beggar my derision utterly. If thou

stayest longer 1 sliall want a laugh.”

—

Beaumont and Fletcher*s Wit at

Several Weapons, act iii., sc. 1.

VERY LIKELY.

Colcnel Sibthorpe wishes to know if tlie lady advertised to enter the

cage, accompanied by Mr. Carter, is
.
the Lady of Lyons who played so

long at the Haymarket ?
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VATJSSALL MASQTrESASX:.

m.'' Ji

m

Know ye the scene where the clerks and the tailors

A re deck’d out in costume both dirty and fine

;

Where till-i'obbing shop-boys, as soldiers and sailors,

Now stoop down to beer—^now ascend up to wine 1

’Tis the place for a feast : not the region of fun.

Can we smile on the jokes that are made there !—^not one.

Oh, pointless and dull, as Ojibbeway yell,

Are tlie tricks which they play, and the 6on mots they toll.

There a bevy of noodles, by puffing extreme,
Are tempted to muster in numerous throng

;

They 're off to Vauxhall, where they drink, dance, and scream,
And fancy they come it exceedingly strong.

Vauxball’s Great Bdl Masqu^ I ne’er can forget
5

And oft when alone, at the close of the year,

1 think, ore the vagabonds dancing there yet ^

Are they still at their brandy and water, and beer 1

OMISSIONS OF THE COURT CIRCULAR.

The gentleman whose duty it is to concoct the Court Circular is, in
sooth, a strange forgetful person—a man of marvellous short memory.
The blunders committed by him—the omissions of which he has been
guUty—during the visit of the King of the French, have, however,
exceeded all previous errors. He has duly given the names of Dukes,
and Marquises, and Ambassadors, and so forth, honoured by a command
to the royal table, but he has in no one instance chronicled any name of
the host of poets, philosophers, painters, authors, musicians, sculptors, and
other professional men who were expressly invited that Louis-Philtppe
might see the representatives of much of the intellect of the country.
What is the man of the Court Circular about 1 It would almost seem
that he has so long attended to the mere doings of a palace, that he has a
strange grudge against intellect. We trust he will be more attentive for
the future.

THE BOOK OF THE SEASON.
Shortly will he published, handsomely hound in calf, The Mysteries

of London.. The first number will be filled with an account of the election
of Aluebman Gibbs as Lord Mayor. The second will give facsimiles of the
TOcmpts of the Alderman during his Chnrchwardenship of St. Stephens,

l^esemratton of Trafalgar

Dear Punch,

We are so deeply ^
impressed with the fatherly

t'-s
interest you have always A
evinced for the Nelson ^
Column, that we write

to request your gracious

permission for tlie erec-
ifO-,/* '

tiou of the accompany-
ing design for an eques-

trian statue of yourself. n
We mean it as a token of A

\
gratitude for the invaluable

i

I
services you have rendered

I

to the statues and columns ®
iJ Ji lp W'M

\

in general of London. X
ll’
HUllUlX //M

Perhaps, to add to the

obligation, you will be Vy Iw

kind enough to send us an
inscription for the pedestal, lyi/

I'
'

which, if you have no ob- ij wH Li
J

jection, we should like to
i/ flf

-- 1 I
bo the one now vacant in

^
W U I

Trafalgar Square. We - ?|l J| f
ought to say that Mr. I J"*”

*

Wyatt has touched up ^ 7 liS-K r

j

nrr... .

.

"7
|

I ”
7
'"*

I

your nose, and_ trimmed
J JlL

your calves a bit. Are ^ ^
they the thing 1 Your '

slippers and the stirrups

were left out purposely, to ~r^r=-T—

match with the statue of

George the Fourth.

Your very grateful, obedient Servants,

The Commissioners of Woods and Forests.

Dear Woods and Forests,

Do just as you like. My modesty does not allow me to say

yes,” but still my hearty good wishes for the morals of the metropolis as

strongly prevent me saying no.” The only thing I dislike is being

vis-h-vis to George the Fourth, but perhaps, as a healthy antidote

is wanted to that X’oyal bane, it will be as well to put me up just for the

principle of the thing. Mind, however, I stipulate for two coats of paint

for my horse every year. As for an inscription, what do yon think of the

following—
"A GRATEFUL COUNTRY TO PUNCH.”

I am, dear Woods and Forests,

P. S. Don’t you think I shall crush the National Gallery I A Doric
mustard-pot, however, to keep the pepper-boxes company might give it

elevation. Couldn’t you get Suirke to run up a couple '1

ACCIDENT ON THE KENSINGTON RAILWAY.
The up and down train, which keeps running up and down the line to

make believe there ’s a passenger, had just left the Kensington station

with its usual freight of englnemen, stokers, and policemen, when the
train was overtaken by a man running at a pretty smart pace after it.

The policeman supposing it might be a passenger, and yet hardly think-
ing such a thing possible, called to the stoker to stop, hut the stoker sup-
posing the policeman only wanted to get down, and cut a salad for supper
as he had frequently done before, no attention was paid to the summons.
Ultimately the engineer, being desirous of going home, stopped the engine,
and it was then ascertained that the train had passed over two horses,
without either stoker, policeman, or engineer having known anything
about it. The unfortunate horses had, it seems, broken away from a
groom, and the sagacious animals having observed the very little traffic

on the lino, thought there could be no possible danger in indulging in a
scamper down it. The unfortunate beasts were, however, out In their
calculation, for though they were right in supposing they would meet no
passengers, they were not prepared for the extraordinary practice of
sending empty carriages up and down the line—-a custom wluch proved
fatal to the noble quadrupeds.

CHANGE OF RESIDENCE.
The^ Fi^asol of the Emperor of Morocco, from the plains of Isly to

the Tuileries of Paris, for change of air. The parasol, during its stay in
the French capital, will put up at the celebrated JffStel des Tnvalides.
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THE following will be as nearly as possible the ar-

rangements on the occasion of Her Majesty’s going

to open the Royal Exchange, on the 28th instant

Her Majesty and Prixci: Albeut are to be at

Temple Bar (the western boundary of the civic do-

minions) at exactly twelve o’clock ;
and the Loan

Mayor, with the civic functionaries, will be standing

on the other side of the closed gate an hour previously,

taking it by turns to look through the key-hole, so as

to be aware of the precise moment of the arrival of

the royal visitors. The hairdresser’s shop, which forms

part of the gateway, will be blockaded by a strong

police force, so as to prevent the Coiporation from
being surprised, and the proprietor will be compensated

by the price of six “ easy shaves,” as an equivalent

for what he will lose by the interruption to his usual

routine of rasping the chins of the public.

A Herald will then kick at the gate, and ring the

top bell in the name of the Queeit, while Stick-in-

Waiting will give a rap at the door, and Herald-in-

Ordinary will give a severe blow to his trumpet. The
Lord Mayor will then exclaim through the key-hole,
" Who are you i ” and Tanner the hair-dresser will go
through a piece of pantomime at his window expressive

of the sentiment that he would let them through the

shop if he could, but that he really can’t, and he will

make signs implying an uncertainty as to where his

allegiance is due, pointing first towards the Lord
Mayor, then towards the Queen, and ultimately

taking refuge under his own counter, leaving the two
sovereigns to an*ange the matter between them. Stick-

in-Waiting will then put his mouth to the key-hole,

exclaiming, “ Open in the Queen’s name !
” when

Magnay will draw the holt, the gates will be un-

closed, and he will rush out with two pantomime keys,

supposed to he the keys of the city, which he will hand
to Her Majesty, who will immediately hand them back
again.

The whole party will then proceed to the New Ex-
change, where the Gresham Committee will be in

attendance under the portico ; the Chairman having

previously been voted on to the top step, to enable

him to preside over the meeting, the ordinary mem-
bers occupying the street posts, kerb-stone, and other

accommodations, until the arrival of Her Majesty, The
Gresham Committee will all start upon their legs when
the Queen appears in sight, and will receive her cn

her arrival, the Chairman stammering out something

about “British Commerce;” the Queen alluding, in

reply, to the connection between the House of Bruns-

wick and the London Merchants. Her Majesty will

then he conducted into the area, across the open court,

up the principal staircase to the building appropriated

to Lloyd’s, when she will probably express a wish to

see Lloyd, whose celebrated list she has heard so much
about.

The Queen will then pass into the apartments de-

voted to the Royal Exchange Assurance Company,
which it is expected Her Majesty will open by laying

the first insurance—that is to say, taking out the first

policy in the new office in favour of the royal apiary.

Her Majesty will, it is understood, not wear the splendid

badges of the orders of the County Fire Office and the

Phoenix, in both of which some of the furniture at

Windsor is insured, hut she will present the company
with the insignia that will in future be jdaced on all the

buildings insured in it. A banquet will be announced

at two, to which Her Majesty will be conducted, and

the corporation will then proceed to the discussion of

the real matters of interest connected with the day’s

proceedings.

Such are the arrangements as far as we can at pre-

sent ascertain them, from the mysterious programme
which has been put forth

;
but as the citizens are very

liable to be confused when they come to carry out their

own intentions, it is possible there will be a few devia-

tions from the path already chalked out. Punch having

received an invitation to the banquet and the rest of

the day’s proceedings, will not fail to give a true

account of &em.
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THE QTrEEHI’S lU.XTSTBlb'D'S VISITOIIS.

ia enaUed, from peculiar sources, to give

a list of Her Majesty’s visitors for the

next nine years :

—

1845.

—Mehemet Ali will visit Wind-
sor Palace, accompanied by fifty of his

sons. Egyptian Hall will be fitted up for

their accommodation.

1846.

—The Emperor op Morocco, who
will be attended by Ard-el-Kader as his

aide-de-camp. Hamo Samee will be ap-

pointed his guard of honour and parasol-

bearer.

1347.—The President op the United
States, He will not lodge at the' Palace,

however, on account of his republican

principles, but simply have a knife and
fork laid for him at the royal table every

day. The North and South American

Coffee-house will have a handsome second-pair back fitted up for him.

3848. The Sultan op Turkey, who, out of compliment to the Queen,

will not smoke under her hospitable roof, but will take his dozen cheroots

every evening at Gliddon's Cigar Divan.

1849.

—The King op the Cannibal Islands. Lord Brougham has been

appointed interpreter to His Majesty ; and Colonel Rowan, of tlie Blues,

ordered to wait upon him.

1850.

—The Emperor op China, who will preside at the Royal Agricul-

tural Association, and compete with Prince Albert in prize pigs. The
Emperor’s royal relations, the Sun, Moon, and the Stars, will travel night

and day with him.

1851.

—Mb. Catlin, King op all the Indians. His Indian Majesty

wiU encamp at Wormwood Scrubbs with his suite of 500 Indian Chiefs,

and dance every day the Indian War-Polka. Admission, only one shilling.

1852.

—The Emperor op Lapland. The Dog-Cruelty Bill will be sus-

pended on this occasion, to allow the Emperor to enter London in a
triumphal truck drawn by four-and-tweBty dogs.

1853.

—Mr. Lambert Jones, King op the City. His Royal Majesty
will be received by the Lord Chamberlain, and shown to the door by
Inspector Mallalibu. His Majesty’s visit will be very short.

SOAP!
A SHORT ESSAY BY ONE OP THE GOOD OLD SCHOOL.”

'

WiTHiM the last few days meetings have been held for the

purpose of establishing baths—cheap baths—wherein the laborious

poor may cleanse and refresh themselves. The Bishop of London,
the Lord Mayor, and other respectable people, have advocated the
measure. Poor ignorant enthusiasts—^unconscious revolutionists!

What ? Is there, then, to be no distinction among men I Are all

the sons of Adam to wear clean faces 1 Are we no longer to refresh

our sense of superiority with a sight of begrimed countenances—no
longer to feel proud of our own dainty anatomies in the knowledge
that the low working people about us are coated with dirt ? Is this,

the last distinction of decent society, to be destroyed—washed out I

It was bad enough when velvet and gold lace were given up, and

;

the true gentleman had to be picked out by his conduct, and not by
! his coat. This, to a man who really loved the institutions of his

:
country, was certainly bad enough. But, nevertheless, there yet

, remained one, as it seemed, ineffaceable mark of inferiority—one
? lasting badge! of serfdom—namely, dirt. And we are to sap the
. constitution of society by destroying this most valuable social ingre-
’ dient ! We are to throw cold and tepid water on it

!

When we called certain folks the great unwashed,” did we not,
in our contemptuous raillery, shew our superior condition? The
"unwashed” was the dirty, defiled Adam; a thing of the earth,
earthy—^a low creature. On the contrary, m stood as upon a
pedestal, upon our soap, and looked loftily about us with a sense of
the blessings of water. We were the washed ; and, being so, were
therefore the elect of the earth. The " unwashed ” were of a lower
species—the mere negroes of poverty !

^

And now all men are to have cheap.baths ! Well, there is an pnd
to really good society, when butchers^ dyers, even coal-heavers, are
all— all—** warranted to wash !

”

A CATALOGUE OP VACANCIES.
A Blue Riband of the Order of the Garterj

|
The Pedestal in Trafalgar Square.

Two Seat! in Parliament, The Fountains in ditto,
Cowt Garden Theatre,

| The Lord Mayor’s Larder,
The Pockete of the Sexton, Beadle, Clerk, and Organist of St. Stephen’s, Walbrook.

MISERY AMONG THE FLOWERS.
Ksther Pierce, another pallid victim of the needle, was charged

at Worship-street with illegal pawning. Yes—famine took her to

the pawnbroker with the goods of a Mr. John IIalden, of 0, Bread-

street, Cheaj>side. Esther Pierce was employed to embroider a
silk shawl with flowers—with no less than eighty silken blossoms—
for the sum of sixpence ! Well, this was a hard day's work

; bring-

ing something less than a halfpenny an hour. The yonng woman had
neither food nor drink ; and so, with misery and famine at her heart

—in the very despair of biting hunger—she took Mr. John Hal-
den’s property to the pawnbroker. She is urged, tempted—sorely

tempted beyond the power of suffering nature to withstand—to com-
mit crime, to make herself a felon, by the miserable -wages awarded
her by the tradesman of ^Bread-street, Cheapside. Bread-street I—
There is a cruel irony even in the address.

There is a society—all-honoured be its object—for the relief and
conversion of miserable young women, cast like weeds upon the
world ; for the wretched Magdalen, despised, outraged, degraded.
This society calls with a voice of comfort to the defiled creature, and
teaches her, in goodly season, modesty, self-respect. She is snatched
from daily, hourly perdition, and restored to the decencies of life.

She is no longer an animal, cursed with a soul. AU praise be to the
institution that works this goodness, y

Yet, surely we think, the Principle of Wickedness must grin and
hug itself at the gatherings of this society—^must chuckle, as the
devil only chuckles—when the secretary, with grave face and self-

complacent tone, reads the number of victims saved— of brands
snatched from the fire—^and turned to worthy uses. We say, this

same Wickedness must laugh at the small, retail humanity of such an
institution, when, as in mockery of it, there are thousands and thou-

sands of young women tortured by the injustice of the world, by its

mercenary, heartless tasking, into a life of infamy. A feeble phi-

lanthropy saves indeed a few wretches ; hut then there is a Giant
Lijustice—iron-hearted son of avarice and trade—that drives his

crowds into the street ; that makes them in a wild despair of heart

—

for bread, horrid bread indeed so purchased—bind themselves to

agony and shame ! How many fall—^how many, with heroic serenity
of soul, their wounds bleeding inwardly, pine from day to day— and
at length wither from the earth, no more accounted of than autumn
flies ! And now and then some haggard, white-lipped creature

—

some famishing Esther Pierce for the sake of a meal dares New-
gate and the doom of a felon. And so it will be, until throughout all

society it shall be preached—not meekly mouthed, but preached with
a terrible, soul-smiting energy, that there are holier things than
pounds and shillings

; that human souls are in very truth of more
account than Bank paper.

Esther Pierce—our readers will rejoice at it— escaped prison,

the benevolent pawnbroker (we should have liked to chronicle his

name) giving up the shawl without payment—the shawl which con-
tained the eighty flowers, worked for sixpence ! In the East, they
have a well-known way of arranging flowers that, like words, they
may discourse a passion. Alas ! what a story may the eye of pity
read in these eighty flowers, worked for a tester. On the one hand,
what cruel, selfish, iron-hearted tasking,! On the other, what misery—what weariness of life—what utter blankness of all that should
comfort and sustain toiling humanity !

We should like to know the particular eighty flowers worked for
sixpence by Esther Pierce for John Halden. Is it possible that
for such a tradesman any of them could be heart’s-ease ?

Mr. Halden, in a letter to the Times, says, that " he gives consi^
derably more than sixpence” for such work

; but then, with the
diffidence of genuine liberality, he does not specify how much
more.
Mr. Halden also observes that the wretched story of Esther

Pierce is " calculated to do him serious injury.” We do not think
it unlikely.

In conclusion, hoover, we would say to all wholesale dealers in
embroidered .shawls, ..give something more to female toil than six-
pence for eighty flowers. Something more, considerate masters I So
that whilst your wrjetched slaves are working flowers, your own con-
sciences may not—^for the after time—be working nettles.

:

-

^

' • Q.

EXTREME SIMPLICITY.
Mr. O’Connell, in a late letter to the Repeal Association, distipguishes

between "Federalists” and "Simple Repealers.” We understand, by
the latter class, all those who are simple enough to subscribe to the " Riut.”
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BROUGHAM IN THE PROTINOES.

We liave had several inquiries addressed to us as to what has become of

Lord Brougham. We have no means of knowing with certainty how his Lordship

is at present occupied^ but it is not impossible that his success as clown to the

ring during the last parliamentary campaign has induced him to seek during the

recess a similar situation in the provinces. We know that there are several

equestrian companies traversing the country at this period of the year, and we
have heard of a very clever down in Mr. Cooke’s employ, who jumps through a
hoop on the back of a horse at full gallop. Can it be Lord Brougham ?

A GREAT WALNUT CASE.
And ohj it was nuts for the devil to crack ! —Mooke.

Among other odd theories, we have one, that some men were never children

—^that, if we except their size at the time of their birth, they were in all other

respects adults
;
mentally full-grown ;

^6-Minervas, albeit for a period doomed
to long clothes and swaddling bands. " Colonel H. D. Campbell, of North-

End,near Kingston, Fortsea,” must we think be one of these privileged beings.

He, it is plain, from the short newspaper history we are about to quote, was
never a boy. He has known nothing of the temptations of childhood-life in the

shape of walnuts “hanging over a garden wall.”

Before the solemnity of a Portsmouth tribunal was a little boy, named
John Hoare,” arraigned for knocking three walnuts “ of the value of one

farthing” off the branch of a tree, the property of the aforesaid Colonel
Campbell. The culprit had been abetted in his iniquity by three other boys.

Two of them escaped, but the third, for the ends of justice, was induced to

turn himself inside out as Queen’s evidence. John Hoare, however, evidently

bronzed in crime, pleaded guilty to the charge. Whereupon, the little walnut

ruffian was sentenced to be “ imprisoned and kept to labour fourteen days.”

This appalling story is very pithily related in the Hampshire Independera, from

which we gather the farther comforting intelligence that the police are keeping

a sharp look out for the two escaped criminals, “ in order to bring them to

justice I” Happy is Hampshire in such a police! “Oh, Justice,” cried the

French patriot, “what tomfoolery, what wickedness is often done in thy

name !”

We think our readers—at least some of them—will now accord in our

theory, that there are men who have never been boys ; and that stern lovers

of justice, like unto Colonel Campbell, are among the privileged. Other-

wise, the Colonel, remembering his school-boy days, when apples smiled at

him from over a wall—when walnuts, audible to his heart, cried “ knock me
down”—would have rebuked, or angrily shook his fist at the offending John
Hoare, or have threatened him with horsewhipping,—but, certainly, with a

thought of the frailty of the flesh of boyhood in the matter of fruit hanging

over a wall, he would not have pursued little John to the

treadmill for a loss of the value of one farthing. Yes ; we
think it plain that the valorous soldier was never in reality

a child. Perhaps, indeed, he may be the identical warrior
of whom the well-known story is told that “ the Colonel
was crying for his porridge.”

I^The stem Lord Eldon, in his old age—even when he
had become hardened in ermine—^looked indulgently at

school-boy apple-stealing
;
for he somewhere says of him-

self and brother, “ we were very good boys ; we never did

worse than rob an orchard.” But then Lord Eldon had
been once a hoy ! He had—shall we call it so—^the advan-
tage of Colonel Campbell.
John Hoare will, however, gain experience. After

fourteen days retirement in gaol, he may come out with a
contempt of the pettiness of his offence — instead of
knocking down walnuts he may learn to steal handker-
chiefs and pick locks.

^^We think the county of Hampshire should in some way
mark its gratitude to Colonel Campbell. The whole
Iliad, it is said, was once so minntely written that it could

be enclosed in a walnut-shell. Let the same ingenuity be
exercised on the Hevigoste Calendar^ and then be presented,

with grateful solemnity, to “ Colonel H. D. Campbell,
of North-End, near Kingston, Portsea 1

”

THE HOKOT7BABLE ABTILLEEY COMPANY.
At a Court of Amstemts of the above HenmroMe Company, U

Vfos resolved vtmnmoudy :

—

1st. That the members he strictly ordered not to put on
their clean shirts on Sunday, hut save them till Monday, as it

would be a disgrace to the Service to appear with dirty collars.

2nd. That Privates he not allowed to have straps at the

bottom of their trousers ; and those Members whose trousers

are too short, are ordered to have their boots blacked well up
the legs.

3rd. That the Members he ordered to attend particularly to

their Caps ; the Court ofAssistants having noticed, with re^t,
the very rusty appearance of the beaver, which can be reno-

vated at'a small expense.
4th. That the Armourer be ordered to take off the locks of

the mnskets, to prevent any accident.

5th. That the Captains he instructed to arrange all the

short men in front, so that the taller men may look over their

heads without standing on tip-toe.

6th, and last. It is earnestly requested, that the whole regi-

ment will be careful not to tread on each other’s heels ; and
none but Officers will be allowed to wear eye-glasses or

By Order of the Court,

W. White, Secretary*

THE KING op THE FRENCH and the CITIZENS.

Louis-Phtlippb has quite enchanted the Corporation by his

urbanity, though his confounding Sir Claudius Hunter with

Sir Peter Laurie proves that the impression created by the

latter was somewhat of an evanesc^t character. The answer

to the address of the City is, it seems, not to be simply copied

in the ordinary ink of every-day life, but it is to be engraved, so

that every one of the Corporation may have a copy of it. We
understand that the copy is to be carefully made from the

original in the heart of Sir Peter Laurie, who has solemnly

declared that the address is engraved there, and will continue

to be engraved there as long as the proprietor of the engraving

is in existence.

iLdvertisement fbr Tongaes.
|

A certain “ Y. Z.” of Wandsworth, advertizes in the

Times for “ an active young woman who can speak French

and work well ather needle, as Housemaid* in a small family*”

A small touch of Chinese and Arabic would, of course, not be

objectionable. We may next expect an advertisement for

“ a getter up of fine linen, who cauj uira the Italian iron, and

read ’Dante.”

Nothing Surprising.— We regret to hear that Louis-

Philiffg suffered dreadfully, during the night he spent at

Dover, from the night-mare. His medical attendants attri-

buted it to apprehension of the visit from the corporation at

day-hreak.



THE GRASSHOPPERS’ EEAST.
Prophetic Vision of Monday, the 28th.)

RA.Y come, call your cabs, and away,

one and all,

The Queen Butterfly opens the

Grasshoppers* Hall ;

The trumpeter civic has summoned

the crew,
;

And Her Majesty can’t be kept wait-

!

ing for you.”
,

So squeaked Mr. Punch, and no sooner had said,

Than his merry Contributors after him sped
;

And on the smooth pavement, the kerb-stone beside.

Beneath a tall lamp-post, the storm that defied,

Saw the Children of Bank and the Tenants of Place

Repair with their presence the gala to grace

Of the Grasshopper princes of portly renown,

Good liegemen and true to the Butterfly’s crown.

And there were the Grasshoppers standing in files.

Their jolly round faces all beaming with smiles :

City Marshal, Remembrancer, Chamberlain big,

And the Chaplain with gown, and Recorder in wig ;

And there, with his mace, stood the Mace-bearer stout,

And the bold Lumber Troopers, rigg’d famously out.

The windows were crowded, the balconies crammed,

Poor ladies were jostled, fat gentlemen jammed

;

And the banners, drums, trumpeting, cauiiou, and cheers,

Would have dazzled your eyes aud confounded your ears.

First came the Queen Butterfly, fairer ne’er flew,

On a moss-rose to breakfast off nectar aud dew ;

Her Majesty looked so remarkably well.

That she seem’d to be fresh from her chrysalis shell.

The Grasshoppers’ Chief, with his courtliest speech,

Helped her up the Hall steps with a rev’rence at each ;

And with equal profusiou of smiles and of bows.

The next in command did the like by her spouse.

Her spouse, the Moth Consort, reuowu’d for his Hat,

(Though we ’re happy to say that he didn’t wear that)
;

Then Uie Ministers came, and the Lordlings that sporty

Gay creatures of air, in the Butterfly’s Court.

And there came the gallant old Chanticleer, who *

Won the main that came off upon famed Waterloo ;

And there was the Goose, waddling in on his legs,

First Lord of the Treasury’s rich golden eggs :

Aud there crept the Snake, all so cunning and sly,

The Pauper-Law Champion—the Post-OfSce Spy

:

And there came the Wasp on his versatile wing.

Who assails/riend and foeman alike with his sting.

The Wasp op the North, with perpetual hum,
Whom nothing can ever persuade to be dumb :

Then a crowd of strange creatures, of every size,

Of all kinds of shapes, and of all sorts of dyes ;

State Locusts were there upon pensions that gorge,

Fine birds with fine feathers
;
Bath, Thistle, and George

;

Creeping things of the Earth that wind up the back-stairs,

And Spiders that spread in the Law Courts their snares,

Grave Owls of the Bench with significant looks,

Parliamentary Jaclc-daws and clerical Rooks.

Duke Peacock was there aud Lord Turkeycock too,

In orders and ribands, green, yellow and blue.

The Lobster his brother the Sea-Crab brought there,

Who promised for once not to swagger nor swear

;

The Political Rat had crept out of his hole.

And walked in by the side of Red Tapist, the Mule
;

And Grub the old Tory, fat, burly and big

Came crawling before Caterpillar, the Whig.

So thus they all enter’d, the great and the small,

And the Butterfly open’d the Grasshoppers’ Hall.

She wished them prosperity, health, and success ;

And the Grasshoppers thank’d her ; they couMii’t do less.

If they clipp’d the Queen’s English a little ; what tlieu 1

Your Grasshoppers ne’er talk exactly like men ; .

If they " put their foot in it,” as some people say.

Why isn’t that always the Grasshoppers’ way ?

If they hungllngly managed or awkwardly spoke,

The mistake only tended to heighten the joke.

The Butterfly fluttered her pinions with glee

;

The Goose caclded blithely the pageant to see ;

The Waterloo Cock crowed aloud with delight

;

And the Snake hiss’d his pleasure as well as he might

;

The Grasshoppers’ chirrup was noisy as gay,

And the Wasp, for once, buzzed in a good-humour’d way.

A Snail, one Sir Peter, was said to advance

And offer to end the affair with a dance,

But the uproar was such that he pull’d in his head ;

^ And now,” said the Queen, « we *11 adjoprn to the ' spread

“ Home, too, let us hasten, my boys, for d’ye see,

A dinner waits also for you and for me.”

So squeak’d Mn. Punch, and retracing tbeir track,

To turtle aud venison the party went back.

THE INGREDIENTS OP "PUNCH.”
Mr. Punch,
The other evening I was smoking my pipe in a public-house, when

one of the persons present inquired if anybody knew what were the ingre-
dients of Punch ? To which question a young man replied as follows :

—

The Spirit is The ** Comic Blackstone,^*
The Acid is The Feather,*^

The Sweet is . , The Great “ Saxon SuggeslerJ**
The Spice is The " SubJ*
The Water is The « Professor^
And the Spoon is . • . The “ Editor

1 am, Mr. Punch,
Yours truly, SNIP.

Tbe Boyal Clvlo Aunelieon.

Preparations for the Royal repast in the Exchange have been going

on for days, and the numerous committees concerned seem to be all open-

mouthed. The Saturday report states that " the joint Committee of the

Corporation and the Mercers’ Company
.
were engaged for hours in

consultation.” There is no statement, however, from the Vegetable

Committee. Is it to be all leg of mutton and no turnip 1 The report as

to the rasped rolls (though none of them have been rasped like the

Mayor elect) is pretty well from a body assembling in Cornhill ;
but

people want to know wbat the Poultry Committee have been doing, aud

I
the kind of game they are about at this season.SNIP.
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PUNCHES COMPLETE LETTER-WRITER.

LETTER XXXIir.

PROM A YOUNG MAN ENTERING BUSINESS TO A RETIRED
TRADESMAN.

Bespectkd Sir,

When- we last met, you were

kind enough to say that the benefit of

your long experience in business should

be always at my service ; and that as tlie

friend of my poor late father, it would
always be a pleasure to you to advise his

sou. At the same time you desired me to

give you my notions of the duties of a tradesman to the world and

to himself, that you might at the onset correct my errors, and

strengthen my judgment. I therefore hasten to comply with your

request.

Of course, sir, I consider the old schoolboy copy that Honesty is

the best Policy ” to be the golden rule of life, and that the shortest

way from one point to another is always in a straight line. Hence, it

will ever be my pride to let my practice illustrate this beautiful sen-

timent. I do not see why a shop may not be made a temple of truth

—and cannot understand why a falsehood in the way of business”

is not, after all, a falsehood in all its bearings. Lies are lies, and no

outside, skin-deep gilding will give to the base metal the value of the

precious ore. I have, 1 am sorry to say, known tradesmen with

great wrathfulness nail a proffered pocket-piece to their counter,

and still from their own mouths continue to issue counterfeit truths

in fact, to do nothing but speak pocket-pieces. Yes, sir ; I have

known them do this, and never blush or stammer when their eye has

fallen on the copper countenance of the false half-crown, gleaming

reproachfully upon them. But then, to pass bad money is a statutable

offence—^whilst to pass lies for truths, if adroitly uttered from

behind the counter, is nothing more than to do a clever stroke of

business. The one practice has led men to the gallows—the other

has taken them to the Bank of England.

« All in the way of trade” is, I know, a phrase that covers great

hypocrisy, great practical deceit, great injustice between man and

man. It is a convenient phrase, that from long custom has become

au allowed apology for the trickeries of dealers. But a highwayman,

who takes a purse, might as well believe that the black crape which

hides his face from the knowledge of the despoiled, does also hide

from his own soul a knowledge of his iniquity. How often is the
" way of trade ” no other than so much black crape worn behind the

counter ! A man may be as completely robbed by means of a false

protestation, as though the lie were a loaded pistol.

There is, I know, a tenderness in the law towards the trippings of

trade, that seems to show a positive sympathy between law and
roguery. Men, it would almost seem, by general understanding,

allow the necessity of wrong as a proper alloy to keep society toge-

ther. Pure uumixed gold is too good for coin that is to suffer the

wear and tear of passing from hand to hand ; and so, that it may
endure the longer, it is mingled with a little wholesome copper. In

the like way, law seems to think pure honesty as altogether too

refined for the hard working-day purposes of trade, and therefore

looks indulgently upon its little shifts—its winning " ways.” Let

me further explain myself.

My opposite neighbour is a chandler and green-grocer : he makes
his gains out of the veriest poor. Bags and keenest hunger are his

miserable customers. You would think, sir, that when a tradesman

held the scales for such buyers, justice would be to him a high reli-
gion. "Well, sir, it was only yesterday that this very man was found
to use false weights. It was his third offence

; and he was fined by
the compassionating law—ten pounds

!

This same man has at the present moment a hoy in gaol, doomed
for six months, for stealing from his shop, when very hungry, one
red herring. Thus, the tradesman may rob by means of scales and
measures, inerely paying for a sort of licence to cheat, when detected

:

the very gains of his iniquity, too, go to lessen the fine ; he can in
fact, with tolerable luck, afford to rob. Now, does not law that
makes such robbery only fineahle, look most tenderly upon the evil-

doing ^ Does it not give a marked preference to the thief behind the
counter above the picker and stealer before it ? Hence—use light
weights, and pay money for the theft ; filch with your five fingers,
and do hard-labour in gaol. Besides, the tradesman is sweetened

—

purified by the fine ; the stain upon his reputation is blotted up by
bank-paper : now the vulgar thief always bears about him the foul
odour of a prison. The keen nostrils of the police continually smell
in him his first iniquity.

Now, sir, it will be my endeavour, as a tradesman, to acknowledge
no “ ways of trade”— to consider truth as truth in the smallest
as in the greatest affairs of life. With this belief, I shall take my
daily stand behind the counter, and cheerfully leave to Providence
the rest. Tell me, dear sir, if I am not right,

And believe me, yours sincerely,

John Balance.

LETTER XXXIV.

ANSWER TO THE ABOVE.

Mr John Balance,
I HAVE known you from a boy—yes, from a very babe—and

I did not think you capable of insulting the friend of your excellent

father. Worthy soul ! it is a good thing that he is out of the world

;

he is, it is my belief, saved that worst of all sorrows—a headlong,

disobedient child. Your letter is enough to make him shiver in his

coffin.

I can well understand your insinuation about the false weights.

It is base and cruel. To me, with honourable gray hairs upon my
head 1 To me, almost old enough to he your grandfather 1 It is

true, that, in my time, I was fined, I think three times ; but then, I

always proved that the false weights had been substituted by a
malicious sei'vant. The fines were certainly never returned to me

;

but there was not one well-disposed person of the Sunday congre-

gation—and twice a-day, Mr. John Balance, did I appear in my
pew, reserving my evening of rest to look over my books—^not one
of them who did not believe in my innocence. But then, 1 always
studied respectability.

Your notions of business are the notions of a noodle. Truth is

very beautiful no doubt, but if stark-naked truth was always to

stand behind a counter I should like to know who ’d go into the

shop. I know the value of truth as well as any man. And
throughout my long and useful life I always used it as the dear late

partner of my joys used her silver teapot—^upon holiday occasions.

I had too much respect for the real value of truth to be always
bringing it out upon working-days.

You have no knowledge of the real talent required by a tradesman,

and therefore I should advise you to go to sea, or list for a soldier.

There is nothing so worthy of the attention of man—of his immortal

spirit, as theBeverend Mr. Doublechin used to call it—^as business.

It employs all the strength of the soul—^for the end and aim of all

business is for man to look upon the rest of the world as only so

many people to make so much money of. He is to consider them—
that is, in a business way—as made especially for his own profit as a

tradesman. And so, if he has only common sense, he is to use it as

be hest can for bis own advantage. As for what you stupidly call

lies, I always looked upon them as necessary tools for business

—

tilings without which it would be impossible to keep open shop.

Lies are a sort of wooden pegs that keep the world together as if it

was a box ;
nice little things, so let into the work as never to be

seen. Take out the pegs, and how would the box tumble to pieces

!

When you are really come to years of discretion you will know
that the private man and the tradesman are -not at all one. Cer-

tainly not. I, Isaac Smirk, behind the counter, was not the Isaac

Smirk dressed for church on Sundays. How could I be 1 How was

I to bring up a large family—as yet you don’t know the expense of

clothing and schooling six children—in respectability, if I *d played
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tlie antics yon talk of ? No ; trade is one thing, and what we call

morals are another. Six days for business, and the seventh for reli-

gious duties. That, Mn. John- Balance, has always been my motto

;

and following it, I never yet had a bill protested, but became in time

what I now am—a respectable, happy man, who can lay his hand

upon his heart and say he has thirty thousand pounds—a man who

has married his daughters to fortunes, and, moreover, subscribes to

—^it isn't for me to say how many charities.

Looking at your letter as the madness of a green boy, I have con-

descended to answer it at this length. 1 trust that years and expe-

rience may make you see the error of your ways. That they may do

so, is the hope of

Your still well-wisher,

Isaac Smiae.

HTJRItAH FOR HIGH-HANDED JUSTICE!
We are glad to see that tlie wisdom of our ancestors, as evinced in the

punishment of offenders, which, we feared, had fallen into general con-
tempt, continues., in some favoured nooks of these dominions, to govern
the proceedings of the magistracy.
A glorious case occurred at the Banburt Petty Sessions. One John

Coggins, labourer, was charged with an offence against the Game Laws.
He had been seen, on the morning of the 1st of September, walking about
in a stubble field with a gun. William Cowling, one of the Earl op
Jeuset’s lookers-out, saw him, the rascal ! Coggins, to be sure, had no
dog, nor did any game get up, neither did he fire ; but witness took his
gun away. A stupid jury might have doubted whether he was sparrow
shooting or not, or have believed his story, that he was going to guard his
potatoe crop. But he had a true English magistrate to deal with,who was
too deep for the rogue.

Mr. Matthews said, it was painful to him to address the prisoner. Of
course. Mr. Matthews, says the Times Reporter, is a clergyman, as
well as a sportsman

; and we may excuse the weakness : particularly as
Mr. Matthews, smothering his sensibilities, infiicted on the offender a
penalty of ten pounds : and said, a distress warrant should be levied for
the amount. Coggins declared that his goods would not fetch that money.
** Then,” said the just Matthews (how well a malediction in a lay mouth
would have sounded after the « Then I”) “you stand committed for two
months’ hard labour.”

Coggins will probably be ruined, with his wife and family, if he any.
This is the way to keep fellows in order. This is the method to teach
people what they are at. Would that our ’Squirearchy had still the
making of the laws. Rogues would soon see what was what. Oh, for the
good old days of the stocks, the pillory, and the gallows ! Alas ! they
scarcely ever hang any body now

!

Princely Thrift.
It appears that Kennington Common, whilom a place for cricket and

other healthful sports, is to be built upon, to benefit the estate of the
Brmce of Wales as Duke of Cornwall. These places have been called
the lungs of a town. Surely, to choke the lungs is hardly the best way
to captivate the heart. WUl the. Prince of Wales be more beloved in
Kennington if only known as the Prince of Bricks and Mortar !

A SCENE IN THE COURT OP BANKRUBTCY.
{Before Sir C. F. Williams.)

In the bankruptcy of a person named Smith, a question arose as to

whether a widow should receive out of the estate a debt that was legally

barred by the statute.

Sir C. jP. Williams, Certainly it ought to bo so, justice is justice

;

{to the Solicitor) I say, sir, it ought to be done.

SoliciLor. I shall be very happy to bow to the Court, and if you, sir,

wiU give the order
Sir C. F, Williams, I shall give no order, sir. I will not be dictated

to by any man breathing. The widow ought to have the money.
Solicitor, So I thought, Sir Charles, and if I have your authority

Sir C, F. Williams, Sir, you have no authority. I am the only person

that has authority here. This Court must not be a bear-garden.

Solicitor, Well, Sir Charles, then I can do nothing.

Sir C, F. Williams. Nor will I be bullied, sir. There is only one broad
principle of justice. Who is that old

gentleman in the corner of the Court %

If he has anything to do with the case,

let him be sworn.
Solicitor, He has nothing to do with

it, sir, except as a friend of one of the
parties.

Sir C. F. Williams, Swear him : I

insist on his being sworn. {To Old
Gentleman) You seem a wonderful
man, sir. Let me hear what you have
to say.

Old Gentleman, I have nothing to

say, sir.

Sir C. F, Williams, I say, sir,* you
are a wonderful man. What is your
age, sir i

Old Gentleman, Seventy-eight.

_
SirC F. Williams. Bless my soul,

sir I Indeed ! Well to be sure ! I shall

not fail to inform Ladt Williams of
the fact. {To the Solicitor) Now, sir,

How about the widow 1 Is this money
to be paid 1 or must she be tricked out
of it by the statute ?

Solicitor. It is for you to say, sir.

Sir C. F. Williams, Then, sir, I will not say. Are you me Judgo in

this Court, or am 1 1 So long as I exercise any jurisdiction at all, I am
determined-—

(

To the Usher) Call that old gentleman back. What age
did he say he was ?

Usher. Seventy-eight, Sir Charles.
Sir C. F. Williams. Bless my soul, how I shall astonish Laly*Williams.

( To the Solicitor) Sir, this is irrelevant and indecent.
Solicitor. It is, Sir Charles, very.
Sir C. F, Williams. If you don’t turn that man out of Court, usher, I

will. Go and bring that old gentleman back again. 1 ’ll see him in my
private room. He ’s a wonder. Eighty-seven !

Usher. Seventy-eight, Sir Charles.
Sir C, F. Williams, I will not submit to he corrected by the usher of

the Court—^this is the most indecent scene ever witnessed in a court of

justice.

—

{Exit Usher hurriedly^ Sir C. F, Williams following.)

LIBERATION OP THE GREAT BRITAIN.
Nothing, since the liberation of O’Connell, has excited so great a

sensation as the talked of liberation of the Great Britain^ steamer, from
her long and“unmerited confinement in the dock of Bristol. Never was
a prisoner known to be kept in the dock so long, and the penalty has been
infiicted in spite of tlie fine old national allegory of ** Britains never,
never shall be slaves,” for “never never” was there such a slave—ae

this unfortunate Great Britain. She was built to be, what is expressively

termed, a ' regular out and outer,* but never having been able to get out^

she has never hod a chance ot showing whether she could fulfil the

designs of her builders. It is now definitively arranged that the dock
shall be demolished, and as the noble captive passes over the gate that

formerly obstructed her, “ See the conquering hero comes 1” will be played

on the Jew’s harp, by a resident professor of that simplest of Mosaic
instruments.

reward op merit.

^
Lord Ellenborough, having been snubbed by tlie East Indian Directors,

IS comforted with an Earldom by Her Majesty’s Cabinet. Ah, reader
pare you a father ? If so, have you not sometimes very properly re-
buked your boy Jacket for his headstrong tricks ; and has not his too-
indulg^t mother wiped the little rascal’s eyes, and given bim cake or

^
apple because he was just naughty enough to be corrected I

S3rmpatliy In the Clty-

We understand an address has been numerously si^ed, and shortly

be presented, to Sir Claudius Hunter, condoling with him on the dreadful

shock he received at Windsor, when Loois-Philippe mistook him for Sir
Peter Laurie. The worthy Alderman has been in a very low state ever

since, and his friends say it is very doubtful if he will ever recover from
the melancholy accident.
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mTHe meek remonstrance of the man
IN BRASS 1

WISSOM OF THE COHST OF ALDEBMEH.
IN BRASS ! Bigotry is a spicy dish ; and we know exactly the sort of faces

mrt iurt> nrnva sbove it—the sort of ears pricked np with keen delight at
TO MB. ALDEEMAN GIBBS.

savoury morsel. Delicious is turtle
;
nevertheless, it is occa-

M
last twenty years, Sir, I sionally flat, insipid, compared to a highly-seasoned prejudice, cooked

have always been one according to that time-honoured recipe— the wisdom of ourances-

of the principal sights tors.” Within these few days, the Court of Aldermen have been glut-

at the Lord Mayor’s tonous at such feeding. Yes ; they have banqueted upon a Jew,

Show. When I say and filled themselves to their very hearts’ enjoyment,

this, I needn’t tell you Mn. Salomons, it is well known, has been elected Alderman of

that I am the man who Portsoken. He has, however, been rejected by a majority of the

rides in brass armour. Court of Aldermen, who would not even give him time—a poor

I was brought up to fortnight—to consult counsel. Mr. Salomons might have sneaked

the Bar, but having, hito the violet and miniver a separatist,” under the Act of 1838.

in consequence of a But Mr. Salomons is, in the noblest sense of the word, a gentleman

;

fatal modesty of tern- End he refused to do so. He might have subscribed the declaration

perament, failed as an “upon the true faith of a Christian but he rejected the quibble.

Old Bailey pleader, I ’For, && Touchstone's knight swore "upon his honour, that the mustard

was compelled to make ^as naught yet, on Touchstone's showing, was not forsworn, seeing

the most of my very he had no honour to be sworn upon ; so might Mr. Salomons have

fine figure by riding subscribed "upon the true faith of a Christian,” being in the strictest

the high horse every sense of the Jewish nation. But Mr. Salomons^ with a true nobility

ninth of November in of nature, spurned the subterfuge.

a complete suit of mail. Sib- Peter Laurie attempted to be very learned in the law. As
Denied the Old Bailey read his speech, we saw in our mind’s eye a plethoric flesh-fly

Bar, I nevertheless still kicking and struggling in a cobweb, and fixing itself the faster with

thought I could profit every wriggle.

by brass in some shape. However, the Court of Aldermen vindicated the ways of good old

I confess’ it ; I have very often thoughS myself elevated abovemy Madam Bigotry, and rejected the philanthropist, the gentleman-

merits. When, riding in state, and looking over the heads of certain David Salomons. Poor Bigotry ! the time was, when the flushed

Aldermen, I have thought that nature had created them with a h^dan rejoiced herself at an when she delighted herself

larger claim to the brass than myself. Nevertheless, I have thought with a Jew roasting at the stake ! "That time, with all its aching joys,

they had sufficient opportunity of exhibitiug their native metal on is past;” nevertheless, if she cannot still burn a Jew for his faith, she

the magistrate’s bench and at Guildhall meetings. Hereupon I did may yet insult him for the creed that is within him—and that is

not feel wholly abashed at the unworthiness of my elevation. something. Is it not great, wise, benevolent Sir Peter 2

Alas, Sir, now it is otherwise ! With you, elected as Lord Mayor,
my position is gone. It is impossible that 1 can stand against such

rivalry. I shall be no more thought of in the show than so much BATHS POB THIS MILLION,
gilt gingerbread. Those who deign to look at me will turn away udging, from the public meetings, buildings will

from my despised glories, as men turn away from bad money. “ You W W soon be wanted for the new public baths. We
the man in brass I

” they will cry, with contemptuous unbelief— ||
propose Covent Garden Theatre ; it is useless,

" Pooh—pooh—a rascally counterfeit.” And then. Sir, they will H of a capital size, and an overflow in any part

turn to a certain carriage, and, with an exulting shout—a shout that, |1 of the house would be quite a novelty there,

through my metal, must wither my very marrow—will acknowledge pit would niake_ a capital bath, and the

the presence of the true thing—the Man of the Greatest Brass in
springing-board. Tliechan-

T Vak MA delier could be made into the largest shower-
all famed London tj.

bath in the world, and the one-shilling gallery
I beseech you. Sir, thin^fc of my oondition. Let me be paid, for I ^ is the very thing for a reservoir. ThI private

cannot forego the fee ; but, good Sir, dispense with my services on ready-made dressing-rooms,
the coming ninth of November, Why should I be set upon horse- and the scenery-room from its height will at

back, only to serve as ’a foil to your surpassing merits ? Besides, any time dry -a million of towels. Shampooing
to put metal upon metal is bad heraldry. Therefore, Sir, let me, oil the

b might be performed in the treasury. The
important ninth, remain in the bosom of my family. Do not enforce j, scenevy from The Daughter of the Danube,

my presence in the procession only to conquer me. As you are HUIIIIII f v/lllllllll!ir*'l!lt!‘l fjj th® Bath-scene from the Revolt of the

strong, be merciful ;
and so you shall ever have the sympathising Harem^ could be carried round the stage,

admiration of Yours, eclipsed, and flowers from spicy Arabia planted in the

T -R
Quadrille parties might be given once

IHE man in i5RASS.
and.Pollois; be danced every Saturday, Jullien’s orchestra being

rowed about" in a large wheiTy, or tugged by a small steamer. In winter

THE GEESE ON THE THAMES.
We regret to say that the Lord Mayor and civic authorities, jealous of depth under the stage going, as it does, more than half-way towards an

the attraction of Mr. Barry in his washing tub drawn by geese, which Artesian well, would enable the Proprietors to get their water merely for

threatened to extinguish the glories of i^an-hopping day, have forbidden boring,
all such exhibitions for the future. We believe, however, that that

•

inventive person, Mr. Richard Lambert Jones, has suggested to Mr. Tit
Gibbs that it would have a famous effect if, instead of using the Lord Iiovely Xiaw.

. . is u
Mayor’s barge, in the next civic water-party, Mr. Gibbs were to allow Sarah Greengrovb, a hungry girl, mills a few turmps m a field near

THE GEESE ON THE THAMES.

Xiovely Law.

Mayor’s barge, in the next civic water-party, Mr. Gibbs were to allow Sarah Greengrovb, a hungry girl, pulls a few turmps m a field near

himself to be drawn in a tub by four of his supporters chosen from the Maidstone. She is brought before the Petty Sessions, and fined fouiprace

Court of Aldermen. Sir Peter Laurie is all a-gog for the scheme, and for the turnips, with tkree-and-siospence costs, and sixpence penalty. The

there is a tremendous competition among the members of the court for crime is assessed at sixpence ; and the thief is then robbed by Law
the honour of appearing in harness. Sir Peter will, of course, take the a crape upon its face), disguised as Costs, of—three-andrsixpence ! We
place of one of the leading ganders. ask, which is the greatest thief 1 How often does some magistrate with a

Burgundy face, mouth it very solemnly on the nec^sity of the poor—
respecting the laws I With such cases as the above before us, why not

APPROACHING ALLIANCE. preach respect for Sawney Bean, or any other child-eater 2approaching alliance.
Shortly will be united in the bonds of political wedlock, Repeal, of

Dublin, to Whiggism, closely allied to a wealthy Bedford family.

Mr. O’Connell will give away Repeal. ' After the union, the happy pair

A railway recipe.
.

.

'

The Richmond Railway purposes, we see, to carry its line over the

will make the grand tour of Ireland, and towards February repair to their Hungerford Suspension Bridge. Mm. Glass’s advice was never more
parents’ seats in the House of Commons. needed tbRn in this instance, " First catch your Hungerford Bridge.”
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FRESCOES THE ROYAL EXCHANGE.

Mr, R. LAMBERT JONES begs to inform Punch that, according to

his plan, the interior of the Royal Exchange will be decorated with

frescoes designs by Heru Sang, the subjects chosen by Mr. R. Lambert

Jones. In order to give these frescoes an historical value in addition to

their artistic one, and to make of the Royal Exchange a sort of Valhalla of

City worthies, the figures, which are all allegorical, are portraits* Mr.

R. Lambert Jones respectfully submits for Punches approbation the en-

closed list of subjects, with the names of the parties, whose portraits will

be introduced, appended to each subject.

For the Hall.

THE THREE CHRISTIAN VIRTUES.

.FAITHli

L FAITH. 8;yml)olised 1)7 Ha. Christopher, M.P. for Nortli Lincolnsliire, with
^ , the Slidin^r Scale in his hand, looking up to Sm Robhrt Fjbbx.,

I d
LAij liiOL" \r'_ I

III. CHARITY. Sir James Graham, in the uniform of a Union lBc.*idlc, pouring gruel

down a pauper’s throat, through a horn of plenty.

For the Vestibules.
I. SUBJECT PROM CHORUS, ML JT., Ilenn/ V-

Then shall the warlike Chronicle
Assume the port of Mars, while at his heels,

Leashed in like hounds, shall Paminc, Sword, and Fire

Crouch for employment.”

ATrtrs, fAc God of War
Famine .

Sword .....
Fire .....

U, JUSTICE HOLDING THE BALANCE

Lord Palmerston.'
Lord Mayor Maonay.
Tire Rkv. Mr. Pritchard.

The PniNCB de Joinville.

Mr. Aldrrman Gicns.

XL HOPE. A large proprietor of Pennsylyania Bonds, holding out a blank
receipt.

HL THE PINE ARTS WELCOMED BY THE GENIUS OP THE CITY*

Fine Arts Mr. ExtShbripv Moon.
The Genius of (he City . . Hr.R. L. Jon£&

CHRISTIAN HUMILITY “BY INCHES.’’

In a brief account of the restoration of St. Olave’s Church,
Sonthwark, we are delighted to meet with the following golden
syllables ;

—

« THE PEWS HAVE BEEN CUT DOWN MANY—^INCHES !
”

It is a homely saying, that an inch is a good deal in a man’s nose.
It is plain that some folks think the same measurement equally im-
portant in a man’s pew.

Nevertheless, we hail this small sacrifice to Christian humility as
something. It is too mnch to expect that well-dressed, well-fed, and
very well-to-do believers can all of a sudden throw' down the pews
which have so long enshrined them from the poor and struggling

church-goer—from the man who, with a soul to he saved, does
nevertheless pray for its salvation on a wooden bench. To do this,

would he to confound all those nice distinctions of fortune and ward-
robe never, with propriety, to he forgotten in moments of devoutest
sacrifice.

Besides, consider the danger to worldly respectability from sud-
denly leaving off a pew. What a comfortable, snug thing it is ; how

it wraps a man about, keeping him from vulgar breath ! How it

warms his Christianity, making him feel something superior to the

mass of common clay ! And what 1 Leave off the pew all at once ?

Why, dear sir, your Christianity may take cold—may fall into a de-

cline—may, alas ! die' outright. No, sir, no. Do with your pew as

careful people do with their flannel in spring : throw it not off all at

once, hut, copying tender St. Clave, leave your pew off by inches.

When we consider the enormous altitude of much church-going

pride, a curious and most difficult sum forces itself upon our mind.
It is this. We give it to be worked by any bishop, cunning in such

arithmetic :

—

Jf a man leasee off an inch of his pew a year^ in how many years Ml he

sink to the true standard of Chriitian humility ?We havehad curious calculations of the time consumed by a cannon-
i ball in its imagined transit from a star to the earth—^now, there are

some souls, heavy in their pride as iron shot : how long may it take
to send them from the earth to the stars ? Alas ! who shall say ?

Nevertheless, we hail this sacrifice of inches. Our only fear is.

that the coy Christianity of St. Clave haviog given an inch, tlie

revolutionists of pews may clamour for an ell.
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OPENING OF THE EXCHANGE—THE MAGNAY MANIFESTO.

** Jove in his chair^

Of the sky Lord Mayor.”

—

Midas.

"F it be true— desolate, indeed, is the

sceptic who doubts the heart-delighting

axiom—^that every man, no matter how
low and poor in worldly estate, has,

nevertheless, a stake in this our merry
England, it is by consequence another

truth, that there is no artificer so

humble, no labourer so mean, no man
whose sole wealth is in his sinews, to

whom England’s Exchange has not a
significant value—a most pleasing inte-

rest. True it is, he cannot come smug
upon the mart ;

” /le can make no lucky

bargains there ;
he cannot every day

shake hands with greeting Fortune, re-

turning home a cosier and a richer

man. No ;
the Exchange is for the

merchant prince : it is the palace of

trade reared for its golden potentates

—a Temple of Commerce wherein her

magnificos do profitable sacrifice. Yet
what are princes without subjects 1

Frison*d in erznine and a golden chair.*’

What your merchant, but the lucky representative of labour—what

all bargains but, in truth, the sweat of thousands turned to the

enriching use of two or three ? Look at that Croesus of the ledger,

whose simple yea passes good for half a million. What, in the very

majesty of money, does he sell but the toil of his vassals 1 What is

he, if not the chapman and dealer in human energies^? Therefore,

most true it is that the meanest labourer has some interest^ in

England’s Exchange. Hence, Monday was a day of rightful rejoicing

to the veriest drudge of trade. And yet—how it happened we know
not—yet might the holiday have been poorly kept by those to whom
holidays are few. Such vulgar folks—^whatever might be their

expectations—^were significantly rebuked by London’s Mayor. Yes ;

Loud Magkay, in one of those pithy edicts which high place and

wealth delight to publish, commanded Labour to keep quiet at home,

lest, we presume, his coarse looks should spoil the triumph. Listen

to the big voice of Guildhall :

—

** That no person he allowed to pass or remain in the Poultry, Mansion-hoiue Street,

Comhill, Bartholomew Lane, or Threadneedle Street, after 1 clock, except inhabitants

and others going to the houses in those streets, who will be permitted to pus for

that purpose 9 o’clock, after which lime no person whatever will be admitted into

those streets.**

Happy, privileged people, who had houses or friends “in those

streets.” Otherwise, they were to be shut out from tbo Eden “ after

7 o’clock whilst even the few elect householders might not budge

either out or in after nine. Great is the voice of Mayors I Yet
have we—O Magitay !—^a shrewd suspicion that you cannot wield

your mace thus despotically. It is our belief, that, for all your civic

regality. Loud Denman’ would, in the Court of Queen’s Bench,

construe the law somewhat to your confusion. A man not permitted

to quit or enter his own house after nine o’clock ! What a stah with

the city dagger atMagna Charta ! Does notthe ghost of King John,

like Uncle Toby, draw a long breath, then whistle—IMihvlero !

We doubt not thousands hugged themselves in the fond, the loyal

thought, that Monday would be to them a day of jubilee. True, they

had neither houses nor householder acquaintance in the line of pro-

cession ; hut then there was their ancient right of way—^there was
their allowed property in the broad pavement—they at least pos-

sessed, as it has been truly called, that triumph of democracy. There

they could stand and gaze to their hearts’ content, and look at even

the great Lord Mayor, burly with the thoughts of baronetcy—at those

merchant princes on horseback—^the solemn aldermen—at the sage

ones of the common council, in .their gowns Of mazarine. And in

good time, being almost sated with feeding on these civic glories, they

might at length behold tfie crowning wonder in the royal carriage and

its royal burthen. Then would the poorest Englis^an,in a loyal gush

of heart, feel that he had a stake in the country. However imperti-

nent it might he in his poverty to think so, still he would/or some

brief moments revel in the delusion. Yes; the life guardswere his—
the chamberlain—every officer of state—the cream-coloured horses,

the royal carriage,—everything that made up the type of England’s

power and greatness, were, for one intoxicating moment, a port of

his own importance as an Englishman ; and even, forgetful of the

empty cupboard at home, he would huzza in the very fulness of his

ideal possession.

But no ; such'enthusiasm—such fond delusion—was not to be
permitted by the Lord Mayor. Magnay “shook his ambrosial curls,

and gave the nod,” and the line of procession was not to he defiled

in the city. The pavement was to be held sacred from poor men’s

shoes. And the Lord Mayor doubtless blessed bimself for his wisdom.

Why should the pavement be thronged ? Were there not seats “ to

be let” in shop fronts—even at attic windows ? Did not hundreds

of householders offer hospitality—for a consideration 1 Why, we pay

onr hard cash to look even at playhouse royalty, and shall the mob
stare at a real anointed Queen gratis I Forbid it, loyalty—forbid it,

true respectability !
.

^

'

Seats! Why, churchyard clay was let for temporary building.

There, above the consecrated earth, there—where
** Therude shopkeepers of the parish sleep,**—

were built xfp accommodation for hundreds ;
and there did dear,

sight-seeing Woman, gaily, lightly clad, sit for patient hours, sjgailing

though shivering, and all forgetful of the coffins under foot—all nobly

heedless of the colds and damps that might perchance, in some few

weeks, send her to slumber with the dead below.

Now, if really respectable people—tbat is, if people with money

—

will suffer and tempt all this and more, though that is not much,”

will brave the contemptuous pity of the cynic for the love of such a
sight as that of Monday, ought it for a moment to be thought of

that the labouring poor should he permitted to have even the most

fitful glance for nothing \ Why, it is a shameful slight—a gross

affront to those who can pay for seats, only to imagine it. No ; to

make the poor uncomfortable, is often only a proper homage to the

snug and well-to-do.

And the Eoyal Exchange was opened. The Queen was feasted

in all queenly glory. The sons of Commerce—that is, the elder

sons—did all that in their pockets lay to honour and be honoured.

Her Majesty looked around her, and saw hundreds of men with the

revenues of princes, and all paid by trade. She saw, as we have

said, the elder sons of Commerce in the triumph, and flush, and ful-

ness of their wealth. There they were, in that magnificent temple

reared to their greatness. What a glorious gathering I how full and

complete the satisfaction! Nothing—^no tittie—was wanting to the

national triumph.

'^es—we think—one thing. It may be thought sullen, carping in

us to suggest a faulfc. We cannot help it. Even though Laurie
deem us cynical, it shall out. The elder sons of Commerce ! And
where, we ask, were the younger ones ; they, the brethren doomed,

with] treble toil, to a staxveUng patrimony? Whyvras there not a
|

deputation— chosen few, just one small table full—^from the sons

of labour—^yea, and from the daughters too ? Some score or so of the

toilsome bauds, without whom England’s Boyal Exchange would he

of no more account than a Temple of the Winds ? Surely it could

not have marred the glory of the picture, but rather —^properly

disposed—have blended, an harmonious whole, to have had a few-
just a few—of those whose sweat is, after all, the only gold of your

|

prince merchant. It would have been pleasing to see this ; to mark

the touching acknowledgment of plethoric wealth to toiling' poverty.

It was, doubtless, a goodly sight to the Queen to behold merchants,

each the owner of a navy. Would her eye have frowned had she

also seen—as a representative of his class—one drudging ship-porter,

only one, with his equals in labour, at the lowest table ? We think

such a group would have added finish to the picture ;
but the com-

mittee had, doubtless, better judgment. Yet, would such a homely

party have had a use ;
for like skeletons at an Egyptian revel, it might

have mutely preached to merchant princes one copamon humanity.

However, at the opening of the next New Exchange—yes, m the

year 2844—all this may perhaps be altered.^’] Q
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KAGNAT’S OBDSBS AMS KEGtlXATIONS,

FOB THE OOTERNHBNT OF FBEB CmzBNS.

The followinc: rules are issued all to(;ether»

By order of the Mayor-^iSigned) itlucGYWEATnxu.

That law shall be to-day the Mayor's caprice,

And none shall go, or come, or pass in peace,

Or stand, when once set down by the police.

That London's lauded freemen, shut in-doors.

Shall let their freedom down upon all-fours.

And trade with winks and nods from second floors.

That citizens on roofs are not allowed

To push their chimney-pots, or patrons proud,

Or country cousins, down upon the crowd.

That every honest man his hat shall doff

To Gibbs upon his horse, nor hiss and scoff

;

And no inhabitant shall cry, “ QJJ off! ”

That none who from the windows view the show,

Shall tread upon the toes of throngs below,

Who can’t move on, and must not stoj) or go.

That vehicles shall vanish on some plan.

And passengers find plugholes to a man,
And all the crowd go nowhere, how they can.

These are,'meantime, in spite of all aspersions,

Framed to facilitate our “ Mao’s diversions I
”

MODEST PROPOSALS FOR A FASHIONABLE
PROPRIETARY CHAPEL.

IE growing desire of the very

vulgar poor to visit church 'may

in the minds of some people, it

is much to be feared, go far to

bring the true interests of reli-

gion into contempt, it is therefore

proposed by certain zealous pro-

jectors to build a chapel for the

exclusive use of the rich and the

very respectable. People in high-

lows and corduroys are never

seen in the pit of the Opera, and

wherefore should they be suffered

to elbow ladies and gentlemen in

their fashionable devotions 3 For
such people are there not meet-

ing-houses, nay, even churches ?

Keenly alive to the wants of

the superior classes of the neigh-

bourhood of ‘ ,
the present

projectors intend to build a Pro-

prietary Chapel, which shall, in

all its appointments, make reli-

gion, like venison, a luxury for the better orders. Every pew—like
an opera-box—^will bear so high a price, that it will be unattainable

save by the wealthy ; thus, every religionist will^have the comfort of

confessing himself once a week a miserable sinner” only in the

very best society. He is hereby spared the humiliation of such an

avowal in the presence of the vulgar, who too frequently presume

upon such merely ceremonious confession. If a gentleman is a

miserable sinner,” is there any necessity that he should con-

descend to own as much to the very riff-raff ? Certainly not.

The elegance and the costliness of the pews—they will he fitted

up under the tasteful direction of Mn. Bhadwell, late of Covent

Garden Theatre—ensuring the most select suhscribers, the sermons

to be preached will, it is believed, be of corresponding beauty and
.superiority. Thus it may be confidently promised, that the minister

engaged will never talk of “ corruption,” and ^ the grave,” and “ the

worm that never dies,” and such distressing subjects—well enough,

and indeed very proper for working people with nerves like whip-

cord—but will so order his discourse that it shall not ruffle a single

feather of the very downiest conscience. Hence the subscribers to

the pews may take a sermon as they take a tepid bath—^for a soft

and pleasureable sensation. Not even in the shape of one of his

matches, shall Lucifer be in any way permitted in the proposed

edifice.

A clergyman has been engaged, at an enormous expense, who
brings with biTn the highest and most delicate testimonials : namdy,
a silver warming-pan, the tribute of one admiring fashionable flock,

and two dozen lawn handkerchiefs marked with the hair of the
spinsters of another congregation.

Male and female vocalists, from the theatres, are engaged
$
and

M. JuLLiEN will occasionally preside at the organ.

The beadle already engaged has lived as butler to an earl, and is

therefore used to good society.

The pew-openers have also waited on the upper ranks, having in

their youth employed themselves as family governesses.

No svhsoTi^tions returned. Vimt JRegina!

CMc Sorrows.

It was noticed as a very curious coincidence, that the place appropn-
ated to the Common Grier in the civic procession was immediately alter

Alderman Gibbs. Out beautiful allegory of Goe and Magoo moumiug
for the city was thus carried out by the Common Crier following the new
Lord Mayor, and of course crying most grievously at the prospect before

him.

ABITHMETIC AND DYNAMICS.
" If,” said Lord Radnor, to the Highworth labourers, could get 8ef.

a perch, and I let it to you for 1 should make you a present of 3d
Gould Cocker have shown a deeper knowledge of subtraction, or Archi-
vebes a better acquaintance with the properties of the Screw ?

THE LAWYERS CLERK QUESTION SETTLED.

(to the ingenious MR. BABBAGE.)

iOPE you will excuse me for troubling you with a
little suggestion. M!y office is absolutely choked
up witli letters from Lawyers’ Clerks, complaining
of over-work, under-pay, and ill-usage. I write

almost up to the elbows in a mass of this kind of
correspondence. You will naturally ask', what is

this to you \ Sir, you shall hear, presently.

I pity the case of the poor Clerks
; but what

can I do for them ? In the first place, I cannot
serve their employers with a writ~the only kind
of argument they could be expected to attend to.

In the next, supposing 1 could redress the griev-

ances of the servant, my bosom, ligneous as it is,

would bleed for the unhappy master. What
would be the feelings of an Attorney at having
three hours, perhaps, of service wrenched from
him per day, and as much as a crown a week
additional extracted from his pocket ? What, in-

deed, could extort so much, but the peine forte et

dure%
Now, Mr. Babbage, I will tell you what I wish

you would do. You have invented a Calculating
Machine. Cannot you likewise invent an En-

grossing Machine—an Automaton Lawyer’s Clerk 1 The misery of the
Clerk at present in use is, that his frame is composed of flesh and blood

;

that there is a heart in his breast, a brain in his skull ; there are nerves,
pulses, and other delicate and touchy structures in his anatomy ; and
emotions and sensibilities in his moral nature. This constitution of his

ill qualifies him- to work on'an oak seat, leaning against a hard desk from
morning till near midnight, and to exist on some few shillings a week, with
an old widowed mother, it may be, or perhaps a wife and children, to sup-
port out of that. It creates, also, a demand for au occasional holiday

;
a

demand which, for six-and-eightpenny considerations, cannot, for the most
•part, he acceded to, even in the Long Vacation. But, ingenious Sir,

could you construct au Automaton Clerk, all these inconveniences would
be obviated. Mahogany has no nervous system, springs and wires do
not vibrate with sensations ;

and to the Attorney’s wrong and the
Solicitor’s contumely, the whole clockwork would he impassible. The
machine could not contract matrimony and have to keep a family ; and
were you. Sir, its Parent, (which Heaven avert

!)
to fall into distress,

it would not he called upon to maintain you. It would bear all kinds of
indignity and ill-treatment without a murmur

; it could call no meetings,
write no letters to the newspapers. Like master like slave, it would be
wholly unfeeling.

^

It^ would work all day, and night too, if necessaiy,
uncomplainingly, till it got out of order ; and then it might he mended.
Here is a Clerk that would work incessantly, and neither eat, sleep,

want payment, or grumble : thus, I apprehend, exactly supplying Ihe
Attorney’s mnd desideratum—I would advise you to call it The Patent
Insensible Lawyer’s Clerk.

I am, ingenious Sir, yours respectfully,
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damp tlie fury of the

enemies’ guns ; and

thus introduce a real

Grand Junction he.

tween all the nations

of the world.

THE NOBLE SCIENCE OF WARFARE

\ KGHIMEDES would have moved the world if he could have got the means of doing it, and

then got the world to stand stock still while he tried the experiment ! Captain Wahner
would have spiilicated Europe^ if he could only have prevailed on Sia Bh Peel to supply the

powder and shot for such a magnificent project. Some scientific folks have got into an establishment

at Fulham, from which they issued a prospectus, undertaking to blow up schooners on moderate

terms, and annihilate fortresses at the very shortest notice. All this is to he done hy shells

;

hut the public are called upon to shelhout as a preliminary ; and, so far, the plan of the Fulham

folks and that of Captain Warner, appear to he pretty nearly identical. The benevolent object of

the parties is, to put an end to war, hy making war so truly terrific, that, like the two Kilkenny

cats, it will put an end by its very ferocity to its own existence. It seems to he (familiarly

speaking,) a rum idea to destroy life wholesale, for the purpose of saving it in detail ; and we

must say, we prefer the peaceful philosophy of the private in the Boyal Artillery, who did for the

touch-hole, what horticulture has already done for vegetation. Instead of spiking the enemies’

guns he watered them—an act for which he deserves to go down to posteriiy with the watering-pot

in his hand—for there is, surely, more real civilisation in applying the soothing system to the angry

cannon, than in converting it into a monster which even

those whom it serves are afraid of.

We should suggest to the Peace Society, that a corps

should he raised, .to be called the Light Water Pots, whose ~
duty it should he to

DESTROYING THE ENEMY S GUNS.

THE HARE AND THE PEASANT.
Although many of the pure-minded who offer incense at Exeter

Hall, may not he conscious of the fact, it is nevertheless most true

that JoHH Bull has his idols ; to the which with most sanctimonious

face he is ever and anon sacrificing men, women, and babes. John*,

with a look of pitying disgust, talks of the superstitions of the past

and of the present : he laments the darkness of the heathen who

have their sacred apes, their consecrated crocodiles. Nay, Johnt

does more than this. John unbuttons his pocket, and pays men to
j

build ships, that truth[and wisdom may he carried to idolaters. He
enlists missionaries—he sends forth the hopeful and strong-hearted

to wither beneath a pestilential climate, so that even withering,

they may he ministrant of civilisation to the savage. And all

the while—simple John—^that he is paying for and lahonring in

these good works—^he has his own pet idols—his own baboons and

alligators—with his “bold peasantry,” as their constant victims,

Alas I ere Johh shall again count up these abominations of the

heathen, let hiTn calculate the number of men, with their wives and

families, sacrificed at every quarter-sessions to the idols of the land-

lord—to his hares, his pheasants, and his partridges
! ^

THE BELLS OP THE ROYAL EXCHANGE.

Much disappointment has been expressed at the hells of the Royal
Exchange being fitted up with old tunes, instead of being ' placed in the
hands of native composers. A rapid stride might have been taken in
favour of English opera, if the British bell-rope had been confided to some
of our English musicians. Though unfortunately they are so much
addicted to pulling different ways, that fearful discord would perhaps
have been the consequence.

Professor Tatlor has, however, composed a very effective solo for the
largest bell, with a choms for the little ones. We understand that
Donizetti will be invited to write a romance for the street-door bell, and
a duett for that and the knockers,—^withfuU accompaniments for a peal

of six-and-twenty mufdn boys, to which the general postman will form a
bass of surprising depth and grandeur. The effect of this composition
will not be tried until the Exchange is in full operation, and the muffin
season has set in, which may he looked for in the course of nature within
a week or two.

THE CITIZENS AND THEIR HORSES.
It would hardly have been supposed, from the awkwardness of

several of the citizens on horseback on Monday, that they and their

horses had ever met before ; but the fact is, that the animals had
been introduced formally to their riders on the previous Thursday.

The interesting interview took place at Davis’s riding-school in the

Blackfiriars Road, the ring of which was devoted to the reception of

the select circle. The noble animals had been brought up expressly

from Woolwich ; and were, one by one, introduced by Mr. Davis,
who acted as master of the ceremonies, after the following fashion

:

Old Jack, Sir Peter Laurie—Sir Peter Laurie, Old Jack.
Horse tosses his head

—

^Laurie bows.
Sw Peter. I’m glad to see yon, Jack.
Horse. He ! he ! he

!

Br Peter. A facetious animal, uponmy honour ! 1 ’ll try and mount.
Horse, (hicks out heJiindf ard snorts^

Sir Peter. That’s as much as to say neigh (nag), my fine fellow.

Horse. He ! he 2 he !

Hems (coming up). Well, Sir Peter, what do you think of your new
Mend I

Sir Peter, I never saw so little breeding.

Dam. Oh, nonsense, Sir Peter
:
you’re strangejust now, butJyou’U

get on better together after a hit.

Sir Peter. Get on together ! I can’t get on a bit—he won’t let me.
Such was the “ peculiar badinage” thatpassed on the occasion, and

it was ultimately agreed that, in consequence ofthe general diffiiculty

of mounting, the crane which is used for drawing up the hay and
straw into the loft should be at the service of those gentlemen who
might desire at once to be placed in the saddle without any prdimi-

nary rearing of the quadrupeds. The civic cavalry would, of course,

therefore, be drawn up in single line—that is to say, with one rope

—

previous to joining the procession.
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^i.aJLlN HB UIUSES OX HIS mLD CAREXa.

^HE disappearance of Gibbs from the civic procession created some little astonishment^ and many were the inquiries as to vrhat
|

had become of him. The following Poem gives a bold^ but very probable, notion of how the Alderman was really occupied on the

day of the opening of the Royal Exchange. It is supposed that some of his fellow parishioners, meeting with him in a back street, caught
hold of him, and tied him on to a horse, which got dreadfully into a-rear, and was then suffered to run on without the smallest check

—

thus typifying the state of the accounts of St. Stephen’s, 'Walbrook, The Poem begins at the period when the Alderman is about
to undergo his equestrian martyrdom.

Bring forth the horse !
” the horse was brought

;

In truth he was a noble steed—
A creature of the hackney sort,

Bash’d slightly with the dray-horse breed.

His sire had drawn a fly,

Into which six would often cram

;

His mother was of lineage high,

Himself was worth—well worth his dam.

He plunged, he kick’d, he rear’d, he snorted,

'

With ears erect and eye distorted

;

He switch’d his tail, he show’d his hoof—
E’en WiDDicouB had kept aloof

At sight of such a noble steed,

He was a precious beast indeed.

They seized me fiercely by the daddle

;

They thrust me down into the saddle ;

They tied me strongly by the bridle :

The horrid brute began to ^y,
To kick, to amble, and to sidle.

And then away they let him fly
;

Away, away ! my breath is gone ;

Still gallop, gallop, gallop on.

Down, down the street, and up the Strand,

Over the woman’s apple-stand.

We pass the cabs, and here we are,

^
Plunged at one bound through Temple Bar.
The courser’s fleeiness seems to mock
The slowness of St. Bunsian’s Clock.

Away, away, we madly whisk

Along
!
past Waithman’s Obelisk

!

On, on we go, we gallop still

Up Ludgate’s gently rising hill.

A moment now our way seems barr’d.

Oh ! shall we stop at last 1

’Tis the barrier at St. Paul’s Churdi Yard-
Ho, no, he gallops past.

I pull’d the bridle, but in vain.

The horse refused my will to heed

;

Each motion of the useless rein

But madden’d him to wilder speed.

I tried my voice ; but nonsense, pooh !

Onwards the brute contemptuous flew

:

At times I thought he must have stopp'd.

When ’gainst an omnibus he whopp’d ;

But vain my hopes ! the sudden blow

Served but to make him faster go.

Away, away, we turn and wind,

Leaving the city far behind.

He tears away, hock touching hock.

Swift up the Hill of Haverstock

:

Until, with just exhausted breath,

At last he reaches Hampstead Heath.

The brute has only strength to bound
Into the wellremembered Pound ;

Where in the morning we were found

By a policeman going his round.
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PUNCH'S COMPLETE LETTER-WRITER

liETTEE XXXV.
KBOM A MATSON TO A NEWLT-MAESIED YOUNG LADY, ON THE

TREATSIENT OF A HUSBAND.

My dear Claribel^

Your honeymoon being over, I feel it my duty—as, indeed,
it will be my pleasure—to instruct you in the serious purposes of
marriage. I have had my trials, my dear, in what is called the
blessed state, and could if 1 chose write this letter in the tears of
widowhood. Three times have I been bereft of the tenderest of
husbands-xfor every one of the dear men was really so—and now
am I left like the lonely dove, to murmur alone. I have, however,
this satisfaction, to know that I managed them all to my heart’s con-
tent, whilst they—dear, simple lambs !—^believed they managed me.
Men in their extreme ignorance call us the weaker sex. The

weaker sex ! "When—and they Imow it—^we can pull and play with
their hearts’-strings as little children play with toy harlequins. How-
ever, never disabuse them of the fond conceit. Our weakness, as
they are pleased to call it, is our best strength. Continue to make
your husband think you the most delicate of creatures, and he will
treasure you accordingly. "We all of us seem pretty well to know
and follow out this truth in days of courtship, but forget it almost as
soon as the clerk has said amen. This, my dear girl, is the great
error of our sex : it is this that makes wife the slave and husband
the master. Now it has ever been my plan to peipetuate the privi-
lege that courtship gives us, throughout every day of wedlock.
And very properly. What ! is your lap-dog that obediently fetches
and carries—^is he suddenly to refuse to obey you, and only because
you have put a collar round his neck, and hold him by the ring of a
chain at your third finger 1 Therefore, my dear, let your nerves be
always delicate : hence, your husband will treasure you like a
precious piece of china. Be foolish enough to appear robust, and,
on the contrary, you will have no more care bestowed upon you than
a red clay pipkin.

There are, I know, brutes in the human form, not to be deceived
;

but your husband is, I trust, not of them. As a girl, I remember
a monster of the sort. My own dear mother—^from whom, let me
confess it, I learned many precious lessons—she made as much as
any woman of her nerves. Well, one day, my father poking the
fire, down came—as you know, sometimes they will come, with such
a clatter—the i^ovel and tongs. My mother screamed, declared my
father wanted to get rid of her, and immediately retired to her
•chamber.

^

Though a party was to dine with us, my mother—^true to
her principles—^resolutely went to bed. My father was all self-

reproach and sorrow. He related the unfortimate event to the
monster I speak of, saying something about ^ the wear and tear of
the female constitution.” W^hereupon, I shall never forget it, the
wretch replied— ** Pooh—pooh ! Female constitution! It never
wears—it never tears : at the worst it only stretches.” And this—
their conduct proves it—is the brutal faith of thousands. My dear
father, however, was of the contrary belief ; so well too did my dear
mother manage, that after this fall of the shovel and tongs, he never

after poked the fire as if the poker was really his own. And this is

as it should be.

Hence, my dear girl, cultivate your nerves
;
you can't pet ’em too

much. Something will always be happening in the house,—and
unless your husband be worse than a stone,—every new fright will
be as good as a new gown or a new trinket to you. There are some
domestic wounds only to be healed by the jeweller.

I dou^t advise you not to love your husband very mucb,—but
never show the abundance of it. How men impose upon what 1 ^-all

a superfluity of affection, it is dreadful to think of ! No ; there is a
decent sort of tenderness—a sort of tepid love—^that is the safest.

It never permits a wife to commit herself ; it never shows to the
man that he is supreme in her affections, and so enables him to sport

j

with them. However, do not let him think himself indifferent to
j

you : certainly not ; at least, let the poor man have the benefit of
the doubt.

In the slightest case of sisterly frailty, be all indignation. It is the'

very easiest and cheapest way of airing your own excessive goodness.
Now and then, too, you can—with great pain to yourself, of course

—

hazard suspicions of some^of your acquaintance. Suspicion, skilfully

used, is an excellent thing. Like a little dust of rouge, if very ten-

derly laid on, it throws out in fine relief the natural beauty of the
wearer. Rouge is a darling little fib, that lies, as somebody says, like

truth—and so, I take it, is if properly applied, a slight suspicion.

They may both colour false modesty.

Tiiere is, too, a sort of side-wind way that will enable you at once
to please and tease your husband. Jealousy—that is, a happy affec-

tation of the passion

—

is a wonderful weapon in a skilful hand.
Therefore, when walking with the poor man, declare that he looks
at every woman he meets, and sulk accordingly. Sometimes, how-

!

ever, vary the accusation, and declare that every woman he meets
looks at him. From this assumed fact, you can make any deductions,

|

and endeavour in a torrent of words to declare how very, very
i

miserable you ought to be. The man, of course, must think himself
dear to i'you, or wherefore such fantastic jealousy I He must feel,

though with a feeling of wretchedness, that you love him ; or where-
fore show the love with so much misery to him ? Does not puss love
the live yet wounded mouse she bites and scratches ?

I

Again, as to temper, never let it be certain. Husbands—I know
them—^presume upon evenness of temper. No, let your husband feel

thatj,be is never safe. He will accordingly be gentle, watchful, in
his manner. Hence, he at times in the most exuberant spirits ; and
then, with a thought—^at some unconscious look of your husband,
some playful word—have a mute tongue, and brows of threatening

thunder. In your very gayest moments, let your helpmate feel as if

he is called upon to admire some carious gun—very beautiful, but to

be most carefully handled, lest it go off, and destroy him.

If your husband wishes for music, declare you have a sudden
headache, and add this, he ought to have seen as much, and not have
asked yon. If, on the contrary, he has a book, or would doze by the
fire, immediately play the Battle of Braguef* with all the cannon
accompaniments.

If he wish you to go out with him, say he always asks you when he
knows you can’t go j

and then, on the contrary, desire that he shall

take you to the opera or play, when you are well aware that he has
some previous engagement.

On this point, too, be particularly obdurate. When your husband
goes out with a likelihood of returning home late, insist upon sitting

up for him. He may urge, that he can take the key ; that, in fact, it

will annoy him to keep anybody from their bed. Meet all this with
a cold, decisive assurance, that you Ml sit np for him. If he come
home late, what a delicious triumph for you! There you are,

my love

—

1 always was—^in your nightcap and wrapt in three shawls,

making up yourself for the picture of a very inuch wronged woman.
The culprit at length returns

;
you catch his eye, and lead it to

dwell upon the reproachful candle guttering in the socket—that

candle, which in very weariness of heart and for nothing else, you
have every five minutes mangled with the snuffers, as though uncon-

sciously to make the case all the stronger against your offending

mate. Sometimes on such occasions, say nothing, but cold as a
statue walk up-stairs. Sometimes, too, it will add considerably to the

pain of the criminal, if you oarefuUy draw a sigh, and “ wish you
I

were in your grave.”

As for your husband’s friends, give them always a chilling welcome.

Ifnow and then they insist upon staying, as you think, late,—declare

that they have had wine enough, and they ought to know it.

My dear mother had an admirable way. Two or three times—for
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Tc^y father never tempted her oftener—she sat up guarding the fire-

place. No coal did she suiFer to approach it. The fire went out ; it

was piercing winter ^
and then in a triumph^ only known to such a

wife, did she retire to her room, comforting herself that They’d

soon he starved out, and must go.”

I have herein, my love, thrown down only a few hints ; but I can

add a great many more to them, if I find you worthy of my teaching.

In the mean time, I remain your affectionate friend,

Tabitha Talonts. j

LETTER XXXVI.

THE YOUNG LADY'S ANSWER.
Madam,

At present, I have no wish that my husband should leave

me ; when I have, I shall lose no time in availing myself of your
instructions, feeling quite convinced that they could not but very

soon lead to such a conclusion.

I remain, yours &c.,

Clauibel Smith.

MAGNAY THE MAGNATE.
We understand the following were the original regulations,'’of

which Hagnay the Magnate had prepared a draft, in a fit of after-

dinner dignity. The fact of his dining, as usual, alone, accounts for

the regulations being such as, if he had had a friend at his elbow,

he never would have been permitted to promulgate.

Regnolatlons.

, MagnAT,"Monarch of the Mansion House, King of all the

Cockneys, a^^d Defender of Temple Bar, hereby declare our

royal will, that nobody shall, on any pretext whatever, go in or

out, backwards or forwards, or to, by, or from his own abode,

between the hours of nine and six, on the 28th of October ; and
we further order, that persons in need of medical assistance

shall postpone their necessity until after the latter hour, or take

the consequences as part of the honour conferred on them by
the visit of her Majesty: jpor toiftems, the old Grreeks (kfre hi$

LordAi^ 'called for another bottle of his own primte champagne)^ for

whsireas, the old Greeks did make sacrifices, called holocausts,

on the triumphal entry of their Homan Emperors (“ Tltere^s a
hit of damoal for «w,” writes his Lorddiip, in a note') : SBltlr

(more champagne), it is much better that twenty citizens

should die than one sovereign should be impeded—^for it is the

law of the land that sovereigns do always pass

—

Tkerds a joke

for ’«»» j surdy that^U do^) \ and our blessed sovereign shall pass,

or my name ain’t >

These regulations were, of course, carefully edited by the City

Bemeinbrancer, whose duty, we suppose, is to remember when the
Lord Mayor forgets himself. The spirit of the regulations, it will

however be^seen, was preserved faithfully.

THE COMIC BLACKSTONE.

CHAPTER THE THIRTEENTH.—OP TITLE BY OCCUPANCY.

S
INCE we began writing the present elaborate work,
we have made it a rule never to sit down to a
fresh chapter without reading through the whole of
the Statutes at Large, to see what the law originally

was

;

and we then turn to tho recent acts to see

what the law is on the subject wo are about to

Title by occupancy appears to have been a
sort of title that a man acquires to a place in the
pit of a theatre, which he takes by the mere act of

jumping into it. We had arrived at this con-
clusion when wc lighted on the 20tli Car. II., c. 3 ;

and wc gradually kept reading up to the 14th
of Geo. IX., when, having got as far as chapter

20, we discovered that the title of common occu-

pancy is utterly extinct and abolished. We there-

fore considered it useless to put the match to that

mine of learning with which we were ready to explode, and batter away
the barriers to legal knowledge, for, as title by occupancy was semi-

smashed by the 29tli Car. XL, and received the finishing blow from the

14th of Geo. II., it is not quite consistent with tho plan of tins work
to say anything more upon the subject.

In accordance, however, with the quaint practice of the old law-writers,

we feel justified in beginning to talk about something else when wc find

there is nothing to be said about the matter which nominally forms the

subject of our chapter. We, therefore, rush precipitately from title by
occupancy to the consideration of islands rising in the middle of seas and
rivers. These belong to the king, if they start up suddenly, like ghosts

through stage traps ; but if they collect together by slow and impercep-
tible degrees, like the building of the Nelson column, they go to the

owner of the land adjoining. Land left dry in the middle of the sea
sometimes belongs to the first occupant—the Goodwin Sands to wit—but
when the tide comes up, the occupant is glad to release his claim by
means of a regular conveyance.

It is a maxim, that whatever hath no owner is vested hy law in the
sovereign

; but this is hardly correct, for an infant left deserted, without
an owner, on the step of a door, with a flannel waistcoat on, is vested in

the flannel, without being vested in The sovereign.

THB AXDEKSMLaJT.

(by a parishioner op ST. Stephen’s, walbrook.)

How gallantly, how merrily, they ride upon their way ;

Fleet-street' is in commotion, the Q,uebn comes here to-day !

The Aldermen are mounted, and sitting bolt-upright,

Like riders in whose eyes it is no joke to hold on tight.

All London owns their triumph, they ride along two- deep.

Small boys come up to look at them, their seats so well they keep.

In their wake, as mild as new milk, stand policemen stiff and stark ;

Oh I who would not be Aldermen, in such a famous lark %

Oh
!
proud must be our Alderman (tho* he looks queer to-day),

Of all the glories he shall win upon next Lord Mayor’s day

;

He ’s fought the flght and conquered (how, is neither here nor there).

Nobility, which he shall have, when he ’a installed Lord Mayor.

I would I were an Alderman, churchwarden in our ward.
To hold the books for eighteen years, and no accounts afford.

I ’d say to Punch or Crolt, who dare to make so free,

Some day I ’ll be Lord Mayor, and then you ’U see what yon will see !

Our Alderman look'd half-ashamed, and more ashamed he grew,
Still spoke he to Sib Claudius, and smiled on all he knew;
He look’d up to the windows, and he look’d down by his knee.

And there, in every hand, his eye that horrid Punch did see !

Last night an awful rumour came over Walbrook way,
And we heard our fine old Alderman the balance meant to pay ;

The Vestry hoped it might be so, but nought else could we hear
To give us hope we shomd be out of Chancery this year.

All night we talked it over, we couldn’t go tp sleep,

And this morning, all through Walbrook, on Gibbs our eye we keep.

He rides among the Aldermen, his gay gown streaming me,
But we fear we may whistle ere the balance we shall see.
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(THE BEADLES OF ENGLAND.
Our articles on the Britii^ Beadlery have had a very remarkable effect

on that extraordinary body—a body, by-the-by, which we are justified in

looking at as an offshoot from the eai'ly Beefeatery of our Saxon ancestors.

While, however, we are gratified to see the effect of our criticisms on tlie

Beadlery in general, we are sorry to perceive that Lowther Arcade has

rushed, from the very midst of meanness, into the extremes of extrava-.

gance. Lowther Arcade has torn the cheap Berlin from Uie hand, and
the used-up gossamer from the head, of her Beadle, to replace the one with

kid, and the other with a chapeau emblazoned with a profuaon of gold^

lace of the costliest character. Tiiis was not our object. We never con-

templated urging the Lowther Arcade into the absurdity of bedizening her

Beadle ; our objection simply was, to a beadle of ‘‘shreds and patches

for such a beadle ought not, we thought, to wield the cane and the destinies

—at once—of an extensive thoroughfare.

Our purpose always has been to give to every street and arcade a cheap

Beadle—but, at the same time, a decent Beadle. Lowther Arcade has

wrapped him up in gaudy trappings, and the result is that iiie figged-out

functionary is fast falling into the arms of a sort of luxurious indolence,

which is too often tlie consequence of ill-judged finery. We trust that the

Arcade will come to its senses, and at once proceed to strip her Beadle of

that superfluous lace which can only enervate the mind—and thus impair

the efficiency of him who wears it.
^

THE KING OF SAXONY AND THE JEW JEWELLER
The Ring or Saxont, before hia journey to England, made purchaaea of a Jewish

jeweller to the amount of 30,0G0 dollarafor pr esenta. On distributing them it appeared
that most of the stouea were faiae, for which reason the return of all tiie preamta is

requested.*

“ Ha I Palac—false to me t to me

!

Are there no stones in hcaren ''—Olhello.

« Now know all men, hy these presents^'

Kings are diddled, safe as peasants.

Rings and watches, bracelets, collars,

Costing thirty thousand dollars

—

These the King of every Saxon
‘

He could lay a loyal tax on,

Scorning credit gave his cash for
—

'

What on earth was he so rash for !

“Jeweller ” begins with “ Jew,"
And alas ! it ends there too.

False the stone, and false the giver.

Royal gifts not worth a stiver.

Here a bauble, there a trinket,

Both mere rubbish, would you think it

!

See this diamond snuff-box ! it,

Whoi'M suppose a kiog could sham it

!

. Now'kliow all men by these presents,

Kings are diisell’d, as peasants.

Monarchs' bounties are as real

As their mercies—^both ideal.

So you thought that thing a ruby I

This a topaz 1—you ’re a booby.

So this belt where sapphires met are

—

Jews themselves a precious set are I

Now know all men by these presents^

Kings are bit as well as peasants.

This carbuncle ’s not quite burning,

—

Still a gift there 's no returning

;

Diamonds, though of humble water,

Grace, you know, one *s dowdy daughter !

What, you’ve 50W it I Whew ! good lack. Sir,

Why, you *ve got to give it back Sir !

“ Jeweller begins with “ Jew,”^
And alas I it ends there too.

This is an insulting make-
game.

How 1 hate the give-and-take
game

!

.Say these pearls are not the
thing, man 1

Why 1 had them from a King,
man

!

Precious stones he ’s given to
,

us.

Who would think a King could

do us!
Now know all men by these

presents,

Kings are done as brown as

Let ns add one serious clause,

Sir ;

This is bow they make the
laws. Sir,

If the council tends to ruin,

’Tis because they let the Jew in,

Who—^we throw this moral hint off

—

For the opal palms the flint off.

“ Jeweller " begins with “ Jew,”
And alas I it ends there too.

But your kings, though strongly feeling

Ministers* most Jewish dealing.

Never call the false laws in, lad

;

They may end as they begin, lad

—

Monarchs ne’er recal, beweep them ;

You have got them, you may keep them.
Kings axe chiaell’d, by these presents.

Just as states will diddle peasants.

MAZEPPA GIBBS.

Ii will be seen that it was adjudged prudent for Alderman Gibbs not

to take part m the civic procession. Ride si sapis was tlie 'maxim of the

laughing philosopher ; but don’t bide si sapis was evidently whispered

by somebody into the ear of the churchwarden of St. Stephen’s, Wal-
brook. It is probable that the Lord Mayor elect is keeping himself hack

for the ninth of November. It would certainly have been a pity to have

weakened the effect his appearance is likely to produce on the latter

occasion.

To gib is to back out, and Gibbs has shown his wisdom in gihbing or

bacl^g out of a ceremony where he might have divided the attention of

the public with the Sovereign, in a manner that he would, p^hapiB^ have

found rather disagreeable.

Queen Elizabetli and the Citizens.

It is reported that when Queen Elizabeth visited the city, she dis-

missed her military attendants, and the Spanish Ambassador haying

inquired, rather impertinently, “ Where are your Majesty’s guards ? ’’.she

replied, pointing to the citizens, These are myguards.’ ' We have searched

into the truth of ^is anecdote, and find that Queen Elizabeth was asked

the question, hut the reply was not ei^tly as' it is stated above. Her
Majesty pointed to the mob, and said in the quaint phraseology of the

period, “ Guards, my lord ambassador 1 marry what need 1 of guards, when
my Lord Mayor sends me so many of these honest black-guards to wa^
Qllonme!”

NEW SboKS.
' '‘‘We have to announce the'publicatioupf Tecumsehi^t Tragedy, &c., from

the goose-quill of “ George Jones, Esq., MeRS.” • Our limits do hot

permit us, in one Number, to canvass pretensic^'of Mb. Jones \ we
shall, therefore, for a time, devote .a we^y column to b consideration' of

his merits. By such means we shall he enabled to ffisplay his grammar,

his taste, his slyle, his ignorance, his effrontay, his most amusing cohoeit.

We eonunence this herculean labpur’next weric. Jones, by the way,

in his Preface^ has a fling at us dnd others as « atheistical writers.”

Atheistical ! That is, we do not believe in Jones.
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THE OPENING OF THE ROYAL EXCHANGE.

Monday, the 28th of October, dawned somewhat hazily, and a fog,

which came up to town with one of the early busses, thr^tened to obscure

one of the brightest days inthe civic annals. On entenng the metropolis

Z stranger was met by barriers at every tui-n, for the authonbes even m
the most^tant parts of London tried to get "P, “

something to do with the ceremony ; and the pari^of St. Ms^s-in-tte-

Kelds p^cnlarly dUtinguidmd itself by bamcaAng all its prmmp^

IhorougWes, so that vehicles kept ruslung about from s^to stoeet,

up and down, backwards and forwards, in <»nseq,nence the *^ge-
that had been made for faciUtating them proOTess, On reachmg ^e

StrancUmounds of gravel thrown into themiddle of the road jounced the

&ct that something national was about to happ^en. The various shops m
the line of procession were fitted up in a style that showeda severestagde

between loyalty and lucre, for the devices partook equally of p^ for the

goods and affwlion for the sovereign. At an early hour, people whoM
been persuaded that they must be in tune to sea^ good pats, for winch

fliey SSl paid ten alullii^s in advance, took np their stations in ihe shop

windows as decoy ducks to those who got the same accomodation for

abont half-a-crown. by dropping in just in time to view the precision.

St. Clement’s Churchyard presented a small yiotuns at

eh^ht o’clock, who had pmd half^a-guinea ea^
; ^Sy^ tolerablywell filled ata shilling a headf^ the fsu»l

®It^ a gim-inna Mght to see the goods removed from the wmdow®

the shops on fiie line, and female lovelintos oceupymg the pla^ of

shawls ^d sugar. Unfortnnatoly, in some plaoto the tickets were left in

tlie upper pa^ wlule the company filM Ae low« ;
we^

« Alarming*^ Failnxe ” suspended immediately over the head of a wntlp

man who had been expressly got up in » white waistoMt ai^
*
““

to do honour to the oecaaon. A spienm gal^y of British beauty was

labelled ** Tremendous Sacrifice, all at Four-and-mne ; whUe a poig of

iuveniles grinned graeefuUy under a ticket annoummg « Families Su^

plied” to lie sstonishedmulUtudo. The newspaper offi^ apomaaodated

lieir advertisers, and we reeogmaed A. Kowland and Son lollmg in the

firsUfloor window of a Sundayprint ;
while^ individuals who are contmu-

ally BpoBtr»r>'«’'"g
“Those about to Marry,” werepeermg over the parapet.

The decorations of the houses were of various merit, and among others

we particularly noticed Isherwood’s, of Ludgate Hill, where a piece of

calico was suspended from a walking-stick, out of the window on the fifdi

story. The calico was richly fringed with age, for it was literally

unravelled—and such a mystery as such a flag, really stood in need of

unravelling. We must acquit Isherwood, who is a Decorator, of any wish

to puff himself, for that bit of dirty calico was never exhibited as a

specimen of his decorative powers.

The next extraordinary instance of illustrative failure vras at Dakir

AND Compant’s, the tea-dealers, in St. Paul's Church-yard. These gentle-

men exhibited a tableau of four men, emptying horns of plenty into

nothing, surmounted by a portrait of the Q^ueen, with two black eyes, and

having underneath some allusion to the sun never setting on her pos-

sessions. Who was the artist of Dakin and Company we should be glad

to know, that we might avoid him.

Immediately opposite the transparency was an immense window

crammed full with Britidi Manhood and Female Beauty, with the words

“Warranted not to shrink/’ inscribed on a large ticket exactly over

them the label usually applied to broadcloth ; but it was not inap-

propriate to those spectators who might have slirunk affrighted from such

a picture as the transparency of Dakxn and Company exliibitod. An
unscrupulous gallopping of horse guards on to the toes of the multitude

announced the approach of the procession, and the wanton plunging of the

policemen's staves into the breasts of the crowd, bespoke the propinquity

of the spectacle. The cortege began with two evident glass-coaches, and a

hired cab with a livery groom put in it, to makejbelicve it was a private

one. Then came the royal carriages with all sorts of equerries and sticks

and grooms in them, and then followed a few trumpeters with palpable

Taglionis, ill-concealed under gowns of scarlet ; then came the Common-
councilmen, trembling on their horses, with the artilleryman, who was in

the habit of riding the noble beast, at the side of each. Then came the

Remembrancer in an awful state of trepidation, nearly overbalanced by a

terrific weapon, which he poised on the whole with some dexterity. The
Aldermen next appeared amid shouts of laughter, and one of them was

evidently negotiating with the artilleryman whether he should dismount

from his horse, in consequence of the animal being disposed to an

amiable amble. A correspondent, by the bye, subsequently informed us

that there was ultimately a dissolution of pairtnership between the gallant

Alderman in question and the horse alluded to, which indeed was

“ NOTHING MOKE THAN WAS TO BE EXPECTED.
j

Next came the Lord Mayor, Magnay the Magnificent, with his hair brushed up into a Brutus, and

nursing the Sword of State on the front of his saddle. Then followed the Q,ueen jolting along in the

State-coach, which caused her by its rickety motion to keep up a series of involuntary bowings to tlie very

enthusiastic multitude. Then came the Ambassadors, most of them in respectable equipages, but one in a

clear case of fly with an attendant in a turban on the coach-box. It must have been Sidi or Seedy Mohamed ;

for nothing could have been much seedier than the whole arrangomeut. And then—^it was all over ; and

people who had stood on ledges nine inches wide for bom's, hung oyer parapets for half-arday, sat in dhurch-

yards once daybreak, and got a front place on the kerb-stone at six to be dnven to a back place at eleven,

began to wonder whether it had been worth the trouble. Champagne reconciled some, while others found

solace in sandwiches. For ourselves, we rushed into both, for that satisfaction which the hollow pageantry liad

scarcely afforded us.—On ^e return of tiie procession, PuTich being anxious to afford her Majesty some

amusement after the fatigues of the day, issued from his Office, which had already attracted the Queen's

attention, and presented his last Number.' Her Majesty received it with great affability, and it formed the

subject of entertainment to the Queen and the Prince on their return to the Palace.

' ^ ri\
I
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PUNCH'S COMPLETE LETTER-WRITER.

LETTER XXXVII.

FROM A YOUNG GENTLEMAN, SOLICITING IIIS FATHER
TO PAY HIS DEBTS.

My DEAll FaTI’ER,

How often havo yon told mo tliat I shonld see my folly

!

Indeed, sir, you are a true prophet ! I never thought it possible that

I could look upon the world as now, in very truth, I find it—

a

deceitful, hollow, seductive place, in wliich there is nothing worthy
of the mind of man, save those inestimable comforts which, had 1

but followed your wise and excellent counsel, I should by this time
have been in the enjoyment of. Ah, sir ! there are many young men
who, in their worst misfortunes—and can there be worse than debt I

—

are nevertheless spared the remorse which at this moment preys
upon your wretched son. They—^poor fellows 1—may have been
launched upon the sea of life—as you have often pertinently called

this vale of tears—without rudder or compass ; with notliing, sir, to

direct or counsel them. It is no wonder when such men suffer ship-

wreck, or are stripped by pirates. But, sir, I vainly seek a single

comforting excuse. I have had the best of men and kindest of

fathers, who has bestowed upon me advice of greater value than

pearls—^more precious than gold. And yet how headstrong, wild, and
vicious—yes, sir, I blush to write it—^vicious I have been, reckless of

those inestimable precepts which of themselves ought to have enriched

me with a treasure more lasting than wealth. But, sir, at length 1

am convinced. Yes, sir, my eyes are opened, and I now behold the

precipice on which I stand. Another step or two and I had been
lost for ever. But there is yet time to draw back—^yes, sir, aided by
your parental hand—there is, I fondly hope, yet time for me to regain

all that 1 have lost ; except, indeed, the precious hours that, as you
once beautifully expressed it, I have cast away like water in the sea.

I write, sir, as you will perceive, from a prison. Ha ! my ho-

noured father, it is—I humbly believe—impossible even for you to

imagine the change that prison walls have worked in me. They have
softened my heart—they have made me take an inside look into

myself—they have shown me, written with a terrible hand, the long,

long list of all my vices, all my follies'; they have—but I cannot

pursue the theme. The very recollection of the pain 1 have caused

you almost makes me drop the pen abashed
;
nevertheless, 1 will

struggle with my feelings, and, if only for penance, try to proceed.

With all my sufferings, I nevertheless try to feel grateful to my
creditors who have placed me here. There are, I am sorry to write

it, young men in this prison upon whom the moral of the place (as 1

call it) seems entirely lost. They give themselves np to the most
reckless enjoyments

; they drink—for, somehow, drink is smuggled—
they game, they play at rackets ;—^in fact, they sink from bad to

worse, and when they return to the world, they will, 1 fear, visit it

more like pests, than as reformed, rational creatures. Again and
again havel been tempted by some of these brawlers to join in what
they madly call their pleasures. But no, sir ;

I trust I am not wholly

lost. Hitherto, I have lived as much as possible apart from all—

1

have read, sir, read the one Book, which it was your best advice to

me always to read. There are lost young men in this place,who say

a father—*^ governor” is their slang expression—is a person made by
Providence only to pay bis son’s bills

;
I hope, sir, that 1 have a

truer, a nobler notion of the uses of a parent. 1 fervently trust that

in entreating ofyon for this, the third and last time, to pay my debts,

you will believe me when I assure you that I do this with the greatest

reverence for your parental character—with (whether you grant or
refuse my prayer) abounding gratitude for all that you havo accom-
plished for a hitherto unworthy son.

1 assure you, dear sir, this time my penitence is profound. Prom
my present feelings, I know I can withstand all future temptations.
" 11a, ha!” cried one of the spendthrifts here, "you’ll soon get
tired of this moping, miserable life

;
you ’ll soon be a jolly, roaring,

drinking dog like one of us.” But no, sir ! although this prison

should be my grave, it shall at least bo the tomb of a penitent.

With many burning blushes I enclose 3 ou a list of all my debts

—

really all; pay them, my dearest father, and be assured of the
gratitude and obedience of

Your erring, hut affectionate Son,

Charles Butter.

P.S.—I have been urged to liberate myself as a bankrupt ; but I
trust, sir, I can still feel like your son—can still respect the honour of

the family. 1 ’ll die first.

LETTER XXXVIII.
’

THE FATHER'S ANSWER.
Sir,

You have seen your foUy] so often that, it is evident, by

this time you are quite accustomed to it. All your long letter may
be boiled down, like spinach, into three words, " Pay my debts.”

All the rest is mere flourish—^mere palaver. No, sir ; you may break
my heart, but you shall not break my fortune. I ’ll not pay a single

sixpence.

I am, your affectionate Father,

John Butter.

P. S.—You may become a bankrupt as soon as yon like. Thank

heaven I the honour of the family is too secure to be injured by such

an unprincipled spendthrift- Not a sixpence, sir—^not a single

sixpence.

LETTER XXXIX.

FROM THE YOUNG GENTLEMAN'S MOTHER.

My beloved Boy,

I haven’t slept a wink since you *ve been in that hornd

place. I had n’t yet dared to speak to your father, but I saved your

letter, which, in a dreadful rage, he threw upon the fire.
^

Ha ! my
dear boy, that letter made me almost happy. With the abilities you

have to write such a letter, what might you not do in this world ! If

yo\i would only be your own friend, what could stand in your

way ?

But I please myself in the b^ief that your repentance is sincere.

I am heartily glad that you have nothing to do with the riotous and

sinful set about you : most glad to find that you neither drink, nor

game,"nor do anything but read that one Book. Continue to^ do so,

my dear boy, and depend upon it your father shan’t have a minute’s

rest in his own house until you are again among us. God bless

you

!

Your affectionate Mother,

Martha Butter.

P.S,—I send you 10?. I hope this time that your list of debts is

quite correct : that you have put all down : for you know how you

deceived your poor father twice before.



LORD MAYOR’S DAY.—GIBBS, MAYOR!

“ Hung be tlio heavens with black !
”

—

Shakspere.

A T an early hour this morning, (Nov. 9th, 1844,) the solemn tolling

of the great bell of St. Paul's struck upon the heart of the City of

London. After a short interval, the bell of every other city church
also pealed forth ; whilst the bell of St. Steiihou's— swinging slow,

with sullen roar"—had a peculiarly heavy note of lamentation.

It seemed as if some great—some monstrous evil—had fallen upon a
doomed people ! Misery—a sense of degradation—appeared in the
lengthened faces of all men ! Milkwomen served their ha’porths

with a sigh—housemaids, for once speechless, took in the fluid, and,

with apron comer, wiped away a tear. Even old-clothesmcn crept
stealthily along, as though " shod with felt," and the very dogs, that
had any voice to bark,, barked hysterically ! The birds in cages, at

the windows, sat in lumps upon their perches, motionless and dumb.

On every coach stand, coach and cab-men were seen, looking down
with leaden eyes upon their horses’ backs, and listlessly playing with
their whip-thongs. Even the horses drooped, with the unohewed
hay depending from their mouths. All—all was desolation

!

Men would meet one another, pause a moment, and then despe-
rately smiting their foreheads with their fists, start madly on ; others
would heave a deep groan, and creep away, as though they crawled to
the grave. "WhUst ever and anon, some miserable wretch, whose
grief was too mighty for his heart, would wring his hands, and
scream in terrible uZio—“Gibbs is Mayor I Gibbs is Mayor 1"

“Woe—^woe to London !” yelled another. “ A doomed generation !"

groaned a third ! And stiU the bells tolled, tolled, tolled

!

Ere the silent citizens had swallowed their fourth roll, and eaten
their tenth egg, most of the houses in the line of procession from
the Guildhall displayed emblems of woe. Almost from evei'y

window hung yards of sable cloth ; whilst not a few civic patriots
had caused all their shutters to be painted three coats black.

Mb. Lambebt Joxes had, at his own cost, arrayed the Wellington
statue in a very respectable— if, indeed, respectability is a word for
such a frantic moment—in a very respectable mourning cloak;
and it was observed by those who had strength to look up, that under
the circumstances his Grace looked as well as could be expected.

Some sympathising, unseen hand had also given to the statue of
Queen Anne, St. Paul’s Churchyard, a petticoat of blackest bom-
bazine. But neither time nor space will allow us to particularise the
many types of woe.

Silence reigned in Guildhall. The sheriflb who wore in attendance,

evidently thought themselves in Newgate, and behaved accordingly, ^

The members of the Court of Aldermen seemed, ashamed of them-

selves and said nothing. Two or three were observed to despei*ately

bite their nails. Sin. Pete a Lauiiie alone began a smile, but even
he could not go through with it

!

At half past eleven, the Lord Mayor w'lis informed that the

Sheriffs were waiting for him, when he descended to the Council-

Ciiamber. The unfortunate man walked with tolerable firmness

;

shook hands with the Sherifis
; said he felt happy, and having begun

to suck an orange, intimated that he was quite prepared !

The mournful procession then moved on.

Order of Procession.

S
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THE LUMBER TROOP WITH LOADED CARBINES.

Two boySf an old man, and a liule girl, from the Margate

Infirmary,

THE MARGATE BATHING-MACHINE, WITH “GIBBS, TREASURER!"

PAINTED OUTSIDE IN BLACK.

THE BEADLE OP WALBROOK, IIIS STAPX' COVERED WITH CBAPB.

A File of Scavengers in their Working-Dresses.

A FISHMONGER (niS LOEDSltlP’S COMPAMV)

With Uanncp iascribed, “Eels Skinned at Walbrookl”

Cte 5eitoa of Waltrooft, toitfi Uanucr inscritclr, “JFout 4!iuartcrs’ Salari?.’'

The Model oj Walbrook Churchy {much dilapidated).

THE ORGANIST OP WALBROOK, WITH BANNER INSCRIBED,
** I AM STARVING !

"

A PXW-OFBNBS OF WALBROOK, WRINGING UBR HANDS.

THE EMPTY OAREIAaE of the LATE LOED MAYOR,
(His late Lovdship stayisB' at home.)

A BOOK,
Clasped with iron clasps, and padlocked ; inscribed, “ Churchwarden’s

Accounts; to be continued in Chancery.”



CHARITY BOYS OF WALBROOK—OUT AT ELBOWS.
Banner inscribedj “ Short reckonings make long friends I

’*

: PRESENT CHURCHWARDEN OF WALBROOK.
Banner—** This cold, flinty Bock.*’

THE SHERIFFS, WITH ALL THEIR OFFICERS.

Wooden Sword Bearer^ the very Common Crier^ arid several

Land and Water Bailiffs^ -

STHES EEOlOrOirXtABXiB XiOBB BSAYOB GSSBS,
As ** The Man in Bbass.*’

GUARD OF HONOUR-THE HORSE POLICE.

The procession took the ordinary route, proccedinjy to Southwark
Biidge. Thence the Lord Mayor embarked in the state barge
(painted black, and bearing pewter escutcheons). The barge was
rowed—the men keeping minute strokes—to Westminster. All the
craft in the river had their colours lialf-mast high. Minute guns
were fired. As the barges passed under the various bridges, sprigs

of rosemary, yew, and other funereal plants, were showered down
upon them.

The Lord Mayor having landed at Westminster, and performed
certain ceremonies—(he sucked another orange,)—returned to Guild-

hall. No sound was heard from the populace save a few sobs—some
mutterings of grief—some indistinct words of sorrow and despair.

THE BANQUET.
In the evening, the Lord Mayor gave the accustomed inaugural

dinner at Guildhall. Everything was cold—^very cold. Even the

smiles on the faces of the visitors seemed iced.

C.' The Ministers of State, the judges, and foreign ambassadors—as a
matter of duty—^were present. We are not enabled, from want of

space, to give the general bill of fare. The model of an accompt-

book, ill very rich pound cake, attracted melancholy attention. It

was, however, not touched—a label being af&xed to it, written ‘'Not

to be opened. Gibus, Mayor.”

The usual loyal toasts were given, and drunk with due respect.

After these, followed “ the health of Sir Robert Feel.”

Sir Robert rose, and in that happy vein of pleasantry which will

immortalise him among England’s prime ministers, addressed the

company. He said, “ It gave him great pleasure at all times to dine

iu the city. In the first place he was always sure of a good dinner
;

in the next he was delighted to meet his fellow-citizens : he said

with a feeling of pride ‘fellow-citizens,* for by their favour he was

enabled, whenever it might suit bis circumstances—and the premier-

sliip was not a patent place—^to set up a shop anywhere within their
ancient liberties. To come, however, to the point. Shakspere,
that Stratford Wizard ofthe human heart—and the citizens delighted
in Shakspere, for had they not given money for his autograph,
albeit they still refused him a theatre for his plays ?

—

Shakspere,
with his prophetic genius, had foretold the present mayoralty. Yes :

he (Sir Robert) would prove it. When Bohmvs asks Hmrdet, ‘Do
you know me, my lord?*. Hamlet replies, ‘Very wdl; you are a
fishmonger.^— ‘Not I, my lord,* says JPolonius, ‘Then,* answers
Hamlet, ‘ I would you were as honest a man,* From this, it was
clear that Shakspere looked, upon fishmongers as men of the
greatest probity on earth. Now, Michael Gibbs, Mayor, was of

the worshipful company of Fishmongers
; and had in a hundred

ways, familiar now to all the world, illustrated the subtle truth of
Shakspere. He had shown, that of all men he was the fittest for

the seat he then occupied ; fittest by his urbanity, his gentleness, his

almost morbid anxiety to show a crystal reputation to the world.
In every trust, and he (Sir Robert) would not dwell upon their

number, for which his Lordship was answerable tplis fellow-citizens,

his account-books had been as open as bis toiler—quite as open.

In his Lordship’s nature, all was plain
;
in that there was no double-

entry. Plutarch told a story of Alcibiades, who once accosting

Pericles, asked what he was pondering on. Pericles answered,
‘ I am thinking how to return my accounts.*— Should you not,*

rejoined the unprincipled Alcibiades, ‘ should you not rather think

how to make no retwrn at oAl Plutarch had not chronicled the

reply of Pericles, but he (Sir R.) could well imagine what would
have been the indignant answer of Lord Mayor Gibbs, if, in the

situation of the great Athenian, he had been counselled to such a

paltry, such a double-faced evasion. It was, therefore, with the

highest admiration of the manly, straightforward, unequivocating

character of his Lordship, that he gave health and prosperity to his

Mayoralty.”

It was plain that the company shared in the sentiments of Sir
Robert Peel, for whilst the toast was drunk—so intense was the

admiration of sill—that, we are assured upon ^the^ authority of Toast

Master Toole, he heard a pin drop !

The Lord Mayor returned thanks in an affecting speech. He said,

among other things, that being entrusted, as Lord Mayor, with the

civic Scales of Justice, he felt he should be quitehappy so long as the

Balance remained in his hands.

Other toasts followed ; after which a Ball was held, and dancing

was kept up until a late hour at night. It was, past nine before all

the company had departed.

icr it mill be ebimt ie t^e xtabete of itstm steet mnst te sutlistrir

tefoie tfie fnaasuratfon oi dl&ic^ael OErtlits. is nebertSeless mableR it giDe

afaitj&fttl acfoantof tte coming ctent; fiatittg—wgarWess o« erpense— engagclr a

celetrafetr ^oottsascL to ^ropj^ecs ebeep incllrcnt. as abobe set iroton.
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THE BRITISH AND FOREIGN INSTITUTE.

** Hailc, hark! the dogs do bark,

The beggars are coming to Toira.
Old Bmg'

ii

B
uckingham (tlie redoubt-

fiblc James Silk)

has arrived in Lon-
don, after having

X indulged in a series

T\ of lectures on the

. advantages,&c. &c.,

> of the British and

I

,

He has now issued

a manifesto, in

I
which he states

'A that “ the Club

^ llooms have been
leeently re-opened
under in^age-

an e3ctensiv^ ^wiue-

^ economy with suffi-

ciency ofquantity f*
which reminds us

of tho enormous plain pies stuck in a window in St. Giles’s, with the

words “ Larger than ever ! only twopence ! !
” suspended on a label

over them. The immense importance of this arrangement to the mem-
bers of the British and Foreign Institute cannot be denied, but ** two

|

things ” we are told “ are required to obtain for it that degree of success

by which alone it can be upheld.” One is "more members the other

is, that " all the members, the old as well as the new, should give it

at least their occasional visits and assistance,” or in other words the

members must patronise the ouisine as well as the conversaxione. We
should recommend the introduction of the fourpenny arrangement of the

sandwich and glass of ale ; and a baked potato-stand on the drawing-
room landing-place would afford a luxurious luncheon to the economical
savant ; or a glass of hot elder, including rusk, for 2d. would perhaps
famish a light and wholesome petit souper to the junior branches, who
are taken in as well as their parents at the British and Foreign Institute.

There is some vagueness about the announcement that " the drawing-
rooms are open from 9 a.m. to 11 p.k. to all the members, and especially

to ladies.” We are told the literary department has been improved ; but
if this is the sort of grammar we get after the improvement, what must
have been Lindlbt Muiliiay’s treatment previous to the amelioration !

The drawing-rooms " open to all,” and " especially to ladies,” reminds
ns of ” Coesar and Pompey very much alike, especially Pompey.” Are
the gentlemen obliged to squeeze in through a small aperture, while the
ladies are allowed to enter by a widely extended portal? What can
Jakes Silk mean by this curious paragraph I

” The soiries,'* we are told, " will he dress parties, and to these no
members can be admitted in undress.” There is, however, a relaxation
of the rule in favour of tlie Lectures, Conversations, and Discussions ; Out
" as the presence of ladles is earnestly desired at each, some nltention to
costume, as respectful to them, will be reasonably expected.” This is so
indefinite, that as the milliners term them, should he issued to
show the sort of costume that would be respectful or disrespectful to tlie

ladies.^
^

Highlows, wo suppose, would be a decided outrage on female
sensibility ; and the man who would force his society on lovely wonaan in
splashed Tweeds would he unworthy, &c. &c., of the name cetera.

Buckingham himself always wears pumps, out of compliment to his
customers.
A postscript gives tlie dismal intelligence, that the Institute will bo

what has been tersely termed " No go,” unless there is an " augmenta-
tion of members ;

” and each member is entreated to " enrol a lady ” as
speedily as possible. Husbands are called upon to bring wives, brothers
Bisters, fathers daughters ; and those who are neither husbands, brothers,
nor fathers, ara urged to bring any " other relative.” But no ; we trust
there is enough of British manhood still left to prevent this sacrifice of
the weaker sex. Let us go tlirough the labour of listening to Bucring-

iiah’s lectures ourselves, but do not let us call upon our wives, our

sisters, and our daughters, to endure the hardship.

We perceive it is proposed to add a Journal to the scliome, " that

there may he a permanent record ” of tlio proceedings of tho Institute.

This seems the nearest approach to a self-sacrifice that vre have yet ob-

served on the part of Buckingham. But if he really wants a permanent

record, lias he ungratefully forgotten what Punch Ikub done towards telling

the world what has been going on at the Institute ?

PUNCH’S GUIDE TO PARTIES.
|

To those who are just emerging from tho verdancy of youth, and to

those " young men in the city ” who wish to “ wrigglo” themselves into good
societ}'. Punch affectionately addresses tho following advice,—commise-
rating the pitiable mortifications inflicted on young gentlemen whom he
has seen defiling drawing-rooms (consecrated to evening parties and full-

dress) with railway-pattern trousers and Blnclier hoots.—Keenly pitying

the situation of others who have found themselves in the very midst of the

uncivilised orgies of a bachelor’s feed, adorned with satin waistcoats and
full-dress stoclcs,—he benevolently publishes an infallible scale of evening
dress, marked and arranged from the various terms in which invitations

arc usually conveyed, that the inexperienced aspirant to elegant society

may no longer he at a loss.

When the invitation is in the following form ;

—

Come up old fellow to my rooms, r You maji \ Anythinj? you please, from a Vclve-
aad take a chop.” \ wear j teen shootinp^-jacket upwards.

A note asking: you to join ”A few „ A black coat; hut you need not change
friends to dinner next Thursday.” your Tweed netners for black ones,

if you have not time.

An MS. request for ** Your company „ Dress, coat and trousers, fancy walst-

to dinner on Thursday week.’* coat, and Wellington boots.

An engraved ditto for a ” dinner- „ Dress ditto ditto, white waistcoat, long
party on Thursday fortnight.** satin stock, brilliant brcast-pln, and

dress boots.

** A few friends to tea.*’ „ You need not be particular. Surtouts
and coloured continuations won't
be objected to.

„ Same as a week’s notice ”to dinner”
with the addition of a pound’s
worth of silver in a card-purse.

„ Blue coat with gilt buttons, black
trousers, patent leather dancing
boots, satin waistcoat with gold
sprigs, white neckerchief, frilled

shirt, and two pairs of light kid
gloves for fear one should get soiled.

* An evening party—cards.”

An engraved invitation on enamelled
paper in a fancy envelope, soliciting
the pleasure of your company to

an evening party at half-past nine
o’clock on that day five weeks
with the addendum in one comer
of “quadriUes.”

As the greatest Eeformei’ of the age. Punch desires that every member
of Young England”—from the clerk to tho Count—from the Smiths of
the East, to the Smythes of the West End—will get tlie above directions
printed in large letters, framed, glazed and hung up over their washing-
stands.

JUSTICE FOR WESTMINSTER.
'A conBESFONUENT of tho Times complained, the other day, that

whereas the Lord Mayor had recommended the citizens to close their

shops on the occasion of her Majesty’s progress to open the Royal
Exchange, the West End tradesmen, having no authority to guide them,
were in doubt as to how tliey .should act. The children of the West can
know no better than those of the East what to do, unless they are told.

Human nature is the same on either side of Temple Bar, and is as
much in need of government on this as on that. Under these circum-
stances, Westminster naturally looks to her Higli-Bailiff ; but what bailiff,

however high, can be considered her competent adviser ? It is high time
to speak out. Westminster wants a Mayor, and must have one, A new
employment will thus be created, which will he just the very thing to
suit Loud Bhoughasi ; or, should his Lordship decline its responsibilities,

perhaps Colonel Sibthoiip would undertake them.

Trafialgrar Square.

Considerable excitement was caused at the latter end of last week by
the appearance of some real "water in the basins at Trafalgar Square, and
it was rumoured that the Commissioners of Woods and Forests had so far
recovered from their long attack of hydrophobia as to have consented to
the playing of the fountains. On further inquiry, it appeared that the
water in the basins was occasioned by the lieavy rains, and that the sup-
ply of the fountains was still among the remote contingencies wliich the
completion of Trafalgar Square appears to depend upon.

TF ABD-EL-KADER will return to his home at Algiers, everything
Bhall he znade'comfortable forhim, and all his past errors forgotteo, by his discon-

solate Governor, Marshal Buorattd.







THE MAYOEAiTY.—THE GOING OUT.
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THE COMIC BLACKSTONB.
CHAPTER THE FOURTEENTH.—OP TITLE BY PRESCRIPTION.

ITLB by Prescriptioa

has been held by
some to be the title

'which a chemist has
to charge for medi-
cine, because he has
generally the

.
pre-

scription to show for

it. Prescription,

however, is a title of

which no one can
remember the origin

—a doctrine which
was very agreeable

to those pretenders
to theEnglishthrone
who found it conve-
nient not to remem-
ber that any one else

had a better claim to

it, and they carried

their shortness of
memory so far, as
very frequently to

forget themselves.

The inconvenience

of having title by
prescription dependent on such a very vague business as a matter of

memory, induced the legislature to pass the 2nd and 3rd Will. IV., c. 71,

which materially shortens the time of prescription. A right of common
cannot be defeated by showing the commencement of it, after thirty

years 5 so that a donkey, who has enjoyed the luxury of a rollick on the

village green during the period alluded to, cannot afterwards be ousted

by a reference to the period at which ho was first invested with the

Order of the Thistle. After sixty years—and it has been quaintly said by
all the judges sitting in Banco, that donkeys never die—^the animal's right

becomes absolute, unless he has, from time to time, had the consent of

the owners. Forty years will give a right of way ; so that if a man can

contrive to commit a trespass uninterruptedly for forty years without

interference, he may, at the end of that time, turn round and snap his

fingers at the heir or the tenant, whether in tail or not in tail, and all who
may come after him.
The nse of light is indefeasible, if used for twenty years, provided tlie

window tax is punctually paid ; and, therefore, if I knock out awindow in

order to pry into my neighbour’s premises, my neighbour is justified in

ruuning up a brick wall slap before it, unless he tacitly submits to my
impertinence for twenty years, after which 1 might batter down his brick

wall, if he attempted to build one.

It now becomes a question what may be prescribed for ; and, though

the jurists have laid it down that incorporeal things, such as rights of

way or common, only can he prescribed for, the chemists have laid it

down that corporeal matters, such as the gout, a cold, or even chilblains,

maybe the subjects of a prescription. A prescription, before the^recent
|

act, could only be claimed by him that had the fee, and he who has the fee
—^being the physician—generally prescribes, so that the 2ad and 3rd

Will. I V . made very little difference in this respect. The lord of a manor
cannot tax strangers by a prescription ;

probably because the dose would
be rather too strong for them.

There are one or two other incidents attending a title by prescription,

which it is not necessary to name j
for property is too well looked after,

in these days, to admit of its being claimed by others in consequence of

those to whom it of right belongs forgetting to look after it. Prescription

is, in fact, letting in number two, through the original owner neglecting

to look after number one ; but this is a piece of laches that very rarely

happens.

THE WAITERS AT THE CITY BANQUET.’
|

It will hardly he believed that these functionaries, who were decked out

in all the splendour of pumps and pigtails, were paid only three-and-six-

pence each for their services on the occasion of Her Majesty's visit. We
have received a letterfrom one of those individuals, who alludes touchingly

to the misery of a crushed and impoverished heart sinking beneath a vest

of black satin. He asks us to conceive the feelings of a man with cur-

dled blood and curled hair, with silver buckles in his shoes and daggers
in his bosom, a velvet collar on his coat and the chain of poverty dragging
heavily on his heart : how was[ a human being, he eloquently asks, to

stand erect while stooping to receive a paltry three-and-sixpeiice ? They
would have crushed him with the consciousness of his own littleness, and
yet required him to be at least five feet ten inches high 1 which was tlie

lowest standard allowed to the waiters at the Civic banquet.

PTOOH IN A FRIGHT.
The Humble Petition of Punch to the Greenwich Guardians^

shewethy

That Your Petitioner last week read a Report of a Meeting held by
your Board, in which your Vice-chairman proposed a motion for the
establishment of a Lending Library in the Union House. The motion
was carried. Fears were expressed by one very sapient member of
your Board, tliat Punch mi^ht find his way into the paupers’ library,

if this sort of philanthropic humbug, as he thought was counte-
nanced :

Your Petitioner accordingly fears that he might be taken in, and con-
siders he should certainly be taken in if an order to go into the
House ” were left at the office of your Petitioner.

Your Petitioner is attached to his wife Jiidt and his child, notwithstand-
ing his apparent harshness to the latter, and would by no means con-
sent to a separation from them in his old age.

Your Petitioner lives by his Jokes. But he would not have the heart to

joke in a workhouse ; and doubts if, after a week’s residence therein,

he would ever joke again.

Your Petitioner is in theSiahit of speaking the truth, and calling a spade
a spade. He is therefore clearly unfitted for residence in a union
workhouse.

Your Petitioner would be apt to use his b&ton on the heads of an oppres-

sive governor or pursy beadle, aud has no reasonable douht of being
urged thereunto in case of mishehaviour of said governor or beadle,

to the subversion of discipline in said workhouse.

Your Petitioner is used to the open streets, and cannot bear confinement.

For all which reasons, your Petitioner hopes tliat he may not be taken

in by your honourable Board.

And your Petitioner will ever pray.

THE QUEEN AND THE LORD MAYOR.

At the recent opening of the Royal Exchange, Maonay, of course, wore
boots while riding in the procession, but ou presenting the Address it wm
proper that he should appear in dress pumps, of which he had a new pair

waiting to enable him to change on his arrival. The boots were however
what the French term trap Juste, and not easily drawn off without a hoot-

jack, which did not happen to be at hand ; and tlie Lord Mayor, having

succeeded in releasing the right fool^ was unable to extricate the left from
the unyielding Wellington. He rushed about the vestibule, frantically

calling on everybody to pull, and at length resigned his foot into the

hands of the City Marshal, who tugged away, with Magkat hopping after

him, as the Marshal’s vigour on two legs ovei’came the resistance of the

Lord Mayor on one. At length the l&membrancer pinioned his arms
while the Mai'shal gave another tug at the foot, but a loud exclamation of

Oh, you ’ll have my leg off ! ” compelled the Marshal to desist ; and

finding it impossible to keep the Queen any longer waiting, Magnay
rushed into the royal presence with a pump on one of his feet and a

Wellington on the other. While he read the Address Her Majesty

observed the want of uniformity in the chaussure^ and could not refrain

from a hearty laugh ; but at the conclusion she kindly assured the_ Lord

Mayor that the breach of etiquette was of no consequence, for it was

I

only typical of the fact that the * Change was not quite completed.”

THE LAW OF STORMS.

The state of the weather in the metropolis at the latter end of last week

somewhat puzzled the meteorologists, who found themselves utterly unable

to account for it. On inquiry it turned out that a tremendous influx of

attorneys from the provinces bad taken place, in consequence of their

being under the necessity of signing the rolls of the Courts iu which they

purpose practising. The damp thrown upon London on Saturday, the first

day of term, exceeded anything of the kind that has occurred for a long

period. The elements seemed to be engaged in the maddest strifoi and

the sun appeared to have got completely locked up iu Chancery,

Good Sign of tbe Times.

Sib G. Hayter has received the Royal command to paint a sign-

board for Windsor Castle. On one side there will be a portrait of Prince

Albert, with a dog and a gun ;
and on the^ other a portrait of the Queen,

with her crown and sceptre. The inscription on it will be

** House of Call for Sovereigns.’^

^ An Ordinary of Crowned Heads every Summer at Seven.”
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PUNORS REVIEW. SERMONS IN STONES.

Mdlihran's Pastille Papers: Savobt amd Mooeb, London. ^ Punch,

I AM an old Street. Why should I hlusU to declare my name 1

CLY we have been favoured with a box j c^eopgg street, Bloomsbury. For many many years I have been a

R
of lozenges, which, we presume, have g^ture there, and I had good grounds for believing I had a settlement in

been sent us for the purposes of
parish. I was in error. The Commissioners of Metropolitan Im-

review, and also to cure us of any pjoyements cast their fatal eyes on me and my brethren. We wore
little hysterical attacks, lowness of ujarked for destruction ! And now, after waiting in vain for somo kind
spirits, loss of voice, or tiglitn^s of friend to come forward in my behalf, I am compelled to appeal to you
the throat we may be subject mygeif

;
but not till liavoe has been busy—not till one side of me was

Wo are sorry we cannot give the m- gone ! But still, paralytic as 1 am, there is life enough in the
ventor the full benefit of our name, ^ Ig^j j^g ^ protest against the wholesale destruction going on
for the purpose of adding it to the brother and sister Streets have sunk under it

;
and 1 am

listof singers and others, who prof^
relations on the other side of Ilolborn have also boon

to have derived benefit from the Ma-
yi^ited.

? in the country were to be missinir it
^ fissure in my walls—not a weather-stain—not a choked drain in me

^ would U a MtioMl loss whioh^’no tut liallowed by tiio touch of time.

lozenges could restore,-never bang subjected to tightness of tlie tliroat f Mituimty ho d<mi^ me, when

—for we have a hnack of eluding that tightness, andtransferring it to our town and countrj , at ho”'« abroad, it is i ki^od ,

enemies
:
(vide the fete of the (Sntlenian in Black iu the sti-eet edition of J^unt^ m dofianco TeU the Lords or

our exploits), conridering all those things, we are hardly feir subjects iuib<iui(y in fevour of some vicious usage, or foully ill-^d

for iheklibimi Pastille to be tried nponf ®
_ ^ . . i. xi ‘x i. XI. Tb _L«n n j and she has been levelled to the ground.’* Tell the Church, when
Butif we cannot appreemte the ments of the Pastille, the Correspond,

^he points to her gi-ay and crumblW towers, to depweate the rude
ei^ connected wiA It forms one of the cunositaea of hteratoe.Md with

refo Georgo Street, Bloomsbury, was old and "rotten,
ttis part of the subject wo liave much pleasure m do^ng. The Lozenge ^^ke way for new,
Correspondence brings into play the htei^ powers ofnaanydistmguished

jetnotold sineeui-es be sacred. Never lot moW again in thollouse
persons, whose effusions we shall proceed to notice

: g^ Lords or Commons those great words of a great man, " Stare super
We perceive, from a briefnote, that Mr. Henry Phillips has lozenged antiquns waj” which I would render, Stick to your old Streets.”

with effect, and Mr. John Wilson, though repudiating the habit of taking Levelling is now tho order of the clay, and, if we must fall before it, lot us
things for the voice—certainly he don’t appear to req^uire any—^yet he is not fall alone.
v^ing to admit fliat tho l^b^ Pasffle may be serviceable to of

j if i to bo destroyed, let my inmates have compensaaon.
to lere for^tely sitiuted brethrra. ^lUnpoiinconf^ lus mten- „ Six CWks do tho same to a longer tunc i

bon of reW <m the Pas^e during the remamd^ of his prof^nal when they wei4 turned ont of thar snug oflBces, a refuge was provided
career, and handsomely ordera one box as an earnest of his mtenton.

thousands to the public. But for tho houselosH,
Mr. Charles Horn pleads guilty to having been unable to sing on a -nyiio now lingeringly departing from mo and my broklier Streets, what

certain Tuesday ; but on Wednesday, tho wondrous effects of one Pastille shelter have these Commissioners found ?—my one side is suffbring under
had made him a very chanticleer. He encloses a portrait of his low G plethora. Ten in a room I was used to, but twenty 1 find a serious incon-
before the Pastille, and another portrait representing the said G after venience. Where are my children to go ? If I could see how they arc to

one lozenge. be provided for when I am gone, I should die easy ; but I do not—my
Mr. George Horncastlb looks at the Pastille in a scientific point of last moments are embittered by tho sight of crowds wlio leave me to go

view, and goes into a learned disquisition on phlegm, with the apparent they know not where—to herd, it may be, under the arches of the

effects produced on it by the Malibran Specific. Adelphi or the trees of tho Park. I was dirty in my habits—^my drainage

Miss Yimobkt (the acknowledged Heroine of Domestic Drama) testifies porfect-my circulation (of air) irregular ; but still 1 gave the

to the efficacy of the PastiUe, which, when singing out for help^ Susan P®®? shelter of a roof. Aram I say to the upstart new Stroefa, with

Sopky, gave considerable rooudness to thi tone of her shout, and their mcely stuccoed faces and heavy rents-bopelessly I say it-« Go ye

enabled her to ask for mercy from Mr. Bale with much more clearness likewise.

than she could otherwise have thrown into her appeal to that most ^ remain yours,

respectable of dramatic tyrants.
PijNCii,

Mr. William Cooper, a barrister, has found the Pastille beneficial in
’ ’

removing irritation
5 such irritaiioii, no doubt, as such a barrister would George-streei, Bloomsbury.

experience when bursting with the dignity of a motion of course, and
gettiug no attention from the Usher. We have no doubt that one pastille .

would have invested Mr. William Cooper, the barrister, with all the
' '

eloquence that the amount of his practice would require.

Miss DE Pinna has evidently been pitching into the lozenges, in the
3tegal XnteUieroncea

absence of her uncle ; for she writes to say, that her relative is out of Saturday being the first day of Term, Mr. Briefless beat tbe'dust out
town, but that the Pastille has been serviceable, not only to herself, but to of his forensic wig with a paper-knife, and took the buckle off his black
her unde*s pupils, to whom the young lady—in her uncle’s absence— stock to put it on to a white one. His wig-box and gown were left at
has been dispensmg them.

^ ^
Westminster Hall by an agent of the Parcels Belivery Company, who acted

We must now dose our criticism^ on the celebrated Pastille Papers, as temporary clerk, in the absence of the lad who usually officiates in that
whidi are valuable as displaying the different styles of the different—and capacity, but is at present confined to Chambers by a mreadful fit of cor-

indifferent—professors who have had recourse to them. The letters wiU duroys aud '|[a severe attack of out-at-clbows. Mr. Bjb>iefless occupied
not add much to the reputation of English literature in the present day ; his usual seat on the back row of the Queen’s Bench, and afterwards took
bat there is a pleasant relish for the lozenges apparent in nearly alL of an airing in the passages. He has been studying tbe law of motion, with,

them, which makes them, on the whole, satisfactory. a view to a compute which he has been instructed to hand in ** at tlie

earliest opportunity..

Gibbs and Ony Faux*
Soke sensation has been excited by the coupling together of the fifth

and ninth of November in the precept issued by the Lord Mayor against
fireworks and other proceedings that might be calculated to disturb tbe
peace of the city. ** An inhabitant of Fleet Street for tlurty-five years ”

never remembers Lord Mayor’s Bay to have been included in this
circular. Perhaps it is feared that the custom of burning in effigy, which
18 usual on Guy Faux day, may be extended to the day on which Alder-
man Gibbs commences his Mayoralty.

TO THE HUMANE AND GENEROUS.

A Fenny Subscription is on foot in the cl^itable circles of London, to

buy a couple of Welsh Wigs for the heads of George the Fourth and
the Bure op Wellington, to protect them during the ensuing winter.

An oili^ia case for the pigtail of George the Third would also be very

acceptable, as it suffered severely during the last frost. The statues are

certainly deserving objects for public charity ; and we shall be too happy
to receive subscriptions at the Pumh Office for their relief.
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PUNCH AND PALEY.

At a recent meeting of tlie Greenwich Union Board of Guardians^ held
to determine as to the establishment of a library in the workhouse, some
singularly sensible remarks were made by a Mr. Adah Young. Mr.
Adah Young averred—

^*That he did not think the institution of a lending libraxy in a union house was
at all proper.”

Bravo ! Mr. Adam Young. We agree with you. Very improper, sir

!

Highly improper 1 Preposterous !

But listen further to Mr. Adam Young.

“ It bad been said that at Wandsworth a library was established in the union house,
and upon looking over the titles of the books there, he found Paley's Evidence. The
idea 1 To give JPdley^s Evidences to a pauper ! The thing was absurd.”

Spoken like a man of sense, Mr. Adam Young. To believe what they
are told to believe, without knowing what that is, is the proper religion

for paupers. Paley might impress them with a positive belief in Cliris-

tianity. The next thing would be, that they would pry into its doctrines,

and learn what they really are. Imagine the consequences of such a dis-

covery, Fancy the comparisons they would draw between the profession

and practice of their superiors. No, no ! This would never do. Keep
Paley from the workhouse.

But softly. Can it be possible that"we have misunderstood Mr. Yodng ?

Why, really, it would almost seem so. Hear him again.

He supposed the nest thing would be to admit Punch !**

Punvh and Paley^s Evidences 1 Does Mu. Young consider the latter

a jocose work ; or, failing to perceive a joke in our pages, does he think

the former a serious one \ His mistake, we apprehend, xhust relate to the

Archdeacon ; for, in continuation, quotli Adah

—

“ In looking over the Board table that morning, he saw Punch and two newspapers
lying there.*’

Perhaps he takes Paley for a periodical. Can he have confounded it

with the Mcrniny Herald 9 We confess, we begin to doubt whether our
friend ever read Haley's Evidences. May we take the liberty of suggesting

that lie might do so with advantage % hlu. Adam Young may confound
ourselves with the Watchman^ and Paley with Joe Miller

:

his argument,
notwithstauding, rests intact. Banish all comfort, every solace, from the

workhouse. Scout the notion of any soi't of amusement there. As
to a library, laugh it to tho veriest scorn. Food for a pauper’s mind,
indeed ! it is quite enough to have to find food for his body.

The CS-reat Wasli!

At a meeting of the principal Pictures in the National Gallery, a vote

of thanks was unanimously given to Punch, for liis services in calling the

attention of the Commissioners to the filthy and neglected state of the

inmates. They have, since onr remonstrance, had their faces washed, and
cveiy one will admit that they look all the better for it. AIL they have to

complain ofnow is overcrowding. If they belonged to the National Art
Union, or any other Union instead of a National Gallery, they could

hardly be worse off in this particular.

GENTILITY AT A DISCOUNT,

Respectability, everybody knows, means keeping a gig.'' An equally

concise definition of Gentility has long been wanted. The desideratum has
been supplied by a Mu. Holden, lately examined before the Bankruptcy
Court. He was described in a certain bond as " a gentleman.” Primd
facie, there was no evidence of the fact— quite the reverse. The Com-
missioner, with that anxiety for information which distinguishes him,

pressed for the grounds on which the title rested. Mu. Holden himself

seemed puzzled, but at last hit on the mark : He occasionally discounted

bills, and that he sujpposed was the reason he was styled gentleman !

Puneb’s Court Circular.

Punch took his usual airing by rolling along the window of his own
house, and throwing himself at full length upon the projecting ledge in

front of it.

In the afternoon he visited the new kennel in preparation for the dog
Toby.

The dinner party at the office in the evening included Shallaballah
and the publisher. The Pandean ^band was in attendance, and played
several favourite morceavbx in the outer passage,

,

MARG-ATS AT VAUKHALL.

We understand a company has been formed for the purpose of converting
Vauxliall Gardens into a bathing place, by bringing the sea-water up to
town along a line of railway. The projectors have been already in nego-
ciation with the directors of the South-Eastern for permission to introduce

a pipe into the sea at Folkestone harbour, and to run a main by the side of
the rails to the Bricklayers’ Arms, with a continuation as far as Yauxhall,
where a resident turncock will be permanently stationed. There will be
branch plugs at some of the intermediate stations, and a ball-cock at each
terminus.

Vauxliall Gardens will be fitted up to resemble the town of Margate
;

the fire-work ground being dug out and lined with zinc to represent the
sea, while a pair of fiats at the hack will realise the notion of the Marine
Terrace, with Buenos Ayres in the distance, and its romantic little oyster-

shop nestJing under it. The entrance to the gardens will he converted
into a fac-simile of the jetty, and a pasteboard packet will be in attendance,

which will work in a groove, and give the visitors the idea that they have
aiTived by steamer. A set piece will be arranged on the right hand,
showing the Bathing Rooms and Marine Library ; to give effect to which
persons will be engaged who will shake a dice-box, exclaiming, ** I want
but one—only one wanted to complete the sweepstakes I ” while others

make bows, and observe that the " sea is in fine order for bathing.” To
complete the illusion, Margate slippers and telescopes may be had at the
dooi's ; so that the public will have au opportunity of realising, in every

particular, the luxury of a trip to that favourite watering-place. The wall

of the adjoining Hotel will be whitewashed, to represent the cliffs, and
some of the supper-boxes will be converted into chasms on the shore;

while cockle-shells will be profusely scattered about in all directions, so

that nothing may be wanting to give an air of marine freshness to the

locality.

PUNCH’S SENTIMENTS.

Sentimentfor Young France.—The Ocean a French Lalce, and England
at the bottom of it.

Sentimentfor Young England.—A speedy return of the Middle Ages.

Another.—The art of suction ; and may our grandmothers prove apt

scholars.

Sentiment for Young Ireland.—May Federalism and Porter triumph
over Whisky and Repeal.^ -

BfiUlitary ZntelUgrence.^

Private Snooks, of the Guards, took his usual promenade for two hours

at Story’s Gate. He successfully resisted the passage of a bundle across

the frontier line, and discomfited a washerwoman with a clothes-basket.

Immediately after the action alluded to he stood at ease, and was
eventually relieved by Sihhons, of the same regiment.

RAILWAY INTELLIGENCE.

We are happy to announce an increase of traffic on the Kensington

Railway daring the last week, A passenger went with a carpet-bag by
the up-train : giving a surplus of one carpet-bag over the previous returns.

It is, we have been told, in contemplation to contract with a job-master

to horse the carriages on this line, thus obviating the necessity of steam ;

and it is supposed that one strong cob would be able to carry out the

objects of the company.
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ILATEE! DU MILA
This fairy-lilce dancer great plaudits has won,

From gents of all station and Moses and Son ;

Whilst Mr. A. Bunn, his great love to express,

Has ordered each gent to appear in full dress.

But many exclaim, ** How is this to he done 1

answer, Dear Sirs, tliei'e are Moses and Son,

^^ho have long borne the bag in famed Holywell Street,

For second-hand clothes, clean, clobber'd, and neat.

None now need he sent from the doors of Old Drury ;

In a moment they ^11 tog you out well, wc assure ye.

For in ‘ die Lane’s’ vestibule, under Old Kean,
Messrs. Moses and Son on each night may be seen,

With dresses on hire much better than new,

So como, if you please, and see what they can do.”

TSRnXS OF K3;3%2S

Evening; Eress.

PKR BVKNINO. s. th

For a beautiful blue dress-

coat, quitenew . . .26
I’or ditto, with velvet collar

and gilt buttons . ..30
For a crimson-velvet waist-

coat • • • .10
li'or a clean Youug-England
white waifitcoiit . ..06

For a beautiful gold-sprigged,

cerulean bluo satin scarf,

and mosaic pin . . 0 10

For a pair of (cleaned) white

hid gloves and cambric

handkerchief • . • 0 G

For a pair of wristbands, an
opera-hat, a pair of mous-
tachios, a gold-headed cone,

and a bill of the play . 1 0

A deposit of five pounds expected.

Subscription tickets, six to the

pound. A handsome allowance to

Government clerks upon taking a
quantity.

P.S.-—A ^acious dressing-room

behind the fire-place.

R E !

L BEFORE TRB OUTFIT, AFTtJl THE OUTFIT.

TRIUMPHAL ENTRY OP LORD ELLENBOROUGII.
Bt some strange inadvertence no account has been given by the journals of the

return of this gallant individual to his native land. We have much pleasui'o in supply-
ing the deficiency of our contemporaries, by giving the account of an eye-witness who
was present at the landing of Lord Eixenborough.
On the vessel containing his Lordship being brought alongside the pier, a plank was

thrust into the gangway to facilitate his Lordship’s landing. The Ex-Governor-Gencral
of India was met in the centre of the plank by the agent of the Steam-packet Company,
who received his Lordship’s ticket, while a Custom-house officer went through the usual
ceremony of asking whether ho bad anything about him that was liable to duty.

On placing his foot on shore. Lord Ellenborough must have been excessively

gratified by the enthusiasm of the porters, all of whom pressed upon him with an offer of

their services. His Lordsliip seemed much moved by the zeal of the worthy fellows, and
addressed them with considerable emphasis, the substance of his remarks consistiiig of

a recommendation to them to visit a locality even hotter than that of the place which he
had just arrived from.

His Lordship had scarcely concluded his interview with the Portsmouth Porterage,
when he was met by deputations from the principal hotel-keepers, and received from
each of the deputies an address—printed on a card^in which he was invited to avail
himself of the hospitality of the various innkeepers. His Lordship gave a verbal answer
to the deputations, in which he alluded to the expediency of adding to the police force,
and made a few other observations characteristic of the soldier-like bluntness he
enjoys a reputation for.

On arriving at his hotel he was received by two waiters carrying their napkins and
wearing the insignia of the order of the White Cravat, while the bells in the passage
rang a merry peal which lasted for nearly half a minute. After ^(lirtaking of refresh-
menty the Ex-Governor-General of India retired to rest, apparently much gratified by
the reception he had experienced, and not much fatigued by the ceremonies he had been
called upon to take a part in.

SIR PRTRR LATTRIR’S LOGIC.

The civic Houso of Peers, uidcUcee the Court of Alder-

men, being assembled in solemn conclave, hiR. Alderman
Wood proposed that the evening sittings at the Central

Criminal Court should bo discontinued.

The Worshipful Court hates novelty
; and, accordingly,

Mr. Wood’s motion, being a sensible one, was rejected.

Among its natural opponents was Sir I’eter Laurie,

who, not content with a dissentient vote, obliged the Court

with his most sage reasons for the same. "It W’as ob-

jected,” said Sir Peter, "that after-dinner sittings were,

for certain reasons, calculated to operate against rational

and judicious decisions.”

The " certain reasons,” ladies, are, a kind of confusion

of the ideas, a sort of mental excitement, benign or choleric,

according to individual temperament, by which Humanity,
having taken a drop too much at dinner, is liable to be
affected after it. It has been rumoured that Old Bailey

jurymen—nay, judges—have been known, who, having
dined, have beheld two witnesses in the box, and a double
prisoner at the bar. Under these circumstances, the

strength of evidence, tlio amount of criminality, and the

severity of punislmient, may sometimes have been multi-

plied by two. Therefore are after-dinner sittings at the

Central Criminal Court objected to. " But,” argues Sir
Peter Laurie, " it should bo remembered that for several

hundred years not a single law had been made before

dinner.”

Exactly so. The old law of Debt, the ancient Penal
Code, the Statute Tlarettco Comburendo, the New Poor
Law, the existing Game Laws, and a few others, w'cre

doubtless made after dinner. In the same way, unfor-

tunate wretches may have been found guilty, sentenced to

be hanged, or transported, after dinner, who, perhaps,
would have been more fortunate before it. We do lUit

(juite sec the force of Sir Peter Laurie’s logic ; nor can
we refrain from respectfully recommending to him Dr.
Watts’s useful lecture on tliat subject for perusal.

THE CRY OF THE PARTRIDGE.
” The Eagle-King may plume his wing,

Aloft on his granite throne ;

The Vulture may boast of the warrior-host

On the plain, for his banquet strewn

:

But ilie fii’st am I of birds that fiy,

For thei/ arc slaves to me,
In whose high hands are the good broad lands
Of the Island of tlio Free.

" Of Egypt old the Gods, ’tis toM,
Were reptile, beast, and fowl

;

And temples were raised, and altars blazed
To Ibis, Hawk, and Owl

:

But in modern time, in a Christian clime,

I am a bird divine ;

And Christian blood in many a flood

Is shed before my shrine.

" My sacred ground they guard around
With arms of deadly strife ;

And laws restrain the hand profane
That dares attempt my life

;

A felon’s pains, a dungeon's chains,

Aw'ait the peasant-slave.

Though by famine wrung, with children young,
And a starving wife to save.

" Then who so proud, of the feather’d crowd.
Can vaunt himself as I ^

The Idol-Bird, to men preferr’d.

For me condemned to die.”

So the Partridge sung, till the greenwood rung
With his shrilly notes of glee ;

And none said Nay to his boastful lay,

So rare a bird was he I

~
•

? Calimny Itefioited.

,

LABOUR LOST. arg glad to see in The Voice ofJacoby that the story
The Marision House has been undergoing athorough cleansing previous to the entrance of Saxony’s counterfeit jewels, is a shameful fabrication,

of the new Lord Mayor. Surely it w'as hardly worth while to take this trouble. The We hope that when the author of the calumny is dis-
task should have been postponed until the end of Gibbs’s mayoralty. covered, Saxony will double mill him.
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PUNCH’S REVIEW.

Tecumeh: An I&rad-Indian Tragedy—lAfe and History of Gen, Har-
rison—and tlte first Oration upon the Life, GeniuSj and Character of

Bhakspeare, By George Jones^ Esq., &c.

—

Longimn mid Co,

Let not Mr. George Jones, in the abundant yanity of his soul, believe

that in our review of this his last offence, we expend all our labour upon
him, Jones. Let not his discreet heart think it. Certainly not. Punch
uses Jones's book as a farmer uses a polecat, a weasel, or other vermin

;

nailing it to his page,

as a terrible warniug
to all of the unsavoury

u genus. Mr. Jones has
tried to make himself

® K
^

public property, and we
shall therefore use him

1^1 !

!_
: . to public ends. In fact,

'

i
i

'

Jones is troubled with the lowest

i
:

^

i

[

i IdAfr, I

plobeian disease. He has "an ifich-

'

Jfe ' * =
* ' '*

'
' ‘ titled people. Hence,

f 1 1
L-

i I > = !
' L ho is continually telling the reader

of the hospitality awarded to

I ~i tr< " as'"--— him by kings, dukes, and lords.

; ||
& He seems to be taken in ” wher-

: mBj. i } li'. }
over he shows himself. He dedi-

^ifra'li wW 'Fpi^ I' f
his Israel- Tragedy to the

PIpI^ ' PpM- & 1' ’!' Bure of CAiiSRiDGE, and says

—

SB
1;

“ Those who have been ^oced as I

f) I
havet not only by the hospitality and the

J J j!
I[ 111! ! ^ proverbial urbanity of your Royal High-

fl H ll [; {y
[K ness, but by repeated interviews^ wherein

j
j

* the questions o/adeepZ^-tRgu£rtn£’*»?nd,**

He makes the dedication " with pride, sanctioned even by humility.”

If he have failed in the work, the failure is owing

—

‘ * To the exalted character of the suhjeet, which, like the electric flash, whUeii illunss

the darkest cav&ms of the Arain, often has the power to blind perception.*’

Thus the more the brain of Jones is illumined, the darker are his per-

ceptions ! Judging from his book, he must be in a continual state of

lighlrheade^ess.
We now come to the Preface^ inscribed with a motto from “ MS, in the

Vatican^ Was Jones ever in Rome, or is he in correspondence with

the Pope % However, in this preface, Jones lays lustily about him on a
portion of the Pressf, that ** attack a young soldier in the path of fame from
behind coward walls or masked batteries.’’ Now, Jones, this is too

modest. You a young soldier 1 No, no; an older soldier we never met with.

Jones, like Mr. Holloway with his Ointment, next proceeds to give

letters eulogistic of his Ancient America. Mr. James, the novelist, has

written one, in which he tells us, that he bought the hook "at the

recommendation of his Grace the Duke op Wellington.” Mb. James
thus adroitly publishing his acquaintance with the literary Duke. Jones
next quotes a paragraph which appeared in the Times^ in which it is

stated that Jones, when at Berlin, £ned with the King of Prussia. We
remember the paragraph well; the quackery was headed "from a
Correspondent,” which, by the way, Jones has here omitted,

Mr. Jones next proceeds to speak of a certain letter that, signed with

his name, appeared in our columns. This letter Mr. Jones vehemently
pronounces to be a forgery, because it contained bad grammar ! Now,
we put it to the reader (^ter he has read the subjoined) whether the

false grammar is strong presumptive evidence against Jones’s authorship ;

for tmit ill-used man observes—
** The injurious effects of this audacity WAS proved,” &c. &c.

Jones next proceeds with his hero, Tecumseh f

“
If I should have succeeded in securiug his statue in the Temple of the Muses, or of

History, 1 shall be content to have my humble name traced even upon his mantle.”

Jonesfecit

!

Why not ) When Jones’s hatter puts his uame even in

Jones’s hat, why should not the maker of Tecumseh put his name upon
Mr. T.’s mantle %

,
Hear Jones on historical tragedy :

—

” Such tragedies not only teach us to avoid tyrants/rom base and usurping authority
[erhat does he mean ?] ; but they instruct us as to the means employed by these scorpions
of the human family, to obtain thrilr envesiomed and poisontms power.”

Pretty well this, we think, for style.

Now for the tragedy itself. Well, Tecumseh has'disappointed us. Its

whole character is tumid and extravagant ; hut in it Jones is more
frequently dull than ridiculous. The following, however, is a pretty

figure of a sympathizing tomahawk. Jessie loquitur :

” While in his death-struggle, the Indian threw hia tomahawk; it camalike the wind,
instinctively raised my hand, the weapon grazed my wrist, and penetrated an aged

oak, where itremained quivering, etsif in sympathy widi iis'dying master !
**

Mr. Jones fondly hopes to see Tecumseh on the English stage, and gives
notice to all managers not to play it without his " tvritten consent.” We
think the precaution a little unnecessary

; as needless as to set man-traps
and spring-guns in a churchyard.

Tecumseh^ as we have before intimated, is vapid and tedious ; but judged
by other scribbling of the same goose-quill, is not such rich burlesque as
we expected. The tragedy is enriched with notes. In one of these Mr.
Jones trumpets forth his religion towards woman. He says
" I have ever hesitated to form even an acquaintance with a man who should speak

harshly of woman ; but I have with idacrity endeavoured to secure the friendship of that
man who should view a mother with filial affection

; for I have felt convinced that that
friendship would be lasting, and I have never been deceived.”

If these sentiments do not endear Jones to very many tea-parties, then
are widows and spinsters dead to gratitude. Gallant Jones ! We would
have statues of him in little, made for such festivities, in Devonshire butter.
There would be a significance in both the statue and material.

In 1831 (we learn from these notes) Jones ascended "the mountain of
the Eaatskill, North America.” The time, sunrise

The entire clause of the vast valley was covered with a most brilliant silvery
vapour, which, being graced by the warm smiles of Apollo, became suddenly as a golden
sea, in which the Naiades of a fabled ocean might have gathered to witness the radiant
form of the Queen of Love, as sea-born she arose to glad the world with earthly bliss 1

**

Cock-a-doodle-doo

!

Jones gives the oddest reason for the authorship of The Life and
History o/ General Harrison, Jones had sent intelligence (how very
kind of him

!)
of the President’s death to the Dukes of Cambridge and

Wellington. They acknowledged Jones's letter,Vand he immediately
" felt himself in duty bound.” to produce the pe'nny-arline biography
before us. However, the letter of Cambridge will show the ^nger of

keeping loose grammatical company. Harrison’s death, writes the Royal
Duke—
” Must he looked upon as a great calamity to the United States, and equally ^ to this

country, as there is .every reason to believe that he WERE not only iiiidined,’*

&e. &c. &c.

Now, there is no doubt that the Duke once kxiew the English Gra;i;i^ar

;

hut then having had several interviews ” with George Jones, can
wonder that His Royal Highness should have written the above' Bad
grammar, like the typhus, must he catching

;
therefore, let all meh 'i>6ware

of George Jones. j:-

We have not sufficient space to devote to all the blunders and exlrava-
gance of the ” Biography.” We can only touch upon, a few. The author,

it will be seen, is peculiarly learned in echoes. He says

—

” The night-challenge was given in many parts—the Echoes alone gave hi^k the
answer—they were repeated a second and a third time^the Echo, as ifpointing to the

foe, still ANSWEEKD ‘ There I
’ ”

What? Was the watch-word "there,” that Echo, pointing^ should

reply with the same syllable ? Or what was the night-challenge to which
Echo so generously responded,—^pointing ?

Jones, in his own way, gives a high character of Harrison :—
The beverage of the fruit-tree assuaged those who were athirst,—his table was a

daily tribute to the poor,—and the fire of his hearth wanned those whose only mantles
were the bleak winds of cold and cheerless winter.”

We must, however, hurry from the Biography to the Shakspeareau

Oration. It is peculiarly full of broad grins. In his Preface, Jones de-

clares bimfiftlf to be of pnglish birth, and for this good reason :

—

” American papers have declared that I am American horn, and that they claim me
and my honours accordingly! and that 1 do not evince my usual chivalrie spirit, in de-

nying my land of birth.”

This is true, that America claims Jones ; for < we ourselves read in a
late number of The New Pork Republic, that Jones was born in Bos-

ton, the son of a constable. Judging, indeed, by his oft-expressed desire

to keep the peace between America and England, there might appear

something in the story ; but no, Jones declares that England shall have

him whether or no. Mark, however, his magnanimity. He aays-^
'

** Had I been base-born in Ethiopia, instead of the capital of England ; had I been the

eSspirou of an insensate Hotteniot, instead OF tub son [that is, according to Jones,
* the offspring or the son *} of a highly intellectual English mother, the same spirit of
truth would have actuated me 1

”

We quite believe it—just the same.'

It appears, however, that Jones made an oration at the Stratford

Jubilee, in 1836 ;
he subsequently made a speech thereat, in which—rub

your eyes, gentle reader—he talked the following

** At the age of seven, I left this, my native land, fox Ameriei^ and after an absence of
j

seventeen years, I retunied to England.—with a vivid ^collection of the hoirors of my
|

voyage, in youth, to the shores of Colombia,—for in that passage every grade of famine

had been experienced. As I conjure up the image of that hoxror, I canxtill r^ember
how my strength yielded to lassitude,—lassitude to melancholy,—till hlindnm closed the

scene of terror and despair I I can still hear the wild shrieks of wretched,—maddened
mothers,' as they cast the offspxing of their affection into the vast deep,—the victims of

starvation! I can still fed the chill upon my heart, as my nearly flesUlessOi^d was

placed WITHIN THE DEADLY URN, to OTaw forth the lot of life or death ; and mj mind
still bears the torture of the brain, as I foUowed,—sighfless and tearless,—a beloved

sister,—famine’s victim,—to the confines of her charnel-house I Never to be forgotten

was the horror of sight restored, for it presented to mybewUdered gaze, the'terrible

spectacle of an idiot brother,—a sorrow-stricken mother,—and a maniac father I”

Ships of course always cany "deadly urns” for such tragic occasions

as that painted by Jones—indeed, every passenger must know as much.
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But what we want to know, is this : since little Master Jones “at the Forfeiture by breach |of condition it would be a forfeiture of our own

ao’e of seven ’’ with his “ nearly fleshless hand ” did not draw the fatal lot trouble and the reader’s time to dwell upon, so we jump at once to for-

—did it in reality fall to Jones’s “ beloved sister —or if not, what are feiture by wiistc, which seems to be founded on the homely saying that

we to understand by his following her, famine's viciim, to the confines « You can’t eat your pudding and have it,” for if you pull your own house

of her chai’iicl-house 2” Mr. Jones is wont to be very particular in all about your eai*s, you cannot very well continue to enjoy it. Tearing down

matters relatino- to his own importance, then wherefore does he not give your landlord’s wainscot and pulling up his floors is waste in the eye of the

the name of the ship, the name of tlic master, dates, &c.l law, but it does not scorn that walking in his cockloft and tutnhling through

We of course, believe every syllable of the story. It is only that the laths and plaster is such a waste as would amount to forfeiture.

Mr. Jones may stand well w'ith the world at large, tliat we ask for parti- It is also waste to convert one kind of ground into another, such as

culars. Otherwise, there are people, who may put down the whole meadow hind into arable. And it seems that, by strict right, a iiaved yard

narrative to the genius and consider it one tremendous flam. We, cannot have the stones torn up and mignonette planted in place of them,

of course, are not of these ;
nevertheless, names and dates, if you please, It. is otherwise with the gardens in the centre of squares, which nniy ho

Mr. Jones. meadow to-day and arable to-morrow, because, as nothing will grow, there

We now take leave of Jones ; but that his book may be generally read, is in fact no difference,

it is our intention to deposit our purchased volume with a respectable Opening land to search for a mine is waste in general, and waste of time

librarian (we shall duly give his name and address), that it may be hired in particular ; but if there was a mine commenced, the ti-iiaiit may dig

at not more than one halt-farthing per diem. After this, can Mr. Jones away with impunity. There is, however, an old case in the books, of a

say that we are unmindful of his literary reputation 2 plug-hole being on the estate of A, when B, tlio tenant for years, claimed
the right of opening a mine by virtue of the plug-hole. The point %vas

— ..TTr reserved for all the Judges ; and Holt, Chief Justice, said “ Pooh, pooh !

the plug-hole is not large enough to let the tenant in.” Another of tho

TWR POMin BLACK.STONE Judges followed with the observation, that “he thought at fii-st there was
* something in the plug-holo, and ho had probed it very patiently, hut there

CHAPTER THE FIFTEENTH.—OF TITLE BY FORFEITURE. Soundness at the bottom. It seemed at first to savour of some-
thing, but if the Courts permitted tenants to wedge themselves into the

vEP-v one is aware that through such apertures as those, there must he an end to (jverytliiiig.”

amidthe numerous
point

;
and the case has never been opened since for

i ^ames iflaved bv srgument.

j ^ it is -waste on tho part of a tenant if he cuts his landlord’s timber;

I

j }
V hut if the tenant cuts his own stick, it is sometimes waste on the part of

I ‘ ofwhich •laoems la^r^dlord to go after him.
'

there are eio-ht
Another species of forfeiture is a breach of the customs of a copyhold ;

! SIBIIPh ^jir varieties and* if
where the rent is a peppercorn, the tenant must seek out the landlord

i f 'IP'" U and give him pepper to the amount specified. The learned and facetious

1 inir animilav ^Bracton remarks, that “ Where the rent is popper it is easily muster’d,”

i number the* law
^ almost as venerable as tho subject by which it i.s elicited.

I A|IHH||yyg^g|i|HH
foi-feiture with

method of forfeiture is by becoming a bankrupt, when every-

i^ea tiling gocs to thc assignee, to enable ‘him to declare dividends, sometimes

! varieties ou^'ht to
twopence a pound, like black-heart cherries. A bankrupt

i J
' be a most fascinat

instantly cut off, or at least so much of tho tail

i in. tonin.
' ^ '>'^“88 to llim.mg topic.

Property may
be forfeited by
crimes and mis-
demeanors : such
as treason and
felony, drawing a

GRAND GAME MEETING.
(From our own Correspondent.)

M;/ felony, drawing a Last night a very numerous meeting of thc game of Lord Cop-
weapon on a judge, fercap was held in one of his lordship’s preserves. The meeting
or striking any one was very numerous : so much so that it would have brought the water

^ court of into the mouths of those wretched animals, destitute labourers, to
justice. It seems, therefore, that whenever the court is over-crowded, 'behold the hares, pheasants, and partridges present on the genial
and people on fte bank tenches togm to pi^ each other ahout occasion. Thev all appeared in their veiy best sleekness, and in their
for the purpose of gettmg a place, and come to blows—however mild—

finest feathers

ai.pc<lil.a p™™ WM «» mim’. «>• ’"J^ wto Wjr .Utel thj jniipoiM of O.
back while attending a summons at <diambers, which is in some sort meeting. |He said, it was impossible for them to witness the unceaa-

drawing a weapon on a judge, though “the books” are silent on the mg efforts of the owners of the soil in the cause of all that was sacred

subject. Lands may he forfeited by alienation, or conveying them to —^need he say he alluded to the Game Laws ? {hovd cheers) without
another contrary to law, such as alienation in mortmain, or dead hand, feeling the heaviest debt of gratitude towards the English landlord,
the term being applied chiefly to lands given to monks, who, as may It was to express this gratitude, that they had met. They could not *

have been already observed, were dead hands at a bargain. The motto of but feel that they were privileged creatures of the earth—^beings
a corporation being “Never say die,” the lands could not be transferred to guarded by peculiar laws—creatures consecrated from the vulffar
a (^oration mthout

»
jje^ce- The dergy, however, soon set to work, ^auth, and protected even at the cost of human blood and suffering

rthTrt^a^2r^Ta“Lt:h’Si^^ Hence th^ gmutuae to those e^^^^

monldsh mummery. Several of our early legi blue-hottles weil takei
who had protected them by rtatntes. (ifear,W)

by these webs ; aid old CJoke delighted to taigle himself and others in
Finewhiskee (a yoOTg hare, of very jannty appeajaaoe),

the curious yam, but the Turk’s head of LawIUform has brushed away moved the first resolution. Whilst it mighty be proper to express

the whole of it. gratitude and all that, it was onerous upon them to call for further

Property may be forfeited by lapse, which signifies a slip ; and “thus,” protection. The present laws were not sufificiently strong to appal
says Selden, the proverb of “ M^y a slip ’twixt the enp and the lip ” is the poor and starving. Nothing could exceed the arrogance of the
verified.” How Selden makes out any connexion between the property lower orders : he himself had that morning had a stone tlirown at
and the cup, or the tenant and the lip, we don’t exactly see ; but we should him by a famishing hedger (SeTisation) ; whilst a friend of his, whom
he sorry to diatob the authority of any of those quaint dogmata that the he regretted not to see present, had, three nights ago, narrowly
oldjunsts sooftenrevriledm,

^ ^ escaped wires, e-vidently laid down by one of the inferior classes.
Another mode of forfeitoe is smony or presentmg any one to aW Something mMt be done to check tMs anrogance, or there was an

fice for money.—A sort of thmg that is done every day by certiun loop-
ui i.u«e was au

holes which the la'^.notwitlmtan.ding its pions horror of such transactions,
“^terests of the society.

j,. ..

leaves to be taken advantage of. There have been some curious decisions ,
Oldscitt (a sedate, middle-aged hare), in seconding the reso-

as to whether it is simony to bargain for a parson's living, when the remarked that new vigour was necessary, otherwise “their

pacson himself is dying ; and it has been held to be simony to treat with a order ” would soon he confounded with that of rabbits and vulgar
rector who is ill, though it seems that if the incumbent has only a barn-door poultry. Though sufifering under severe domestic affliction,

toothache there would be no simony in offering him “ terms ” for the be could not refrain from appearing among them. A week ago, he
next presentation to his benefice. was a happy husband; the meeting now beheld a disconsolate
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widower. {Sensation,) The -wife of his bosom had been snared from
him by a labourer

:
yes, one of themselves—^for it was their common

cause—^had been caught and killed by a low unlicensed person, and
devoured by a boor and his wretched family ! Had his wife been
killed by a gentleman, by one duly licensed to shoot, he trusted that

he should have been the last of husbands to complain ; but to be
butchered by the starving vulgar—^to be consumed for a mere dinner,

not used as a dainty—it was too much to endure with resignation.

He could have been content to lose his to the nobility or gentry,

but that she should have been eaten without currant-jelly sauce was
too much for his conjugal afipiection. The speaker concluded by call-

ing for more vigorous measures.
Mil. SiLVERcnow (a cock-pheasant, in very bright feather) moved

the second resolution. He was not, he said, much of a genealogist

or antiquary ; nevertheless, he believed that his brethren were
originally of Asiatic stock ; and if, indeed, there needed an argu-

ment to prove this, it might be found in the beneficent laws passed
by English senators for their protection. Was it not a cause of
gratification to all of them, that at that very moment the English
labourer was made a slave to them—that even the English farmer
was compelled to see them devour his grain, nor yet, but at his

peril, to kill or wound them ? Had they not the grand satisfaction

of tempting the fingers of famine to break its fast and the law at the

same time ? Had they not the sweet consolation to know that at

that moment there were scores and scores of men—husbands and
fathers—blocked up in gaol, and their bits of household famitore
seized and sold—^for indignities offered, ay, even to members of that

meeting? Besides, if they had any wrong to complain of against

men in general, were they not sweetly revenged for the injustice

;

for did not they, as game, tend to work more immorality, more
tyranny, more heart-burning (with now and then a little wliolesome

blood-spilling) than any other beasts of the field, or birds of the air ?

For himself, he never thought of the men that he and his fellows

caused to be locked up for felons, that in the exulting feeling of his I

high privilege he did not crow the loader for it. Nevertheless, with
the last speaker, he thought they should petition their landlords for

more 'Vigorous measures.
Mr. Shortbill (an elderly and very respectable partridge)

seconded this resolution. He said he begged to call the attention

of the meeting to a paragraph which he would read from the Oxford

Chronide. It was to this effect ; that

—

Richard Nutt, of Fostcomb, a lad about 15 years of age, was charged byPalmxr
witlt loolHni' at seven wires on the 15th of October. The poor boy said he was coming
down the footpath and saw the wires, and onl^ stopped to look at them, but did not
touch them. Fined 15s., including costs, and in default 14 days’ imprisonment !

’*

The Speaker observed that such a paragraph must be especially

sweet to the feelings of the meeting (J.ovd cheers), as it assured them
of the more than paternal care exercised towards them by their en-

lightened landlords. Looking upon himself as of the aristocracy of
birds, he could not but feel grateful for such protection. Seeing that

the country had a superabundant population, nothing could he wiser

than to continually sacrifice the peasant to the pheasant. {Cheers and
laughter^ Instead, however, of fining a labourer for looking at wires

or at any game soever, he would stop the chance of such disrespect,

by compelling every labourer—^unless upon lawful work—to walk
blindfolded

!
{Cheers.) He hoped another session would not pass

away ere this was done. It was an axiom that could not be too

sternly preached, that the poor were made for game, and not game
for the poor.

The resolutions were passed, thanks returned, and the meeting
separated.

PARISIAN INTELLIGENCE.
“ Tbr Major-General of the Navy had issued an order at Rochefort, prohibiting Naval

Officers from wearing long beards and moustachlos.”—Revue de Faris,

« The Fringe db Joinvxlle will shortly set out for the Brazils.”

—

Do, neat day.

The excitement caused here by the above announcements is dreadful.

I am confined to my apartment. My portier^ who is ahonnito the Sihle,
is marching up and down the court as I write, armed with a shoemaker’s
paring-knife, swearing he will have the blood of the perfide Alhionnais au
quatrieme. I find a difficulty in getting tiie most trifling service from
any one, and have had to black my own boots bver since these startling

paragraphs appeared. How it will end, I dare hardly surmise. Heaven
grant the storm-doud may pass without bursting I I send you some
articles from the Opposition journals.

[From the Sikde.']

* At last, then, the cup of outrage is filled to the brim. The Man of

Ghent has swallowed the bitter draught without a wry face. Ha ! It

was offered him in a jewelled cup, by the hand of one higher than Sib
Peel himself. Day after day, week after week, had France been bearded
by Albion—and now her insulting razor is to pass over the chin, of our
brave marine I The manly beard of the young hero, noble scion of a
degenerate stock. was offensive, forsooth, to the haughty insulars. He
had dared to hurl the language of defiance in their proud throats ; and,
with petty malignity, Albion thus wrealis her vengeance I France looked
for tl^ consummation ! When the hollow greetings of the Ghdteau d’Eu
were reciprocated by those .hollower hypocrisies of Windsor ; when the

Man of Ghent grasped the hand of Vilainion, the blood of jFrance not
yet dried upon its palm, France exclaimed, * What new humiliation is

yet left for us ? ' The blow has come. In every sweep of the razor upon
the chins of her naval officers, France feels a new rent in her banner ;

in every beard that falls, a gem torn from her diadem ! Yes, the prince

we revered abandons an ungrateful country, beardless, and seeks a foreign

clime. We would fain adopt a graceful custom of ancient Greece, and
consecrate the clippings of his chin to the outraged Genius of our country !

France will elevate each hair into a relic, and wear it as a martyr’s

record !
”

[From the Q^mtld%en7ie,'\

«Well did Albion know that the sword of vengeance was suspended

over her head by the beard of Db Joinvillb, as the blade over the neck of

Damocles by the hair of Dionysius ! She has severed the hair-—Why
has the sword not fallen ? In the name of France we ask of Ministers,

What hand intercepted the weapon ? Alas, it was a child of France who
with one hand cut the hair,

with the other arrested the
sword in its downward pro-
gress.”

[From the Moniteur de
Brest.)^

All is tumult here. A
body of French officers

wearing beards, have just
now laid their swords at

the feet of the Admiral of
the station.

“ The officers of the gar-
rison have muffied their

beards with black crape, to

mark their sympathy with
their brethren of the ma-
rine.”

[Frotn the Journal de

Toulon.)

“ Two officers of the navy
have committed suicide.

They had shaved off their

beards in compliance w'ith

the recent order, and wove
them into ropes, with which
they hung themselves in

their cabins. Immense sym-
pathy has been manifested

throughout the fleet.”

I shall let you know if any
dmeute takes place.

P.b.—The portier has
been reinforced by the shoe-
black who has his station

in the porte cochere. They
are pointing, with furious

gestures, to my window.
Heaven help me ! I cannot
rely on the police for pro-
tection ! YOUR PARIS CORRESPONDENT.”

DREADFUL NAUSEA.

M. Guizot has had an attack of sickness. It brought on, we
believe, by reading an article in his praise in the National.

ONE AND ONE MAKE TWO.

Louis-Philifpb has sent over to the Grand Turk a doll, worth 10,000

francs. We are astonished at this, as we cannot see what France wants

with another Ambassador in Turkey.



DAN SERENADING LORD JOHNNY

Wake, Johnny ! walce, and again combining,

Soon into power we ’ll steal

;

Where we first hatch’d our plots designing,

Out compact we ’ll reseal.

Dost tlion not feel thy heart mcliiung

A liUle to " Repeal 1
”

My Lord John I my,.Lord John ! my Lord John I

One look, tliougli a wink, sly and funny,

Try it on, try it on, try it on.

The « Repeal Cap ” will fit ye, my honey":

Arrah iaith

!

Too long have we, asunder working,
Our sep’rate plans pursued,

Coercion all my efforts " burking ;

”

Thy own, poor Whig, pooh-pooh’d

:

Come Johnny, come, no longer shirking,

Consult our mutual good.

My Lord John ! my Lord John ! my Lord John !

Let the Chronicle throw out a feeler ;

Try it on, try it on, try it on,

You ’ll oust Peel if you’ll be a Repealer:
Arrah faith !

Comfort and Sconomy.

Tee following rates of living, comhining the above advantages, have
been stated by a De. Handtside, Secretary to a Scotch Association for
inq^uiriug into Pauperism, as sufficient for the humbler classes :

—

Fox a Single Blan . » . . .

For a Man, with 4 children, under 10 years
of age .

Minimum for a Man with a Family •

Per Week.
Is. Od. jiUowed for Food 6d.

0 or 38. 6d.

6

Dn. .HANDVSinE, we apprehend, supposes deficiencies in oatmeal to
he elmd out in ihisUes ; regarding that species of food (from his own
predilections) as proper for feUow creatures.

JUSTICE AFTER DINNER.
Has it ever chanced to the reader to attend the Old Bailey

evening sessions—we mean at that genial time, when the digestion

of Justice and the trial of a pickpocket may be going on at the same
time—^when Justice, to engage her contemplation, has a dinner on
the one hand and a sinner on the other I If the reader have not
visited such Kewgate Court after the cloth has been withdrawn and
the bottle gone its round, then does he not know the possible alacrity

of Justice. We have known her in the momingi—nay, up to the
time that that " tocsin of the soul, the dinner-bell,” has rung— serene,

self-balanced, full of the awful subject pending : and then Justice
has retired to dine. The dinner over, how very often does a different

Justice sit upon the Bench ! We have seen her with a roseate tinge
upon her cheek—a look of fulness—^in fact, altogether another sort

of Justice to the pallid, nun-like maid .that summed up in the fore-

noon.

Doubtless, it was some belief that mom and evening Justice was
not one and the same high quality, that, a few days since, caused the
question to be mooted in the Court of Aldermen, whether the Old
Bailey after dinner sittings should not be altogether abolished. The
proposition was, however, negatived ; the majority of the Court
doubtless feeling that Justice never had so soft a heart as when her
belly was full, and that though proverbially blind, nothing so infallibly

cleared her intellectual vision like sparkliag Burgundy, and fine

fdl-bodied'port.

Besides, as we have said, Justice is so alert after dinner ! We
have laa,own some half-dozen prisoners, whose cases in an early part
of the day might have pestered the Court for some hours,—we have
known them all arraigned, tried, and sentenced, ay, in comparatively
as few minutes ! How often, too,has a Recorder passed a tremendous
sentence upon an offender, simply because he seen his iniquity

double I

The Kate Rains.

. Bt putting our umbrella into the fountains at Trafalgar Square, we
have ascertamed that the quantity of rain fallen last week is just one
cubic ferule. This, if poured into buckets, will make 25 palls, 7 cups, and
3 saucers. This quantity has been drawn out, and pumped into the
Artesian well, so as to form a sinking-fund for the fountains when they

I can no longer play in their old age.
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PATTERNS FOR SHAWLS.—A CARD.
MV, presents his compliments to wholesale dealers, and other practical philanthropists, who are wont—“regardless of
expense”—to give to their serfs of the needle sixpence for the working of eighty flowers (see the late case of Esther Pierce), that he
has just completed a series of the most beautiful and significant Shawl Patterns, peculiarly illustrative ofthe benevolence of the employers
and the comforts of the employed.

Mr. Phhch has misery in every phase, and worked in aU colours. Death’s heads and broken hearts are most tastefully blended with
roses and amaranths,—^and picturesque starvation set off by gilliflowers and carnations. I

Ladies who have a passion for great bargains, will find these Shawl Patterns peculiarly
to their taste, inasmuch as they so beautifully and so truly illustrate the certain results of
hard dealing.

]SIr. Puxcii begs to submit tbe subjoined to the inspection of wholesale dealers, and
to tlio gentle sex, assuring them that he has a great variety on hand.

PUNCHES COMPLETE LETTER-WRITER.

LETTER XL.

FROM A GENTLEMAN TO HIS FRIEND, SOLICITING HIS SERVICES
IN A DUEL.

Mt dear Bnowir,
Let me see you immediately. A matter upon which de-

pends the good name, the honour, the all that makes this world
tolerable, requires that I should instantly consult you. I will, how-
ever, in as few words as possible, inform you of my present pos^on.
When you know it, I feel assured that I shall have your immeoiate
sympathy—^your promptest assistance.

This evening, taking a quiet stroll by the Serpentine, accompanied
by faithful Ponto, the dog suddenly jumped into the stream, and
swimming into the middle, remained there, swimming round and
round—^you know what a water-dog he is—^barking and snapping at

the gnats that danced about him. The superb fellow attracted much
attention ; some ladies—among them two very lovely girls—stopped
in a carriage to watch and admire Ponto. They called him all kinds
of pretty names, and one of the girls, I was inclined to think, looked
as though she wished some of the praises to he shared by Fouto’s
master. I am not a vain man, Brown—I should despise myself if I
were

; but I nevertheless felt a very pleasurable emotion as the girl,

with her large black eyes, lighted up at the doings of Ponto, did now
and then gl^ce approvingly at me. All this continued for some
minutes, and very pleasant it was. At length a gentleman—I sup-
pose I must call him so—came up to the carriage, and, knowing the
ladies, entered into conversation with them. The girl with the black
eyes begged him to look at Ponto, who was still chasing the gnats

;

the gentleman, however, scarcely deigned to bestow a glance ou the
ma^ificent fellow, and what is more—leaning his ai'ms upon the
phaeton door—^he absolutely, and in a most marked way, turned his
back upon the dog, as 1 am now convinced, to pass a slight upon his

master. You know I am not a passionate man. Brown ; certainly
not

; nevertheless, I felt I had attained what you are continually
preaching to me—some conquest over myself—when I suffered this

incivility of a stranger to pass unrebuked, unnoticed. However, this
was bad enough—^but matters were not to end here.

At length, Ponto came ashore, landing where the gentleman stood
with liis back to the water. On coming to land, Ponto—^with the
natural movement of a dog—gave himsdf a vigorous shake, and the
water fiew from him as from a well-twirled mop. [Of course, much of
it went upon the gentleman, the ladies laughing at the dilemma.
My gentleman, however, in a hurst of passion, flung out his foot at
ponto, and wholly forgetful of the ladies’ presence, cried D—

n

the dog.”

Now, Brown, you know I am not a hasty man—^no, I think not

:

nevertheless, I can suffer no man under any circumstance whatever
to damn my dog. Besides, in addition to the offensive word, there
was a violence attempted upon the person of the animal. It is but
little satisfaction to me that Ponto, by his never-failing agility,

avoided the kick intended for him,—the gentleman by the ill-directed

violence of the action being almost flung over,—^that has nothing to do
with it ; I feel that I—I, Hector Montgomert, was attempted to

be kicked through Ponto : and that when the man damned the dog,

he most certainly meant the damn to reach the master.
Under these circumstances, my dear Brown, nothing remains for

me but to call out the offender. The laws of honour demand it : my
position in society requires it—^for how,—^how, I ask,—could I ever

again appear in the world unless this stain was wiped out in blood ?

I enclose you the party’s card : hut come, come instantly, that no
time may be lost. My honour festers with delay.

Yours, my dear Brown, ever truly.

Hector Montgojuert.

LETTER XLT.

ANSWER TO THE ABOVE.

Mt dear Montgomery,
I HAVE waited on Mr. Green, and have, I think, arranged

all matters according to the very nicest sense of honour. Mr.
Green would not allow himself to he in fault, inasmuch as Ponto
was the first offender. Hereupon—animated by your spirit— urged
that whatever might have been the indiscretion of Ponto, nothing

could have justified a damn and a kick. Such words and acts were
tabooed from good society ; and therefore I begged to be favoured
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vith the name of his friend, that we might settle the matter immedi-

ately. Mr. Green instantly complied with my desire ; and in a
word, the meeting is to take place in Copenhagen Fields to-morrow

morning.

We have arranged the matter after this fashion. Mr. Green h; s

in his possession a remarkably fine hull-dog, by name Fury. Now,
as Ponto was really the ofiFending pai-ty, and I could in no way bring

Mr. Green himself to meet dog, it is decided that he shall

appear in the person of Fury to fight his antagonist. True it is that

Fury is in weight, breed, and bone so superior to Ponto, tliat I fear

ho will hardly escape with his life. These odds are, however, in-

evitable in the duello. For instance, Mr. Green never drew a trigger

in all his days : now, you can hit the stone out of a cherry at twenty
yards. He has heard of this prowess, and therefore is content to be
represented by his dog.

The meeting is to come off at five to-morrow morning, in Copen-
hagen-fields. Mr. Green’s friend and myself have agreed, that

wMchever dog shall he worsted, its owner shall he declared in the
wrong ; whereupon—if life he spared—we have no doubt that a
reconciliation of the animals may he effected at a very small expense,

at the first dog’s-meat shop.

I trust, my dear friend, that you will acknowledge the wisdom of
this arrangement ; and, moreover, as you are a leading man in the
higher walk of the world, that you will exert yourself to the utmost
to make the practice general. If fighting be really necessary, why
not fight vicariously 1 I should like to know how many duels have
taken place in which the honour, the dignity of human nature, would
not have been equally well vindicated if the antagonists had been
even terriers and turnspits.

As for washing out stains in blood, I for one know no process of
moral chemistry that can effect it. There never was so miserable a
mountebank as what is called Worldly Honour 1 It is this quacksalver
that talks of washing wrongs out with blood, in the same way that
a jackpudding at a fair vends powder of pot to take out every house-
hold blot and stain. Both these creatures are impostors—with this

difference, that one is a zany with a death’s-head.
If men must fight, let them fight by deputy. Let us leave what is

called “gentlemanly satisfaction” to he worked out for us by the
lower animals. Your very high folks might settle their disputes
with a couple of lions ; whilst the vulgar miglit have their quarrels
satisfactorily worked out by cocks and terriers.

Indeed, how many a feud that has tragically ended with a bullet,

I

might not have been settled by a maggot race !

Yours truly,

James Brown.

P. S. I shall send to-morrow morning at half-past 4 for Ponto.
Let him he well washed and combed for the field, in case of the
worst.

THE HONOUR OF THE BAR.
—'If- HERE is a good deal being said just

ilM I

' about the Honour of the
/1

11 \ Bar, as affected by the terrific

touting of some of the utters

—

*
"w® do not trust ourselves to^ supply tlie substantive to the

fly adjective utter— at the Old

The truth is, that the struggle

i ^ for bread and briefs among

^ some of the Central Criminal
Gentlemen would form a little

IpI
melodrama.

— 8^^® *^® foUo'wing scene
" from a gr^d Legal Spectacle.

terrific interest, which is con-
being represented at the

The Stage represents a passage hading to the Court, On the right hand
the door of the RoUng Room,

Enter Cringe from RoUng Room, meeting Snatcher, who is carrying
several dirty bits of paper,

I

* '

CREBrGE.
^

•
;

'
. .

Well met, my friend.’’' How goes the touting on 1 1

SNATCHER.
Bravely, my “ learned friend.” [.V;.*;*:’

CRINGE.
Thou art a wag.

Thy playful merriment T do not heed,

For like the avalanche

—

SNATCHER.
Nay none of that

:

Go, take thy tropes and metaphors to Court,

To astonish juries with-,-don't humbug mo.

CRINGE.

Good Snatcher, haste thee with the welcome
How has our friend the Turnkey treated us 1

•SNATCHER.

Were he to treat us as wo both deserved,

’Twould be no treat to us—my “ learned friend.”

CRINGE.
Tins badinage is most unbusincss-like.

Time wears—and soon my rival at the Bar,
The ever-pushing Javelin, will be here.

Give me tiic briefs, I say—nay, I entreat,

SNATCHER.
Well, well ; I will not tantalise you longer.

Behold—^two felonies, three inisdemcaiioiii*s 5

The felonies are each a pound.

I thought a'guinea.

A pound I

SNATCHER (sarcastically)*
^

Did you think a guinea 1

And what has taught you, sir, to think a guinea
Was it when first £ met you in the Yard,
Briefiess beyond all hopes of getting briefs ;

When our eyes met, and, giving wink for wink,

We understood at once each otlier’s meaning ;

Then when I tendered you three good half-crownn.

You seized upon them with a gleeful grasp

—

Say, was it then you thought a guinea ?

CRINGE.

Hold I

By all our present friendship—^by the past,

xiud by our future dealings, prythec hold I

Give me the felonies—I mean the pounds.

SNATCHER.
Andmy commission—

CRINGE.

That, of course, deduct.

How many misdemeanours said'st thou, friend 2

snatcher.

But three—a couple of them, each a crown,
Makes lialf-a-sovereign.

CRINGE.
Ay, and the third ;

Good Snatcher, what ’s the fee upon the third 2

SNATCHER.
Seven shillings, worthy counsellor of mine.

CRINGE.

Now, by my soul, the work goes bravely on.

Two crowns !—Macbeth himself did seek but ono-

Ha, ha ! I could be merry, Snatcher.

SNATCHER.
Could you u

Then meet me at the rising of the Court

;

We’ll quaff in company the generous beer.

I’ve ordered steaks and onions at the Chequers.

CRINGE.

The Chequers he it, then. Adieu, my friend.

SNATCHER.
Farewell, my Chancellor in embryo—
My champion of injured innocence.

Ha ! ha ! ha 1 ha !

CRINGE.’

Ha I ha ! ha ! ha ! ha I ha !

[Exeunt at opposite sides.
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fi.TTNrT.-RAT. WASHING COMPANY. COMIC SONGS POR LADIES.
Report of ike Provisional Committee of the “ General Washing Company”

appointed at a Meeting of the Shareholders, held on the 1st of April last.

Your Committee' beg to report that they have deliberated upon the various

important matters referred to them, and ofibr the following as the results i—
That the Company be formed forthwith on a Capital of One Million, in shares of

lOL each ; the caUs to be 21, per share.

Your Committee have to report that they had taken the Theatre Royal, Covent
Garden, where (in order to combine utility with novelty and profit,) the operations

of the Company will be carried on. Your Committee propose that the stage and pit

shall be Jamalgamated, and a steam-engine erected in the centre, for the purpose of

w'ashing]]^blankets, sheets, quilts, and other large articles ; and that the suds be dis-

tilled by*^an apparatus affixed to the furnace of the engine, to provide geneva for the

washerwomen ; this, it is conceived, W'ill efiect a saving of at least per cent, to the

Company. It is furtlier intended to open the Theatre every Tuesday, Thursday, and
Saturday, that the public may witness the performance ;

and to give due effect, tlie

women will be taught to keep time and wash to tlie music of an efficient band.

The following are submitted as the prices of admission :—To tlic dress circle, Qd.i

boxes, 6d, ; and gallery 3d. No drab hats nor bonnets in the dress circle. Refresh-

ments upon the usual scale.

Your Committee have engaged 1000 experienced washerwomen, and have ordered

50 patent carts, and a sufficient supply of buck-baskets, to fetch and carry the washing.

All disputes to be referred to the Ironing Board. Your Committee have also

determined upon taking [possession of Leicester Square as a drying ground, and

have engaged two policemen to watch the clothes.

Your Committee desire, lastly, to report that Lord Brougham has kindly consented

to preside as Chairwoman. (-

A VERY OLD OFFENDER.

JUSTICE FOR KENSINGTON,
Thebe is not a more loyal town, nor one that pays in its mite of allegiance to

the British throne more cheerfully, than Kensington. She submits pleasantTy to the

almost paternal sway of Pummell, the beadle ; and the voice of sedition is never

.
heard within her peaceful precincts.

It is this which emboldens us to demand justice for Kensington. We allude to the

. shameful darkness of the road, from Knightshridge to the gates of the Palace ; the

route has all the appearance of a now deserted, hut once important thoroughfare.

There are still the skeletons of the lamps, with their broken lantern jaws and pallid

posts, standing up as if to protest against the indignity that has been offered them.

To paraphrase the line of Byron, itmay be said, that on viewing the lightlesslanterns

—

“We start ! for gas is wanting here.**

Why Kensington ^ould have been selected as* a solitary victim to utter gasless-

ness, we are at a loss to discover. What has Kensington done, to deserve this oppro-

brium’? [During the agitation of the Reform BiU, Kensington— thanks to the

- moderation of Pummell—never forgot herself. Had the staff been in other hands,

there is no knowing what attitude might have been assumed by tlus supple, but

sometimes ambitious suburb.

Again,' we say, the road ought to be lighted
; and we shall he obliged to turn some of

our light^on to the subject every week, ff gas is not speedUy resorted to.

THE STRONGEST CLAIM.

A French philanthropist has just left a legacy to he distributed amongst persons

<< the most disgraced by nature.’^ Now, as Sib James Graham dined with Alderman
'Gibbs on Saturday, we strongly advise him to apply for it, as we are sure that

circumstance alone is quite sufficient to entitle him to it.

Gaily still the moments pass.
While I sit before the glass ;

Care can never reach the lass

Who thinks her face divine I

Chorus,
Who thinks her face di-vi-i-i-i-ine,

Who thinks her face di-vi-i-i-i-ine

;

Care can never reach the lass

W'ho thinks her face divine !

See the maiden, wrung with pain,

Corset lace and waistband strain

;

But relief she ’s sure to gain
Who thinks her form divine !

Chorus. Who thinks, &c.

You may call me vain and pert

;

You may say that I ’m a flirt

:

Nothing can her feelings hurt
Who tliinlcs herself divine !

Chorus, Who thinks, &c.

Funds may sink, or hanks may fail

;

Pa, perhaps, may go to jail

:

Care can ne’er her soul assail

"Who thinks herself divine

!

CAorMi*. Who thinks, &c.

Let me, then, my tresses braid ;

Be my form with taste array'd

;

Grief can never reach the maid
Who thinks herself divine ! ..

C7iorus.|‘Who thinks, &c.

FIRST COME, FIRST SERVED.

After the Ball at Birkenhead, on the occasion of laying the
first stone of the new Docks, tliere was a general scramble
for the hats, bonnets, cloaks, and great-coats. It seems that
the waiters had helped themselves rather too freely to cham-
pagne, and, feeling their incapacify to fulfil their duties, had
gone hpme at an early hour, to sleep off the fumes of Moet.
The consequence was, that when the. haU was over, as Ihe
waiters had taken the tickets with them, it became a very
difficult matter to distribute the garments to those who came
with their duplicates to redeem ffiem. In the utter despair
of a strict distribution, the whole articles left in pledge were
brought out, and thrown in a heap into the middle of the
room. Evei*y person fell to, and helped himself. Gentiemen
got four-and-nines for real beavers, and many a lawyer, who
came witli a Chesterfield, w’as obliged to walk home with a
Wrap-rascal. One gentleman was compelled to put on a Dun-
stable bonnet and a plaid shawl, and, when he got home, was
refused admittance by his own wife. But the most melancholy,

case 'was that of an old lady, -who, at day-break had to walk
to her hotel in a dirty macintosh and an oilskin sou’-wester.

The company must have felt to a ticket, that if “ property
has its rights, it has its losses, too,'* when taken to an evening
party. The inquiries after hats, clogs, boas,- and tippets, have
been very numerous ever since.

Tbe Fall of Eiondon.

Some scientific gentleman has just made the discovery that

London is stuck into a sort of clay-pit, and as long as the

clay is kept moist, the metropolis is all right, hut directly the

water is d3?awn off, or dried up, the whole coucem .will

crumble to piecei^ and London wUl tumble through into the

antipodes. We were not avrare that our houses were

fastened into tlieir foundations by so slight a hold, and we
recommend all who put faith in the 'th.ec^, to swamp their

kitchens once a week, as a precaution against the possibility

alluded to. We always had a prejudice in favour of dry sit-

uations, but yve presume mardies will henceforth be preferred

as building grounds. As we have been told by the pro-

spectus of the British and Foreign Institute that without

more members it will be- swamped, we conclude that the

looseness of its foundation must he regarded as a good omen
of its stability.

,
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- tkwnmvm juxxjci ^.jjljt*. j. w^vjlax.
DANIEL AND MATKCW.

THE TWO GREAT AGITAT0E3. W*M.1o?‘l^wSSSf£r.h1

^ the two greatest men of behmd. No
j ^ ^

tTthM. "nnlX® thk LhL and profits of his ofiice as escheator,

?o£C a^mlrtyS^SA^^f f fu^e^ore shall “ well and truly he-

tod three nmnthrfimjnst imprisonment; 4 / J J^l\il^ZcoZUntolihtZ^’^‘^
albeit the prison was no worse to him than Wff ^ ir n . t> » •

the rich cheese which a mouse once se- ^ AiSiJi ^ i
ad^jnwtMing

lected for his hermitage,—stiU the captivity
Maonay, looked ^iftcantly at

was nninst Mathbw has snent a fortune IWWi
^IKens^eTteltolh^^lrrt^^^^ KT fellow, how wiU you got over that part of

of a bailiff. Here, on both sides, is mar-
I i i t j t. i

tyrdom. Dakiel, however, wears his mai- \)Sm lhetoneoftheIoaraed.Tudpwas strongly

t^dom with a diff^ence. He has hoarded ^ suggestive of ^e feet, that the Queen was

hags of gold : he has, with Midas faculty, /mtmMi f> f®‘
he humbugg^, and would not allow

tu^ed the wrongs of his country into pei- J^BSU J f ’'“3^ prerogative to he tnfled with,

sonsl wealth ; and is exceedingly rich, ^nly Mf JBHf If ^\e ^
^^i®’’®® ?

because Irefend has been ^eedingly W ff-.^M will find the Man m Brass a very awkward

miserable. ^ customer.

Now, Mathew the Martyr brought his aMi
fortune into the market to buy up vice

; to
/J

\
. ^ avriD^c nAV *

bribe wretchedness into comfort; to pur- m

j

LUKU IVIAtuk o uay- i

chase, with ready money, crime, and pas- WO^UM^ The tomfoolery of a Lord hfayor’s Show
sion, that he might destroy them. He has * - was never more conspicuous than in the
laid out all his means, that he might make c^;; case of Gibus, for though there may he
Temperance aUuring to an impulsive, whis- some excuse for the nonsense when the
key-loving people ; he counts his tens^ of thing goes off what is termed “ well,*’ it

thousands of proselytes, and then, taking becomes cruelly absurd to lug a man about
out his purse, he counts nothing. He has in a great uneasy state-coach merely to hoot
triumphed, but he is a beggar. Taught by and yell at him. Gibbs’s position on the
his temperance lessons, the peasant and 9^Ii of November was pitiable. It was a
artificer— ay, thousands of them— have case of pillory without the eggs — an
made their homes more worthy of human omission for which, by the way, wo give
creatures, and the teacher himself is shown great praise to the populace. The people
the way to a gaol, Mathew is arrested for acted sensibly in sparing their eggs, and
the price of the medals with which he de- - allowing the Lord IVIayor to save his bacon,
corated his army of converts—^we know few The procession was a mournful piece of
orders, home or foreign, more honourable, if business from first to last ; and the almost
sincerely worn-~and,_unless Ireland arise as incessant rain suggested the idea of Nature
one man, the reward of the Great Teacher in tears for the departed glory of the City
is the County Prison. "

iffl
ofLondon, The Ancient Knights presented

The martyr Daniel is, with his money- an appearance at once horrible and ludi-

bags and beagles, at Denynane
; and the crons. Bain and perspiration had washed

martyr Mathew, with an empty pocket, is the rouge on their faces into large spots,

in the gripe of a bailiff.
disagreeable effects of a high wind. giving tli^ all the app^ce of Imving

It would seem that Fortune had wrought attacked by scarlet fever or erysipelas.

all this for the further glorification of Mb. The Esquires, in half armour, were arrayed

O’Connell. Lucky man that he is ! when
.

^ ^ strange conglomeration of military mail

even the misfortunes of others conspire to crown with a triple and civil seediness. Steel breast-plates clashed comically with

glory. How often—with his heart heating in every word he uttered— sleeves of evident cloth ; and the warlike buckler hut half con-

has Mb. O’Connell declared his everlasting obligation to Fatheb cealed the skirt of the peaceful wrap-rascal. Greaves of metal

Mathew, to the great Apostle of Temperance, whose all hut miracu- struggled, as it wmre, with trousers of the clearest
^

corduroy

;

lous influence over an ardent and impulsive population had prepared uud . the ankle-jack betrayed itself beneath the polished steel

the country to receive, as sober men, the holy draughts of patriotism legging. A knee of glittering brass was backed by calf of

prepared for them by the great political Agitator. According to unquestionable Tweedish trousering ; and the ancient knight was
Mr. O’Connell, Father Mathew has been to him a moral drill- swamped in the modem supernumerary.^ The idea is indeed

Serjeant, whose glorious discipline prepared for the patriotic general ludicrous, of one ticket-porter as an esquire being
^

attended by
the great and certain elements of success. In O’Connell’s hands another ticket -porter as a standard-bearer; while both are

Father Mathew has been the unconscious, although the invincible humble followers of a third ticket-porter in a suit of chivalnc

weapon of Repeal I When the Irish Parliament meet on College- dish-covers, surmounted by a thing on his head, partaking about

Green, will not such a gathering he the result of Father equally of a knightly tin pot, or an heraldic jelly-mould. But if

Mathew’s 'Temperance, mardialled and directed by O’Connell’s bad went before, worse remained behind, for Gibbs himself came
Patriotism ! last in the procession. It is time for these absurdities to be done

And iher^e, if we know the man, we know that Daniei. O’Coir “’vay witt ; and the exp^^on of opinion at the I»^g of Gibbs

HBU, wiU immediately featernise with Fatheh Mathew. What PO>*a.p% hfvo paved the way for treafang Lord Mayors shows

does DAxiEt write from Denynane t— ' in fhture with the contempt that is dne to them.

**Fatbsb MATHBwmust be relieved from all his difflcoltiei—difficulties brought on To CoBRBSPONBENTa—Will ** A Member of the Destitute” favour US
in the performance of that astoniebmg moral muacle, of which be has been, under Pro- with his in confidence t
videnee, the instrument.**

_•« TV A T 1- A Printed bjrWnilainBtaabm7,ofNo.e,TorkPlace, Stoke Newington, and Prederfbfc Mnllstt B ans-
' Ana thertfore, WlU Daniel 0 Connell immediately on his return of No.?, Chaxch Row, stoke Newington,both in the Coon^ofHlddleaex, Prlnten. at their Office

to Dublin-* which cannot he before the 24th "-share half the pro-
ceeda of « the Kent," with Fatheb Mathew. SS

p«idi rf su cu.u« dwm. i.

THE LORD MAYOR’S OATH.

One of the most interesting features of

Lord Mayor’s Day was the oath taken in the

Court of P'xchequer by the late Lord iMayor
(Magnay), that he will render to Her Ma-
jesty a true and faithful account of tlio

issues and profits of his office as escheator,

and furthermore shall “ well and truly be-
have himself in yielding the same account
as a true accountant ought to do.”

Mr. Baron Parke, while administering

the oath to Magnay, looked significantly at

Gibbs, as much as to say, " Well, my fine

fellow, how will you get over that j>art of
the business ^ ”

The tone of the learnedJudgewas strongly

suggestive of the fact, that the Queen was
not to be humbugged, and avould not allow

the royal prerogative to be trifled with.

We nevertheless fear that Her Majesty
will find the IVIan in Brass a very awkward
customer.

DISAGREBABLE EFFECTS OF A HIGH WIND.

LORD MAYOR^S DAY.
The tomfoolery of a Lord hfayor’s Show

was never more conspicuous than iu the

case of Gibus, for though there may he
some excuse for the nonsense when the

thing goes off what is termed “well,” it

becomes cruelly absurd to lug a man about
in a great uneasy state-coach merely to hoot
and yell at him. Gibbs’s position on the

9^h of November was pitiable. It was a
case of pillory without the eggs — an
omission for which, by the way, wo give
great praise to the populace. The people
acted sensibly in sparing their e^gs, and
allowing the Lord hlayor to save his bacon.

The procession was a mournful piece of
business from first to last ; and the almost
incessant rain suggested the idea of Nature
in tears for the departed glory of the City

ofLondon. The Ancient Knights presented
an appearance at once horrible and ludi-

crous. Bain and perspiration had washed
the rouge on their faces into large spots,

giving them all the appearance of having
been attacked by scarlet fever or erysipelas.

' The Esquires, in half armour, were arrayed
in a strange conglomeration of military mail

Steel breast-plates clashed comically with

Printed bjr WllUam Bradbrnr, ofNo. 9, York Place, Stoke Newington, and FredezUk Hnllatt B ana-
of No. 7, Chaxch Row, Stoka Newington,both in the Coon^ ofHlddleaex, Pxlntera, at their Office
in Lombard Street, in the Precinct of Whltefiriazs, in the Citr of London, and pnbllihed br Joseph
Smith, Fabliiher, of No. 68, St. John's Wood Terrace, St. Jam's Wood Road, Regent's Park, in
the Coiintj of Middlesex, at the Office, No. 194, Strand, in the Pariah of St. Clement Danes, in
the County of Mldd!eBex.^ATiinDA-r, Novxhbxu 16. 1844.

nfHiddleaex, Printere, at their Office
!T of London, and published by Joseph
Urn's Wood Road, Regent's Park, in
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MOON IN PARIS
ARAGBAPES like the following have

appeared in most of the^ London
newspapers

;
how they got there

is a mystery we are not disposed

to dive into :

—

Alderman Moon, the wdl-
known promoter of the Fine Arts, and
the mover of the address of the dty
of London to the King of the French,
had the honour to dine yesterday with
their Majesties at Saint Cloud, and has
been engaged to pass the evening with
the Royal Family on Saturday next.**

—GaU^ani,

We should he very glad to

know :— 1st. What are the

h’ine Arts Moon has promoted 1

and 2nd, How has he promoted
them 1 The fine old art of hum-
bug is certainly indebted to him
for a more perfect development
tlian usual ; and if humbug is

recognised as one of the fine

arts, we acknowledge Moon to

be a well-known promoter”
of it. If getting pictures en-

graved, and assuming to oneself all the merit of the artist, be promot-

ing art, then has Moon promoted it. Louis-Philippb is a very good-

natured rnn-Tij but he surely can’t have Moon to dine with him in the

character of a promoter of the fine arts. His Majesty might as well, on

being struck with a piece of music played on an organ, invite the organ-

blower to palace, instead of the composer, or even the organist.

Moon has about the same relation to the fine axis as the organ-blower

has to the music ;
lie only puffs away as hard as he can,^ thus supplying

the empty noise, while others promote the ability. Moon is a printeeller,

and has made what money he has by selling prints ; so that the fine arts

have promoted him, instead of his having promoted the fine arts.

jaw, with his clenched fist breaks it. Does his Lordship—the law-
maker—think the fine of 61, a sufficient punishment for the atrocity 1

We think not : but then, Lords are so seldom assaulted : such doings
generally fall upon the ‘‘ lower orders,” and they being made of
coarser clay, are—^like pipkins—to be paid for when broken. Men
with money can afford it.

We are pretty certain that Mn. Thomas DuyeoMSE must read
the police reports ; and equally sure that the iniquity of this law is

wholly worthy of his reforming energy. Or where is Young England ?

Wherefore does it not champion the jaws of what Breeches Pocket
in its big complacency calls the lower orders $

CDomtnttdal ‘Sltnatute.

An advertisement appeared the other day for a Clerk, who was wanted
at Lloyd’s, where he would receive a hundred a>year, and it was added
that editing Lloyd^s List would be paxrt of liis duties. Lloyd ought to be
ashamed of himself to pay his editor so shabbily. It is true the Lt^^does
not require a very imaginative mind, or a very fertile fancy ; but the

editor of such an important paper must be cognisant of commerce, im-
mersed in the mysteries of mustard, thoroughly ground in pepper, and, in

fact, a walking price-current. The man to edit Lloyd's List should be
able to see which way the wind blows without the aid of a weathercock,

and to discriminate at a glance between the various degrees of fresh,

squally, and moderate. The noble sciences of breeze-ology, wind-ology,

and tide-ology, should all be at his fingers’ ends. He should be on the

constant look out for bits of vessels washed ashore ; and as Hamlet knew
« a hawk from a hand-saw,” the editor of Lloyds List should be able to

distinguish a figure-head from a marling-E^ike. No blacking-bottle washed
up by the tide should elude his editorial vigilance ; for some of the most
interesting articles iu Lloyd?s List have been written on the subject of

bits of paper discovered corked up in a former recipient of Day and
Martin’s jettest of all jets that ever were manufactured. Such should be

the mind that ought to preside over the putting together of Lloyd's List

;

and if our contemporary don’t strike for an advance, he is a traitor to the

press, a villain to himself, and a wretch to his family i

THE PRICE OP A JAW.
OyE would think that Pltjtus made most of our English laws,

there are so few of them that are not to he mended with money, if

the breaker can afford the tinkering. This is, indeed, the true aris-

tocracy of wealth, and makes a man with gold in his pocket feel

that he is unquestionably one of the superior classes—in fact, a char-

tered ruffian, who may knock down his fellow-creatures like nine-

pins, if he have ready cash sufficient to pay for the sport. Blessed

privilege of wealth 1 How contemptuously must the rich offender

eye the pauper ruffian, who can no more afford to enjoy the broken

members of his neighbours than he can afford green peas at Clirist-

mas % Again and again do magistrates—^by their judgments—call

upon us to marvel at the healing principle of gold—^the neveivfail-

ing emum potahile of the police-office.

The subjoined case, however, applies, we presume, to a penniless

ruffian

**Clkbkbnwbll.-- Combes was charged with breaking the jaw of an unfortu-

nate nrl named Annb Gobhan.
“Ine poor girl was standing quietly in the Chalk Road, when the prisoner told her

to accompany him. She refused, upon which he dealt her such a blow with his clenched

fist as broke her jaw and felled her to thegroundt where she lay insensiblefor half
an hour. She was then conveyed to a surgeon.
« Mb. Coubb.—Will you make this poor creature some compensation for the grievous

injury you have done her ?

Prisoner.—I won’t give her a farthing.
“ Mb. Combb.—Ilien you will pay 51,, or go to the House of Conection for two

months.**

“ Some compensation” for a broken jaw ! George Combes could

not, or would not pay for the article, and—we cordially hope—he is

a prisoner for two months, with the supplementary punishment of

hard labour. If, however, he could have paid 51, he would have

been free'to break another jaw the next night on the same terms.

The magistrates say they have no discretion in these matters.

If the ruffian hem moneys justice writes him a receipt in faU of all

demands.
It is the men who make these laws who are answerable for their

injustice.

Well, we will suppose it eight in the evening—the place, Palace

Yard. There goes Lord to his seat in the Commons. A
ruffian, thinking that he has a good quarrel with his Lordship’s
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unfortunate tradesmen who had failed in everything else. Little

did 1 think that so many nice academies I could name—with their

Yenetian blinds and bright brass knockers, and hearth-stoned steps,

—

and all so nice as if learning was the neatest and cleanest em^iloy-

ment in the world,—little, 1 say, did I think that these places were
little more than very handsome almshouses, supported by good-

natured parents, for the unfortunate and helpless. But it is wonderful

to see the confidence of fatlicrs and niotlicrs ! YTheu I was a boot-

maker, the trouble I used to have with my customers !—now, all

goes as smooth with ’em as ncat’s-foot oil.

I ’m certain of it, Wilkins ; yes, it does seem to me in human
nature, that folks think more of their own corns, than of the children

of their flesh. When I was in business, the fuss and fuming I used

.
to have if a hoot pinched a little ! IIow my customer would storm
and bluster ! What anxiety, too, would he show when being mea-
sured ; how many q^uestions he would put to me, as though to come
at my abilities for a good fit. 1 ’ve known, too, some bold-faced peo-

ple ask for references. Ha ! those were days of worry and weari-

ness ; nothing of the sort now. No, no
;
fathers and mothers bring

their little boys, and take it as a matter of course, that they ’ll have
all manner of Greek, and Latin, and mathematics, and geography
crammed into them. The parents have made up their minds to pay
for the articles, and with a trustingness, which in this mean world is

quite delightful, they believe the things will be delivered. It is quite

enough for them, that the schoolmaster offers the goods—they never
stop to inquire if the commodities arc of the right sort. Folks do n’t

buy even cabbages after this fashion ; but then, children are not

You will see, dear Wilkins, that I am in the best spirits witb my
new business

; and I never can forget what I owe to you as an old

academy master—a venerable birch, as 1 have heard you called with
the deepest respect. Learning is, indeed, a delightful refuge against
the disappointments and vexations of the world. How little did 1
think when I paid sixpence in the .pound, of the future cosiness in
store for me in Crichton House I How little did 1 dream that, having
been tossed upon the deceitful waves of trade, I should here sit in a
nice library—(according to your directions I make it a sort of show-
room for my boys* parents ; when they see so many books on my
shelves, they of course think I ’ve a good many of them in my head)
—a library sinelliug so of rusaia-leather, that it’s difficult not to
think one’s-self a scholar. And all this, my excellent friend, I owe to
you*

Pray add to the kindness, and find me out an usher. You know
exactly the sort of animal that is required in so handsome an esta-

blishment as mine. Hoping that yon will soon pick him up for me,

I remain, your obliged friend,

I Jacob Awl.

wretched, frog-eatiiig, woodoii-shod country, France, ’rhere, indeed,—^and I believe in other i)arts of the tyrannical Continent—tliero is

no liberty for learning : none at all. For instance, Jacob—^You, at

Crichton House, profess to teach all dead and living languages,

mathematics, geometry, and all that. Well, and parents are con-

tented to take your word u[)on the matter ; with a straightforward

John Bullism they don’t put any iinpertineiit <iuestions. Now, how
would it be with you in France, Jacob ? Why, you’d have been
had up to a board, a committee, or so«u‘thing of the sort ; and there

you ’d have been examined and searched, and your brains turned
inside out, to see if there was that in ’em that you set up to teach.

If there wasn’t, why you *d been fined and clapt in gaol for trying

to deal in learning without a licence. And tiiereforo, Jacob,
after all, let us bo thankful that we live in a free country

; in a
happy land where the governinent-^however sharp it may look
after adulterated tobacco and illicit gin—does not interfere with
the liberty of the subject ; but permits him to trump himself oil'

as knowing all sorts of tilings, heaving it to the rest of the world
to find him out if they can. Yes, .Iacc)b

; night and niorniug

return thanks that you are a free-born Briton. Had you been a
bankrupt Frenchman, you must liavo sunk to the lowliness of a
cobbler ; you would have been meinling the shoe-h*ather of your
species in some hut or cellar, and not living in lamb's-wool, doing
nothing, in Crichton House. And for this comfort, Jacob, never

i

forget that you are indebted to a bountiful governmoiit. i

As for the usher, it has just come into my mitul that I know a
young man who will suit you. He is meek, civil, and a very .small

eater. I will .immediately write to him, and you shall have his

answer.

Your sincere old friend,

Matthew Wilkins.

j

P.S.—I shall venture to offer the young man 2(W. a year.

LETTER ZLnL
ANSWER TO THE FOREGOING,

Dear Jacob,

I AM by no means surprised to hear that your usher is
gone. I never liked the fellow : there was a great deal too much
conceit in him, I once heard him talk very high about gentlemanly
feelings; and so prepared myself to be startled at nothing. However,
there is plenty of such cattle as you want in the market, and depend
upon it, you *11 soon be suited,

I am glad to find that you like your new business ; but ha ! Jacob
—good as it is for folks in your strait, boarding-school work is n’t

. half so good as it was. I remember when I was fiourishing forty
years ago ; they were the times. Then there was no talk of march
of intelleot---no slang, vulgar nonsense about a schoolmaster being
abroad

; as if, indeed, he has any business to be abroad 1 no impudent
interlopers setting up proprietary schools to the injury of the regular
master. No ; in those days the people who had been sent to school
were at once acknowledged to be people of the better sort—people
ot education. There was no disputing about the matter. And then
for the Universities, why, then they were places for gentlemen. ItWM enough to say «an Oxford man,” ‘^a Cambridge man;” and
folks at once allowed him to be a superior, a very extraordinary
p^sou. But now, what a revolutionary change ! A Trig^rt now,
whether from Oxford or Cambridge, can’t pass for a conjuror, unless
he shows his tricks. People in these uncivil times have a vulgar
ha^t of asking, “What has he done 2 ” It was not so in my day.

Iwwever, bad as things are in the scholastic profession—flowered
as they are—let us thank our stars, they are better here than in that

MAYORALTY AT A DISCOUNT.

The city of York is likely to undergo all the horrors of an inter-
regnum, for want of a chief magistrate. Our advices from that ancient
city inform us that a sort of Mayorophobia has broken out among the
aldermen, who are resigning, and paying the fine, one after the other, as
fast as they are chosen to wear the civic purple. Nothing can exceed the
excitement into which York has been tlurown by riie refusal of the
members of the corporation to wield the mace of office ; and it is feared
that the city must be handed over to the inspector of police, which will at
once establish a semi-military despotism.

There is only one way of accounting for the reluctance of tlie citizens
to assume the mayoral dignity, and that is, by attributing it to the dis-
credit which has lately been thrown on the office of Lord Mayor by what
has taken place in London.

A Comparison.

Arabia’s desert we may well compare
Unto Trafalgar’s fountains in the Square ;
For place the traveller in either quarter,
He_,would in. vain seek for a drop of water.

THE TENURE OP OFFICE.
Lord Stanley is advocating the principle of the “ Fixity op Tenure.”

Tills is slightly at variance, we think, with his recent expulsioii from
j

Downing Street.
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GBATITtJDE OF LOBD MAYOR GIBBS.

REQUENTLY, too
frequently, do
we meet with
adages that sad-

ly and pithily

tell of man’s
ingratitude to

man ! How,
then, doth it

delight the
heart of the
thick-and-thin
lover of his

species to find

in great men
and high places

an active re-

membrance of

past benefits

!

how then doth
it delight Punch
to be enabled to

lay before his

readers the fol-

lowing grateful

and affecting letter from our bran-new Lord Mayor Gibbs to the

trumpeters and drummers of the Lite Guards, who, on the memorable
ninth, did so valorously distinguish themselves against a riotous and
disaffected multitude.

FROM THE LORD MAYOR TO THE TRUMPETS AND DRUMS OF THE
LIFE GUARDS.

Mamwrtf-House^Ncyc. 11, 1844.

Gentlemen-, and my Good Emends,—

T

he procession past

—

the dinner over (why Sin, Robekt Peel did not attend, 1 cannot

discover)—and the sermon of ceremony heard (though not at St.

Stephen’s, Walbrook, for they do tell me that the church isn’t safe),

my next duty is to render thanks to you. Since Whittington’s
cat was kittened, never did Lord Mayor owe so much to brass and
parchment I Yes, gentlemen, I feel myself to be your debtor for

life
;
and moreover, gentlemen, I am content to feel so.

It is now no secret that a coarse, malignant multitude—a flock of

human geese—did on the 9th inst. assemble to hiss me. My dear

friend, the Editor of the M<ym%ng H&rald^ who really knows what a

goose can do—says there was no hissing whatever : other people—
but I know their prejudice—^protest there was. However, thanks

to you, gentlemen, it was to me a matter of perfect indifference

;

for albeit every man might hiss like a steam-engine, I—praised be

your brass and parchment—heard it not. Never was malice more
triumphantly vanquished by blowing and beating I

And here let me digress, that I may thank two enthusiastic young

men in Highland attire, who, on Ludgate Hill, played the bagpipes

most tremendously. Their gratuitous devotion on the occasion

must be acknowledged by all, for even my enemies cannot say that

I would pay the piper.

To return, gentlemen, to you, who were, on the eventful ninih,

the instruments of my exceeding happiness : 1 cannot express to you

the more than placid delight that pervadedmy soul, as, sunk back in

a corner of the carriage, I closed my eyes to the rabble without,

and was conscious of nothing but your delightful sounds. I felt

that I was undergoing a great trial—I did, I confess it, as the coach

lumbered along, now and then reflect upon the uneasy rides that

sinners had once taken to Tyburn ; but the reflection suddenly

passed, and 1 felt my whole physical and moral being resonant and

tingling with brass ! My heart was stirred and glowed as the con-

genial meW brayed to it. 1 felt arrayed from head to heel in the

soul-sustaining substance, and thus—to my mind, etherially clad

—^what knew 1 of the taunts, the coarseness, the hootings, the

sibilations of an unreflecting mob, whose vulgar mind is tied down
to this world and its small and dirty doings, by the trammels of

arithmetic

!

What cared 1 for the Rule of Three, whilst you, gentlemen, blew

and beat JRule Britamia ?

Gentlemen, you may have often blown and bled for your country

but never did you obtain so ^eat a moral victory : for what were
the execrations of a mob against your matchless instruments on
the immortal ninth of this November ? Gentlemen, with heart-felt,
pocket-felt gratitude, I remain.

Your affectionate Friend,

Gibbs, Mayor.

E‘S»“~tJnderstand that I engage you for the next ‘ninth when I
/t/% r\rrrn w o » 7

SXREET THOUQHTS-
bt a subg-eon.

In perambulating Oxford-Street or Holbom, what a number 'of little

ragamuffins I observe trundling their hoops ! With what interest I con-
template their youthful sport 5 particularly when I regard its probable
consequences! A hoop runs between a gentleman’s legs. He falls.

When I reflect on the wonderful construction of the skeleton, and consider
to how many fractures and dislocations it is liable in such a case, my
bosom es^ands with gratitude to a considerate police, to whose non-
intervention we are indebted for such chances of practice !

The numerous bits of orange peel which diversify the pavement oft

attract my attention. Never do I kick one of them out of the way.
The blessings of a whole profession on the hands that scatter them ! Each
bit may supply a new and instructive page to the Chapter of Accidents.

Considering the damp, muddy, state of the streets at this time of the
year, I am equally amazed and delighted to see the ladies, almost univer-

going about in tliin shoes. This elegant fashion beautifully displays
the conformation of the ankle-joint ; but to the surgeon it has another
recommendation. I behold the delicate foot, separated scarcely by the
thickness of this paper from the mire. I see the exquisite instep,

undefended but by a mere web. 1 meditate on the influence of cold

and wet upon the frame
;
I think of the catarrhs, coughs, pleurisies,

pneumonies, consumptions, and other interesting affections, that neces-
sarily must result from their application to the feet ; and then I reckon
up the number of pills, boluses, powders, draughts, mixtures, leeches, and
blisters, which will consequently be sent in to the fair sufferers, calculate

what they must come to, and wish I had the amount in my pocket.

SONG OF THE LONDON CORN EXCHANGE.

How markets alter by degrees

Experience makes us find;

This week the duty paid on peas
Has sensibly declined.

The holder of the foi-eign wheat
Not yet his price abates,

But flrmly has refused to treat,

Except on the old rates.

Barley is now in fair request,

But second sorts are dull

;

In every species but the best

The buyer has the pull.

Five vessels laden 'with the oat

(It is the Irish sort)

At present in the harbour float,

And grace the busy port.

Then hey for commerce, com, and wine

!

Where’er the ocean laves,

Oar native land is sure to shine,
*< BniTiiNNIA BULBS THE WAVES.”

The Health of Towns Commission.

The health of towns commission, in order to come at the diseases

induced by living in cellars, have sent Professor Faibplat down to

Manchester to investigate the subject. The learned Professor now
occupies the chair of Rheumatics in a cellar under the Royal Institution.

He has been eminently successful in his labours, shaving already caught

15 catarrhs, 12 sore throats, 9 coughs, and 3 in^mmations of the lungs.

It is thought that the capture of a few more of these interesting specimens

will do for him.

A CAPITAL HASH.

A NEW sauce is advertised under the title of Sir Robert Peel’s

Sauce.” It has been concocted, we believe, from his promises that the

Income-Tax should ’not last longer than three years.
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Ftsslftag SbfltittB for i6e 3Kk5. PUNCH'S REVIEW.

Original Siilscriplion . . • • • .^-'21,000

Jn hand {and likely to remain) . . . . 14,000

ENEVOLENT persons, ill iJiis instance

more ready to mind other people’s

business than their own, have

founded a Visiting Society for the

Rich. It employs upwards of a

thousand visitors, who force them-

selves into the houses ofthewealthy,

inquire into their circumstances,give

them advice whether they want it or

not, and distribute tracts among
them. The Bishop OF London being

otherwise engaged, Mn. Punch has

been made Frc.sident of this Society.

The nature of its operations will ap-

pear from the annexed report of one

ofPunches lay readers,whosesphere

of usefulness is St. George’s, Hano-
ver-square :

—

« The results of your missionary’s
labours are, he regrets to say, very

painful. A distressing amount of

destitution, moral and Intellectual,

exists in the district under his in-

spection. Of a hundred persons

interrogated by your missionary re-

spectingtheir dutiestowards society,

ninety-nine replied that they con-

sisted in maintsiniiigan appearance

in it. Many, when asked where they
expected to go to, said they really

did not know ; others had not

quite made up their minds ; some
answered to Cheltenham or
Baden-Baden, and several named

a concert or a soirie, A Baronet, with ten thousand a year, understood

by charity the obligation of paying the Poor’s rates ; and his Lady, the

necessity of patronising fancy fairs. A fashionable preacher, residing not

ton yards from a court whose inhabitants were starving, had no idea who
lived in it Of fifty individuals who attended a place of worship, forty-

eight admitted that they went there in their carriages. Nineteen out of

twenty infants had been abandoned to nurses.

‘'Much physical distress exists among the rich population. Languor,
low spirits, fainting, and headach, arc almost universal in loudoirs and
drawing-rooms. Their cause may be traced to ill-ventilated salons^ over-

work and excitement in dancing? polkas and waltzes, and to the dire

necessity of tight-lacing. Both sexes are sadly troubled with imaginary
complaints, wMch too often render them the prey of designiug physicians.

“Pecuniary embarrassment, strange as it may seem, is common
among the rich. Your missionary has an idea that this may be, in some
measure, connected with their large house-rents, the number of carriages

and servants kept, the frequent parties given, and the expense incurred
in dresses and jewellery. He suspects that a box at tbe Opera (a

necessary of fashionable existence) may sometimes be one source of
difficulty. Another, perhaps, may be the number of improvident mar-
riages almost daily solemnised at the parish church. A rash gentleman
often maiTies a lady with three thousand a-year, who spends five : the I

consequence is obvious. Your missionary has visited several hundreds
of first-rate houses ;

in some cases with an introduction, in others liaviug

introduced himself. He has walked up, unasked, to evening parties ; he
has intruded ou families just sitting down to dinner. He has asked aU
sorts of questions, without regard to delicacy ; he has given much advice,
little of which has been taken

; and ho has distributed numerous tracts,

whereof most have been flung in his face.”

The Commerwid Pheno^nenon* Moses and Son. Small quarto.

The Mosaic literature of the day is just now divided between George

Jones, who has just published (we beg pardon, we meant to say printed)

an Ifrael-Indian Tragedy, and Messrs. Moses and Son, who have just

produced their usual half-yearly Treatise on Cheap Clothing.
^

Ijie

7'ecttmsch of Mr. George Jones having liad its turn last week in the

paffos of Punch, that work and its author must give place to the Com-

mercial Phenomenon of Messrs. Moses and Son. By the way, we cannot

help calling attention to tho similarity in the stylo of the two productioiis.

JoNE.s (ill his preface) boasts of the favours he has received so do

Mosfe and Son. Jonhs talks proudly of his own achievemeuts--.so do

Mo.ses and Son. But Jones bursts the bonds of Lindley Murray—

a

boldness that Mosf.s and Son have not yet aspired to.

We must, however, confine ourselves for the present to the Commercial

Phenomenon. On the whole, it seems more ambitious than the previous

works of the same authors ; there is less playfulness and more business ;

the poetry occupies a smaller and tho lists of prices a lai*ger space tliaii

has hitherto been assigned to them. Not that we have to complain of

any dearth of fiction, for the cheapness of the goods is insisted on with

the same pertinacity as heretofore. The preliminary chapter takes a

retrospective glance at the names which Moses and Son have^ given to

their establishment, and puts forth reasons for selecting a new title every

year. The practice of assuming numerous aliases is a very ancient one.

If we rememher rightly, Ikey Solomons changed his name frequently ;

and whatever Ikey would do, Moses and Sox are certainly at liberty

to imitate. The new title that has been chosen by these individuals

is the Commercial Phenomenon—an appellation wo look upon as par-

ticularly appropriate; for the business of Moses and Son has always

appeared to us a commercial phenomenon there is no accounting for. ;

As Moses and Son evidently are of opinion that they deserve some-

thing, we have had a design drawn for a Moses tcstiinouial.

SPatber Tliames in a SISess.

A CHAnGE of partialiiy has been got up against the Thames, which is

alleged to have been recently guilty of a series of partial overflows. We
have, however, ascertained that the venerable father has distributed his
exuberance along the Belvidere Road, with considerable impartiality,
having turned the saucepans under all the kitchen dressers in that locaHty
into so mudi floating capital. The only part of the business that really
does seem to savour of partially, is the fact that the overflow has been
eflected by spring tides, which is rather going out of the way at a period
when autumn tides would have been for more natuxal.

VALUABLE TESTIMONV IN FAVOUR OF THE ALLOTMENT SYSTEM.

Sir Charles Napier considers that nothing will so much tend to

ameliorate the condition of the labouring classes, as the allotting to them
small portions of land. The gallant officer says that some time since he,

with certain others, took an Acre, which has been quite the making
of them.

^OTICE.—If the Shirt and Stocking are not removed within ten days
' by the Geiman nobleman from the British and Foreign Destitute, tliey will bo

sold to defray tbe amount of last year's subscription.
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SONS OF GLORY!
REOttUITING AT BIRMINGHAM.

IlALF-A-cEOw»r obtained under false pretences commonly con-
signs the impostor to dreary limbo. Men, on the other hand, may
be tricked from their families and tliemselees^ and the sharper be
rewarded for the juggle. To be sure, there is property in the half-

crown piece : look at the royal countenance in its sweet compla-
cency—listen to the metallic music of the ring: it beams and
vihrateB,propert ]/ ; but where is the property in human bodies moved
by human breath * The cheater in goods and chattels is abominated,
punished. Now the recruiting-sergeant is an allowed man-stealer, a
permitted swindler, with streamers in his cap.

cf^Within these few days, Glory has hung out her promissory wreaths
at the King's Arms, Stcelhouse Lane, Birmingham. Glory has hung
the walls with invitations to enlist. Yes ; the old harridan has put
her trumpet to her lying mouth, and once more played the familiar

air of " Bucky, ducky, ducky, come and be killed.” Listen to the
strain

** Wanted, 500 anmanied, handsome, and gay young fdlows, from 18 to 25 yean ot
age, for Her Majesty’s 55Ta Begiment op Foot.”

In these days of peace. Glory has become squeamish in her tastes.

Or, perhaps, the bullets are particular, and, like the fair, prefer above
all, handsome and gay young fellows.

“ Those who are of a roving mind, and wish to see the world, a better opportunity
cannot offer. The Bounty is risen to all such aa axe willing to enter this gallant corps,

whose honourable services in every quarter of the globe have often been so highly spoken
of, and laurels gained, too NUMunons to mention : therefore, all who have a good
and honest heart, follow the example of those you now see enrolled in the ranks of the
royal corps, with flowing streamers in their caps, the true emblems of valour, courage,
and fidelity 1

"

And thus is man, the paragon of animals, led to be shot at, by
flowing streamers,—by valour, courage, and fidelity, at sixpence per
yard

!

** Any {i^llant young fellow so disposed, will apply to Serjeant O’Naill [ominous
name!] King’s Arms, Steelhouse Lane, who on entenng the service of Her Majesty will

be taken care of, and invited to drink her health m a Flowing Bumper, and No
Miatoke 1

”

Hospitable O’Naill

—

invitation, most delightful ! The bumpkin
drinks—feels, or hardly feels, the homicidal shilling slipped into his

hand, and he is enlisted—^Nailled I From such ecstatic moment he
is at Her Majesty’s service to cut, stab, bum and destroy, as though
all human wUl and human conscience were suddenly stricken dead
within him, and he was left no other than a machine of bone and
muscle— a marching, counter-marching, cutting, stabbing, pipe-

claying instrument! Great are the miracles worked by the
O’Naills !

We once read a story of a huge ogre, who, playing upon a drum-
head wrought by the devil out of witches’ skin, entered a town, and
drumming and drumming, led all the men away by their ears to his

bone-strewed cavern. And then and there he threw aside his music,

and gnashing his teeth and blaspheming the while, he took his

victims and ate them one by one, as a hedger woidd eat spring

onions. We forget the ogre’s name, but we think it was something
like O’Naile.

Oh, Birmingham youth—whoever you may be—^look with stony

eyes upon the jovial, roystering courtesies of the Great Seducer
Naill. Though you may be an Adonis—^that is, a Brummagem
Adonis—do not. believe yourself either “handsome” or “gay”

—

but ugly, and irredeemably stupid : so ugly, that your plainness

would do no credit to a battle-field : so obtuse, that even the

awakening cane of the drill-sergeant would be lost upon you.

Again, you have not a roving mind—^you do not wish to see the

world. Besides, a mind may not rove at “ its own sweet will” accord-

ing to army regulations—and the world is a poor thing to see, with

musket in hand and rounds of ball cartridge at your back. Oh, youth,

stay at home, and see Birmingham.
And then the “laurels of the 65th foot I” What, in tnith, are

laurels I Dissect^ analyse them. You may—^with a touch of fancy

—trace in them the veins of withered hearts. Test them by true

moral chemistiy, and what are they ? Blood and tears—tears and
blood ! A homicidal wreath, gilded by the world’s Great Lie ! And
60

,
Birmingham lad, cultivate coleworts, chickweed if you will, but

avoid laurels. They are a plant of death, manured by human hearts.

And next, the “flowing streamers ”—the “true emblems of valour,

courage, and fidelity.”—Emblems, indeed, are they ; but view them
aright, young man between eighteen and twenty-five, and you will

see in them the flesh-tearing, torturing cat; in reality, the “nine
hard cords about twenty-one inches long, each cord having nine
knots although appearing to your dazzled gaze—cheated as it

is by the Father ofWar—as so much fluttering riband.
In the United Service Magazine (No. 183), there is an article devoted

to the doings of the cat—the weapon with which Madame Glory
rebukes her naughty children :

—

Men have declared to me,” says an officer, ” that the sensation experienced at each
lash, was as though the talons of a Hawk were tearing their flesh off their bones.”

Hear General Sib. Chables Nafieb on the cat—the reod streamers
of the Becruiting Sergeant

” I have seen many hundreds of men flogged, and have always observed that when the
skin is thoroughly cot dp or played off, the great pain subsides ; and ^ey bear
the remainder without a groan. They will often lie as without life, and the Drummers
appear to be flogging a lump of dead raw flesh. The faces of the spectators (soldiers)
assumed a look of disgust

; there was a low whispering sound, scarcely audible, issuing
from the apparently stem and silent ranks ;—a sound arising from lips that spoke not,
but that sound was produced by hearts that felt deeply. . . The low sound sometimes
resembled what may be called sniffing, and may be occasioned by an increased flow of
tears into the nostrils.”

The heart sickens at this, and an imutterable feeling of disgust and
indignation must possess the reader. We might have paused ere
we committed the horror to our page, but that we utterly denounce
that easy humanity which shrinks from the contemplation of wrong
because of its [hideousness. There are abominations—^however
demoniacal—that must be placed before the startled eyes of a too

easy world, and this flogging—this blasphemy against the divine

nature of man—^is of them.
Young men of Birmingham—nay, of all England—take these

things to your hearts, and consider well the streamers of a
Sergeant O’Naill. They look fine and gay ; hut they will tear

the flesh like “ the talons of a hawk.” They are silky and soft ; yes,

soft as the paw of a sleeping cat : but oh young men “from eighteen

to twenty-five,” be sure of it—the cat has claws ! Q.

YOIING MAHCHESTEB.

Young Englandism is spreading in all directions, and as these things

are generally pushed to the extreme, we should not be surprised at some-

thing still more infantine. Turning politics into child’s play is not

perhaps a new method of dealing with the subject, though it is the first

time that the juvenile in statesmanship has been openly contended for.

We understand that the Young Englanders intend to establish branches

in all the large towns, and Young Manchester will he one of the first off-

shoots from the parent society. Eventually there will be agencies every^

where ; and an attempt is already being made to rally a few patri^ round

Fummell, the beadle, under the banners of Young Kensington. He, how-

ever, is unwilling to tarnish the parochial gold lace, or sully the crin^on

cape of power with the stains of sedition. Like Cincinnatus, who ruMed

from the service of the state to the hand-weeding of lus own garden,

Fummell quits the pride^pomp, and circumstance of his staff for the humble

oyster-knife with which he opens out the prospect of profit to himself and

supper to his customers. However all this has little connection with

Young Manchester, which is the cut above these remarks, and a cut above

Young Kensington.
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THE

DESTITUTE AND HOUSELESS VICE-CHANCELLORS.

appears the legal profession is in a state of the

most painful excitement in consequence of the

exposed and shelterless condition of the two

Vice-Chancellors. For the last three yoai*s,

ever since their appointment, they liavc boon

judicial wanderers on the face of Westminster-

liall—a courtless couple of ermined itinerants.

A meeting has at last been held by the Ciucen’s

Counsel and Chancery Bar to know what to do

with their unliappy Honours

—

Knight Bruce
and WiGRAM. Some are for laying them as

foundlings at the door of Westminster-hall, to

be taken in and accommodated in the light of

the deserted offspring of judicial authoriiy.

Knight Bruce has been very energetic in try-

ing to get a court over his head, and stuck to

the Westminster Sessions so long that he had
almost gained his settlement, but the laundress

literally swept him out at last, by continually disturbing the proceedings

with Turk’s heads, pails, and scruhbing-hrushes, in the midst of a sitting.

Sometimes his Honour has got snugly into a little committee-room, and
just sat down to do a bit of comfortable equity, when in pops somebody
to say the room is wanted for parliamentary puiq^oses, and Chancellor,

counsel, suitors, ushers, everybody, have been obliged to pack up their

traps and be off at a moment’s notice. Occasionally Wigrau has taken

motions beneath tlio portico, and having once been literally turned into the

street, ho was seen disposing of some unopposed causes under an umbrella.

IfNIGHT Bruce is so enthusiastic in the discharge of his judicial functions,

that he has been heard to say to Mr. Bethell, “ I will deliver judgment
from the coach-box of my own carriage ratlior than inconvenience the

suitors,” and the Bar have expressed their willingness to follow him into

the kitchen of the Speaker’s house, in order to ])revent delays in Chancery.
The meeting to which we have alluded was very numerously attended,

and the following were amongst the principal resolutions :

—

That the two Vice-Chancellors are utterly destitute of any place in

which they can administer justice, and that the present meeting
would rather take them a couple of rooms at a guinea a week, than
see them tossed about, like paupers being passed from one parish
to another.”

That if it is worth while to take snuff, it is worth while to buy a box
to put it in ; and by parity of reasoning, if it is woiiih while to have
two Vice-Chancellors, it ought to be worth while to build, or rent,

a Court for them to sit in.”
“ That their Honours are not particular, and would be content to sit in

a cock-loft, so that they could have undisturbed possession of it.”

Thanks having been voted to the Vice-Chancellors for their impartial
conduct under me most harassing and hamiliating circumstances, tiie

meeting was dissolved.

It is an actual fact that the Trustees of the Sessions House have
brought in a charge of warehouse room for stowing away Wigram's
second best wig, which he snatched off and left behind os one
occasion.

BIRKENHEAD BULLETIN.

^
Since the severe engagement that took place at this town to get posses-

sion of the enemy’s stores, when the ball-room was basely deserted by the
waiters, the following bulletin has been issued by the stewards that com-
manded at the rout :

—

D^troted—Mrs. Ci^naqb’s beaver bonnet; Miss Goosenough’s
rabbitekin boa ; Lady Evelina Smithe’s goloshes ; Ensign Kittum*s
epaulettes ; Alderman Snupfet’s Turkish turban and wooden scimitar

;
Prince D’Estahinet’s moustaches ; Mr. Compton’s Brutus.

Missing—One of Mr. Coddle’s Wellingtons ; Dowager Bballaghan’s
cotton umbrella

; Miss Pavlina Jones’s bandeau , Lieutenant Sandy’s
vinaigrette ; and the Pbince of Dickies’ Bluchers.
Wounded—Mr. Augustus Phofps’s eye-glass, since reset.; Lady

Elder’s fan, a compound firacture ; The Mayor’s collar, hopes of its
recovery; Master Tuckett’s pasteboard nose, quite put out of joint;
Mr. Smith’s hussar-jacket, ri^t arm pulled out of the socket.

THE STATE BED AT BUEGHLET.
We find by the papers that the State Bed in which Her Majesty slept

at Burghley, cost one thousand pounds, was made expressly for the visit,
and has been the labmr ofmany years. If the two latter statements are
acts, the invitation of the Queen to Burghley must be one of many years’
standing : those noblemen who intend to ask Her Majesty to come andMe tMin, had better put state beds in hand a few years in advance, so
that the Queen, on her arrival, may have a bed fit to lie upon.

Spocfmg Btfriltgcttcc.

(for ladiks.)

Lady Helena St. Clair will back horsolf against any young lady ofher
standing in society at Poonah Painting for a pair of goM ourrings. Tlie

Honourable Colonel Grekniiornh Is I'eady witli the cash. Inquire at

Almaek’s.
Mrs. Captain Meredith will work any lady of Ton, married or single,

at fancy knitting, or crochet, for an Indian shawl ;—cost unliniitcii. May
be heard of at the Morning Post Office.

Kmiielink Villikrs will meet Adkli'/a Blount any day, and do a Turk,

or a bou(iuet, whichever she chooses, for a dozen pair of ki<l gloves. A
certain young clergyman, (A. B. knows who,) and a gallant ensign, will act

as umpires.
Mrs. Alderman Buddlbworth sajT?, that sho don’t mind doing a hit

of plain work, from a jiair of stockings to a shirt, wdtli any woman in

England, high or low. Will also truss a fowl, or make a blanket pudding,

with anybody—^for any money. Address to the old houso in the City,

ARTICLES FOR WORKHOUSE USB.

Sealed Tenders for the following articles are iNuiursttnl to be sent in

to Somerset House, dircctctd to the Poor Law Coimnissioners.

For Official Vso.

Best Bmtality ..... (Beadle's quality) .... at per .Scowl.

Common ditto (Taskinatitcr'H ditto) ... at per ttluHter.

Common OureleasncHS . . (Nurse’s sort) ..... at per Hf»iir.

Culpable Negligence . . . (Surgeon's ditto) . . . . at per Visit.

8«pori.,Sav.«en«. . . -{nXsVrimtSr!*"}** >'« ‘'•“'f-

Wilful Blindness . . ; . (for (guardians) at per Kact.

Hard Hearts (for Relieving Ollicers) . . at per Stone.

Stout Sweating (for evidence in house) . . at per Oath.

Very superior ditto « • . (for use before Magistrates) . at per Case.

Choice Evasions (for Master's use) .... at per Statement.

Of the tenders, the toughest will be acceptetd. The house has ah»eady
on hand a largo stock of these articles, and therefore very small addiUoual
quantities will probably bo required.

KENSINGTON RAILWAY.
Ladies and Gentlemen requiring lodgings in the noighbourliood of

London, combining cheapness with the strictttst privacy, may ])t» accom-
modated with roonm at any of the stations on the Kensington Jhiil way. Tbls
situation is particularly suitable, on acctmnt of its total frJif-<loni from in-

terruption by strangers, to rea<ling parties from either Univorsity, or
Members studying their niaidoii speech. The Company will start their
sole remaining engine from the terminus every morning, which will pro-
ceed down the line, stopping at all the stations to cook chops for breakfast,
and deliver hot water for shaving.

The SMSost 'Wosiderfiil Blscowexy Ever Made.
A BOOK has been published containing,—-or its author is no true

man,^—^the very wonder of w'onders. It is entitled Ladies Made Happy.
Somebody, then, has at last discoveredhow to make ladies happy—What
a discovery ! Perpetual youth, transcendent beauty, boundless wealth,

everlasting amusement, all the pleasures of existence and none of its cares,

with a papa, a mama, a brother, a lover, or a husband, able as well as
willing to gratify her slightest whim ; are now at every lady’s command.
If not ; if any, the least, one of the above conditions to happiness bo yet
unattainable—howmany of your ladyships will be miserable still

?’

PAINFUL COINCIDENCE.

A POLICE report of last week says, there is a Sack Protection
Society” in existence, sacks being lost every year to the amount of
20,0001. The sack which the East India Directors have given Lord
Ellenborough has cost his Lordship nearly a similar sum.

GOOD NEWS FOB GREAT UNACCOUNTABLES.
We see by an advertisement, that somebody has invented a microscope

which « magnifies figures with splendid effect.” Such a microscope would,
no donht, he mndi patronised by churchwardens who have delayed making
up their accouuts ; for by applying it to the side devoted to payments, the
figures might be splendidly magnified, and the accounts beautifully
balanced.
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THE LITERARY CEMETERY.
Often when we have looked at the pTihliehers’ “lists for the season,” a feeling of

sadness has come over us to think of the vanity, the brief vitality of much literary labour.

Here, we have thought, are leaves that will pass away even ere the leaves of next autumn ;

here are titles to expii'e in a few short mouths. The silent tear has trickled down our
cheek as we have read, “ A new Novel, in three volumes, by —— Alas

!

we have
thought, here comes another to the tomb of the trunk-makers ; another and another.

And then we have yearned—^though dreamily, as to the how—-for some mode, some
monumental means, whereby an ungrateful and unreflecting posterity may know what has
gone before them ; that they may at least be acquainted with the books that, with the gnats
and butterflies of their ancestors, died years agone.

What we have thus often silently revolved is at length about to be perfected. There
is to be a LiteriU'y Cemetery : so much ground set apart that monuments to books may
therein be set up by their survivors. Thus, every writer may erect a tombstone (with an
appropriate inscription) to his volume or volumes. Two or three with numerous dead
have already put their names down for family vaults. The matter has bithei*to been kept
very quiet, but we are nevertheless prepared to give a few of those anxious to pay their

last 1‘espects to tlieir dear deceased. We are also enabled to give the most faithful repre-

sentation of two of the intended monuments.

We understand that the Cemetery will be opened in due form, several of the principal

publishers intending to solemnize the occasion, by dining on the ground. Having diued

very well upon the deceased, it is perhaps but consonant that they should dine in their place

of tombs. The chair has been ceded, by general consent, to Mb. Bentley : he, perhaps,

having been the greatest undertaker of volumes in the present day. Of the dinner, how-
ever, we shall give due notice

;
our immediate business is with the monuments.

Mbs. Ellis has, it ^vill bo seen, a very chaste design for her Women of England^ It is

full of talent and sensibility. The bosom of that man is not a bosom, but a paving-stone,

who could pass the monument insensible of the erection ! The Mothers and Daughters,

with the Grandmothers, Mothers, Aunts, and Cousins, descended from the aforesaid

Women of England, will, in due time, be chronicled on the same cenotaph. May uo rude

hand disturb their memory !

Mrs. Tbollopb has ordered a monument—a very little thing—^for her Factory Boy, but

there is no doubt whatever that she will have to enlarge the record for every literary

offspring bearing her unsociable name.

There has, we regret to say, been some difficulty with a Mb. GeobGtE Jones. He has
wished to erect a decent monument to his Ancient America, Teoumseh, &c, Mb. Bentley,

however, has opposed the thing, on the principle (which the doctors of the Sorbonne
would have honoured) that the books named by Mb. Jones never really lived. Mb.
Bentley contends (and Messrs. Longman and Co.—conscientious men 1—don’t deny it)

that they died in the press. We trust that this matter will be arranged ; or, at least, that

Jones will be allowed to give away the title-pages at the gates, if only to prove that he
was once in print.

Lord William Lennox has applied for permission to erect a monument to the Tuft-

Hunter, but has been, refused. As the work abounds,
with so many things from Scott, Hood, and others,
that even he
couldn’t kill by
his ruffianly ill

usage of them,
he was not
allowed to pur-
chase a morsel
of the ground.
He has, how-
ever, expressed
his determina-
tion to set up
a flower-pot to

the memory of
his last contri-

bution in the
Book ofBeauty.
This may be
permitted him.

Mr. Robert
Montgomery
has ordered a
very fine monu-
ment of black
marble— as a
piece of last res-

pect— for his

Satan^ It was
his intention to

enshrine the
names of

and Woman on
the same stone

;

but out 'of res-

pect to the pre-

i

'udices of Mr.
Bentley—he is

of course a Life

Governor ofthe
Cemetery--they
will have a mo-
numenttothexn*
selves.

Mb. Grant
will commemo-
rate the death
of his Great
Metropolis,
Paris and the

Parisians, his

Impressions of
Ireland, &o., on a simple red chimney-pot.—The unpre-
tending charac-
ter of this nio-

numehtal re-

cord comes out
in beautiful r^
lief from the
gloomy and im-
posing majesty
of Monigome.
bt's Satan,

A MOST USEFUL INVENTION.

An individual has discovered a process by which

wood be so impregnated with iron, as very much to

increase its hardness,
.

He is preparing a considerable

quantity of wood in this manner, which, with the sanc-

tion of the Poor-law Gommlssioners, he intends to con-

vert into Boards of Guardians,
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IMPORTANT RESOLUTIONS.
At a recent meeting of the waste-paper trade^ it was moved by an

extensive rag-merchant, and seconded by a most influential butterman

That the thanks of this meeting are due to Mr. Gteorge Jones, the

author of Tecumseh^ for having come forward with his tragedy at a period

when the waste-paper trade was languishing, but which, by the publication

of his play, has every prospect of speedily resuming its activity.

It was moved by the cook of the British and Foreign Institute, and

seconded by a large cheesemonger :

—

That the etteUites en papillote, or cutlets done up in curl-papcn,

should, in compliment to the great work destined to be employed in

their preparation, be henceforth called Jonesian chops, or cStelettes a la

Teeumsek,

It was moved by a marine store dealer, and seconded by a trunk-

maker :

—

That the market price of waste-paper should not regulate the transac-

tions in Tecumseh^ the extreme weight of which would place it beyond the

reach of the ordinary dealer at the customary rate per pound, and that

twelve pounds’ weight of Tecumseh should be paid for as ouo pound
weight of any other printed matter.

BSMAltKABLE FBEBZCTIONI
Mb. Punch,

Perhaps you can inte^ret the inclosed prophecy, which I met
in an old edition of Nixon. It is Greek to me.

Old English.

Wtenne tte aatslle (s sfiatien,

gCnb no sccompto it talten

;

Siaitenne t$t ttmoke it runnett Hvte,

Sub tte Itcck botfie lonblie ctle

;

astfienne aflacne Sainct 5tet)enne feates

Cte stones atonto tis eares

;

asattnneiiSag s$alle tojipe atnaU.

iSnb Its partingo tDorlre te ‘ jflap
;

'

f^tenne stall care Com-dfCatte, <Sr(ttr,

jFrom onto tis prttate Otrttte

CdPom tto sakt of trafntle foob.

£lpiiftpnge past ^ISoob)

Qiake to Iptnge in ^tstre

3LQtibon’s mpgttioiinaiot

:

Ottnne tte more tfie follten gteebt,

fUe stall laffen in bis sieote:

5oe mu^t tte ipme passe onne,

{Till Scfin, tte son of Jlotn.

i5f)&U stake |(m fvom tte etaire

Of atonbon’s ntpgfitie ilKaUiv.

mtereforn, take comfotio alle,

mto tpbe atojUile itralle

Of tt(s force Oritnalkine Ottto

;

tN'or $ebe no ttrotie ne Stte,

%nt smile tiponne $is irpekes,

Oill Opgtiene fouriiessx."

THE COMIC BLACKSTONK
CHAPTER THE SIXTEENTH.—OF TITLE BY ALIENATION.

Alienation is the transfer of property from one to another, a process

in which the law delights ;
" For it is hard,” says Coke, if the lawyers

do not get a chance of catching the oyster while it is being passed away
from one shell to the other.”

Traitors and felons cannot convey their lands ; and if it is felony to

imitate the signature of A. I^dwland and Son, it would seem that the

dealers in spurious Macassar cannot alicnc their property. A felon may,
however, purchase anything he pleases, because ceo qiiHl acheiera la

conronne grahbera (that which ho shall purcliasc tho crown will grab, or,

lay its hands upon).
Infants and idiots may enter into agreements, which are not binding

unless confirmed when the infancy or idiocy has ceased ; but it has been
said that a non. compos cannot plead his own tiou-composit}', because if he
could, the knave might often play the fool, and write himself down an ass

for the sake of getting rid of a bad bargain.

A married woman may purchase without her husband’s consent ; but,

after his death she may decline the bargain ; bo that Mbs. Tomkins might
buy a house, and having lived in it till the decease of Tomkins, she might
then << cry off,” and insist on having her money back again. This is on the

principle of the boy, who, having heard an invitation ** to taste ’em and try

’em, before you buy ’em,” ate half a hundred walnuts and expressed him-
self so dissatisfied with tho fruit that ho declined purchasing.

A married woman may join her husband in selling her property, but
she must undergo SLlite-il-lcte with a Judge or a Master in Chancery, who
are empowered to pump her, with a view to ascertaining whether she sells

of her own accord, or has been bamboozled or bullied into doing so. A
manned woman who lias property settled to her separate uso, may play

at ducks-and-drakes with it if she pleases, and tho law, instead of interfer-

ing, rather likes the fun of it.

An alien may purchase anything, but can hold nothing, except perhaps

his tongue ; for it is useless on his part to say a word against the claim of

the sovereign, who may bone on tho instant whatever may have been
bought by the alien.

Having considered who may get rid of his property, wo are next to

discuss how it may be done, and athousand modes instantly suggest them-
selves. The law, howovex*, reduces those modes to four—namely, by
deed, by record, by special custom, and by devise, which will form the

subject of the four remaining chapters.

SONNET TO TUB TRUSTEES OF THE KENSINGTON ROADS.

Ye sons of daikncss, enemies of light,

Docs conscience never haunt your troubled souls I

Se-i you no visions on a foggy night
Of omnibuses imnniug with their poles

Into each other with au awful crash.
While panels scream with agony of smash ;

And female passengers raise high the shout :

Of “ Stop, conductor, stop. Let me get out I
”

Diies not the rusting lamp-j>ost, void of glass,
.

Like the tall skeleton of wild despair,
Point with its iron fingers as you pass

Into the vast infinity of air 1

While mutely eloquent it seems to say,
« Those stars must light the wanderer on his way.”

Tbe Weatber.
The wood j>avement has suffered dreadfully from the late rains, having '

been seized with an alarming swelling in all its joints. Sir Peter Laurie
has been called in, and has recommended, to keep down tlie swelling, an
immediate application of omnibuses. Should it come to the worst, the
city Solon has given directions to Sir Charles Clarke to send for the
Lord Mayor’s state carriage, and, filling it with a strong solution of two-
thirds of the Common Council, and one-third of Sir Peter’s badinage^ to
apldy it instantly to the parts affected. Since this intelligence, the swelling
has burst with indignation.

,

AN alderman who HAS HAD ' TOO MUCH GOOSE.
. ,

Separation in Blgh XITe.

It is ourj)ainfi;d duty to record the secesrion of ihe Camera Ohscura-,, from the King’s Cross. It seems titiat on Saturday morning last it was

LONDON’S LIABILITIES.
affected by ihe fog, and, after t^g one-long lingering sight at the

Toui Ai<iA.-«wnA.« A. T.
faithful partner of its bosom, it left its constant Cross in a Parcels’

oertSSi^^S^thf DeUvery Company, and has not been seen in the naghhonrhood ainee.

tiM lSI Ma^ whi^ “I
Mmnity, The report on the cab-stand is, that it has retired to®Waterloo Bridge

iw^fas nSle ^ ^ ^ be redeemed from ae for change of scenery. If so, the fature lookout of this ,weteh?di^eeanyasposSble.
Camera will be melancholy indeed.
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TRAVELLING NOTES
BY CUE FAT CONTEIBUTOB.

[The relations, friends, and creditors of the singular and erratic being who, under the
title of the Fat Contributor (he is, by the way, the thinnest mortal that ever was seen),

wrote some letters in August last in this periodical, have been alarmed by the sudden
cessation of his correspondence ; and the public, as we hare reason to know from the
innumerable .letters we have received, has participated in this anxiety.

Yesterday, by the Peninsular and Oriental Company’s steam-ship Tagus, we received
a packet of letters in the strange handwriting of our eccentric friend ; they are without
date, as might be expected from the author's usual irregularity, but the first three letters

appear to have been written at sea, between Southampton and Gibraltar, the last from
the latter-named place. The letters contain some novel descriptions of the countries

which our friend visited, some neat and apposite moral sentiments, and some animated
descriptions of maritime life ; we therefore hasten to lay them before the public.

He requests us to pay his laundress in Lincoln's Inn "a small forgotten account."
As we have not the honour of that lady's acquaintance, and as no doubt she reads this

Miscellany (in company with every lady of the land), we beg her to apply at our Office,

where her claim, upon authentication, shall be settled].

AVIN6 been at Brussels for three

Tvhole days (duriog which time^ 1

calculate^ I ate no less than fifty-

four dishes at that admirable tahle^

at the Hotel de Suede) ;
time

began to hang heavily upon me.
Although I am fat^ I am one of the

most active men in the Universe

—

in fact, I roll like a hall—and pos-

sess a love of locomotion which
would do credit to the leanest of

travellers, Geouge Bonnow, Cap-
TAIN Clapperton, or Mungo
Park. 1 therefore pursued a rapid

course to Faris^ and thence to

Havre.

As Havre is the dullest place on earth, I quitted it the next day

by the Ariadne steamer—the weather was balm, real balm. A
myriad of twinkling stars glittered down on the deck which bore the

Fat Contributor to his native shores—the crescent moon shone in a
sky of the most elegant azure, and myriads of dimples decked the

smiling countenance of the peaceful main. I was so excited 1 would
not turn into bed, but paced the quarter-deck all night, singing

my favourite sea songs—all the pieces out of all the operas which X

had ever heard, and many more tunes which I invented on the spot,

but have forgotten long since.

1 never passed a more delicious night. I lay down happily to rest,

folded in my cloak—the eternal stars above me, and beneath me a

horse-hair mattress, which the steward brought from below. When I

rose like a giant refreshed at morn, Wight was passed ; the two
churches of Southampton lay on my right hand ;

we were close to

the pier.

“ What is yonder steamef 1” I asked of the steward, pointing to a
handsome, slim, black craft that lay in the harbour, a flag of bine,

red, white, and yellow, on one mast ; a blue peter (signal of depar-

ture) at another.
i

“That,” said the steward, “is the Peninsular and Oriental Steam
Navigation Company’s ship, Zady Mary Wood, She leaves port

to-day for (xibraltar, touching on her way at Vigo, Oporto, Lisbon

and Cadiz.”

•I quitted the Arutdrie—Jason did the same in Lempri^re’s Dic-

tionary, and she consoled herself witli. drinking, it is said—I quitted

the ship, and went to the inn, with the most tremendous thoughts

heaving, panting, boiling, in my bosom

!

“ Lisbon 1” I said, as 1 cut into a cold round of beef for breakfast,

(if 1 have been in foreign parts for a week, I always take cold beef

and ale for breakfast,) “ Lisbon I
” I exclaimed, “ the fleuve der

Tage ! the orange groves of Clntra ! the vast towers of Mafra Belem,

the Grallegos, and the Palace of Neoessidades ! Can I see all these

in a week ? Have I courage enough to go and see them ? ” 1 took

another cut at the beef.

“What I” continued I, (my mouth full ofmufin,) “is it possible that

. I, sitting here as I am, may without the least trouble, and at a trifling

expense, transport myself to Cadiz, shining o’er the dark blue sea,

to the land of the Sombrero and the Segiiidilla—of the pnehera,

the inuch'acha, .and the*Abanico ! If I employ my time well, I may
see a buU-figh^ an aido-darfe^ or at least a revolution. 1 may look at

the dork eyes of the Andalusian maid flashing under the darkmeshes

of her veil ; and listen to ALMAviVA’s.giiiitar^. as it tinkles beneath

the balcony of BosnifA!— What time does the Mary Wood' go,

waiter 1 ” I cried.
-

- The slave replied she went at half-past three.
.

“ And does she make Gibraltar ? ” I continued. “ Say, John, will
she land me at Gibel el Altar 2 opposite the coasts of Afric, whence
whilom swarmed the galleys of the Moor, and landed on the European
shores the dusky squadrons of the Mosleniah 1 Doyou mean to say,
Thomas, that if I took my passage in yon boat, a few days would
transport me to the scene renowned in British story—the fortress
seized by Rook, and guarded by Elliot I Shall I he able to see the
smoking ruins of Taiigiers, which the savage bully of Gaul burned
down in braggadocio pride 1

”

“ Would you like anything for dinner before you go ? ” William
here rather sulkily interrupted me, “ I can’t be a listening to you all

day—there ’s the bell of 24 ringing like mad.”
My repast was by this time concluded—the last slice of boiled

beef made up my mind completely. I went forth to the busy town—1 sought a ready-made linen warehouse—and in the twinkling of an
eye I purchased all that xvas necessaiy for a two months’ voyage.
M'om that moment I let my mistacUios grow. At a quarter-past three,

pun FAT OONTAIBUTOR,

a mariner of a stout but weather-beaten appearance, with a

quantity of new carpet-bags and portmanteaus, containing twenty-

four new shirts (six terrifically striped), two dozen ditto stockings

—

in brief, everything necessary for travel, tripped lightly up tlie

ladder of the Lod.ij Mary Wood,

1 made a bow as 1 have seen T. P. Cooke do it on the stage.

“ Avast there, my hearty,” I said, “ can you tell me which is the

skipper of this here craft, and can a heaman get a stowage iu her 1
”

“ 1 am the captain,” said the gentleman, rather surprised.

“ Tip us your daddle then, my old sea-dog, and give us change for

this here Henry Base.”

’Twas a bank note for lOOZ. and the number was 33769.-

Boyal Deetitatloii- : f . .

We beg to call the atteutibn of Her Maje^,to the dreadlul state of

her royal ancestor in teicest^r-Sq’mnre^ is
,
nearly

smothered in grass j arid though he!arid his hbwe.probably lived all' their

lives in clover, stiU it must have been of a far ditfereut quality to the

weeds which are actually forcing themselves into their mouths. We
have waited iu vaiu for the scythe of Time to be applied to it, and -we

sincerely hope Her Majesty will feel for the destitution of her nearly

invisible relation, and not allow him and his horse to be turned out to

grass (and such grass !) during the severity of the approaching winter.

Perhaps the Poor Lawr Commissioners will, out of sympathy for the statue,

since it is made of stone, give it an order for the Middle^ Union ?

Srish Feathersa

Lord Casilereagh promises to be wortlijp of that fatlier who has

given to the world A Voyage to Conejtandttiop1k. s for rit a recent dini^r to

the Londonderry tenantiy, : he said, “ the proudest feather in Lord

Londonderry’s cap was riot the l
lafiyelf hp y<in

,

in the field, but

the tenantry overwhom he presided.” _Tro\y,, Me^aprop could

riot have made a prattTeri 'jumble of feathers and laurels. As. for
j

Punohf wheftevei* he thinte of LoNDONDERRy'S c^, he never dreams of

feathers, but of hells,
j
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THE COMIC BLACKSTONE.

CHAPTER THE SEVENTEENTH.—OF ALIENATION BY DEED.

^ make it one. It

is called in Latin
faetuitit meaning something done^but we are of opinion Ibat the woi'd/flc<74m
in law proceedings should have a wider sense, and imply aomebody done as
well as something. There is no doubt that Shaespbrb when he made
the witch in Macbeth exclaim « I T1 do, I 'll do, I '11 do," had some legal
craftsman in his eye, and the subsequent expression a deed without a
name " proves that he intended an enormous doo and a deed to be syno-

j

nymous. An indenture is a deed cut at the top to resemble the teeth of
ja saw, which is emblematical of sharp work according to some, but others

attribute it to the two parts of a deed having been cut from the same
parchment. A deed made by one party is called a deed poll from its
being polled, or closely shaven, *^and this " says Fleta, is typical of the
client, who is generally pretty closely shaven."
The requisites of a deed are :--~lst, persons to contract and a thing to be

contracted for ; there must be some^ng to give, somebody to give it, and
somebody to take, but if there were any difficulty about the latter, there is
the lawyer at hand who is ready to take anything.

2nd. There must be a consideration~.hut it is to he feared many deeds
are executed without any consideration at all—^and there is a case in tlie
American boolcs of a man without consideration having, on leaving his
chambers, hung^ his hat on the candle and put the extinguisher ou his
head, a deed which if he had considered for a moment, he would not have
been a party to.

drd. A deed must he on paper or parchment, for it has been decided to
he no deed if it be written on stone, board, linen, or leather. So that an
indenture cannot be made with the sole of a man's foot, Aough it has
been done on the sands at Ramsgate. Such an indenture is not however
binding, and it is liable to be quashed or squashed, when Neptune enters
upon hiB usual roll, which he does about breakfast time. A deed is not
good on linen, but we have seen a cotton conveyance, when property, such
as a pound of cherries, has been passed from one boy to another in a
pocket-handkerchief.

4th. A deed must consist of the usual parts—^the premises, which have
nothmg to do with any premises in the bricks-and-mortar meaning of the
word, but sixnply include the names of the parties and other preliminary
mattOT,—the na&snduTn and tenendum or having and holding, which the
law being of a grabbing disposition is extremely jealous of. The red-
dendum, which means the rent and is something to be rendered to the
granter, from an immeuse yearly sum downwards to a peppercorn. The
condition, whi^ provides fop forfeiture in case of the rent not heing

The covenants or clauses of agreement some of which ruS
with the laud, which has nothmg to do with the case of a tenant runninu
with the goods

; and conclusion which mentions the execution and date

J
^ sigiiify, and a deed^ted the 30th of Februwy, showing it had been executed in no time,

PW>vi<led there is proof of its lutring been actually

Readmg w^uMto to a dwd, but as hearing it read generally has the
parties and preyentiiig them from hnowing whatabou^ the e^mony of reading is seldom insisted on. 1 deed

signed and aealed, huta deaoieucy of -na^hsayi oyer bya cross and a wifer,wWb are Orient fpr^lJ^

purposes. Delivery is also an essential to a deed, but it is not a delivery

in the sense of the London I'areols Company that is here alluded to.

Every deed must be witnessed, which is the greatest safeguard tho

subject enjoys ; for it is horrilile to coiitcniplatc what dt‘cds the law
might do if not controlled by the presence of witneKses,

VV'e must now explain the several spccwjs of dc*e<ls, a .suhjeet w(dl worthy
the poetic muse, which has been successfully wooed by ^ll^ John Crisp,

who ill the Convet/arieer^a Gitidc * has shed a bsilo of iinagiiuitivo light

over the sombre darkness of Feoffment and its dreary felhtws.

1st. Comes feoffment, which is derived from infemUtre^ to give a feud,

and a feud meaning a row, it must bo inferred that a f**ollinent, being the
conveyance of a fee, is a thing that it is worth one’s while to quarrel and
fight about. 2nd. We come to gifts; but gifts very seldom come to us,

for they arc ahno.st obsolete ; and gift being conveyance nuinhor two, we
arc not surprised that regard to number one has alino.st superseded it.

In the 3rd place are grants, which speak f(»r themselves, and wts therefore
plunge at once into tlie 4 th mode of conveyance, which is a leasts, a stylo

of deed that every one must be familiar with. Exchange and partition,

which are the fifth and sixth kinds of coiivcyanco, are also self-evident in

their meaning, and we are thei'ofore surprised at their fonniug a x»art of
our fine old inexplicable legal system.

Ilelcascs, confirmations, surrenders, and assignments, affor<l various
opportunities for getting rid of property ; but the technicalities attendant

on describing them would be too ah.struse for tho comprehension of tlie

purely elementary student whom these learnod pages are designed to edify.

Suffice it to say, that a release has nothing to do with a rescue, tliough it

prevents property from being lockeil up by showing you how to get rid

of it- The other modes may easily bo learneil by those who have any
estate of which they are desirous of being legally cliscneumbtfred.

A Covenant to stand seised is an agrccnuuit to hold property for iho
use of another, which must be rather^ a tantalising position. It is some-
times called an innocent conveyance, and perhaps a man may bo iKu<i to

enter into a covenant to stand seised, if ho gets into a row and allows tho
policeman to walk him off quietly to the station house.

These are the principal modes of conveyance, by which property may
be carried off, at a rate surprising to those who have heard only of tho
law's delays, though the law, when anything valuable is to be disclosed of,

displays remarkable quickness*

SKETCH OF A EHHABKABLH COBWEB,
FOUND IN THE CHURCH OP ST. STEPHEN’S, WALBROOK.

Xdterary XntelllgreBce.
"* We understand that Mb. George Jones resolved on eauoelliag
those pages of Tecumaeh in which there are any ungrammatical or nonsen-
sical passages. The suppression of the entire work would perhaps be the
^ortest and safest method of concealing its errors.
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PUNCH'S COMPLETE LETTER-WRITER.

LETTER XUV.'

TO AN USHER TOR A BOARDING SCHOOL.

Sir,

> I FEEL glad with myself to believe

r tliat I am enabled to place you in a com-
^ fortable home. My friend, Mr. Jacob Awl,

of Crichton House, has at this moment a
vacancy for an usher.'" I have taken it upon myself—and I trust that

this confidence on niy part will not be abused by any bad conduct
on yours—to recommend you. Mn. Awi., like myself, has a great

respect for learning
; and—as I have assured him of your proficiency

in Greek and mathematics—^he has come to the determination of

offering you twenty pounds a-year, witlioiit your washing. There are

altogether about three months* holidays in the twelvemonth, which
time, let it be understood, you are expected to board and lodge

yourself. As, however,

—

non smper tendit areum Apollo (yon remem-
ber the adage, Mr. Maple),—^you will be enabled in the summer
vacation to relax those energies which, as an honest man, you will

be called upon to string to the utmost at Ciichton House. There is

Brighton, or “Worthing, or Ramsgate, open to you. So much for

pleasure.

As to business
; you will remember twenty pounds per annum is

the sum—a remarkably handsome stipend for any young man, who,
having decorated his mind, is consequently careless of the finery of

dress. Nothing so befits the true scholar as a well-worn coat : it is

to my mind the only proper badge of the man of real learning.

Hence, you will be expected to dress cleanly, decently ;
but with not

the least approach to foppery. My friend Mr. Awl is very particular

on this point. He parted with one usher, only because he would insist

upon wearing straps to his trousers.

Mr. Awl has upwards of seventy boys, and be will place sufficient

confidence in you—^that is, upon my recommendation—to hand them
over to yonr keeping. Hence, you will be expected to see them all

safe in bed j to have an eye upon them whilst dressing and washing

;

to take your meals with them ; to never leave the school-room ; and,

above all, when the young gentlemen recreate themselves in the play-

ground, or take a walk, or go to church, you are to accompany them,

giving your most vigilant attention, your every thought to their

doings, and indeed at all times and in every respect studying the

interest of your employer as if *twere doubly your own. For you

will remember that the salary is twenty pounds per annum ! There

are positivelymany footmen who do not get so much.
But the money, to a man of enlarged and truly scholastic mind, is

as nothing. It is, if you rightly consider it, the dignity of the calling

that makes it really valuable. You are to remember that you are, in

fact, makingfbture citiaens ; that you are, if I may so express myself,

creating a part
,
of the future mind of the country, and ought there-

fore to look upon salary as the mere inevitable dross—^the something

that the dealings of world make necessary—^but as altogether

dust in comparison with the golden satisfaction that, whatever in old

age may be your fate, you may probably have taught the youthful

mind those noble lei^ons which have obtained for it station, wealth,

and honours.
It is a great satisfaction to me that I am able to place you so hap^

pily as at Oriebton House. 1 have every belief that you will not

disgrace my recommendation, and am,

:
“ Your, well-wisher,

Matthew Wilkies.

P.S.—Whatever they may be, let me advise you not to depreciate

the suet-dumplings.

LETTER XLV.
THE ANSWER.

Sir,

Thank you for your kind intentions. Happily, I am other-

wise provided for. Having served five years as usher, I am fully

able to appreciate the blissful liberty I now enjoy. Sir, I remember
where I have been, and so remembering, think myself at this pre-
sent time in Paradise.

It may be true enough that a threadbare coat is the proper livery

of the scholastic drudge of a school ; but alas ! sir, I had not suffi-

cient philosophy to bear rags and darnings with complacency ; and
moreover to endure the wit of the young gentlemen—levelled as it

often was—at the poverty of their teacher. For five miserable win-
ters, trying to look very genteel for the respectability of your esta-

blishment, did I shiver in one thin coat. A comforter—there was a
mockery, I always thought, in the word—about my neck, vainly

essayed the service of a surtout. And now, sir, I am warmly, cosily

clothed, and can put on a bluff countenance at the elements.

Judge you, sir, of the happiness of my present state. It is true, I
am sometimes up early and late ; but then, sir, 1 am abroad in the

world. I am looking upon life in its every aspect. 1 am not nailed

I

to a desk eight hours a day, with little dunderhead boys droning

their lessons in my ears till they sing again. I may now and then
have my little disputes with folks ; hut I am not doomed to the prac-

tical tricks of a set of young rascals, who think it a prime piece of

mischief to quiz a ‘‘beggarly usher.*’ I may have to send certain

folks home to their beds, but I have not to rouse them up in the

I

morning, and be answerable for their washed faces and combed hair

I

at breakfast.
! Beneath your roof, I had 1 remember one hour a day—yes, one
whole hour, as you would say, to myself : the hour before bed-time :

now, sir, I have hour upon hour in which I can reflect upon life and
death ; in which I can again and again call to my memory the glory

of the poets, which glory 1 make a sort of armour to my soul, that

with invincible serenity it may bear the buffets of the world about
me. I am now in the country ; and at solitary midnight, I can con-

jure up old Hoher, and .^schtlus, and Sophocles, and Thucv-
niDES, and so make them walk and talk with me, aud thus enjoy

immortal company. Now and then, it is true, some squalid thing

—

some harsh noise—^will for a time scare them away ; but, with little

effort, I can
.
manage to bring them back again, and make them

familiar to me as before. ' >> , . .

Happy liberty ! Above all things, ! am not expected to look after

half a hundred boys while they play, I am not accountable for every

rent in their nether corduroys—^for every button violated from their

jackets—for the black eye that Jones gave to Robinson, returned

with a sanguinary na»us by Brown. True it is, tiiat I am still a sort

of overlooker ofjuveniles—but let them quia? me if they dare.

No, sir ! it is in vain that you seek to tempt me back to Academic
groves. I am too much enchanted with my present liberty to—^but,

sir, when you know what I am, you will at once acknowledge the

superiority, the abounding comforts of my place, compared to that of

usher at a boarding-school.

Know, then, sir, that for the last three months, I have enjoyed

the appointment of full private in the New Police. Have I not said

enough ? Could you, would you, after this have the heart to lure me
I to Crichton House and questionable suet-dumplings 3

I

Yours, with thanks,

i

Martin Maple.

ASSURANCE EOUBLT SURE.

Our last accounts froxn Ireland assure us that Mr. 0*Conn.ell will be

a Federalist op something worse, next Monday. , we feel convinced

of this, as he was a Bepealer every day hud week.
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EXPENSES OP PUNCH.

A Hamburgh newspaper lately gave an account, partly true and partly

erroneous, of the enormous expenses of the Times, The German peri-

odical, Der Swinpin Norividgin. has been busy in calculating the expenses

of Punch. The calculation is almost as full of blunders as though the

Statistical Section of the British Associatif>n had had a hand in it. Never-

theless, there is a good sprinkling of truth, sufficient at all events to

warrant our inserting it.

** The British periodical, The Punchy has fifteen hundred first-rate

writers constantly employed upon it. They are paid at an enormous rate,

and are kept iii stalls or cages near the printing-office in the day-time ;

but at night they are driven out into the suburbs. Each of the principal

contributors lias forty pounds a week (2000/. a year), and as much ink as

he can consume, gratis. The chief artists are on the same footing. There

is an enormous corps of small jokers, at salaries averaging about three

hundre I a year each ; but they are obliged to act as a sort of joke police,

constantly on the look-out to take up any facetious subject they may meet

with, and bring it to be dealt with by ono^or other of the iirincipal

contributors.

" The merely mechanical part of the aiTangcments is also exceedingly

costly. There are several hundred compositors, who relieve one another

constantly, as they successively boil over with indignation or are convulsed

with laughter at the manusciipt they are putting into type. There are
several boys at the engine ready to prevent the dinaes, in which the type
is placed, from spliltiiig their sides, which they have been known to do
with the pressure of an unusually rich caricature or ai'ticle. But the
hardest work of all is performed by the Publisher, who sometimes sinks

down in a state of exhaustioii, and is always wrapped up in blankets, and
carried away from the 'office, after the exertion of having taken the money
on the day of publishing.’*

THE ADVANCE OF BEADLEDOM.
It is not without a feeling of fine old constitutional alarm, that we con-

template the slow but certain, the insidious but unmistakeablc growth
of Metropolitan Beadledom. We do not allude to that pure race of patri-
archs who have worn the parochial purple with becoming mildness
towards the great, mingled with unspeakable dignity towards the small

;

but we do allude to^ that alarming hydra which seems starting up with a
bit of gold lace on its interminable array of heads in every quarter of the
Meti^opulis. The Quadrant, which formerly owned Uie paternal sway of
a private watchman, is now—a Beadledom, and we are threatened with
having the peaceful flag-stones of Trafalgar Square trodden down by the
irou-heeled highlows of a staffed and hatbanded functionary belonging to
this most dangerous of despotisms. If we turn, our eyes eastward, and
peep through the new arcade in Catherine Sti-eet, what do we see ? Does
not everything bespeak the probability that a pretext for indulging the
spirit of boadleization will be found in this locality also 1 We know that
we may be t»ild the British Beadle is not formidable. We may he per-
haps iuformed that there are moments of alarm when even the burly and
hMgeoned Beadle of the Burlington Arcade may he knocked down with
a feather. But we will reply, it is not what the Beadles now are, but
what the swtem is progressing to. As lovers of the Constitution, asmends of the people, ay, as protectors of those wretched and infatuatedi^mm^ts of despotism, the Beadles themselves, we deem it our duty toke^ IMar eye on the great and growing grievance.

THE ROYAL ALBUM.
When Queen Victoria visited Loui.s-Phii.ippe, ho had an

Album prepared in honour of Her IMajtysty’s styourn at Eu, the inci-

dents of which formed the subject of the pictorial and literary matter.

As it Is probable that the Queen will wish to ]):iy a similar compli-

ment to her friend and ally, by making his visit the subji^ct of an

Album, we have taken the liberty of furnishing a few hints for it.

Some pictorial illustrations will lie found on another page, and the

following arc quite at the service of our beloved (Juken, as scraps

for the proposed Album.

LINES ADDRESSED TO LOUIS-PIIIUPPK BV ytrEEN VICTORIA, ON HIS

ARRIVING AT WINDSOR CA.STLK.

So you have ventured here, in spite

Of all that little Tiiikrs could write %

Come, take my hand, with boncst cluteli,

Nor fear perfidious ” Albion’s touch.

'Twas only perfidy, of ctturso,

That made tlioiii cheer till they w'ere hoarse,

I mean tho fidks who hours did wait,

To greet you at the entrance gattu

PeiTidious, are they I Well, my friend,

I wish 3'ou only could depend
Upon your RJifoty ’cross tl»c brine.

As I can safely tru.st to mine.

EPIGRAM BY PRI.NCB ALBERT.

They ask, vy do you come
Avay from your French home,
A visit—d’ocler day,

To Qukkn and me to ]>ay :

You owe U.S dat, Tis true.

Because wc vent to Eu (you).

As it will be desirable to have as much as possible in the Album
from the pens of the Royal Family themselves, we should suggest that

the heir-apparent's little hand should be guided while he signs his

little name in a little bit of French ;

Edouard Albert, le Prikce des Balkines.
(7'he Prince of Wales )

THE WORKHOUSE AND THE GAOL.
What a wicked set are the poor ! Under the frivolous pretence of

hunger, like animals ignorant of the rights of property, they rush into
bakers’ shops, and, without one penny in their pockets, seize and ibjvour a
twist worth twice the amount ! Therefore, of course, they airo .sent to
gaol. But this is their very objfect. Instead of meekly kissiug the rod of
Sir James Graham and submitting, with resignation, to the just I’cward
of their poverty, they craftily manage to exchange tho workhouse for the
milder horrors of the prbton. With this unprincipled view, they actually
go and break windows. The daily police reports prove tho fact- Now
destitution must be punished. The law, backed by a Bishop, has said so;
still, respectable people must not have their windows broken. The good
man’s twopenny twist must bo protected. We see but one course to
pm*8uo. Justice must be sometimes sacrificed to cxpcdlc-ncy

; and infi-

nitely lower on the scale of morality as the pauper must be allowed to be
than the convict ; still theft must be put down. Tliis can only be done
by increased severity, and, accordingly, we recommend that tlxc prisons
and unions should respectively change their inmates ; the Poor being at
once sent to Gaol, and tho Felons consigned to the Workhouse. The
alteration may bear rather hard upon the thief; but that cannot bo

Twa Spigrama.

*' America claims me and my konoun.'*—FVde George Jones on the tJoubt/al question
of George Joneses origin.

You say America yonr honours claims-^
Speak, Jones ! on what more worthless could it fix t

If with success you carry on your games,
You nevei* win by honours but by tricks.

Hark to Columbia’s question of despair,
** Where are his honours I Echo answers, ** Where 1

”
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POLICE JUSTICE.—THE LUXURY OF WEALTH.

Yesterday, the ITon. Augusts TorpiNoii-vsi, a person of gentlemanly

!

exterior, was bi*(>iiglit before Mii. Ho.veycomoe, charged with a vei*y gross
j

and violent assault on Grace Mit'iicxs, a m(>.st respectable and meek-'
looking young woman, whose faces howc.cr, retained marks of a severe

blow, she having lost four of her front teeth by the violence of the
‘

accused. i

Police Constable Lynx d<jpo.sed that he was, on Monday night, on hi.**

;

beat in Coventry Street, wln^n be heard the screams of a woman. He
Iran, and discovered the coniplainant l^'iug on the pavement, and the

accused at the bar slioutiii" and hallooing, and swearing ho was a gentle-

in<an, and no mistake. Whereupon, after much difiiculty, the Constable
took the prisoner into custody.

Grace Mitte.n's (the complainant) dopo.ncd that sho was employed in a
dress-nmker’s estabiishmont. She had been kept late at wox'k on Monday >

night, and was returning home, when the pci'son at the bar accosted her,

placing his arm round her waist. She told him to go about his business,

when, with his clenched fist, ho struck her so violently on the mouth, that

he dislodged four of her front teeth.

Mr. IloMCVCOMBE a-sked the prisoner what ho had to say for himself.

The prisoner said he had been out dining.

Mr. II0NHYCO.11DE observed that that could be no excuse for such un-
manly atrocity, it was a most shameful and cowardly assault upon a
defenceless, virtuous girl, and he certainly would flue the prisoner in the
sum of five pounds, or—two months’ imprisjnuicnt.

Thk PINE WAS immediately PAID, aud the gentleman drove from the

'

office in lus cab. i

John Briggs was charged before Mr. Honeycombs with having com-
mitted an assault upon Mr. Jessamy Bloom, a person of somewhat gen-
teel appearance.

It appeared that the prisoner and his wife were proceeding home on
Thursday night. They had had a few words

; in fact, the prisoner was a
little the worse for liquor, and his wife was walking a few paces in
advance of him. The complainant meeting the woman, addressed her in
a very rude and unseemly way, at the same time throwing his arms round
her. Whereupon the prisoner, rushing forward, struck the complainant,
and knocked him into the road.

Charlotte Briggs deposed to the above facts. She had been very
grossly assaulted by the complainant before he was struck by her husband.

Mr. Honeycombs said he had no doubt that an assault had been com-
mitted

j a very gross assault : nevertheless, people must not take the law
in their own hands : there would be an end to all things, if people took
the law in their own bauds. He wished to know what the prisoner had
to say for himself ?

The prisoner said that, seeing his wife assaulted, he could not help doing
what he had done

;
he was not sure that he should not do the like again

under the like circumstances.

Mr. Honeycombs observed, that he had no doubt that the complainant
had very grossly misconducted himself ; nevertheless, the prisoner had
committed an assault, aud the sentence was that ho must pay a fine of 2Z.,

or undergo six weelcs’ imprisonment.

The prisoner had not a farthing, and was—removed in the prison van.

THE MOON AT THE FULL!

(by express.)

Moon has dined with Louis-Piiilippk at St. Cloud ! ! ! 1

IIo behaved yury decently at the dinner, considering evci'ything. The
King (bless him, he is a good-uatured man aftir all), introduced Moon to

the party as “ the Px'onioter of the Fine Arts.’^ Moon has got the new
title engraved on his cards. Thus

—

w. 3sac©'S)S?f,

^romotCK of t1)e jFln. Srts

TO

,

iin majesty louls-piiilippe.

Not content with the dinner at St. Cloud, Moon asked himself to the

palace the following Saturday. Louis- Philippe good-naturedly said,

“ Certainly,” wlien Moo.n intimated his intention of dropping in, in a

PHIL., BIVB US A LIGHT I”

friendly way, for a cigar. Of coarse he took his auhscriptioorhook to

the Palace, and pressed all manner of signatures, from the Due d'Aumals
to Monsieur Pipottb, the concihge. Moon wears the grand cross of

tlie Legion of Honour at his button-hole, and has been twice mistaken for

the English Ambassador. He often refers to the mistake with pleasure.

There is only one fear to be entertained—that his mind may give way, like

the lady's in the ballad—

** With the burden of an honour.
Unto which he was not bom,'*

THE LAW OF DEODAND.
A CURIOUS question arose the other day in the Bail Court, as to what

could or could not be the subject of a deodand. An enlightened puisne

and a sagacious junior got chatting over the subject very cosily, putting all

sorts of absurd cases, in which the judge and the junior kept tramping
each other’s wild suppositions and funny associations with considerable

cleverness. We give a specimen of the sort of game they were playing

at :

—

Jmige. It might have been a bit of the boiler.

Janior. Then the deodand should have been on tlie bit of tbe boiler.

Jndge. And on some particular bit of course—but which bit I

Junior. The bit that struck him. If a man is killed by a cannon-ball,

the deodand must be on the cannon ball.

Jndge. But how could the Coroner sit upon it I

Junior. Or he might have been scalded by the water.

Jndge. Then the deodand must be upon the water 1

Junior. Truly.
Judge. How if he was frightened to death by tlie noise I Where would

I you put the deodand ?

Junior. On the noxse, of course.

Judge. 1 think that would be a sound decision.

After all tins we find the two words Rule Granted, but what rule, or

why, or what about, we defy anybody to collect from the sort of conversa-

tion they—the puisne and the junior—had previously been indulging in.

Police Regulationsfor the Distrtbviion ofthoit great natioml Annml
Boon, on Becemher 28, 1844,

PVXrCH’S AXinKAZrACS for 1.845,
RESPLENDENT WITH BRILLIANT JOKES AND INNUMERABLE

ILLUSTRATIONS.

All Persons to take up an Almanack with one hand, and set down
Threepence with the other.

All Persons attempting to get out of their line, by cracking jokes with

the publisher, will be removed immediately.

Heads to be turned towards the counter, aud trade ambassadors are to

wear their orders in their button-holes, so that they may be at once

recognised.

One Trial will prove tbe Fact.

The town of Kcenigsberg, in Germany, is without a censor of the press,

as no one can be found to accept that inquisitorial office. Why don’t

they make a tempting offer to Sir Robert Feel for the services of Sir

James Graham ! We are positive he would be found, on trial, to have

quite a genius for that sort of thing.
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GREAT

OF THE

Last niglit a very numerous and respectable (if a

little noisy) meeting of Wine Bottles was held at

Exeter Hall, for the purpose of petitioning the Par-

liament for an Act to make all Wine Bottles hold a

certain quantity, and thereby to put an end to much
duplicity and public disaffection created by the present

order of things.

Mr. Magnum (a bottle of very respectable appear-

ance and dimensions) was called to the chair, aud

briefly opened the proceedings
j
he said, he hoped that

all assembled w'ould remember where they were, and

behave themselves accordingly.

Mr. Beeswing moved the first resolution. He said

things had come to such a state, that the name of

Wine-Bottle was now synonymous with cheat and
swindler. Let the meeting look at him. He was
called a Quart Bottle ; again and again had he been

sold as such, aud how often had he heard himself

upbraided and sworn at for not running more than
nine glasses ! ( Cries of shame,) Their ancestors—
the great bottles that had gone before them—were
incapable of this. (Hear, hear.) Every one of ’em
held twelve glasses, that was, a fair wine-quart—then,

indeed, it was merry England ; but with wine-bottles

of uncertain measure—with none of ’em giving as

much as seventeen to the old respectable dozen—it

was no wonder that we had the income-tax !

Mr. Thin Tawny seconded the resolution. He looked
upon a Bottle as the fountain of truth. {Ilca7\ hear.)

If, then, the bottle was a cheat, a hypocrite
;
yes—he

would say it— a humbug, what was to be exi)eeted of

MEETING

BOTTLES.

mankind in general 1 He himself was a humbug.
{Hear.) But could he help it 1 No ;

he had been

made what he Avas by the falsehood, by the unholy

thirst of gain in the world about him. It was not his

fault if lie were only a pint aud a quarter, instead of a
fair quart. {The speaker.^ who from his excitement

seemed as if he had been drinking himself^ sat down
after seconding the resolution,)

Mil. Full Fruity moved the next resolution. The
whole wine* bottle question required full and imme-
diate reform. He cared not from what side it came
{hear) ; for ho was not for men, but measures, {Loud
laughter,) It was once held a great thing to be called

a four-bottlo man. Why, as bottles were made now,

a spinster might carry four of ’em, and be never the

worse—^no, all the better for it.

Mu. Pale seconded the resolution. If members
of Parliament would honestly attend to the Bottle

|

Question, they would do more honour to themselves, '

and greater service to their country. It was only

a few days ago that Mx\ Justice Patteson declared

that he could not understand half the Acts passed

by Parliament
; and why 1—doubtless, because mem-

bers shamefully neglected the Bottlo. It was not so

in the good old times of Fox and Sheridan. {Hear,)

He looked upon the question as vital to the preserva-

tion of society, and he called upon every Bottle pre-

sent never to desist from its efforts, until it was made
a quart —a whole quart—and nothing but a quart.

The resolutions were all passed ; and the meeting

—

the police having gathered strong—quietly separated.

REBELLIOUS JERSEY.
nowing that England is in danger of being

dragged into a war of conquest by the

impertinence of the shabby little island

of Jersey, where the Supreme Court is

authority of British law
with supreme contempt, endeavouring

cheat the Great Charter, and playing

all sorts oftricks with the Habeas Corpus

O Act, we boldly say the disaffection of
Jersey must he promptly put down, and
we strongly recommend a summary
smash being applied to the officials of

dismal islet. Somebody proposed
other day to send a small party of— grenadiers into the place to frighten the

turbulent Jerseyites into submission,
but we don’t wish to see any spilling of powder or loss of lead, (we
calculate, of course, that a few harmless discharges over their heads
would soon bring them to their senses,) and we should prefer despatching
Inspector Mallalieu at the head of a few of the valiant letter E’s, wno

j

have already distin^ished themselves by the capture of sundry fruit,.
baskets and the routing of numerous apple-women.

1 Jersey, however, must be quelled $ :for, paltry as the place is, it must

I

not pull off its allegiance as if it were an old pinafore. We shall have

I

Sark next talking about its independence of the British crown ;
and the

Legs of Man may begin kicking against Her Majesty’s authority.

We should as soon .have expected our old friends, neighbours, and
fellow-subjects of the Eel-pies to have commenced talking about dcclai'iug

tbeir independence, or the Isle of Dogs to have insisted on sending

ambassadors to the court of St. James’s.
Sir Frederick Thesiger has been giving indirect encouragement to

the rebels, by talking about Jersey being governed by a Grand Coiltumier

before or since (it don’t matter which) the Norman Conquest. If there

is any fellow going about Jersey, calling himself the Grand Couiumier^
and denying the authority of British law, there can be only one opinion

as to his proper place being a Loudon station-house. He ought to be at

I

once bound over to keep the peace between England and Jersey.

Old Bailey S^stlce.

It appears that Sir James Graham, recommending the diacontmuizig
the evening sittings of the Central Criminal Courts, the experiment is

about to be tried. We are, however, told that “ on account of the short-

ness of the notice, it will not be possible to discontinue the evening
sittings on the days appointed for the next session.” Nevertheless,'on the
recommendation of Punchy the judges and aldermen will, during and after

dinner, restrict themselves to cold water.
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SHAKESPEAR AN EMIGRANT TO FRANCE. PHILADELPHIAN REVELS.
Another journal has been informed, by its American cor-

respondent, that the 200 tli anniv'ersary of the birth-day of
William Penn, and the 160th of his landing on tlie shores of
the New World, was celebrated at Philadelphia on the 25th
ult. with appropriate exercises. Our own, has told us what
these appropriate exercises were
One very appropriate exercise was the exercise of the

Thimble-Rig by a company of the chief Merchants and
Bankers, wherein was displayed great adroitness.

Another was the exciting and national sport of “ Beggarmy
Neighbour.”
A great many exercised themselves at a species of Back-

gammon, played between a Philadelphian and an European,
in which the latter was invariably gammoned.
The abilities of sundry were likewise exercised in round

games of Commerce and Speculation; the chief fun, as is

usual in those amusements, consisting in the cheating.
« Forfeits ” were also largely played by men in drab and

aliens, the latter forfeiting whatever they intrusted to the
former.
The populace, in the meanwhile, loudly exercised their

lungs, bawling continually— Non-Payment !
” “ Repudiation

for Ever !
” “ No Surrender I ” One Quaker, amid much

applause, propounded the following sentiment : ‘‘ Phila-
delphia 1 herself independent, can never be depended on.’’

PuNcn. Bless you Bill! you shall never want a friend, or a good word, as long
,

as I lire.**

To that spirit of courtesy which is always shown to Punch at ^Vindsor Castle,

Buckingham Palace, and every other Royal residence, does he owe a copy—^an

exclusive copy— of Queen Victoria’s letter to Louis-Philippe, tonshing

ShakeSPEAR in Fi*ance. Mr. Macready had the honour of receiving the

epistle from Her Majesty’s own hand, and ere our sheet can be printed, will

have delivered it to the King of the French.

Windsor Castle, Nov. 2'tth, 18-44.

Mt dear Brother of France,

Health and greeting ! The bearer of this is Macready. You doubtless

remember on your late visit to our Court, that, among other things, I expressed my
regret at the absence of Macready—he was then on liis way from America—by which

you were denied what I conceive to be one of the highest of all intellectual enjoyments,

namely, Sharespear finely acted. However, Macready is now with you, and I know

you will cherish him.

I assure you, my dear brother of ri'ance, that, in consenting to your wish that

Sharespear should be played in Paris by some of my best English actors, I have

made a sacrifice to my friendship. You read the English papers, and must know how

dearly I love a play
;
how, night after night, I visited Drury Lane when managed by

Macready ;
how, indeed, in twenty different ways, I showed my admiiation of the

drama, believing it, as 1 truly do, worthy of the best eneouragemeut of an, enlightened

monarch. All I envy Elizabeth is her Sharespear. What a subject to have glorified

a sceptre ! What a jewel in a crown ! However, as I can’t have Sharespear himself

at Court, I am continually listening to some of his plays, and continually thinking how

best may be honoured the divine art of which lie is the Diviuest Magician. You will

recollect, very shortly after Bulwbr wrote a play, I made him a baronet. I have

wanted to do something of the sort for Macready, but Peel—he is such a strange,

cold person—declares that it would not ‘‘ be correct.” Aldermen, and so forth, may

be dignified, but not mere men of genius. Peel declares that the world can get on

very well without genius
^ really, one has only to listen to him for a short time to

believe it.

In France, however, these things are differently thought of. Hence, if you choose

to give the Legion of Honour to Macready—nay, if you like to make him a French

peer, you may. I shall be only too well pleased by any distinction you may confer upon

him. Let me also recommend Miss Faucit—a great favourite of mine—to the good

graces of fhe Queen and the Princesses.

Write me over what you think of my actors ; and, above all, when they have gone

their round of plays, let them not linger in Paris ; but cause them to isturn imme-

diately to London—for I assure you I don’t well Imow how I shall get over the time

without them. To be sure the Opera will be opening ; but, compared to Sharespear,

what is the Opera ?

Your affectionate Sister of England,

Victoria, R.

IFASHIONS FOR PXTBLIC STATUES.

In head dresses we have
^ ^

seen nothing new, the pre- a
vailing mode partaking of

}

the cocked hat and the pig- t V-

tail. Sheets and table-

cloths are much in favour I

as wrappers, and an anchor
Jg 1

1

hanging out of the coat- S /A' \ JlvSv

'

pocket, d la Nelson, gives

a novel finbh off to a naval ay
uniform. 9 I I,

WINDSOR WARNINGS. ®l
y//

We should like to know \\ \

who is the Editor of the \V\ Wi/Jjl
boards stuck up in Windsor \ v|ij I

Piirk, to w’arii people off |r
f I

the grass, for there is a de- 1 1 i J IS
cided roughness in the style,

which would be the better

for a little polishing. On
|

entering the Park from the
|

Castle, there is a board on ^
the left, intimatinff that /L :

« Gentlemen are required,
uni"—

and servants are desired, A
to keep upon the gravel,

and not to break out upon
the turf.” The differeuce

of the tone adopted to-

wards “ gentlemen ” and
servants ” is very re- thb duke’s statue, as seen

markable. To the former from the poultry.

it is evidently intended to

say, literally, be good enough to keep to the gravel ;
” while

to the latter it is clearly designed to convey such a sentence as

Hollo !
you fellow, come off the turf, or I '11 pretty soon

make you.” What is meant by “breaking out” upon tlie

turf we do not exactly comprehend. Does it mean that horses

are not to be “ broken in ” on the spot that is prohibited ?

ANOTHER AND ANOTHER STILL SUCCEEDS.

Another revolution has been discovered at Madrid within

the last week. We wonder the papers have taken the trouble

to mention this, since it is only one.



OLD ENGLAND AND TCUrG ENGLAND.

Who can fail to be struck wltli the alterations in the fashions since the

days of chivalry 1 Then, steel turned up with leather was the prevailing

material, and a delicate trimming of spikes gave a finish and fulness to

the shoulder. Gloves, instead of being formed of the flimsy kid, were
regularly Birmingham manufacture ; and a grasp of the hand from a
friendly knight was not a thing to joke about. The falchion has been
superseded by the caiie

;
the crested saucepan for the head by the velvet-

napped gossamer.
We can fancy a tailor's window in the olden time, with its Froissarx-

like “ stock,’' and good old English labels. Wo think we see a placard
thus inscribed— Lookke hearro I Yese fynne conttes of maille fytte for
yestoutesteknyghte, onlie 4 and 6.” Yes, iniaghiation paints to our heated
vi ion a lot of greaves, with a ticket announcing, “ Fyve thousandde

S
aires” of them. But this is all over now, aud the highlow has trodden
own the knightly what-do-ye-call-it.

SITTINGS IN THE COURT OF REVIEW.
The Trial of " Old Heads and Young HearIs for Wilful Obscurihj,

Mr, Punchfor the Prosecution,

Q, What are you, sir 1

A. A dramatic author.

Q, Do you remember the night of Monday, the IStli of November 2

A, I should think I did.

Q. State to the Court what occui*red that night.

A, A new comedy, called “ Old Heads and Young Hearts,” was pro-
duced on that night at the Haymarkct Theatre.

Q, Who was the author of that comedy ?

A, Am 1 obliged to erhuinate myself 1

Q. Is that your name 2 {Producing a plny-bill.)

A, It is.

Q, You are there stated to bo the author.
A, I confess it.

Q. Now, sir, on your oath, had you any distinct notion of a idot in
writing that comedy I

A, I think so ; but I am not q^uite sure.

Q. Could you describe to the Court the plot of that comedy 2

A, {looking very coffused.) Describe the plot 2

Q, Yes, sir.

A, 1 would rather not attempt it.

Q. In the comedy, Lord Cuakles Roebuck runs away with one lady,
and Mr. Lixilbtot? Coke with another. Now, sir, which gentleman ruus
away with which lady 2

A. Lord Charles runs away with Lady IIawtuorx

—

no, with Mr.
^TTLBTON Coke—no, no, Coke runs away with Lady Alice, and Miss
Rocxcbt runs away—no. Lady Aliqe runs awat'—no ; really, sip. I can’t
exactly""" »

Q, How does Mr. Rural bring about the blunders with which he is

charged ?

A, Why, sir, he tolls the Earl op Pompiox that Lady TIawtiiorn is

in loVe with Lord Cii.vkles Roebuck; and then Mr. Littleton Cokk.

who is iu love with Miss Rock .-.t—no, wi*h Lady A lice

-

is very angry
;

and somehow tho Earl thinks that Lord Charles is somebody else, and—
really, sir, I can’t say

Q, I thought as much. Now, sir, tell the Court why Mr. Littleto>

Coke quarrels with his brother.
^

A. It was necessary for iho j^iece, sir.

Q. You had no other reason 2

q! Can you explain how the Earl op Pohpion is deceived about the

election 2

A . {after a pause.) I cannot.

Q. In the first scene, you state that Mr. Coke’s fortune left him by

his father was 700L per annum ; in the last scene it is stated as 2000/.

per annum. How do you account for this 2

A, Why, 1 relied upon the interest that should have been produced

during the four acts.

Q, What is the object of making Bob assume the character of an
electioneering agent ?

A. It was necessary to create some fun for IMr. Buckstone, who played

the part.

Q, Had you no other reason 2

A. I had not.

Q, You may stand down.

‘'THE DEADLY URN.”
Mr. Punch,

In your review of Mr. George Jones’s hook, you quote an ex-

tract from that gentleman’s speech at Stratford, iu which lie details a1

1

the horrors of starvation at sea : in which he talks of “ tlie deadly um,”
wherein his shrivelled baud was placed to draw his lot—of a beloved sister,

« famine’s victim,” Ac. Well, sir, after reading this terrible paragraph,

you ask, with an incredulous sneer not to be misunderstood, for the name
of the ship, of the captain, aud of tho owners. After some trouble I have
discovered what you seek, and to shame you in your scepticism, send it

you. Know then, sir, that the name of the ship was the Jlouncer* the

name of the captain Flam, aud the owners were no others than Mun-
chausen AND Company.

Youir obedient servant,

Nauticus.

P.S. However you may sneer at Mr. Jones's story, I assure you it is

one of those narrations that arc often recommended tu be told to tho
marines.

THE YANKEE BOATSWAIN’S SONG
TO THE AMERICAN SLAVE-NAVY.

Heave away, my tight niggers, my jolly brisk blacks,—
Ain’t there Tar in your very complexion ?

—

Here 's a hearty good lash, boys, around, for your backs,
You ’ll be smarter, I guess, for correction.

To your swabs and your Britishers patter, d’ye see,

Of Oppression and Wrong aud all that,

Where 's the true Yankee nigger who ’d wish to be free.

Or would make a wry face at the Cat 2

Don’t you serve a Republic that ’s glorious aud great 2

Don’t it flog universal creation 2

Ain’t you wallop’d, you dogs I for the good of the State

—

The enlighten’d American nation 2

Go a-head then, like lightning, my sooty-faced tars,

_With “ Yoho 1 ” at the top of 5"Our pipes ;

Stick like wax to your colours, the stripes and the stars.
And give thanks to your stars for your stripes.

nsilitary Zntelligrence.

It is rumoured at the War-office that the Lumber-troop will be called
out on active service, and that the skeleton of the Lancaster militia will

be grafted on to it. In this case the coal-shed hitherto used as the depot
of tiie latter noble coins', will' be restored to its former use, and the ban-
ners of the raiment will be sold as pocket-handkerchiefs.

WORTHir THE ATTENTION OF MINISTERS.
ANTED—Any Place in the present Cabinet, for an active young

T * man who has travelled in Egypt, Jernsalem, Syria, &c. Ac. Uis Father is con-
vinced that “ he never Will bring disgrace on the high and influential name which he
beare> and that he will be found a useful and efficient servant.*' Anybody treated
with. Address, the Marquess op LoynoiroifiRBY, Holdemosse House.— The
young man has no objection to go abroad for the benefit of liis country.
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iWoon’g (JCourt (ffitaulat.

N Monday Mb. Alderman Moon visited Ver-
sailles, and chose the particular spot

where his portrait should hang. It is

between David and Le Geos, and a
little above Napoleon.
On Tuesday the Promoter gave an

audience to Mr. Horace Vernet, who
wished to consult him about his por-

trait. It was decided that Mr. Moon
should be taken in the right side of the

face, as it gives the artist a better

opportunity of painting Mr. Moon’s
favourite cheek.

On Wednesday Mr. Moon received

M. Janet, the celebrated engraver, to

listen to a proposition for engraving

his portrait. In the evening Mr.
Moon went to the theatre at St. Cloud, attended by Louis-Philtppe.

On Thursday Mr. Moon received an address from the artists ofFrance,

with a vote of thanks for his disinterested patronage of the fine arts-—

caricature in particular. The deputation was headed by Messrs. Philip-

PON, Gavarni, and Daumier.
On Friday Mr. Moon attended a Cabinet Council. All the Ministers

were present. M. Biard was in attendance behind a curtain, to take a

sketch of this historical event, which His Majesty intends presenting as a

picture to Mr. Moon.
On Saturday the Promoter was busy all the day in getting subscriptions

for an engraving of the above picture, which he intends dedicating to

Louis-Philippe. The Comte de Paris and the young Princes waited on

Mr. Moon, to take their leave of him. Prince Joinville was in tears.

After dinner, the Queen sang a duet with Mr. Moon, and the Dughesss de
Nemours heard him his French lesson in Auclair de la LuneJ* About
seven, Madame Adelaide helped Mr. Moon on with his great-coat, and
a citadine being called to the door, the Promoter left the palace, with his

carpet-bag, charged with autograph letters to all the poor artists in

France.

TWO WORDS TO M. DE LAMARTINE.
Sir,

You are what is rare in France—a Poet—and, what (we fear) is still

rarer, a Ch^tian ! When you speah, Young France takes his hat off,

though you do believe in something older than the Revolution. Your
words have weight even here in England ; and Punch began to read your

letter to M. Thiers with highly-wrought expectations. He laid it down
with a long-drawn " Plie—e—ew T* You deliver M. Thiers a lecture on

the absurdity of exciting his peppery countrymen about a petty question

of religious differences, and kindling the torch of war with the dis-

patches of M. Bruat D’Aubigny, for a miserable rock in Oceania.

Significantly, you add, there are richer fields of glory to be reaped

on tlie banks of the Rhine, and the shores of the Mediterranean.’’

You remind me of the old thief, who when his son exhibited with

pride his maiden trophy, a brass tobacco-box, extracted, without de-

tection, from the parental small-clothes, boxed the hoy’s ears. Not,

my son,” he added, “ because you have picked my pocket—hut be-

cause you have not picked it of something more valuable.” Did you
ever hear the story of the gourmand, who, at table was seen stealthily,

hut bitterly weeping ; They are the first tears I ever shed ! ” he re-

plied, OQ being asked the reason ;
" I weep to see that man ” (and he

pointed t > a hungry poor relation, who was walking into a joint at the

foot of th i table), ^ throwing away that blessed appetite upon a leg of

mutton! = ’

So, M. DE Lamartine, you weep to think that M. Thiers, and Young
France with him, should be throwing away their appetite for glory on the
“ leg of mutton ” of Tahiti, when the " pdU de foie gras of the Rhine,

and the macaroni aujus^* of tlie Mediterranean, lie temptingly, crying,
« Come eat me.”
Somehow, I didn’t expect to hear the author of the “Meditations

Boutiques et Religieuses” measuring the sin of an injustice by the amount
of the product. Puzzled, I took down that volume of your works, and
these lines met my eye :

—

« Chretiens, souvenons-nous que le Chretien supreme
N’a l^gutf qu’un seul mot pour prix d’un long blaspheme
A cette arche vivante oh dorment ses Ie50n8 ;

Et que I’homme, outrageant ce que notre dme adore,
Dans notre coeur bris^ ne doit trouver encore

Que ce seul mot : Aimons 1
”

Think on the import of these lines, M. de Lamartine, and canc^, if yo
can, your letter to M. Thiers. .

MILITARY MESSING.
Seteieull meritorious officers having complained of the expense of the

vune dmnk at the mess, Field-Marshal the Duke op Wellington, the
Commander-in-Chief, hereby sends forth the following regulations
That it shall he permitted to every officer who cannot afford port or

sherry, to try Masdeu or Marsala
; hut it must be distinctly understood,

that any officer drinking these inferior wines, he expected to leave the
table diroctly his allowance is exhausted. His Grace also desires that
some mtimation should he given when the allowance has been drunk out,
and his Grace suggests a wink, or a kick of the shins under the table, as
being, perhaps, the more delicate, because the less generally perceptible.

His Grace desires that in poor regiments, where, in consequence of
the expense, the quantity of wine is limited, the officers should make out
with beer.

His Grace desires that if any officer is unable to stand the cost of wine,
he shall be protected by his superior officer in the economical expedient
of having at his side a decanter of toast-and-water ; and any one insulting

the said officer on that account, or in any way throwing the toast-and-

water in his face, should be severely reprimanded.
His Grace also desires a general revision of mess expenses, so as to

bring them to something like conformity to the expense; of getting into a
mess before a magistrate, which is usually about five shillings.

PUNCHES COMPLETE LETTER-WRITER.

LETTER XLVI.

PROM A PEASANT, FOB AN ALLOTMENT OF LAND
TO A LANDOWNEB.

Honoured Sir,

Hoping that you will he pleased to

pardon the boldness of a poor man who wants

to keep his wife and children, I take up my
pen to write. And, honoured sir, I hope you

will forgive me, if I say that I feel a little happy

that I am able to put a few words to paper,

—it being a sort of comfort to a man, howsoever poor he may he.

My boldness, honoured sir, is this. It is, under your favour and

consideration, to ask of your kindness, to let me have an acre of

land ; or if I am too hold in asking a whole acre, half or a quarter of

the same. I know that it may be thought a little high and daring in

me, to ask for such a favour, seeing that your estates are let out in

large farms. It is, perhaps, a presumption, and—as IVe been told

—

a sort of flying in the face of property, for a man who isn’t rich

enough to farm a thousand acres ; who has n’t money for cattle and

bone-dust, and all that,—to think of having a little slice of land, just

to grow a few things on for himself and children, land only being

for them who can have a lot of it, or none. Nevertheless, sir, I

hope for your kindness. I ’ve been all along used to go to church,

though I hope I may be forgiven for it, I haven’t been these two

months, seeing that my clothes are aU in such rags that, as one of

the churchwardens told me, they were qnite a disgrace to a respect-

able congregation. Well, sir, I say I used to go to church, but I

never heard there whether the Garden of Eden was twenty thousand

acres or not—perhaps the gentlemen who set their faces against

small allotments, know it to have been a very large farm indeed, and

so they have religion upon their side, when they refuse a poor

man a little patch, for his own spade. I know that it was made a

part of the punishment of sin—a part of the curse of heaven—that
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man should eat his bread in the sweat of his face. That, however

wicked he may have been, he should not on his own account be suf-

fered to eat his bread at all, does seem to me—and my heart is so

full, I can't help saying it—very like a curse coming from the other

place. I suppose, too, they who eat their bread from the sweat of

other people, have never sinned at all. I hope, lionoiired sir, you

will forgive these words ; but my pen runs away with me like.

"When I ask, honoured sir, for this bit of land, I mean, of course,

to pay the very highest price you can get for it. I know that land

let out in little bits is always made to fetch more than when let by
the lump. This, of course, the poor must expect. It is so in all

things. My wife gives more for her bit of soap and candle (when
she can buy it), more for my bit of 'bacco, than if we could buy
such things by the pound, like respectable people. And it isn’t then

to be expected that a great landlord, even though he may be a

Duke to boot, will do otherwise than the keeper of a cliandler’s-

shop. No, sir, though my neighbours say I’m a bold fellow, and have

strange nonsense running in my head, I don’t expect lUtat.

Ifpeople wern’t so foolish as to think otherwise, there would never

have been such a noise about a gentleman who said, If he let a lug

of land for fivepence when he could get eightpence for it, he should

be giving away threepence to the tenant.” The gentleman only said

what was true : the gentleman only said what nearly all the world

do with one another every day of their lives. I was reading in a

London newspaper that was lent me a day or two ago, where all

sorts of things were advertised to be sold one under the other

;

coats, and waistcoats, and trousers for almost no money at all. Well,
the people who buy ’em say it ’s no business of theirs how the things

are made
; that ’s not their concern,—all they want, as a duty to

themselves and families, is to get a cheap penn’orth ; as it were to
I

wrap themselves comfortably up in a bargain and then go with their

prayer-books to church to show it. If we could ever think that the

time would come when folks wouldn’t bargain with folks, as though
because they ’d money to buy, they ’d eat their fellow-creatures up

—

if it isn’t, indeed, bold in me to say fellow-creatures—if we could ever

hope for such a time, why, sir, then this world would be indeed much
nearer heaven than, perhaps, poor men have any right to expect.

And yet, sir, church has puzzled me now and then. When the parson
has told us that we are all made of earth, I have, I own it, now and
then looked into a fine pew or two, and—^if it ’s a sin, I hope I may
he pardoned for it—and I have sometimes doubted it. To he sure,

soil is so different ; the better sort of folks may be the rich and
loamy ; and the poor, the cold stiff clay, only fit for draining.

Still, sir, folks say that things are brightening up for the poor.
There are a good many signs of it. Only last autumn, I ’m told,

three real lords played at cricket somewhere with some shopkeepers.
A man in our village—who’s reckoned to know something—has
said it isn’t unlikely that in less than twenty years a squire may
now and then join in quoits or foot-hall with day-labourers. If ever
this should come to pass, it must lead to good things. For of course
the matter won’t stop there. The squire, after making so familiar,
will look in at the men’s houses ; will talk with their wives and
little ones about their food, and their clothes, and such like—giving
them a kind word and a heljung hand when they want it. Tliis, of
course, will come of the matter ; otherwise, for my part, I can’t see
such very great good in it. Politeness is a nice thing, and sometimes
warms a poor man’s heart more than he can tell it : but politeness
itselfwon’t put a ’tato on the plate when there isn’t one. Folks can’t
eat quoits and foot-balls.

And now, sir, I hope you will be so good as to let me have this bit

of land. It will, I feel, make quite a man of me. Yes, sir, I mean
that word and no other. As it is, sir—I don’t know how it can be——
but somehow at times I don’t feel a man at all. I seem as if I ’d no
business in the world

; as if I was a sort of toad or slug upon the
soil ; an interloper on the land, having no right even to make a foot-
mark in it. The sun doesn’t seem to shine for me—^nor the wheat
to shoot—^nor the hedge-fiowers to blow. 1 feel sometimes as if
poverty in this world was made the mark of Cain, and was upon
me ; with this hard difference, too, that any man might smite me
for it.

And then, sir, the temptations that fly and run about one I I mean
the game, sir. Many a time, when I ’ve heard the pheasant crow,
it somehow sounded—though not a bit like it—^like one of my
children crying for food, and then for a minute my brain has been in
a blaze, and I’d have done anything. When things are at the worst,
and starvation is for days in my cupboard, the devil—or something
like him—has sent the hares running about me, as though on purpose
to be knocked down with a stick. It’s a hard matter, sir, to keep

one’s hands off a dinner running at one’s feet—a dinner that it ’s hard

to think belongs to anybody in particular.

And therefore, honoured sir, I do hope for a bit of land. If it’s no

bigger, one may say, than a lark’s turf, like tbe lark I know I can

whistle upon it and be happy. And so, honoured sir, asking your

pardon for my boldness, as a poor man, in thinking of such a thing,

I remain,

Yours humbly to command,

Abel Weed,

LETTER XLVII.

THE LANDLORD’S ANSWER.
Abel Weed,

Had you known anything of the true principles of poli-

tical economy, you would never have written such a letter to me, a

landowner. Know, that it is much better for you that you should

not have even a quarter of an acre—^that it is for the social good of

all that you should remain as you are.

Theophiltts Canaan, Bart.

THE HOUNSLOW MAIL.

We of course feel much satisfaction at anything like cordiality among
the servants of the public ; but we think private friendship ought not to

be allowed to interfere with the discharge of the duties belonging to any
department of the Government. We have observed for some time past

a growing intimacy, which seems ripening into esteem, between the two
drivers of the Hounslow Mail Carts ; and the result is, that when they
meet at Kensington Gore^ one going out of London and the other coming
in, a chat takes place between them. This interchange of civilities began
with a mere nod ; it then budded into a pull up of both horses in the
middle of the road, and it has at length blossomed into a long chat of some
minutes’ duration. This is a very delightfid sight to the mere philo-

sopher ; but to tbe citizen and man of business it suggests a delay of

letters, which may cause mudi inconvenience to the Londoners, as well

as the Hounslowites.

.

We should be sorry to check the gushes of cordiality, the "How are
you, my heartys ? ” and other gratulatory expressions that mutually
burst from tbe lips of the two mail drivers ; but we think they should
arrange their meetings to talte place after the delivery of the letters, and
then private friendship would not clash with the public interest.

Barmless Enthusiasm.

The Globe tells us that some ladies at Fontliill, Wilts, have been at
work far two years on pieces of cushion lace which they intend as a
present to the Queen. Our " own'correspondent ” from Fonthill gives us
the further gratifying intelligence, that the over-hours of the same enlight-
ened and benevolent women have been given to ihe making of gowns
and petticoats for ihe^necessitous in the neighbourhood. This is, indeed,
to combine tbe elegant with the useful.

DE MINIMIS CURAT LEX.

How true it is, that the law of England protects the humblest as well as
the highest species of property, throwing over the poor man’s turnip and
the rich man’s pine-apple an equal shield ! Nothing is so insignificant or
comparatively valueless, that it cannot he rendered safe in the hands of
its owner ; and we know of no stronger illustration of this than the fact,

that at the bottom of the title-page of George Jones’s Tecumeh appear
the words, " Copyright secured ! ! I”
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R-DINNEB SESSIONS.

HE following report of tlie^rial of a
prisoner "after dinner,” will serve to

show tlie expediency of discontinuing

evening sittings recommended by Sin
James Graham.

Judge {taking his seat), Ha, ha, ha !

very good, excellent, a capital joke,

Counsd (coming in). Ha, ha, ha! The
wine’s better than they gave us last

session, ha, ha

!

Jury (entering the box). A very good
house that I and the brandy-and-water

^
Officer of the Court, John Thomson!—

oh, that ’s the prisoner

—

(to the jailer)

John Thomson, you stand charged

—

Jailer. My name’s not John Thomson, I don t stand charged

—

you mean the prisoner.

Officer of the Court. Well, it’s aU the same. What does the prisoner

say,—Guilty or Not guilty ?

Prisoner. Not guilty.

1st Counsel. Gentlemen of the jury, it is my painful duty to appear

for the prosecutor—
Prisoner. That ’s the gentleman who was paid to defend me.

2nd, Counsel. Oh, then it ’s a mistake. You ’re for the defence, I

am for the prosecution, ha, ha, ha

!

Judge. That ’s a good joke—ahem !—ahem ! I mean to say, the

gravity of justice requires that we should sift—I say sift—every case

that comes before us. Prisoner at the bar, you have been convicted

of having—
1st Counsel. Your Lordship mistakes, the man is not tried.

Judge. These interruptions from the bar are very unbecoming. It

is impossible 1 can sit here to be interrupted by counsel.

2nd Counsel. Call the iirst witness, what ’s his name ?

Usher (calls), "What ’s-his-name !” (A general laugh^ in wJtieh the

bench, bar, and jury join.)
Judge. 1 must commit, if this sort of conduct is repeated. Prisoner

at the bar, what have you to say to the charge ?

The jury {laughing among themselves). Of course we must let him off.

We ’ve heard nothing against him. I

Forman of the jury. We find the prisoner, Not guilty.

Clerk of the Court. Both of them?
|

^

1st Counsel. Both of them I There is but one. Beally, Mr. Asso-
ciate, this is very annoying.

Judge. Prisoner' at the bar, you have had a very narrow escape.
If we see you here again, you will certainly be transported. You
belong to a bad lot. I’m quite convinced of that. Hollo ! where’s
the prisoner ?

Jailer, He’s gone, my Lord.
Judge. Gone I I wanted to warn him (smiling at the bar'). These

fellows are rather too quick for us.

Counsel (tying up their papers). Yes, my Lord.. 'Ha ! ha ! ha ! ha

!

Are you going towards the Temple ? I ’ve got a cab waiting.

Jury (going). Well, that’s the way to get through the Calendar
I anyhow.

Usher (putting out the candles). I believe you.

TTNIVEBSITT INTELLIGENCE.
Mr. Punch,

I have heard on good authority the enclosed will be published on
the date here given.

NOTICE.
Trin. Coll., Aprillst, 1845.

That any undergraduate, or person in statu

pupillari, who shairbe seen at any hour of the day in any of the courts of

this college, whether it be the Great Court, Neville’s Court, the New
Court, or the Fourth Court, without his academical dress

;
whether he be

seen or not seen by any porter, tutor, or master of the college, shall be
fined the sum of two shillings and sixpence, which shall go to the benefit

of sound learning and religion, by being applied to the college library.

Let notice he taken, that any cap of which more than

three of the four corners be broken, or otherwise dilapidated, or if more
than two comers together with the tassel shall be wanting, it shall not be

considered as academical, and shall be liable to the said fine of two

shillings and sixpence.

If any gown be worn, of which more than half the skirt together

with one sleeve be tom off, or if the skirt be whole and the two sleeves

be gone, or the gown itself he in ribands, then shall it not be considered

as academical ; and any person, in statu pupillari, wearing such a cap

or such a gown, shall he liable to the said fine of two shilliugs and
sixpence.

if any person, in statu pupillari, be known to sleep without his

gown over his night-shirt, or at any rate lying on the bed, or without his

cap on, over or under his night-cap, as the case may be, contrai^ to the

good order and discipline of the University, he shall for the first offence

be fined the sum of two shillings and sixpence ; and if he persist, for the

second time he shall be fined the sum of five shillings ;
for the third seven

shillings and sixpence, and so on. But if he persist obstinately, he shall

then be brought before the master and senior, and shall suffer such

punishment as they shall think fit to inflict.

(Signed) TWiewefif-

Now, Mr. Punch, I ask you, if it is not a hard case, that after the first

of April next I shall be o'bliged to purchase a new cap, or be fined two

shillings and sixpence ? I consider this a breach of our privileges as

undergraduates—we, who are accustomed to pride ourselves on the

badness of our caps. Shall all our honest pride be overturned—the pride

of all the rows we have been engaged in—of all the lamps we have

smashed all the heads we have broken—is tliis to he taken from us by

% But I find I am getting personal, and hoping you will make our

case known, 1 am proud to be
The Owner op a Bad Cap.

1st Counsel. My friend has not made out any case ;
I submit there is

nothing to go to a jury.

Judge. Gentlemen of the jury, you have heard such of the facts of

this distressing case as are capable of being conveyed to your know-

ledge. Gentlemen, the criminal law of this country draws a happy
distinction between assumed guilt, and guilt actually proved. In

Hawkins’s “Pleas of the Crown” you will find all this laid down
much better than I can explain it to you. Gentlemen, I shall not

detain you with any further observations, hut I leave the case in

your hands, with this simple observation, that if you have any doubt

you must give the benefit of that doubt to the prisoner.

AZarmingr Failure.

The eclipse of the moon on Sunday week last was, as the Post would

say, a “ fiasco In London it was regularly hissed at au early part of

the evening. In Liverpool, where it shone to a little better advantage, it

was slightly applauded, but in no instance was it called before the curtain

after the performance, though this might have been partly owing to a

strong cabal formed against it by the fog. One thing is certain, that the

eclipse must have been a failure, or else why was it withdrawn the following

evening, and has not been announced for repetition again this^year I

DO OBLIGE US FOR ONCE.

Parliament is announced to open on the 4th of February. Really, it

would be a favour, Sir Robert, if you would put it off to the 29th.
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WIDTICOMB; THE FOX-HTTNTEB.

Wb have seen Widdicom'b under almost every phase. We have watched him
charging the Lambeth cohorts on the deal platforms of Waterloo. We have
seen him leading on the Stangate Russians, and urging them to feats of pa-

triotism over the planks of Moscow. We have observed him dictating terms to

Astleian India from the hack of BAirr’s elephant. We have marked him
marshalling the Mamelukes in the avenue leading from the stable, prior to his

bursting out into the circle in all the pride of white stockings, tights, a green
baize coat fringed with door-leather, and highlows converted into hessians by
tlie tops of a pair of Wellingtons. But never until the present season have we
seen him as Widdicomb, the lEnglish Fox-hunter, the British sportsman chasing

the real fox through the 0. P. Wing, and round the sawdust circle. The air

with which he salutes the hounds, the urbanity with which he winks at the pro-
perty man to let the fox out of the canvas bag, the honjiommie with which he
capers about among the gentlemen riders at the Meet, must be seen to be de-

scribed
; and having been described, must still be witnessed.

HUSBANDRY OF THE DUKE OF MARLBOROUGH.
The Ayleshury News continues to give new accounts of the benevolence of the

Duke or Maulbohough, who is fast making for himself an enduring reputation
in the hearts of the poor at Waddesdon. It appears that the Noble Duke at
Lady-day last let out some allotments of stiff land at 48^. per acre, for spade
husbandry. The land was very unproductive ; it was doubtful whether it coUld
be made to yield even a single sprig of laurel for his Grace. However, tenants
took the land at Lady-day last, and at Michaelmas the over-punctual Drdte
sent his steward for twelve months’ rent ; that is, his Grace required of
the spade-lahourer six months’ rent in advance ! Dull people have thought
such demand a little unusual. Why, so it is; but then, as the Duke of
Mahlborough —he is notorious for it—^pays always in advance for what he has
himself, he merely wi^es that his tenants should conform to his own practice.
Besides, allotment tenants have always a superfluity of money ; and the worthy
Duke, by demanding his rent before it is due, does so upon the benevolent
principle that none of the cash shall go to public-house or beer-shop. Excellent
nobleman 1 Great-hearted landlord 1 A few more such landowners, and what a
Garden of Eden wonld England be 1

C W earnestly implored to leave the Bbitish and Fobeign
11 m Institutb ; and no alliudcms shau ever be made by yonr disconsolate parents,

to remindyon of year past foUy.

. PETER THE GREAT ON WEIGHTS

!

was thought an irreparable loss to the world of fun

when the immortal Ghtmaldi ceased to sing Hot Codlins!

Nevertheless, the world has been somewhat solaced for a plea-

sure gone, by the frequent self-exhibitions of Sir Peter
Laurie. May he Uve until the miniver on his gown grows
grey as time

!

Sir Peter has lately expended his wisdom on weights. A
cheesemonger of Silver-street was charged for trading with

illegal weights in his shop

!

** 3ia P. Laukis directed tbe weights to be produced, which were earthenware

ones, plugged with lead at the bottom. Si a Peteb observed thaA they were no
weights at alls they were not ullovoed by laWf and ‘txtKBBFOAS they could not be

called illegal weights*”

Now, short weight is not allowed by law; and so, according

to Sir Peter, short weight is not illegal weight. And this is

the logical brain that decides upon the imprisonment of men
and women—this, the intellect that is to put down suicide

! ^

,

But, to proceed with Aldermah Grimaldi :—
“Sir P. Laubib. These'new-fashioned earthenware weigfhts are not weights

at all. They are dreadfully cheating weights, and my mind £s almost good
enough to break them myself at this very moment.*'

“ Almost good enough !
” Why, Sir Peter, were weights

made of stones, your mind would be quite good enough to

break them
:
quite ;

and not a bit too good.

“A gentleman in the Court observed that Alsbrman Copeland had recom-
mended the tradesmen in the City to use porcelain weights, or better known as

Aldb&man CopxLANn's weights.
“ SiB Pktbb Lav&ib. 1 know nothing of Aldbbman Copbland's weights;

he may have an eye to business. I have not, and am therefore better able to

decide on their merits. They are grossly illegal*-no doubt of it, but not illegal

enough. The defendant is disohargeds his weights will be broken up.**

Why should the man’s weights be broken up, if the man is

discharged 1 Why, says Siji Peter, the weights are grossly

illegal, but not illegal enough. In the like way, we presume
that a candidate for an Alderman’s gown may be grossly

asinine, but not asinine enough.”

THE WOODEN WALLS OF ENGLAND.

A NEWSPAPER paragraph informs us that ** if an acorn be left for

some weeks suspended by a string over the surface of some water

contained in a hyacinth-glass, it will throw down long roots, whilst

its stem will lise upwards, and become decorated with leaves.”

This is cheering to know, as the British navy need never be in

want of timber as long as there is a hyacinth-glass and a bit of

twme left in the kingdom. The idea of growing oaks in a second-

pair-back is so rich to ns, ;that we intend to-morrow to plant

four-and-twenty acorns on ^ our mantel-pieces, and have no
doubt that in less than a year we shall have a perfect Windsor
Forest in every room in the house. Let us hope

^
that the Oaks

will not be of such a nature as eventually to take us in.

A. Few Questione on Cricket.*

Q. What is a “ long stop P'
A. Alderman Gibbs’s accounts.

Q. What do you call a “ good mn \ ”

A. At the Victoria Theatre, a piece that goes twelve nights.

Q. What is fielding !”

A, The author of Torn Jones

•

Q. How do you stop a ball 1

A. By putting out me lights.

Q. When does a party change sides i

A. When he’s in bed, and got the fidgets.

Q. What do you call "a long slip 1
”

A. A hundred songs for a halfpenny.

Q. How much is game 1

A, It depends whether it ’s in season.

FRIENDLY WARNING TO REBELLIOUS JERSEY.

The Duke of Wellington is in a terrible passion with the

Jerseyans. He declares if they do. not keep quiet, he will send them
a dozen pioneers with orders to dig the isl^d out of the ocean, and
bring the earth up to London to flower-pots.
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APPLES-AND THEIR SINS.
|

apples and men have their good qualities
; |

and apples, like men, are denounced as ofques-

tionable reputation, if found in bad company.
Beautiful is the fruit piled in the centre walk
of Govent Garden market ; tempting the fair-

est and the richest daughters of Eye to touch,

and then to make it their own. Very beauti-

ful, too, are apples with their golden skins and
rosy cheeks beaming through the plate-glass

window of the "West-end fruiterer. They
are a wholesome luxury ; by no means for-

bidden fruit to either dealer or purchaser.

They have blossomed and ripened for wor-
shipful society, and are pleasant to the eye,

delicious to the taste of the delicate, the com-
fortable feeder. Yes; strange as it may
seem to the sons of Adam, there is an Aris-

tocracy of Apples I

Who shall deny it ? Here is a basket of

plebeian pippins ;
it may be, poor, crude wind-

falls. It is not their fate to be ticketed in

Covent Garden at eight a shilling. They are

not to be gently handled by the kidded palm
of lady huswives, afterwards to play their part

in a dessert, and be ceremoniously cut in

pieces with a silver blade. No : they are

doomed to a wicker basket, to be exposed in

the common highway for sale by creatures,

who having scarcely a roof to cover them, do,

nevertheless, assume to themselves the part

of fruit-sellers, to the manifest scandal of the

law, and the ^virtuous disgust of the shop-

Several criminals of this sort have lately

been cited before Mr. Traill, of Union Hall,

and their delinquencies proved by solemn tes-

timony of policeman 178 P, who, it is doubtless

a satisfaction to learn, has been very active in looking after

offenders of the above description.” They had absolutely sold fruit

iu the Walworth-road! The iniquity was so glaring—was perpetrated

in such nooU'day light—that human patience, nay the very meekest

and most tolerant Christian charity, could not wink at it
; and thus

we are told, in the police report, “some of the shopkeepers had
written to the station-house complaining of the nuisance 1”

It is of course a nuisance to the sympathies of shopkeepers that

people who have not the respectability of a shop, and the comforts

of a back parlour, should, tempting the wrathful visitation of a wintry

sky, stand with tlbdr shops about their necks, to waylay school-boys

for the halfpence that, by every respectable rule of trade, ought to be

paid over a counter. It is the misery, the pauperism of the traders,

that makes the offence. Could they now and then sit themselves

down in an arm-chair before a sea-coal fire—only to be thence

disturbed by the advent of a customer, there would be no nuisance

whatever in the trafSc. But that the audacious vendors should in

biting, frosty days, stand roofless upon the stones until their flesh is

almost bloodless as the granite they tread upon,—^it is this that stirs

the sensibilities of shopkeepers : it is this that makes them write,

with pens of flame, complaining missives to the station-house !

Many of these shopkeepers are, doubtless, admirable people

;

pattern husbands and wives, fathers and mothers. They make their

very trading only subservient to their domestic affections—their

household duties. And they are to be disturbed, ruffled past

Christian patience, by people not at all respectable ! To be sure, it

might by special pleading he urged, that the offenders too have

husbands and children, albeit—miserable wretches !—they have no
shops. They stand wretchedly clad in the cold, dreary street, to

earn uncertain bread for mouths at what they call a home. Never-

theless, they are a nuisance— poor .people always are—^and the

abomination should be put down. And how i Great hope ! we see

a way.
Let vigilant Policeman 178P do his duty sternly as fate. Let the

magistrate fine every offender—^he can do so—^forty shillings, or

commit to gaol
;
and in a short time the law-breakers must inevi-

tably be hunted to the Union. This step will, of course, add no
trifle to the pooris-rate of Walworth ; but then, respectable shop-

keepers will hear the extra burden resignedly, gaily, for a great
“nuisance” will be abated. They, the shopkeepers, husbands
and wives, will not be separated ; they may hug their children still

;

and, like good Christians, teach their little ones the Lord’s Prayer
night and morning.

Still, the Walworth apple-sellers are not the worst of the wicked.
However annoying and unlawful their vocation, they do not put a

j

very brazen face upon the matter. No ; they have a sort of latent
respect for the shopkeeper, for on Mr.'Traill asking, if they walked
on the footpath “ so as to prevent passengers from going along about ’

their business,” it was admitted by Policeman 178 P that “the
defendants stationed themselves at the edge or curb of the footpath 1”

There is, it must be confessed, a seeming modesty in this ; though ’

there is a sort of respectability that walks about the world with his
arms so very much a-kimbo, that patient, striving poverty, at the
very “ edge” of his footpath, is an obstruction, a nuisance ; a thing to

be thrust into its kindred mud. What, indeed, to such respectability

would be the possession of the Garden of the Hesperides, so long as
paupers vended shrivelled apples at the “ edge !”

However, there is no doubt that the audacious spirit of the times
has manifested itself in even the doings of street fruit-sellers.

They no longer know their place, but by all sorts of blandishments
tempt unwary children to lay out their holiday halfpence. It was
only last summer that these offenders absolutely sold slices of melons
and pine-apples ! The exclusive luxuries of the rich and respectable

were positively vulgarized, being bartered in the common street for

copper penny-pieces. Melons and pine-apples made familiar as

gooseberries to the palates of the mob i Alas, and alas ! for the

institutions of the country !

We really hope that the authorities will act with vigour in this

apple question. Let them he assured of it, there is more in the

matter than meets the eye. The apples may, indeed, look rosy and
wholesome, but—unless strong measures be adopted—they may, like

the Bead Sea apples, be nought but cinders to the public mouth.
Walworth respectability already knows as much, and spits at them.

Q.,

SONG OF THE CHEAP CUSTOMER.

Hurrah for cheap clothing I I want not to know
How the work or material was got

;

If the article *b good, and the figure is low,

For the wherefore I care not a jot.

Make me out to encourage oppression and vice,

On my beggarly meanness enlarge ;

—

Ha ! 1 get a whole suit at one half of the price

A. respectable tailor would charge.

Hurrah for the Saxony coat superfine,

Which I buy for about two pounds ten

!

If Theft furnished the cloth, His no business of mine,

If Starvation the stitching,—what then ?

Hurrah for the trousers of best kerseymere,

A.nd the gay satin vest at thirteen I

To employ any tradesman, although he is dear,

All because he is honest,—how green !

And hurrah for the shirt for whose purchase I pay
From a couple of shillings to three,

Wrought by famishing Need at a farthing a day ;

What on earth can that matter to me 1

All I want is to dress at the smallest expense,

In as stylish a way as I can,

Like a practical, straightforward, plain, common sense,

Economical, provident man.

That to clothe me the skinflint and swindler combine,

Is a fact 1 don’t ponder about.

And that thousands in hunger and wretchedness pine,

I regard their employers’ look-out.

To procure all my goods at the lowest of shops

Is the course that I mean to pursue ;

Then hurrah for low tailors and sellers of slops !

Be they Heathen, or Christian, or Jew !

ADVICE GRATIS,

A Dr. Grandison, we observe, advertises a new specific under the title

of Charity Pills. In the hope that Grandison may not bo an impostor,

we recommend a trial of them to Sir James Graham.
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TRAVELLIN Q NOTES
BY OTO PAT CONTRIBUTOR.

II.—THE SHIP AT SEA.—DOLORES !

HE first thing that a narrow-
minded individual does on ship-

board is to make his own berth

comfortable at the expense of

his neighbours. The next is to

criticise the passengers round
about him.
Do you remark, when Britons

meet, with what a scowl they
salute each other, as much as to

say, "Bless your eyes, what the

angel do you do here ? ” Young
travellers, that is to say, adopt
this fascinating mode of intro-

duction— am old in voyaging
—I go up with a bland smile to

one and every passenger. I
originate some clever observation about the fineness of the weather
—if there are ladies, I manage to make some side appeal to them,
which is sure of a tender appreciation : above ^11, if there are old
ladies, fat ladies, very dropsical, very sea-sick, or ugly ladies, I pay
them some delicate attention—I go up and insinuate a pillow under
their poor feet- In the intervals of sickness I whisper, " a leetle hot
sherry and water ! ” All these little kindnesses act upon their deli-
cate hearts, and I know that they say to themselves, "How exceed-
ingly polite and well-bred that stout young man is.”

" It 's a pity he*s so fat,” says one.
" Yes, but then he ’s so active,” ejaculates another.
And thus you, mydearand ingenuous youthwho read this,and whom

I recommend to lay to heart every single word of it—I am adored by
all my fellow passengers. When they go ashore they feel a pang at
parting with their amiable companion. I am only surprised that I
have not been voted several pieces of plate upon these occasions

—

perhaps, dear youth, if you follow my example you may be more
lucky.

Acting upon this benevolent plan, I shall not begin satirically to
describe the social passengers that tread with me the deck of the
Lady Mcfry 'Wood. I shall not, like that haughty and supercilious
wretch with the yellow whiskers, yonder, cut short the gentle eflForts
at good fellowship which human beings around me may make—
or grumble at the dinner, or the head-wind, or thenarrowness of the
berths, or the jarring of the engines—but shall make light of all these
—nay, by ingenuity, turn them to a facetious and moral purpose.
Here, for instance, is a picture of the ship, taken under circumstances
of great difficulty—over the engine-room—the funnel snorting, the
ship’s sides throbbing, as if in a fit of ague.

There ! I flatter myself that is a master-piece of perspective. If
the Royal Academy would exhibit, or Mn. Moon would publish a
large five guinea plate of the " main-deck of a steamer,” how the
public would admire and purchase ! With a little imagination, you
may £a.ncy yourself on shipboard. Before you is the iron grating
up to which you see peeping every minute the pumping head of the
engine

; on the right is the galley, where the cook prepares the

victuals that we eat or not, as weather permits, near which stands a
living likeness of Mr. Jones, the third engineer i to the left and run-

ning along the side of the paddle-boxes are all sorts of mysterious
little houses painted green, from which mates, mops, cabin-boys,

black-engineers, and oily cook’s-assistants emerge; above is the

deck between the two paddle-boxes, on which the captain walks in his

white trousers and telescope (you may catch a glimpse of the former),

and from which in bad weather he, speaking-trumpet in hand, rides

the whirlwind and directs the storm. Those are the buckets in case

of fire ; see how they are dancing about ! because they have nothing
else to do—I trust they will always remain idle. A ship on fire is a
conveyance by which I have no mind to travel.

. Farther away, by the quarter-deck ladder, you seo accurate

portraits of Messrs. Mac Whirter and Mac Murdo, of Oporto
and St. Mary’s, wine-merchants

;
and far, far away, on the quarter-

deck, close by the dark helmsman, with the binnacle shining

before his steadfast eyes, and the English flag streaming behind him
(it is a confounded head-wind)— you see—O my wildly heating,

my too susceptible heart !—^you see DOLORES !

1 write her name with a sort of despair. I think it is four hours
ago since I wrote that word on the paper. They were at dinner, but
(for a particular reason,) I cared not to eat, and sat at my desk apart.

The dinner went away, either down the throats of the eager passen-

gers, or to the black caboose whence it came—dessert passed—the

sun set—tea came—the moon rose—she is now high in heaven, and
I the steward is laying the supper things, and all this while I have
' been thinking of Dolores, Dolores, Dolores !

She is a little far oflF in the picture ; but by the aid of a microscope,
my dear sir, you may see every lineament of her delicious counte-
nance—every fold of the drapery which adorns her fair form, and
falls down to the loveliest foot in the world ! Did you ever see any-
thing like that ankle !—^those thin, open-worked stockings make my
heart thump in an indescribable rapture. I would drink her health
out of that shoe ; but I swear it would not hold more than a liqueur
glass of wine. Before she left us—ah me ! that I should have to

write the words left us—^I tried to make her likeness ; but the abomi-
nable brute of a steam-engine shook so, that—^would you believe it ?

—

this is all I could make of the loveliest face in the world

!

DOLORES—A SKETCH TAKEN IN ROUGH WEATHER.

I look even at that with a melancholy pleasure. It is not very like
her, certainly ; hut it was drawn from her—^it is not the rose, but it

has been near it. Her complexion is a sort of gold colour—her eyes
of a melting, deep, unfathomably deep, brown—and as for her hair,
the vamish ofmy best boots for evening parties is nothing compared
to it for blackness and polish.

She used to sit on the quarter-deck of sunny ’’afternoons, and
smoke paper cigars—oh if you could have seen how sweetly she
smiled and how prettily she puffed out the smoke ! I have got a bit
of one of them which has been at ber sweet lips. I shall get a gold box
to keep it in some day when I am in cash. There she sat smoking,
and the young rogues of the ship used to come crowding round her.
Mac Whirter was sorry she ^dn’t stop at Oporto, Mac Murdo
was glad because she was going to Cadiz—I warrant he was—my
heart was hurst asunder with a twang and a snap, and she carried
away half of it in the Malta boat, which bore her away from me for
ever.

Dolores was not bke your common mincing English girls—she
had always a repartee and a joke upon her red lips which made
every one around her laugh—some of these jokes I would repeat
were it not a breach of confidence ; and had they not been uttered in
the Spanish language, of which I don’t understand a word. So I
used to sit quite silent and look at her full in the face for hours and
hours, and ofifer her my homage that way.
You should have seen how Dolores ate too ! Our table was
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served four times a-day—at breakfast, with suck delicacies as beef-

steaks, bubble and squeak, fried ham and eggs, hashed goose, twice-

laid, &o.,—of all which tribes little Dolores would have her share

—

the same at dinner when she was well: and—when beneath the

influence of angry Neptune the poor soul was stretched in the berth

of sickness, the stewards would nevertheless bear away plates upon
plates of victuals to the dear suffering girl

;
and it would be “Irish

stew for a lady, if you please, sir “ rabbit and onions for the ladies’

cabin”—“Duck, if you please, and plenty of stufiing, for the Spanish

lady.” And such is our blind partiality when the heart is concerned,

that I admired that conduct in my Dolores which £ should have
detested in other people. For instance, if 1 had seen Miss Jones or

Miss Smith making peculiar play with her knife, or pulling out a
toothpick after dinner, what would have been my feelings ?

But I only saw perfection in Dolores.

patriots again. {Aloud) Listen, Great Lillybulloo ! for the white man
readily allows greatness to the red man’s chief. I come to offer you
amity and peace. Let the tomahawk return to its scabbard ; and bury
the scaJping-knife and animosity in the same grave. America is destined
to take a high rank in the scale of nations.

lillybulloo.
Whow, whow—her, her—ugh, ugh—whoo, whoo !

WASHINGTON.
I see it is useless : they will not be civilised.

[Jndians rush in on one side. Washington whistles^ and a re^ment
of the Kentucky Militia runs in on the other side. Lillybulloo
gives a whoop at Washington, and eaeit. Washington assumes
a look expressive of his oonviotion that the time has come for

THE DOINGS OF NICHOLAS!

The noble ladies of England, who smiled so sunnily upon the Empebob.
OP Eussia, will doubtless feel interested to know that that mighty
Potentate—so tall, and such a handsome man !—has issued an order
prohibiting all natives of Poland from marrying^ till they have completed
their thirtieth year I Nicholas by certain sycophants has been called

the “father of his people;” the lawful title of “grandfather” he is

evidently not inclined to. Nicholas has also ordered the suppression of

all Temperance Societies throughout Poland. Thus the Emperor hopes
to choose for his Polish Ministers two most diabolic agents—Lust and
Drunkenness I

Xiegal Sporttnir Xntelligrenee.

The Hilary Battue has just concluded, and the result has been on the

whole favourable to the legal sportsman. The Solicitor-General brought
down a large quantity of pretty fair game, and several of the Queen’s

Counsel in shooting over the Westminster Hall preserves played consi-

derable havoc amongst the numerous coveys of plaintiffs and defendants.

Our friend Briefless bagged a brace of computes ; and on the whole it

does not seem that powder and shot have been wasted.

A SCENE FROM AN OJIBBEWAY TRAGEDY.

A^^^^ecently the following scene was found twisted round a species

lollipop commonly termed a squib. We have been

y
- unable entirely to detach the stuff inside from the out-

3 side— and this will account for some marks of the squib

adhering to the paper.

From the style, we should suppose tlie scene to be

taken from Tecumseh; but as that great work has

{S hardly had time yet to get into its natural channel,

jjL the lollipop shops, we must presume that some pre.

IV \ cursor of George Jones is the literary delinquent in

' the present instance.

Scene,—^ remote Wigwam on the eastern margin of the Susque-
hanriah. All the stars are seen to rise^oneat a time^ andjoin
in an inaudible Chorus. Enter Lillybulloo and General
Washington.

lillybulloo.
Well, pale-face, bearer of the white man's em'se,

Thou hast the cold-nosed snake-grass in thine eye.

Washington. I 'll tell you what it is, my friend. I have the honour to
enjoy confidence ofmy fellow-citizens, and I see the voice of Freedom
extending his hand to me. You have suffered injuries, I know, and where
is the avalanche—ay, the mighty avalanche, that has not, at some time
or other, fallen I But come, let us smoke together the Penny Pickwickian
of peace, the Cheroot of charity, the Havannah of happiness.

lillybulloo.
No, pale-face, never ! with mad Anthony,
Rather let vultoes, or the fierce sky-bird
That clutches venom from the rivei-’s bed,
Strike me to atoms !

Whow, whow, whow, whow, whow I

IGiving the War-whoop,

Washington {aside). That is his war-whoop
; if I suffered myself to

be tom to pieces, I never could have the face to meet my brave com-

Amerioa to assert her own dignity^ and runs preoipitately away
over the Mountains. The Kentucky Militia form a tableau

by standing on the necks, heads, and shoulders of the red men {m
the style of the Indian-rubber Unbelievahles), and the curtain

falls, the band playing “ Yankee

Pimcli’s City Article.

We do not profess to be in the secrets of the Bank Parlour, but

having seen the Governor sitting on one chair with his legs on another,

we should say that the addition to the “rest” will be very consider-

able. There is an unhealthy buoyancy in coupons for the Old Account ;

and money is still so abundant, that nobody knows what to do with it.

We have offered anybody any amount at anything 'per cent., but we
can find nobody ready to avail himself ofour proposition.

A SWIM&IING MATCH.

The Great Eriiain has taken a couple of sea-baths since her release

from the dock of Bristol. At the first plunge, her timbera shivered very

much ; but she soon struck out, smoking all the time, in a style that

proved her to be up to a rig or two in swimming. The Great Britain has

since undertaken, for several hundreds, to swim to New York and back

again in less than a month.

Royal Sportsmansbip.

Prince Albert and his party started off after a hare, but in the middle

of the run returned to the Castle to attend a Privy Council. This haying

been disposed of, the run was resumed, the hare having sat itself quietly

down on a mile-stone while the Prince w^ent to Windsor to pay attention

to his duties. The feeling entertained by the bare, was evidently that of

business fimt and pleasure afterwards.”

|

TEUTH ON BOTH SIDES.

Albebman Hughes delivered himself last week at the Mansion-House

of the sage observation that “ children and fools always speak the truth.”

For the future, then, we shall always believe Alderman Hughes.
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THE COMIC BLACKSTONB. THE RAIWAY MONITOR.
To Travellers.

CHAPTER THE EIGHTEENTH.-OP ALIENATION BY MATTER OP The existing railway arratigements render it imperative that you should

RECORD. provide yourselves with a large stock of philosophy, to enable you to put

KCimiT this subject embraced four divisious, “P “ be sure, to a greater or

§S\
Lx LOIS Buoiecii 6ULiura>ccu lum: ulvjloiuus)

, * ^ ^ . 'a j
two of Wh4. fines and recoveries, hav. I6f8

extent^ to eneoimter on mMt “d
ing been recently abolished, we are hap- whereof a elawification is hereby appended

pily saved from the penalty of having to beuefit.

describe a fine, and being made quite ill
noc-r n aetc

by explaining the mysteries of a recovery. FIRST class.

Two branches of the subject still, how- The chief inconvenience peculiar to this

ever, remain, namely, Private Acts of class, is, that your fare will be about twice as

Parliament, and Royal Grants, which, much as you ought in fairness to pay. You
after stropping the penknife of acuteness run, perhaps, rather less risk in this class

on the hone of industry, and nibbing the than in the others, of having your neck

pen of perseverance, we proceed to broken ; but you must not be unprepared for

plunge into. such a contingency.

Private Acts of Parliament are fre- SECOND CLASS.
W ^ plunge into.

^ Private Acts of Parliament are fre-

I

quently used to disentangle an estate

from the confusion into which the law

has contrived to get it by surrounding it with contingent remainders— ^

springing u<5es—which are generally useless—resulting trusts—it is doubt-

ful if a turnpike-gate is a trust of this description—and other artificial

contiivauces.

To attempt to put an end to confusion by an Act of Parliament,

seems to savour of rendering the said confusion worse confounded. Such
acts are very cautiously grauted, and are declared to be void if contrary

to law and reason ;
though this is a very nice point, for if it is contri^y

to law, it may be perfectly conformable to reason ; and if consistent with

reason, the chances are that law has been lost sight of.

!]^yal grants, whetherof lauds orhonours, areconferredbylitempatenies.
Grants or letters patent must always begin with a bill. << Ay,’* says

Spelman, “ and end with a bill too
;
for, marry come up 1 there is no getting

letters patent without paying a pretty long bill for them.” The sovereign

signs them at the top with his own hand. ** Whyche,” says Coke, who
must claim the merit of having invented the now venerable joke, ^^vjhyohe

sygne is a sine qud non in alle letterres patente.” Coke, however, with

all his waggery was wrong, for the sovereign is not compelled to sign every

new patent for life pills, infallible mixtores for the hair, and other articles

which are continually being made the subject of royal letters patent.

In travelling by the second class, you will do well to wear a respirator,

unless you wish to be choked with dust
-

s., and ashes from the engine close in front

p of you. Also, if you are going far, you

Y, are recommended to put on a diving-

dress, like that used at the Poly-

technic ; because, if it should rain
' much during your journey, the sides of

the carriage being open, you will have

/ to ride in a pool of water. Your dig-

.4 nity must not be hurt, should you have

I neighbour a ragamuffin in

JF handcuffs, with a policeman next him.

Ij The hardness of your seat is a mere

j trifle ; that is the least of
^

the annoy-
' ances to which you are judiciously sub-

jected, with the view of driving you into

the first class train.

THIRD CLASS.

Make up your mind for unmitigated hail, rain, sleet, snow, thunder andwhich are continually being made the subject of royal letters patent. Make up your mmd for unmitigated nail, ram, sieei, snow, inunaei ana
,

Royal grants are always to be construed most beneficially for the sovereign lightning. Look out fora
•

and against the party'; while a grant from a subject is construed on double allowance of smoke,
/• /'i

exactly the opposite principle. Thus, if a sovereign grants the trees on dust, dirt, and everything that ^ v
. !

certain land without the right of coming to take them, the subject Is disagreeable. Be content
I

'
v

can have no other enjoyment of them but such as he can derive to run a twofold risk of loss i

from looking at them at a distance. If, however, a subject should grant of life and limb. Do not ex-
^

,( -j ,

r~ii^ ' '

.

the sovereign a pint of new milk, it seems that the cow would follow as a peot the luxury of a seat. As ’

matter of course, because there ca'" be no new tnillc without a cow ; and individual and a traveller, ^
“ s

H fortiori, ike cow must be fed—so that it is a nice point whether the you are one of the lower

land in which the cow was turned out would not run with the milk, in- classes; a poor, beggarly,
. ^

stead of the uiilk running with the land, as it certainly would do if the contemptible person, and '

land were granted to the sovereign. youi* comfort and conveni-
v

'

' \
If the sovereign grants anytMng by mistake, he has the subject of the eoce are not to be attended

i K
grant back again ; so that a royal exclamation of Hallo ! what have I to.

- J
been about? I didn’t mean to do that,” will revoke the strongest grant three classes
inexistence. If the property granted is worth more than the king or ^ -u

‘ "
i

I

queen thought it was, he or she maytalie it back again. And, in fact, Punctuality may be the

under almost any circumstances, a thing given by a sovereign to a subject business, but suppose
1

is subject to be made the subject of recapture. spirit of

Fines have been happily discontinued since the 31st of December, 1833, railways. Ifyou do. not care

which, according to a pun in pencil on the 989th page of the fifteenth whether you keep an appoint-

volume of Pbtbrst)OIufp’s Abridgment, is the finest thing that could or not, make it on the “

have happened for the simplicity of the legal system.” The quaint old the Company, by

jeu on the mot fines is neatly pointed out by a strong italicising of the nieans; but otherwise,
^ ^ ... , ,

yfark finest^
o « by none. Regard starting, or arriving at your destmation, only half an

Though fines and recoveries were abolished by the 3rd and 4th luck. You pay nothing extra to attendants for civility,

of William IV. ch. 74, the benefit of them was preserved; but as so you must not hope for it. Remember that you are at the mercy of the

this benefit chiefly benefited the lawyers, the advantage does not appear Company as to where you may stop for refreshments ; for which, accord-

particularly obvious. Thus a tenant in tail may cut off his own tail
“gly, be not surprised if you have to pay tlmough the nose. Beware, if

by means of a pair of scissors, with which the law has provided 5'^^ quit the train for an instant, lest it move on
;
you have paid your

ALL THREE CLASSES.

Punctuality may he the

this benefit chiefly benefited the lawyers, the advantage does not appear Company as to where you may stop for refreshments ; for which, accord-

particularly obvious. Thus a tenant in tail may cut off his own tail surprised if you have to pay tlmough the nose. Beware, if

by means of a pair of scissors, with which the law has provided 5'®^ ^ instant, lest it move on
;
you have paid your

him, in the shape of the protector of the settlement. If there is
money, the rest is your own look-out, and,you may depend will be no one

any estate in lands prior to the estate tail^ the owner of the prior ®lse’s. For loss and damage of luggage, and the like little mishaps, pre-any estate m lands prior to the estate tail, the owner of the prior
estate shall be the protector of the settlement. Where the pro-
tector of a settlement is an idiot, the Lord Chancellor, as stock’repre-
sentative of all idiots, comes in to supply his place ; and if a traitor or
felon is the protector, the Court of Chancery generally undertakes the

I

arduous character.

A GOOD CHARACTER FROM HIS LAST PLACE.
We would recommend to the attention of Lord Ellrnborough, as he

is out of a situation, this from the Times of Monday week

ANTED, a Person with a thorough knowledge of fustian* TTnexcep-
f r tlonable references required.

pare yourself as a matter of course ; and if at the end of your journeyyou
find yourself in a whole skin—thank your stars.

Punch’s Almanack will be ready
for Publication at Christmas!

Printed 'bxWllliani Bradbury, of No. 6, Yoik Place, Stoke Newington, and Frederick Mullett Eraai.
of No. 7, ChuTcb Row, Stoke Newington, both In the County of Middleeex, Prlntox*, at their
Office in Lombard Street, in the Precinot of Whitefriaxi, in the City of London, and publiBhed by
Joseph Smith, Publisher, ofNo. 53, St. John's Wood Terrace. St. John’s Wood Road, Regent’s Park,
Ih the County of Middlesex, at the Office, No. 19«, Strand, in the Parish of St. Clement Danep, in
the County of Middleiex.—SATOanax, DxcavBBn 7, 1844.
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S
"”"a,TEIOAL HTTELLIGENCE.

{Bff the Observer's Own Correspondent,)

INGE last month the testimonial received by
Mr. Balee has been the subject of conversa-

tion in theatrical circles, and the opinion

seems to be that he is a clever man, which
there can be no doubt of, at least we have
never questioned it to a certain extent, though
some have their opinions, as they have a per-
fect right to have, upon this as well as any
other subject. Whether a breakfast service

was the most appropriate mode of rewarding
merit, it is not for us to say, but at all events
Mr. Balee was justified in taking it, indeed
no man more so, because it was intended for

him ; and though there are many very clever

men, yet altogether we hardly think any one
else had a right on the present occasion to expect it. G-arrick never took
a breakfast service on the stage of the theatre, it is true ; but then it must
be remembered that the Boscius never had one offered to him, at least that
we know of, tliough we can*t be expected to know some things, or indeed,
sometimes anything.

^
As we have said before, and will say again and

again if we think it right, but even if we do there may be no occasion to
repeat it, that if the public will pay certain compliments, nobody ought to
find fault, and especially Mr. Baleb, who would be very ungrateful if he
were to turn round and complain, wliich we never charged him with.

PUNCH'S COMPLETE LETTER-WRITER.

LETTER XLVIIL
FROM A BACHELOR TO A HUSBAND ON THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS

OP HIS WIFE,

My DEAR Simpson,

%/fw \
As an old, old friend, I teel no hesitation

T ^ \ ^ addressing you upon a subject, which the

\ weakness of most people makes a very nice and

^ delicate one. Married men are, I know, ridicu-

lonsly sensitive to opinions passed by their

friends upon their wives. Yon,my dear fellow, are not of these.

No
:
yon remain unchanged by matrimony ;

you are the same

transcendent philosopher you ever were. Hence, I feel that I can

talk to you about your wife as upon any other subject that tests a

man’s better taste. I can criticise yonr helpmate with the same free

judgment that I would pass upon your horses or your wines. Feel-

ing this, I the more readily respond to your request, and tell you at

once freely and frankly what I think ” of the lady whom the com-'

plaisance of the world denominates your better half,
^

1 had prepared myself, from what you had said, to see a full-

blown, radiant beauty.- Now,my dear hoy, your wife is not brilliantly

handsome certainly not. She has, however, a very pleasing face

—

I very nice, expressive eyes ; very nice. And when she has seen a.

little more of the world—^when, too, she can have benefited more by

yonr connsd—so lhat she may achieve a little more self-control, she

will, 1 have no doubt, be a very bharming, [comfortable sort of little

body. At present—^now what I say, Simpson, accept as the surest
proof of my friendship for you—^at present, there is now and then an
air of constraint, and then, again, an air of forced vivacity about
her, that is hardly natural to good society. This little defect, how-
ever, time and your good judgment will remedy.
Her conversation is sprightly

; certainly sprightly. I did not how-
ever—and I assure you I watched most vigilantly— did not detect
in it those flashes of wit, that radiant fancy, of which, ere you made
the lady your wife, you wrote to me so much. Matrimony, however,
may he fatal to these good gifts

; wit and fancy may not submit to
the small circle of a wedding-ring. For mysefi, there is nothing I
admire so much in a woman as a discreet silence ; nothing that so
much annoys me as her vain attempts to shine. If anything can take
the beauty from beautiful lips, it is when they evidently try to drop
pearls and diamonds, and let fall nothing worth the picking up. 1
will not say that Mrs. Simpson does this ; certainly not ;

neverthe-
less, my dear friend, you may teach her with great advantage that
now and then the best adornment of a wife is taciturnity.

Yon were wont to praise your wife’s temper. I have so much
respect for your judgment, that I am sure no artifices of courtship

coidd blind yon to a defect. And yet, my dear fellow, the whole
education of woman from the cradle to the altar is one long course

of—no, hang it ! 1 will not say deceit. Bachelor as 1 am, and intend

for ever to be, 1 will not put down that ugly word. Nevertheless, it

is extraordinary how women can hide their real temper until the

parson, as they think, gives them a legal right to show it. It is

really wonderful to know how very long talons may sleep in the

velvet paw of courtship before the “amen” of the clerk calls them
out. 1 cannot think it is thus with Mrs. Simpson ; oh, no. Still I

watched her—and my heart had a slight misgiving when 1 saw her
frown at your ventured opinion, that the sweet sauce was a little

burnt. However, perhaps it may have been only her peculiar mode
of look, and not a frown. You, my dear hoy, know best ; for who,
indeed, ought to judge between man and wife I

Touching your wife’s music, I do not think her ear very good, hut

it maybe improved. Her voice—to be sure it may have altered

since you wrote so much about it—is thin as wire ;
and by the way,

not silver wire. Her execution is a little too hurried ; as though she

would hide defects under an assumed, brilliancy of fingering. All

this, however, time and practice may remedy. Apropos, who taught

her Italian ? Her pronunciation-r-in a word, my dear fellow, your

wife’s Italian—-Lancashire witch as she is—is Lancashire It^ian.
^

1 However, who in a wife—as wives, are made by present education

I .—^is to expect perfection ? Youj my dear friend, were ever too

philosophic, too wise, to look for excellence, and therefore will, I

have no doubt, he very comfortable "vnih yonr present little helpmate.

Dohbtless, you might have done better—hut then, again, you might
t have done worse, and so, all things considered, it is as yell ns it is.

Yon asked me, “ what I thought of your wife—candidly ? ’’ I have

endeavoured to illustrate my old friendship for you by giving you an

honest, ingenuous answer. All husbands are, I know, not to be so

openly dealt with. But the experience of twenty years tells me that

you are a friend and a philosopher.

Ever, my dear Simpson, yours truly,

Frank Davis.

P,S.—Be^iember : we dine at the Clnb on Thursday.
, ,

LETTER XLIX.

THE HUSBAND’S ANSWER.

Dear Davis,
Your frankness is charming—delightful ! How few friends

would have had the fine moral courage to write such a letter !
.
How

well, too, have you judged of my philosophy. I assure you, I have

laughed—laughed heartily at your epistle: it has amused me
mightily.

As for Mrs. Simpson’s beauty, why in a wife, I take it, that is a

particular which has peculiar reference to her husband. To be sure,

beauty may exist, and some eyes never see it, I wonder now, what

the mole or the owl really and truly thinks of the sun ? But doubt-

less, yow can tell.
, ,

It is quite true, that Mrs. Simpson has some feminine diffidence.

She was not, unfortunately you may think, brought up in a garrison ;

and never yet headed the conversation in a mess-room. I believe

the age of silver preceded the age of brass.

As for her wit and fancy,—yon know, my dear sir, how difficult it
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is to define those qualities : how much more difficult with some
people to appreciate them. How very much they are wasted upon
them. 1 know, in some countries, it is the fashion to hang the heads

of mules with melodious, semi-toned bells
;
but whoever could hope

that the brutes should understand their beautiful modulation ?

The temper of Mas. Simpson is—^but it is not for a husband to

expatiate on the household excellences of his wife. No ; they are

too sacred in their nature to be defiled by ink: they are to be
respected, worshipped, in the innermost core of the conjugal heart.

I may merely observe this

—

Mrs. Simpson never frowns. My wine
is, I know, potent, and—dear sir—^you were evidently very thirsty.

Hence, you may not be accountable for the then haziness of your
vision.

Your exceeding thirst, too—seeing how industriously you tried to

sate it—^may have rendered you a little unfit to criticise music. We
all know what Pan thought of Apollo.
With respect to my appointment to dine at the Club, I have this

morning—at the request of Mas. Simpson—withdrawn my name as

a member. Hence, 1 cannot have the pleasure of meeting you. Never-
theless, I am,

Yours obliged,

John Simpson.

Turtle for the

Last summer the metropolis was inundated with fourpenny pine-apples,
and though ship-load after ship-load arrived in the Docks, " the cry was
still, they come.” This cheap luxury having retired for the season, we are
promised real turtle for sixteen people out of a 2 lb. tin, being, by-the-by,
about a gravy-spoon per head, or rather per mouth, of this most salacious
relish. It seems that there was a good deal of mockery in the alleged
real turtle of olden times, which has been nearly as delusive as the actual
mock in vogue at the pastrycooks’. The cheap turtle is made from the
fish seized while sporting in their native waters, caught in the first gush
of confi-dence and “ preserved under patent at Honduras,” before they
have time to feel the terrors of their situation, and lose any of their
liveliness.

AMUSKMSNTS FOB THB BIGH.

EREBT Punch presents bis compli-
ments to illustrious personages,
the nobility and gentry, and re-
spectfully begs to condole wiffi

them, on account of a sad cala-
mity which they labour under.
He has learned, with the great-
est pain, that thousands of the
higher orders are almost perish-
ing for want of employment. It
is a long time to go between
breakf^t and dinner, when the
latter is at seven, even though
the former should be at twelve,

- „ ,
' ^th an empty head. That this

is very generally the case among them, is too plain to Punch, from the
character of fashionable mornings' amusements. - Sittmg over and overag^ for a wretched portrait, under the vain idea of encouraging art,wd mspecting china and poodles, pony-driving, coursing, otter-hunfing,
des^ying game, and duelling, show a lamentable want of resources.
During a large portion of the year there are no concerts, or f$tes of

any sort. Bjrening parties and fancy dress balls soon become monotonous.
Theatos (Her Majesty's excepted) are out of the question; and happy
are those whom want of occupation does not drive to the gaming-table.
This ^te of things ought not to last. The minds of the better orders
must be employed, or ffiey will very soon be the worse. Might Punch
suggest, for a frolic, the idea of making business a pleasure ? There are
various usrful offices and pursuits.which might be undertaken gra-
tuitously. The elite of ton might become amateur tailors and milliners,

^j’ amusement, part of the labour of the working classes off their
shouldera. They might occasionally officiate as linen-drapers’ assistants,
givin? the shopmen a holiday. They might now and then guide the

forto
or the mangle,

&me of OOT younger gentry mjglit volunteer, for a diort chanee. as
policemen^inst^ of giving occasion for their services. But theM aremere hints. Tto matter ought to he taken up. The Bioh require

“ idd^ fair to hecome extinet. Punchexpects that England—that is to say, Yonng England—will do its duty.

THE COMIC BLACKSTONE.

CHAPTER THE NINETEENTH.—OF ALIENATION BY SPECIAL CUSTOM.

ssuRANCES by special custom are confined to copy,
holders and their tenants, whom tlie law
regards as very special customers. A copy-
holder is strictly speaking a vilkaiii, and those
holding under him are, a fortiori, more vil-

lanoua ; for copyholds all have their origin
in pure villenage. A surrender is an assu-

rance by special custom ; and it is managed
by A., the copyholder or villain, coming to
B., the lord or his steward, and giving up a
rod or a glove to B., who gives it to C., the
copyholder elect or villain that is to be, and
who swears to perform all the conditions to
which A., the ex-villain, was subjected. The
last public case of this kind was when that
honest fellow, hut pure villain, the late

square-keeper of Golden-square, resigned
the cane to the present worthy villain, who
has ever since wielded it. He swore fealty

to the trustees, and took an oath of extermi-
nation to little boys at the foot of the statue

which was all according to the custom of the manor.
When an estate is once surrendered the lord of the fee must admit the

surrenderee, and writing up the words " No admittance ” will not cut off
the right of the surrenderee, who may insist on being let in ; and he may
continue knocking ‘and ringing, or lacking up a row till he is let in, for
the law will assist him.
The same rule applies to heirs, married women, infants, and lunatics,

who must all be admitted ©n an estate being surrendered to them ; but an
infant must be let in through his guardian, as infants often are, and a
married woman must be let in, tlirough her attorney, as occasionally
happens

;
a lunatic must have a committee to represent him, but it does

not seem that the committee need have a chairman, or any of the usual
requisites. In lunatics' committees, one is a quorum, but there is always
an appeal to the Lord Chancellor, who is, by virtue of his office, the
representative of all monied idiots.

COMIC SONGS FOR YOUNG LADIES.
Young gentlemen of England,

That only mind your ease.
Ah, little do you think how hard
Young ladies try to please !

Oive ear unto the Milliners,
And they will plainly show

How the waist must be laced.
By the Fashion-books to go.

She who’d attract attention
Must laugh at common sense,

For when one goes to choose a dres^
One mustn't mind expense

;

Nor think how Pa will scold one.
Whene’er he comes to know

How he’s let into debt.
By the Fashion-books to go.

What terrible privations
Young ladies must endure,

A lovely face and form of grace
From damage to secure !

Their appetites they must control,
Lest they too stout should grow, .

And in vain strive and strain.
By the Fashion-books to go.

In days of bitter weather,
Which winter doth enforce.

One cannot think of such a thing
As good thick hoots, of course

;

With instep undefended.
In rain, and hail, and snow,

All BO bold one gets cold,
By the Fashion-books to go.

INDISPOSITION op THE THAMES,
regret to state that Father Thames has been in a very low state
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THE LANDLORD'S FRIEND SOCIETY.

ABLTin the present week, this body—newly-

constituted in imitation of tlie

Labourer’s Friend Society—^held its

first meeting ;
though, strangely

enough, no report of the proceed-

ings has as yet appeared in the

papers.

The chair (a three-legged stool)

was taken by Jacob Thatch, a

gaunt, sallow-faced labourer, look-

ing sixty, though in reality but

thirty-two. He briefly stated the

objects of the society. He said, it

was very kindly meant of many
gentlemen to meet and talk so much
—^for they never spared talk—about

the condition of the labourer. He
himself had been at a good many of

such meetings ;
but somehow or the

other, he always came away hungrier

than he went. He now thought it

was the duty of the labourers to

return the kindness of landlords ;
and

by meeting and talking over

destitute condition—moral condition

he believed was the word— to see

what could be done for them. {Cheers,)

There could be no doubt that many
of the landlords were in a desperate

forlorn state, not knowing right from

wrong; and it was the duty of

labourers as Christians—if he wasn’t

going too far in calling them Ohrist-

^ ians—to teach them the proper path.

S. It was only due to their peace in this

"""world, and their happiness in the

world to come, {Cheers.)

Ginns AcoRir proposed the first

resolution. He said he didn’t wish

to brag, hut he believed he was

rather a goodish player at put and

checkers. {Hear.) Well, he believed

a good deal might he done among
landlords by mixing oftener with

them, and making more free like.

To prove that he was in earnest, he had no objection to play a

few games at put with the Duke of Marlborough, or any other

such landlord : he thought it would do the Duke good. There was

no knowing how his heart might be opened at put^ just as the gentle-

folks did so much for the wants of the poor when they played at

cricket with ’em. j.j , 1. i

Hodge Sowthistle seconded the resolution. He didnt know

much about dice; that is, he didn’t know the rigs of ’em; he had

raffled once in better days for a goose, and won it. He wouldn’t at

all mind, however, playing at hap-hazard, that ’s what he believed

gentlefolks called it—^with anylandlordina destitute state of feeling

for the labourer. He had heard a goodish deal of late of a little gen-

tleman called Young England. Well, he wouldn’t mind playing a

game at ring-taw with the child, if he’d fairly knuckle dovrn. The

knuckling-down, however, was what they wanted to catch the land-

lords at {cheers) ;
whereas, with all their fine words, he believed there

was a great deal of

SisioN Clod moved the second resolution. He said the whole of

the fact was, they had too long neglected landlords as their fellow-

creatures : they never went among ’em. Whereas—as having their

good at heart, and showing ’em that they thought ’em only men, like

themselves—they ought to go into their houses, to see what sorts of

beds they slept upon—to see ’em at their dinners, and to teach ’em,

what it ’s plain they didn’t well understand, the blessings^ of a good

appetite, and the curse of hunger with nothing to satisfy it. It was

plain that many landlords believed the labourer couldn’t eat at aU.

Now they had only to undeceive ’em in their own larders to bring

about a great blessing. Certain gentlefolks often came to the

labourer’s dwelling, and never seeing nothing in the cupboard, in

course believed that the labourers and their wives and chili-en never

wanted food. They had only to dine at the landlords’ houses to teach
’em the contrary. Although he ’d rather have his bit of bacon at his

own fireside—that is, where there ought to be a fire—^he would,
nevertheless, to assist the society, dine with as many landlords as

was thought fit. Moreover, he had six children^ and they should all

go and dine along with him. {Cheers.)

Eachary Chaff seconded the resolutioh. He said the last

speaker had hit the nail upon the very head. It was as plain as the

Union, that most of the landlords believed that labourers never
wanted to eat at alL That they were like the threshing-machines,

that might go on beating out the corn without ever wanting to taste

it. They ought—poor souls !—to be taught the truth. He was sure

all they wanted to learn was that the labourer was flesh and blood

—

and, indeed, how few of ’em present at that meeting looked anything

like it—to treat ’em as such. For himself, he didn’t know what a
dinner was ; nevertheless, for the souls’ sake of the landlords—and
he feared a lot of ’em was very dark indeed—he’d dine with twenty

of ’em if the Society thought it right. (Cheers.)

These and other resolutions were unanimously passed, when the

Chairman rose and said—The best part of the business was to come.

They had to give out the prizes to certain landlords for their noble

and feeling conduct towards the labourer.

Hereupon Lord Fit zwheedle was introduced, when the Chair-

man addressed him as follows
“ Lord Fitzwheedle, you have shown yourself to be the la-

bourer’s friend. You play at cricket capital. For a lord, your

bowling is special good. You have this season in the handsomest

manner played three games with nothing better than as you call ’em

the sons of the soil ;
arid for this noble conduct, the Society presents

you with this piece of stick, upon which may be notched your future

runs. We hope, my Lord, that you will show this hit of stick to all

the Club folks in London. We hope that you will let this hit of

stick go down, so that your sons’ sons may have it—every one of

’em ;
and that the world may for ever know that Lord Fitz-

WHEEDLE was a good cricket-player, and therefore the labourer’s

friend.” (Cheers.)

TTia Lordship endeavoured to address the meeting. His feelings

were too much for him : he merely said, “ Bless—^bless—^bless the

labourer I ” then hurst into tears, and pressed the stick to his heart.

The Duke of Skallborough was next introduced, and received

a hunch of dried dandelions for being^f all landlords—the very best

to stop. The Duke returned thanks in an affecting speech.

After certain minor formalities, the meeting separated.

THE BUSS-DRIYER’S LAMENT OVER BYGONE DAYS.

I *VB known the time, alas ’tis past

!

When I might drive my buss

Through thick and thin, go slow or fast,

And no one make a fuss.

When we,—that is, myself and cad,—
Could o’er our pewters slumber ;

But, stop an instant now, and, ’gad I

The p’liceman ’s got your number.

I ’ve known the time when I might race

With Cloud or Shillibebr,

Down Cheapside, at a furious pace,

Without a moment’s fear

;

When if I spilt an apple-stall.

Or overran a’few,

I only got a fine, that ’s all,

And went to work anew.

But times and beaks are sadly changed

!

I can’t abide that Broughton ;

Lord Mayors among my foes are ranged,

With Maltby and with Norton.

But, 0, there ’s one / he likes his task,

(Aud we ’re the class he ’s foe to,j

Whose persecutions make me ask,

Where Hardwick thinks he ’ll go to ?
”

NATIONAL LUNACY.

We seriously advise the Great Powers of Europe to hold a commission

“ De Lunatioo Inquirendo ” on Spain : her distracted state proving that

she is incapable of managing her own affairs.
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Seasonable Benevolence j or, Winter Clothing for the London Statues.:

pHARITY is said to begin at home, but it has lately been going out, and
^ we are happy to announce that certain miserable objects, who have
long been suffer^ to remain in a state of destitution in the public streets

of tlie metropolis, are about to have something done for them. The public

must, for some time past, have noticed a miserable object standing in St.

Paul’s Churchyard, who seems from her destitute conmtion to be sadly in

want of Queen Aime’s, or anybody else’s bounty ; the poor creature has had
nothing on her hitherto hut a low-necked dress, with short sleeves, and
even to say nothi^ of the indelicacy of the costume for such a public place

as the centre of 1^. Paul’s Churchyard, the sight is enough, at this season

of the year, to chill the hearts of husbands and fathers, who could not bear
to see a wife or child of their own in such a pitiable position. The bell-

rope round tbe waist, it is true, always looked winterly, but it gave no
warmth ; and we we glad to hear that the poor creature is henceforth to

he indebted to private benevolence for a Polka pelisse, a boa, and a dose
bonnet.

The shelterless conation of the Duke of York has also been taken
into consideration, for he stands like patience .on a thermometer, smiling

at freezing-point. Why should he he worse off than the common sentinel

at his feet 1 Such is the question some humane persons have asked

themselves, and the result is that before the frost sets thoroughly in, he

will be provided with a sentry-box. _
, _

ChabIiES the First, who not only suffered during his own rei^,

hut during every shower that has fallen since, will be provided with

a capacious gingham umbrella i hut the horse will be left to his fate, the

presumption being that the brute is by this time used to it.

The Duke of Wellington’s representative at the Royal Exchange
will be encased in a military cloak ; and bere charity goes hand in hand
with correctness of costume, for it is very desirable to have the

Duke before us in his habit as he lives,” a design that is completely

carried out by the short military cloak with which he is so much identified.

The horse being of a lighter and more delicate breed than that of the

unfortunate Charles, is to he provided with the requisite clothing.

The melancholy statue which has been so long doing penance in a sheet

opposite the Houses of Parliament, or assuming the appearance, as some
suppose, of a ghost expressly to haunt Peel and Wellington, and a few

others who are said to have worried him in or rather out of his life. The
statue of Canning is to he provided with a pilot coat to keephim warm, and
distinguish him from Pitt, the other pilot, who succeeded in weathering

the storm raised by his enemies.

PEEL’S PROMENADE CONCERTS.
The public is respectfully informed, that the Theatre Royal, St.

Stephen’s, wUl open for a series of

Promenade .Concerts,

early in February next. The instruments will comprise the usual
amount of windand brass, while the music selected will embrace a variety
of different tunes, uniting numerous extraordinary changes of notes and
a curious collection of measures.

Among the solo performers will he Lord Brougham, whose eccentric
performances on one string, introducing the grand theme of treatment
by the Whigs, will he repeated occasionally throughout the season.

Sir James Gtraham will preside at the big drum, or grosse caisse^ and
will introduce the well-known letter duet, which is peculiarly adapted for
the big drum, being one of the grossest cases that ever happened.

Sir Robert Peel will have the honour to attempt a concerted peace
with Mons. Guizot

; and an engagement will he offered to Mr. Ferrand
to act as second or third fiddle, introducing some of his celebrated feats
with the long-bow, in the use of which he is quite unrivalled. Further
particulars will be announced in future hills, which will he brought for the
purpose of being read as soon as possible.

A triple for JONES.

George Jones complains of our accusing him of having scarcely any
punctuation.” He certamly does not know where to stop.

WATERLOO BRIDGE REPORT.
This document is more than usually encouraging. It states that there

has been a distribution of three-and-twopence amongst the annuitants,
and a division as nsual among the proprietors—as to the mode of
managing the affairs of the company—being the only division of which
they nave yet had the benefit. An allusion was made to the Hungerford

I

concern, and it was suggested they should now buckle on their armour

;

I

upon which a proprietor wished to know whether it was meant by buck-
ling on their armour to put the man at the toll-gate in a helmet and
breastplate, in order to attract passengers. A proposition was also

I

brought forward on the subject of touting ; and it was under discussion
for some time, whether men should be employed to hoot all persons going

I over Hungerford Bridge, and “chaff” the toUkeeper of the rival concern.
It was, however, agreed, that the Suspension affair would only be brought

I

into notice by this sort of thing, and it would therefore he better to leave
it alone, so that it might hang itself in its own chains,” as a mortgagee
of ten shares in Waterloo pretty expressed it.

Zieeral intelligence.

Our learned friend Mr. Briefless has paired off with Sir William
Follett for the sittings after Hilary. No arrangement to tbia effect was
specially entered into, hut it is an understood thing that Mr. Briefless
will not hold a brief imtil “after the return of Mr. Attorney from the
Continent. Should Sir William go to the Privy Council as presiding
Judge, Mr. Briefless will, of course, feel himself at liberty to assume

1
whatever attitude he may think advisable.
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Captain. There is nothing like leather, gentlemen.—^More Cham-TRAVELLING NOTES pagne, Fraitk-—Mr. Burg^ try the maccaroni. Mr. Perkins, this

BY OUR PAT CONTRIBUTOR.
pl^-pndding IS capital.

. i. ,ist&mrd. Some puddiDgfor Mrs. Bigbobyid the cabin, and another
slice of duck for the Senora.

III. FROM MY LOG-BOOK AT SEA. And so goes on the horrid talk. They are eating—she is eating ;^ ARE at sea—yonder is Finis-
Mr. Smith jocularly inquires, BoW is the fat

Pi ^ terre
gentleman that was so gay on board the first day ? llfeaning of

Theonlytempestihavetode- ^ ™ supine in my berth, without even strength

scribe during the voyageisthat
enough to puU the rascal’s nose. I detest Smith.

mmkkt raging in my own stormy inte- Friday.—Vigo; its hay; beatdy of its emirons,—Nelson.

J
^ provokmgly Things look more briskly ; the swell has gone down. We are upon

uncomfortably fine weather, again. We have breakfasted. We have made up for the time
As we pass Ushaut there is jost in abstinence during the tw-o former days. Dolores is on

S' cloud on the sky, there
; and when the spring sun is out, where should the butterfly be

“ scarcely seems a ripple on the vring I Doi-ores is the sun, I am the remainder of the
- water—and yet—oh yet I it simile.

, .
not a calm mtliin. Passion jt is astonishing how a few hours’ calm can make one forget the

I

and sea-sickness are raging there tumultuously.
, « ,

icug hours of weary bad weather. I can’t fancy I have been ill at I

Why is it I cannot eat my victuals ? ^V^y is it that when Steward all, but for those melancholy observations scrawled feebly down, in
j

brought to my couch a ^plateful of Sea-Pie, (I called wildly for it, pencil in my journal yesterday. I am in clean shining white-ducks, i

having read of the dish in maritime novels) why is it that the onions
jjjy "blue shirt-collars falling elegantly over a yellow bandanna. My

of which that delectable condiment seems to be mainly composed, moustachios have come on wonderfully ; they are a little red or
caused a convulsive shudder to pass from my nose through my whole Spanish, they say, like fair faces. I would do any-
agonised frame, obliging me to sink back gasping in the crib, and to thing for Dolores but smoke with her ;

that I confess I dare
forego all food for many, many hours ? not attempt.

I think it must he my love for Dolores that causes this desperate jt appears it was the Bay op Biscay that made me so ill. We
disinclination for food, and yet I have been in love many times \^qyq in Vigo yesterday (a plague take it ! I have missed what is said
before, and I don’t recollect ever having lost my desire for my to be one of the most beautiful bays in the world) ; but I was ill, and
regular four meals a day. I believe I must be very far gone this getting a little sleep ; and when it is known as a fact that a Nelson
time. \7as always ill on first going to sea, need a Fat Contributor be ashamed

I ask Frank, the Steward, how is the Senora 1 She suffers, the of a manly and natural weakness 1

dear, dear Soul I She is in the ladies’ cabin—she has just had a

plate of roast-pork carried in to her. Saturday.—Desi^jption of Oporto.

She always chooses the dishes with onions—she comes from the We were off the bar at an exceedingly early hour—so early, that
_ -• _ t. m. ^ . J 3 T J ; J i.

Saturday.—Description of Oporto.

We were off the bar at an exceedingly early hour—so early, that

sunny South, where both onions and garlic are plentifully used—and although a gun fired and waked me out of a sound sleep, I did not

yet somehow, in the depression of my spirits—

1

wish, I wish she rise to examine the town.

hadn’t a partiality for that paxticular vegetable. It is three miles inland, and therefore cannot be seen. It ^is

famous for the generous wine which bears the name of port, and i^

It is the next day. I have lost almost all count of time ; and only Hmnlr by some after dinner ; by other, and 1 think wiser persons,

know how to trace it faintly, by remembering the Champagne days— simply after cheese.
Thursday and Sunday.

^
As about ten times as much of this liquor is drunk in England

I am abominably hungry. And yet when I tried at breakfast !— is made in Portugal, it is needless to institute any statistical

0 horror !—I was obliged to plunge back to the little cabin again, inquiries into the growth and consumption of the wine,

and have not been heard of since. Since then I have been lying on Oporto was besieged by Don Miguel, the rightful king, who,

my back, sadly munching biscuit and looking at the glimmer of the although he had Marshal Bourmont and justice on his side, was
sun through the deadlight over-head.

^
defeated by Don Pedro and British Valour. Thus may our arms

I was on the sofa, enjoying (if a Avretch so miserable can be said to q^qj. triumph ! These are the only facts I was enabled to gather

enjoy anything) the fresh sea-breeze which came through the open regarding Oporto,
port-hole, and played upon my dewy brow. But a confounded great

wave came flouncing in at the orifice, blinded me, wet me through, New Passengers.’-^On. coming on deck, I was made aware that we

wet aU my linen in the carpet-bag, rusted all my razors, made water- had touched land by the presence on the boat of at least a hundred

buckets of my boots, and played the deuce with a tin of sweet biscuits passengers, who had not before appeared among ns. They had come

which have formed my only solace. from Vigo, and it appears wCTe no more di^owd to rouse at the

Ha ! ha ! What do I want with hoots and razors S I could not morning gun than I was ; for they lay asleep on the fore-deck tor the

put on a boot now if yon were to give me a thousand guineas. I could most part, in the very attitudes here depicted by me.

not i^ave if my life depended on it. 1 think 1 could cut

my head off— but the razors are rusty and would not

cut dean. O Dolores, Dolores !

The hunger grows worse and worse. It seems to me an C

age since butchers’meat passed these lips : and, to add to my /7

misery, I can hear every word the callous wretches are say- ^
ing in the cabin ; the clatter of the plates, the popping of theX
soda-water corks—or, can it he Champagne day, and 1 a3
miserable groveller on my mattress I The following isM
the conversation :

—

Captain. Mr. Jones, may I have the honour of a glass ^
of wine ! Frank, some Champagne to Mr. Jones.

Colonel Candy (of the Spanish Service). That’s a mighty
delicate ham,Mr.Carver,may I thrubble ye foranother slice 1 1
Mr. MaeMurdo (of St. Mary’s, sherry-merchant). Where 1

1

does the Providore get this sherry ? If he would send to ray
|

cellars in St.Mary’s, I would put him in a couple of butts of
:

I
wine that shouldn’t cost him halfthe money he pays for this. |
Mr. MaoWhirter (of Oporto). The sherry’s good enough fc

for sherry, which is never worth the drinking ; but the port^
is ah ominable. Why doesn’t he come to our house for it I

/ /.//
' /'•/
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They were Gallegos going to Lisbon for service ; and I wished that

a better hand than mine—^viz., one of those immortal pencils which
decorate the columns of our dear Funoh—^had been there to take cog-

nizance of these strange children of the South—^in their scarfs and
their tufted hats, with their brown faces shining as they lay under

the sun.

Nor were these the only new passengers; with them came on
board a half-dozen of Hungarian cloth-sellers; of one of whom here

stipulate, therefore, for the whole of one side of the coach, that the skirt

I

may be spread over it and not be tumbled. Never mind getting your
poor and unattractive cousin squeezed up on the other seat between your

I

two fat uncles. If, when you arrive, Ghaeles should bore you, tell him
yon have made up your mind not to dance that night ; hut the moment he
has engaged another partner, waltz away with the handsomest man you .

can get. Be handed down to supper if possible by a title, if it is only a
I
Captain. The next morning, when Charles calls, ask him how he diures

I

show his face after his cruel neglect of you last evening.”

is the accurate portrait as he lay upon two barrels, and slept the

deep of innocence

Here is the same individual, hut ah how changed ! He is suffer-

ing from the pangs of sea-sickness, and I have no doubt yearning for

fatherland, or laud of some sort. But 1 am interrupted. Hark 1 ’tis

the bell for lunch

A GUrDH TO SmGr'LZ LADLES.
I. Beware how you accept an iuvitatiou from an industrious widow or

an indefatigable old maid " to spend the day,” especially if she should add,
« Come early, love, and bring your work.” Be assured that very soon
after you arrive, a heap of linen-drapery will be piled on the table, and
you will be asked « just to run up a seam or two,” and then to « fit on the
boddice, like a dear. ” When that is done, she will apolo^se for not hav-
ing anything to amuse you. If you are obliged to accept such an invita-
tion, be sure to ask your mama if you may ask Charles to fetch youhome
at night—^‘^about nine.” Write to him immediately, telling bim not to be
a minute later than six.

II. Should a similar invitation come from a young lady who is in your
confidence, by all means take every one of Charles's love-letters

; you
will find them very pleasant reading after your fnend has shown you all
her lover’s presents, and told you all his secrets.

HI. When you are invited to a diiier de pr^tenHonf he sure to dine
very heartily before you start. As, however, merely looking on is dull
work» take a huge bouquet. This diould emit an odour strong enough to
spoil the appetites of the men who sit next to you, so that they may have
the more time to flirt and talk. Be perfectly ignorant of the name of
every ^sh ; for to he suspected of the smallest cognizance of cookery is
disgus^gly vulgar. Should any old-fashioned man ask yon to take wine,
give him a glance of uneonsdousness, and turn to one of your neighbours
to adc what is meant ? Hiat explained, you may take up an empty glass,
and set. it down again, bowing at the sama time to the iper^ne.

IVw When you are going out to a grand quadrille party, you will, of
course, be obliged to wear a very expensive and very extensive dress

;

* Thongli our fat ftiend’a Jog has been in the present instance a little tedious, the
observant reader may neverthdeas draw fifoxn it a complete and agreeable notion of the
xue, progress, and condunon of the malady of sea-aickneas. He is exhausted s he is

experience may be pexfeetily relied npon.

of ICeottatiiio up at SDtuirp Hatto.

The following scraps, being quoted from memory, and caught in the

confusion of a Blaze of Triumph,” may not he strictly accurate, but they
will serve to convey some idea of the poet’s manner.

Shall shame my cheek, shall crime my conscience charge 3

And make me hated by the world at large I ”

* 4c *
Shall I transfix the traitor to the heart I

And wound the villain in a vital part % ”

* « « «

It thrills my nerves, it burns my heart and brain !

And really causes me a deal of pain.”

“ How fares the lady I Bid she land securely ?
”

“ Yes, sir. But she complains of being poorly.”

* * * *

How are you % ” “Very well. And you 1
” “ But queer.”

“ It ’s a fine day.” Yes, for the time of year.”

THE CROWN OF SCOTLAND.
Be it premised that we write not of Caledonia’s diadem, exhibited

for testers in Edinburgh Castle; hut of the five shillings— the

crown received from Scotland” for the benefit of a Scottish

heroine. The subjoined advertisement, however, briefly narrates

the history of the matter. It is from the Times of the 30th nit. ;

—

OCOTLANB and her Heroine of Matagorda.—On the 30th and 31st of
iO October, Appeals, couched in terms as strong as they were sincere, were addressed
io '*The Sons and Daughters of Scotland,** through the papers of Edinburgh and
Glasgow, calling on them to contribute to a Fund that has beenm course of subscription

in this metropolis to purchase an Annuity or Pension of something like is, 6d, a-dayfor
a poor old woman, Agkbs Rbstox, a native of Scotland, who, SO years ago, won for

herself firom the Peninsular armies the name of Heroine of Matagorda, but Who has,
since then, been grievously neglected, until note, in her 72d year, she toilsfor her bread
in the office of a nurse in the Town*s Hospital of Qlaagow, It was promised in those
appeals that an acknowledgment should be inserted in the Times of November 30, of

the sums that, in answer to them, shouldbe generously forwarded to theofiSce of Messrs.
Cox, of Crug’s Court: to redeem that promise, it is here acknowledged that the amount
received from Scotland has been 5s., forwarded by Mk. Davxd Ckoll, of Glasgow.
N.B. During the same period (one month) has been contributed in England.

We are afraid that we recognise a little malice in the above.

True, it may be, that Scotland has only sent five shillings to Eng-
land ; but who shall say what amount of money Scotland may have
contributed that England knows nothing of S Scotland, with a noble
jealousy, may have refused to mingle her large subscriptions with
Southron mites. No ; she'may have reasoned—and acted upon the

thought

—

Aones Beston belongs to us : she is our o^m heroine

;

a native of enthusiastic, impulsive Scotland ; and we want no English
aid ; we wBl do the goodly work alone and unassisted.”

There can be little doubt that it is owing to this laudable and
patriotic feeling that Messrs. Cox, of Craig^s Court, London, have
received five shillings only from Scotland, Money has of course

been subscribed tbroughout that country a committee bas doubtless

been formed at Glasgow
; and—although we have yet seen no report

of the matter in the papers—the eighteen-pence per day has been
assured to Agnes Beston ; and the Heroine of Matagorda is no
longer a worn-out drudge m the Town’s Hospital, but, for her few
remaining days, she has secured to her an easy competence by the
gratitude and admiration of applauding Scotland.

.
Glajsgow, that has

so recently subscribed for a statue to Wellintgton, the hero of the I

Peninsula, would scarcely grudge its half-fiwthings to the courageous
Agnes Beston, the noble-hearted woman who, with the heU of
battle raging about her, assuaged the agonies of the dying soldier.

And, therefore, will [any of our Glasgow correspondents—and we
know bow intensely Puncfe is admired in that excellent city—^inform

us it^en Agnes Beston quitted the Town’s Hospital->w^o; amount
of money Scotland subscribed for her—and where the heroine is at

present living ! These are easy qnestions, and, we doubt it not, will

be most satisfactorily answered.
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SERVANTS’ HALL.
After more tali, Mu. Combe hints at “a biU.”

_ , T •• .

" “Mb. CojtB*. The defendant Mks fora BilL Why don’t you give him yonr bM for
The Livery of London—we do not mean the Freemen, hut the Foot- ’SL, which you acknowledge you owe ?

men—^have got up, among themselves, an Institution with the above title, having received such treatment, he should be less
A * rr..ii j; jp . * j jj* .li i

inclined to do so than ever.At this Hall young candidates for service are examined—if they please

;

so that it is such another Hall as Apothecaries’ Hall will he if Sir James
Graham’s hill passes. The Examiners are six footmen, and as many
coachmen, with an experienced butler for President. They meef^at a
certain public-house ; and though their society, like their master’s, is ex-

you pay him the 151., I *lljine himfar the assault.
“The complainant said he had been brutally treated, and declined the offer.

•
defendant, who admitted that he was ‘ a betting man,' was merely bound over

mhis own recognizance to answer any charge at the sessions.”

Is there not sweet comfort in this for creditors—for all hettinsrmen
s jt » .. ... .. ® _

elusive, our reporter got admitted to one of their meetings by pretending with money owed them ? Gentlemen creditors, provide yourselves
A... —i ..r TXT- -ui-;— ; fi-L i _ .

^ .11 m . r . ..to he a valet out of place. We subjoin the examination of a Footman.
Q. What is your views ?

—

A. A nobleman or gentleman’s family.

with large sticks—enter the houses of your debtors—drub them
soundly

; and if brought before Mr, Combe he will use his gentle

Q. What would be your duty to my Lord t-A. To attend upon him:
«. What would beW to Jour profession l-.f. Not" to attend

. bargain

on my Lady. « .

Q, Suppose her bell rung, and there was 'nobody hut you to answer
it ?

—

A. I should stop where 1 was.

Q. What ought you to mind ?

—

A. My own business.

Q. What ought you not to mind !-.f Anybody dse’s. ATROCITIES OF THE HAIR-CUTTERS.
Q. Suppose you was told to roll the lawn * A. I should say it was

the gardener’s place. qwp Mr. Punchy I am a man with a very bad
Q. If the coachman was took ill suddenly, would you consent for to head of hair. There was, one time, at the

mount the box ?

—

A. Not by no means. (‘* Quite right, young man.*^) fairs, a Porcupine Man : now it is, indeed,

Q. What would you expect to have to do 1

—

A. To attend at table, aHi\ no vanity for me to say it, but 1 might in

brush my Lord’s hat and clothes, answer his hell, and deliver messages BHI \ my infancy have been shown as the Hedge-
for his Lordship ; but not for nobody else. jBBk ^ Babe. I have, however, philosophy,

Q. Would you clean plate 1

—

A. 1 might condescend to do that.
j

and what I have suffered at the hands of

Q. What would you expect 1

—

A. Not less than thirty pounds a year, Hair-cutters is a secret to he buried with
wages. (“ Salary, Sir ; salary^ ifyou please'^) Ihegyour parding ; salary. „ me. Nevertheless, it is impossible for me

Q. What else?

—

A. Three suits of uniform; cast off wardrobe ; and fTl silent on a growing abuse, seeing

four meals reg’lar a day. Ai ' that it aims at all men alike for its victims.

This candidate passed at once ; and was highly complimented by the It is no matter whether a man has “ hy-
Examiners on his attainments. Others were not so fortunate. One was ^

^

acinthine locks,” as Mb. Milton says, or

asked Suppose, in a family where a hoy was kept, you were called upon, is doomed to a shock of hair familiarly known as a pound of candles

:

on'a pinch, to clean hoots and shoes
; what would you do ? He replied he is alike doomed to the importunities, the crushing civilities, the touting,

Clean them,” and was ** plucked” immediately. the chaffering of the Hair-dresser’s man, who has evidently taken a
Another who wished to be a butler, was rejected on a catch question, private oath that he toill put off oil, pomatum, elixir, essence, or whai-

“How do you make a bottle of wine ? ” The answer expected was, “In ever name the quackery may lie under, upon any and every unfortunate

decanting a dozen.” creature who may place his head in his hands, I have just rushed from i

Some housekeepers displayed a very creditable knowledge of the per- a barber’s in the neighbourhood to solace myself with rump-steak and
j

centages to he insisted on from different tradesmen. A lady’s maid was stout at the Cock. Whhst my frugal meal is preparing, I wUl jot down

the ruffian was not paid, and—equitable Mr. Combe !—^he was not

asked, Q. What is your chief business ?~A. To dress my mistress.

Q. What next ?

—

A. To dress myself.

Q, What would you do when your mistress was out 1—,4. Go and put

on her clothes.

These answers were much applauded ; as was also those of a valet, who,

to the question, What coat ought a gentleman to wear at a swarrey ?
”

responded, “ His master’s best.” The examinations concluded, the whole

pai^ regaled themselves upon beer and gin, provided by the examination

fees, which came to sixpence a head.

a dialogue that is now ringing in my ears.

Scene.—A Hair-Dresser^s Room in. Fleet Street, near Temple
Bar, Gentleman in chair ; Hair-Dresser cutting.

Hair-Dresser. Hair ’s very dry, sir

!

Gent. Humph !

H, jD. Very dry, sir. Let me recommend our Oil of Canaan, sir.

Gent. Humph

!

JSr. D- Wants a little strengthening, too, sir.' -Our Essence of Crow*
bar is very much admired.

'

Gent. Ha

!

H. D. Hair’s coming off, too, sir. You’d find great relief in our

Lion^s Marrow

:

half-a-crown a pot, sir.

Gent. Oh

!

H. D. Bless me ! Hair ’s getling a little grey, sir. Let me earnestly

MR. COMBE AGAIN. « Mamw Half-a-crown a pot, sir.

Gent. Uii I

Will any of our readers kindly inform us if there be at this H. D. Bless me! Hair’s getling a little grey, sir. Let me earnestly

moment a Home Minister ? If so, is he in a mesmeric condition, or recommend our Milk ofRavens ; only three shillings a bottle,

really awake ? If awake, does he ever read those vulgar composi- Gent, Humph
! ... ,

tions, the dafly papers? And if not, why not ! N R You’re not aware of it, su?, perhaps ; but just a

We have looked in our own Poeket-Booi, and find that Sib James might put a fire-shiUing piece on the of TO™ h^. B^^s^

bomtohe wrapt in ermine—to sit upon the Queen’s Bench. He (TAs hair-cut^ng is concluded. The Gentleman rises to wash him-

wears plain black, and is confined to an arm-chair. Such is life !
WPAm about to depart, he ts again assailed by the Hair

Again and again have we marvelled at the judgments of Combe. Dresser.)
x « t. • a-i-t r

They have at length convinced us is not wholly a fable. Hair-Dresser {with packets^ Here they 2*^ V Can(^n^is

No; sure we are that the spirit of a philosopher-albeit nobody shall --Essence of Cro^ar^Lion s Marrow-^Milk of

suspect it-may animate an ass.
Mixture. In all, sir, one pound fourteen, with shillmg for cuttmg.

We subjoin a brief police narrative,'showing the wisdom of Mr. below, sir, you p ease. oo mornmg, sir.

Combe. ' {The Gentleman shakes his head at the Oil of Canaan, ^c., descends.

“John Stevens was charged with assaulting Mr. Thomas Banting, dairyman,
. John Street, Bedford Bow. Complainant owed the assailant a sporting het of 15/.

Whereupon, Stevens entered complainant’s shop, and demanding the money, aimed a
violent blow with a large stick at his head. Witness put up his arm to ward it off, andYioxeuL DMJW warn a large suck rl ms neaa, witness pur up ms arm to warn u on, ana _ t. • at ^ ^ » -

received the blow on it. The blow caused a swelling as large as a half-pint pot on the place, SUCu IS tne determination 01

elbow, and he has not had since then the use of tiie Imb.*'

Major Mixture. In all, sir, one pound fourteen, with shillmg for cutting.

Pay below, sir, if you please. Good morning, sir.

{The Gentleman shakes his head at the Oil of Canaan, descends,

pays his shilling in the shop, and makes a private memorandum
never to visit it again.)

And for myself, Mr. Punch, after what I have suffered in the same

Your constant reader,

Narcissi^ Quills.Now, listen to Mb. Combe :
JNARCissxre t^uiLLs.

“ Me. Combe. Why don’t jfoupay Mk. Stevens the 15/.7—Complainant. I was P.S.—Couldyou recommend me to any decent hair-dresser’s, where the

® siMther parties had not pmd “x®*
^ ^ cutters don’t bait their customers 1 otherwise I am determined to let my

"Mr. Combe. Nonsense I how is he to know whether they have or not 7 You had ^
better pay him the 16/. You are a long time in his debt.” hair grow from this moment.
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THE NEW PATENT NOVEL WEITEB.

To Mo. Punch.

I have to apologise for some delay in answering yonr obliging

favour) in which, you did me the honour of suggesting to me the manufac-

ture of a Lawyer’s Clerk. After much consideration, I regret that I have

found it impossible to produce an article which should be satisfactory to

myself, and to the profession. I have, however, been completely success-

ful in the production of a New Patent Mechanical Novel Writer—

adapted to all styles, and all subjects; pointed, pathetic, historic, silver-

fork, and Minerva. I do not hesitate to lay before you a few of the

flattering testimonials to its efficacy, which I have already received from

those most competent to judge.

1 am, sir, your obedient servant,

J. Babbage.

Tesiimoniai from G. P. R. Jambs, Esq., Author of ^^Darnley^'^ and of

300 other equally celebrated works,

SiBy—.It is with much pleasure I bear testimony to the great useful-

ness of your New Patent Novel Writer. By its assistance, I am now

enabled to complete a novel in 3 vols. 8vo., of the usual size, in the short

space of 48 hours; whereas before, at least a fortnight’s labour [was

requisite for that purpose. To give an idea of its application to persons

who may be desirous of trying it, I may mention that some days since I

CONTINENTAL INTELLIGENCE.

Cannes has become an English

colony, and some of the settlers

have adopted the manners and

costume of the natives with sin-

gular facility. Lord Brougham

has cultivated the long hair pecu-

liar to Young France, assumed

the Parisian swagger, and wants

nothing but the war-whoop to

enable him to exhibit, on his re-

turn, as a perfect specimen of the

natives amongst whom he has

located himself.

State of the Assault Market \
at the Police Courts. Q i

The past week has been some- /if

lat dull. A few broken beads

placed my hero and heroine, peasants of Normandy, in the surprising-

adventure-departmeni of the engine ; set the machinery in motion, and,
on letting off the steam a few hours after, found the one a Duke, and the
other a Sovereign Princess ; they having become so by the most natural
and iuteresting process in the world.

I am. Sir, your truly obliged servant,

• J. Babbage, Esq. G. P. R. James.

Testimonial from Sir E. L. Bulwer Lttton, Bart.
!

• I AM much pleased with Mr. Babbage’s Patent Novel-Writer, which *

produces capital situations, ornate descriptions, a good tone, sufficiently

unexceptionable ties, and a fund of excelleni^ yet accommodating morality.
I have suggested, and have therefore little doubt that Mr. Babbage will
undertake, what appears to me to be still more a desideratum, the manu-
facture of a Patent Poet on the same plan.

E. L. Bulwer Lttton.

Testimonial from Lord William Lennox, Author of Waverley,

Lord,W..Lrnnox presents his compliments to Mr. Babbage, and has
pleasure in stating that he finds the operation of the Patent Novel-Writer
considerably more expeditious than the laborious system of cutting by
hand. Lord W. has now nothing more to do than to throw in some
dozen of the most popular worlds of the day, and in a comparatively short
sj^e of time draw forth a spick-and-span new and prigmal NoveL LordW. would suggest the preparation, on a similar plan, of a Patent Thinker,
to suggest ideas ; in winch he finds himself singularly deficient.

)

wbat dull. A few broken beads

(low people) went off at five shil-

lings each, and found purchasers

in gentlemen who afterwards went kSB
away in their cabs. Ruffianly KjJ
assaults upon married women have ^ mM
been rather languid ;

but one—of

a very fine sort—^by a gentle^^
who had dined,” was bought in

at forty shillings ; the purchaser IM
evidently thinking he had a great

bargain. Two mack eyes, and a

contused nose, were offeredbypoor
policemen. Although they might

.

have been bought at thirty shil-

lings each, they were suffered to
^

remain on hand ; those who had the option of being the purchasers having

no money, and—for such delinquency—being sent to the House of Cor-

rection in the prison-van.

POLICE REPORT.—CRUELTY TO ANIMALS.

Tvo indmduals, who gave their nunes respectively^ as Bock and
Flight, were brought up on the serious charge of ill-treating a mare.

It appeared from the evidence that the animal, who answered to the

name of Michael, had been very roughly treated. The poor creature

had been seen to wince under it very frequently, hut Rocx replied that

^ galled jades ” always would “ wince,” and he could not help it it Michael

I

was in the predicament alluded to. It was proved that the poor thing had

been driven from St. Stephen’s, Walbrook, to the Court of Chancery, very

much against its will.' The prisoners said that Michael had the habit of

getting into a-resir, and it was necessary to check the animal.

The magistrate asked whether the mare had any tricks.

Rock. Oh, several, your worship. I don’t Imow whether I ought to

call it vice, hut the mare is certainly very tricky.

Magistrate, But you ought not to ill-use the poor animaL Where is

the creature now 1 Does anybody own it t

Rook. I believe not, your worship. The mare is generally considered

not worth the expense ofthe keep.

The magistrate expressed a wish to see the animal, who said nothing

hut Neigh ! neigh ! ” and appeared very restive.

The prisoners were admom^ed and discharged.

RAILWAY INTELLIGENCE.
In Kensington the speculations for the closing have been fully realised^

for the railway has closed. A stoker and a kitchen-poker are &own out

of employ by this catastrophe. The place of money-taker having been
always a sinecure, will, it is supposed, be continued as heretofore.

Punch’s Almanack wiU be ready
for Publication at Christmas

!
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A CHSISTAIAS CAROI..
j

To Church betimes ! The Christmas chimes

Are calling high and low in

;

To Church then all, both great and small

!

Chorus ofmany uoiees.

WeWe not a coat to go in

!

Like our old sires, with roaring fires,

Tho fangs of winter braving,

Huge logs pile high, to sit thereby.

Chorus,

We We not a single shaving !

Good Christmas fare is physic rare

To warm the regions inner

;

Plum-pudding join to stout sirloin.

Chorvus,

We Wq not a crust for dinner

!

Fill glass and bowl, each jovial soul,

As round the hearth we close in ;

Our wine is bright in its ruddy light.

Choms,

Our very water ’s frozen !

Right late we’ll sup, and keep it up

Till time to morn shall creep on ;

Then sink to rest in dosvny nest.

Choms.

WeWe not a bed to sleep on !

Loud be the song, the laxighter long ;

Our joy no care shall leaven

;

Chiistmas is here but once a-year.

Chonis,

For that, at least, thank Heaven

!

NOTICE!
The extensive preparations for the

publication of

PUNCHES ALMANACK
FOR 1845,

being now completed, it will be intro-
duced TO THE WORLD on the 24th inst.

One of the prominent features of the
Almanack will be a

Pictorial Chronology for 1844^
ILLUSTRATIVE OF

THE IRISH STATE IHIALS.

THE PROGRESS OP THE DOG BILL.

THE INIRODnCTION OP TEE POLHA.
ART UNION AND FINE ART DISTRIBUTION.

THE RUNNING REIN FRAUD.
VISIT OF THE EMPEROR OF RUSSIA.

THE WAR IN MOROCCO.
MEETING OF THE AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION.

THE WRIT’ OF ERROR.

THE VISIT OP LOUIS PH1LTPPE.1

THE COMPLETION OF THE ROYAL EXCHANGE.
THE TRIUMPHS OF PUNCH.

^ In addition to the preceding artistic

Jy wonders, Punch has also depicted the

following

Siibliles of tne ?ear.

THE O’CONNELL RENT.

“SHAVING THE LADIES.”

CHEAP CLOTHING.

a TOM THUMB AT THE PALACE.

^ TESTIMONIALS TO MANAGERS.
’ PATENT LIFE PILLS.

CHEAP FURNITURE.

THE AGRICULTURAL PRIZE LABOURER.

THE BRITISH AND FOREIGN DESTITUTE,

YOUNG ENGLAND’S SOIREE.

THE GREAT UNACCOUNTABLE.

FASHIONABLE PROPBIETART CHAPELS.

This arrangement will ensure merriment

to everybody’s Christmas, for something

less than the cost of an ordinary mince-

THE SCHOOLMASTER IN GLASGOW*.

The flourishing city of Glasgow is blessed with a population of

nearly 300,000 ; it is further blessed with a yearly revenue of 17,0002.

and the city of Glasgow supports owe public school. Possibly bigoted

I

to the foolish saw, that a little learning is a dangerous thing,” the

Glasgow authorities, with characteristic prudence, do all they can to

lessen the evil. One Bailie "Whitehead has, it appears, very

original opinions touching the dignity of learning ; and has therefore

proposed to cut the schoolmaster to the quick ;
to make him a kind

of day-labourer—a respectable sort of stone-breaker.

There are seven masters in the one public school of Glasgow.

Five of these have 602. per annum each, with certain fees ;
the other

two must live on fees alone. Besides these, there is an old, retired

schoolmaster—a worn-out man—^who has taught arithmetic and the

humanities to the present merchant princes of Glasgow. This man
receives a pension of 1002, a year for his past hard labours. Altogether

there is a yearly total of 5002. expended by Glasgow for public educa-

tion !

Now, Bailie Whitehead, in the breadth of his mind and the

depth of his heart, sees in all this a reckless, sinful extravag^ce.

The tree of learning is all very well, but it may be too ricbly

manured ; its apples, golden as they are, may cost too much.

Whereupon, the Bailie proposes—with a benevolence that all men
must acknowledge—that the superannuated schoolmaster be, in his

old age, deprived of his pension ! He might starve, to be sure ; no,

not starve : for has not Scotland the beneficence of her peculiar

poor laws ? After this, the Bailie would take the 602. salary from

each of the five teachers, reducing them to fees alone !

Many-very many other propositions, the valuable of the

Bailie’s thrift, have been set forth for the future regulation of the

one school of Glasgow. So that it may reasonably be hoped, if the

Bailie succeed in his reforms, that the free school wiU,in due season,

be a hall for cobwebs, the schoolmaster giving place to the spider.

Is it not intended to institute public bathsm Glasgow 1 If so, we

would advise Bailie Whitehead to take an early dip ;
and, if

possible, cleanse himself of his present intentions.

STATISTICS OP DRUNKENNESS.

A VKBT curious document has been lately drawn up on the origin

cavtes, remlte, metaphs/Hcs, philoiophp, and ph/>*ology of

One of the most ouSous chapters m that which oont^ a

various droumstanees to which inebriety nmy I®

diriclesintorioationinto several heads, includingthe

of minor braadi. Among the muzsy, six cases out of tenmy be

to spasms, and that one-nineteenth arises

Mnddential clerks inehriety is r^, but v*enit

or the arrival of a friend from the countiy, are found to he the most

"DjuSS^*ts“^%en known to .rise in som instsnees from

taking up a biU ; hut as the latter is an operation ^
totoxfealon seldom perform, the

this sonree is very insienificant A wife’s hnrth-daj^ has often icnown

^eX a ffiroSon of the husband ; but it is a reumkahle fae^

that the dav is frequently mistaken in these instances, and such is the

: SweToftal^aoirS anumhasbeenknoTOto dro^

, KeightTnine times in a year, through

Bh*-day ofUs wife occurred repeatedlym the course of a twelvemonth.
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THE COMIC BLACKSTONE.
CIlAPTElJ'THB TWENTIETH.-OP ALIENATION BY DEVISE.

AyI^o run through nearly every species

of alienation, we now come to mental

alienation, which is often the accompani-

ment of law, or, at least, the characteristic

of those who rush blindly into it.

Alienation by devise is leaving property

by will, which could not formerly be done;

for, in feudal times, it was not pcimitted

to a man to have a will of his own—at
least as regarded bis real property. By
statutes of Henry the Eighth and of Charles

the Second— who was commonly called

the Merry Monarch, because, as Coke

says, “he was a sadde dogge,’*—real pro-

perty was made devisable.

The law of wills was, however, altered

hy the 1st Victoria, cap. 26, which facili-

tated the transfer of property, personal,

real, and perhaps sham ;
for the law loves

to encourage the transmission of property from hand to hand, because,

as valuables are never moved without risk of breakage, so, in the transfer

of property, bits may fall to the lawyers.

A will to pass real or any other kind of property need now be signed

only hy the testator and two witnesses, who need not be credible, for the

law will recognise a very had man as a very good witness.

We shall conclude this Chapter with a few rules for interpreting wills

which have been laid down by the judges, and picked up hy those who

heard them.
1st. Wills will be construed to mean what they say, unless they do

not say what they mean, and then the lawyers will go to w'ork to render

confusion worse confounded.
2Dd. When the intention is clear, the meaning^ of the words will be dis-

regarded
5
and as the intention can only be gained from the words, the

lawyers again rush in to complicate the matter. False English and bad
j

Latin will not set aside a will : so that if a man devises his “worsesti

coat,” the legatee will take the oldest coat of the testator; or if the will

specifies a jocularis bona cmna to a party of six, it seems that a jolly good

supper would pass by these words to the individuals specified.

3rd. Every part of a will must be supposed to mean something, and
the law thus tries to put some meaning upon every word,—a process

which often ends in making it all amount to nothing.

4 th. A will must be construed as unfavourably as possible to the party

making it ; so that if he leaves a peg-top to A. a piece of whip-cord to

spin it with would pass by such a devise, if such a piece of whip-cord

should be in existence,

Sth. If the words have two senses—^forming, in fact, a pun—the sense

most agreeable to the law will be acted upon ; because it will no doubt be

the most dis-agreeable to every one who has anything to do with the

matter.

6th, When two clauses are repugnant to each other, the last clause is

to stand ; but the clauses leaviug property to one, and being, therefore,

repugnant to those who expected the property, arc not repugnant clauses

in the sense alluded to.

7th. A will is not void for w'ant of the usual legal phrases ; and it is not

therefore necessary for a testator to read up all the old learning on the

subject of " to wit,” « whereas,” “ hereinafter,” and the other terms which
constitute the peculiar elegance of legal literature.

[We have now brought to a close the second Port of our Comic Black-

stone. The tliird and the fourth Parts will not be given piecemeal in the

pages of PtjTicA, but will be published in conjunction with the second Part

at a very early period
; and will form, with the first part already issued,

the Comic Blackstone, complete in one volume.]

T HE ICE.

It has been ascertained that whatever may ho tho thickness of the ice,

it seldom averages more Ilian half the thickness of the heads of those

who venture on to it. Punch
took an airing, or rather an

icing on the Serpentine, and

was much pleased hy the atten-

tion ofthe Humane Society, who
several limes tripped

^

him up

with a rope ; and on his falling

down, clutched at him in the

most friendly manner with a

large iron boat-hook.

Perhaps a visit to the ico

may be made available for tlic

purpose of obtaining a cheap

luxury ; for it is only necessary

to break the edge of the ice, and
walk into the water up to your
ankles, when you are humanely
dragged to a receiving-house,

and placed in a warm bath
;

which you thus get gratis^ in-

stead of paying half-a-crown for

it. Brandy-and-water ad libi

turn are the customary restora-

tives in cases of this description,

and any one who does not mind
a slight ducking in water, which
he hzis ascertained to be shallow,

may calculate on making out his day very pleasantly between stiff grog
and hot blankets at the llumane Society’s receiving-house.

Skating on private ponds ought hy no means to be encouraged, for it is

possible to find yourself let in for an action of trespass, and the utmost
rigour of the law added to the utmost rigour of the ice are not very desir-

able matters to come in contact with.

Tlie Healtb of the XMCetropolis."

The Industrious Fleas were so indisposed last week, that they were
confined for three days to iheir Witney blanket. Napoleon is still laid

up with chilblains, owing to the severity of the weather. His Charger,
|

also, is suffering from weakness in the knees, in consequence of the
j

slipperiness of the wood pavement of the Pembroke table. They are not
expected to perform again with their usual animation before the return
of the Spring.

pheparations pob Christmas.

Mr. O’Connell is abusing the French press, and the French press is

doing its best in abusing Mr, O’Connell, So, all things considered, we
think we shall have a very merry Christmas.

HALLO, SIR ! ARE YOU AWARE YOU’RE TRESPASSING TUF-RE ?
”

Can it 1t>e Jenkins?

The Morning Post thus discourses of M. Jullten 1—

“’lYliat afafiry-like esistence is that of M. JuLLiEN ! Existing, as he does, on
Tns sicns of music and the aeoma of flowers. A very atmosphere of sviect

sounds and floral memories I”

Surely this must be Jenkins come again ! If so, w'elcomc, old friend !



PUNCH, OR THE LONDON CHARIVARI.

THE (NEXT) “BLAZE TRIUMPH !»

TT is well known that Mn. Balpe’s Daughter of St, Mark was a
* “ Blaze of Triumph.” There can be no doubt of it

;
for Mu. Buitn

lias avowed as much in very confident type in all the newspapers.

A blaze of triumph ! We can now understand why Firo Ofiices will

not ensure theatres. With Balfe’s operas, too, they are more
than Doubly-hazardous. We are happy to state that the blaze

passed off without doing any mischief. This fortunate event, how-
ever, is mainly attributable to the sagacity of Mr. Buitn. He had
made up his mind—^liad prophesied it to himself—that the opera

should be a blaze,” and therefore took the precaution to have a fire-

engine ready at every wing. The hose was duly prepared; and
might in an instant have deluged the whole orchestra, washing II

Maestro (as the departed Jenkins would have said) Balfe from his

stool. This was perfectly right. The “blaze” originating in the

brain of the composer, it was necessary to be able, at a moment, to

command that; otherwise “the devouring element” might have
produced a general confiagration. Fortunately, the peril is now all

over ; but two or three times the opera was thought to be in great

danger. More than once the firemen were about to play upon
Mr. Harrison, feeling for a moment greatly alarmed by his

shake.

The English, having borrowed nearly all the plays of the French,
also insist upon imitating the French custom of caUing for the

author, the composer, the actor, whom they delight to honour*. At
times, this mingled condescension and gr^itude displays itself in a
most enthusiastic manner, and hence their late calls for manager

—

hence did they drag the unwilling Bitnn upon the stage, when, like

the celebrated “ flower,” he would rather have “ blushed unseen ”

behind the curtain. Well, after all, too much gratitude from the
public is a sin upon the right side, and we will not check it. On the
contrary, let us endeavour to foster the feeling. Let us hope that the
time will come, when the claims of the orange and apple women of

the front will not be forgotten; that the green-coated, plush-hreeched
domestics of the stage, the stage-door keeper, the call-boy, the bill-

stickers to the theatre, the tailors, the sempstresses, the dressers,

—

in fact, that everybody even in the humblest way connected with
the theatre, will he compelled by a clamorous and admiring public to

enter and receive applause and wreaths for every “ blaze ” which—
more or less—they may have all helped to stir up.

And a propos of wreaths and bouquets. Why should they not be
sold by the fruit-women ; so that im^mlsive admiration might buy
its sixpenn’orth of homage upon the spot ; without being compelled

to purchase it outside the theatre, and then nurse it up for the

enthusiastic moment ? To return, however, to the “ blaze.” Punch
has taken counsel with his artist, who, prophet as he is, thus portrays

the effects of

TUK NEXT “ BLAZE OF TRIUMPH.”

AGRICULTURAL MUSEUM.
The Agricultural Museuai, lately opened under the auspices of the

Royal Society of Agriculture, will well repay a visit to the rooms of the

Society in Hanover Square. For the information of persons visiting

London, we supply an imperfect catalogue, which will direct the visitor to

what are certainly the Lions of the Museum.

Case 30.—Very curious, containingspecimens of “The English labourer”
(vulg. “The Country’s pride”), natives of the various agricultural counties,

presented by different boards of guardians.

No. 1. A Buchmghamshire labourer,—Stands six feet high—weight,

nine stone—colour sallow—eyes sunk—hones very prominent. The
smock-frock nine years old—breeches ragged—^boots very bad—^found in

damp cottages. Fed upon bread and water, with a little bacon. When
taken, attempted to destroy himself in the House. Mind uncultivated.

Habits sullen, and brutal.

No. 2. A Norfolk lalowrer,—Characteristics as above. This is one of

the incendiary species.

Nos, 3, 4, 6. Esseat^ Wiltshire and Somersetshire labourers,—The
curious visitor is requested to observe the clothes of these interesting spe-

cimens. The cases by the side of each contain portions of their usual
food, and a week’s wages.

Case 40.—Contains a treasure, which is indeed unique, and which the

Society feels justly proud of

:

A new Coat ! J purchased by a labourer with a family, on 7s. a week
wages I As far as the Society can learn, the only one ever exhibited

!

Case 54.—The identical hat used by Lord Coningsbt in the gam at

cricket played by his Lordship'with real labourers. There is always a
crowd round this case, and no wonder.

Case 60.—A sovereign, returned by Lord Radnor to a poor tenant on
quarter-day ; sent from l^hworth. By many considered the gem of the
collection.

CaselOO .—Very old “duties of property,” discovered lately in Hol-
dernesse House, by the Marquis of Londonderrv. When furbished they

have a very imposing appearance, and were brought out witli great effect

by the noble owner at a recent dinner given to his tenantry in Ireland.

Case 120.—Numerous specimens of a new invention called “ the rights

of labour.” The ingenious patentee declares that these rights were
known to our forefathers, though the secret has been lost. He expects

great results from their re-iutroduction.

sportin:g.
A CHALLENGE I—O’CONNELL AGAINST THE WORLD f

Daniel O’Connell is willing to meet any ten coal-heav^, coster-

mongers, cabmen—nothing can be too low for him—-to have with them a

fair, manly, stand-up fight of blackguardism. He will hack himself fifty

to cue, to say more abusive words in ten minutes than any other ten can

say in an hour. Daniel O’Connell is always to be heard of at the

Conciliation Hall, Dublin, where he is ready (an it please the Rent) to

post the money in fifties, twenties, or fives. If nobody has the money,

the said Daniel O’Connell is willing to have a bout at foul words with

’em “for love” and the sake of R-epeal and Old Ireland. “Hereditary

bondsmen,” Ac,



PUNCHES COMPLETE LETTER-WRITER.

LETTER L.—FROM A PUBLISHER TO AN AUTHOR.

Dear Sir,

Upok- my word, this is too bad 1 We
have been standing for copy for two days. Deally,

too bad. 1 would not wish to write anything that

might be thought severe
; no, I trust I have a

greater respect for letters. Nevertheless, it does

appear to me very strange that gentlemen authors are the only sort

of people with whom there is nothing like regularity. It is^never

so with other tradesmen. If I want a coat, or a pair of boots, by a

day—the tailor, the bootmaker never disappoints me. And yet men
who write vM take such liberties ! as if pen-and-ink fgave *em a sort

of license to do what no respectable tradesman ever thinks of doing.

Business is business all the world over
; and there should be the

punctuality in making poems as in making pantaloons. 'When writers

can’t be punctual they ought to give up the trade, and seek other

employment.
“

I do not deny that your head may have been a little bit out of

order—that your spirits may have been low or desperate—that all

this beautiful world, as you once very finely said to me, may have
seemed to you as if it was made of wet brown paper. 1 don’t

deny this; but then what have I said to you, again and again 1

Ought not men who are liable to such ridiculous crotchets, to work
double-tides when they are quite well, so that they may always

have copy in advance of the blue devils I J, sir, who do not pre-

tend to what some folks call the dignity of an author

—

I have
always been in advance of the world ; I have always caught time
by the forelock in all things.

Permit me to say, there is a good deal of nonsense talked by you
gentlemen authors—^to the great inconvenience of the unfortunate

tradesmen who deal with you—about waiting for inspiration. Pooh !

It ’s very like waiting for a policeman when you want him—^you

may wait all day, and never light upon him. Inspiration, sir, if you
only persevere, comes with pen-and-ink, in the same way that a
pump that seems dry gives water with pumping.

Again, some of you gentry affect to be affected by the weather—as

if you wrote in quicksilver and not in ink. Doctor Johnson, sir,

contained in himself as many people now called authors, as there
are sticks in a faggot. And what says Doctor Johnson about the
effect of season and weather ? Why he growls a laugh at it. Yes,
sir, that great man would have written Paradise Lost quite as well in
a coal-mine as in Arcadia, if there is such a place. Besides, when
a man has served his time to writing, it ’s after all—^I’m sure of it—^nothing more than a knack. Just as a woman knits garters and
gossips at the same time, he can go on writing his book and thiak
nothing at all about it. This is done every day by some people : I
could only wish, sir, that, with all your talent—for you have a sort of
talent, I don’t deny it—you could do the same thing. It would be
money in your pocket, and a very great convenience to me.

It is true you have written much ; nevertheless, as I say, there is

a good deal of meat upon you yet—a good deal of meat. Some
people may think this a coarse phrase of mine—I don’t. ; On the
contrary, 1 think it significant and original. I look upon authors
simply as a butcher looks upon Southdown-mutton

; with merely an
eye to the number of pounds to he got out of ’em. You know that
my character is frankness. I have lost a great deal by it—but 1
can’t help that.

And now, by ten to-morrow I must have the remainder of this
book. Work— work: you know you can take to your bed, if

necessary, when you have done it. At all events, do the book. And
after all, as somebody says, what is a book but words—and words but
breath I Beally you must not be after ten to-morrow ; if so, there

are now, thank heaven, twelve posts a day, and I have dmected Biggs
to write to you every hour. Yours faithfully,

John Curll.

;
LETTER LI. (AND LAST.)

THE AUTHOR*S ANSWER.
Dear Sir,

With this, you have the last of the copy. Thank heaven !

It is very true, that I have not the punctuality of either your
boot-maker or your tailor: but then I am punished for my iniquity,

for neither have I anything like their banker’s account. It is also

the misfortune of my craft to admit not of the services of either

journeymen or ’prentices
; otherwise, I too might be very punctual

by the hands of other people.

It is very true that, for the past fortnight, I have had a certain

sickness of the brain, from, I believe, over-work. It is, perhaps, pos-

sible, that even one of your horses if made to carry double might,

for a time, require the repose of the stable. Not that I would think

of comparing my brain to the horsc-fiesh that calls you master.

Indeed, an author may be rather likened to an elephant,—seeing he
frequently has to carry a house upon his back filled with a numerous
family.

You are pleased to say I have a great deal of meat upon me. I
can only say in answer, thsCt it shall be my especial care that, for the

future, none of the said meat shall be transformed into your mutton-
chops.

With this determination. Sir, I remain.

Your obedient Servant,

THE SMZTHFIELD CATTLE SHOW.
UNCH is happy to announce that the Cattle Show

has far exceeded in fatness any former

years, and the animals have one and all

behaved with a corpulency that does the

highest credit to their heads, hearts, and
stomachs.

His Royal Highness Prince Albert has

come out unusually strong, but his great

force has been in pigs ; and he appears to

have thrown his British Farmer’s lieart into

the i3ig-pen with an agricultural energy that

others would have done w'ell to imitate. His
Royal Highness was not so great in the ox
line, but he exhibited a pet animal of the

Scotch breed, whose legs were like those of

a foot-stool fastened at tlie bottom of a large

straw palliasse placed upright, and covered
over with the skins of cattle. The end of the tail had been beautifully

combed out by the perruquier in ordinary to the Royal Cattle, and the

ears had been brushed out very spruce, so that the beast had quite a
foppii^ look as he peered at the judges through the noose of his hempen
halter.

Some of the short-homed steers seemed not at all to like the impertinent
staring of the Committee appointed to decide on their merits, and a three-

year older, who was ultimately chosen, seemed disposed at one time to

settle the matter by a toss up, while the judges were examining his points

with a view to a decision. Some of Prince Albert’s sheep were the
theme of universal admiration, and a long-woolled wether—the long wool
being very appropriate to this we(a)tlier—was loudly cheered as he
tumbled over with an excess of obesity hitherto unparalleled in the
of mutton. It was, however, in the pigs that his Royal Highness carried
off the palm, and when his three Bedfordshire pigs waddled into their

pen, the enthusiasm of the public was boundless. These a.niTing.lg seemed
to he fully aware of their Royal ownership, for they attacked some adja-
cent porkers with savage determination, as if to show that they would
bear no rival near the pig-^ty.

Nothing, however, that was exhibited at Baker Street Bazaar could
equal Ptmeh^s Prize Boar, whose portrait ,is given in our present number.
He is a superior animal, of a cross Scotch breed, and has been accus-
tomed to the pen from an early period.
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